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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with the processes of socio-

cultural change set in motion when the . ~
. boriginal people of

the Edward River reserve gave up their hunter-gatherer lifestyle and joined with Anglican missionaries to form the
Edward River settlement in 1938.

In opting for a sedentary

life, the Aborigines of the reserve were consciously adopting
the role of culture recipients who were dependent on change
agents (missionaries, and later government officials) from
the mainstream Australian society to provide the sources for
socia-cultural change as well as the direction in which it
should proceed.
The cultural patterns characterising reserve life

prior to the establishment of the settlement are reconstructed
from informants' memories and the observations of anthropologists who conducted studies among the reserve's peoples
between 1925 and 1935.

The pre-settlement patterns are then

compared with those which characterised settlement life in the

period 1968-75 when the author undertook his fieldwork.

Two

independently formulated hypotheses concerning the degree,
direction and sources of socia-cultural change are tested
against the actual course of events.

The first hypothesis

was developed by an anthropologist, Lauriston Sharp, who on

the basis of his investigations into the totemic ideology of
the Yir Yoront, came to the conclusion that sustained contact
between the people of the reserve and European Australians
would lead to the collapse of the indigenous cultural system.
The second hypothesis was implicit in Queensland state
Government pOlicy and legislation.

It stated that the

Aboriginal people of the Edward River settlement could b.e
transformed over time from a welfare-dependent, managed
cormnunity to one that was just like a normal country town in
Queensland by providing physical amenities similar to those
of country towns, and by imposing routines and social structure:

similar to those found in the economic systems and formal
processes of social control in the dominant society.
Neither hypothesis has accurately anticipated the
real outcome·.

Aboriginal belief systems have not collapsed

v

nor have the people of Edward Riveracniev.ed t-hat level of

cultural competence that would permit them to manage their
community
first

without help.

hy~othesis

It is argued in this thesis that the

failed because

_.L::

UL

an

antt~opological

inter-

pretation that over-emphasized the comprehensiveness of the
indigenous totemic ideology and thus understated the resilience
of Edward River belief systems.

It is argued that the second

hypothesis concerning the appropriate techniques for inducing
change is also failing despite the commi-tment of the Edward

River people to the development of their community.

Edward

River people have adapted to their institutional environment
in such a way as to preserve some fundamental

Aborigin~l

values, and to create a permanent niche for outside managersc
There seems little prospect for change in this situation
unless certain prerequisites to fruitful socia-cultural change
are incorporated in basic planning strategies.
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CONVENTI-ONS

In rendering Aboriginal words I have employed the
practical orthography developed by Dr A.H. Hall for the
Edward River bilingual programme.

Kinship notation follows

the standard practice for representing kintypes.

Classifi-

catory relationships are represented by enclosing kintypes
within quotes.

The symbols ~ and ~ preceding a kintype mean

IIfrom the viewpoint of a female •••

JI

and Jlfrom the- viewpoint

of a male ••• " respectively.
In those places where I

have had to rely heavily on

the case material of other anthropologists, I have taken care
to

,dist~nguish

the material that I

recorded

~rom

the material

recorded by others by noting the appropriate source.
examples where there is no source attributed

In case

the reader may

assume that they represent my original data.
In the analysis and discussion of disputing behaviour
I have followed the convention o'f numbering cases in order

to make it easier to refer to them

~n

the text.

1

CHAPTER 1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
The research population -- an historical overview
This thesis is concerned with an Aboriginal

population living on a reserve on the western side of Cape
York Peninsula known as the Edward River Aboriginal Reserve.
The reserve is a large one.

It stretches from the Mitchell

River in the south to the Holroyd River in the north and
To the south lies
encompasses approximately 2,800 km 2 .
the Mitchell River Aboriginal Reserve and to the north is
the Aurukun Shire which until 197-£1 was known as the Aurukun
Aboriginal Reserve.
The present Aboriginal inhabitants of the Edward
River reserve live, for the most part, in a small township
which is called Edward River.

The township and the reserve

are administered by the Department of Aboriginal and Islanders'
AdvanCement (hereafter referred to as the DAIA), which is an
instrumentality of the Queensland State Government.

Before

European contact, the Aboriginal people who lived in the
area bounded by the reserve pursued a semi-nomadic way of
life based on hunting and gathering.

Their current sedent-

ary life-style is a product of their interaction with Europeans who came to live in their part of the world at the
turn of the 19th and 20th centuries.

In this section I

present a brief overview of the history of that contact
and the formation of the reserves and settlements.

I also

give some account of the early anthropological research
among the peoples of the Edward River reserve.
In recorded history, the Dutch were the first
Europeans to make contact with the Aborigines of western
Cape York Peninsula.

Between 1606 and 1756 they made four

voyages that took them into the Gulf of Carpentaria.

They

were seeking to extend their Asian commercial interests by
finding further opportunities for commerce.

Their contacts

with the Aborigines often ended in conflict and the Dutch
did not follow up their exploratory trips partly because
they saw no avenues for trade or exploitation and partly
because of the hostility of the natives they encountered

2

(Loos 1974:3).
In 1845, the explorer Ludwig Leichhardt undertook
an overland journey of exploration from Moreton Bay to Port

Essington.

His route took him some distance along the

course of the Mitchell River before he turned south to
traverse the bottom end of the Gulf of Carpentaria.

During

his sojourn in Mitchell River country his party was attacked
by Aborigines and one of its members killed.

The first

Europeans to travel through the country that was to become
the Edward River reserve were a party of ten stockmen under
the direction of the Jardine brothers, Frank and Alick.
They were overlanding a herd of 250 cattle from Carpentaria
Downs station on the upper Einasleigh :River to the just-formed
settlement of Somerset at the ti.p of Cape York.

As the

party made its way up the western side of the Peninsula they
encountered increasing hostility from the Aborigines between
the Staaten and Holroyd Rivers.

Several clashes occurred,

including the now infamous "Battle of the Mitchell River"
in which it was reckoned that at least 30 natives fell to
the rifles of the drovers as they opposed the passage of the
Jardine party.

Although the event was intended to teach

the Aborigines a lesson they would long remember, an
anthropologist who subsequently worked in the area found
that his informants had no recollection of the episode 70
years later (Sharp 1952:70).

J.T. Embley, a government

surveyor gave the Edward River its name in 1884 during an
exploratory trip in which he plotted the westward course
of the Coleman River before turning north to survey the
Holroyd and Kendall Rivers.

Embley reported no trouble

at all with the natives whom he appeared to have observed
at close quarters (Jack 1922:632).
Permanent European settlement commenced during the
1880's when large areas of land around the lower reaches
of the Mitchell River were taken up for cattle raising.
Dunbar station was formed in 1885 followed by Koolatah in
1886.

The Rutland Plains pastoral holding was first

occupied in 1903.

Pastoral expansion along the western

coast of Cape York Peninsula was inhibited to a large extent
when Queensland's colonial legislature passed a bill known

:3

as "The Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale
of Opium Act of 1897".

The Act enabled a v.ast area of the

coastal lands to be set aside for the purpose of forming
Aboriginal reserves.

The land set aside stretched from

below the Mitchell River to the tip of Cape York Peninsula.
At that time one Aboriginal mission, that of Mapoon (founded
in 1891), was already in existence and was being conducted
under the aegis of the Presbyterian Church.

In 1898, the

Presbyterian Church formed a second mission at Weipa and
in 1904 a third at Aurukun.
was established in 1904 also.

The Mitchell River mission
The first site of the mission,

Trubanaman, proved unsuitable and it was moved in 1915 ·to
a site on the banks of the Magnificent River which became
known eventually by its native name of Kowanyama.

The

Mitchell River mission was administered by the Church of
England as part of the Diocese of Carpentaria.

In 1932

an attempt was made to set up an outstation of the Mitchell
River mission near the Coleman River in order to provide the
natives of that part of the reserve with a mission settlement
of their own.

The fledgling mission failed (.see Daniels

1975), and it was not until 1938 that the present Edward
River settlement was succesfully established by J.W. Chapman

0

The detailed story of the setting up and development of the
·Edward River mission is taken up in Chapter 6.
The firs·t serious anthropological studies of the
peoples of the Edward River reserve began in 1927 with
Ursula McConnel's fieldwork among various groups living on
the coast between the Archer and Edward Rivers.

She left

the field in 1928 and returned again in 1934 to conduct
further research at the Aurukun mission (McConnel 1957:xiii-xv
In 1928 Donald Thomson made a journey to the Mitchell River
mission and for a period of several months camped on the
Coleman River in company with a large party of Aborigines he
referred to as the Koko Taiyor or Koko Daiyuri (Thomson 1935:9
1936:71).

He then left the area to carry out more

inten~ive

work during 1929 on the east coast of Cape York Peninsula.
He returned to the west coast in 1932 to spend the wet
season at the Archer River.
the following year.

He left the area in Au.gust

The anthropological studies that are

of the most significance for this thesis are those resulting
from the work of R.L. Sharp.

Between 1933 and 1935 Sharp

spent some 29 months in the field in North Queensland, and
much of that time was devoted to an intensive study of
Aboriginal groups still pursuing a hunter-gatherer way of
life in the country between the Mitchell and Coleman Rivers
(Sharp 1937:xii).

The groups Sharp studied were the Yir

Yoront, the Yir Mel, the Taior and the Ngentjin.
identified speech or dialect groups.

The names

They were not the

names of discrete "tribes", if the term "tribe" is taken
to mean a group whose territorial affiliations and major
social alignments were confined within the speech group.
Indeed Sharp (1958:2) has stressed that the concept of "tribe"
as an autonomous and politically bounded land-owning entity
has no place in the description of the flexible social
structures of Aboriginal North Queensland (or even in
Australia as a whole for that matter) .

From a territory

holding perspective, the unit of importance in Cape York
Peninsula was the named patrilineal clan.

Thus when Sharp

(1937:301) gave locations for the above speech groups he
was merely identifying where it was the speakers of those
languages had the bulk of their primary entitlements to land
through their clan memberships.
It should be noted, however, that in much of Sharp's
published work he referred only to the Yir Yoront (e.g. see
Sharp 1934a,1934b,1952,1958).

As Sutton (1978:30) has

pointed out, fieldworkers in Aboriginal Australia who write
ethnographies of culturally·similar but linguistically diverse
communities often choose one of the names of the speech groups
making up the research population to stand as the exemplar
for the whole community.

The procedure is justifiable in

terms of descriptive simplicity but it runs the risk of
creating a false impression of linguistic, cultural and
territorial homogeneity when the technique is not made explicit.
Suffice it to say here that what Sharp asserted of the culture
of the Yir Yoront in his published works he intended to
apply equally, with due. regard for linguistic differences,
to the other named groups of his research population.

This

is clear from his 1958 paper, "People without politics: the
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Australian Yir Yoront".

This is an important point to be.

borne in mind when considering the aims. of this study.
Between them, the studies of Sharp and Thomson
focused on the populations living in the southern half of
the Edward River reserve.

The rest of the peoples of the

Edward River reserve were equally diverse linguistically,
but in other respects were culturally similar to their
southern neighbours in most major points of comparison
including land tenure systems, material culture, subsistence
technology, kinship structures, marriage systems, ritual
activity, beliefs and social control.

Charting linguistic

diversity on Cape York Peninsula has always been problematic.
There are many so-called "tribal maps" which attempt to
associate names for speech gJ;'oups with particular areas of
land.

The maps range from crude small-scale diagrams drawn

by the early missionaries (e.g. see White 1906) to relatively
large-scale and detailed

di~tributions

of the "tribes" of

. Cape York Peninsula based on the anthropological research
of the 1930's (e.g. see McConnel 1957, Sharp 1939, Thomson
1972).

Tindale (1974) as part of a general survey of all

the "tribes" of Aboriginal Australia has presented a seemingly
definitive distribution of "tribes" or language groups for
Cape York Peninsula.

Sutton (1978) has found reason to

criticise his distributions for the Wik speaking peoples,
and my own mapping activities (Taylor-1976, Sinnamon & Taylor
1978) on the Edward River and Mitchell River reserves indicate
that Tindale's maps couldpe further refined.
With Map 1.1, I have provided yet ·an6ther distribution
of speech communi ties wi thin or near the Edward River res·erve
The map is not an attempt to reconcile or correct various
existing maps.

As Alpher (1973:4) correctly notes, much

detailed mapping of territorial and linguistic affiliations
is required before a definitive distribution can be produced
for Cape York Peninsula.

Instead the map employs a series

of terms that have come to acquire a

gen~ral

currency among

the present-day residents of Edward River and Kowanyamac
Each term on the map is, in a sense, a cover-all that stands
for a variety of related and, in pre-settlement times,
neighbouring dialects.

Several of the terms (e.g. Wik Nganchera
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and Koko Mindjena) appear to have had this cover-all function
in pre-contact times.

The other terms. emerged out of the

need to provide rough guides to linguistic affiliation when
linguistically heterogeneous populations of Aborigines
b~gan

to come together into single communities on mission

settlements.

Of the related dialects covered by the terms

some are now extinct and some are nearly so.

Others, however,

have become the major vehicles for vernacular communication
within the Kowanyama and Edward. River settlements, a process
that has obviously involved major changes in linguistic
identities.
Each term on the map then does nothing more than
designate the approximate pre-·contact location of sets of
related-languages arid dialects.

Beginning in the north,

Wik Nganchera refers to speakers of the following languages
or dialects: Wik Mu'{nh, Wik Iiyanh, Wik Yianh, wik Uwanh
and

~ik

Muminh.

All of these languages or.dialects are

... spoke? at Edward River.
Kuuk Thaayorre (the Taior of
Sharp and the Koko Taiyor or Koko Daiyuri of Thomson) appears
to have been a dialect that has become a major communicative
vehicle at E_dward River in recent times.

Other members of

this set are Kuuk Thanon, Kuuk Thaayunhth, Kuuk Thayem and
Kuuk Yak (Sharp's Ngentjin).
any residual speakers.

Only Kuuk Yak appears to have

Traditionally Koko Mindj.ena was a

cover-alI-name applied by Koko Bera speakers to those whose
language·s were Yir Yoront, Yir Thuj im, Yir -Thangedl (apparently
Sharp's Yir Mel) and Kin Kopol.

Yir Yoront has become one of

the dominant vernaculars at Kowanyama.

Only a few people

have any competence in any of the other dialects (see
Alpher 1973:5).

The origin of the term Koko Bera is similar

to that of Kuuk Thaayorre.

It is one of the three major

languages spoken at Kowanyama but appears to have been one of
a set of dialects that included Koko Wap, Koko Beberam and,
perhaps doubtfully, Koko Babangk.

The term Kunjen is a

pidginised version of Okunjan and is applied to speakers of
Oykangand, Okunjan, Kawarrang and Uw El (Sommer 1969).

At

Kowanyama the term is also extended to cover speakers of
alkol, but since Edward River people see alkol as a separate
lanquage group I have decided to keep them so on the map.
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oykangand is the third major dialect spoken at Kowanyamao
My information of the remaining language clusters,
Bakanh, Olkol, Koko Nar and Koko Nang is much less secure.
Some Bakanh s]?eakers are referred to by Edward River people
as Kuuk Mathn, but I do not know whether this is a dialect

...".

.

or an alternative name for Bakanh.

I am 'similarly uncertain

as to whether Olkol was composed of ,a single. dialect or
several.

Bruce Sommer (pers. com.) informs me that Koko

Nar was said to include Koko Daw and Uw Inal while Koko Nang
included Og Indar and Kuandar.

Further clarifying work

on the language clusters has been carried out by the linguists
Bruce Sommer and Paul Black, but I have yet to see their
resultsG
The main groups of. languages 'spoken by the
research population of this thesis were (and 'are) Wik
Nganchera; Kuuk Thaayorre, Yir Yoront and . 1?'akarw.

1.2

Research aims
The primary aim of this thesis is to present an

ethnography of the socio-cultural changes induced in

an

Australian Aboriginal society by virtue of its contact with
European Australians.

The argument draws its inspiration

from a paper written by R.L. Sharp and published in Human
Organization in 1952.

The-paper was called "Steelaxes-

for stone-age Australians".

It has been widely reprinted

since then, attaining the stature of an anthropological
classic in the study of the social and cultural dynamics
involved in technological change (Smith·1974:8).

Sharp's

studies among the Yir Yoront (and the other members of the
linguistic conglomerate represented by the Yir Yoront)
inclined him to the view that the pre-contact Aboriginal
cosmology was so tightly integrated around a relatively
unchanging human and physical environment that any widespread introduction of novelty would have

se~ious

cations for the survival of that world view.

impli-

Sharp'

asserted that the basic Yir Yoront cognitive oriemtation
towards-the world was conditioned by a set of totemic beliefs
.which provided the primary screen

t~rough

which events and
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behaviour in the real world were interpreted.

The same

world view fashioned Yir Yoront responses to events and
behaviours.

When Sharp arrived in the field, the artefacts

of European culture were becoming available to the bushdwelling Yir Yoront in appreciable quantities. The material
artefacts alone were sufficient, so Sharp thought, to cause
revolutionary changes in Yir Yoront ideology.
For. the purposes of his paper Sharp chose to examine
the consequences that followed upon the replacement of the
indigenous stone hatchet by its European steel counterpart.
Sharp concluded that the steel hatchet, like other items of
European technology, was setting in motion so many intellectual contradictions tha"!: the cultural disintegration of the
Yir Yoront seemed imminent.

The propositions leading to

this conclusion I shall explore in greater detail in Chapter
6.

I shall simply note here that the argument of the paper

was~so

persuasive and the writing so vivid, that many readers

have assumed that the Yir Yoront culture that Sharp described
in earlier papers did actually disappear.

In fact, Sharp

was forecasting an outcome on the basis of an hypothesis
about the "tight" structure of Aboriginal world views.

That

hypothesis was general enough to apply to all of,the Aboriginal inhabitants of western Cape York Peninsula whose precontact environments and cultures were similar to the Yi:
Yoront.
Sharp predicted that the totemic ideology, the
fundamental underpinning of Yir Yoront beliefs ,'would disappear and that the bush-dwelling natives would undergo a
period of anxiety and personal deprivation whose outward
manifestations might be symbolic aggression or withdrawal
and apathy.;

In the last paragraph of his paper he argued

that the Yir Yoront would probably turn to the missionaries
whose presence had brought Western goods within their reach.
The missionaries, Sharp felt, with appropriate understanding
and empathy, could help reconstitute a new cultural universe
to replace the one they had unw'i ttingly destroyed with their
material arteiacts.

It is worth noting that by'1940, five

years after Sharp had left the field, the group we are calling theYir Yoront had, for all practical purposes, exchanged
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their hunter-gatherer life-style for a sedentary one on the
mission settlements of Kowanyama and Edward River.

This

could be interpreted as a confirmation, in part, of his
hypothesis.
Sharp's analysis £E>cused on the processes of
social change unintentionally set in motion by the
'aries.

mission~

But the missionaries themselves, and the DAIA

officers who succeeded them at Kowanyama and Edward River,
were not simply passive caretakers and administrators.
They were conscious agents of social change deliberately
attempting to transform Aboriginal communities in accordance
with a particular vision.

Both miSSIonary and DAIA offic-

ial envisioI1ed the end products of the tr-ahs·formation
process, firstly, as independent Aboriginal communities
capable of sustaining themselves without the paternal oversighi;. of others., and s.econdly, at the ipdividual level, as
~-

Aboriginal citizens who could competently participate in the
economic, political and social institutions of-the dominant
white society.

If it was anything, the vision was assimil-

ationist and saw the eventual absorption of Aborigines and
Aboriginal communities into the majority culture.

It is

fair to say that at the founding of Edward River the Aboriginesthemselves had little, if any, conception of what it
was they and their descendants were required to become.
_Thu,sit is important to acknowledge from the outset tha-t
Edward River has always been a community committed to effecting socio-cultural changes among Aborigines.

It is equally.

important to recognise that when the bush-dwelling people of
the reserve invited the missionaries to form a settlement,
they were choosing to exchange their former life-style for
something else -- even if they had no clear conception of
what that something else portended.

Whether they were

motivated to do so because they were seeking a reconstitution
of their own tottering cosmology is a matter for empirical
investigation.

What cannot be ignored is that the Aborigines

in coming to live at Edward River, were also choosing to live
permanent+y alongside Europeans and were placing· themselves
in a pos.i tioD of tutelage and dependence upon them. Thus, as
~ functional entity,

Edward River society has been (and is)
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intentionally bi-cultural with two special roles for its
European members.

One role was to provide models that

Aborigines should aspire to or imitate.

The other role

was for them to be active change agents of the dominant
donor culture with the purpose of instilling ideas, routines
and rules that would progressively serve the aims of the
developmental plan.
To adopt a phrase of Goffman's (1968:22), Edward
River may be seen as a forcing house for changing' people.
Indeed a number of observers (e.g. Long 1970, stephens 1970,
stanner 1974) have noted that Goffman's characterisation of
the total institution is particularly apt in the case of
mission ana government controlled Aboriginal settlements in
Australia.

In

choos~ng

to write an ethnography of a total

institution devoted to changing a community's entire way of
life, it is a small step to move from the actualities of the
change processes to a comparison of the actualities with the
outcomes anticip'ated by the vision.

Therefore, if the first

aim of this thesis is to test Sharp's hypothesis against the
subsequent course of events, the second aim is to evaluate,
at a purely descriptive level, the extent to which the course
of .actual socio-cultural change has coincided with the directions intended by those who had the responsibility of plC!-nning
for the community and marshalling and organising its human
and physical resources.

1.3

Methodology and the. description of socio-cultural
change
It is necessary at this point to make clear to the

reader what is meant in this thesis by the terms "culture"
and nsocio-cultural change".
I take culture to be a phenomenon of the mind and
share Goodenough's (1966:167) view that a community's culture
consists of whatever it is that one has to know or believe in
order to operate as a member of that culture.

In the words

of Goodenough (pp.258-9) culture consists of:
1.

The· Ways in which people have .organised 'their experience
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of the real world so as to give it structure as a
phenomenal world· of forms, that is, their percepts
and concepts.
2.

The ways in which people have organised their experience
of their phenarerial world so as to give it structure as
a system of cause and effect relationships, that is, the
propositions and beliefs by which they explain events and
design tactics for accacplishing their purposes.

3.

The'ways in which people have organized their experience
of their phenarenal world so as to structure its various
arrangerrents in. hierarchies of preferen~, that ~,
their value or sentiment systems.

These' provide. the

principles for selecting and establishing purposes and
for keeping onesel£purposef:ully oriented in a changing
phenonenal world.
4.

The ways in which people have organized their 'experience
of their past efforts to accmplish recurring pmposes
into operational procedures for accmplishing these
purposes in the future, that is, a set .of ngramnatical n
principles of action and a series of recipes for
accorrplishing particular ends.
They .include operational procedures for dealing with people as well as
for deal ing"Witli"naterial things.
CUlture, then, consists of standards for deciding what
is, standards for deciding what can be,' standards. for

deciding how one feels about it, standards for deciding
what to do about it, and standards for deciding how to

go about doing it.
Goodenough finds it useful to distinguish three
kinds of culture.

There is each individual's conception

of how other members of his society have organised their
experience.

Goodenough calls this private culture.

Private culture is the individual's theory by means of which
he predicts his fellows' reactions to events and especially
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the ways in which he believes his fellows will receive,
judge and react to his behaviour.

An individual's private

culture may be composed of as many theories of behaviour
as there are different kinds of groups in which he participate~.

Therefore, depending. on the complexity of group

arrangements in a society, individuals may have a repertoire of culture theories upon which to draw and in terms
of which they can· operate at any given time.

The private

culture theory selected for the purposes of the moment by
an individual,

Goodenough·d~signates

the operating culture.

The third kind of culture Goodenough distinguishes is public
culture, the generalised culture a person.attributes to the
aggregate membership of any social group.

Among the indi-

viduals of a given community there may be a high degree of
consensus about the content of a community's public culture.
Elsewhere Goodenough (1971:42) has· sug-gested that all the
l.deas,~

beliefs, values, recipes and traditions that ·are

known to one or more members of a community form a culture
pool.
Much of the content of this culture pool is not
shared by other members of the community •.
Several writers
(Keesing 1974, Pelto and Pelto 19·76 ) "have expressly drawn
attention to the importance of non-shared informational
heterogeneity within groups as a potential source of·adaptive
variability.

Such privately owned portions of the culture

pool are not social imperfections.

Rather, they may be,

as Ke~sing (p. 88·) observes, an adaptive necessity and a
" ••• crucial resource that can be drawn on and selected· from
in culture

change~

.. "

Goodenough (1966:263) observes that strictly
speaking no one true description of a community's culture
is possible.

All that anthropologists can do is to con-

struct others of their own.

In order to achieve cul-

turally valid analyses of knowledge systems in action and
to guard against ethnographies becoming merely sets of
idiosyncratic, non-replicable descriptions, Goodenough and
his followers have urged the adoption of what has come to
be called the "culture scene" approach.

Central to such

analyses is the notion that particular sets of rules are
valid and .. use·£uI· only within culturally defined domains.
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such domains are bounded and refer to those recurring
situations that provide the settings within which the members
of a particular community organise their s.ocial interactions
in order to satisfy their wants and needs.
Thus Frake
(1969:471) argues that a descriptively adequate ethnographic
statement would have to include:
(a)

Discovering the major categories of events or scenes
of the culture i

(b)

Defining scenes so that observed interactions, acts,
objects and places can be assigned to their proper
scenes as rqles, routines, paraphernalia and settings;

(c)

Stating the distribution of scenes with respect to.
one another, that is, providing instructions for
anticipating or planning for scenes.

The goal of such analyses is to describe what participants
have to know, that is, the rules or "grammars" they have to
abide by, in order to take part in such scenes.
Culture
scenes are then described from an insider's po~nt of view
and essentially are definitions of the situation held b~ the
participants of a scene (Spradley and McCurdy 1972:23-24) •
This approach to the description of culture has
not been without its·d1"f·ficulties.
The degree to which
participants cognitively share the same definition of the
situation is always problematical in any culture. scene, and
Wallace (1970: 35) has suggested that cognitive non-.sharing
maybe a necessary prerequisite for the maintenance of
complex patterns of social interaction.
Black (1973)
refers to similar issues in her discussion of the dynamic
cognitive map that

participa~ts

require in order to chart

their way through the multiple levels of context that determine meaning and action.
It may well be impossible, she
says, (p.555) to describe cultural scenes in their tot.ality,
given the infinite regression of contexts and metacontexts
that could conceivably be operating.
Finally Keesing
:(1970:447) riotes the J-ack ';of: any adequate theory, of cpntexts.
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Despite these problems, I have attempted in this' thesis to
remain faithful to the mode of cultural description advocated
by Goodenough.
Goodenough's conception of culture sees cultural
systems as. sets of shared decision-making structures in
human minds.

In cybernetic terms, these decision-making

structures process inputs from the physical and social
environments and generate appropriate responses or outputs.
The responses or outputs manifest themselves as sets of
patterned behaviours commonly referred to as social structures.

There may.. be changes in social structures over time.

Such social structural changes may be the result of changes
in environmental inputs wi-t.h which the decision-making
structures have to deal, they may--be the result of
changes in the decision-making structures themselves ·or
some mix of the two.
stru~tures

cultural

A change in the decision-making

constitutes, for the purposes'of this thesis,

change~

Cultural change is defined here as the

process by which members of a community revise their cultural knowledge and use it to generate and interpret new
forms of behaviour (cf. Spradley and McCurdy 1975:569).
It is usual for

an~hropologists

to assume that the

percepts, concepts, propositions, values and recipes for
action that constitute a particular set of culture grammars
for a given society, or, as I argued above, a particular set
-of decision-making structures, form

an

invariant set for a

a certain time period known inan:thropology. as··the "ethno~,graphic

present

II •

The assumption of cultural invariance

over a particular time period (usually the period of the
anthropologist's sojourn among the subjects of the study)
is generally seen as necessary for the sake of a tidy,
integrated description (Vansina 1970:165).

At any particu-

lar moment it can be argued that this assumption reasonably
reconstructs the real world (Goodenough 1966:252-3, Cortes,
Przeworski and Sprague 1974:6).·

The ethnographic present

enables the investigator to ignore, temporarily, the complexities of cultural change in order to concentrate on the
adaptive processes of a given culture coping with a natural
world that is continuously changing and infinitely variable.
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The ethnographic present then is an expedient that is
adopted for the sake of description.

Within its time

scale the anthropologist may ,observe some social structural
changes due to shifts, movements and variations within the
t~e

modal clusterings of the social and non-social environ-

ments interacting with ,a static cultural framework.

Such

changes in social structures are not due to cultural change.
There are several impulses that encourage a community to revise its existing cultural codes.

Changes in

the modal clusterings of events, artefacts and behaviours,
particularly sudden changes (such as conquest, sudden.-_contact
with aliens, ,decimation by disease or' natural disaster,
rapid population growth, urbanisation etc.), may bring about
rapid changes in the knowledge people use to ' generate and
interpret new forms of behaviour.

This is not to assert

that cultural systems react spontaneously to every environmental change.

Changes may occur in the'real world long

before they enter the phenomenal world of a particular
,community.

Cultural change may also occur in', the absence

of environmental change, as when a cultUral system achieves,
a more' faithful mapping, of an existing environment.

Thus,

during the time when the germ theory of disease replaced
the humoral theory'of disease in Western societies, the
pathogenic environment was essentially static.

Indeed, if

the work of Berlyne (1966) and others on the-nature of
curiosity in higher animals is any guide, we might expect
humankind to pursue novelty for its own sake and engage in
exploratory behaviour that has no obvious linkage with the
prerequisites of immediate survival and thereby come to fresh
insights that can be incorpora,ted into the knowledge that
people use to perceive and respond to the behaviour of
others and the environment.
1 use the term "socio-cultural change" to refer
indifferently to changes in social structures that come
about either through change in environmental inputs acting
on invariant decision-making structures, to changes that
corne about through revisions of the decision-making struc'tures themselves or to some mix of the two.

This may

perhaps' be confusing' initially,-but such a usage recognises
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that~

in ·terms of the conceptual model of

cultural processes I
change.
them.

F~gure

cu~ture

and

am applying, there are two sources of

1.1 presents a simple classificatio? of

It is a matter for empirical examination to deter-

mine from what source changes in social structures originate •
.To put the matter in the context of the present research,
one may ask: are the patterns of· behaviour of Aborigines

living in the Edward River settlement the result of revisions
and reconstitutions of their traditi6nal ideational order
(as Sharp hypothesised), or is their changed style of living

the result of an Aborigi'nal adaptation to an imposed regime?
I

hasten to assure the· reader that an answer to these

questions is by no means as cl~ar-cut as the questions

themselves.

Environmental

Decision-making

Inputs

structures
same

revised

same

stasis

change

changed

change

change

Figure 1.1

A simple classification 'of kinds
of socia-cultural change.

Culture change begins with the individual.

It

comes about, says Goodenough (1966:273), as people at.tempt
both to organise new exp~riences ~nd to relate themsel~es

purposefully to conditions for which customary routines do
not provide adequate solutions.
centr~~

For cultural systems the

question is: by what processes do. particular alter-

ations in private culture come to be selected and stabilised
as relatively enduring solutions to recurring needs and
wants?

How, in other words, do some of the

vari~tiotis

in
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the existing culture pool become transmuted into the grammars of the operating and public cultures of the group?
With respect to social change, Barth (1967:661) has remarked
that " ••. if we want to understand

socia~

change, we need

concepts that allow us to observe and describe the events
of change"(his italics).

This statement is no, less true

if one substitutes "cultural change" for "social change".
Two theorists, George K. Zollschan in sociology
and Horner Barnett in anthropology, have presented analytic
paradigms that focus on the events of institutional and
cultural change.
Zollschan and his co-workers have presented a
very general theory of institutionalisation in a series of
working papers ,(Zollschan and Perrucci 1964, Zollschan and
Overington 1976', Zollschan 1976).

The Zollschan model

envisages three stages linking individual action and the
emergence' of new socio-cultural forms.

These three stages

are 'identified as Exigency, Articulation and Activation.
The process begins when an individual encounters
an exigency.

As Zollschan (1976:319) describes it, an

exigency is present when

som~thing

be, or has to be or can be".

" .•• is not as it should

The extent of the discrepancy

between what is and what ought to be is measured by salience.,
At any point in time an individual may be seen as being
exposed to a multiplicity of exigencies which induce
tensions.

The salience of an exigency is the importance

of it in relation to all other tensions.at that time and its
strength provides the motive force for the next stage of the
process, articulation.

Articulation transforms exigencies

into ideas or images or needs with associated goals and
activates individuals in the direction of those goals.
Articulation requires both instrumental specification, that
is, how objectively to deal with the exigency in terms of
the situation and experience of the individual, and
justification, which might be described as the normative
evaluation of the goal in terms of its goodness or badness.
Once goals are crystallised for the individual in terms of
their salience, specificity and justifiability, they enter
into the realm of social behaviour because goal attainment
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requires the action of more than one person.

Activation

refers to the process of enlisting the assistance of others.
Before collective action can take place there must be
certain consonances between the goal originator and the
otne.rs s/he see·ks to - involve ~::;->
valence consonance.

Ther,~.

must first

b,.~,

The goal must be sufficiently valent

for others before they will be motivated to act.

This

means that the needs they shar.e or reciprocate with the goal
originator have to be sufficiently salient for them as well
and that alternative needs of greater salience do not deflect
them into different activities.
cognitive consonance.

There must also be

There must be some similarity of

conception regarding the specific activity or technique that
is seen to be appropriate for movement towards the goal.
Finally, there must be normative consonance.

The goal and

the specified activity involved in reaching it must be
justifiable for t.he persons
mate by them.

involv~d

and considered legi ti-

When such consonances are lacking we can

say that valence dissonance, cognitive dissonance and
normative dissonance exist.

Such dissonances constitute

what Zollschan describes as second order exigencies for the
goal originator.

They direct the originator to engage in

additional pattern mobilising activity with' the goal of
establishing consonance.

Finally, the notions of additional

consequences or unanticipated repercussions link the newly
perceived goal and its mobilisation patterns with other
patterns of collective action.

Such consequences may be

either supportive or inimical to that goal.
Z'ollschan's view is that th.e operation of sociocultural systems involves the unending process of the
production of eXlgencies, their transmutation into expressible needs, and the mobilisation of action to satisfy those
needs.

The'existence of a stable state or equilibrium is

viewed as a special case, since collective patterns of
action which are directed toward the alleviation or elimination of a need will themselves cre'ate .new exigencies along
the way.

The stabilisation of patterns of collective action

for the satisfaction of human needs, that is to say,
institutionalisation, occurs because of the continued
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existence of needs and/or because the generation. of unanticipated consequences are supportive of the pattern.
zollschan points out that a crucial empirical question in
any social system concerns the de:gree of ap.tonomy of
discrete institutions and

th~ir

relationship to the general

social structure.
Whereas Zollschan's theory is very generalised,
Barnett's (1953) study of innovation examines in great
detail the conditions that influence culture change.
Barnett sees it,

huma~

As

wants in their many forms provide

the incentives to culture change.

Change is initiated by

individuals whom Barnett calls "innovators".

Inn:6vative

potential is affected by pe.op"les' predispositions, abilities,
and personalities as well as two sets of external factors.
The first set have to do with those aspects of the natural
environment that are independent of human manipulation and
which, if they change, will give rise to new innovative
poss"ibilities.

The second set·of factors are composed"of

the cultural constructs and mental configurations, the body
of ideas about things and behaviours, that" have been assembled by the innovators' predecessors during the lifespan of
their societies and to which the innovators are heirs.
The size and complexity of traditional bodies of knowledge,
the extent to which they are concentrated among society
members, the amount of collaboration and/or competition
within societies and the degree to which individual "inquiry
is permitted within them, all place limits on the range of
innovative potential.
The innovative process, according to Barnett, is a
sequence of cognitive operations that begins with mental
configurations.

Mental configurations are definoed as "any

cluster of concepts that are organised into a unified pattern
of experience"

(p. 182).

In the same place Barn"e"tt says:

Configurations are as varied in character as are human
experiences involving organization.

'Ihey can entail the

ideas of things, of people, of ideas, or of the self, or
of groups of things, ideas and people.
an infinitude of fonns.

They may take on

They may represent things, in the
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conventiOIial understanding of that tenn, or groupings
of things conceived as a configurated whole.
be a rule or a principle or a -t.heory.

'!hey may

They may constitute

a stereotype, or a dogma, or a belief that is organized on
the basis of past experience.

They are all nonnatiVe

thought patterns, even though they may have fluctuating
and evolving limits •••
Every

innovatio~

is essentially a recombination

of two or more mental configurations.

"No innovation

springs fUlll-blown out of nothingi it must have antecedents
and these :are always traceable provided that enough data
are available for analysis" (Barnett 1953:181).

In the

simplest case, irtnovatj:bninvdlves the analysis of two
configurations.

The term prototype configuration refers

to the original pattern of ideas that is destined for
reorganis~tion

and change.

The term stimulus configuration

refers to the pattern of ideas that provides the basis for
changing the prototype.

Wi th these two cOIifigurations

the innovator does three things.

The first step is to

analyse each configuration, isolating its constituent
elements and exposing the relationships among them.

The

second step is to match the 'two configurations and identify
or equate elements of one with elements of the other.'

The

third and final step is to recombine the element.s,in both
configurations to produce a new configuration.

This is

done by substituting some of the elements of the prototype
configuration with the matched elements from the stimulus
configuration.

Figure 1.2 provides an example of the

The example has been taken from Wallace (1970:

proces,s.

167) but employs a format used by Spradley' and McCurdy
(1975:579).
Barnett notes that there is a high mortality
among new mental configurations.

The passage from private

culture to tbe operating and public cultures of a group
reduces to the particular relations between two sets of
individuals.

There are the donors or the carriers of the

idea on the one hand and the potential recipients on the
other.

!t makes

nodifferenc~

says Barnett, whether an idea

Prototype configuration:

Submarines with- a submarine shap,e, mov~
slowly in relation to their length.

Stimulus configuration-::

Fish with a fish shape swim -fast in relation
to their length.

ANALYSIS

S'tep 1

SUbmarine~·.1
[ Fish

I

SlOWlyl

shape
with a fish .
sb-ape

Step 2
.,Submarines

I
EJ

with a SUbmarinel

with a -submarine
shape

·1· movel

•

_S_l_O..
W_l_Y...

0" ...

--

with a fish

swim

fast

,

in relation to

SUBSTITUTION

with a

slowly

in relation
to their length

fast

in relation to
their' length

shape

Figure 1.:2

___

their length

Step 3

with a fish
shape

New configuration:

in relation.- .... to their length~·
J~

""~

shape

Fish

in relation to
their length

r

o

.~

-Submarines

to their length

IDENTIFICATION

4~

Fish~

in relation

. swim

Submarines with a fish shape move 'fast in
relation to their length.

example of Barnett's process of
innovation.

An.
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is being transferred within the cultural boundaries of a
particular society or across the boundaries of two societies.
An idea must have an advocate.
The characteristics of the
advocate, his prestige within the society, his personality,
the quality of his relationships with others and the extent
to.which he is affiliated with the majority are significant
variables affecting the success with which an innovation is
communicated to others.
The innovation itself, when cornpared against the cultural background of the potential
acceptors will have certain novelty characteristics that
may influence its acceptance.
For instance, the innovation
must be meaningful and congruent within the acceptors'
individual values systems and fit into existing knowledge,
beliefs and actions.
As well, bef6rean· innovation is
accepted it must be set in a more inclusive value system
where acceptors compare the innovation with existing usages •
.Is it more efficient?
What is its. relative cost?
What
advantages does it confer?
Is it more pleasurable?
How
long-does it take to master?
What penalties are invo~ved
in its adoption?
Finally there will be individual variation
among acceptors in their response to an innovation.
Response variations will depend on the interplay and adjustment of the individuals" conceptions of· themselves and the·
events of their life histories and their attitudes towards
their own society.
Marginal individuals such as the disside.nt,.the .. indifferent, the disaffected and the resentful may
be more likely to accept innovations bec.ause of a pervasive
attitude of disaffection towards their own society •
. While Barnett's analysis. tends to:.cori.qe.n·iEra:~e-·u.:pon
single innovations, he is nonetheless &.ware of the chain
reaction effects ·that may be set in motion by the modificationof a cultural practice.

As he says (1953:89):

A culture is not a jumble or mere assanb1age of custans.
'!he linkages between its parts may be strong or v.eak, and
there are many ideas that are not directly related to each
other at all.
Still, the whole is a catp1ex such that no
concept is an isolate and each element through· its associates
participates in the characteristics of the whole.
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Consequently if there is a change in one sector of the
cultUre, there must be sone reflection of the change
els~ere in those idea-sets t.h.a.t are correlated with it.
Any situation which promotes innovation or diffusion also
then multiplies the potentialities for change beyond the
initial idea.
In fact the repercussions, the stresses
and dislocations that acceptors anticip'ate might follow in
the wake of an innovation may be sufficient to cause its
rejection when compared in the calculus of existing satisfactions.
We may represent the main stages of Barnett's
theory' of cultural change by means of the following sequence:
Wants .... Innovations ... Advocacy -io Acceptance..,. Repercuss'ions •
Spradley and McCurdy (1976:568-98) in the course
of a.~study explicitly.based on Barnett '·s· paradigm of culture
change present the sequence of stages somewhat differently:
Inndvation-+ Social Acceptance"" Performance

-+

Integration.

Spradley and McCurdy point out that adopters must go through
the same processes of recombination in their own minds before
accepting a new idea'as worth trying.
The conditions
favouring the creation of an idea are not the' same a~ those
which make for '-itS"'-:acceptance into a cultural repertoire .
.They stress that for an innovation to result in culture
change it must actually influence behaviour in some way.
That is. to say, it must be used by some members of the society
to interpret experience and generate behaviour.
In the
study of culture change processes, performance is especially
important in assessing the potential of some new competence.
Integration in their adapted model refers to the process of
adjustment that follows as a consequence of adopting an
innovation.
Innovations that are accepted and performed
do not remain isolated islands of custom.
Each new configuration has· consequences for other. areas of culture to
which acceptors must adjust.
These adjustments mayor may
not involve additional innovations.
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Zollschan, Barnett and Spradley and McCurdy all
focus on the same phenomenon, viz: how individual thoughts
and actions are converted to stable socio-cultural structures.
While the labels they attach to the stages of the process
are different and not always equivalent, they are nonetheless conceptually compatible.

An underlying assumption

of the three perspectives treated here is that individuals
exist in a state of tension vis-'a-vis their social and nonsocial environments.

They purposefully orient themselves

towards their environment for the satisfaction of their
wants.

A perceived change in the variety and constraints

of the environments impinging on the individual will tend to
change the ways in which individual wants may be realised.
New opportunities may come into being and previous opportunities may be stifled.

This will come about whether a

real environmental change has occurred or whether the
individual has freshly mapped what in operational terms
could be described as an unchanging environment.

Such new

opportunities represent exigencies for the individual.
Whether the individual will act upon an exigency will depend
on the salience of the want associated with the perceived
change relative to the individual's other wants at the time.
Obviously not every want will result in. action nor can every
individual want be fulfilled.
The selection processes involved in the emergence
of new

socio~cultural

structures clearly require two kinds

.of actiol1 : individual actiorC ont.he·one hand and collective
action on the other.

If the want is salient enough and

collective action is required for its fulfillment, an individu.al must articulate the exigency.

That is to say, the

individual must transform the exigency into a set of communicable ideas.

This is accomplished by the process· of

innovation wherein revision in the percepts, concepts,
propositions and beliefs relevant to the exigency take place
through analysis, identification and substitution in the
appropiate mental configurations.

Articulation requires

not merely the revision of cultural knowledge via innovation,
it also requires a specification of how to deal objectively
with the exigency (i.e. it requires the formulatiol1 of a
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new recipe for action) and a justification for doing· so in
terms of the prevailing 'hierarchy of valuese
As soon as the individual attempts to activate
others towards the desired goal, we enter the sphere of
collective action.

As an advocate the innovator or goal

originator seeks social acceptance by putting. forward his/
her innovation so that others may learn abeut it.

The

advocate attempts to establish valence, cognitive and
normative consonances with the potential acceptors.Acceptance means that others tee have revised their mental configurations, but ultimately the test of whether a new
cultural competence has been internalised is signalled
when the competence is manifested in performance.

Only

then can. a new recipe for. action, be judged according to
its efficacy in achieving its sta-eed goal.

By its pe.r-

formance, the innevation will enter the phenomenal world
of the

soci~ty

as an observab.le entity in its own right,

and in 'doing sO' may create exigencies for actors in other
cultural domains.

The perpetuation and transmission of

an innovation will depend net only on the continuing existence of the original exigency and how' well the innevative
action meets. the exigency, b,ut it will alsO' depend on the
nature of the censequences set in motien'by the innovatien.
Integration links the innovative revision to other
domains in the socie-cultural system.

It is potentially

the most intricate to follow and observe in

it~

. entirety.

Analytically, the end peint ef the processes of adjustment
that take place upen the introduction of an innovation is
a situation of relative stasis where nO' further adjustments
ar~

required.

Logically we may envisage at least several

kinds of situatien.

The innovative revision may simply

replace a previous culture grammar and have a marginal effect.
or nene, whatever, on other domains.

On the other hand,

for actors in other domains, it may cause exigencies of such
salience that revisions are also required in the grammars
associated with those' domains.

Fresh innovations in other

domains weuld then have to be followed threugh and their
censequences>. in turn shown to be suppertive of the original
innovation.

But the consequences of an innevation may be
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non-supportive even though the innovation itself is successful in attaining its ends.

The effect of the adjustments

required in other domains may be such that too many other
important goals are imperilled as a result of the innovation
and hence the innovation may be dropped in favour of those
other goals.

Alternatively, the consequences of the revis-

ions of other domains may present themselves as exigencies
for the originating innovationj-causing it to be revised in
turn.

Clearly the analysis of the secondary effects set in

motion by a single innovation could invoke a labyrinth of·
positive feedback loops and sequences of revisions and
counter-revisions before relative stasis in the affected sets
of culture grammars is achieved.

By the time the consequen-

ces have workedthemsetves out completely, the originating
innovation itself might be changed beyond all recognition.
The forgoing discussion suggests that

~here

are

six crucial stages in the description and analysis of the
events of culture change.

By borrowing variously from the

writers whose work I have been discussing, I would label
these stages:
Exigency

-1,
Innovation/Articulation

~

Advocacy

~

Acceptance

~

Performance

~

.

Integrat~on.

I present them with the object of establishing a paradigm of
cultural change and lexicon of terms which should be· found
useful in the analysis of the final chapter.
It has to be acknowledged from the outset that
while it is one thing to derive a theoretically pl·ausible
paradigm for describing the events of socio-cultural change,
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it is quite another thing to be in a position· to observe
those events.
With respect to cultural change, Goodenough
(1974:62) has pointed out:
Ideally, etlmographic accounts of cultural change should be
based on a record of continuous observation over an extended
period.
Anthropologists are rarely iri a position to obtain
such records, however, and camonly resort to the next best
strategy, v.7hich is to make ethnographic studies of the same
carmunity at bo or nore different times.
A cc:rcparison of
the separate ethnographic records will presumably indicate
how the local culture has changed in the interim.
To
control for the possibility that recorded differences·
reflect differences in the ethnographic observers rather
than changes in the culture, it is preferable to have later
studies done by the ethnographers· who did the earlier ones.
The strategy employed in this study conslsts of a
comparison of two ethnographic records separated in time by
an interval of approximately 40 years.
For convenience we
might say that the period between 1930 and 1935 represents
the "ethnographic past".
It is a comp.osi te description
based on fieldwork conducted during that time by McConnel,
Sharp and Thomson and augmented by data of my own which
attempt to reconstruct the patterns of pre-settlement life •
. The s·econd····set·of data refers to an "ethriographicpresent"
that spans my own period of fieldwork between 1968 and 1973.
Clearly the data of different observers are involved and in
section 1.7 I address the important problem of observer bias.
In making comparisons between one ethnographic
record and the other, I have employed th:e functional classif.ications anthropologists normally use when comparing differentcultures (see Goodenough 1970:119-20).
Hence I compare
economic and subsistence systems, marriage and kinship
systems, world views and religious systems, systems of law
and order and social control and so forth, rather than use
culture scenes as units for comparison.
It should be noted that the time discontinuity
between ·.the two ethnographic records places limitations on
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the recording of the events of socio-cultural change.

As

the theoretical discussion of the earlier paragraphs might
have indicated, a cultural innovation has many hurdles to
negotiate before it is firmly implanted as part of a tradition.

The method of comparison used here is likely to be

heavily biased in favour of the cu-Itural changes t-hat have
been successfully integrated and are therefore obvious upon
comparison.

The method will not necessarily show what

innovations were advocated but failed to be integrated into
a cultural repertoire.

While this bias is not important

for my test of Sharp's hypothesis, it is important in both
a practical and a theoretical sense.

In the practical

sense, Edward River society as it stands at the present
time is a society dedicated to socio-cultural change.

In

attempting to understand the dynamics of directed change
it is as necessary to know what does not induce change, as
it is to understand

wh~t

does produce

c~ange.

Theoretic-

ally, non-change is as problematical as change itself.
Zollschan and Perucci (1964:100) argue that separate and
unconnected theories of change and stability are

If • • •

heuris-

tically unsatisfying and logically incomplete", while Barth
(1967:661) asserts that to understand social change we need
to describe ,•••• all ofsocie"ty in such -terms that we seehow it persists, maintains itself and changes through time".
There is -then a penalty. involved in this particular obser-vational strategy.

The events of unsuccessful innovation

will be understated.
It is necessary as well to characterise briefly
the nature of the two kinds of communities being compared
in the ethnographic records.

It can be reasonably argued

that the culture of the- pre-:-settlement society and the
observable

pat:ts..~ll:ns--

ofe-its- social organisa.tion reflected

the adaptive strategies of a homogenous society in relative
equilibrium with a stable environment.
said for the post-settlement society.

The same cannot be
That society is

made up of both Aborigines and Europeans living in intimate
contact.

The presence of Europeans has vastly altered the

phenomenal world of the Aborigines of the Edward -River
-reserve.

Since adopting a sedentary mode of life the
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pressure for ·change has been continuous.

In no sense can

the present day community be seen as being in the kind of
equilibrium that the pre-settlement society had achieved.
Two kinds of innovators are involved in the change process.
There are the Europeans who, as members of the donor culture,
attempt to ~mplementthe changes that will serve the purposes of their community development programmes.

In most

cases, it: is more appropriate to refer to the Europeans as
advocates, rather than innovators, since many of the new
cultural configurations·they put forward for acceptance owe
more to outside direction and European origins than to
innovation in ·situ at Edward River.
group is made up of Aborigines...

The other innovating

They are those who,. in the

light of their experiences with the donor culture, revise
their mental configurations and advocate changes among their
fellows.
Edward River society of the "ethnographic present"
of this thesis has to be characterised as a bi-cu1tura1
grouping.

The cognised models that serve to inform Euro-

pean behaviour towards Aborigines are as important as the
ideas and beliefs that Aborigines entertain about Europeans.
European culture at Edward River is not exactly a miniature
representation of the wider Australian society even though
the Europeans are expected to live in. thelr accustomed
manner in order to provide models for the Aborigines to
emulate.

The principal difference ···J.;1.es· in·the fact that

the majority of Europeans who hold jobs within the community
are employees of the DAIA or some other· government agency
which has a vested interest in changing Aboriginal behaviours.

Foster (1973:179) has pointed out that change

agents in such situations not only possess the beliefs,
ideas and values common to the donor culture, but they are
also greatly influenced by the premises··that are specific
to their profession and the b,-:reaucracies that employ them.
These professionally engendered beliefs, ideas and values
materially affect their relations with their target
populations.

In th.is research the nature of

th~

inter-

face between the two cultural groupings is vital for
understanding the course of socio-cultural change.
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1.4

Selection of·researcn. population
The selection of a community in which to follow

up Sharp's early research was not exactly straightforward.
The original bush population studied by Sharp consisted of
267 persons, 109 of them belonging to the groups labelled
by Sharp as Taior-Ngentjin and 158 persons identified as
belonging to the Yir Yoront and Yir Mel language groups
(Sharp 1937:302).

Discussions with· DAIA o·fficers, held

before entering the field, indicated that Sharp's Yir Yoront
and Yir Mel had gone to Kowanyama where they were known as
the Koko Mindjena.
numbered about 570.

The population of Kowanyama in 1967·
It was a heterogeneons cormnunity with a

long history whose component peoples, apart from the Koko
Mindjena, had been little studied by social anthropologists.
A1I.of Sharp's Taior-Ngentjin group, it seemed, had settled
at E.dward River which was also said to have a.ttracted a
number of Yir Yoront speakers.

The Edward River community
also contained, it was said, a large proportion of RMunkan R
speakers.

lni tially, I mistakenly ass·umea: these· peop.le to·

be the·Wik Mungkan of Ursula McConnel's researches.

Being

unwilling to study two communities, I chose Edward River for
four reasons.

Its popuiatioh size of 279 in 1968 seemed

commensurate with my abilities as a "tyro anthropologist".
Its formatio·n was relatively recent and I expected tha·t
people's memories of the events ·of socio-cul tural·change·,
would be comparatively vivid.

Thirdly, it seemed that

there was a considerable body.of anthropological research
on its component peoples that could stand as a benchmark
of sorts for my own researches.
the~se~tlement

Finally, the manager of

at that time was known to me and was favour-

able to my research.
1.5

Entry into the community and period of fieldwork
I arrived at Edward River in June 1968 to commence

fieldwork.

I had no wish to be identified with the adminis-

trative personnel of the community or with either of the two
Aboriginal segmeni;.s into which the settlement was clearly
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divided.

I therefore chose a site in the bush away from

any European and Aboriginal houses, but· close to a well
used track linking both

~~original

the site I selected I built a small

village segments.
galvan~sed

At

iron shed

to house myself and my gear with the help of several
Aboriginal men.

Later, during the 1968 wet season when

insect infestation made my small house uninhabitable, I
moved into a screened room in the settlement's hospital.
By the time I made this move my role as a "university man"
and as someone quite distinct from other Europeans was
firmly established. From then on the matter of where I
lived had little influence on my relationships with the
Aboriginal residents of the community •.
In all, I spent a total of 23 months
at Edward River.

~n

residence

Most of my' data were obtained during the

periods between June 1968 and April 1969 and between June
1969~and

February 1970.

In 1971 I returned with H. Hughes

of the 'Australian Museum to make three craft films during
the month of August.

I relinquished my postgraduate

scholarship in June 1971 to

jo~n

the staff of the Queens-

land Institute of Medical Research.

Later in that year

my family and I went
to live at Kowanyama
until tl:le . end of
.
.
1973.

During my stay at Kowanyama I made a number of visits

to EdWard River which totalled about four months in duration.
I was frequently visited by Edward River people while I was
in residence at Kowanyama.
Language problems
I soon

~iscovered

" River.
diversity at EdWard

that there was great linguistic
Contrary to my expectations,

there were few speakers of Wik Mungkan and Yir Yoront.
major spoken language was Kuuk
by A. H. Hall"

Thaayorre~

A

then being studied

a docto.ral candidate in linguistics wi.th the

University of Queensland.

The so-called nMunkan" language

group was composed of speakers of Wik Muminh, Wik Mu'inh,
Wik Uwanh and Wik Iiyanh.

Prior to entering the,field I

had had little linguistic training ..._;,-and I -feared that by
leaI;.ning~one-

vernacular I' ran the risk of cutti:\lg. myself off
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from communication with other members of the community.
Therefore I commenced gathering data using the kind of
English spoken at Edward River by Aborigines.

Having had

some exposure to Neo-Melanesian or New Guinea pidgin I
discovered, as had other researchers elsewhere (e.g. see
Sommer 1974, Sharpe and Sandefur 1976), that the Aboriginal
English used at Edward River was best treated as a language
in its own right.

Aboriginal English was the vehicle of

communication between Aborigines who spoke mutually unintelligible vernaculars, and it was

certai~ly'

the language of

the interface between Aborigines and Europeans from the
Aboriginal side of the communicative fence.

It seemed to

me that before any serious study of vernacular language
and meaning could take place, it was necessary to become
fluent in this contact language.

In fact most of my field-

work was conducted in Aboriginal English.
Competence in the use of Aboriginal English varied
wl.dely at Edward River.

Some of the·older people did not

use it at all, while others had such small vocabularies that
they.were restricted to one or two word utterances.

Among

those who were fluent speakers there were differences in
speech performance that could best be seen as representing
a continuum of speech competence constantly being modified
in the direction of the donor language (e.g. see Decamp
1971, Sharpe and Sandefur 1976).

At one end of the con-

tinuum were the "heavy" speakers whose use of English words
was still strongly influenced by the phonemic and syntactic
features of their vernaculars.

Their loan words dtd n9t

exhibit the diphthongs and triphthongs of the vowel range
common to spoken

English,~and

they had difficulties in dis-

criminating and producing the labiodental fricatives, the
sibilants and aspirated sounds of ordinary spoken English.
The speech of the younger people at Edward River showed some
accommodation to the features of regular English, but their
speech was still demonstrably different from the speech of
native English speakers.

Because of these variations in

spoken Aboriginal English, I have not attempted to present
phonetic renderings of words and texts originally transcribed in Aboriginal English.
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Among the Aboriginal residents of Edward River
the vernaculars provided the main vehicles for discourse
within the settlement.

Most members of a particular

·language group had suffici·ent competence to be able- to under-

stand the speech of another language group.
ha~~

Wherever I

had occasion to make transcriptions in the vernacular,

I have employed the practical orthography developed for Kuuk

Thaayorre -and the other Edward River languages·by A.H. Hall.
This orthography is currently being employed in a vernacular
literacy progranune at the Edward River State School.

I

have generally used Kuuk Thaayorre as the representative

"language of ethnographic illustration" in this ·thesis

0

While I have a certain- translation competence-in this
language, real verbal

flu~ncy

eludes me.

Field techniques -- replication, reconstruction
and bias
Because the research design calls for a description

of an "ethno,graphic past II as well as an "ethnographic present n
and

becaus~ I

also need to trace present" changes back to-

their origins whenever possible, a

cert~in

amount of

repli~

cation as well as reconstruction has been necessary.

My

predecessors in the field had an incomparable advantage over
me by being able to observe a fully functioning huntergatherer· society.

They- c"otfl"d' "eli'c·i'tr1.lIes and principles

-of action and observe at first hand the patterns they

generated.

Forty years later I had only the memories of

informants to supply me with rules and examples for those
areas where the early ethnographies were defi-cient.
As
Barnes (1967:48) has observed, memory is a poor substitute
for contemporary observation.
fairly recent.

The memories were of course

As a check on the reliability of those

memories I frequently compared the reconstructed patterns
with the early ethnog~aphies.

With the odd exception there

was generally excellent agreement'

be~ween

the two sources.

It was helpful too that informants themselves

cle~rly

dis-

tinguished between the pre-settlement era and the posts-ettlement period.
They" referred ,1:0- the pre-settlement
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era as the "wildtime" to which belonged· "old custom" or the
patterns of behaviour of their forefathers.
settlement era was termed "this time now".

The post"This time now"

was further subdivided to correspond with the tenure of
office of various superintendents and managers of the settlement.

Thus people referred to "Chapman time" or "Father

Brown time" or "Mr Green time".

To "this time now" belong

the new rules that have replaced or opposed "old custom".
Replication studies have disclosed two major sources
of bias which Naroll (1970:928) terms preconception bias and
exotic data bias.

Preconception bias refers to a field-

worker's tendency to select field data.in such a way as to
fit a preconceived idea of the culture.

The exotic data.

bias refers to the fieldworker ' stendency to overlook the
recording of the familiar and the mundane in favour of the'
exotic because it is conspicuous.
bias~in

I could detect neither

the. work of Sharp whose very complete. ethnographic

record provides a principal source of material for this
thesis.

However, both kinds of biases did operate among

my informants.
They tended, in their accounts of things in
the past, to present the "wildtime" as either a nasty,
brutish period from which the mission had rescued them, or
to invest the past with a golden glow of righteousness,
while depicting the present as a falling away from the
the proper "old custom" behaviour.

A single informant

could exhibit either bias depending on, his mood at
the time.

There was also a tendency among informants

speaking of the past to present the exotic and the bizarre
if only, I suspect, to elicit a disbelieving gasp from me.
The early recognition that these biases existed among my
informants cautioned me against accepting any proffered
generalisation without further probing.
As Edgerton and Langness (1974:13) observe, replicatioI'). is a relatively unusual procedUre. in social anthropology.

It has been noted that whenever anthropologists

spend time checking the accuracy of the fieldwork of others,
situations of personal animosity and emotional heat are
generated if biases and errors are detected.

F6rtunately

I have no reason to enter into such counter-productive debates
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I can only confess to admiration for the quality of the
ethnographic record that emerged out of the efforts of
Sharp and Thomson.

The work of McConnel has not fared so

well at the hands of others, especially in its interpretive
aspects.

These issues I discuss in detail in Chapter 3.

As far as I could test it, I could find little fault with
her ethnographic description per see

1.8

Field techniques -- participant observation
For the description of the rules and principles

underlying the activities of the settlement community, I
relied on partieipan t observat·ion.

Participant observation

Ls not so much a single technique as a battery of them
(McCall and Simmons 1969).

The techniques I employed

included the taking of genealogies, conducting surveys and
censuses, map. making, recording life histories, consulting
official records and maintaining a daily log of events and
activities.

In the latter half of my period in the field

I came to rely heavily on a small set of male key informants
for instruction in the ways of the past .and for interpretation of the events of the present.

I had less success

in developing female key informants.

Indeed I gave up

attempting to establish a similar body of mature female
informants when, after several emb.arrassing incidents , it
:b~Gam~

apparent tome that my intentions were being severely

misinterpreted.

Otherwise, social invisibility came easily

and for the most part my presence as a spectator or as a
performer in the public scenes within the settlement caused
no remonstrations or untoward comment from either Aborigines
or Europeans.

The four-wheel-drive vehicle generously

supplied to me by the Department of Anthropology and Sociology, University of Queensland, proved to be an invaluable
aid in getting to know people because it put into my hands
a source of transportation that was independent of official
control. I paid informants for artefacts they made for me
and for tasks such as house-building or for activities which
I considered monotonous.

The bulk of my information was

obtained gratuitously in the course of daily social
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interaction in the settlement.

Some of my interviews did"

however, take place away from Edward River when informants
came to visit me at Kowanyama, Brisbane, and later, Townsville.
A certain amount of ethnographic research was
conducted among the Europeans in order to delineate the
socio-cultural features peculiar to that particular cultural
enclave.

During my fieldwork therefore, I had to comport

myself in such a way as to prejudice neither Aborigines nor
Europeans.

Even when my own ethical standards were offended,

as they were at times, by both Europeans and Aborigines, I
tried to maintain a non-judgemental attitude towards my ,
informants in both cultural groups.

Because I was neither

"staff" nor an Aborigine, I possessed a certain privileged
marginal status

th~t

made me valuable to the members of both

groups as someone to whom one could talk about things that
'were otherwise di"fficult to discus,s or impolitic to mention.
Thus, members of the DAIA staff could talk to me 'about lithe
Department" or other members of the white community, while
Aborigines could talk to me about sorcery and love affairs,
secure in the knowledge that I was outside both systems and
thus would not use the information against them.
It was,
however,· impossible not to be' more than marginally caught up
in the life of the community.

At times" there was, some

conflict between behaviour demanded of me by Europeans and
that demanded of me by Aborigines.

In resolving such

conflicts I could rely only on my own sense of judgement at
the time.

Despite the problems in maintaining a balance on

a cross-cultural tightrope, I nonetheless formed some enduring friendships among both Aborigines and Europeans.
I count the months spent at Edward River as among the most
richly satisfying of my life and I offer this thesis as a
contribution towards the understanding and, hopefully, the
resolution 'of, some of the perplex·ities.,

doubt~

and.: confusions

that surround what is in essence a remarkable adventure in
socio-cultural change.
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1.9

Organisation of thesis

The organisation of this thesis follows from the
logic of the study design.
The next four chapters present
an ethnography of pre-settlement life on the reserve.
For
much of this ethnography I have used Kuuk Thaayorre speakers
to provide the specific anthropological illustrations of a
culture that, with minor exceptions, could be said to have
been characteristic of all the Aborigines inhabiting the
coastal strip. between the Mitchell and Kendall Rivers.
The width of the coastal strip corresponds fairly closely
with the eastern boundaries of the reserves in that area.
My pre-settlement ethnography of the Kuuk Thayorre group is
no more a "tribal" description than was Sharp's description
of the Yir Yoront.
My reconstru~tion of pre-settlement
life reflects some of the current theoretical concerns
surrbunding pre-contact Aboriginal cultural patterns.
Chapter 2 deals with pre-settlement economy and subsistence.
It focuses especially on land use, land tenure, resource
management and the patterns of population dispersal generated
by well defined strategies of resource exploitation.
Chapter 3, which is about marriage·, kinship and family, has
been greatly influenced in its presentation by a contemporary
debate concerning the nature of kinship systems on Cape York
Peninsula "(particularly those described by McConnel, "Sharp
and Thomson on the western side" ~6fthepeninsula) •
I offer"
Chapter 3 as a contribution towards clarifying some of the
issues involved in that debate since they centre around the
nature of what constitutes the adequate description of kinship systems.

Chapter 4 provides a description of the

supernatural world the Edward River people created around
their physical landscape and details how they managed their
relationships with the supernatural entJ. ties w"i th which they
invefited tp.e countryside".

Chapter 5 addr"es.ses the

issue~

""4aw ~nd order-:-.and- "sooial. control"" anP:...:_J2.~~sent"s hope£u~ly, a
coherent model of the dynamics of Aboriginal dispute resolution.
Chapter" 6 is a bridging chapter, the purpose of
which is to link the" "ethnographic past" with the
I

of
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"ethnographic present".

It deals in some depth with the

details of the argument that led Sharp to predict ·the
cultural collapse for the peoples he studied.
The four chapters following Chapter 6 attempt to
do two things.
patterns

The first is to provide a set of cultural

cha~acterising

post-settlement life so that the

patterns of the past and-the present can be compared in
order to test Sharp IS hypothesis and to evaluate the degre.e
to which socio-cultural changes have proceeded according
to the expectations of those who planned them.

The second

purpose is to provide some account of the events of sociocultural change.

Such an account must of necessity be a

sketch, ~l:±hou9h I think it will become evident t·ha-t--there
is sufficient information to indicate the main factors
underlying-the acceptance or. rejection of change, as well as
to trace the consequences of many of thechanges that have
occurred.

Each of these four chapters dealing with the

"ethnographic present" is functionally equivalent to the
earlier chapters of the "ethnographic past".

I concentrate

in Chapter lIon the features that are peculiar to the
culture of the European community at Edward River and which
influence the behaviour of Europeans in their roles as change
agents and cultural models.

The final chapter assesses the

two major hypotheses concerning the nature and the direction
of socio-cultural change.

Usihg.the lexicon of terms .

developed in Section 1.3, I summarise what appear to me to be
the most significant ·factors operating in the acceptance
and rejection of change by this particular Aboriginal
community.
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CHAPTER 2
2.1

THE PRE-SETTLEMENT SUBSISTENCE ECONOMY

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to relate people,

landscape and subsistence activities in ecologically meaningful terms.

In order to provide the fine detail necesf?ary

to aqhieve this I have concentrated on the description of
the. Kuuk Thaayorre.

Most of the observations on which this

reconstruction is based come from my own field note's, except

in certain places (noted in the text) where I have found it
more accurate to rely on the firsthand observations of Sharp
and Thomson, +,ather than my informants I .rememhered accounts
of the pre-settiement economy.
The first section of this chapter describes the
.

.

topography and climate of the Edward River reserve.

The

next _sectio.n provides a sketch of the way in which ,the Kuuk
Thaayorre perceived their environment in the context of
subsistence and survival.

This is followed by a summary

description of Kuuk Thaayorre technology in the early thirties and of the nature of the basic unit of production and
consumption,.- which I call the' nhearthgroupn.
The fourth
section focuses on the seasonal organisation of· subsistence
strategies, while the final section outlines the nature of
the Kuuk Thaayorre land tenure system which mediated access
to resources.
In a sense, the Kuuk Thaayorre exemplify the
patterns of sUbsistence and survival that held generally in
their region before the mission was established.

The sys-

tems of technology, environmental knowledge, the 'social

organisation of production and consumption and land tenure
we.re practically uniform throughout the reserve.

It should

be noted however that between local gr9upings exploiting
particular domains, some degree of variation

~n

subsistence

patterns could be expected to have occurred, especially
where there were variations in the distribution of landforms,
habitats and water resources.
are not pursued in this thesis.

These ecological variations
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2.2

Edward River -- topography and climate
The Edward River Aboriginal Reserve consists for

the most part of flat plains formed by alluvium deposited by
the Kendall, Holr<?yd, Edward, Coleman and Mitchell Rivers
during their westward flow towards the Gulf of Carpentaria.
Besides these major rivers, the plains are extensively riven
with distributary channels, levees, floodouts and clay-'
bottomed swamps.

There are no rock outcrops and apart from

river· gravels, no hard stone is to be found in the area at all.
From the inland boundary of the reserve the country rises
imperceptibly towards the foothills of the Great Dividing
Range ISO' km to the east.

Until one reaches the western

edge of the reserve, '·the general

impressi~n

imparted

py

the.

landscape ,is one of great flatness and lack of surface relief.
However, at the coast the plains give way to

alo~

barrier of

sand.ridges which 0nly the major watercourses penetrate.
These ridges rarely stand more than six metres above the high
tide mark and there are two distinct, sets of them -- the beach
ridges and the inland ridges.
The beach ridges are the most recent.

They" form

a continuous fringe along the greater part of the shoreline
and extend inland for distances that range between one and
five kilometres.

Rhodes (198"0), using radiocarbon dating

techniques, haS. demonstrated that the beach ridges began
--forming as a 'result" "of "c'omp"J:ex depositional and tidal forces
some 6000 ye'ars BP (Before Present), when the sea" level was
perhaps 1.5 m higher than it is now.

Rhodes argues that

there were three major periods of, ridge-building, the last
occurring during the period 2300 to 500 years BP.

The

ridges are composed of sand and shell fragments lying over a
substrate of

marin~

muds.

They have well defined crests and

swales, and, being porous, are capable" of storing large amounts
of water within their structure.
The inland ridges are the remains of a Pleistocene
shoreline (Rhodes 1980).

They run parallel to the beach

ridges but are separated from them by thickly grassed black
soil plains,clayflats and saltpans laced with meandering
tidal- creeks.

They are much smoother in profile and lack
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the crest/swale configuration that typifies the beach ridges
The presence of the two sets of ridges exerts a
strong controlling effect on the drainage of the area.

They

deflect the courses of the westward flowing creeks, and the
larger watercourses_ tend to meander considerably before
breaching them.

During the wet season over-flowing floOd-

waters bank up behind them for considerable periods.
In the northernmost regions of Australia, the seasons
are conventionally divided into the "wet" and the "dry".
In Figure 2.1 it can be seen that most rain falls between
Rainfall statistics

the months of December and April.

gathered at Edward River over a 20 year period indicate that
the mean wet season rainfall is approximately 1200 mm
(Whitehouse 1959), but wet season falls range from 600 rom to
1900 mm with an average variation from the mean of 22% (see
Figure 2.2).

Throughout the year temperatures tend to be

high.
No temperature statistics are available· for theEdward River area,_ but records from Kowanyama, 56 km to the
south, indicate maximum summer temperatures of between
29 0 C and 36 0 C and winter minimums of 15 0 C and 21 0 C (see
Figure 2.1).

Tank evaporation is of the order of 750 mm to

1000 mm per annum (Rhodes 1980:29).

Northwest winds domi-

nate during the wet season bringing moist air from the Gulf.
In the dry season the winds reverse direction and blow
straight from the interior.

Cyclones periodically traverse

the region during the wet seasonwithiriaj-or consequences
for the landscape and its inhabitants.
The shallowness of the Gulf and the effect of prevailing winds make tides off this part of Cape York Peninsula erratic and unpredictable.
tide every 25 hours.

Usually there is only one

Low tide exposes broad expanses of

mudflat for considerable distances from the strandline.
The tides are highest during November and December when they
flood the low lying saltpans and clayflats.
According to the· survey carried out by Pedley and
Isbell (1971) there are five major kinds of plant communities
within the reserve area.

Low open woodland covers approxi-

mately 44% of the reseEve.
This is a very open textured plant
community common to.the alluvial plains of the southwest
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peninsula.

It often consists of large stands of a single

species of tree (particularly Melaleuca viridiflora) interspersed with treeless areas.

The claypan swamps of the

plain are shallow and dry out quickly when the wet season
stops.
About 32% of the reserve is covered in open forest.
This plant community has a denser canopy and its taller trees
stand out in sharp contrast against the open woodland.
Eucalypts (predominantly Eucalyptus tetradonta and E. sp.
aff. polycarpa) dominate, but acacias occur widely in the
understory.

A fruit bearing tree, the nonda plum (Parinari

nonda) is common and dense stands of paperbarks (Melaleuca spp.
fringe the margins of the swamps.

In the open forest the

swamps usually last much longer into the dry season than
those of the open woodland.
Grasslands occupy about 12%
occu+ near·the coast.

0:1:

the reserve and mainly

The ·soils of these treeless flats are

composed of deep cracking clays whose pock-marked surface
relief has earned them the title of "melonhole" plains.
Apart from the annual inundation during the wet season when
the plains are flooded, . swamps and waterholes of any permaanence are rare in the environment of this plant community.
A complex and highly variable plant community
clothes the beach and inland ridges.

Pedley and Isbell

(1971:64) coined the term "dune woodland" to describe it.
'It-covers' approximately- 11% of the- reserve.

-The :great

richness of its plant life together with its situation on
the ridges made this plant community a habitat of crucial
importance for Aborigines in pre-settlement times.

Eucalypts

and melaleucas are common as well as species of Ficus,
Pandanus, Acacia, Hibiscus, Grevillea and Syzigium.

The

water which ponds in the swales between the ridges during
the "wet" forms permanent and semi-permanent swamps which
support a variety of waterlilies, sedges and swamp canes.
The so-called "cabbage tree ll palm, Corypha elata, is especially common.

The vegetation typically clumps to form scrub

thickets which are festooned with vines including yams
(Dioscoria spp.) and other edible plant species.
About 10% of the reserve area is covered by saltpans.
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For most'of the year they are salt encrusted'scalds largely
bare of vegetation except for the halophytic herbs and stunted
shrubs on their margins.

The high tides of November flood

them every year· and they remain inundated with tidal salt,
water and freshwater run-off during the wet season.

The

distribution of these plant habitats i~ mapped in Figure 2.3.
Pedley and Isbell note two other distinctive plant
assemblages whose distributions are· too narrow to be represented in Figure 2.3.

The first of these is the strandline

community that separates the beach proper from the dune
woodland.

Typically, the strandline community consists of

creeping ground covers and spinifex grasses with she-oaks
(Casuarina . equiset·ifolia) forming a distinctive fringe.
The second assemblage consists of the-mangrove forests that
flank the tidal creeks in bands that vary in width up to 50 m
from the waterfs edge.
tend to occur in zones.

Mangrove species within the' forest
Rhodes (1980:115) in one transect

counted 12 species of mangrove (including several types with
edible seeds) in a representative stand along the banks of
Christmas Creek.
To this list of minor plant communities I am
tempted to add one not explicitly recognised by Pedley and
Isbell but noted by Thomson' (1935:12), namely', the plants
that grow along the margins of the watercourses.

These

form a canopy over the streambeds and mark the channels of
the watercourses in clear relief against tpernpnotOIlY of the
low open woodland.

Paperbarks (mostly Melaleuca leucadendron)

figs, palms and lianas are the dominant species in this assemb=
lage.

Perhaps an appropriate term for this plant assemblage

might be "melaleuca gallery forests".
The mosaic of shorescape and landform, of marine
and terrestrial plant communities, of drainage pattern··and
.tidal flow produces a variety of, biotopes which in turn are
.the habitats of a great diversity of animal life.
The annual inundation of the countryside sets in motion an
ecological rhythm that patterns the processes and activities
of all life-forms for the rest of the year.

The onset of

the wet season initiates the major growth period for plant
life.

At this time.vegetation grows lushly and many trees
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fruit.

Rivers that were formerly dry begin to run.

swamps fill up.

The

Acquatic vegetation springs to life and

many waterbirds nest in the reeds.

As the rains continue

much of the countryside is flooded by the waters penned
up behind the coastal ridges.

Fishes, crocodiles and other

water-dwelling creatures are released from the confines
of their lagoons and can range widely through channels that
were dry mid-year.

There is a great turbulence when high

tides and floodwaters mingle.

Sharks, rays and sawfish

occasionally swim inland to become ultimately landlocked in
some lagoon, while some species of fish (e.g. barramundi,
Lates calcarifer) leave their freshwater homes to swim to
the ocean to spawn.

By contrast, the mobility of terrestrial

creatures is-greatly circumscribed by--.the quagmire conditions.
They seek shelter on whatever high ground there is, and the
coastal ridges then become critical for the survival of many
animqls.
The land dries out gradually when the rain stops.
In all but the major rivers, the water ceases to flow and
the water-dwellers are once more restricted to· lagoon and
waterhole.

Grazing animals can :range widely at first,

but their movements become more circumscribed when the
shallower surface waters evaporate.

By August, many swamps

have dried up and their vegetation appears withered and lifeless.

As the months wear on, the grass on the plains becomes

seared and· brown.

Animal life·tends to cluster around the

more permanent lagoons and swamps.

ThUnderstorms and

scattered falls of rain bring some relief from the parching
conditions in November, but it is usually mid-December before
the wet season commences in earnest and activates the cycle
once more.
2.3

Aboriginal perceptions of the environment
The

physica~

environment which I have just des-

cribed was a familiar and predictable entity to the Aborigines
who lived in it.

Its parts (landforms, plants, animals etc.)

were labelled, their characteristics catalogued and their
interrelationships determined and organised into an extensive
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knowledge base that was shared-by all who lived tp.ere.

This

knowledge provided the foundation for creating successful
recipes for daily living and for coping with the regularities
and irregularities of the environment.
standing how a hunter-gatherer

socie~y

physical surroundings and exploited

As a key to underrelated to its

i~s

resources, it is

worth attempting even a cursory account of this store of
knowledge.

I shall begin with a brief description of the

way in which the Kuuk Thaayorre used (and still use) linguistic labels to classify their surroundings and its inhabitants.
Kuuk Thaayorre, like many other Australian languages
employs a small set of words or lexical classifiers that group
phenomena into a limited set of domains.

In speech the

lexical classifier usuall-y precedes the noun it classifies
but it can als.o stand independently as a noun in its own
right.

Table 2.1 displays the principal classifiers the

Kuuk Thaayorre
used to describe
landscapes , and natural species.
,
,

An examination of_this table would suggest that the system
is ordered although the basis for tpe assignment of some
objects to classes might be surprising compared with European
modes of class-ification.

Thus the lexical classifier yuk

which groups together trees and

~hrubs,

also includes some

insects that have tree-like characteristics, such as mantids,
stick and leaf insects.

The class is extended to include

crustaceans (prawns and crayfish) that resemble the terrestrial tree-like _in£3ec;:ts .-,The: empty shells of-

mo_llu~cl:;

are._

also-included in this category, but their flesh is classified
as may which,-on its own, means fruit.
The degree of differentiation of environmental
variety within the domains indicated by the lexical classifiers varies.

Trees, shrubs, fruits, vines and grasses

appear to be distinguished by a set of labels at least as
numerous as that possessed by the Western scientific taxonomic system.

For other natural spe·cie-s, the set of Kuuk

Thaay,orre 'are fewer.

For example , Kuuk Thaayorre employs

86 labels to identify some 312 species of birds recog. hi'sed by informants.

The

~conomy

of t,he Kuuk Thaayorre

bird classification comes about mostly through the merging of
closely related species within families.

Figure 2.4 provides
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Meaning as
Classifier ,single word Classifies
place or
time

water

names of tracts, e.g. raak Kunchinan'
ground surface features, e.g. raak~, melonhole plain
-water courses, e.g. raak~, small watercourse .or creek
time and season, e.g. raak karrtham, wet season
liquids, e.g. ngok min, fresh water
bodies of water, e.g. nook menych, soak or well
tides, e.g. ngok thaawkan, high tide

meat or
animal

birds, e.g. minh mepirth, jabiru (Xenorhynchus asiaticus)
land mammals and monotremes, e.g. minh kuuch, kangaroo
(Macropus spp.)
reptiles with legs, e.g. mioM piinch, estuarine crocodile
(Crocodilus porosus)
frogs, ,e._g.•. ~,minht.ha.tir, most frog specIes
eggs, e.g. minhngapun-nhampi, egg of emu (Dromaius
novaehollandiae)

snake

all snakes. (terrestrial and aquatic), e.g. ~ meerkole, taip~n
(Oxyuranus §. scutellus>
eels. e.g. ~ kaalwopn, salt and freshwater eels (Anguilla spp.)
legless lizards. e.g. ~ kunkam, most legless lizard. species

fish

freshwater and saltwater fishes, e.g. "gat pinporra,·barramundi
elates calcarifer)
sharks and rays, e.g. "gat worklom, sawfish (Pristis zijsron)
marine mammals, e.g. "gat thiit, porpoise

insect

many kinds of insect, e.g. !y!! wongol, mosquitoes

tree,
branch,
stick:"
wood

trees and shrubs, vines and ground creepers, e.g. ~ yuIu, lady
apple, CSyzigium sPP.)
some. insects, e.g •. ~ minh.piinch., st.ick. insects and mantids
'prawns and crayfish, ,e.g. ~~, freshwater crayfish
mollusc shells, e.g. ~ wele, bailer shell (Meles umbilicatus).
(but not the flesh)

edible
plants

rootstocks ,e•. 9 • .!!!5!l .riithem, bf:Jl§u'ru (E leocharis sPP.'>
waterlilies, ~.g. ~ n9Y!Q, unidentified waterlily
fruits, e.g.- ~ ~" lady apple fruit (Syzigium spp.)
native bees and their honey, e.g., ~ rat, native bee (Trigona spp.)
shellfish flesh, ~ ~ , oysters COstreidae spp.)
edible insect larvae, e.g. may wumpn, unidentified caterpillar

warrath

Table 2.1

grass

most grasses, e.g. warrathwirpan, blady grass (Imperata spp.)

Environmental lexical classifiers in Kuuk
Thaayorre.

5-0

an example of this merging phenomenon for birds that belong
to the order Ardeiformes.

Sometimes this general rule was

broken, though usually in cases where even the English common

n·ames for the birds indicated a shared set of underlyingfeatures..

Thus, the black-£aced cuckoo shrike (Coracina

novaehollandiae), the ground cuckoo-shrike· (C. maxima), the

grey shrike-thrush (Colluricinda. harmonica) and the pallid
cuckoo (Cuculus pallidus) are all referred to by a single
term, minh way, in Kuuk Thaayorre.

ARDEIFORMES
Kuuk.Thaayorre
Class.i tier

English
·COmrrioriand Specific Names

Bird Name

White necked heron, Ardea pacifica
.Pied heron. ~. picata

minh ripath

r

sumatrans.

minh puun

Great billed heron,

minh puukath

White faced heron,

minh kirkn

Cattle egret. Ardeola ibis
Large egretv.Egretta alba
Little egret, Ea- garzetta
Reef heron, 5,-' ~

.!!!!nh mepirth

Jabiru, Xenorhynchus asiaticus

minh yarrak

Glossy ibis. Plegadis falcinellus

~o

~.

novaehollandiae

minh

minh.ka~rap

.~

".

White ibis, Threskiornis molucca

10

_r.·

spinicollis

minh thaapuchir

Straw necked ibis,

minh pirpul

Royal spoonbill. Platalea regia
Yellow billed spoonbill p ~$ flavipes

~Kuuk

Thaayorre.taxonomy for ARDEIFORMES and
the·English· equivalents for the same birds.

The same merging of several closely related species
or members of the same family occurs with fish, marsupial,

lizard and snake names.

In some cases, it was possible to

discover the nature of the features. in the animals that

provided the basis for discrimination. Figure 2.5" sets out a
key to the allocation 0'£ Kuuk Thaayorre labels for l.izards
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Body

Shape

Other discrimina.t.:i.ng fcaeures

K.uuk Thaayo rre term

Carmon &
Scient:ific DAmes

FamiLy

VARANIDAE

Lace JrOnitor
(V.varius)
Spattedtree mnitor
(.I. timrensis ~

. minh thutp-pinpan

~ kwmm-inthar

thin-bodied

Fat-tailed gecko
(Diplodactylus
Yittaeus)
'White striped gecko
(!t. taeniatus)

GEKKONIDAE

Copper tailed skiDk:
(~ taeniolatum)
Striped sld.nk
(~. J.esuelX'ii)

blue tongue

tb:iclc-bodied

minh tharkuthi..r.

Coamon blue tOD.:,trUe
(TiliCJt13. .~cincoide s)

SCIK:IDAE

Northern blue tongue
(T. scineoides
in'termedia.)
~~~~-~-~~-~~-~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~

M

blue tongue

LaI1d mullet
(Egernia. ~ )

possessing frills,

Frilled li:ard

dewla.ps, or neck
pouches,

Bearded dragon

(Chlamydosaurus ld.ngii)
(Amphibolorous
barbartus)

~--~------~----------~--~----------~~~lacking frills,
jaekyli:ard
dewlaps, or neek
pouches
.

minh ri.rm-pim-pen

(A. inermis)
Eastern Waterd:raiOD

(Physignathus lesneuri.i)

Figtlre.2.5

Taxonomic key for the assignment

of

Thaayorre labels for legged lizards.

Kuuk

AGAHIDAE
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lith legs.
The important·basic discriminator in this
taxonomy is characteristic body shape.
The systems of taxonomy for·natural species discussed so far can be, for the most part, reconciied with
scientific nomenclat·ure, since with minor exceptions, there
is· either an equivalent Kuuk Thaayorre term. for the species
involved or else related species in the same family are
merged under one Kuuk Thaayorre label as in Figures 2.4 and
2.5.

It is less easy to do .this for shells and insects.

Although the data I have are meagre, my evidence suggests
that the characteristics used to differentiate members of
these latter classes in Kuuk Thaayorre generate a taxonomic
system that cannot be reconciled at all with the Western
scientific ohe.
Turning to the physical environment it is clear
that the Edward River peopie conceptualised their terrestrial
envirpnment in terms of broad landform.units that bear a
close resemblance to the classification of plant·communities
produced by Pedley and Isbell and referred to earlier in
this section.

The labels for major landform units are

presented in Figure 2.6.

This diagram shows an east-west

cross-section of the reserve making plain the relationships .of
the landform units to each other and their relative extent:
Within, or cutting across these broad units are smaller
distinc1;ive micro-environments which are also distinguished.
For

e~ample,

tidal·

ar~

are called raak yuk penkayer (literally

"mangrove country"), large watercourses raak wa'ap, smal]
creeks raak yal, and open places raak yawun,

etc~.

The commonest way of referring to localities in the
Edward River environment is through the use of place-names.
The entire landscape is divided· into tracts each bearing a
n~e.

Between 1969 and 1973, I mapped over 200 named tracts
in an area of approximately 260 2 km (Taylor 1976).
For the

majority of places visited I collected information concerning
the ownership of the tract, rights of access to it, its uses
and principal subsistence resources, when it was used and by
..,

how many people, where the tract fitted into the pre-settlement
seasonal patterns of movement, and its post-settlement uses,
as.well as personal,

~eligious

and ceremonial associations.

raak muthln
-----

beach rid gas
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!..!.!..!5.

.!..!.&.~

!..!.!!!.
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inland
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~
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coast al

.!!.!!!!l!.!.
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strandline
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raak
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I
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My principal informants were men and women who were at least
25 years old at the time the mission was established.

They

provided this information without effort and with good agreement between informants.

The patterns which emerged from

the information gathered in this survey were, I judged, a
valid representation of' pre-settlement land holdings and
usage.
The area mapped comprised about 30% of the Kuuk
Thaayorre homelands and provides a representative crosssection of territory they used in pre-settlement times.
Map 2.1 is a composite .

The base map shows the natural

features of the landscape and the area which I sys.tematically
traversed collecting place names.

The transparent overlay

gives an indication of the ctpproximate locations·of tracts.
It was not possible because

~f

time constraints to record

tract boundaries but I have tried to locate tract names in
the centre· of particular tracts.
The tracts varied in size.
be large,· encompass.ing many

~quare

Inland they tended to

kilometres.

Nearer the

coast they were smaller and, as Map 2.1 indicates, clustered
densely along the coastal ridges.

In the coastal country,

the notion of boundaries between tracts was quite sharp.
Outstanding trees often served as boundary markers and watercourses were frequently used to provide sharp lines of
demarcation between neighbouring tracts.
between tracts were less well defined.

Inland boundaries
This would appear

to be due to the fact that the useful and productive areas
of the inland tracts were separated by much country of little
use to the Aborigines.
Some of the names applied to tracts were translatable and many of these referred to a mythological
as·sociation.

Eor example, Wangwanchil refers to :the

ro~nd

yam

devil, Kutakunmulwarrangan refers to a mythological dog that
had a crooked tail and Ngunyanwarr refers to

a myth

about a

man who created a tidal surge that nearly submerged the
entire countryside.

Other place-names,. although translatable

( e.g. Yinpanchir, female pubic hair), were not acknowledged
as having any special significance other than that they were a
place-name.

Neig~bouring

language groups had their own
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Map 2.1 was too large to include here.
It can be found in the s.leeve on the
back cover of Volume

Ir
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names for many of the Kuuk Thaayorre tracts.

Where the

place-name had a meaning that was mythologically significant,
the meaning was translated and preserved in the non-Thaayorre
place name.
Natural features wlthln named tracts were not
singled out by a special name of their own •

Rather they

were designated by the micro-environmental terms referred to
earlier.

Not all tracts were used as camping places.

Only 122 tracts (59.6% of the.sample) had regular campsites
located in them.

Many tracts simply did not possess the

minimal requirements for campsites, which were good wat.er
and shade in close proximity together with paperbark trees
(Melaleuca spp.) and termite mounds.
were necessary for earth oven cookery.

The latter two items
In the same sample

98 (47.8%) of the tracts had mythological or ritual significance which might or might not be recognised in the placename

~i tself.

Overall, the average· area of each tract was

1.3 km 2 , while for a·representative section of coastal
country, 119 named tracts occupied 93.2 km 2,. with an aver9-ge
tract area of 0.8 km 2 •
As noted above, each place-name had associated with
it a store of information relating to ownership, occupancy,
subsistence resources, mythic and totemic connections, as
well as information relating to personal experiences and
historical events.

Equally, the terms used to denote

natural··· species were also nodes around which clustered
information concerning such things as distinguishing characteristics, edibility and food quality, seasonal location and
typical behavioural patterns, relationship to other natural
species, mythological and totemic status and so forth.

At

this point I do not intend to present this kind of information
in any detail.

My purpose will be to show how this fund of

cultural knowledge was employed at the interface between a
hunter-gatherer population and its environment to produce
regular seasonal patterns, in this case in the distributior
of the Kuuk Thaayorre and their activities throughout the
pre-settlement annual cycle.

Before describing the

organisation of subsistence activities on a seasonal basis,
it will be necessary to describe pre-settlement Kuuk Thaayorre
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technology and the nature of the basic production and
consumption unit.
2.4

Technology and hearthgroup
Basic economic decisions such as where to go, what

to hunt and gather, when to move on and so forth were made
within small independent groups which I shall call hearthgroups~

Hearthgroup members camped together sharing their

food, shelter and fireplace.

By pooling their skills they

-

made up the fundamental unit of production and consumption
in pre-settlement society.

The most frequent and stable

form of the hearthgroup comprised a man and his wife (or
wives) and their children.

Other hearthgroups could be.

composed of couples whose children had left parental care,
mourning widows and their children, or bachelors living apart
from their parents.
There was a general sexual division in .the organisatl.on of. tasks.

It was the men who hunted (and cooked)

mobile and elusive quarry such as marsupials, largelandfowl,
lizards and fish, sharks and rays.

Women on the other hand

exploited and processed the relatively static concentrations
of food resources composed in the main·of
crust·aceans, molluscs and turt.les.

r~otstocks,

fruits,

The hunt was often a

cooperative affair with a number of males sharing what was
obtained.

Al.th9U.9.h

.W9m~.n

mostly "foraged for.

tfl~J-r ip~d~yid

ual hearthgroup's needs (and occasionally for other close
kin), they often did so in company with other women.
certain activities (see below)

In

both~sexe"S-cooperatedto

procure their food needs.
Certain.large scale material culture items, such
as brush fish traps and weirs and some of the ritual representations made in .the course of ceremonial activities,
required the cooperative efforts of a number of people.

For

the most part, hearthgroups relied on their own skills to
produce the material base for their survival.

The people

went about naked, ad0rned· only by small items such· as 'plaited
fibre belts, armbands, nosepegs or earlobe plugs,' or occasionally,· they wore some temporary status marker such as mourning
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strings or pre-pubertal aprons (for girls only).

The most

substantial structure built was a dome-shaped hut made from
interlaced saplings and

branc~es

and/or palm leaves and grass.

and ·covered with paperbark

In these huts, hearthgroups

endured the four -.months, of the wet s-eas;on,. 1:hert abandoning
them with the onset of the dry.

Unless they were re-used

the following wet season, these dwellings quickly fell into
1isrepair and rotted away.

During the dry months, when

:::arilp locations ,""ere changed frequently, hearthgroups were
?rotected by no more than a windbreak strategically placed
about their fire.

At the more permanent camp sites, personal

possessions and foodstuffs were kept ou-t of harm.' s way (and
the reach of the camp dogs) on wooden platforms raised above
the ground on forked sticks.
By convention, men worked in wood and bone, making
all the implements necessary for their own hearthgroup's
hunting " foraging and food preparation.

Women worked wi tn

fibres to'fashion most of what their hearthgroup required in
terms of cordage, nets and carrying bags.
There were no craft specialists.
master of the technology of his or her sex.

Every adult was a
Age and individ-

ual skill obviously modified performance in subsistence tasks
and handcrafts.

Girls, by virtue of their. early marriage

(usually not long after puberty), tended to realise their
productive potential sooner than males, who were often in
their late twerities before

e~f~blishing

their own hearth-

groups with their attendant responsibilities.

Elderly

people spent less time hunting' and foraging and more time in
sedentary occupations such as child-minding, making and mending
things'.

They relied to some extent on the surplus from

other hearthgroups for food.
The material artefacts necessary for a hearthgroup
to extract their requirements from the environment were
relatively few and could easily be carried from place to
place.

The adult male's hunting gear normally included three

kinds of hunting spear:

a multi-pronged type on a hibiscus

haft for fish, a lightweight bamboo hafted multi-pronged
.spear for the larger wildfowl and a heavy single-pronged
spear with a short hibiscus butt for killing larger game
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animals.

A spear-thrower (the so-called "woomera") was

always used to propel spears with power and accuracy.

A

woman's foraging gear would comprise a stout lancewood
digging stick,. at least one wooden dish for carrying water
and processing food, as well as assorted string bags and
strainers.

Additionally, women possessed wooden 'pounders

for pulverising rootstocks and dried nonda fruits and occasionally used stone grinders for milling waterlily

seeds~

At certain times of the year, scoop nets were used to catch
fish and crustaceans in shallow waters and a kind of fishing
rod with a wooden hook was employed to catch barramundi and
two species of threadfin salmon (Polydactylus sheridani and
Eleutheronema tetradactylus).
start fires.

Twist drills were used to

Edge-ground, hafted stone hatchets owned by

the men were used by both sexes in tasks such as cutting
wood for tool-making,. enlarging holes ·in trees to procure
native honey or possums, cutting palm leaf shoots and so
forth.
In addition to his hunting spears a man would
normally own a number of weapons made for no other purpose
than offence or defence.

These included boomerangs, fight-

ing sticks, wooden swords, shark's teeth duelling knives and
fighting spears.

There were at least seven different kinds

of fighting spear, but few men would own a complete arsenal
of every type.

The male tool-making kit consisted of the

stone hatchet, shells for cutting· and scraping, strings and
dried sinews for binding, bone gouges and awls, stones for
sharpening and burnishing, an assortment of gums and native
beeswax for hafting and binding, a gum-smoothing paddle and
paints made from earth (red) and fish bones or pipeclay (white)
for decorating implements.
string bag.

All this fitted neatly into a

There was no equivalent female kit as such,

apart from nimble' fingers.

Aids necessary for ·the manufac-

ture of their items could usually be found at hand and were
discarded after they had served their purpose.
Raw materials for implement making were not uniformly distributed throughout the environment nor were they
always seasonally available when they were required.

Apart

from the natural wastage rate occasioned by the rotting of
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wood and fibre, there was also a high breakage rate especially
among spears.

L.arge animals frequently smashed hunting

spears in their death throes.

Fighting spears, if they were

not broken by "blockers" (see Chapter 5) before they were
thrown, often broke on impact with earth, trees or shields.
Making and mending then was a chief preoccupation of adults
in hearthgroups and raw materials had to be stockpiled against
future

~~eds.

Men did not have equal access to resources.

Resources which were scarce had to be obtained by exchange.
Certain raw materials such as stone blanks for hatchets and
bamboo for spear hafts did not occur in the Edward River
environment at all.

These had to be traded into the area.

Additionally, during the "ethnographic past" of which this
reconstruction is a description, European items such as' steel
axe heads, fencing wire (for fish spear prongs), glass (for
scraping and cutting), metal rods, bars and
CQuld be

subs~ituted

knif~

for digging sticks, gouges

blades that

~nd

spear

prongs. were finding their way into the ma.terial culture
inventory as more efficient and durable substitutions for
traditional items.

2.5

Seasonal subsistence activities
The Kuuk Thaayorre regarded the period between the

onset of one wet season and the next as a progression of
four major seasons.

These seasons and their subdivisions

are presented in the form of a calendar in Figure 2.7.

The

major seasons' were named raak karrtham ("wet-time"), raak
wurripan ("dry-wet time"), raak kaal kurrch (ncold-time")
and raak papaath ("sun-hot time").

Each season was assoc-

iated with a characteristic set of camping places, food
sources, activities and movement patterns.

As the glosses

for the seasons suggest, the calendar was oriented towards
natural environmental rhythms rather than some invariant
sequence like the series of months that· characterise Western
calendars.

Obviously, the correspondence between Western

months and the Kuuk Thaayorre system as it is presented in
Figure 2.7 is approximate.

The length of each season was

markedly variable since much depended on when the wet season
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started (it could arrive early or late) and on' how much rain
fell.

The basic dimensions for their calendar were provided

by the contrasts between hot and cold, wet and dry.
There were other ways of indicating segments of
time within the seasonal cycle.

For example, the passage

of time within raak karrtham and raak wurripan was keyed to
aspects of a particular kind of grass that grew prolifically
during the wet season called warrath wampn.

Called raak

wampu, time could be measured by reference to the height of
the grass, the appearance of its plumes and its aspect during
the prevailing winds.

Additionally, periods of time within

the annual cycle could be designated by referring to the
fruiting season of plants such as raak may mantam ("small
fruit time"), r'aak may yulu-kn ("bush apple time".) or, by
referring to activities that characterised that particular
part of the cycle., thus raak thaangun<i ("grass burning time".).
In passing

~t

is worth noting, that plant indicators

did more than delineate segments of the seasonal cycle.
Their growth and development patterns were often correlated
with the development of other plant species and with the
condition of animals and their locations.

For instance when

the warrath wampn flowered, it was said to be a good time to
spear barramundi along creek banks and in the shallows of the
mudflats.

In wampu muthkaw! when the wampn grass bent

towards the east under the prevailing winds, then that was
the time to start looking for the first ripe yams.

When the

cotton tree, yuk tuuch, flowered, it was said the crabs were
fattest then.

Shark and

stingar~e

livers were held to be

richest when the Melaleuca trees flowered.
served as signs

to

Thus plants

trigger off the hunting and gathering

activities correlat:.d with them .. '
A lunar calendar based on phases of the moon was
also employed and

dai~y

time was reckoned by referring to

stages in the progress of the sun across the sky.

Another

series of words and phrases indicated future and historic
time (see Figure 2.8), so that despite the fact that the
language did not possess an ability for exact enumeration
oeyond the count of four,

it was nonetheless possible to

achieve a fairly fine degree of precision in referring ,to
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Kuuk Thaayorre

English Equivalents

raak kanpa minch

in the beginning

kanangkarr

very long ago

~.moongthak

many years ago

karr-man inhth kanpa

three years before

karr-man kanpa

the year before last

karr-man

last year

pung-up kanpa

last· week

ngerngkan kanpa

day before yesterday

ngerngkan

yesterday

......

Lunar

Time

<
today
later today

Daily
Time

(

melnk-elnk-arr

tomorrow

yuu-ka-rra

next week

Seasonal
Time

.J

I
~

next year

yoorr

raak yuu-karr-ontam

for many years ahead

thono-marr

for always

Figure 2.8

Modes of reckoning time, Kuuk Thaayorre
(source: Hall, 1968).
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past events, or arranging for things to happen in the future

0

With respect to time, such a fine degree of precision was
necessary In order to integrate and dovetail the activities

of many people during the-course of the year.

These activi-

ties are best described,in terms of the patterns characteristic of each Kuuk Thaayorre season.
2.5.1

Raak karrtham -- "wet-time"
Raak karrtharn was ushered in with storms which

began in late November, replenishing the surface waters. in the
swales between the c,oastal ridges and allowin,g people to move

froin the permanent waters and wells of the "sun-hot time"
camping places and select their wet season campsites on the
ridges.

The typical pattern was for people to camp in small

clusters of hearthgroups, one or two to a campsite, scattered
in

a~narrow

waters.

band along the coast out of reach "of the flood-

Bark and grass huts were built against the onset

of the heavy rains.

By the end of December, the countryside

was usually flooded and grass grew· thickly everywhere.
Except along the ridges, movement was difficult in the quagmire conditions, and the fast flowing waters of creeks and
.

.

rivers barred long distange travelling to all but the most
hardy.
Many trees fruited during raak karrtham.
included variciiis

··f·ig····sp·ec~i·es,

They

the yellow-wood,·'"tree"yuk·'kuump

(Vitex glabbra), the black fruit tree yuk mark (Pouteria
sericea), as well as shrubs such as Morinda citrifolia and

vines such as the native passion fruit, may porkal (Passiflora.
foetida) .

There was no staple food plant., but at least" ten

different varieties of rootstocks replaced the yams, EI'eocharis
and nonda fruit that provided vegetable mainstays of the diet
in other seasons.

Towards the end of the wet season,

lilies could also be harvested.

water~

It was a time also for

gathering molluscs in mangroves and on the mudflats, and
occasionally shoal prawns could be caught in scoop nets in
tidal

bac~waters.

At the beginning of the wet season, men would build
brush barriers across

b~rtain

creek beds between the coastal
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and inland ridges in order to take advantage of a shortlived phenomenon during the first weeks of the flood run-off.
The first floodwaters draining the inland plains usually
flushed out and carried with them great numbers of freshwater
fish.

A dozen or so men would wait on the banks on the

inland side of the barrier to spear the fish as they blundered
into it.

This state of affairs lasted no more than several

days, but the hauls 6f fish were considerable.

No' further

large-scale cooperative enterprises would take place for the
next few months.
Although wallabies too sheltered on the ridges out
of reach of floodwaters, hunting.them was relatively difficult
because of the cover. afforded by. the lush growth of plants .•
Instead, men turned to hunting possums in trees and digging
smaller marsupials out of their burrows.

Fishing in the tidal

·arms. and on the of.fshore mudflats was~ however, ·the principal
activi ty.
In' favourable locati'ons brush fish traps might be
built by one or two men on the mudflats opposite small creek
mouths to trap fish left behind by the falling tides.
Birds' eggs were an important addition to the diet
at this time.

Two large species of megapodes., the scrub

fowl minh werkatr (Megapodius freycinct) and the brush turkey
minh themthem (Alectura latharni), built large mounded nests
on the ground and these were eagerly sought and rifled.
From mid-February onwards the eggs of the pied goose minh
in.op·rigun· (Anseranus semipalmata)· were· gathered in large quan-··
tities from where the birds nested among the reeds of the
flooded melonhale plains..

Because of their nesting

activities and the presence of much natural cove.r, large
waterfowl were also hunted.
In the wet season, food resources were more or less
evenly distributed throughout the coastal environment.

The

distribution of the population in small scattered groups was
a response to this fact.

Each

"wet~:time"

campsite was, for

0'

several months, the centre of a

smal~

range in which the

members of co-residing hearthgroups sought their food.

This

range normally encompassed beach and mudflat, saltpan and
melonhole plain, as well as coastal ridge.

Its boundaries

were circumscribed by the ranges .of neighbouring camps and,
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in a physical sense, by the floodwaters, mud and the difficulty of moving through bogs and undergrowth in strength-

It was a time of isolation and some

sapping humidity.

discomfort.

Mosquitoes and biting midges abounded.

There

were occasional periods of hunger when heavy rains lasted for
seve~al

days curtailing all subsistence activities

0

Fish

spearing on the mudflats was difficult when the sea was windwhipped and muddied by floodwaters.

Adults spent much of

their wet season spare time making new tools and implements
and weaving new bags and baskets to use in the coming monthso
Raak wurripan -,- "dry-wet time ll
In a normal season the rains tailed off during
March and April.

Freshwater. creeks fed by 'loc,al drainage

systems ceased to flow while the amount of water in the main
river courses speedily diminished. . Two major food plant
staples, yams and Eleocharis (often called "bi..llguru" in
North Queensland), reached maturity at this time and began to
supplant the "wet-time" rootstocks and the mangrove seed pods
which reached maturity in March and April also.

The round

hairy yam may wanch (Dioscoria sativa var. rotunda)'

re~ired

special processing to rid it of toxic substances.

It was

roasted"sliced and washed in several changes of water.
After settling, the resultant floury sediment was poured into.
depressions in the sand where it drained~' arid formed into hard
cakes.

The long yarn may mula (Dioscoria transversa) needed

no such processing and could be roasted and eaten irnmediatelyc
Bulgu~u, 'may

riitham (Eleocharis dUlc1s)[ was a sedge

that grew in dense stands in the swamps.

Its roots yielded

small round tubers that were roasted and then mashed between
wooden paddles and compressed to form a mealy and nourishing
cake.

The concentration of Eleocharis in swamps permitted

numbers of women

~o

work together gathering the tubers.

Harvesting the plant was most efficiently performed when the
water

i~

the swamp was ankle-deep and the mud in which i t

grew, soft enough for digging.

The depth of water and the

evaporation rate together determined the order in which the
swamps were harvested· for their Eleocharisc

Camps

in

the
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vicinity of Eleocharis beds tended to be large..
There was mu.ch cooperative hunting activity in
raak wurripan.

Fish weirs were constructed at vantage

points in narrow tidal channels to trap fish that had swum
upstream during

The fish were gathered in by
spearing as they turned away from the barrier.
Barramundi
h~gh

tides.

were also caught at this· time with fishing poles baited with
small fish.

Low tide fish drives could be organised in which

a line of spearsmen advanced up some tidal arm stabbing blindly
ahead of them in the murky waters.

This seemingly haphazard
method of fishing could produce enough fish for a large camp
for several days.

Hunts were organised for fledgling water-

fowl, especially pied geese, among the reeds where the still
flightless birds were easy

toknoc~

down.

Towards the end of,

raak wurripan people began systematically burning off the
rank growth of wet. s'eason :gr·ass and using the flames to drive

wallaQies and bandicoots towards a line.of spearsmen

downwind.

wai~ing

In these drives, women came behind over the burnt

country probing with their yamsticks into holes and burrows
for lizards, snakes and small marsupials that went to earth
to escape the flames.

Hunting in this way was to be a major

cooperative activity over the next few months and signalled
the start of raa:K thaanguni,

"grass-burning time·' •.

The plentiful supply of food resources

a~

the end

of the "dry-wet tima ll made it'a favourite time for conduc-

ting ceremonies.
W~ile most.£ood-getting activities cen~re¢.
on the coastal and inland ridges and on the ~wamps and plains
that lay between them, occasionally men would make forays
into the open forest country to seek out Acacia wood for
making spear prongs· and to make raids on fruit-bat colonieso
Raak kaal kuurrch -- "cold-time Jl
The fine weather months of this season saw much
movement across the coastal plain country as people spread
widely to gather the lilies and the turtles of the
shallow swamps before they dried out.

The basic patterns

of food exploitation were a continuation of the activities

set in mo·tion at· the end of raak wurripan

Cl

This was also
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~

thaanguni proper, and great· areas of dried grasslands

would be set alight to clear the country and to make travel
easier and firewood less difficult to locate.

The heavy

dews which condensed during the cold nights of raak kaal
kuurrch.promoted fresh green shoots and provided attractive
herbage for graztng animals, which in turn could be hunted.
2.5.4

Raak paapath -- .. sun-hot time

II

As the days became hotter and the surface waters
disappeared, animal life tended to congregate near the
permanent waters.

By the middle of this season most of the

Eleocharis swamps had been baked brick-hard by the sun and
palatable yams became difficult to find.

At many campsites

on the ridges, water had to be obtairied by digging wells.
Some trees fruited during this season.

Among them were the

bush ?pple may yulu (Syzigium spp.), the monkey nut may
karltun (Sterculia quadrifeda) and the nonda plum may puchir
(Parinari nonda).
The latter was particularly important as
a staple food, and the tree bore prolific clusters of yellOW,
olive-s.ized fruit which could be eaten raw as they fell
from the trees.

More commonly, however, the fallen fruit

were gathered and taken back to the camp where they were
allowed to dry out.
were called may tanch.

In their dessicated state the fruit
They were processed by smashing the

whole dried· fruit, including the seeds, with a stone pounder
on a wooden paddle (see Thomson 1936b").

The meal obtained

was tipped into a water-filled wooden container and left to
soak overnight.

The resulting gruel would be eaten the next

day without further preparation.

Towards the end of this

season the people also gathered and cooked the tops of the
small palms they called may karrant (Livistonia muellerii).
Much fishing was done and the offshore mudflats
reliably yielded sharks, rays, fish and crabs, while the beach
itself occasionally provided eggs laid by marine turtles.
Wallabies were often speared from hides built near trees
whose fallen fruit or seeds the animals came to feed upon.
Not all people exploited the coastal complex of
ridges, beach and plain.
Many moved inland away from the
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coast to the permanent swamps and waterholes of the open
forest country, raak pamkaw.

In pre-settlement times, the

coastal peoples used to meet the inlanders: the Wik Mungkan,
Bakanh

and Wik Olkol.· speakers.
."
.

could be quite large.

When this occurred!. camp sizes

The nonda plum was distributed widely

throughout the forest country and provided the staple of the
vegetable diet, although waterlilies, of which corms, stems
and seeds were eaten, also figured prominently.

Honey from

native bees was also gathered in the forest country.

The

main animal foods were turtles and freshwater fish, with
crayfish, mussels, water snakes, mostly the file snake yak
ngompunch (Achrocordus javanicus), fruit bats and waterbirds
adding variety to the diet.

Women gathered the turtles

from '-the swamps by wading out in parties and feeling for
them near the swamp bot:tom.

Surplus turtles caughtin

this way were kept alive in pits to be cooked and eaten at
late); times'.
The principal methoa of catching

f~sn

in this region

was to employ a range of poisons, mostly obtained from trees,
which when introduced into the water in sufficient quantities;
stunned the fish and brought them to the surface where they
could be easily speared or caught.
methods of poisoning bodies of water.

There were two main
The first was essen-

tially a technique for poisoning shallows and was called
ngat thaanchtheerngr.

The second technique was called

ngat riingar and wa's used to poison large bodies of water
such as the narrow, rock-bottomed lagoons typical of the
watercourses in this area.

I shall describe shallow-pool

poisoning first.
As the pools in the sandy parts of watercourses
shrank, the fish in them concentrated and wading birds,
especiallyjabiru and herons of various kinds, would gather
to feed on them.

In turn, both the birds and the fish were

taken by the Aborigines.

The birds were' speared from the

cover of the riverine vegetation, while the small fis.h in. t.he
pools

wer~

harvested using fish poisons that were derived

from plants that grew conveniently in or near the watercourses.

The two principal poisons used to stupefy fish

were the inner bark of the roots of the river mangrove
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thaanch (Barringtonia acutangula) and the dried seed
The seed
pods of an (unidentified) Acacia called yuk wiil.
pods were placed in a dilly bag and soaked at the water's
edge prior to dragging the bag through the pool.
The bark
of the Barringtonia was stripped from the roots and then
pounded and squeezed at the upwind end of the pool until the
active ingredient formed a soapy froth which floated down the
pool in the breeze.

Sometimes the fish poisons were tied

to a makeshift raft which was then dragged through the pool
to distribute the toxins.

The operation coul.d be performed

by one person, although several people might help in the
task, including women.

The poisoning operation was usually

accompanied by a certain amount of ritual incantation.
The fish caught in this fashion were cooked in earth
ovens.

Surplus fish could be treated to preserve their

edibility for several days.

This was done by pulling the

cooked flesh away from the bones and squeezing and rinsing
it in the water a number of times until a dry fish shred was
obtained.
The shred was compacted into balrsabout 20 to
25 cm in diameter, which were then quickly· seared brown in a
grass fire.

Such fish balls were calJ;.ed, ngat turrrnar in,

Kuuk Thaayorre and "fish damper" in Aboriginal pidgin.

The

flesh of sharks and rays was invariably treated 'in this
fashion.

Often the livers of the fish, after being dried

in the sun, would be poked into the centre of the ball
'before being eaten, making what was considered a delicacy
that was also rich in vitamins A and D.
A more elaborate procedure was required for deeppool poisoning.

The poison for this technique came from

the leaves of a eucalypt called yuk kampul that normally
grew near lagoons and waterholes.

Many ritual observances

surrounded the implementation of the process.

The camp

would split up with the adult men camping in one area and
the women and children camping in another some distance
from them.

Until the poisoning had been successfully

completed, spouses were forbidden to cohabit for fear of
spoiling the result.

Food sharing between the two camps

took place with as little contact as possible.
The process commenced with men cutting leafy branches
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from the yuk kampul and stacking them to dry by the water's·
edge.

(To this day, lagoons where the technique has been

applied can be distinguished by the scars left on the trunks
and main limbs where boughs have been stripped off in times
past.)

In the evening of the same day, the branches would

be steeped in the waters of the lagoon.

This would be

repeated on successive days until the water became dark and
discoloured.

All activities were accompanied by the chant-

ing of two senior men who sang to encourage the venture's
success.

While the process was being carried out it was

essential to have another source of water for drinking.
When it was judged that sufficient leaves had ·been thrown
into the water (colour was used as a guide to indicate this),
the lagoon was left undisturbed until the poison began to
affect the fish.

The time taken for this to happen varied

with the volume of water and the length of time required to
build up the toxicity level of the waterhole.
The first sign that the poison was working and that
fish were coming to the surface was indicated by the behaviour of hawks as they swooped down to pick up the floating
fish.
When this happened, the two senior men could go to
the water I s edge and spear some of the fish, cook it "secretly ,t
and eat it.

The next day, both.camps would be sununoned to

the lagoon.

Everyone plunged in to scoop up and spear the

fish now floating on the surface of the water.

After

cooking, great quantities of surplus fish would be made
into "fish damper", ngat turrmar, for later use and families
would resume their normal hearthgroup camping patterns.
The poisoning affected not only fish, but watersnakes and
turtles as well.

The acquatic life in the lagoon would

be re-established during the annual inundation which flushed
out the pools, clearing them of their toxins, and allowing
fresh stocks to come in from elsewhere.
The exploitation of the swamps and lagoons was
ordered and determined by three factors.

The first was

depth of water; shallower swamps that were likely to dry
out were exploited first.

The second was the need to vary

the diet.
Thus, several weeks in which turtle was the main
·food' would be followed by several weeks when freshwater fish,
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crayfish and mussels were the main items consumed.

The third

factor had to do with the fish poisoning techniques employed.
Shallow-pool poisoning was used first and deep-pool poisoning
was only carried out in particular places when there was no
further need to camp there.

All fish poisoning techniques

fouled water supplies, so the larger oodies of water would be
left until last.
It is worth describing an inland swamp/lagoon
exploitation sequence in detail for the insight it offers
into Aboriginal subsistence strategies.

The places involved

in the sequence to be described can be found in Map 2.2.
The starting point was a tract which contained several shallow swamps named Therp (marked I on Map 2.2).

While as many

as 30 people could camp here for 10 days or so, more often
than not,only one or two hearthgroups sought the turtles
in its swamps.

'From here it was usual to go to Therngker

(3), al "t:hough if it was

e~rly

in the sea'son and there was

still plenty of water in the swamps, small groups might camp
at Meerngoton (2) searching for turtles in its large shallow
swamp and in the swamps of the neighbouring tracts of Thinkam,weneth and Kutapapurweneth.

A major activity during this

time was collecting lancewood for spear and woomera making,
and for fashioning yamsticks, fighting sticks and wooden'
swords.

Slabs of lancewood would be prised away from the

trunks of suitable

Acaci~

trees using stone hatchets as

wedges and sticks for leverage.

Later, at a succession of

campsites, the slabs would be chipped and scraped into.the
desired shapes.
Therngker was a main meeting place for inland and
coastal peoples.
there.

As many as 40 or more people would assemble

During the ensuing couple of months they would hunt

and gather together as a group.

The large swamp at

Therngke~

and the neighbouring swamps in Yukpetn and Thokoraawunum were
rich in turtles and those that were surplus.to immediate
requirements would be stored alive in covered pits to be
retrieved and eaten later, as was·

pointe~

out above, at places

like Purp (10) and Yaawathan (11).
From Therngker the whole camp would move to a
large' 'long-lasting swamp in: the centre of T.hapyangkar (4.)
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where the same kind of exploitation of it and the neighbouring
tracts of Kirkyoongknakar, Thaathampurr and Yinpanchir
took place.

Perhaps 20 days might be spent there before the

group moved on to Miimunhth (5) and Thup (6).

The whole

camp might stay together and exploit these two places one
after the other, or they might split up and cover both places
at the same time.

After 10 or 14 days on these tracts the

entire group would move out of the open forest country onto
the plains nearby to vary their diet by seeking fish from the
lagoons in the watercourse of Fishhole Creek.

The first

campsite was Kirkin (7) where the group would stay for about
7 days hunting wading birds, gathering freshwater mussels and
crayfish and using shallow-pool poisoning methods to harvest
the fish from the numerous small stretches of water.

The

neighbouring tract of Mulriinchar was also utilised from this
campsite.

From Kirkin the group'wou1d move downstream about

5.6 km to Muuthant . (8). which had a deep. lagoon and whose fish
were obtained by deep-pool poisoning techniques over 5 or 6
days

o.

When this was completed the group headed back across

the open forest country to Thapyangkar (4) where' they might
. stay for several days before moving off to Purp (10) some 8 km
away on the north arm of Station Creek.
heavy I

Loads w.ould be

as. people were weighed down with lancewQod, dried nonda

fruit, "fish damper", live turtles and containers of wild
honey.

The weather was hot.

Those who were older, or had

sore legs or were burdened with young children, often stopped
overnight at Pikpamku1man, a deep waterho1e on the plains in
the south arm of Station Creek, before moving on to Purp.
Purp contained a series of lagoons and shallow pools,
At first, only the shallow pools were poisoned to harvest
the fish.

Crayfish, mussels, birds, file snakes and occasion-

ally round yams could be found there.

However, the camp only

stayed for about 3 days before moving off as a body and
camping for one night at a succession of places, Yaawathan .. (ll),
Thakorrwun(mp)man (12), Kongorrkuman (13), Muutkunrnan (14) and
Nguumpkathrnan (15).

Shallow-pool poisoning was used to

extract the fish from the shallows of Station Creek which
wound through all of these tracts.
group

retr~ceq

After Nguumpkathrnan, the

its steps .and returned to Thakorrwun(mp)man.
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There they used deep-pool poisoning to take the fish from
the tract's lagoon.

When the fish were gathered in (it

usually took 6 or 7 days for the poison to work), the group
moved down to the deep lagoon at Yaawathan to repeat the process.

This larger body of water required about 10 days before

it yielded up its fish.

Finally the "group returned to Purp,

the last big body of water to be poisoned.

When the fish

from Purp were gathered in, the group which had remained
together for so long would break up.

The inlanders returned

to their countries while the Kuuk Thaayorre headed downstream
heavily laden.

The first overnight camp in the trek back

to the coast was Ngoktap (16), some 9.6 km downstream from Purpo
The next day, the heavily burdened, the weary and the' late
starters camped at Pirmirrn (17) before moving on to meet the
others at the main camping place at Puth (18).

This tract

had permanent water and wells ", and as many as 40· people would
camp here for 20 days or so waiting for the first storms
before dispersing to their wet s'eason camping sites.

Wallaby

and brolga were hunted and turtles sought in stream banks.
Nonda fruit and palm hearts provided the main vegetable staplesc
The men spent much time preparing the raw materials gathered
inland, shaping them into artefacts.

Expeditions would go

out to Rirrant, a tract noted for its yuk

rok~nch

(Hibiscus

tilaceus) stands that provided the lightwood hafts for most
kinds of spears.

Another important male activity at·that

time was sweating gum from ironwood and beefwood trees to use
in the haft'ing process of spear-making~'
Similar large camps formed up and down the coast
around the permanent waters as people gathered together to
endure the last searing days of the "sun-hot time" and waited
for the first refreshing storms that heralded the start of
raak karrtham, when. the cycle described in the previous
,subsections would begin allover again.
2.5.5

Summary
Clearly pre-settlement subsistence patterns were

intimately meshed with seasonal factors.

This can be seen

in the distribution of campsites.by season (Figure 2.9) where
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clear patterns reflecting the movements of people emerge.
Only 5% of tracts could be camped' in during all seasons.
The majority of tracts, 66.4%, were used during one season
only and 22.7% were used during two seasons.

·The size of

groups using campsites varied throughout the year and ranged
from the small group patterns characteristic of the "wet-time"
season, to the very large aggregations' characteristic of the
"cold-time" and "sun-hot time".

Two main factors seem to

have conditioned the size of the camp group.

The first

was the nature of the distribution of static food resources.
For example, the concentration of Eleocharis, waterlilies
and tUItles in swamps favoured larger camp sizes, whereas
plants that were widely dispersed such as yarns and the wet
season rootstocks
camps.

favou~ed

the formation of smaller, scattered

A second factor, was. the degree of cooperation neces-

'sary to implement particular hunting techniques.

Turtle

hunts, fire drives, fish drives and deep-pool poisoning
needed a 'relatively large number of part'icipants to produce
successfully their returns.

Other hunting techniques such

as stalking, spearing from hides; shallow-pool poisoning and
fish spearing could be carried, out ·success·fully by individuals,
There was no stable residential unit other than the hearthgroup.

But it should be borne in mind' that the area was

rich in resources and probably relatively densely populated
in hunter-gatherer terms (1 person per 6.13 km 2 ).
Hunting
and foraging groups were rarely separated by more than a few
ki'lometres, or at most" a day's walk.
groups was easy.

Communication between

Information could be quickly transferred

between camps so that people could organise themselves into
group sizes that best suited the purposes at hand.
The diet produced by such exploitation strategies
appears to have 'been nutritionally adequate.

. Certainly the

photographs taken by anthropologists on the western side of
Cape York Peninsula during the 1930s show a
with little excess body fat.

mu~cular

people

The kinds of food gathered in

the course of the seasonal round and their relative importance
(in terms of quantity) are summarised in the three clock-face
diagrams of Figure 2.10.

These are drawn after the manner

of Meggers (1972) from her work on selected societies in,the
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Staple food source

~ Occasional food source

Figure 2.10
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Seasonal patterns of

Sporadic food source

Rainy season

resou~ce

exploitation

for pre-settlement economy, Edward River

reserve.
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It seems probable that animal flesh (includAmazon basin.
ing fish) supplied between 50% and 60% of the total food
Viewed throughout the
consumed in the Edward River region~
year the diet was varied, although at particular times and
places monotony of diet rather than food shortage was cited
as the main reason for moving on.
A certain amount of preservation of surplus foods
took place.

Round yams gathered during the height of their

season were sometimes stored in pits to be used later in the
year.

I have already referred to the keeping of live'

turtles and the preservation of fish flesh.

Dried nonda

fruit might be carried around for a week or so before being
consumed and other foods such as the flat cakes made from
arrowroot tubers (Tacca spp., a wet season rootstock) and
water lily seeds were esteemed for their long. keeping properties.

Men took these flat cakes with them when they had

to undertake' long journeys with little prospect· of finding
food along the way.
In ecological terms, it is difficult to say how
well the Aboriginal exploitation of the Edward River environment maximised the yield from it in terms of time expended
for calories obtained.

The environment may not have always

been as benign as the memories of informants would have it.
For instance, although the monsoon brought a wet season
with unfailing regularity, yet there was variation in wet
season raihfall(Figure 2.2).

I have suggested elsewhere

(Taylor 1977b:422) that nutritional stress may have occurred
when the rainfall was meagre.

A short wet season meant a

short growing season for plants and for the animals that
depended on them.

The quantity and quality of food resour-

ces would therefore be lower in such a season.

Further,

since the harvesting of concentrations of Eleocharis, waterlilies and turtles depended on water levels, as did
fish poisoning techniques, then there would tend to be a
compression of the normal hunting and gathering cycle' as
these major food sources were harvested earlier than usual,
leaving perhaps a scarcity of resources in the latter
months of the "sun-hot time".

This is speculative.

informant could ever recall such a period of stress.

No
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The patterns of resource usage described here were
not the result of- a consciously held master plan to which
everyone adhered.

Rather,

th~y

emerged

as

the outcomes of a

multitude of decisions made by individual hearthgroups which
throughout the year deci¢led where they would go to get what.

The next section looks at some of the factors that went into
the making of such- decisions.
2.6

Land tenure system
The named tracts th.at I

have described earlier can

be conceived of as units of exploitable land.

An individual's

access to.these tracts of land was mediated by two clearly
discernible sets of rights which I

shall call primary and

secondary. rights following a terminology developed by Peterson,
Keen and Sansom (1977).

The hunting. and gathering activities

of iBdividuals 'on land to which they had rights of access was
also constrained by the custodial rights that certain individuals exercised wi tli respect to each tract.
2.6.1

Prirrlary rights

Primary rights took the form of an inalienable
title vested in. local groups which I call clans.

The tracts

owned by particular clans could be aggregated into "estates";
here I

follow Stanner's (1965) usage which has gained wider

currency than Sharp J s
same thing.

(1937) phrase

ft

clan domai·n

11

for the

Each clan's title to its estate was justified

by a mythological charter.

Like most Australian Aborigines,

the people of the Edward River reserve believed that at some
time in the past, creative beings, sometimes human, sometimes
part-human, entered the Edward River environment and travelled
about in it performing marvels.

In the course of their

travels, these -beings altered parts of the landscape and
sometimes merged into it.

They left behind. them in many

,tracts- centres of great potency (raak ngaanch) whose powers
could be controlled and activated by the succeeding generations
of men when they employed the appropriate ritual .. These mythical happenings were termed woochorrm in Kuuk Thaayorre.
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Each clan identified with a section of the mythic landscape
and with the events that took place in it during the creative
epoch.

The mythic landscape itself was the core of a clan's

estate (see Chapter 4).

Each clan claimed many woochorrm,

but one or two were singled out to provide totemic emblems
which symbolised the clan's corporate identity and its
ass,ociation with the landscape and by which others could
refer to clan members.

For

example,'Watersnak~_

clan

derived its totem from what appears to be a relatively minor
episode involving the "old woman" (the clan's mythical ancestress) and a watersnake she caught for food.

The emblems of

the Wallaby/Lightning clan were derived from two major
dramatic sequences celebrated in song and dance performance.
The first emblem referred to the wallabies speared by the
"two brothers".

This pair of heroes, whose tracks cut

across the lands of many clans, are often refer'red to simply
as pul, "those two".

The se'cond emblem referred to ,an old

man's flamboyant revenge upon his two faithless wives and
their lovers whom he killed with, a lightning storm.

No

dramatic presentations were associated with the Watersnake
clan's emblem.

It

was only referred to obliquely in a

single Watersnake clan song.
Unless other factors were operating (such as a
within-clan marriage), clan members referred to each other
by kinship terms appropriate to patrilineal descent,' even
when -linkages between the: component lineages of a clan could
not be genealogically attested.

However, the human members

of a clan were not regarded as directly descended from the
heroic beings of the creative epoch.

Clan members were

related in the sense that their essential spirits came from
the same conception centre, ngok parr ~ r nerp, situated" within
the clan estate.

These were ,usually pools or springs where

it was held that the spiritual essences of the clan members
hQ.d been deposited raak kanpa minch, "in, the beginning".
The conception theory of the Edward River people required
that a "baby spirit" or parr'r nerp trave-l from the pool and
enter the body of its prospective mother where;.it would be
nourished as a foetus and ultimately would be born into the
world as a human bein.g.

That spirit conception had taken
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place was revealed by signs to one or other of the parents,
either by some extraordinary event occurring on a particular
tract, or by a dream which revealed the location of the
spirit impregnation (the word for "dream" and "conceive" are
the same in Kuuk Thaayorre, pitharr).

The place where the

spirit conception occurred was important.

The finding of

a baby spirit on the clan estate conferred clan membership
on the unborn child.

If the signs revealed that the baby

spirit came from an estate other than that of the child's
father, the child belonged to that other clan and shared,
among other things, in that clan's primary rights to land.
Most children's spirits were found within the estates of
their fathers.

Therefore it is only in a statistical sense

that clans could be regarded as patrilineal descent groups.
The basic ideology underlying the formation of clans was
that of s~irit ~onception, or to use Maddock's (1982:37)
term~

conception filiation.
Personal names provided a further

pub~ic

link be-

tween individuals, their clans and their woochorrm.

A

child, not long after its birth, had bestowed on it by its
father a personal name that was drawn from a fund of names
commonly used by clan members.

Occasionally a father might

"dream" a new name to bestow on the child, but in any event
the name itself signified some aspect of event, place or
person connected with the clan woochorrm.
ClEm members had the duties to preserve arid transmit
the woochorrm, and to perform, in due season, the appropriate
rituals of initiation, increase and celebration connected
with the mythic landscape of the estate.

These duties will

be taken up in greater detail in Chapter 4.
2.6.2

Stewardship
While the ownership of the estate as a whole was in-

~ested

in the elan, the right to control access to part±cular

tracts and their resources was distributed among individual
male and female members of a clan.

Sharp (1937) called the

people who exercised such rights the "owners" of the tracts.
I will· refer to them as "stewards", because that term, to my

8.3

mind, separates more clearly the essentially conservative
functions performed by them from the notion of clan' ownership as a whole.

The primary role of the stewards was

directed towards regulating the rate of exploitation of
resources within the tracts which had been placed in their
trust.

. It was their prerogative to decide who could enter

(a,nd who should leave) their tracts, and when and what kinds 6f
resources could be exploited by others.

Their control

related especially to static food resources and raw materials.
They acted as conveners for tasks that required the cooperation
of many people such as grass burning, weir fishing, turtle
gathering, fish drives and so forth.

A tract could be under

the stewardship of a single person or several clan members
collectively.

In the case of joint stewardship, the eldest

of the stewards exercised final authority towards others and
normally took the initiative in providing sanctions in the
event of trespass.
According to Sharp (1937), what I term stewardship
was conveyed or achieved in five ways:
1.

By spirit conception.

The convention was that

a newborn child shared in the stewardship of the
tract in which its baby spirit was said to have
been found by one or other of the child's
parents.

This meant that everyone had steward-

ship responsibilities over at least one tract.
2.

By inheritance.

When a person-died, his or

her stewardships passed to the next senior
member of the same lineage who was also of the
same'sex and clan.

Stewardships could not

pass to any member of a patriline who, by
virtue of his or her spirit conception,
belonged to some other clan.
3.

By gift.

A st·eward could transfer the steward-

ship of a tract to another member of his lineage
and clan or to a non-lineage clan member.
Stewardships could not be transferred in this
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fashion between members of different clanso
4~

By personal name associationo

~~en

a child

was given a personal name that was directly

associated with particular tracts as designated in the woocrlorrm, .stewardship of those

tracts was also conferred.
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By ritual role.

When a person succeeded to

the iole of custodian and convenor for a

particular ritual or ceremony, stewardship
over the tracts associated" with the ceremony
was also acquired by the newly installed
incumbent.
During his fieldwork per'iod, Sharp (1937) could find

no example of co-stewards contesting the transfer of rights
in tracts of land through any of the regular modes.

The

newborn received their stewardship rights without question from
senior co-stewards.
Clan estates
The named tracts belonging to particular clans
tended to be contiguous so that i t was possible to draw lines
around the- '·boundaries of clan estates.

Map 2.3 shows t"he

location and extent of Kuuk Thaayorre estates as they were
determined during my mapping expeditions.

The solid lines

on the map represent the real boundaries between estates and
are based on actual inspection.

The broken lines represent

boundaries determined by informant's descriptions and casual
visi ts.

Only part of the total 1<uuk Thaayorre doma"in has
Those sections not yet mapped in their entirety

been mapped.

belong to Duck/Spear, Brolga, Dog/Goanna and Spear/Yuuchup

clans.
It will be noted that not al·l of a clan's tracts
were contiguous.
to other clans.
tracts lay in

~

Some were surrounded

~y

Thus, while the bulk of

tracts" belonging
Wallaby/L~ghtning

contiguous patch just below the Chapman River
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on the coastal ridges, the clan also owned several tracts
at some distance from their main estate.
Kumunthaatarr
(No.1, Map 2.3) lay along a section of Station creek in
the midst of Watersnake territory.
During the "sun-hot
time", the creek's shallows were systematically poisoned for
their fish.

This was the only piece of country where the

Wallaby/Lightning clan could carry out fish poisoning.
They also owned Pungkpiila, a tract lying on inland ridge
country with late season Eleocharis beds nearby, and its
neighbouring tract Thaawathkeycher, a stretch of saltpan
and grass plain country that had a wet season fish trap
site (No.2, Map 2.3).
The bulk of the Brolga clan estate lay in a strip
that extended along the coastal plains and into the open
forest country.
However, Brolga clan also owned a rich
tract of coastal ridge country, Korngkun, that was capable
of being'camped in during 'all seasons and having an abundance of wallaby, wet season rootstocks, Eleocharisand
yams.
It was only a short distance from the beach and
the resources of the littoral (No.8, Map 2.3).
The clan
also owned another small tract, Matpi (No.9, Map 2.3), a
little to the south whose principal resources were round
and long yams.

On the beach front, they shared two

neigh~

bouring tracts with the Dog/Goanna clan, Pokethan and Kurpthutman (No. 14, Map 2.3).

The mudflats and shoreline

mangrove stands of these tracts provided reliable crabbing
and fishing.

Pokethan also had a well and useful stands

of the "small-leafed" spear-haft tree, yuk meno (Hibiscus sp.).
It would seem that the existence of such tracts
lying outside the main portions of a clan's estate provided
a certain amount of indisputable access to resources that
might not occur elsewhere in the estate.
Given the strength of clan dogma concerning the
t~ansmission

of land, it was surprising to find that a small

number of tracts, comprising 3% of the total studied, were
owned jointly by the members of two clans.

How this situ-

ation arose is difficult to say.
The following example may
provide some insight into how such things might have come about
in irregular ways.

The example refers to land regarded properly
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as belonging to the surviving members of the Darter clan, but
which in the pre-settlement period came under the control of
a Yir Yoront man.
Field Case No. 1
By all accounts, Yorrantin was sorrething of a villain.

He

belonged to a Yir Yoront clan, Storm, whose estate lay mainly
in the pocket forrred by the Melaman and Coleman Rivers.

His

first wife, M. B., belonged to the Darter clan which, in 1933,
had no male rrerrbers.

Yomantin habitually camped in his wife IS

country and when she died he rrarried a widow from the neighbouring DogjGoanna clan.

She too died.

Yorrantin then, using

powerful love magic, seduced B. B." a DogjGoanna clanswoman, and
she went to live with him.

This was considered to be an

especially wrong liaison since Yorrantin l s second wife had been
B. B.I s close classificatqry rrother.
by force of

personality~

Nonethe;tess, Yomantin,

weathered adverse public opinion.

Moreover, he asserted stewardship control over his first
wife's country and maintained it, according to my inforriants,
by threatening to spear anyone who attercpted to displace him.
This he could do apparently because there was no male rrerrber

of the Darter clan to challenge him.

. In 1973, four tracts· of

land were regarded as belonging to Yomantin and his son by
B. B., E. B.: Wangkulman (No. 13, Map 2.3), Werrkerrkerran
(No. 16, Map 2.3), Kunpungkan (No. 10, Map 2.3) and Minhman

(No.7, Map 2.3).
(Taylor field notes)
One thing that is quite apparent in Map 2.3 is the
great variability in the size of clan estates.

Table 2.2

compares the composition of Kuuk Thaayorre clans in 1933
with the size of their estates.

The table is incomplete

because no information could be recovered from Sharp's
genealogies concerning the SpearjYuuchup clan which my genealogies suggest contained a single lineage.

The data in the table

reveal a moderately strong association between the size of the
clan and the size of the clan estate (Pearson's

r~.616).

Caution must be exercised in interpreting such a statistic.
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The number of clans is small and in no sense do they constitute'a probability sample.

But had they been randomly

selected, the correlation coefficient would have been significant at the .05 level.

It is difficult to explain how

such an association between size of clan and size of clan

estate might have come about.
to 'demographic fluctuations.
Jewfis~,

Darter and

Clans were quite vulnerable
In 1933 at least two clans,

seemed likely to disappear altogether

because there were no male children.

As I noted earlier,

clan membership could be regarded as statistically patri-

linealg
.-

No. of No. of

Clan

males

females

Total clan
population

Estimated
area of
estate
(km 2 )

Percentage
area of
total
homelands

:

~

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

76.9

907

Dog/Goanna

7

9

16

147.6

18.7

Darter

1

4

5

9.3

1.2

10

8

18

19.4

2.4

Jewfish

3

6

9

6.7

0.9'

Brolga

4

7

11

139.9

17.7.

Watersnake

14

13

27

76.7

9.7

Duck/Spear

20

8

28

313.6

39.7

Spear/Yuuchup

Wallaby/Lightning

Average size of estate, 88.9 km 2

Average size of clan, 16 .. 3 persons

Table 2.2

Composition of Kuuk Thaayorre clans and

si~e

of estates, Edward River reserve, 1933.
Sharp (1937:249) found that several Yir Yoront
clans had apparently become extinct.

obviously poses
According

~o

prob~ems

The extinction of clans

for succession to primary rights.

Sharp, when a clan became

extinc~,

its tracts

then passed from its last stewards to. members of a
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neighbouring clan with whom· a connection existed in the
woochorrrn and who were referred to in classificatory kinship
usage by terms appropriate to patrilineal descento

The

recipients of the transfer not only exercised the usual
stewardship controls over resources but also assumed responsibility for carrying out the ceremonial and ritual duties
performed by the deceased clansmen.
In theory it seems possible that the membership of
a clan whose numbers were declining could be augmented via
spirit

conc~ption.

That is, if parents-to-be found their

babies' spirits on the tracts of a declining clan
Ghildien would belong to the declining clan.

then those

This is a

mechanism that operates elsewhere in Aboriginal Australia
(Peterson, Keen

and Sansom 1977).

The finding of baby

spirits outside of father's clan lands was a relatively rare

occurrence among the Aborigines of the 'Edward River reserve,
and of~all the cases recorded by Sharp and myself, none of
them could be interpreted as being inspired by a desire to
build up a declining clan.
Equally, clans could expand in numbers as well as

decline.

When this happened there was no culturally

articulated way a growing clan could annex for itself tracts

of its neighbouring clans, except in the unlikely case that a
neighbour clan became extinct and the expanding clan complied
with the conditions for taking over.
need for such a mechanism.

In truth, there was no

In the ideology of traditional

ownership,.the size of the estate and the size of the clan
were independent of each other.

The balance between

population and resources was achieved through secondary rights

of access .
.8 econdary rights

Primary ri·ghts gave ownership in perpetui ty and
vested in individual clan members control over land usagec
The amount of lana to which an individual had access
primary rights was relatively small.
1933 Kuuk

coastal

Thaayorr~

esi::ates.~ only

thr~ugh

Nearly half of the

populatlon ha~.prirnary rights to small
•

Given the strategies that had been
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developed for exploiting .the environment, it would appear
that many would be disadvantaged if primary rights of access
were all that they had available to them.

Indeed, Sharp

(1958:4) argues that for their survival needs, all individuals
required access to more or different kinds of land than that
controlled by their clans.

Access to other tracts and their

resources was achieved through a set of rights of usage based
on close consanguineal and affinal links.

Thus, in addition

to undisputed access to tracts for which they held primary
rights, individuals also had access, subject as always to
stewardship control, to the tracts over which a group of kin
·comprising grandparents, mother and mother's

sibling~,

spouse/s,

p.arents-in-law and children's. spouse,S. had, primary rights.
For completeness it should be mentioned that rights of access
could be extended by invitation to non-local groups travelling
the countryside en route to ceremonies or to mission stations
.

'

and pastoral properties.

These rights were temporary and

their conferral' was accompanied by a fire presentation
ceremony' (e .• g. see Thomson 1932).

'J;'hese additional means of

access make up the set of secondary rights to land.

They

greatly increased the number and diversity of tracts to v'lhich
a person could resort during his/her lif,etime.
rights could not be transmitted to others.

Secondary

Because of the

mode of acquisition few people ever shared exactly the same
set of tracts to which they had secondary rights.
Secondary rights of access through affinal links
were critically important for the smaller clans.

The estates

of Jewfish, Darter and Wallaby/Lightning clans were none of
them greater than 25 km 2 •
Of 30 marriagea that had been
contracted by the members of these clans, only three of them
occurred within the Jewfish, Darter, Wallaby/Lightning group.
The res·t (90%) were contracted with members of clans that
possessed larger estates.

In essence these marriages

provided links for the clan members with smaller estates
to the resources of the larger estates.
The pattern of marriage alliances between clans not
only determined secondary rights of access to land,· it also
shaped the composition of co-residential groups.

I have

presented the pattern of- marriages between the Kuuk Thaayorre

clans and their neighbours in Figure 2.11.

The circles,

which represent the clans, are drawn roughly according to
the geographical location and the approximate size of the
clan's estates.

Each line represents a woman given in

marriage from one clan to another with an arrowhead pointing
to the recipient clan.

In effect, the number of marriages

between clans is an index of the strength of the ties between
them.

The information presented in Figure 2.11 is drawn

from Sharp's genealogies and represents a picture of marriage
arrangements between clans as at 1933.,

Unfortunately data

on the Kuuk Thaayorre Spear/Yuuchup clan were not collected.
Despite this omission, general patterns emerge clearly enough.
The seven Kuuk Thaayorre clans of Figure 2.11 form
a relatively tight inter-marrying group that included one Wik
Nganchera clan (Groper/Barramundi) and two yir Yoront clans
(Spear and Freshwater/Rain).

Of the total of 75 marriages

recorded, only ,13 fell outside the ambit of these .10 clans.
Five women were sent to or received from Wik Nganchera clans
to the north and eight women were sent to or received from
other Yir Yoront clans to the south.

While there was some

reciprocal exchange between clans, the dominating pattern
was one of

~yclical

exchange.

For example, the men of the

Wallaby/Lightning clan obtained most of their wives from
Spear/Duck clan.

In turn, Wallaby/Lightning clan supplied

women for the men of'Darter and Watersnake clans.

The

Spear/Duck clan received most. of its women from Jewfish and
Watersnake clans and one from each of Brolga and Darter
clans and one from a Wik Nganchera clan to the north.
The cyclical pattern of marriage exchanges was the
result, partly, of the marriage rule that stated that a man
should marry his mother's younger brother's daughter, or
someone classified as such.

Theoretically (cf. Levi Strauss

1949), we might expect a pattern of permanent asymmetric
alliances between clans to emerge from this sort of marriage
rule.

However, more is involved than this.

Firstly, it

should be made clear that to speak of IIcl ans exchanging
women II is an artefact of the analysis of the pattern of
exchanges.

At the level of Kuuk Thaayorre ideology, lineages

were the real units of exogamy and decisions regarding marriage
~,.-

.
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To other Yir Yoront
clans'

Figure 2.11

---

Marriage alliances between Kuuk Thaayorre
clans and their neighbours, Edward

R~yer

reserve, 1933- (information on Spear /Yuuchup

clan not

av~ilable)o
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arrangements were the prerogative of genealogically specified
individuals rather than clan or lineage members.

In addition

to the rule, the pattern was also a result of a preference
£or marrying among close neighbours.

This preference was

frequently cited in defence of marriages contracted between
partners other than the ones proscribed by the marriage rule.
The existence of primary and secondary rights determined the range over which individuals and their associated
hearthgroups could forage and hunt.

Of the situation in

1933, Sharp (1937:28) said:
Ego is publicly recognised as being fonnaily related to the
various countries of his range either directly or indirectly
by the strongest and most definite clan and kinship associations i a country with which he cannot establish such

The
native is -no cosrnopolitan globetrotter and his wanderings
clear-cut formal ties is not included in his range.
are limited.
2.7

Local group composition
In his published work, Sharp took pains to point

out that among the Yir Yoront (Sharp 1934a:31)- and the Kuuk
Thaayorre (Sharp 1958:2), the concept of the horde as a
patrilocal band exploiting the estate of its patrilineally
related core members (e.g.

Radcliffe~Brown

1930:35) was not

a relevant entity in the determination of the ranges of
individuals and hearthgroups.

Nor was it appropriate to

explain with whom individuals and hearthgroups might camp
and cooperate.

Birdsell (1970:129) has challenged Sharp's

insistence on the lack of hordes among the Yir Yoront, arguing
that real local group integrity had probably disappeared
before Sharp arrived in the area.

Birdsell's critique, it-

seems to me, is mistaken, for there is little evidence to
support the view of disintegration of the land tenure systemo
Sharp's description of the land tenure system of the Yir Yoront
and Kuuk Thaayorre is logically coherent and self-consistent.
It adequately generates the actual patterns of land usage •
. My own reconstruction for the- general land tenure system
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on 'the reserve agrees in all substantial respects with
Sharp's description.
On the other hand, given the demographic fluctuations in the size of clans together with the actual
disposition of clan estates within the local groups of the
Edward River reserve, a model of resource exploitation based
on the horde (or some version of it) would have constrained
groups of people to their own estates,_ many of which were
totally inadequate for even a meagre year-round subsistence.
The system described here contained the necessary flexibility
to distribute people over the landscape in away that made
more ecological sense wi thin the framework of their extractive'
technology and knowledge of the environment.
For each tract there was a set of people who could
exploit its resources.

It was composed of those who had

primary rights over the tract as stewards and clansmen and
those who had secondary rights by virtue of their close blood
and marriage ties with those who had primary rights.
Together, this. set of people formed the "company" for the
tract.

The word "company" is one used by the Edward River

people themselves.

When an informant referred to a tract

in which he bad no primary rights, he would name the owners
or "bosses" (i.e. the stewards)' and other clan members and
then add the phrase " •.• but we all company together" and
name the non-clan people who had rights in the tract.

By

the phrase "all, company" he would mean al'l' those people who
had rights to the tract by descent or affiliation and who
were the actual or potential users of it.
The set of people with whom a person could expect
to camp throughout the year and to share joint tasks in
foraging and hunting was a loosely organised group, the
summation of all those who had primary and secondary rights
of access to the tracts that formed the range of that person.
Just as it was rare for two individuals to share the same
cluster of tracts in their range, so it was rare for people
to share exactly the same set of individuals and hearthgroups
with whom to camp and cooperate.

However, the existence of

marriage alliances between clans did mean that members of
particular clans had "many overlapping members in their
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"companies" •
While rights of access determined where people could
go, other factors, both_personal and socio-cultural, influenced the actual decisions people made about where they would
go.

Personal factors included such things as preferred kinds

of foods and preferred companions.

People usually sought to

avoid those with whom they were in dispute and preferred to
camp with their intimate associates.

Distance, age and

degree of physical exertion necessary to work particular
tracts were also important in decision-making.

Thus, older

people tended not to make the arduous journey into the forest
country during the "sun-hot" time"; but rather remained on
the ridge country along the coast.

Socio-cultural factors

mainly included ritual and mortuary prohibitions placed on
the use of tracts.

These latter factors will be discussed

in the appropriate chapters.

F
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CHAPTER 3
3.1

KINSHIP, FAMILY AND MARRIAGE

Kinship studies on western Cape York Peninsula
The purpose of this chapter is to show how an

individual in pre-settlement times conceptualised his or
her social world and acted within it.

Like all Australian

Aboriginal social systems, the patterns of interaction
between individuals were generated by codes of conduct
articulated primarily in an idiom based on kinship.

In

using the term "kinship" rather than "relationship terms"
or "social categories", I am taking a particular stance on
the

~eaning

of Aboriginal kinship terminologies.

I will

explain this stance in a later section (see pp. 185-7).
However, the primary orientation is social-structural rather
than formal-semantic (cf. Scheffler 1978:3).

It seeks to

show how individuals identified and labelled others and to
describe the principles underlying the allocation of rights
and dut-iesamong particular sets of those labelled as kin
by individuals.
I noted in Chapter 1 the Edward River reserve containe~

many Aboriginal languages.

Each language, and even

some of the dialects, possessed a distinctive'lexicon of
kin

nomenclature~

Res:earchers and Aborigines alike have

asserted or implied a family resemblance inhe·rent in the
various' systems of kin terminologies andtheir.usages.
The exact nature of the resemblances has never been very
clear.
Two of the pre-settlement kinship systems in the
study area have been described in some detail· in the literature, the Yir Yoront by Sharp (1934a,1937,19·58") and.the Wik
Mungkan by-McConnel (1934,1939,1940,1950) and Thomson (1935,
.1936 a,1946 ,.1955)".

Both sets of informati,on, all or in part,

have been subsequently used as material for comparative
studies on the nature of marriage systems (Homans and
Schneider 1955, Needham 19621;:>, Levi-Strauss:: 1969) and systems
of Aboriginal kin classification (Scheffler 1978).

The

material has also been a source of d~bate and controversy
tNeedham 1962b,1963,1965, McKnigp.t 19'71, 'Scheffler 1972).
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it is appropriate at this point to review briefly the issues
that have arisen in the wake of the early descriptions,
because they have a general relevance to the kinship systems
of the western side of Cape York Peninsula and because they
provide a context against which the· nature and purposes
of the present analysis can be assessed.
3.1.1

McConnel
In her general survey of the social organisation of

the tribes of Cape York Peninsula, McConnel (1939) argued that
many of the tribes, including the'Yir Yoront and the Kuuk
Thaayorre, observed a rule of unilateral cross-cousin
marriage.

She was especially adamant that the Wik Mungkan,

among whom she had spent much time in the field, practised
this form of marriage.
the

Wi~Mungkan

In this respect she characterised

as similar to the Murngin,

Yoront and Kandyu.

Kara~jeri,

Yir

This interpretation of the Wik Mungkan

marriage rules differed from Radcliffe-Brown's earlier (1930)
characterisation of them as a special variant of the Kariera
system.

McConnel argued that. not only did the Wik Mungkan

practise matrilateral marriage, but they also engaged in what
s he called

II

junior marriage II '.

This invo 1 ved· among other

things, the terminological recognition of six lines of
descent, the recognition of lIage lines" coinciding with
descent lines, and the marriage of male and female sibli~gs in
opposite directions.

Males married their MBDs or their

c.lassificatory equivalents in younger age-descent lines while
the females married their FZSs'or their classificatory
equivalents in older age-descent lines.
While McConnel's description of the Wik Mungkan was
accepted pretty much as it stood in the comparative accounts
of

L~vi-Strauss

(1969) and Homans and Schneider (1955),

Needham (1962b)' disagreed.quite vigorously with her interpretation.

He presented a very damaging critique of McConnel's

description and offered a fresh interpretation of the materials ",._ while at the same- time confessing to .a sense of uneasiness about criticising the work of a deceased anthropologist
who could not offer a rebuttal.
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3.1. 2

Needham
Needham's central point revolved around the

of wik Mungkan kinship terminology.

The system of kin nomen-

clature simply did not have the characteristics typical of
reliably reported asymmetric or matrilateral marriage systems.
There ought to have been at least three lines of descent
recognised in the terminology marking the difference between
Ego's patriline, the patrilines to which women were given and
the patriline from whom women were received.
only find two lines of descent.

Needham could

McConnel's six lines of

descent, her notions of "junior marriage", and the concomitant terms such as Jldirection",

"up", "down" and "spiral",

Needham argued, were largely reifie·d constructs proceeding
from McConnel's presentation of kinship diagrams rather than
" .•. renderings or explications of Wikmunkan social ideas"
(Needham 1962b::23-9).

Further, Needham took _McConnel to. task

for failing to provide sufficient relevant information for a
study of social organisation, for making very large and consequential statements on inadequate evidence and for failing
to exploit appropriately what empirical evidence there was.
He then offered his own interpretation of Wik Mungkan society
which, despite the scantiness of data, he felt was truer to
the native ideology.
According to Needham (p.224), the Wik Mungkan kinship
terminblogy suggested that the social-organisation of that
society was based " •.. on symmetric alliance, marriages being
contracted by direct exchange", rather than being based on
asymmetric generalised exchange as Levi-strauss had typified
it when he uncritically accepted McConnel's depiction.
Needham arranged the kin terms into a table of wik Mungkan
categories of social classification which, he argued, clearly
revealed the nature of the society.

It was a two-section

system composed of "kin" on the one hand and "affines" on the
other, formally allied by the precriptive prestation of
women by direct exchange.

Needham felt that McConnel had

unconsciously projected her own society's cognatic. structures
into those of the Wik Mun.gkan and thus had failed to recognise what.heregarded as the basic categories of a lineal
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descent system.

She had, so his argument ran, elevated what

was ·in essence merely a matrilateral preference into "a fundamental principle for the organisation of Wik Mungkan

society~

Needham identified -the local descent groups or clans as the

basic exchange units involved in the alliances because they
exercised a corporate claim on the widows of deceased members
and assumed the responsibility for supplying a wife when a

clan member who initiated a marriage exchange could not supply a wife.

Further, Needham conducted an analysis of

marriage alliances between Wik Mungkan clans based on
McConnel's data which revealed patterns entirely consistent
with exogamous moieties, even if their.existence was not

speci~

fically recognised by the Wik Mungkan.
Needham
to

demonstra~e

exa~in~d

other aspects of Wik Mungkan culture

that their general principles of symbolic

classification were characteristically dualistic and thus

concordant with a two section system.

In his

concl~ding

remarks, Needham (·19·6·2b: 259) u~:ged:·:":the necessi~y' of tr.ying
to appr·eh·end... lin-ea:l descen.t. ·soc:i·et.ies .lik.e the' Wik Mungkan

through their systems:

o ••

ofsocial categories conceived as the classification which

they in fact

compose~.

The rrorrent we reduce this to the trivia-=-

lity of 'kinship', conceiving it genealogically and in an indi-

vidual and familial context, we have miscast the indigenous
ideology, which it must be our first and continuing concern to
understand, in a fonn which may well defy true recognition.

( italics Needham IS)

•

Needham concluded that the examination of other so-called
unilateral marriage systems

In

north-eastern Australia would

probably also reveal symmetrical exchange systems and dual
structure, becaus.e of. the

failu~~

.of .anthropologis·ts 11.,. c to

distinguish genealogy and category" (p. 126).
McKnight
A further commentary on the Wik Mungkan was provided

by McKnight (1971) who·

~pent

ten days among them in 19680
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He was familiar with the arguments about the wik Mungkan up
to that time, and

ha~i~g

copies of

McConriel~s

articles on

hand, he attempted- to clear up some of the ambiguities in
McConnel's accounts and to augment the paucity of field

observations.
In the first section of his paper he reviewed
McConnel's analysis and kinship models and agreed with Needham that she had failed to distinguish between genealogical
and classificatory relationshipsc

She had extended. a taboo

concerning the marriage of a male to an actual FZD to embrace
the entire class of women into which actual FZDs were classi-

ficatorily subsumed.

Consequently, in her diagrammatic

representations of the nature of the marriage system she was
led astray by her at.tempt to represent actual and classifi-

catory relationships at one and the same time.

McKnight

offered a fresh kinship chart whose purpose was to show how
kinship categories (not genealogically defined kin) were "
"linked by marriage"
~tructed

(1971:155).

His chart, which was con-

around two descent lines rather than the six McConnel

had. postulated, also cleared up some ambiguities in the field

data concerning wik Mungkan kin nomenclature.

In considering the Wik Mungkan marriage system,
McKnight turned firstly to the question of exogamous moietieso

Here both Thomson and McConnel had offered confusing and

contra~

dictory statements about their existence among the Wik Mungkano
McKhight determined that· there wer"e ·'no named- entities that

corresponded with moieties, nor did

t~e

notion of moiety

organisation figure in discussions of marriage arrangements.
He suggested that there may have been unnamed patrilineal
moieties, but he did not elaborate on how he came to this
conclusion or on the possible functions of such entitiesG
He noted the various descriptions of the marriage rule said
to be operating among the Wik Mun".gk9n. ~~ McConnel (1934, 1939 v

1940, 1950) had claimed the rule

was~

a matrilate"ral cross·-

cousin type; Thomson (1955) had said it was a second-cousin
type; Needham's (1962b)" re-analysis suggested a bilateral
cross-cousin marriage rule; Levi-strauss (1969) had argued
for two forms of marriage -- one patrilateral, the other

matrilateral

together with a gradual transition from
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generalised exchange to restricted exchange.

McKnight's

informants justified the Needham interpretation by stating
that a classificatory cross-cousin was the proper marriage
partner.
In the fourth section of his paper McKnight presented additional information concerning the patterns of
behaviour between Ego and certain kin, actual and classificatory.

In the final sections of his paper he used these

data to refute certain theories of Homans and Schneider (1955)
and Levi-Strauss (1969).
me here.

This refutation does not concern

What he said about the distinctions between actual

and classificatory kin and the role of kin in marriage
arrangements is, however, pertinent to this thesis.
The Wik Mungkan made a distinction between their own
family members and others whom they addressed by kinship
labels·~

The family was called kampan and although McKnight

did no·t precisely describe how it was const·ituted, the karnpan
seems to have been composed of close consanguines and affineso
McKnight noted general differences in behaviour between kampan
members and other "relatives".

Behaviour varied in such

things as the language of address, food sharing patterns, the
application of pollution taboos and· the degree of familiarity
or. constraint exhibited in a relationship.

McKnight

(1971:164) observed that the classificatory relationship
often magnified the degree of familiarity or constraint that
existed in a kampan relationship:
Thus if the accent is on reserve and deference with an actual
kin or relation, it is even rrore so in the classificatory

relationship.

If the actual relationship is one of warmth

and friendliness, and allows hurrour, so to a greater extent
is this the case with the classificatory relationship.

It is clear from McKnight's table of behaviour patterns
between Ego and MB+ and MB- (p. 165) that kampan members

had

moral, ritual and jural responsibilities towards Ego; not
Kampan members
possessed by their classificatory namesakes.
,
had roles to play in Ego's marriage arrangements, in dis~ipl·ining E:go,in responsibility for Ego in disputes., ·in sharing
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and. borrowing material possessions and in Ego's mortuary ritual c
Although'McKnight (1971:162) viewed Wik Mungkan
patricIans as the units involved in marriage exchange, his
presentation of a disputed marriage arrangement stressed the
importance of maternal kin (specifically M and MB+) over
patrilirieal kin (specifically F) in deciding marriage destinies.

Too close a relationship between prospective

marriage partners was cited as a principal reason to forbid
marriages (1971:166 and 170-1).

Marriages outside the

appropriate cross-cousin.class could take place,
some opposition to them.

albeit with

The opposition varied.

The

marriage of a man to a "DDD would encounter fewer problems
than a man's proposal to marry a "SD".
3.1.4

Scheffler
Scheffler'provided two further contributions to the

debate.

In the first of these (Scheffler 1972) he presen-

ted some additional data from Thomson's unpublished field
notes and manuscripts on the Wik Mungkan, Yir Yoront and
other Cape York Peninsula kinship systems.

He. attempted

to reconcile some of the conflicting accounts and offered a
partial structural-semantic analysis of Wik Mungkan and
Ompe'la kinship te,rms.

In addition, he supplied some fresh

materials on the Wik Nganchera kin terminology and usage
.. which h.e·h·ad··· collected himself.
'Scheffler's view of the nature of unilineal descent
and prescriptive alliance systems differs radically from
Needham's (Scheffler 1973).

Scheffler argued that Needham

himself had seriously miscast Wik Mungkan ideology by
that their kinship terms were monosemic.

~ssurning

That is to say,

Needham asserted that Wik Mungkan kinship terms had only one
kind of meaning and that was one of social classification.
Individuals were ascribed to social r'elationship categories
in terms of social status connotations and interclan alliances.
In fact, said Scheffler, Thomson's data clearly underscored
the polysemic nature of Aboriginal kinship
Scheffler argues that

Abor~ginal

systems~'

kinship terms have more than

one sensei!:hey designate more than a single category.
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According to Scheffler, when appropriate formal semantic
'analysis is undertaken, ~ach term can be seen as having a
structurally primary and specific sense, together with a
derivative, expanded or broader sense (or set of senses).
Furthermore, they are essentially sy.stems of egocentric
relations of genealogical connection in which terms for
primary kin are extended to cover more distant relations and
others to whom no genealogical connection can be traced.
Those who espouse the n social categories II, argument (e. g.
Beattie 1958, Leach 1958, Needham {1962b) gloss over the complex structure and polysemy of kinship terms and thereby lose
the means of· specifying'
how the jural statuses are allocatedG(Scheffler 1978:33).
In the analysis of kinship terms, Scheffler argued
the necessity, for keeping the structural-semantic analysis of
kin ~erms (which attempts to provide rules by which individuals"are assigned kin class menlbersh:ip ) distinct' from the.
social-structural analysis of kin terms (which should attempt
to describe the ways in which rights, duties, privileges and
obligations are distributed over classes of kin).
Scheffler s own predilection lies. in the formal semantic mode
where he (1978:ix) attempts:
II • • •

I

•.• to isolate a set of elementary structures of which, in varymg COIIbinations,
all kinship positions are constructed, and
.-..
.
to order the empirical diversity anDng these systems by
'"

showing how anyone nay be derived from any other by certain
rules of transforrration or penmtation.
Scheffler's 1978 publication was an impressive formal
semantic study of Australian classificatory kinship systemso .
In an at,teritpt to construct a satis,factor:~,·set of geneaJ.:o.gical
equivalence rules to account for the 'extension of Yir Yoront
primary kin terms to more distant relatives, he combed both
Sharp's and' Thomson's published stUdies and field notes.
There is little point here in traversing Scheffler's detailed
minut·iae· concerning' the Yir Yoront, Wik Murigkan and -w.ik Nganchera kinship systems.'
It is, however, pertinent to summarise the diffic:ulties he encountered in his attempt to come
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to terms with the ethnographic materials., because they bear.
directly on what ought. to be include'd in an adequate ethnographic account of a Cape York Peninsula kinship system (see
below; p. 105).
In the wik Mungkan data he found confused and contradictory statements concerning the application of crosscousin terms and marriage taboos and insufficient information
about the principal
ments and

~he

par~ies

involved in bestowal arrange-

extent to which the exercise of marital claims

was a matter for families or a function of clans.

He sus-

pected, too, that there were serious blanks in the record with
respect to the rules underlying the designation of marriage
partners.

'His own explorations of Wik Nganchera spouse

designation rules suggested a more complex system than had
so far been described.
gical materials

~howed

Both Sharprs' and Thomson's genealothat unions, outside the "orthodox".

rules' occurred regularly and these often required adjustment
of kinship terms.

From an individualrs point of view it was

possible for people to be moved between kinship categories.
Clearly a complete description of how kin labels were applied in all circumstances was missing from earlier accounts,
and, in the case of the Yir Yoront, Scheffler found himself
unable to specify an adeqUate spouse equation rule without
knowing " ••• how in-laws are classified in the event of an
irregular oJ;' wrong

m~r~i9-gell

(1978:280).

Scheffler also

suspected that vocative and referential kin usages were confounded in the accounts and that generally more research was
needed to solve these difficulties.
3.1. 5

Outstanding issues
Scheffler's appraisal of the Yir Yoront data and of

'the debate on the Wik Mungkan materials has drawn attention
to the descriptive in'adequacies of the earlier accounts of
McConnel, Sharp and Thomson, at least insofar as they relate
to present day theoretical concerns.

In any further account

of the nature of western Cape Yo;rk p'eninsula kinship" the
follo~ing.substantive

issues stand in need of further
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. clarification:
1.

the. nature of the rules of marriage and the
meanings to be attached to terms such as
"preference II and "prescri:gtion", "right II or
northodox" versus "wr<:>ng" or "irregular"
marriages;

2.

the main actors or units involved in. marriage
exchanges;

3.

the nature of the rules for distinguishing
between actual and classificatory kin, i.e.
the pOlysemic nature· of Aboriginal classificatory kin terms;

4.

the way in which jural statuses are allocated
across various actual and

5.

c~assificatory

kin;

the rules underlying the apparent adjustment
of kin terms;

6.

the existence of moieties •
..

The follow:ing descript_ion of pre-settlement kinship,
family and marriage seeks to provide as complete a picture
as possible of how the system worked.

The account is

grounded largely in material elicited from, or observed in
connection with, informants who were at least in their teens
-- at the time of the formation of the settlement and who could
be said to have been continuously applying their systems of
kin classification and their role entailment within the
settlement ever since.

I should make clear at the outset

that there have been-changes in the nature and content of
kin-determined behaviours since settlement.

These changes

could be articulated by informants and compared by them
with "old custom".
Chapter 8.

Such changes will be dealt with in
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Kinship terminologies on the Edward River reserve
The purpose of this section is to describe the

general principles underlying the application of kinship
terms in the pre-contact systems of kin terminology.
There are two complementary methods for eliciting
kin terms.

One may ask how terms are

over

distr~buted

kintypes or one may ask how an individual distributes kin
labels over the members of his or her community.

Both

methods were used in this study.
3.2.1

vocative terminology and real kin
To elicit how kin terms are distributed over kin-

types, one usually asks a question of the form: "What, in
your language, do you call your [ •..•.••.•. 1?".
is filleQ with an

approp~iate

The slot

relationship term or kin-

type such as father, father's brother, mother, son etc ••
The reciprocal term is obtained by asking: "What, in your
language, does [ .•.•.••••• 1 call you?", then substituting
the first elicited term in the slot.

When responding to

questions in this form, my informants invariably tendered
the vocative terminology.

That is, they supplied the term

of address used when speaking directly to a person.

The

labels supplied even included terms for people between whom
a speech taboo existed as, for example, between a man and
. his FZD or his WM.

The number of kintypes that can unam-

biguously be grouped under relationship terms in this way
is limited.

The form of the·question,

"What do you call

your [ •.•••.•••• 1?" by employing the second person pronoun,
encourages respondents, I suspect, to think of specific
individuals rathe.r than abstract kintypes.
memory was short.

Genealogical

Few of my informants could recall ances-

tors beyond the second ascending generation nor could they
describe what FFF should be called.

It was equally diffi-

cult to obtain kin terms for the third descending generation.
Table 3.1 shows the distribution of kin terms over
kintypes in Yir Yoront, Kuuk Thaayorre, Kuuk Yak (a dialect
of Kuuk Thaayorre) and Wik Uwan.

They are, all classificatory
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Y'ir

Kuuk

Term

Term

Kintypes

~t

FF,FFB,B-,
FFZ,FZ-

Kintypes

puumin
<puumin)

FF,FFB,B-

t

wiiLn

FFZ,Z-

(pan!n) r
~:

nganhin
(nganhin)t

F,FB

FZ,MFZD

pinharr
(pinharr)!

FZ,MFZD

pula!

B+,6SS,BSS,
FaS

waanhin
---(waanhin)

B+ ,ass, ass,

Z+ ,&SD,BSD

kawn:

para:

DC,BC,MBDC,

Z+,6SD,BSD

ngothon
,(ngothan)

FM,FMB,MF,

ngethin
(ngethin)

Term

Kintypes

nqathake:

FF,FFB,B-

ngathuler

FFZ,Z-

pibi!

FB+

ngaychis

F,FB-

ngathinye:

FZ,MFZD

ngathunyet

a+,5SS,BSS,

Fas

Fas

!

t'lZC

WFF

t

yapan
(yapan)

Uwanh

F,FS

pemer:

luana:

Nik

Thaayorre
(Kuuk Yak)

Yoront

OC,BC,MBDC,
WZC

t

!

FM,FMB,MF,
WFF

ngatheper

nhengka:

z+ ,~SD,BSO

OC,BC,MBDC,

WZC
nqathunget

MF,FHB~WRR

nhingope:

FM,FMZ

ngathide:

M,MZ,~SW,

...

(!!.S.)~t

H,MZ,~SW,

kalin
--(kalin)

...

BSW

~:

MB+

kalang:

MB-,WF,MBSS
~SWBIfBSWB

~t

mineraf

marangr

tua:

W,MBD,&SSW,
BSSW

WB,MBS,BWB,

MB+

kaaln
(kal)t

MB-,WF,MBSS,

rorko
---:

W,MBD,~SSW,
BSSW

~SSWB,BSSW8

kuthn
('minirem) :

FZC,H,ZH,.HZ,
ZHa, FFZ H HFF

(~)

FZH,HF,~C,ZC,
~ZSC, l?sc

maarn

ngathupe:

MB+

ngathalet

MB-,WF,MBSS

thuman:

W,HBD,5ssw,

tfSWB,BSWB

(~)

---

SSW

SSW

mokr •
(mokr1·

oDH,FFZS
kart

M,HZ,t;sw

t

FZC,H,ZH,HZ,
ZHB,FFZH,HFF

I

thuuwun
---(thuuwun)

ngethe
(kangkur)

WB,MBS,BWB,
~SS'WB,BSSWB

.e

f

FZH ~ HF r . C, zc ,

8SSW

munhthat

WB,HBS,BW8,

muyu:

FZC,H,ZH,.HZ,
ZHB,FFZH,.HFF

orthomr

FZH,HF, l!c,zc,

2

~zsc, ·sc

~SSWB,BSSWB

~I

6ZSC, ~sc

ngathamet

MM,MMB,WBW,
WBWB,MMBSS

pinyekanchiJ

MMBO,MBW,WM

keme:

HM,MMB,WBW,
WBWB,MMBSS

kaman
:
(kaman)

wimit

MMBC,M8W,WMB,
WH,

mayath.
(mayuu) .

MMBD,MBW,WM

thaaman •
(thaaman) ~

MMBS,MBWB,WMB

pibikanchi:

MMBS,MBWB,WMB

2 OC ,?SDH,HZH

karol" mukamr

~DC,qSDH;HZH

HZC,~DH,FZDC

kamin kanchi: HZC,'ioH,FZDC

---

k0:!!p0nat

iOC,?SDH,HZH

kemeth
(kemeth)

~:

HZC,l?OH,FZDC

paangun
(paangun)

T,able 3 •. 1.

~he

MM,MMB,WBW,
WBWB,MMBS?

---%
I

.

oDH,.FFZS

oDH,FFZS
:

~SWB,BSWB

:

distribution of kin terms over kintypes

in Yir Yoront, Kuuk Thaayorre, Kuuk Yak (a
dialect of Kuuk Thaayorre) :and Wik Uwan.
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systems equating collateral kin with line'al kin (i.e. FB=F,
MZ=M, FBS/FS=B etc.).

And, because of the way the term-

inologies distinguish between cross and parallel cousins
beyond the range of parent I s siblings and Ego's. cousins,
they may be described as variants of the Dravidian class of
k~n

terminologies (Scheffler 1972:49).

Since in-laws are

equated with consanguineal relatives and Ego's wife is
equated with MBD but not with FZD, the terminology also
fits the patterns that are said to typify asymmetric marriage systems in which a male is enjoined to marry one.
particular kind of cross-cousin (MBD) or someone classif.ied
with her.

In the distribution of terms over kintypes, the

four systems can be seen to bear a general resemblance.
The Kuuk Thaayorre and the Kuuk Yak systems differed only
in some of the terms they .used to distinguish kintype clusterso
For the same clusters of kintypes (those framed within the
lines- of the diagram) Yir Yoront employed 19 kin ·terms,
Kuuk Thaayorre and Kuuk Yak 21 kin terms and Wik Uwan employed
23.

The finer terminological distinctions of Kuuk Thaayorre,

Kuuk Yak and Wik Uwan were made on the basis of sex or
relative age •
3.2.2

. Vocative terminology and classificatory kin
The application of kin terms at Edward River exten-

ded far bey6nd the kintypes of the diagram, and individuals
normally applied kin terms to all members of the community
whether or not a relationship could be traced between Ego
and the person addressed.

It has often been pointed out

that with classificatory systems of this sort it is not
necessary for an individual to remember the exact links
between people because the principle of classifying lineals
with collaterals has the effect of IIcollapsingll distant
collaterals and making them equivalent to lineals (e.g. FFB=
FF, therefore FFBS=FFS=FB=F).

All that is required is the

knowledge of how one I s parents 'address people whose relationships cannot be trac~d' in. -·or·¢l.er. to orieri·t o-ri(:?,se·lf· appro.priately.

As Keesing (1975:103) has succinctly put it:
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If you know how your father and mother are related to people,
you know how you are related to them, and how you are related
to tileir cr.ildren.

In the case of the Edward River kinship systems,
it was not quite as straightforward and simple as Keesing
suggests.

It was true that children oriented themselves

towards others on the basis of their parents' relationships,
but the choice of kinship terms often depended on which
parent's relationships acted as the guide for the assignment
of a child's relationship terms.

The distribution of

parents' kinship terms did not mesh in such a way that
children could unequivocally select an appropriate term.
Thus a child's mother and father might both call an unrelated man "younger brother".

Did the child call the man by

the appropriate "MB" term or did the child equate the man
with its. own father?

Because of the role implications of

the terminology, the differences were not trivial.

If

the· child was a male and followed mother's kin term designation
the "MB" was a potential father-in-law towards whom the
child would have to act with restraint while the man's
daughters were possible future wives (or lovers) for the childo
The child, as a consequence of designating the man "MB",
could incur ritual obligations (especially with respect to
initiation) towards the sons of his "MB".

Alternatively,

if the child followed ,the fatherrs designation, the man was
regarded as a "father" and relationships towards him and his
sons were free'and easy while those towards the man's daughters were marked with the same degree of restraint characteristic of males towards their sisters.

To understand

much of the dynamics of interpersonal relationships it is
necessary to understand how decisions about the application
of kin terms beyond genealogically specified relatives are
made.
The starting point for the analysis of kin term
application was provided by sets of individual distributions of kin labels over members of the community.

When a

sufficiently complete and reliable collection of genealogies had been obtained, a small number of informants were
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asked to state what term they used to call each person in
the genealogies and how they were called in return.

The

genealogies ,contained the names of about 200 people.
Appropriate circumlocutions were used to refer to the
recently dead, and those whose personal names were not
known were specified in terms of their relationship to
those whose names were known.
The application of kinship terms beyond the range
of traceable relations may be approached by means of a
conventional kinship chart like that for the Kuuk Thaayorre
in Figure 3.1.

Similar diagrams may be drawn for the other

sets of terminology.

Much criticism has been directed

towards diagrams of this sort because of the tendency of
compilers and others to confuse what are essentially ideal,
non-demographic structures with ethnographic reality (Leach
1961:61).

For example, McConnel's representation of the

Wik.~ungkan

system has been convincingly shown to be an.

artefact of the way she drew her chart (Needham 1962b,
McKnight 1971).

Scheffler (1972) commented on the inabil-

ity of such diagrams to represent important aspects of
Australian kinship systems such as super-class and sub-class
structures.

They were also misleading, he claimed, because

they implicitly and wrongly suggested that marriage rules
governed the collateral extension of kin terms and that
this gave rise to pseudo-problems such as how many descent
lines there were.

But, provided it is understood that

the diagram is nothing more than a serviceable anthropological'
model representing the way in which kinship 'terms are allocated, there is little risk of inferring more from the model
than is warranted by its' derivation from actual usages and
rules stated by informants.
and Figure 3.1 is this:

The difference between Table 301

Table 3.1 serves as a convenient

guide to the application., .hf - kin terms to real' Jbim while
Figure 3.1 can be taken to represent a guide to the application of kin terms over classificatory non-kin (cf. McKnight
1971:156).

III

ngethin'

Figure 3Cl.l

Kuuk Thaayorre classificatory kinship
terminology· (vocative).
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3.2.3

Departures from the ideal -- the problem of "wronghead"
marriages and kin' term rearrangement'
The regular asymmetric appearance of the chart is

based on the convenient fiction that each member of the
classes depicted married, as Edward River English has it,
lI,straight II.

A man contracted a

II

straight" marriage when he

married a MBD.or someone classified with her; a woman
contracted a IIstraightll marriage when she married FZS or
someone classified with him.
marriage was termed thakaraw.

In Kuuk Thaayorre, a II straight II
However, the distribution of an

actual person's kin terms over married pairs did not always
mirror the patterns of the kin term applications of the modele
There were many married pairs that were terminologically
wrong according to the chart in individuals' allocations of

kin terms.
Figure 3.2 provides two examples of this.
TermiQologically wrong pairs came about for two reasons.
Firstly, the chart does not provide "straight ll marriage partners for the males at the right lateral terminations (kaman
and thaaman), or for the females at the left lateral terminations (kemmeth and paangun).
It would be conceptually neat
if those designated by these terms married each other, thus
closing the diagram in on itself in a kind of circulafing
connumbium.
In practice nothing like this happened.
It
was possible to elicit a correct spouse for every other kin
term in the chart, yet informants were unable to specify who
the appropriate partners were supposed to be for the terminating lateral kin terms.
Sharp (1934'a':420) discovered the
same phenomenon for the Yir Yoront.

In part then, an

individual's distribution of kin terms over married pairs
reflected this lack of specification in the traditional
cognised model which the chart purports to represent.
The other source of departure from the patterns of
the model occurs because many marriages were not IIstraight".
While to marry thakaraw was the commonly professed ideal,
nonetheless, many marriages for reasons that will be discussed later did not conform to the ideal.

Such marriages,

were termed, paanth warrth (literally "wrong head

ll )

in Kuuk
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o ngethe
thuuwun

o ngethe

(2)

o yapan

o

yapan_---'

ngethe

( 1)

ngethe

<1 rnaarn
thuuwun

o
Notes:

(3 )
kemeth

J

.----<1 ngethe

Marriage (1) was a II straight " marriage and this was recognised
terminologically.
Marriages (2) and (3) were "wronghead" marriages.
Although
each marriage was terminologically recognised as liwronghead II ,
in neither case was the real nature of "~rongheadn marriage
recognised -- a "brother"-"sister" pre-marriage relationship
in (2), a UfatherR-"daughter" pre-marriage relationship in (3).
In bo·th marriages' (2) and (3). the offspring were allocated
their kinship terms, "by the father"'.

Figure 3.2

An examp'le of a female informant I s appli·cation

of kin terms, Kuuk Thaayorre language.
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Thaaycrre.

Whether a particular marriage was thakaraw

( "straight") cr paanth warrth ("wrcnghead") was general
ccmmunity kncwledge.

I presented several adults with a

list cf married pairs and asked them to. scrt the marriages
into. "straight II er IIwronghead" liaiscns.
the sertings shewed gecd agreement.

A cempariscn ef

Of 97 marriages fcr

which the infermatien was clear-cut, 64 (66%) were regarded
as "straight".

Infermants all seemed to. fellcw a general

strategy in deciding whether to. allccate a marriage to. ene
er'ether categcry.

If befere marriage the ceuple cen-

cerned referred to. each ether by terms indicating they were
in the apprepriate marriageable categeries (i.e. when a man
prier to. marriage referred to. his partner as rerke, and she
to. him as maarn) then the marriage was "stral.ghtll~

If ,the

ceuple, pricr'tc marriage, referred to. each ether by terms
ether than the "straight" cnes, then their parents' marriages
were

~xamined

to. see if there were alternative er suppressed

reutes by which the marriage ceuld be seen to. be "straight".
If no. 'suppressed reute was feund, it was

II

wronghead II and

pecple described the departure frcm the ideal in the terms
by which the married ceuple referred to. each ether befere
marriage (see netes, Figure 3.2).

To. understand hew alter-

native er suppressed rcutes cccur in the allecatien 'ef kin
terms it is best to. censider a hypethetical example.
kin terms used wlli be Kuuk Thaaycrre.

The

Let us suppcse a

male Ego. IS classificatery waanhin marries a wcman ef their,
ewn generatien whem they beth call kaman.
nwrenghead".

The marriage is

The major preblem cenfrenting Ego. is what to.

call the effspring ef the "wrenghead" marriage.
there are two. ways ef reselving it.

In practice

Ego. may change the

terms he uses to. address ene er ether ef the newly married
pair in erder to.' ,make the marriage cenferm ,terminelegically
to. the ideal pattern.

The designatien ef the children will

then fellew autcmatically.
belew in Figure 3.3.

The situatien is illustrated

In practice adjustments ef this sert

were nermally made enly by the clese kin ef the married
couple who. incurred definite rele cbligatiens as a result ef
the alliance.

Mest members cf the cemmunity lying eutside

the circle ef clese kin centinued to. refer to. newly married
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Alternative 1:

changing the wife's pre-marriage term to
conform with the ideal.

r

o rorko ~i---~Ego ~

ngothon

~gothon

I

I

f---<J waanhin

a

ngothon

Both sets of
children behave
towards each
other as siblings

ngothon

rorko

M.aintaining the existing
classificatory relationship

Alternative 2:

changing the husband's pre-marriage term
to conform to the ideal.

These will become
relationships of restraint

,-'Ororko

ngothon

I
I

ngothon

<::J Ego

--+J-

I

1---.<::] ku t hn

kalin

o karnan

kaaln

This pair
is now in
marriageable
categories

This pair
is now in
an avoidance
relationship

This pair' now become'
classificatory siblings

P'igure 3.3

The effect of changing pre-marriage kin term
designations

C?f

"wronghead" marriage partners

on the kin designation of offspring.
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couples by the same terms as they did pefore their marriage
even if these did not conform to the ideal pattern.

For

such people, the problem of determining what to call the offspring of a "wronghead" marriage remained.

The problem was

resolved by calling the children "by the father" or "by the
mother" •
When a child was called "by the father", a person
referred to the child·by: a kin term that reflected the way
When a child was

the person referred to the child's father.

called "by the mother", its kinship designation reflected the
way the person referred to the child's mother.

Figure 3.4

illustrates the situation in the case of our hypothetical
example.

The decision to call offspring "by the father" or

"by the mother" was made in consultation with the child's
mother at some time during the firstborn's infancy.
dual representatives of families

info~mally

and sought clarification on the matter.

Indivi-

conferred with her

She decided which

terms were to be applied by that person and his or her family.
Apart from the fact that demonstrable genealogical connection
took precedence in determining whether to call a child by one
or other parent, no other emphasis (patrilinea·l, matrilineal,
or of clan affiliation) seemed to operate in a regular fashion

in the choices made.

How various members of the community

referred to the child would, of course, influence role behaviour in later years.

There could be, at times, complaints

about the mother's decision, but what these complaints meant
in terms of individual perceptions of micro-political processes
and potential interpersonal dynamics I found difficult to
discover.
While one route to kin term designation was settled
upon by either of the strategies discussed, the other alternative route that might have been chosen was suppressed but not
forgotten, at least not when it came to the selection of
marriage partners.

For example, if in Figure 3.3 alternative

(1) had been chosen, Ego's son could still marry the daughter
of his father's classificatory brother because, going "by the
mother" (the second alternative), she would be a "straight"
marriage partner.

The search for alternative or suppressed

routes did not extend beyond the first ascending generation.
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Alter!"1ative 1:

ororkoJ
«]Ego

-

calling

11'1---

U

Y

.z..l...._

'-J..Lt::::

.&:_-I-l,.,, _ _ 11
J.,.

a

'-J.J.CJ..

C·.'ngothon
. ngothon

<:Jwaanhin
Okaman

ngothon

Alternative 2:

Ororko
<]Ego

J
---

calling "by the mother II

[ngothon
~goth9n

«]waanhin

Okaman

Figure 3.4

aaln

Alternative ways of applying kin terms to
offspring when retaining pre-marriage kin
term designations for parents.
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The-.consequence of having alternate routes in
calculating "straight ll marriage partners imparted much
more flexibility to the marriage system than a surface
analysis of the marriage rule would suggest.

This is an

important point since the ethnographic adequacy of descriptions of so-called asymmetric preferential and prescriptive
marriage systems has been severely criticised by Kunstadter,
Buhler, Stephan and Westoff (1963).

In the course

~f

their

attempts to model such systems by computer simulation they
came to the conclusion that it did not seem possible for any
society of whatever size consistently following a preference
for marriage with a female genealogically specified as MBD
to attain to the professed ideal in mqre than 25% to 35% of
the cases.

They argued that their results could be extrap-

olated to prescriptive systems (like thos.e of Edward
River) where marriages to.ok 'place within a certain category
of relatives.

They predicted that in such prescriptive

systems there would also be a considerable divergence from
the ideal pattern thus raising the question of " ••• how such
an ideal is maintained in the face of the impossibility that
it can be achieved or even approximated" (Kunstadter'et ale
1963:518).

The operation of the real system at Edward

River resulted in a ratio of 64 "straight" marriages to 33
"wronghead" ones.

This proportion, even if it falls short

of perfection, can scarcely be described as IIconsiderable
divergence II from the ideal.

The process of kin term

selection as I have described it here was the key to understanding how the marriage rule could endure as an ideal
in spite of the sort of random demographic fluctuations
which plague small breeding populations like those of the
Edward River reserve.

In essence, the more IIwronghead ll

marriages there are in one generation, the more' "straight"
marriages there will be in the next generation because
there will be more alternative routes available by which to
calculate "straight" marriages.

The system, in other

words, tends to self-equilibration.
To summarise then, kinship terms seemed to be applied on the basis of two s'orts of rules.

One set classi-

fied those to whom Ego was related by blood and marriage.
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The other set of rules consisted of an ideal pattern that
described how kin terms 9ught be extended to those not
demonstrably related to Ego together with a set of decisionmaking procedures that came into play when the realities of
mate selection and.kin term designation were at odds with
the patterns of the ideal system.

Thus an individual's

distribution of kin terms over community members reflected
many things, viz., the person's genealogical links, readjustments of kin terminology in the face of unorthodox
marriages, and the choices other individuals made in the
designation of offspring from terminologically irregular
marriages.
3.2.4

Referential, bereavement and gestural kin terminologies
So far the discussion has been confined to the

vocative set of kinship terms which people preferred to
use, rather than personal names, when talking to each other.
There were three other sets of nomenclature for designating

kin:

referential, mourning or bereavement, and gestural.
Referential terms were used in conversation when

referring to third persons.

The set of referential terms

was larger than the vocative and primarily designated real

kin through the use of possessive pronouns,
"your brother", "his uncle" etc.

"!!!y

father",

To aid specificity,

adjectives indicating birth order were used to qualify
referential terms such as "your oldest father" (=FB+).
The set of mourning terms is smaller than the
vocative and was used by other people to designate certain
of the bereaved kin of a deceased person.

This group of

people who were assigned special roles in the mourning
observances for the deceased was composed of real kin and
classificatory surrogates for real kin.
Finally, there was a set of signs which grouped
both related and non-related people together by means of
a small set of gestures.

This set of signs along with the

gestural language of the area of which it was a part was
used during ritual performances, when speech was inconvenient (as during hunting), when' it was banned (as it was
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for initiates during some parts of their ritual seclusion),
when it was impossible (e.g. when speaking to a deaf-mute
or when there was a need to convey messages over long
distances).
The gesture vocabulary was also used in a
social custom associated with sneezing.
When a person
sneezed, those within hearing touched that part of their
body that symbolised their relationship to that person.
The Kuuk Thaayorre sets of terms for referential,
vocative, bereavement and gestural lexicons are presented in
a comparative framework in Table 3.2.
As may be seen from
the table, the terms themselves form an ordered, hierarchical set that suggests the existence of a logically consistent semantic structure underlying the designation of kin
terms in all sets.
303

Kinship, kindred and role structure

It is frequently stated that kinship nomenclature
provides the key to understanding the role structure of
Aboriginal society.
Thus Tonkinson (1978:43) observes
that as " ••• a system of social relationships that are
expressed in a biological idiom._kinship provides a kind of
blueprint for all interpersonal behaviour n •
Sharp (1958:4)
described the Yir Yoront kinship system as a set of roles. in
the following way:
an orderly organization of a very limited mmber of highly'
standardized roles which an individual plays over and over

As

again in alm:>st all of his interactions with others, the
Yir Yoront or any other Australian kinship system constitutes
an extremely sirrple but alm:>st' corrplete social system.
Any
Yir Yoront can lead a full and active social life with a
repertory of only twentykight kinship roles, fourteen for
interaction with kin of his own sex and fourteen for interaction with the opposite sex.
Practically the entire range
of aborigmal activities and senti.rrents m which the behavior
of two or rrore people is involved, overtly or c~ly, is
encorrpassed m these few roles.
Kinship roles, of course,
have varYing aspects with a variety of possible beha~ors

)'
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Relationship
to Ego

Referential

Vocative

8+
55

.122m kanam
parr-punt-waanha

waanhin

Z+

~

SO
SFF

parr-punt-yapa

yapan

z-

ngan puumi

piluump
shin

puuman

yankarkaar

wiila
punt-wiila

wiiln

kuminiya

nganhin
pinharr

kaa.lmangk

ngothon

thanakunm

FM, MFZ

nganhip
naan Dinhirr
pam-nerngk-ngatn
osant-nernok-naatn
paant-ngan-ngethe

MF, FMB

ni=lm-no;::,n-noAthA

ngethin

yuumanthaar

ngathe

thaa-ngethe-kaar

nn;=tn~m

kalin

klJ1Jkum

naan kaela
nQan mokr

keeln
mokr

raprrm

thuuwun

ngamkaar

rorko

yuk-warr-mungkam

nunt-ouumi

FFZ

F,

FB.

FZ

oS

r!D
ZSS

pamnemthinthin
paantmenthinthin

ZOS

M, MZ
MBMR.

ZSsQ-S
ZD,~D

MBD, W

MBS, WB
FZO
J=7~

~

~

.E2!!! rothom
paant rothom
rorko
nC'l::\n

kuth

paant-mer-mele
oam-mer-mele

fvfw18
DS p ZOS

paant-kamtil-mele
oam-mer-male
pam-ngan-keme

DO, ZDO

ni=l:::.n't-nn~n-keme

r41BS

naan thaam
noan-mayath

~Rn

FZDS

FZDO

Table 3.2:

pam-parr-punt-wayump
paant-parr-punt-wayump

Gesture

Bereavement

biceps

acrommion

breast

kuthn

thigh
/

~

muthyurum

kaman

thaa-keme-kaar

ribs

kemeth

thaaman
~mavath

yenchil

paangun

yanganwarra

buttocks

Referential, vocative, bereavement and
gesture codes for kin
Tha·ayorre.

labelling~

Kuuk
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between any two kin; but these aspects, and the situations
in which. they are nanifest or active, are well and clearly
defined, so that little rocm is left for role inprovisation.
Thus the role behavior of two male cross-cousins at any given
tiIre will depend on factors or conditions such as frequency
of interaction, distance of relationship, the health or physical state of one or the other, relative age or absolute stage
in the age-grade and initiation hierarchy, the recent death

of a wife or sister of one, whether they are interacting
publicly ·or in private, at a cererrony or in a secular situation,
or whether a spear just thrown in a general fight by one has,
even by accident, cone dangerously close to the other.
In his analysis of kinship roles, Sharp (1937) desThese
cribed'only two of the twenty eight role sets in detail.
were the nfa~her-sonn set and the "mother's brother-sister's
son" set, in which ZS marries MBD.
Both sets of relationships
were focally important in pre-settlement society.
However,
a proper appreciation of Aboriginal kinship systems requires
a more detailed discussion in order to reveal the dynamics
involved in kin nomenclature and role prescription.
Scheffler (1972:58) has argued· that since. Aboriginal
kinship terms are polysemic rather than monosemic, role
prescriptions are likely to vary with·the focal and extended
senses of particular kin terms.
In general, most researchers have implicitly acknowledged the polysemic nature of kin
nomenclature, and terms such as "real", "close", "distant"
and so on, abound in the literature as qualifiers for particular kin labels.
Oftentimes, however, what such
qualifiers imply for role prescriptions is never clearly
spelled out.
Notable exceptions to this can be found (e.g.
Shapiro 1979:51 and Chase 1980:168-176), but in general most
descriptions tend to gloss over how role obligations are
distributed over various kintypes and other non-related people
who are subsumed under the same· term.
Moreover, most descriptions tend to leave unstated the social limits· for the
discharge of role obligations.
The present analysis
addresses these issues rather moresqua,rely.
As a starting point for the analysis of kinship
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terminology and role prescription we may note that Kuuk
Thaayorre people characterised kin relationships as falling
into one of two categories.
ngaanch and murrkam.

The categories were called

In the context of interpersonal

relationships, ngaanch meant "longwayll, IIpoisonll or "to be
avoided or approached circumspectly".

.Relationships that

were ngaanch usually involved avoidance· behaviours and
taboos of speech, touch and food.

They were relationships

involving restraint and affected the distribution of food
and information within particular congeries of hearthgroups.
These formal constraints on behaviour in particular relationship sets fell more heavily on men than on women since they
were conceptualised in terms of respect behaviour owed by
wife-receiving men to theii'- wife-giving kin.

By contraf1it

the term murrkam implied relationships that were couched in
a style that was relaxed, informal and even intimate, and in
which,a free exchange of information and food could take place.
There were parallel distinctions to the Kuuk Thaayorre
ngaanch/murrkam set in the other languages of the reserve.
They set the b.asic emotional tone that pervaded the interaction between members of-reciprocal sets.

Beyond this

basic interactional code, kin nomenclature was not a good
guide to role behaviour.

term of address, kalin.

For example, let us consider the
The group of women to which an

individual would apply this term included the person's

mother, mother's

.

sisters-~

father's other wives, s"ori'"s wives
-

(male speaking), brother's son's wives, together with other
women to whom no connection by descent or affinity could be
traced.

The relationship between Ego and all kalin fell

into the murrkam category.

This meant that a certain

etiquette of interaction pervaded all dealings with those
called kalin after due allowance was made for contingencies
such as relative age, personality and the current state of
disputes.

In this sense, all kalin were treated alike.

There was a crucial sense in which all women a
person called kalin were not alike.

An individual desig-

na.ted some of the women s-jhe called kalin as members of her/
his family.

Referentially, s/hereferred to those women as

-ngan-nganam-ngathn, which meant literally IIfamily-mother-mine".
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Towards women designated in that fashion, the individual
acknowledged distinctive sets of rights, privileges and
obligations.

Such rights and duties themselves varied

according to relative age and generation level, as well as
to the nature of the kin link,
affinal or classificatory).

(i.e. whether consanguineal,
The term ngan then referred to

an egocentrically defined cluster of lineal, collateral and
affinal relatives together with certain non-kin "surrogates"
who were incorporated into a person's family on a permanent
or temporary basis when real kin were not available.

I

shall discuss the conditions affecting incorporation into
the ngan group in more detail as well.

I

ient to refer to this group as a "kindred

ll •

find it convenA person had no

role obligations towards other kalin who were not part of
that person's kindred.

The distinction between kindred and

non-kindred was clearly recognised in the use of referential
kin terminology.

Thus, where a speaker and a hearer refer-

red to the same woman as kalin, but the woman belonged only
to the hearer's kindred, the speaker would refer to that
woman as ngan-nganam-nhangkn, II family-mot~~r-'y~urs II •
The
ind·ividual's ..l\:·indred was also specifically identif~ed by
the community at large through. the use of berea~ement
terminology.

Bereavement terms applied only to a subset

of the deceased's kindred.
During life, people were linked to their kindreds
by skeins of dependence and responsibi'li'ty that varied
according to their progression through the life cycle.
Some of the roles involved long-term commitments and
liabilities such as parenthood, while others were shortterm imperatives produced by

life-crisi~

or status-changing

events such as birth, initiation, marriage, illness, disputes or death.

At the emotional level, an individual's

relationship with the kindred was normally marked by
expressions of loyalty, affection, trust and other behaviours
that continually affirmed her/his personal worth.

When

disputes occurred between a person and other kindred members,
forces were brought into play to bring about a speedy resolution of the issue and to restore benevolence as quickly
as possible.
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Kindred membership was recruited primarily on the
basis of descent and marriage ties.
Thus every person's
kindred varied in size through time as new members were
acquired through birth and marriage, and others were lost
through death.

No two people had exactly the same kindreds,

although the composition of the kindreds of siblings, for
example, reflected the fact that they contained many members
in common.

Certain roles performed by kindred members

were cionsidered so essential for an individual's welfare
that surrogates had to be found when the normal role incumbent died or was otherwise absent when role performance was
required.

When such surrogates could not be found among

those who had a genealogical claim to membership in the
person's kindred, then some other principle was invoked
(such as shared clanship, shared totemic emblems, length
of association or friendship) to elevate a person identified by an appropriate kinship term to. the role.
Conceptually we can depict the pre-settlement
native's view of her/his social world as in Figure 3.5.
All persons who came within an individual's ambit were
addressed by one or another of the vocative kinship terms.
In effect, the vocative nomenclature grouped people into
one

~of

seven distinct sets of reciprocal terms'.

Some mem-

bers of each set of people so addressed belonged to Ego's
kindred and towards them Ego had specific duties and rights.
No such obligations and duties were entailed towards nonkindred members other than the observance of a certain
etiquette of interaction.
As I pointed out earlier, the distribution of roles
over kintypes within each set of reciprocal kin terms variedo
In the description which follows I have provided a sketch
of the nature of the role variation in each of the seven
sets of kin terms, but like so many accounts of kinship
systems the description is an ideal one wherein role obligations and rights are distributed over a variety of cons anguineal, affinal and classificatory

lin~s.

I have chosen

to present the material in a tabular form in order to Bonvey
as clearly as possible. the nature of the contrasting roles
within re,ciprocal kin term sets.

This kind of presentation

RELATIONS·

kal!n
thuuwun

mokr
kaaln

mayath
paangun

ngethe

ngethin

thaaman

kamln
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I

A

Spec! fic roles according to kintype etc.
waanhin

puumin

+
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tends ta filter aut the real world interplay between
demographic accident and culturally prescribed needs and
duties.

In fact, the actual distribution of rales over

actual and classificatary kin often departed fram the ideal
patterns presented in the tables.
The distributian .of rales over

kin~defined

statuses

makes same kintype/role configurations facal in the life .of
"an individual.

Thus fram birth ta death, a man had ta

have what Edward River peaple described in English as a
"praper" or "bload" father.

Bath terms meant sameane who

exercised the full panaply .of duties invalved in the status,
fram the .observance .of pre-birth tabaas thraugh to special
maurning duties (e.g. see Table

3.11)~

The primary .or

first incumbent .of this status was narmally an individual's
genitar.

In .ordinary circumstances it was usually

impassible far a persan's genitor ta discharge every duty
and obligatian implied by the status .of "blaad" father, if
.only because the father usually died befare the child.
When a man's genitar died, rules .of succession aperated'to
ensure that anather member .of the kindred, alsa addressed
as " nganhin II .or "father" stepped in ta .occupy the status
and assume the relevant duties.

Thus an individual's

kindred members classified by a single vacative kin term
can be regarded nat .only as .occupiers .of a set .of statuses
defined primarily in terms .of kin criteria, but alsa as a
paal fram which kindred members were elevated ta facal
statuses.

By the same taken, rules alsa .operated ta

bring nan-kindred members inta a person's kindred permanently .or tempararily in .order ta play key rales.

I shall

.only attempt a cursary description of the rules of succession
underlying the mavement of kindred and nan-kindred members
into such key roles.

In reality, they deserve separate

study in their own right (e.g. see Scheffler 1973:773).
The data upan which the follawing description is
based derive fram a number of sources.

These include

value statements abaut expected behaviaurs (e.g. "a san
shauld always look aut" far his mother"), .observations of
peaple acting out traditianal rales, discussions with
infarmants ab.out kin rales, analyses .of disputes in which
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kin role infractions brought to light jural imperative$
and, finally, my own experiences as a temporary participant

in a number of

Aborig~nal

kindreds.

It should be noted

that the description is flimsiest with respect to femalefemale·~oles.

This reflects the fact that most of my key

informants were males and that there were many situations
involving female-female interaction which were denied to me
as an observer because my presence as a male and a nonkindred person was socially inappropriate.
3.3.1

The waanhin, yapan, puumin and wiiln reciprocal set

At a person's own generation level the kindred
members. of this relationship set normally encompassed
her/his own siblings together with MZC'and FBC, and occasionally for some women, husbands' other wives.

Also

included were lineal kin of the second ascending generation,
such as FF and his siblings and kin in the second descending
generation such as OSC, 6BSC and ~BSC.

From time to time

persons of the same generation- level who were non-kin but
who were classified by one or other terms of the set played
important roles as
as well.

tempor~ry

members of a person's kindred

In general terms, relationships between a person

and all members of this reciprocal set were governed by the
murrkam interactional code, except for interactions between
male and female siblings and

p~rallel

cousins.

- These

cross-sex relationships were surrounded by a good deal of
restraint and avoidance behaviour.
The bond 'between male siblings formed one of the
basic solidary groupings in Edward River society.

Normally

brothers were raised in the same hearthgroup and shared the
same conception centres, clan estate and responsibilities
towards the ritual estate.

In adult life they frequently

camped together and cooperated in joint hunting ventures.
They shared food and material resources and supported each
other in quarrels and disputes.
cation barriers between brothers.

There were no communiThey interacted with

relaxed familiarity and among themselves could discuss any
kind of topic with propriety and confidence, including
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sorcery technology (which was passed on to them by their
fathers), esoteric curing ritual, love magic and love
affairs.
Notwithstanding the easiness of their interpersonal
relationships, seniority among male siblings was important.
Older brothers had disciplinary responsibilities towards
their younger male siblings.

In adulthood they had the

right to chastise physically their younger brothers whenever
they were derelict.

Older brothers also took precedence

over younger brothers in the order of marriage.

Once a

senior brother had a wife he was expected to waive any
rights and expectations to the bestowal of future wives in
favour of his younger brothers, if they were of marriageable
age.

Thus there was an-element of conflict underlying the

bonds uniting brothers and this conflict or rivalry was a
frequent theme in myths.
When a man died, it was usually expected that one
or other of his brothers would marry the deceased's widow/s
and assume responsibility for the rearing of' his children.
Brothers of a deceased person played an important role in
t~e

mort~ary

ceremonies.

of the body and, more

They assisted in the preparation

impor~antly,

imposed

a~d

lifted the

mortuary taboos on those members of the deceased's kindred
that had to undertake them.

They also assisted in the

divination of the murderer when sorcery was thought to be
the cause of death and sometimes actively participated in
revenge expeditions.
In many respects the relationship between a man
and his parallel male cousins was similar to that obtaining
between him and his brothers.

Parallel male cousins were

also preferred camping companions and workmates, and they
constituted a second line of resort for help, food and
material resources when these were not available from more
closely related members of the kindred.

The bonds between

parallel cousins were closest when, as not infrequently
happened, father's brothers were also married to mother's
sisters.

In disputes parallel cousins were more. likely

to be mediators rather than active supporters as brothers
were.

However, -expectations concerning the dominance of
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seniors, the waiving of marriage rights and the operation
of the levirate did not extend beyond the sibling set.
For instance, if a widow had no husband's brother to marry
her, then there was no search for a suitable husband among
the sons of husband's father's brothers before looking elser

where for a suitable marriage partner.

On the other hand,

when a person who had no male siblings died, then parallel
cousins from the patriline, because of their common association with the clan estate, took first priority as surrogates who imposed and lifted the taboos on other members of
the kindred and oversaw the preparation of the body.
In the second ascending generation, the terminological identification of father's father as a younger sibling and, reciprocally, the identification of son's son (male
speaking) as elder sibling might seem odd at first sight

(e.g. see Scheff1er 1972:50).

The same kind of identificat·ion

occurs in the other three kinship
Table 3.1.

te~minologies

presented in

Scheffler (1978:284) suggested that by refer-

ring to SS as elder brother, FF might be signifying that .SS
had a prior claim to the class of women they both called
rorko, and hence they would not be competitors for wives.
This may well be so, for i t was customary for FFs to joke
with their SSs about the "wives" they shared in common.
The joking took the form of a series of bawdy suggestions
on the part of FF about what they might together do with
their "wives".

The point of such jokes was· that usually

the FF was too old and the SS too young to carry out any of
the proposed obscenities.

At any rate, the joking indi-

cated the nature of the relationship between FF and SSe
It was one of great warmth, intimacy and spoiling indulgence.
Father's father was an important source of technical education
(e.g. wood-crafting) and mythological knowledge.

Grand-

parents·usually employed whatever powers they had to keep
their son's sons healthy and free from malign influences
that might cause sickness.

They often imparted special

personal abilities such as second sight and innate healing
skills to their grandsons.

whether there was any real

It was difficult to determine
diff~rence

in behaviour between

FF and SS on the one hand, and that between. FFB and BSS", on·
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the other.

It was rare for an individual to have a FF and

a FFB alive at the same time.

My evidence suggests that the

roles were identical:
When a man, whether for ritual-ceremonial reasons
or for trading purposes, went outside his usual range and
circle of kinfolk, he required a sponsor who would guarantee
his welfare and who would act as a guide to the resources and
dangers of an unfamiliar countryside.
selected to act as such a sponsor.

A "waanhin" was often
During Ego's residence

in the strange territory his "waanhin" acted as a real
brother would, looking after Ego's physical needs, including
him in his hearthgroup and arranging access to hunting
tracts for him.

If Ego was travelling by himself "waanhin"

could also arrange for him to share his wife's sexual
favours provided she was agreeable.

By the same token a

man who had attained a position of some influence (i.e had
become "a pam thulum) would sponsor visiting "puumin" in his
own country, assuming responsibility for them and controlling
their behaviour.

The choice of a sponsor was usually deter-

mined on the basis of shared myths or totemic emblems,
commOn initiation experiences or simply on the basis of
sponsorships in previous generations.
The relationship between female siblings was also
one characterised by strong ties of sentiment and intimacy
and much mutual support.

These ties continued after

marriage primarily because sisters tended to marry men of
the same clan (occasionally the same man, or more often,
the same set of brothers), which meant that they were often
in the same bands exploiting similar tracts of country
because their patterns of access to resources overlapped.
Often as not, sisters formed the nucleus for a wet season
camping group.

Sisters looked after each other's children

and fed them on occasion.

Elder sisters often assisted at

the births of their younger sisters' children.

Sisters

supported each other in quarrels and helped each other
manage their pre-marital and extra-marital love affairs.
Sisters also practised the sororate. That is, other
things being equal, it was expected that an unmarried
sister would replace a married sister who died.

Typically,
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elder sister married before younger sister, but this was
not so much a function of a rule of priority in marriage as
it '-las among brother.s.

Rather it was because of the early

age of marriage for girls.
During mortuary ceremonies the sisters of the
deceased played a minor and subdued role.

Their principal

duty was to share, with the mother and mother's sisters of
the deceased, the responsibility for looking after the bones
of the deceased until they were finally interred or cremated.
While many men had only one wife at a time, a number of the pre-settlement unions were polygynous as a result
of bestowal arrangements, widow remarriage" or, very rarely,
wife-capture.

When co-wives were not actual sisters, their

relationship became very like, if riot indistinguishable
from, that of real sisters.

A senior wife, as yapan,

inducted the junior wife into her role and helped with the
birth_of the younger woman's children and their upbringing.
The focus of the co....:wives was on the joint maintenance of
a shared domestic unit and on cooperation in its associated
tasks.

Jealousy or competition for the husband's favours

was said to be uncommon.
The relationship between FFZ and BSD was a warm
and nurturant one.

It was comparable to that obtaining

between FF and SS, although without the formalised joking
aspects.

The grandmother often acted as child-minder and

taught her granddaughters some of their female-specific
skills such as fibre-weaving.

In return, FFZ could expect

occasional gifts of food in her old age from her adult
granddaughters.
Concerning the role of female parallel cousins
(FBD and MZD), my data are meagre and I am uncertain whether
they had any significant roles to playas part of a woman's
kindred.

Presumably the role was similar to that played

by a man's male parallel cousins.
Women also acquired sponsors or temporary kindred
when they made journeys into unfamiliar country.

Women

probably made fewer such journeys among strangers than men
did, and on such travels they were usually accompanied by
the domestic entourage of husband and qhildren.
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In pre-settlement times single family groups occasionally
went to pastoral properties on the fringes of their domains
or to the mission stations.

Such expeditions were motiva-

ted by a combination of curiosity and the desire to obtain
European manufactured goods.

If at their destination a

man found a suitable Iwaanh:Ln" among the Aboriginal residents of the place to sponsor him, the sponsor's wife played
a similar role towards the visiting "younger sister" guiding
her through the complexities of finding foodstuffs, trade
goods and a place for her family to camp.
In contrast to the reiaxed relationship that characterised the interaction between siblings of the same sex,
the relationship between brothers and sisters became more
reserved as the children grew older.

From puberty onwards,

brothers avoided any sort of close or familiar contact
with their sisters.

Brothers could not sit near their

sisters nor could they eat or "sleep by the same campfire.
Adolescent males usually slept apart from their family in
bachelor camps with. age mates.

Older brothers had discip-

linary responsibilities towards their younger sisters as
they had towards their younger brothers and could admonish
them whenever their sist.ers' actions warranted interventio:q._
Elder brothers had the right to initiate conversations
with their younger sisters, who had to reply with their
faces averted.

Conversation topics between older brother

,and younger sister were confined large"ly- to requests for
information or food and were unmarked by any display of
warmth or emotion.
There was somewhat less formality in the relationship between elder sis·ter and younger brother.

Elder

sisters could initiate conversations with their younger
brothers, although face to face interaction was avoided.
In marriage or domestic disputes, younger brothers could be
called upon to act as duellists on behalf of their sisters.
Ideally, a woman's younger brother's daughters were the
appropriate marriage 9artners for her sons.

There was a

general expectation that such children should marry.
In general brothers were authority figures for
thei:r sisters' children and they were expected to upbraid
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their nieces and nephews when their behaviour called for it.
Further, brothers had a controlling interest in the marriage
arrangements of their sisters' children, and their consent
had to be obtained before marriages could be publicly
acknowledged.

Brothers and sisters had the same mortuary

responsibilities towards each other as they had towards
their same sex siblings.
The restraint and avoidance that characterised
the dealings of male and female siblings was even more
marked between male and female parallel cousins.

In fact,

they seemed to have little to do with each other except to
provide a pool of first preference classificatory surrogates to perform roles that real siblings should have
performed, but which for some reason they could not.

On

the other hand, the relationship between grandparents and
and grandchildren of the opposite sex was characterised by
warmth and indulgent nurturance.

As adults, the grand-

children occasionally sent food to their grandparents.
The conventions of opposite sex sibling interaction were also supposed to govern the public behaviour
of non-related males and females of the same generation
level who found themselves in "waanhin"-" wiiln" or "puumin""yapan" relationships.

Nonetheless, 13% of "wronghead"

marriages were contracted between couples who, before
marriage, referred to each other by "brother" and "sister"
terms ~ .

Whe-n- marriage partners in the appropriate category

were not available, it was permissible to seek among
certain classes of non-kin for spouses.

Sometimes this

was done in an "official" kind of way. by the betrothalmakers of the "wronghead 11 pair (see next s.ection); sometimes
such marriages came about through clandestine courtships.
When such courtships became public they were often the
subject of much dispute before the ambiguous nature of. the
relationship was satisfactorily resolved by either permitting it to continue (with changes of kin terminology where
appropriate to reflect· the changed status) or by breaking
up the

relationship~

Tables 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 summarise the various
roles associated with the waanhin, puumin, yapan and wiiln

"

Waanhin kintype

FBS+

5S

A man •••

B+

MZS+

BSS

could interact freely with

yes

yes

yes

provided education and caretaking services for

7

Puumin kintypes
t

FBS ...

FF

B-

MZS-

FFB

yes

yes

yes

yes

sometimes

yes

uwaanhin"

yes

gave support in the quarrels of

yes

mediated in the quarrels of

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

could exercise a prior right in
marriage partners over

adopted the following mourning
term on the death of

sometimes

yes

had disciplinary responsibilities
towards

was responsible for imposing and
lifting mortuary taboos on the
mourning kin of a deceased

yes

yes

cooperated in daily tasks with

could marry the wife (or wives)
of a deceased

"puuinin"

, yes

yes

yes

piluump'

yankarkaar

piluuffip

yankarkaar

l-'
LV

OJ

Table 3.3

A man 9 s du~ies towards those rn~les he called waanhin and puumin
(Kuuk Thaayorre vocative terminology)
0

Willn

Yapan kintypes

A woman ••

e

z+

interacted freely with

yes

supported in quarrels and love affairs her

yes

minded the children of

yes

FBD+
HW+ MZO+
yes

yes

BSD

yes

yes

yes

Z-

HW- MZD-

FFZ

" wiiln ll

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

could provide education and childcare
services for

yes

yes

yes

sent food occasionally to
when making visits among strangers
would expect helf from certain
adopted the following term on the
death of
during mourning observances was entrusted
with carrying the bones of

Table 304

yes

yes

yes

shared in the daily tasks and maintenance
of her hearthgroup with

It~11

yes

helped at the birth of the children of
who was not married might marry the
widowed husband of a deceased

k~ntypes

FBD-

yes

piluump

piluump

kuminiya

kuminiya

yes

yes

A woman 8 s duties towards those females she called yapan and wiiln

(Kuuk Thaayorre

vocati~e

terminology)o

Wiiln kintypas

Yapan kintypes

FBD-

FBD+
A man •••

observed formal speech and spacing conventions towards

z+

MZO+

yes

yes

SO

of same
generation
level

had ,disciplinary responsibilities towards
could act as a duellist for

yes

had an important role to play in the marriage
arrangements of the children of

yes

was expected o if possible. to provide his
daughters as wives for the sons of

yes

acted as disciplinarian for the children of

yes

lJyapan~1

z-

MZD-

yes

yes

yes

yes
yes

Tab14~

3.5

yes

yes

might find a "wronghead ll marriage partner among

the following mourning term on the death of

of same
generation
level

yes

sent food\occasionally to

adopt~d

"wiiln n

yes

might act as caretaker for

was responsible for, imposing and Ii f~ing mortuary
taboos on the mourning kin of a deceased

FFZ

yes

yes
piluump

piluump

kuminiya

kuminiya

A man's duties towards those females he called yapan and wiiln

(Kuuk Thayorre vocative terrninology)Q

Waanhin kintypes

B+

FBS+
MZS+

observed formal speech and spacing conventions
towards

yes

yes

consulted with the following concerning the
marriage arrangements of her children

yes

A woman ....

Puumin kintypes
f

"waanhin"

B-

FBSMZS-

of same
generation
level

yes

'yes

BSS

might act

as

yes

yes
yes
yes

sent food occasionally to
yes

might find a "wronghead" marriage partner among

during mourning observances was entrusted
with carrying the bones of a deceased

Table 3.6

of same
generation
level

yes

caretaker for

adopted ,the following term on the death of

"puumin"

yes

could expect her sons' wives to be provided'by
shared the disciplining of her children with

FB

FFB

piluump

piluump

yes

yes

yankakaar

yankakaar

yes

A woman's duties towards those males she called waanhin and puumin'
(Kuuk Thaayorre vocative terminology).
I--'

W
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set of reciprocal kin terms as I have described them above.
These tables (and those that follow) have been constructed
to show the clusters of duties and expectations associated
with particularkintypes.·

It should be clear both from

the previous discussion and from the tables, that of the
kinds of relations

maki~g

up.this

kin~set

the most signifi-

cant in an individual's life were real siblings.

While the

cluster of roles associated with real siblings was focal
for an individual's welfare, only some of those roles were
obligatorily subjected to rules of role succession.

Such

role succession occurred when the social implications
of the role extended beyond the basic dyad, as it did in
betrothal arrangements and mortuary ceremonies.

When a

real brother was not available to ratify publicly the
marriage decision of a sister and her intended husband or
to perform the proper duties involved in tne organisation of
a deceased person's obsequies, then substitutes had to be
found.

On the other hand, certain of the expectations and

duties of the sibling set were not assumed by others.
Thus there·was no role succession involved' in the disciplinary prerogatives of elder brothers over other siblings.
Nor was role succession involved in the priorities of
marriage expectations.

.I have already noted that the

duties of the levirate and the sororate were also confinedto full siblings.

In fact to be more precise, disciplinary

prerogatives, the priorities of marriage expectations and
the levirate and sororate were confined to children of
the same mother.

On the other hand, some of the roles were

subject to what could be termed optional role succession.
Thus a man without male siblings might develop brotherlike relationships with, say, a FBS, or with a WZH, in daily
activities and task cooperation and extend this, perhaps, to
giving and receiving support in quarrels.

Optional role

succession was very much a matter of personal preference.
Finally I sho'uld note that when certain incumbents
of kin-defined statuses died, such as FF, FFB, FFZ, FBC
and MZC, individuals did not seek to replace

suc~

kin.
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3.3.2

The maarn, rorko and kuthn reciprocal set
In attempting to understand the general patterns

of relationships between people who call each other by the
terms maarn, rorko or kuthn, it is useful to refer to the
ideal kinship chart, Figure 3.1.

Terminologically, it can

be seen that this set of terms groups together actual or
potential .. straight II marriage partners and their siblings.
However, because of the asymmetry of the marriage rule, the
general specifications governing behavioural etiquette
varied according to the sex of Ego.

Towards women he

called rorko and their brothers, a man was murrkam and he
could behave with more or less complete familiarity.

On

the other hand, towards those women he called maarn, a man
was ngaanch.

"He was enjoined to avoid such women totally

(but not their

broth~rs).

Reciprocally, a woman behaved

with relative familiarity towards all men she called maarn,
but avoided all men she called kuthn.

A woman's inter-

action with females she called maarn and rorko was unmarked
by anyngaanch-type behaviours.
At the kindred level, specific sets of rights and
duties clustered around certain kinds of relations real and
classificatory.

These kin-defined role clusters are summa-

rised in Tables 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10.

I shall now deal

with these roles in detail, beginning with a discussion of
male-female roles, followed in turn by discussion of malemale and then female-female roles.
In terms of their entailments, the husband-wife
role cluster was the most important of the whole set.
Marriage was seen as a relationship of long-term commitment
and was held to be the normal destiny of all men and women
in this society.

Only those who were in some way incom-

petent, that is through physical disability or mental"
incapacity, never married.

As far as I could calculate it,

the average age of marriage for girls lay between their
fifteenth and seventeenth years.

Men were usually well into

their late twenties before they acquired their first wife.
Marriages were often agreed to while the female
partner was still a child.
When a betrothal was made, the

Maarn kintypes

~--

FFZSD

female

FZD. 2HZ

tt~11

had to observe the strictest of speech,
spacing and touching taboos towards

yes

yes

could receive food via intermediaries
from

yes

was absolutely forbidden to see~ a
"wronghead n marriage partner among

yes

A man.

0

0

FFZSS
FZS, ZH
:

yes

could not give food to

yes

could talk freely with

yes

would normally consider as suitable marriage
p~rtners for his daughters'the sons of

played a restrained role during the
mourning observances for

Table 3e7

yes

yes
"maaro n
who had
eligible
sons

if he had daughters would also
maintain good· relations with;

adopted the following bereavement term
on the death of

male
l'~ll

muthyurum

muthyurum

yes

yes

A manes duties towards those males and females he called maarn
(Kuuk Thayorre vocatiye terminology)

0

Rorko
A

man ....

W

BW

kintypes~

Kuthn

r41BDD

"kuthn"

could not accept food from

t4v1BS
MBS, WB
yes

could talk freely on most
subjects with

yes

yes

if initiated, could act as
guardian during the
initiation of

yes

could expect the following to
provide wives for his sons

yes

MBD

n

rorkou

could expect to be betrothed to an appropriately aged"

yes

contracted a "straight" marriage with

yes

yes

could conduct sexual liaisons with

yes

yes

was usually ~ircumspect in pUblic with
married women who were
shared in the allocation of tasks in the
maintenance of the domestic hearthgroup
could speak on any topic

(~xcept

secret/sacred) with

shared the observance of pre- and post-birth
taboos with
concerning the marriage of his children had to be
in agreement with

yes

yes

yes

yes

A

man.

0

0

yes
adopted the following term
on the death of

thaknham

yes

in a brotherls absence might assume
responsibility for

yes

played a leading role in the
mortuary observances
concerned with the death of

on a brother1s death could be expected to marry
and provide paternal care for the children of

yes

Table 3.8

went into seclusion on the death of

and
who had
eligible
daughters

if he had sons would also
maintain good relations with
men who were

yes

~.intypes

yes

A man's duties towards
those females

yes

and·m~le5

he called rorko and kuthn
adopted the following term on the death of

muthyurum

muthyurum

(Kuuk Thaayorre vocative
terminology)

0

kintypes

Maarn

HB

FFZSS

ZH

FlS

FFZSD
HZ, FZD

Maarn

A woman ••

0

H

yes

contracted a "straight" marriage with

yes

yes

could conduct sexual liaisons with

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

shared in the allocation of tasks in the maintenance
of the domestic hearthgroup with

yes

could speak on any topic <except secret/sacred) with

yes

shared in the observance of pre- and post-birth
taboos with

yes

concerning the marriage of her children had to be
in agreement with

yes
yes

during the wife's absence should send food to the family of

yes

on the death of a sister might be expected to marry
the widowed

ZH

adopted the following bereavement term on the death of

"maarn "

yes
and
who had
eligible
sons

if she had daughters
might maintain cordial
relations with women
who were
adopted the following
bereavement term on the
death of

muthyurum

played a restrained role
in the mourning ceremonies of

yes

,

during a husband's absence might expect help from

went into seclusion on the death of

0

could expect her daughters
to marry the sons of

could expect to be betrothed to an appropriately aged

was usually circumspect, in public with married men who were

A woman ••

11~11

kintypes

Table 309

A

womanas duties

towards those males
and females she called
maarn (Kuuk Thaayorre
vocative terminology).

yes
Yuk-warrmungkam

~orko

'kintypes

Kuthn kintypes
Mv1BDS

f41BDD

MBS, BWB

llkuthn ll .

observed the strictest of speech, spacing and touching
taboos towards

yes

yes

could send food. via intermediaries to

yes

was absolutely forbidden to seek a "wronghead tl marriage
partner among

yes

A woman •••

could

t~~~

freely with

would normally consider as suitable marriage
partners for her sons, the daughters of

BW, MBD

llrorko ll

yes

yes

yes

if she had sons would maintain cordial relations
.with women who had eligible daughters
'and who were
played a restrained role in the mourning
ceremonies of
adopt~d the following bereavement term
on the death of

Table 3 .. 10

yes

yes

yes

yes

yuk-warrffiungkam

thaknhan

A woman's duties towards those females and males she
called rorko and kuthn (Kuuk Thaayorre vocative terminology) •
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young man began to send food and other gifts to his promised
wife's parents and brothers.

The pre-marriage relationship

between a youth and his bestowed partner was unrestrained
and anticipated the

inti~acies

of the permanent union.

The wife-to-be assumed her marriage responsibilities gradually, sometimes setting up camp temporarily with her
betrothed and then shifting back once more to her parent's
hearthgroup.

After a year or two of these alternating

liaisons, or if the girl became pregnant, the union was
publicly acknowledged by the girl's female relatives
establishing a separate hearth and shelter for the pair_
and moving the girl's domestic belongings into it.
Both partners contributed_complementary technical
and subsistence skills to the domestic economy of the hearthgroup.
e~ch

Day to day tasks were arranged with respect to

partner's spheres of knowledge and competence.

Marr~ed

partners shared rights of access to the tracts they

could exploit.

Neither partner was necessarily dominant

in decision-making concerning subsistence matters.

The

relationship was, of course, mo:z;e than one of simple economic interdependence.

Despite the fact that marriages

were arranged and sometimes had stormy beginnings, mature
unions were characterised by warm affection and high regard
between the partners.

In a society where many of the

activities of the sexes were segregated, marriage provided
. one of· the few areas where gossip lines intersected to allow
information about the respective worlds of males and females
to be shared between the sexes.

Marriage bonds grew

stronger with the responsibilities that attended conception,
birth and the subsequent raising of children.

Both part-

ners punctiliously observed pre-birth and post-birth taboos
concerning the healtp of their children.

Among women with

few or no children, the desire for children was so strong
that false pregnancies were not uncommon.
Kcertain degree of variety in sexual partners
within the marriage bond was permitted, or at least condoned, in both husband and wife.

Thus a man might allow

his wife to have a dalliance with a sojourning "younger
brother"of the husband, if she was so minded.

One of the
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Kuuk Thaayorre rituals, Wuuchp·aanhthmeer. concluded with
a degree of sexual license in which some men permitted their
wives to make themselves available for intercourse with
other ritual participants.

Infatuations and love affairs

did not seriously.threaten the stability of marriages.

The

existence of a lively ideology and technology concerned with
love magic and seduction provided a rationale for both women
who sought sexual partners'
other than their husbands and for
,
men who sought to find face-saving reasons to excuse their
wives'peccadilloes.
th~ir

Men were generally circumspect in

extra-marital love affairs, not so much because of

what their wives would say or do, but rather because of what
their lovers' husbands or betrothed partners might do out
of jealousy.

Repeated or flagrant infidelities gave cause

for complaint and action.

What happened in these instances

is taken up elsewhere (see Chapter' 5,' Subsection 5.3.3).
Most marriages were monogamous.

Sharp's 1933

census data for·23 Kuuk Thaayorre men showed that 17 of them
had one wife only, 2 of them were widowers and only 4 had
polygynous marriages.

For the combined Yir Yoront and Kuuk

Thaayorre groups

in the bush on the reserve at that

liv~ng

time, 34.3% of the men had contracted polygynous unions
(Sharp 1937:304).

Divorce was·infrequent.

Among my

records of 98 pre-settlement marriages I could discover only
2 that had ended in permanent separation.

Tl:;I.e process of

dissolving.a uni.on was.normally messy and full of·disputation .. before a marriage tie was publicly recognised as
severed.

The death of a partner was the normal cause for

the dissolution of a marriage union.

The mourning behaviour

of .either spouse was formally prescribed and the bereft
partner underwent a period

ot

to seek another partner.

During the seclusion the widowed

seclusion before being free

spouse observed a series of food taboos related to the
deceased partner's totems.
A man, whether married or not, had specific duties
towards his brother's wife

~

.

~:hese

included the respon-

sibility for.sending food to her and her children during her
husband's absence and, in the event of his brother's death,
the right to marry his prot her 's wife when her per,iod of .
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widow seclusion was terminated.

A woman similarly would

send food to her sister's husband and children when the
sister could not, for whatever reason, attend to those
domestic duties herself.

An unmarried sister might

expect to be a replacement wife for her sister's husband
should her married sister die prematurely.
In public, the behaviour of men towards married
women they addressed as rorko and of women towards married
men they called maarn was one of polite restraint and formality.

This contrasted markedly with the bantering famili-

arity that typified the interaction of single men and women
in the relationship.

Such conventional formality was said to

avoid any suggestion of an appearance of intimacy which might
be interpreted by the maliciously-minded as a sign of an
extra-marital liaison.
For an unmarried man the group of women he called
rorko (or could call rorko' by an alternate route) constituted the set of women from among whom a straight marriage
could be arranged.

For single women, the field of potential

husbands was similarly defined by those they called maarn
(or could call maarn by an alternate route).

Men had a

claim of sorts on their MBD and MMBDD, women on their FZS
and FFZSS.

The claim was not so much an inviolable right

as an expectation that, other things being equal, such kin
were preferred marriage partners and bestowals could be
legitimately expected to occur between young people so
related.

It was normally among the broad class of poten-

tial marriage partners that people chose their pre-marital
and extra-marital sweethearts and lovers.
The relationship between a man and the women he
called maarn and between a woman and the men she called
kuthn was hedged about by the strongest set of interpersonal
constraints that operated in Edward River society.

People

in this relationship set were called "longway" relatives.
That is to say they could not be in each other's close
presence and they 'could not speak or callout to each other
If a person was about to come
under any circumstances.
into face to face contact with one of these "longway"
relatives, others would normally shout a warning.

The'
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avoidance behaviours were impqsed by parents on their children at a relatively early age.

In explaining the stringency

of the avoidance rules, informants specifically linked it
with the asymmetry of the cross-cousin marriage rule and
said it prevented the wrong cross-cousins from forming
relationships that could lead to marriage.

Publicly there

was no difference in the be"haviour of genealogically related
members of the set and others, except that men might receive
food through appropriate intermediaries from females who
were related as FZD, ZHZ" and FFZSD.

The flow was one way.

Females could not accept food from men they called kuthn.
Despite the strength of the taboo on interaction
between members of this set and the ideology support{ng
its imposition, it is interesting to note that marriages
between men and women in this set accounted for slightly
" more than 17% of all "wronghead" marriages.

Investigation

shows that "some of these marriages came about by arrangement,
while the others were subject to much scandal and dispute
before being accepted by the community at large.
Behaviour between males who called each other
kuthn or maarn was generally free of interactional constraints, except that a man could not accept food from kuthn
who were closely related to him.

A

man had two specific

sets of responsibilities towards those kuthn who were
MMBDS, MBS and WB.

One set related to initiation ritual

and the other to mortuary ceremonies.

It" wa"s a "duty of men

who were already initiated to act as guardians for their
MMBDS, MBS and WB throughout their initiation.

During

the neophytes' ritual seclusion, their guardians ensured that
they had sufficient to eat and generally protected them
from malign supernatural influences.

They also played an

important sustaining role during the actual ceremonies,
conducting their cross-cousins and brothers-in-law from
place to place and generally encouraging them and providing
comfort and reassurance.

The duty o"f an initiation

guardian was first and foremost a duty of ZH.

It was

rationalised in terms of repaying to his brother-in-law's
family part of the debt incurred for the gift of his wife.
When a ZH was. not available to perform the duty, it fell to
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.a FZS, a FFZS or some classificatory surrogate.
When a close kuthn died (e.g. MMBDS, MBS or WB), a
man played a leading role in the organisation of the funeral
observances for .the deceased because closer relatives were
said to be too overcome by grief to do anything but mourn.
When such an event occurred the man was called thaknham by
the

r~st

of the community.

He wore special mourning beads

and helped tie the body to its exposure poles.

Later he

would take a leading part in the conventional grievanceclearing sequence that followed a death by accusing others
of not looking after the deceased or of acting in his best
interests.

On the other hand, when a closely related rnaarn

died (e.g. FFZSC, FZC, ZHZ, ZH) a man's role was restrained
and confined mostly to mourning.
The existence of offspring also conditioned the
interactions of men who stood in the maarn-kuthn relationship.

A girl contracted a "straight" marriage when she

married the son of a man her father calledrnaarn, whilst
a young man contracted a "straight" marriage when he married
the daughter of a man his father called kuthn.
(1937:100) noted, a man

wi~h

As Sharp

children would be scrupulous

in sending gifts of food and materials, in giving aid in
tasks and disputes and in providing access to tracts to
those related to him as MMBDS,

MBS and WB, because such

persons were expected to provide wives for his sons.
Equally

a

man would be canvassed in the same way by those

who were his FFZSS, FZ_S and ZH, because they hoped to obt·ain
the man's daughters . (born or unborn) as wives for their
sons.

When it seemed likely, for whatever reasons, that

such kin could not supply children as spouses, a conscientious father would seek to cement any other relationship
with classificatory maarn and kuthn whenever it seemed
advantageous to the marriage prospects of his children.
The relationship between females who called one
another by the terms rorko and maarn_was relaxed and informal
and not marked by-any special obligations or duties, other
than those invQlved in the observance of

mournin~

ceremonies.

When a close female relative of either set died, custom
then called for a woman to_playa relatively restrained or
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passive role.

The development of relationships between

women in this reciprocal set was also influenced by the
exlstence of children, since the maintenance of good relations among those who exercised control of the marriage
destinies of children made the negotiation of bestowals
much easier.

Hence, a woman would maintain corddal rela-

tions with HZ, FZD, FFZSD and any other female maarn who
seemed likely to provide sons as husbands for her daughters.
Equally, a woman would cultivate her BW, MBD, MMBDD or any
other rorko who might be a potential source of daughters
who could make wives for her sons.
Concerning role succession, there were two kindefined role clusters that required replacement when the
primary role encumbent was missing.

One replacement situa-

tion occurred with the death of a spouse, and the other
centred on the role of ZH during initiation and mortuary
ritual.
Men and women who were widowed, unless they were
very old, needed to replace their deceased wives and husbands.

The operation of the rules of the levirate and the

sororate partly solved the problem of spouse replacement.
Thus, when a man died, his widow, when her mourning duties
were at an end, could insist that her husband's brother
assume responsibility for her and her children.
polygynous unions were formed in this way.

Not a few

When a brother

.

was not available, or was unwilling to. marry
his dead
.
brother's wife, a widow would then seek a marriage partner
elsewhere among her set of possible "straight" (or even
"wronghead n

)

partners.

In this fashion, young men occas-

ionally acquired their first wives.
similar for men whose wives had died.

The situation was·
If there was no

sister available to act as a substitute, they too were
forced to seek partners· elsewhere.

In the selection of

replacement partners outside the operational ambit o.f the
levirate and the sororate, widows and widowers appear to
have had more freedom to exercise personal choice than young
people making their first marriages.
As I pointed out earlier, when a novice lacked a
ZH to act as his guardian during his initiation, the role
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was.filled by a close kinsman of the same class or a classificatory surrogate.

It should be mentioned that when some-

one other than ZH stepped into the role, there was no
expectation that the surrogate should receive a sister of

the neophyte as a wife in exchange for his services.

I also noted that when a man died, his ZH.played a leading
role in the preparations surrounding the corpse and in
grievance settling.

Because of its social importance in

the conduct of funerals, this too was a role that was required
to be performed by a close kinsman 9r a classificatory
surrogate when a ZH was not available.
The degree to which individuals seeking marriage
partners for their children might intensify their ,relation. ships

wi~E...qt_hers.

in this set wa:s opt.ional. an·d depended

.on factors of demography, alliance and personal compatibilities, which in my mind at least

attempt to codify.

As

I

were too complex., to

might be expected, there was no

individual or social necessity to replace those who filled
relationships of avoidance.
3.3.3

The pinharr, nganhin and ngothon reciprocal set

The distribution of roles associated with particular kintypes comprising the pinharr, nganhin

~nd

ngothon

set of reciprocal kin terms is presented in summary form in
Tables 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13.

Socially, the two most

significant kin-defined role clusters were the relationship
between between a man and his son and the relationship
between a man and his daughter.

The behaviour of fathers

towards their male and female children contrasted at many
points.

Before discussing these in detail I shall high-

light the ways in which a father's duties towards children

of either sex were essentially the same.
started prior to the birth of children.
(pp. 81-2), a womap publicly

acknow~edged

These duties
As I noted earlier
her· pregnancy when

.she or her husband received a sign that a baby spirit,
a parr'r nengk, had taken up residence in the mother's
womb.

It is worth noting·that the physiological role of

the male was clearly acknowledged in this society.

Sexual

Nganhin

F

FB

"nganhin"

could interact with ease and familiarity with

yes

yes

yes

as a youth was educated in hunting technology, crafts.,.
manship and the economic resources of his estate by

yes

A man •••

yes

-before contractinQ a marriage required the consent of

t1pinharrll

could interact freely with

yes

yes

c~uld share food with

yes

D

marriage
yes

played a rest rained role du r Ing
the mourning observances for

yes

yes
adopted the following bereavement
term on the death of

yes-

expected support' in quarrels from

yes

yes

supported in quarrels

yes

yes

Table 3.11
yes

in a father' 5 absence could expect paternal support from

yes

yes

thanakunm

A man's duties towards
femal~s

yes

when among strangers could expect paternal support from
sent food to the camp of an aged

ll

yes

learned sorcery techniques. love magic and curing
ritual from

kintypos

FZ

A man .•

could seek a "wronghead
partner among

learned of the mythic/ritual resources of his clan
estate from

Pinharr

kintypes

he called pinharr

and males he called
nganhin (Kuuk Thaayorre
vocative terminology).

played a r.estrained role during the mourning
ceremonies on the death of
adopted the following bereavement term on the death of

yes
thanakunm
I--'

U1

could take part in an expedition to revenge the death of

yes

N

Ngothon kintypes

A man •• >.

I

S

shared with his wife pre- and post-birth taboos to ensure the health of

yes

interacted with ease and familiarity in the presence of

yes

was indulgent towards

yes

BS

male
"ngothan"

yes

yes

passed on specialised love magic, sorcery and curing techniques to

yes

provided instruction in mythic and ritual resources of the clan estate to

yes

decided when and which initiation ritual the following should attend

yes

must agree to the marriage arrangements made on behalf of

yes

could expect support in quarrels from his adult

yes

female
"ngothon"

yes

yes

provided instruction in hunting technology, material craftsmanship for

BO

yes

observed a restrained and distant relationship towards

yes

yes

yes

could' extend temporary surrogate paternal duties towards some
could expect major support in old age from

D

yes
yes

could seek "wronghead U marriage partners among
would undertake food taboos during mourning ceremonies for

yes

acted as an accuser during the grievance clearing period for

yes

~

yes

lJ1

W

adopted the following term on the death of

Table 3" 12

kaalmangk

kaalmangk

A mano~ duties towards males he called ngothon (Kuuk Thaayorre vocative terminology)

0

Pinharr

Nganhin

kintypes

k:intypes

J

A woman ....

A woman .....
FZ

~

" pinharr"

could interact freely with

yes

yes

yes

could e~pect to marry the eligible sons of

yes

contracted "straight" marriages with the sons of

yes

sent food to an aged

yes

played a restrained role in the mourning ceremonies for

yes

adopted the following bereavement term on the death of

FB

yes

yes

when menstruating, avoided

yes

yes

before contracting a marriage
required the consent of

yes

in quarrels could rely on the
support of

yes

IInganhin"

yes
yes

thanakunm
..

Ngothon

A woman •••
interacted freely and occasionally shared food with

F

acted with reserve and modesty
in the presence of

kintypes

mal~

BS
yes

II

ngothon n
yes

BD. SW
yes

female
IIngothon"

COUld seek a "wrongheadll
marriage partner among
occas iona 11y sen t food
to the camp'of

yes

yes

yes

yes
played a restrained role in

BD

could expect her sons to marry
enjoined her daughters to avoid

yes

adopted the following bereavement term on the death of

yes

yes

kaalmangk

kaalmangk

Tabl.e 3 .. 13
adopted the following bereavement term on the death of

yes

thanakunm

yes

could seek a "wrongheadU marriage partner among
played a restrained role in the mourning ceremonies for

yes

the mou rning ceremonies for

A woman's duties tow~rds
those males and females

~

. she called nganhin, pinharr ~
and ngothon (Kuuk Thaayore
vocative terminology) ..
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intercourse was held to be necessary for conception to take
place and children were seen as inheriting their parents'
physical

chara~teristics.

When the identity of a genitor

was in doubt, people would refer to characteristics such as
facial resemblance, head shape and other physical features
in order to impute paternity.
During his wife's pregnancy a father would observe
a set of pre-birth taboos which included abstaining from
certain foods which might affect the foetus, or doing anything that might endanger the unborn child's health, such as
making spears anywhere near his pregnant wife.

When his

child was born the father observed a post-partum taboo on
sexual intercourse with his wife for approximately one
month.

A father also observe.d taboos during his offspring's

childhood (see pp. 231, 261).

It was a prerogative of a

child's father to select and confer a personal totemic name
on it in the course of a naming ceremony held a month or
so after its birth.

In later life no child could marry

without a father's consent.

In the event of the death of

a son or daughter, a man undertook food taboos to symbolise
his grief, and during the grievance sett.1.ing proceedings
was especially active in accusing others of. not looking
after his child's welfare.
With respect to his male children a father was
indulgent, spoiling and generally non-disciplinary.

He

was largely responsible for teaching his sons most of
their hunting techniques and their basic craftsmanship
(although others shared this task with him from time to time)c
He instructed his sons in the economic, mythic and ritual
resources of the clan estate and of the tracts that fell
within the range of the family hearthgroup.

A man would,

in due course, pass on to his sons the specialised knowledge
he had pertaining to curing techniques, love magic, sorcery
and other secret knowledge.

Only a father could decide when

his sons were ready for initiation.·

It was his duty to

select which of the initiation ceremonies each son should
pass through (see pp. 216-20).

While his sons were ritually

secluded from the rest of society during their initiation,
a father observed a speech taboo on their names as if they
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, were dead.
Because fathers and sons frequently_married women
from the same clans they were often to be found in the same
bands exploiting the resources of the same tracts.

Fathers

and sons, along with brothers, formed one of the principal
axes of alignment in disputes both within and outside the
kindred.,

During a father's aging and decline as a hunter,

his sons contributed more and more to the upkeep of their
father's hearthgroup.
In turn, father acted as an occasional caretaker and educator of his son's children.
When
a father died, his sons played little formal part during the
mortuary activities because they were regarded as being too
overcome with grief and worry.
Later, however, the sons
could make up part of a revenge expeditio'n, if one was
mounted, to hunt down the father's supposed murderer (see
pp. 282-3).
In contrast to the easygoing and relaxed relationship b~tween a man and his sons, the interaction between a
man and his daughters was restrained and full of carefully'
maintained decorum.
A father could not joke with or swear
at his daughters as he did with his sons.
And whereas a
father 'might attend to the toileting of a young male child,
he could not do the same f'or his young daughters.
There
were strong modesty conventions that inhibited a father
from looking even inadvertently at· his daughter's genitals.
'E'or example, young girls normally wore a pubic apron until
such time as their pubic hair provided a natural screen.
In hearthgroup seating arrangements, a daughter never sat
opposite her father at the camp fire'but always to one side.
When she was menstruating she could neither give food to
her father nor talk with him.

Usually at such times she

was sent to stay with her maternal relatives.

The concern

for propriety was reflected at the symbolic level as well.
For instance, daughters could not share a meal of freshwater
mussels with their, fathers because of the bivalve's fancied
resemblance to female pudenda.

It was said that when a

man saw the opened mussels and his daughters together he
would be made to think of his daughters' genitals and this
"' would cause him great shame since it was analogous to
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committing incest in the mind.
A father contributed relatively little to the education of his daughters which was mainly in the hands of
women.

He tried, in conjunction with his wife and WB, to

arrange a successful marriage for his female children and,
together with WB, acted to defend any insults offered his
daughters while they were members of his hearthgroup.
The relationship between a man and his brother's
children was similar to that, between the real father and
the children but without many of the specific duties (see
Tables 3.11 and 3.12).

A man's attitude towards his

brother's sons was,warm and indulgent while that towards
his brothers' daughters was constrained by the same distan-

cing and modesty conventions.

Unmarried men often spent

much time with their brothers' sons and played an important
secondary role in ~he education of those'children.
and

hi~'brothers'

A man

sons shared the same clan estate and hence

were frequently to be found in the same bands.

They also

shared the same set of ritual responsibilities towards the
estate.
When ritual affairs took a man among relative
strangers he might choose an unrelated nganhin (rather than
a waanhin) to act as'; his sponsor and as a: social reference
point from which he could orient himself among his hosts.
An. older man might perform similar temporary paternal duties

for a visiting ngothon.
The relationship between a man and those nonrelated women he called ngothon was also characterised by
reserve and emotional neutrality, but it sho~ld be noted
that 26% of "wronghead" marriages occurred between members
of this set.
A man regarded his father's sister (pinharr) in much
the same light as his father, that is, as a person with whom
interaction was relaxed and free of constraints.

It was

permissible to share food and conversation ,with father's
sister, a'lthough in practical terms a man rarely v'isited a
married FZ with female children because of the tqtal avoidance that had to obtain between FZD and BS.

During the

mourning ceremonies for FZ a man played a relatively
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restrained role.
Very occasionally men contracted
marriages with non-related pinharr.
Some 8.7% of my
sample of

11

",.,ronghead " marriages occurred in this group

G

From a woman's point of view, the major kintypes
composing the pinharr category were FZ and HM.

In the

appropriate circumstances a woman could expect to marry a
son of FZ, although she could contract a "straight" marriage
with the son of anyone she called pinharr.

Interaction

between a woman and her FZ and HM was relaxed and informal
and certainly not attended by the set of avoidance duties
and compulsory presentations her brother had to make to his
WM (see Subsection 3.3.5).
A special value was placed on the father-son
relationship.

As I noted earlier (p. 127), it was incon-

ceivable that a man should not have a so-called "blood"
father. :.,
marr~age

If a man died when his sons were young, the reof.his widow (often .to one of the dead man's

brothers) provided the necessary replacement.

But even

when a man reached adulthood and was himself married and
relatively independent, there was still a strong emotional
requirement to have someone in the father role if not the
real father.

To have a father meant having someone who

would provide loyal and uncritical support; advice and
assistance.

It was normal, therefore, for a man to have a

succession of people play the role of father during his
lifetime.

The succession began with his genitor and

might proceed from there to a MH on his genitor's death,
or, to a FB.

In old age, even though the necessity for a

father might appear less, yet men still required fathers to
grieve for them at their death.

Hence it was not unusual

for a man of advanced years to refer to a younger man as
ngan-nganhin-ngathn, "family-father-mine".

People const-

antly made provision for the possibility of "taking over"
or succeeding to another's status, and the recruitment of
younger and more distantly related men to the "father" role
usually carne about through personal negotiation.
No other role in this set required obligatory
replacement.
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3.3.4

The kaaln, mokr, kalin and thuuwun reciprocal set

Tables 3.14,

and 3.16 summarise the roles

~3.15

associated with the various

kintyp~s

that compose the kaaln,

mokr, kalin and thuuwun set of reciprocal kin terms.

In

this set of terms there were three central role clusters.
They were those pertaining to the relationship between a
mother and her children, -to a mother's brother and his
sister's children and to a man and his wife's father.

I

shall deal with each in turn before going on to describe the
role content of the remaining kin-defined statuses belonging to the set.
All women expected to bear children and going by
informants' statements, the preferred family size seemed to

have been 4 children, spaced widely apart in birth order.
Sharp (1940) found in the course of his surveys of 1933 and

1935

~hat

no woman appeared to have had more than '6 children,

while 20% of all women married for a year or longer had not
borne any children at all (which seems to indicate a fairly

Of the marriages which were fer-

high rate of infertility).

tile, the average number of children per

m~rriage

was 2.3.

Infanticide was said to occur but well attested cases were
hard to disentangle from malicious and derogatory gossip (see

p. 277).

Twins and malformed children were said to"be killed

at birth.

Shar~

(1940:490) suspected that an unconscious

preference for female infanticide may have produced the oddly
male-biased sex ratios of his early census which showed a ratio

of 132 males to 100 females among those under

25

~ears.

Normally, however, a woman was fiercely protective of
her own child. She carefully observed the pre-birth and post-

birth taboos that were qecessary to ensure her child's health.
She was the chief nurturant figure in her child's life and
its principal means 9f transport.

infant close by her at all
it on demand.

t~mes

A mother kept her
so that she could feed

Weaning began when a "child had acquired

four to six teeth (i.e. somewhere between six and eight
months), when soft foods

~uch

duced into the child's diet.

as fish and yam

we~e

intro-

Weaning appeared to have

Thuuwun

kintypes

Kalin

A woman.

O.

interacted freely with

kintypes

female

male

S

ZS

lIthuuwun"

0

ZO

"thuuwun ll

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

A womat:l ...

0

M

MZ

IIkalin ll

yes

yes

yes

interacted freely and with
respect towards

shared with husband the observance of pre- and
post-birth taboos to ensure the health of

yes

taught domestic skills to
was I the principal disciplinarian during
the chi Idhood of

yes

learnt her basic repertoire

yes

of domestic skills'
primarily from

yes

had her marriage arranged by

yes

yes

yes

in mother I s absence expected

yes

gave assistance during the confinements of
negotiated the marriage arrangements of

maternal support from

yes

when among strangers expec-

yes

yes

yes

yes

ted maternal help from
yes

yes

offered occasional maternal support to

yes
on the death of her husband

yes

gave support during ~eclusion of a widowed
could expect support in old age from

yes

played a passive role in the
mortuary ceremonies for

yes

yes

yes

would go into semi-seclusion and observe food
taboos on the death of an adult

would be supported during
period of seclusion by her

yes

yes

yes

adopted the following bereaa~opted

the .following bE:'reavement term on
the death of

could seek nwronghead" marriage partners among

kuukum kuukum

kuukum kuukum
yes

vement term on the death of

Table 3.14

ngamkaar ngamka!![

A woman's duties towards
those males and females
she called thuuwun and
kalin (Kuuk Thaayorre
vocative terminology).

......
m

o

Mokr
kintypes

A man •••
MB+
would observe speech, spacing and touching
taboos towa rds
yes

could not accept food from

Kaaln

MB-

kintypes

Mokr· and ~aln
kintypes

/

A woman
WF

0

••

"kaaln"

yes

yes'

yes

yes

yes

yes

MB+,

MB-

interacted freely and with respect
towards

.yes

when necessary could expect to be
admonished by

yes

had to avoid the sons of

yes

"lli~alnll.

yes

could expect to be admonished and disciplined
when necessary by

yes

yes

yes

yes·

permissi.on of

yes

yes

played a restrained role during
the mourning ceremonies for

yes

could not marry without the

could not marry until consent had been
obtained from
could expect to marry an eligible daughter of.
could depend for support in quarrels on

yes

yes

was expected to support in quarrels his

yes

yes

yes

adopted the following bereavement
term on the death of

Table 3.15
~ould

help prepare
yes

yes

ngamkaar

ngamkaar

would adopt the following be'reavement term
on the death of

ngamkaar

yes

would send a steady stream of gifts to
during mourning c;:eremonies
the body of a deceased

yes

ngamkaar

The d~ties of men and
women.towards those males
they called mokr and kaaln
~Kuuk Thaayorre vocative
terminology) •

'\

Thuuwun

A man •••
observed speech. spacing and touching
taboos towards

Z-S

Z+S

()-l

yes

yes

kintype~

male
'Uthuuwun"

I

ZO

yes
yes

female
"thuuwun'

,~

yes

interacted with relative ease with

yes

could not give food to

yes

had disciplinary responsibilities towards

yes

yes

yes

had to consent to the marriage
arrangements of

yes

yes

yes

M

MZ

Sl~

interacted freely and with
respect towards

yes

yes

yes

as a child was disciplined
primarily by

yes

could expect maternal support
during mother's absence from
frequently sent food to

might expect his daughter to marry
an eligible

"kalin"
yes

yes
yes

cou ld expect support in old
age from

YEtS

yes
could seek "wronghead"

played a passive role in the
mortuary ceremonies of

yes

expected regular' gi fts from
in quarrels expected support from

yes

yes

in quarrels would help

yes

yes

observed food taboos and took a leading
role in· the mortuary ceremonies for

yes

yes

yes

yes
adopted the following
bereavement term on the
death of

!!9.9!!!- .ill@!!!kaar kaar

yes

Table 3.16
yes

yes

marriage partners among

yes

enjoined his sons to avoid

adopted the following bereavement term
on the death of

kintypes

yes

yes

took a leading role in organIsIng
revenge for the death of a

Kalin

A man •• "

yes

raprrm raprrm raprrm

raprrm

A man's duties towards
those females and ~al~s
he called kalin and
thuuwun' (Kuuk Thaayorre
vocative terminology)
0

--
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been a relatively trauma-free experience for infants.
When a child began to walk and explore the world around it,
its mother became a restraining and

di~ciplinary

figure

constantly imposing strict parameters on the mobility of
the child because of the risk of encountering natural and
supernatural hazards.
Only a mother had the right to chastise her child
physically.'

She had to be consulted on all matters concern-

ing its welfare with the exception of arranging the details
and timing of a son's initiation which was a responsibility
of the father.

A mother was the actual negotiator of her

children's marriage arrangements.

It was said that a

mother sometimes withheld permission for a youngest child
to marry because she wanted to retain the child to look
after her and her husband in their old age.

However,

there is little evidence that this occurred often, if at all.
The death of an infant was an affair .that passed
with little ceremony or prolonged mourning.

The death of

a son or daughter that had survived the hazards of infancy
and childhood was another matter.
mother went into

semi-sec~usion,

When that occurred, a
undertook food taboos and

wore special paraphernalia as a sign of her grief.
In addition to the broad range of duties a woman'
had to all her children, she had .the additional respon,

sibility of training her daughters in the skills necessary
for the female contribution to the maintenance of the·
hearthgroup.

When the time came, a mother tried to ease

her daughters gently into married life.

She often permit-

ted them to have several trial cohabitations with their
prospective partners before permanently setting up independent hearthgroups of their own.

Even then a mother main-

tained a watchful eye over a newly married daughter since a
couple normally spent many months of the first year of a
marriage camping near the girl's parents.
During their married lives, . a mother and her daughters were less likely to be in contact than a mother and
her sons.

Sons tended to marry women of their mother's

clan and this ensured that they would often be in the same
bands exploiting the same tracts.

A daughter, on the other
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hand, typically married a man from a claq different from
that of her parents and there could be little overlap in the
range of tracts that mother and daughter exploited in the
course of the seasonal round.

A mother tried to be near a

pregnant daughter when the time came for her to be delivered.
If a daughter's husband died, her mother would support the
widowed woman through the trials of mourning.

She helped

preserve her daughter's seclusion and assisted her with
child-minding and food foraging.

She tried to ensure that

the widow received regular supplies of whatever flesh foods
she was permitted to eat.
The relationship between a son and his mother was
often turbulent during late childhood when typicaLly a boy
chafed under maternal strictures.

Such rebellious attitudes

changed 'when the boy underwent his initiation.

From then

on a young man's'attitude towards his mother was one of
great~warmth

and respect.

Men often said that they owed

their primary allegiance to the women who bore them.
Siblings called their mother's elder brother
The terms
mokr and their mother's younger brother kaaln.
were extended to include other non-related men.

The

difference in terminology signified little for the behaviour
of females towards men defined by

ei~her

term.

They

interacted with them freely albeit with respect.
the distinction was important for males.

However,

The interaction

between a male child and his mother's brothers was relatively
informal during the child's early years, but when as a youth
he had passed through his initiation, the informality
was replaced by' formal codes of behaviour towards his
mother's younger brothers and all others classified with
them.

When interacting with such men, a male had to

observe speech, spacing and touching taboos.
c~uld

kaaln.

Thus he

not initiate conversations with anyone he called
He could only speak when spoken to, and in response

had to reply with face averted.

People described the

relationship as ngaanch, as a "longway" relationship.
Such conventions did not apply to men called mokr.,

Towards

them, a man behaved as his sisters did, that is, with
respect but relative freedom.
The mokr-,thuuwun relationship
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was described as murrkam.

It should be noted, though, that

a man could not receive food from men he called by either
term.
As I pointed out earlier, the preferred form of
marriage was with the daughter of a mother's younger brother
and, in a sense, the avoidance behaviours surrounding the
men called kaaln anticipated the respect behaviour a man
owed to his wife's parents.
marriages occurred.

In fact, few such ideal

Nonetheles~,

the expectation was that,

other things being equal, a man with marriageable daughters
would consider the needs of his older sister's sons and
and perhaps influence marriage negotiations to take account
of their needs.

But mother's brothers had a further role

to play in marriage negotiations.

No sister's child, male

or female, could be betrothed without their consent.

In

addition. to being part of the group that determined the
marriage destinies· of sister's children, men also had the
duty of overseeing the behaviour of their sister's children
and of admonishing them when necessary.

Despite these

disciplinary· responsibilities, the bond between men and
their sister's sons was especially strong.

They supported

each other in disputes with others and few things could
impel men to anger more quickly than to hear their mother's
brothers or their sister's sons being sworn at and abused.
Mother's brothers also played a leading role
during the mourning ceremonies for their sister's children.
They assisted with the preparations of the body and were .
chief accusers during the grievance clearing.

They often

participated in the divination vigil that attempted to.
establish the deceased's magical killer when homicide by
sorcery was suspected.

They also helped set in motion

the revenge for such a death (see pp. 281-4).

Mother's

brothers wore special mourning gear as a mark of sorrow and
undertook food taboos for a limited period as well.
On the other hand, when a man' s(·mother 's brother died his
role was relatively passive and his duties were confined to
assisting with the preparations of the body for e.xposure.
A woman's role was equally restrained on the occasion of
her mother's brother ',s. dea.th and limited to the expressio.n
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of grief.
When a young man had a woman bestowed on him he
acquired a set of obligations towards his promised wife's
father (and to her mother as well,

see p. 168).

He

referred to his prospective father-in-law as kaaln if he
was not in this category prior to the betrothal, as was
likely to be the case in an arranged "wronghead" betrothal.
His duties towards his wife's father were the same as those
towards his mother's younger brother, and in addition he was
required to send a steady stream of gifts of food and
material items to his future parents-in-law.

He would owe

these duties for as long as the marriage lasted and his
parents-in-law lived.

When a man died, his father-in-law

observed food taboos and helped in the preparation of his
son-in-law's body.

A man did much the same for a deceased

father-in-law.
The same kind of warmth, deference and respect that
men and women gave their mothers also diffused across to
their mother's sisters who often acted as temporary mothers
in the real mother's absence.

Children were usually looked

after by their mother's. sister when a mother could not
perform her regular domestic duties as., for example, during
childbirth or sickness.

Mother's sisters also had the

right to rebuke verbally (although not to chastise) their
sister's children when their behaviour called for it.
When a woman's son or daughter died, the sisters of the
bereaved mother joined her in wearing mourning paraphernalia.
A man also maintained a respectful demeanour towards
his son's wife,. whom he also referred to as kalin.

During

the years of his advanced age a man might r""ly heavily on
his son's wife to help look after his personal comfort and
physical needs in much the same way as his own mother looked
after him during his childhood.
The kalin group of women were also a source of
"wronghead" marriage partners for men.

Some 21% of my

sample of "wronghead" marriages was made up of females and
males who, prior to marriage, called each other kalin and
thuuwun •
. • Two of the statuses in this set required surrogates
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if the primary kin who filled them died or were otherwise
unable to perform their functions.

These were the statuses

normally filled by mother and mother's brother.

Clearly,

children who lost a mother prematurely required a replacement to provide the necessary nurturance and discipline

l

as well as to undertake the negotiation of the children's
marriages if these had not already been arranged.

The

re-marriage of the children's father (perhaps to the
deceased mother's younger sister) normally provided the
necessary long term substitute.

It usually fell to mother's.

sisters to discharge the temporary duties of mother while
the children's father was still in mourning.
a mother continued into later life.

The need for

A woman, for instance,

required someone in the mother role to assist her in her
confinements and support her during her widow.' s seclusion
should h.er husband die.

. Conven.tion also J;.equired that

a deceased man or woman have a mother' to perform the
appropriate. mourning routines and observe food taboos in
their memory.
For the community at large, mother's brothers were
important because of the rights of consent they exercised
over the marriage arrangements of their sisters' children
and also because of their well defined and important role
in mortuary ceremonial and in the other events that proceeded in the wake. of ..a death.
mother's brother was missing

l

Therefore

I

when a real

surrogates were recruited

from the kaaln category to perform these important functions.
My data suggest that the everyday relationships of most men
with their surrogate "mother's' brothers" was similar to that
between men and their actual mother's brothers and included
the recognition that the surrogate had disciplinary responsibilities towards his newly acquired "sister's son".

3.3.5

The mayath, thaaman and paangun reciprocal set
The primary kintypes distinguished within this set

of reciprocal terms are laid out in Table 3.17 together
with their associated 'duties.

The focal relationship in
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the set was that between a man and his wife's mother (mayath)
or, conversely, between a woman and her son-in-law (paangun).
This was a "longway" relationship.

A man could not sit

near his WM or touch any of her things, nor could he accept
food and water from her.

He could not initiate a con-

versation with her or address her directly to her face.
When communication between the two was necessary, it was
mediated by a third person.

The relationship was not one

of total avoidance as it was in the case of a. man and his
FZDc

A man was required in the early years of his marriage

to spend some time with his wife's people and thereafter
he would return frequently to his in-laws' country with
his wife and family both to

~Xploit

the tracts to which

his wife had access and to let his wife's parents see their
grandchildrenc

When he camped near them, a son-in-law

sent gifts of food to his mother-in-law as well as to her
husband.

This gift~giving was called yuurthongkn.

Normally it began with the bestowal. of his w·ife-to-be •.
From the time of bestowal a young man could publicly court
his promised wife ather camp.

In the absence of a

bestowal a young man who judged that_ he had reasonable
prospects with a girl and with those in charge of her
betrothal might commence visiting and gift-giving.

If a

girl's parents accepted such s·on-in-Iaw demeanour, the
young suitor felt

encourCl.g~d.to

.proceed in much the same

fashion as if a bestowal had taken place.

When a couple·

were not in the "straight" marriage category, a man's
adoption of son-in-law behaviour was an important public
signal that a "wronghead" marriage was in the offing.
Informants rationalised these gift-giving and distancing·
conventions as being the proper way to show respect to a
woman towards whom he had incurred a lifetime of obligation
for the gift of a wife.

Men often spoke highly of their

mothers-in-law and women not infrequently extolled the
virtues of a dutiful son-in-law.

When a WM died, a man

wore a mourning necklace in memory of her and was a principal accuser on her behalf during the grievance ··settling
that. occurred during the funeral ceremonies.

When a DH

died, a woman's role towards the deceased was relatively

kint~pes

Mayath

A man .....

Thaaman

kintypes

A woman .....

MBWS
observed speech ll spacing.
touching taboos towards

MBW
yes

tfmayath"

WM
yes

yes

WMB

"thaaman"

yes

yes

could expect to marry an
eligible daughter of

adopted this bereavement
term on the death of

Thaamim k i'ntypes

MBWB
"mavath"
yes

MMBS

yes

played a passive role in the mourning
observances for

yes

yes

vanganwarra

yangan-

yes

~

Paangun
yes

yes

yanganwarra

vanganwarra

yanganwarra

Paangun

kin,~Ypes

HZS

DH

male
IIpaangunU

observed speech, spacing p touching
taboos towards

yes

yes

yes

interacted in relative freedom with

ZHZS
ZDH

male
"paangunll

ZHZD
ZOHZ

female
"paangun U

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

expected a daughter to marry an eligible

could not give food to
undertook short-term food
taboos and played an
important, ,role in the
m~rtuaryceremonies for

yenchil
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female
lIpaan9untl

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

,yes

yes

undertook short-te(m food taboos on the

yes

death of
adopted this bereavement
term on the death of

HZD

yes

could expect regular 9i fts from
yes

kintypes

A woman ......

enjoined her sons to avoid
could not give food to

IIthaaman"
yes.

could interact in relative freedom with

adopted this bereavement term
on the death of

yes

A man. oJ.
observed speech, spacing.
touching taboos towards

MBW
MMBD

yes

sent regular g1 fts to
was an accuser during the
grievance clearing period
following the death of

Mayath kintypes

yenchil

adopted this bereavement term on the
death of

yes

yes

yes

yenchil

yenchil

'y!:mchil

The 'duties of men and women towards those males and females they

called

mayath~

thaaman and paangun (Kuuk Thaayorre vocative terrninology)a
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restrained.

She undertook short-term food taboos in memory

of the deceased but directed most of her energies to caring
for her bereaved daughter
Of the rest of the set of women called mayath,
a man had duties to and expectations of his MBWs only.
He- might reasonably expect that one or other of them could
provide him with a wife (of course, if one did, he would
then behave as a son-in-law).

When a MBW died, a man

played the same role during her obsequies that he did for
his WM.

Similarly, women could expect that their eligible

daughters might marry those paangun who were HZSs.

A

woman's role in the mortuary observances for a HZS was
similar to that for a deceased DH.
Towards other less clos-ely re-Iated women he called
mayath, a man observed the same kinds of speech, spacing
and touching taboos that he observed with his MBW or WM.
Women-similarly avoided all other male paangun as'part of
the normal behavioural etiquette, but no other duties were
involved.
The elaborate respect behaviour that men exhibited
towards their mayath was not required of their female
siblings.

Unlike their brothers, women had little to

do with females they called mayath.

No formal duties

were prescribed between the female members of the paangunmayath set except for funerary observances in which demonstrably related kin played relatively passive roles in the
obsequies.
Males were deferential and formal in the presence
of those men they called thaaman.

They could speak to

them only when addressed and could not accept food or
water from them.

During life there were no duties or

obligations inhering in the relationship.

In real terms

thaaman were peripheral members of a man's kindred.
situation was altered when a man died.

The

Those men he

called thaaman then adopted the bereavement term yenchil
and they played a leading role in the early mourning
preparations.

The yenchil were responsible for tying the

deceased's body to its exposure pole.

Most other close
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kin were said to be too prostrate with grief to be able to
do so themselves.

Y~nchi1

might also voluntarily under-

take food taboos to show their regret for the deceased's
passing.
The role a man played when some closely related
male thaaman died was similar to the mortuary role he
adopted when a WM died.

This has been discussed above'.

Interaction between thaaman and a female paangun
was less restrained than that characterising the behaviour between male members of the thaaman-paangun set.
There was some formality involved.

For example, a woman

was supposed to keep her face averted when speaking to
thaaman.

However, there were no other specific obli-

gations during the lifetimes of people who found themselves
in this reciprocal set.

There were specifiq mortuary

roles entailed in the. death of a paangun or thaaman who
was a kindred member.

When a closely related thaaman

died, a woman played a relatively passive role.

When a

male or female paangun died, a woman undertook short-term
food taboos.
3.3.6

The ngethin and ngethe reciprocal set
Of those who were called ngethin, only those who

were directly related as MFZ, FMB,. MF and WFF were included
in the kindred.

.., Similar J:y:; . those who"'were: ngethe and

belonged to the kindred were also genealogically defined.
For a man, only those of his ngethe who were DC and ZSC were
kindred; a woman counted only her SC as pgethe belonging
to the kindred.
A female ngethin often acted as midwife during the
birth of a woman's child.

The rights and duties inherent

in this s'et were similar to the ones prescribed for those in
the grandparent/grandchild relationship of the puumin, wiiln,
waanhin, yapan reciprocal set.

In general, the ngethin-

ngethe relationship was a relaxed one (i.e. mukam).

There

were no avoidance overtones and people in this set could
sit together, talk and joke informally and share food.
When a ngethin from the kindred

died~

the grandchildren'
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They played a passive mourn-

were called thaa-ngethe-kaar.
ing role.

If a ngethe from the kindred died, the ngethin

were called yuumanthaar.

The males of this group shared

with yenchil the duty of tying the deceased's body to the
exposure poles.

Table 3.18 sets 9ut in summary form the duties of
men and women towards those people they called ngethin and
ngethe.
3.3.7

The kaman and kemeth reciprocal set

The kaman-kemeth reciprocal set of .terms lies at the

periphery of the Kuuk Thaayorre system of kin nomenclature.
There were many ways of incorporating people into this set
through blood ties and marriage links.

Moreover the term

was applied to people in Ego's own generation as well as to

people in the second ascending and second 'descending genera~
·tions.
All relationships in this set were described as
mukarn except for that between a man and his MMB-, t·owards whom

he showed the' same kind of respect he showed towards h.is MB.
This particular

relatio~ship

was

de~cribed

as ngaanch.

A

man could not approach his MMB closely, could not talk
directly to him nor accept food from him.
My data suggest that blood ties (and not marriage
links) defined kindred members.

Table 3.19 sets out the

role content for the statuses associated with the various
kintypes that defined the members of this set.
3.4

The shaping of marriage decisions
In various ways and places I have already preiented

material relevant to the marriage system.

Here I want to

describe the marriage system more coherently as a process of

spouse selection.

I concentrate

on

those who were the

culturally defined'decision-makers in the marriage process
and I attempt to indicate the kinds of things that shaped
their decisions.
In view of the ea+lier discussion on the nature of·

kintypes

Ngethin

Ngethin

FM, MFZ
MF, FMB

other
ltngethin fl

interacted freely with

yes

yes

interacted freely with

yes

occasionally sent food to an aged

yes

yes

occasionally sent food to an aged

yes

played a passive role in the mourning
ceremonies of

yes

played a passive role in the
mourning ceremonies for

yes

A. man .....

adopted the following bereavement
term on the death ~f

A man ••

Ngethe

kintypes

OS, ZSS
DO, ZSD

other

interacted freely with

yes

could be a casual caretaker for the young

yes

could expect some support in old age
from

yes

helped in the mortuary preparations
of a deceased

yes

0

II

Ngethe

yuumanthaar

ll

kintypes

A woman •••

other

nge the"
yes

other
"ngethin
yes

thaangethe-kaar

SS, BDS SO, BOD Ungethe
int"eracted freely wi th

yes

yes

could be a casual caretaker for young

yes

yes

could expect some support in old age from

yes

yes

plaxed a passive role in the mourning
ceremonies for

yes

yes

adopt!3d the following bereavement
term on the death of

ll

yes

yes

helped during the confinement of

adopted the following bereavement
term on the death of
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FM, MFZ
MF, FMB

0

adopted the following bereavement
term on the death of

thaangethe-kaar

0

A woman ....

kintypes

yuuman- yuumanthaar
thaar
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and ngethe
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a

Kaman
A man ...

~B

Ml'JI. t41Z

gi fts of food to

played a passive',role in the mortuary ceremonies of
adopted the following bereavement term on the
death of

yes
yes

yes

yes

yes

0

yes

kintypes

~

other

MMB, MMZ

U~~11

interacted freely with

yes

yes

sent occasional gifts of food to

yes

played a passive role in the
mortuary ceremonies of

yes

A woman ..

II

II

adopted the following bereavement
term on the death of

thaathaakeme-kaar keme-kaar

thaakeme-kaar
Kemeth

Kemeth
II

'l~k'amariu

yes

interacted freely with

A man ..

Kaman
other

D

observed speech, spacing and touching taboos towards

~ent

kintypes

ZOS

ZOO

kintypes

"

kintypes
other
"kemeth ll

other

A woman ....

OS

00

"~:emeth"

yes

observed speech, spacing and touching taboos towards

yes

interacted freely with

yes

yes

cou Id not give food to

yes

might receive food gifts from

yes

yes

yes

interacted freely with
played a passive role in the mortuary ceremonies for
adopted the following bereavement term on the
death of

Table 3 .. 19

yes

yes

thaatha~
keme-kaar keme-kaar

yes

yes

helped during the confinement of
played a passive rol~ in the
mortuary ceremonies ,for
adopted the following bereavement
term on the death of

yes
thaakeme-kaar

The duties of men and women towards those males and females they called
kaman and kemeth (Kuuk Thaayorre vocative terminologY)m

yes
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marriage systems on the western side of Cape York Peninsula,
it is perhaps best to begin with those factors that did not
shape marriage decisions.

These were moieties and clans.

Needham (1962b) has argued that the patterns of
marriage alliances between Wik Mungkan clans were entirely
consistent with the operation of an exogamous moiety system
even if the two moieties were not specifically recognised by
the Wik Mungkan themselves.

McKnight (1971), on the other

hand, felt that there might be unnamed moieties among the'
Wik Mungkan but they certainly did not enter into marriage
decisions.

McKnight did not present any substantive evi-

dence for the existence of moieties.

Needham's prime.

evidence for their existence lay in the patterns of marriage
alliances he derived from McConnel's data (see Needham 1962b:
249).

The particular patterns he found, and which certainly

are compatible with a moietY"'organisation, may have been a
. lucky chance.

There is no way that the pre-settlement pattern

of exchanges between clans at Edward River can be similarly
fitted .into a set of exogamous exchanges characteristic of
a moiety system.

I invite the reader to attempt such a

reconciliation with data from Figure 2.11.
In point of fact, Sharp (1937:137-40) was quite
clear on the subject of moieties.

He found evidence of

named patrilineal moieties among all the tribes he encountered on the Mitchell River and Edward River reserves.
Among the Yir Yoront, the moieties were called Pam Bib and
Pam Lul.

Sharp asserted that they were not exogamous.

He

described them as having minor functions in ritual and
ceremony but because of their .. somewhat anomalous II character
he concluded that they were recent introductions from the
south and east and, as such, had not yet been fully integrated into the social fabric of the groups living on the
reserve.

My own attempts to verify the existence of

moieties in the pre-settlement era failed to elicit any
evidence that they existed at all.

I can only assume that

the moieties Sharp observed were something of so little
consequence that they failed to survive even in .people's
memories.
Turning to the subject of clans, the reader will
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recall that in Chapter 2, I presented a 'statistical analysis
of marriage patterns between clans in an attempt to show the
importance' of marriage links and secondary rights of access
to land when the size of clan estates and their physical
bases were markedly uneven.

It would be easy, but wrong,

to proceed from this kind of analysis. to the conclusion that
clans, as patrilineal descent groups, were corporately involvedin the exchange of women.

This was not how the Edward

River people viewed the situation.

Nowhere in any of my

data is there even the hint of a suggestion that· the clan
as some kind of patrilineal descent group had anything to do
with marriage and marriage arrangements.

The people of the

Edward River reserve conceptualised marriage, not in terms
of exchanges between units constituted as lineal groups,
but as alliances formed as a result of the decisions. made
by particular genealogically defined decision-makers.
In general terms there were three sets of factors
or values that conditioned all marriages.

The first of

these was the often-stated value postulate that men and
women had to marry.

"People could not stop single", infor-

mants frequently reiterated.
person's destiny.

Marriage was every normal

It would be possible to advance a host

of reasons for impelling people into marriage but two of
the most fundamental ones were:

it was the only legitimate

context in which to have and rear children and, given the
dichotomy of male and female roles in subsistence, the hearthgroup formed by the permanent association of a man and a
woman made the most comfortable and utilitarian survival
unit in this hunter-gatherer economy.
A second factor that conditioned all marriages was
the cross-cousin marriage rule that specified who appropriate marriage partners were.

The marriage rule, as I

have pointed out, was clearly cognised as asymmetric and
strong avoidance. taboos inhibited the . interaction of the
alternative cross-cousins and those classified with them who
were forbidden as spouses.

Marriages that were formed by

pairs whose relationships put them outside the orthodox
marriage sets were called by a special term, paanth warrth.
Finally there was a preference for seeking marriage
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partners among people from neighbouring clans rather than
from distant clans.

This preference operated independently

of the marriage rule and came into effect when there was a
choice between marrying a "wronghead" partner close at hand
or marrying a "straight" partner from some distance away.
For many people "straight" partners were difficult to find
within the ambit of those they normally associated with
during the seasonal round.

It was necessary at times to go

beyond the range of regular associates before a "straight"
partner could be found.

While "straight" (and, as it turns

out, only "straight") marriages occurred between people from
distant clans, most people faced with the situation of lacking a "straight" partner close at hand preferred to marry
"wronghead" among neighbours rather than "straight" among
strangers.

In talking about marriage decisions, men

frequently said, "A man can't marry a long way away ... what's
he goirig to do?".

Ther'e' were three mutually reinforcing

reasons 'underlying the rhetorical " ••• what's he going to do?".
Firstly, successful hunter-gatherer subsistence depended on
acquiring a sizeable compendium of local knowledge about
habitats and their food and material resources.

In the

course of acquiring this knowledge people tended to become
territorially specialised.

To marry a long way away meant

acquiring secondary rights of access to country which was
unfamiliar and whose year-round resource potential was unknown.
Thus it was preferable for a man to marry a "wronghead" partner from mother's country because it enabled him to continue
the process of territorial specialisation that he began in
his youth when he hunted over mother's country.

The same

kind of argument applies with equal force in the case of
women.
Secondly, it was not only the physical resources of
the countryside that were unknown but the supernatural
resources as well.

The "safe and dangerous" places, as

Biernoff (1978) aptly labels them, were also unknown.

As I

shall show in the next chapter, the countryside was full of
supernatural hazards, powers and dangerous potencies that
had to be avoided or else approached with circumspection
and ritual precaution., The most vulnerable to the effects-
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of these dangerous places were strangers to the country.
Finally, to marry at a distance meant moving among
or near people who had traditionally been accused of sorcery
and of killing one's own ancestors.

It would certainly

mean leaving from time to time the security of one's own
close relatives to live with affines who were strangers,
whose language was different and whose intentions were an
unknown -quantity at best.
Hence, when arranging marriages, people preferred to
stay within the framework of what was accustomed, familiar,
known and safe, even if that meant marrying "wronghead" and
against the marriage rule.
In conversation with men it was easy to get the
impression that men played a major- role in marriage decisions.
Thus men might, when talking of their "straight" women; add
a phrase such as: " •.• but my uncle never promised her to me II

•

Or il'l speaking of their wife's brother they might say: "He
gave me his sister".

statements like these seem to imply

that men had a great deal of influence in marriage decisions
and that perhaps they formally promised their women to other
men.

However, such statements were more a reflect-ion of

informal processes rather than a description of the structural importance of men in marriage decisions.

Indeed,

how individual agreements were arrived at depended much on
the complex interplay uf personalities and on the patterns
of prior antipathies and sympathies existing between the
major participants to a marriage decision.

It is useful to

distinguish between two sets of participants in marriage
decisions.

One set was composed of the pair who wished to

marry while the second set was composed of those in the
generation above the prospective marriage pair whose consent
to the marriage had to be obtained.

The latter set I shall

term the betrothal-makers.
The princ-ipalbet_rothal-makers for a prospective
marriage pair were the father, the mother and the mother's
brother (or the kindred surrogates) of each.

Irrespective

of what anyone else had to say concerning a marriage, the
public consent of-these two sets of relatives was absolutely
essential.

If there was any lack of agreement between them,
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a marriage did not go forward.

Parents might fail to
negotiate a bestowal and leave the selection of a marriage
partner to their children.

When this occurred, as it not

infrequently did, the betrothal-makers remained as ultimate
ratifiers of the choices of their children, nephews and
neices.
The actual negotiators of bestowal arrangements were
the mothers of the two prospective marriage partners.

They

acted with the consent of their husbands and brothers.
Informants said men were too "ashamed" or embarrassed to
negotiate these matters.

When a promise was contracted,

it was the mothers who informed their children that a promise
(koomach) had been made.

From then on the betrothed man

brought gifts of food (yurrthongkn) to his betrothed to give
to her mother.
In eliciting accounts of pre-settlement bestowal
arrangements . from informants it seemed to me that they tended
to gloss over the activities that took place behind the
scenes before the consents were obtained and the koomach
entered into.

An examination of post-settlement bestowals

was necessary to appreciate fully just how many hopes were
floated (and dashed), just how much lobbying and how many
ingratiating manoeuvres took place before agreement to a
match emerged.

Case No. 15 in Chapter 10, (pp •. 535-8) pro-

vides a good and typical illustration o.f the kind of interplay
involved in arriving at a betrothal in post-settlement times.
I have no reason to believe that the same interplay did not
occur during the pre-settlement period as well.

One of my

informants told me that there were two ways to marriage
the "easy" way and the "hard" way.

The "easy" way was

characterised by general consensus and agreement among the
principal decision-makers.

Either the prospective marriage

pair agreed with the bestowal arrangements made on their
behalf or the betrothal-makers agreed with the choices made
independently by their children, nieces and nephews.

The

"hard" way was tharacterised by lack of agreement between
the prospective marriage pair and the

betrothal~makers.

Of the "easy" routes to marriage it is useful to
distinguish between.

thr~e

kinds:

the" ideal", the; usual
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"straight" marriage and
~arriage

The hideal"

~he

nwronghead"-by-agree~entmarriage.

occurred when a man married his MBD and

a woman married her FZS.

structurally, the relationship of

the betrothal-makers to the betrothed is diagrammed in

Figure 3.6 below.

I

I

a

Prospective marriage

Male's
betrothalmakers

(

pair

...

6

"

Female's
betrothal-makers

The principal decision-makers in an

II

ideal"

marriage.

In the "ideal" marriage there was an overlap in the
betrothal-making groups since a man's prospective fatheLin-law was also his mother's brother.

In people's minds

·this was·'- the most des irable form of marriage.

Presumab ly

it was the identity of kindred interests based on close

association and the sharing of resburces that made it
Nonetheless

I

50.

for the reasons advance'd by Kunstad:ter et al ..

(1963), it was unlikely to be a frequent form of marriage.
I

found it difficult to calculate with any accuracy how

many pre-settlement marriages conformed to the "ideal",but

it was certainly less than 10% of all marriages.
The' usual "straight ll marriage was with a more distantly related or non-related member of the marriageable kin
category.

Membership of the marriageable kin category might

have to be calculated by alternate routes in the fashion
described earlier in the chapter.
structurally, such marriages seemed to contain more problems ,for negotiation since
there was. no over-lapping membership ,in the two sets of
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betrothal-makers and there were six decision-makers rather
than five.

I have no satisfactory evidence to determine

whether or not this occurred.
When it was impossible to find marriage partners of
the right ages ahd right kin classes within the confines of
the usual set of intermarrying clans, two alternative courses
of action presented themselves.

One solution was to look

further afield for "straight" partners.
was to permit "wronghead" marriages.

The second solution
The latter solution

was the one most frequently chosen for the reasons advanced
earlier.

"Wronghead'" marriages could be the'result of

betrothal arrangements made by betrothal-makers in the same
way as .. straight II' marriages were.

There was no preferred

category of kin class in which to marry.
case of IIwronghead
marry too close".
"wronghead
ancestors.

ll

ll

Rather, 'in the

marriages, people said,

lIyou could not

This statement meant that the prospective

partners should have no shared (i.e. remembered)
Oft.entimes, IIwronghead ll marriages were ratified

rather than arranged by the betrothal-makers.

One of my

informants described it this way:
When they can I t find a

II

straight II man for a woman, and i f the

wanan already has a sweetheart whom she keeps on rreeting in
spite of her rrother's objections, then the marriage bosses say,
IILet them go and marry Iwronghead I anyway".
Once· "wronghead"

marriag~s

were contracted they carried no

overt social penalties apart from the inconvenience caused
by the ensuing rearrangement of kinship labels.

It was

the case in the post-settlement context that husbands
and wives who were IIwronghead" prior to marriage tended to
evince a slight attitude of shame or depreciation when they
referred to their marriages..

Such "wronghead" marriage

partners tended' to justify their marriage in terms of the
lack of suitable partners or in terms of the over-riding love
that existed between the partners during their courtship.
It is possible the.same attitudes may have attended presettlement "wronghead" marriages.
The "hard" -·route to marriage carne about when the
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betrothal-makers and the prospective marriage partners
disagreed.

Edward River people recognised, however incon-

venient it might have been, that young men and women could
form strong emotional attachments outside the existing
framework of betrothals and proper marriage classes.

When

it became apparent that the affections of one or other of a
betrothed pair lay elsewhere than in the negotiated relationship, then a great deal of pressure was brought to bear on
the recalcitrant young person to conform to the arrangements
made.

Thus,

whe~

a young man was reluctant to enter an

arrang:ed marriage, he would be lectured by his mother and
mother's brother and the promised girl might be sent to his
camp ahead of time to sleep with him in an attempt to wean
him away from whomever he was infatuated with.
When a
young woman loved someone other than her promised spouse the
situation seemed more difficult.

Girls, it was said, were

quit·e impervious to warnings and threats 'when they were
acting under the compulsion of strong love (perhaps induced
by powerful love magic).

When they continually made trysts

with their forbidden lovers their promised spouses might
drop their claims, arguing that they did not want women who
always had lovers lurking about in the bush.

Jealousy

was said to be a principal cause of sorcery.
The breaking of betrothal arrangements had great
potential for prompting open disputes because the plans
of so many people were upset.

Equally, when. young people

selected their own marriage partners in the absence of
betrothal arrangements, the.betrothal-makers could fail to
agree with choices and again dispute situations were invoked.
The ways in which such disputes were resolved are discussed
in Chapter 5.
All that I have said so far about the role of the
betrothal-makers in bestowing, in arranging and in ratifying
marriage applies to men and women making their first marriages and to men polygynously marrying women who had not been
married before.

The role of the betrothal-makers in the

case of widowed partners was one of ratification ·of choice
rather than active re-bestowal or arranging.

The levirate

and the sororate provided a set of expectations concerning
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remarriage, but if an appropriate deceased's brother or
sister was not available to step into the role left vacant
by a dead spouse, then widowed marriage partners were free
to seek fresh spouses unhindered by considerations of the
betrothal-makers.
3.5

Conclusions
I will conclude this chapter by referring to the

issues concerning the conceptualisation of the kinship
systems of Cape York Peninsula which I mentioned at the
conclusion of Subsection 3.1.5.

I shall deal with them

Ln the light of my analysis of the Kuuk Thaayorre kinship
iata which may be taken as an exemplar for most of the
kinship systems of the Edward River reserve.
The first issue that seemed to require clarification had to do with the adequacy of the anthropological
terms applied to the indigenous system.

Throughout this

chapter, I have tended to describe the marriage rule in
one of two ways.

Employing the concepts and terminology

I inherited from the classification of kinship systems, .
I have labelled the marriage rule as:
an asymmetric marriage rule requiring a man to
. marry a matrilateral cross-cousin .or someone
. classified with her and. a woman to marry a
patrilateral cross-cousin or someone classified
with him.
An alternative way of rendering the marriage rule in terms

that more closely fit Kuuk Thaayorre usage is to describe
the rule as follows:
A man ought to marry into the class of women he
called (or could call) rorko; a woman ought to
marry into the class of men she called (or could
call) maarn.

For a man the ideal or preferred

spouse was aMBD, and, other things being equal;
he might expect to marry such a person;' for a
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woman the ideal or preferred spouse was a FZS and,
other things being equal, she might expect to
marry such a person.
A man might also expect to
marry his MMBDD, a woman her FFZSS.
Kuuk Thaayorre people described marriages that
conformed to the marriage rule as thakaraw.

In English

they glossed this word as "straight", but the terms "right"
or II orthodox" also seem to be suitable translations.
Marriages that did not conform to the rule, they labelled
paanth waarth.

The literal translation of this term was

"wronghead", but the terms IIwrong" or lIirregularll seem
C3.1so to_be suitable descriptions for marriages that did
not obey the marriage rule •
. So far there seems to be an adequate degree of
fit between the etics of classificatory anthropology and
the emics of the "native's point of view ll •
Can the system
also be described as "preferential ll or "prescriptive ll ?
In anthropological conceptualisation, the terms
"prescription" and "preference" take their meanings from a
particular kind of theory about the nature of marriage
systems.

This theory has come to be called lIalliance

theory" (see Scheffler 1973:780-6 for an overview).

The

precise meanings to be applied to the terms are a matter of
some debate among alliance theorists themselves (e.g. see
L~vi-Strauss

1969:xxxi-)-.

·Despite'-such differences of

opinion, there is a central sense to the terms upon which
all

se~m

to agree.

In essence, it is that marriage rules

expressed in kin terms do more than specify the kinds of kin
that mayor must be married.

They also stand for relations

of formal marital alliance between corporate social groups,
usually unilineal descent groups •.
Turning to Figure 2.11 in Chapter 2, we noted that
there were definite patterns of alliance between the clans
of the Kuuk Thaayorre in pre-settlement times.

In statis-

tical terms the relationships of exchange between the clans
would seem to be consistent with an asymmetric, matrilateral
cross-cousin marriage rule whose.major function was to link
corporate descent groups in marriage alliances.

In other
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words, it appears that we have a situation of prescriptive
alliance.

But appearances can be deceptive as I pointed

out in my discussion of the marriage exchange patterns in
Chapter 2 (pp. 90-3).
Finer.grained analysis shows that many of the
marriages that contributed to this pattern were "wronghead" and not according to the marriage rule at all.
That is to say, a preference for marrying close to home
was operating in addition to the marriage rule to generate
the observed pattern.

Of course this is not inconsistent

with the notion of prescriptive alliance, but it suggests
that if the object of the marriage rule was to link clans
in patterned marriage exchanges, the rule itself was not
sufficient to accomplish its purposes -- at least not given
the other factors that also conditioned marriage choices
as outlined in the previous section.
There is, however, a serious objection to describing this system as "prescriptive".

If, as Needham

(1962b:259) asserts, kin terms are really social categories
defined by relations of descent and alliance, then we might
expect this fact to be evidenced in the way in which individuals distributed their kin terms.

There should be,

therefore, some concordance between an individual's distribution of kin labels and membership in clans.

If kin terms

are social categories this concordance should reflect the
wife-giving and wife-receiving·status of clans.

Under the

assumption that kin terms are social categories defining
relationships of descent and marital alliance between groups,
we may envisage that the various terms of the kinship chart
comprising Figure 3.7 can be divided into five patrilineal
descent lines or clusters of clans.
we might designate as "own clan",

These descent lines

"wife-giving clans",

"wife givers to wife givers", "wife receivers" and "wife
receivers of wife receivers".

If one's own clan lies at

the centre of such a set of clans allied to each other by
a prescriptive marriage rule of asymmetrical, matrilateral
alliance, then we would expect that kin term designation
would be controlled in the manner illustrated in Figure 3.7.
Let me now turn to the examination of the way in
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I Members

of
clans who are
wife receivers
of wife receivers
will be called

Members of
wife receiving
clans
will be called

Members of
onels own clan
. will be called

kemeth

maarn

wiiln

paangun

thuuwun

pinha rr ngahin

ngathe

yapan

<::]- -

I Members

of

wi fa giving'

clans
will be called

puumin

waanhfn

Members of
clans who are
wife givers to
wife givers
will be called

ngethin -

kaman

kalin

mayath

mokr

thaaman

Laal n

ngothan

ror.ko

kuthn

Figure 3.7

Expected distribution of kin terms across clans
under the assumption that kin terms are social
categories defining relationships of descent
and marital alliance between groups.

Arrows

indicate passage of women in marriage.

which a Kuuk Thaayorre speaker did distribute. his kinship
terms over clan members.

The

inform~nt

Lightning clansman born in 1921.

was a Wallaby/

Using genealogies that

spanned both living and deceased members of the Kuuk Thaayorre, Wik Nganchera and Yir Yoront groups as well as

married pairs from both pre-settlement and settlement eras,
I gathered some 268 kin term designations in 1968.

Despite

differences in population and some slight shift in postsettlement marriage patterns' (see

Chapte~

8, Figure 8.2 for

1939-75 Kuuk Thaayorre marriage patterns), there seemed no
good reason to suspect that the man was applying kin terms

to people in 1968 that differed in any way from how he- might
have, applied them in 1935.
Beginning with the informant's own clan, we find
that all the terms he applies to his own clan members are
those appropriate to patrilineal descent' (i.e. wiiln, puumin,
pinharr, nganhin, -yapan, waanhin and ngothon).

The Wallaby /

Lightning clan- had ··"rec·eivedl. most of its wives from th;e
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Spear/Duck clan.

Here we find that all the terms the

informant applied to members of that clan were consistent
That. is, he
with their status as a wife-giving clan.
referred to them as ngethin, kalin, mokr, rorko, kuthn,
kaaln.

Through demographic accident the Wallaby/Lightning

clan had few women to "give" in marriage.

Two of their

clanswomen went to the nearly defunct Darter clan.

The

terms used towards the members of that clan also reflected
The terms used were maarn and

wife-receiving status.
thuuwun.

Wallaby/Lightning also "gave" a woman to and

"received" a woman from Watersnake clan.

The terms the

informant used towards Watersnake clan members included
those indicating the status of wife receivers (maarn and
thuuwun), terms indicating wife-giving stat.us (kaaln),
terms indicating patrilineal descent (nganhin, puumin,
pinharr and ngothon) as well as wife givers to wife givers
(mayath, thaaman and kamin) and wife receivers of wife
·receivers (paangun).

Similar terminological "confusions"

(

existed in the kin term designations for the members of
other neighbouring clans.

An examination of kin term dis-

tribution by clan membership for other informants from
whom I collected kin term designations showed the same
pattern.

The greater the density of one-way marriage

links between neighbouring clans, the more likely it was
that the distribution of labels would conform to the pattern
of Figure 3.7.

Where actual marriage links between clans

were reciprocal or non-existent, kin term designation was
greatly at variance with the kind of sociocentric interpretation of kin relations called for by alliance theory.
Rather, the pattern of kin term designation was consistent
with a genealogical orientation to the application of kin
terms where people referred to others in terms of "egocentric relations of genealogical connection", to use Scheffler's
(1978:1) phrase.

The same patterns of kin term designation

characterised the systems of kin nomenclature of other
language groups.

I therefore consider that the marriage

systems of the Edward River reserve cannot be characterised
as "prescriptive" -- at least not in the sense given to the
term by the so-called alliance theorists.
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Turning now to the units involved in marriage exchanges, I have demonstrated in several places that it
seriously distorts the Edward River point of view to speak
.
.
of clans "giving ll or IIreceivingll women.
Clanship was never

cited as an element to be considered in marriage arrangements,
nor was it a factor in disputes about marriage arrangementsD
In terms of decision-making power, the real units involved
in marriage exchanges were the betrothal-makers.
compri~ed

They

two small groups drawn from each of the kindreds

of a prospective marriage pair.

The composition of the

betrothal-makers normally encompassed three or four clans.
I know of no case where the betrothal-makers belonged to
two clans only",. although ,theoretically it could "hap-pen if

there had been something like a sister-exchange marriage

among tp.e betrothal-makers themselves as in Figure 3 •. 8.
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betrothalmakers

~spective marriage~

A situation where betrothal-makers were drawn

Figure 3aB

from two clans only.

The third and fourth issues that I identified in
the literature as requiring clarification had to do with
the polysernic nature of Aboriginal kin terms, the distinctions between actual and classificatory kin and the
distribution of jural statuses across kind of kin.
analysis

~f

The

Kuuk Thaayorre data shows these things to be

very much interrelated.

From the Edward

~iver

point of
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view, the most important distinction between people referred
to by the same kin term was that between kindred and nonkindred.

While a general code of etiquette regulated the

interaction of Ego and members of all other kin categories,
it was only towards the kindred that rights and obligations
were incurred.

The kindred was an ego-centred group composed

pf consanguineal and affinal kin of certain degrees of relationship who were augmented or replaced from time to time
by other relatives or non-kin when surrogates were required
to fill long-term support functions or important transitory
roles.

As

a reflection of the polysemic nature of Aborig-

inal kin terms, the rights and duties distributed across
members of the same kin ,class within the kindred varied.
This variation could be seen as articulated primarily in
terms of genealogical closeness, but other factors also
appeared to be taken into account in order to elevate people
to focal statuses within an individual's kindred.

The

rules by which actual and classificatory kin succeeded to
such statuses seemed to be complex and could only be hinted
at in this description'.
The rules underlying the adjustment of kin terms
received extensive discussion.

Beginning with the vocative

kin nomenclature for several Edward River languages and
dialects, I showed how kin terms were applied over a range
of kintypes (Table 3.1).

Following upon that, I presented

an anthropological model (Figure 3.1) that, in effect, provided rules for the allocation of kin terms over non-kin.
Implicit in this model of kin term'allocation was an asymmetrical marriage rule.

I noted, however,

tha~

the marriage

rule was often honoured in the breach, and as a consequence
I described how individuals rearranged their patterns of kin
terminology to take account of marriages between people that
did not conform to the ideal.

I suggested that kin term

rearrangement, far from being an aberration, actually played
an essential role in generating statistical excess of
"straight" marriages over "wronghead R marriages.
The last issue in respect of western Cape York
Peninsula systems was the existence of moieties and the role
p~;J.:ayed by them in marriage arrangements.

My attempts to
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establish

inedepende~tly

settlement times failed.

whether moieties existed in preTherefore, in my opinion, they

remain baffling and enigmatic entities for this region.
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CHAPTER 4
4.1

MYTHS, PEOPLE AND SUPERNATURAL BEINGS

The supernatural world
In addition to the ordinary creatures inhabiting

the bush, Edward River people also postulated the existence
of another set of beings and entities living in their world
whose presence could not be easily detected by a s·tranger
to the culture.

These other inhabitants included mythic

beings, devils, spirits and a miscellany of extraordinary
creatures whose potential for good or ill might or might not
be controllable.
Nor was the landscape conceived as being merely a
passive thing of trees, sand ridges and waterholes.
it there were said to be centres of power.

Within

These places

the Kuuk Thaayorre people called raak ngaanch, the Wik Nganchera; agu kanchi and" the Yir Yoront, lar ngalt.

The terms

ngaanch, kanchi, ngalt embraced the following cluster of
meanings: powerful, potentially harmful, to be approached
with caution and respect until sufficient familiarity renderered.such places less

perild~s.

It seems appropriate to term these non-ordinary
beings and powers "supernatural", because they lay outside
the conventional parameters of Western empirical perceptions
of the environment, and.because specific cultural knowledge
was required to detect or recognise their presence.

l·t

should be noted though, that the people of the Edward River
reserve had no word that could be·glossed as "supernatural n
in the Western sense of the term.

A major purpose of this

chapter is to describe the way the Edward River pre-settlement
environment was invested with supernatural sign·ificance and
meaning.

A second aim of the chapter is to describe how

relationships between humans and supernatural entities were
defined and regulated.
The description which follows is based partly on
actual observations of the behaviour of informants in situations that were similar to, although not identical with,
pre-settlement conditions.
vation occurred in two ways.

Such opportunities for obserThe first was when camping
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out with various groups of people on their own home territories during holidays.

The second and most fruitful source

of observations occurred during the course of my mapping
expeditions, during which I could plot the ways in which
people and places were linked to myth, song and ritual.
Whether camping out or participating in mapping exercises,
the men and women who had had a bush upbringing were scrupulously careful to comport themselves appropriately towards
the supernatural entities in particular

place~

and to instruct

others in the special precautions necessary to avoid harmful
or negative consequences.

My mapping expeditions also

indicated to me that a reasonable understanding of a particular myth could not be obtained without visiting the sites
associated with the myth in company with the appropriate
steward/so
I could not, however, witness anything that resembled
pre-settlement ceremonial activity in the "bush setting, apart
from a few enactments of increase ritual.

For descriptions

of all but those few increase rituals, I have had to rely on
the recollections of informants and accounts provided by
Sharp.
4.2

Mythic beings
The Edward River ideology held that in an earlier

epoch, a number of supernatural beings dwelt in or travelled
through the lands that were held in pre-settlement times
by the clans.

The earlier epoch was seen as being not very

far removed in the past, and the events that occurred then
were treated with the same force as historical facts might
have been.

Some of these beings had human shapes, names

and personalities.

Yuuchup, whose name was part of the

emblem of the Spear/Yuuchup clan, was an old man with a
number of wives who was perennially getting things wrong.
Others had human shapes and personalities, but lacked
personal names and were simply referred to, for example, as
"The Two Men",

"The Two Sisters", "The Old Man" and so forth.

Yet others had animal or quasi-animal forms such as Minh Pinch,
the Saltwater Crocodile, or" Yuk Ngat, the Rainbow
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Serpent/Cyclone.

Some were animals with human form as was

Poonchr, the Water Rat.

Some began their epochal adven-

tures in human form only to become transformed ultimately
into some other form, as did Minh Tharturmurk who became the
fan-tailed

cuckoo (Cuculus pyrrophanus), or "The Wounded

OI)e" who became an ironwood tree.

The places where major

episodes in the lives of the mythic beings occurred were
called raak woochorrm.

The term woochorrm and the equiv-

alent words in other languages (e.g. pulawaiya for Wik
Nganchera speakers, waltelem for Yir Yoront speakers)
require some discussion in order to realise their semantic
ramifications.
It was always possible to ask a clansman:
are your woochorrm'?" (Woochorrm nhangkn ngana'?").

"What
The reply

would usually be a list like the following one which a
Wallaby/Lightning clansman might have made:
M{nh Kothon woochorrm

Wallaby story

Thaparr woochorrm

Lightning' story

Puuy woochorrm

Crab .story

Minh Pinch woochorrm

Saltwater Crocodile story

May Wanch woochorrm

Yam story

Pung woochorrm

Sun story

Minh Bingk woochorrm

Bandicoot story

Pam Thuump woochorrm

Grey Hair story

Rawun woochorrm

Sandfly story

May Riitham woochorrm

Bulguru (i.e. Eleocharis)
story

Ngat Kiinath Mant woochorrm

Small Shark story

Ngat Pinpan woochorrm

Mullet story

Puk woochorrm

Crayfish story

Ngat. Tharrkir woochorrm

--

Sleepy Cod story

Minh Punhthil woochorrm

Brolga story

Werngir woochorrm

Boomerang story

Ngat Pinworo Mant woochorrm

'Small Barramundi story

Kunapat woochorrm

Diarrhoea story

-~,

••• and so on (the list could be extended).
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It has been common practice in Australian Aboriginal ethnography to call items identified in such lists totems
because the objects, plants, animals and other phenomena in
some way are associated with specific

gro~ps

of people.

In the Edward River case the totems were identified with
clans, and one or two of the items from a clan's list of
totems were used as emblems to represent the clan.

When

the term woochorrm was applied to such a list. of objects,
plants, animals and other phenomena, it signified in essence
Uthings of the period of the mythic beings".

As such,

the totems appeared on the basis of usage to be divided
into two sorts.
A small set of woochorrm was composed of living
creatures (mostly birds) who were helpers or guardians to
clansmen in times of

dan~er

or stress.

So far as I could

determine, each clan had such a helper totem.

Thus the

dive-r or black cormorant was t'he helper for the' members of
the Wik Nganchera Diver clan.

One member of this clan

recalled how, in pre-settlement times, he had changed himself
into the bird in order to escape from some pursuers who were
intent on doing him a mischief (see Sharp 1937:193, for a
similar story).

Likewise, the men of the Watersnake clan

had a special relationship with the pelican.

They regarded

·it as a good friend and they would not allow it to be harmed
in their presence.

In general, people held their helper

woochorrm in affection and respect.

They publicly expressed

sadness and regret when they saw members of the species
killed by others as food.

Clansmen themselves did not eat

their helper woochorrm.
Used in the.second and most common sense, woochorrm
meant something that occurred at a particular place during
the earlier epoch of the mythic beings.

In effect, the

totem was an identifying tag for a mythical event and its
consequences, although the totem-as-Iabel might.or might not
represent the main theme of the event.

Hence .Pam Thuump

woochorrm, spelled out in more detail, referred to a myth in
which mythic beings, in this case The Two Men, buried an
ol? grey-haired man at Ngokmeerngoth-n in the' Wallaby/ ..
Light~ing

clan estate.

Consequently, the mound that
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marks the old man's grave could not be disturbed or dug into
in case the men in the vicinity became prematurely greyhaired.

Places where these events occurred were often said
to possess, physical traces of the activities of the supernatural entities.

Many holes, depressions, mounds, stone

arrangements, watercourses, swamps and other distinctive
features were described as their work.

In the course of

their exploits, the supernatural entities not merely created
parts of the landscape, they often saw or did things for the
first time, hence instituting patterns of behaviour that
succeeding generations of human beings observed.

Addition-

ally, they left behind some of their creative power impressed
in the earth itself.

Human beings could tap these sources

of power, using the appropriate ritual for their own benefit.
Sometimes raak woochorrm were so potent (i.e. ngaanch) that
special ritual precautions had to'be observed in order to
avoid harm.

Most importantly, a small set of the mythic

beings was responsible for the creation of the human conception centres (raak parr'r woochorrm) from which members
of each clan received their spirits.

In this sense we might

follow Sharp (1934b,1937) and refer to these inaugurating
supernatural entities as "ancestors", although it should be
understood that the people did not regard themselves as
descended in any genealogical sense from such so-called
"ancestors" (see Chapter 2, pp. 81-2):.
In summary then, woochorrm, in the second sense of
the word, was a totemic symbol representing a segment of a
corpus of mythological happenings at particular places.
The deeds themselves were recounted in myth (kuthip woochorrm,
o;z:-,. in Aboriginal English, "story"), in song (wuuch woochorrm)
and celebrated in dance rituals (yangkar woochorrm).
Woochorrm were often regarded as linked together
or were said to be "the same".
in several ways.

This linking could occur

Sometimes the adventures of particular

mythic beings occurred sequentially across a number of
clan estates, thus creating a story trail along wpich
would lie a number of raak woochorrm (Map 4.1 depicts. some
of these).

Ce,rtaif,l myths tended to repeat themselves at
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intervals down the western side of Cape York Peninsula.
Thus the myth of the brolga and the emu (see Sharp 1937:144
and IvicConnel 1957: 91 f·or details) occurred on the Aurukun
reserve, on the Edward River reserve and also on the Mitchell
River reserve.

In essence, the myths

wer~

the same.

Only

the places where the events occurred were different, since
each of the myths was firmly embedded in its own geography.
Otherwoochorrm were said to be the same because they involved the same songs.

For this reason the Wallaby woochorrm

from the Wallaby/Lightning estate was said to be the same as
the Wallaby pulwaiya from the Holroyd region.

Function-

ally, shared associations of these sorts provided major
frames of reference for forming alliances between groups
when other commonalities of interest were tenuous.
But while there were associations and links between
woochorrm, it could not be assumed that because two clans
referred to ·some of their woochorrm by the same totemic
label that the woochorrm themselves were regarded as necessarily linked.

For example the Minh.Pinch woochorrm con-

cerning the saltwater crocodile shared by the Duck/Spear and
Groper/Barramundi clans of the Edward.River reserve (see
McConnel 1957:99 for a Holroyd version of the same myth)
is not the same as the

~inh·Pinch

woochorrm of the neigh-

bouring Wallaby/Lightning clan, and both were unconnected
with the saltwater crocodile myth, Min Kotor waltelem from
the Coleman River (see Sharp 1937:157).
three

tota~ly

The· myths refer to

different sets of events from the period of

the· nancestorsn.

Nor did the Spear woochorrm of the Duck/

Spear clan bear any relationship to the Spear woochorrm of
the Spear/Yuuchup clan.
'-"

For each clan there was a unique set of raak
woochorrm which lay within the clan's estate.

Following

Barker (1976) this· set of raak woochorrm can be called the
ritual estate.

People symbolised their association with it

primarily by deriving their personal names from incidents
that

oc~urred

estates.

during the ancestral epoch within their ritual

Association with a ritual estate imposed duties

and obligations upon clan members.

Chief among these
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duties were:
1.

the transmission.of the knowledge of the
mythic beings and woochorrm through myth and
song;

2.

the performance' of the rituals that
celebrated the woochorrm and released the
powers inherent in the raak woochorrm;

3.

the initiation and introduction

~f

young men

into the secret knowledge necessary to
carry out 2; and finally
4..

the observance of the injunctions and taboos
instituted by the mythic beings.

The performance of these dutie.s towards the ritual .estate
provided an explicit charter for clan members' primary
rights of access to their
4.2.1

cla~

estates.

The mythic landscape and its contents
Map 4.1 attempts to provide a guide to a small

section of the mythic lands.cape.

It is not exhaustive, but

it will serve as a convenient reference poin~ for a description of the way the landscape was interpreted through a
lattice of mythological events and-marvellous happenings.
I shall begin by describing in the barest detail, the contents
of a number of these myths.
Central to the creative pantheon in this section of
the Edward River reserve were The Two Men.

They were

brothers who came from the north and travelled as far south
as the Coleman River before turning back to the Melaman
River, whose course they ultimately followed eastwards
into other parts of the land.

Whenever The Two Men -dis-

covered something new (e.g. a natural feature, a new species,
new languages) they composed songs to celebrate.the fact.
The songs' were remembered and sung by the' men in whose ritual
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estate they were composed.
The Two Men also altered parts
of the landscape.
They possessed a large boomerang which,
when it was thrown, knocked down trees and shrubs and
created in its wake the saltpans that lay between the beach
ridges and the inland ridges.
They also left behind many
places where certain kinds of things could, with the appropriate ritual, be increased or where still other kinds of
phenomena could be manipulated in some way.
On Map 4.1
such places are marked (1) and (2), respectively.
As well
as leaving behind places of great potency, The Two Men had
a series of adventures with the people they met in the
course of their wanderings~
Some of these people appeared
to be ordinary humans, while others were mythic beings in
their own right.
All of the ritual estates in the area mapped, in one
way or' another, had associations with 'The Two Men. -- They had
no names that I could discover.
When people related their
exploits in particular tracts, they referred to them simply
as Pam Kuthir, The Two Men II, or even more simp ly as Pul,
IIThose Two n .'
The term pul-nganchnam, which means literally "those-two-ours", referred to those ,adventures of
The Two Men that were part of the narrator's store of
woochorrm associated with them, and, by extension, was often
used to designate the entire set of woochorrm belonging to
a particular ritual estate.
The following myth concerning The Two Men belonged
to the Wallaby/Lightning clan::
II

The Two ~n were preparing to hold an initiation
cerenonyat Murka, but the people would not cooperate with
They went instead to hold the cerenony in Wallaby/
The Two '~ were very angry to have
Lightning country.

them.

been so openly ignored and they determined on revenge
They set out to go to the other initiation cerenony, but
c

on the way they stopped at Pupurrkathman where they made a
firestick.
Each man produced sorce glowing ash from the
firestick and' encased it in a ball of dry grass and attenpted to hold it in his hand.
The older brother I s ball of
grass burst into fl.arres and burnt his hand.
His younger
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brother's ash snouldered unnoticeably and without flane in
his hand.

With the glowing coal secreted in the younger

brother's hand, the two went on from Pupurrkatbm3n (whose
nane signifies this event) to the initiation ground where
the Dog cererrony was being held.

Feigning cooperation,

The Two Men sang, danced and clapped with the others •
. When the dances were finished for the night,
everyone went inside an enorrrous hurrg;>y that had been built
of grass in order to house the participants.

When it seemed

that all were asleep, the younger brother fanned his glowing
coal into a flarre, and set the humpy ablaze.

The roaring

of the fire aroused the sleepers and they all scrarrbled to
get CNJay from the flarres.

Those who escaped serious burning

went from there to rrake their homes in other places.

Serre,

however, were badly bUTIlt and jumped into the water to ease
the pain.

There they· sank down into the water and their

ashes became the conception spirits of the present Wallaby/
Lightning clan rrerrbers.
(Taylor field notes)
Further adventures of The Two Men were contained in
the Kirk woochorrm, or Spear story, of the Duck/Spear clan.
The events in this myth relate to the first spear fight
that occurred in the region, and its aftermath.

There

were a number of songs that celebrated the principal events
in this saga and the places where they occurred.
were said to be in the Bakanh language.

They

The story begins

24 km inland from the coast at a place called Kirkyoongknakarr
where The Two Men were camping at the time.
The Two Men decided to have a fight with the Bakanh
people carrping nearby, and they made many spears in prepaThey hung the spears in readiness for combat in

ration.

the forks of trees and

11

sang" the spears.

in the sequence corrm::morated this.

The first song

Taking their spears,

The Two Men came up on the m:rin group of people carrping at

They made arrangements to fight in the rnid-

Therngkr.
afternoon.

This is the theme of the second song.

During the fight, which involved large nUlibers"of
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people, The Two Men wounded one rren badly and crippled him
with many spears.

In the early hours of the rrorning, The

'Vv~th

the spears still sticking from !I; ~ body,

Wounded Ha..i,

crawled CMay and headed westwards towards the coast, hoping
to get from there to his own country on the Coleman River.
The Two Men decided to pursue him and finish him off.

Thllowing the blood trail left by The Wounded Man, The
'IWo Men arrived at Ngokmintrun ,mere they left behind a spring

of freshwater (from which the place takes its name) and a song,
the third in the sequence of songs associated with the myth.

They also left a stand of mangrove trees, yuk penkeyer, which

grew, miraculously, inland from the sea

(a distance of 20 krn).

still on the trail of their victim, they cane to Ngokrreerath
where they saw an old dingo in poor condition.
behind a song (the fourth) about the dingo.

~y

left

At Tachkanh The

Wounded Man pulled himself· to his feet to see where ·his pursuers
were and steadied himself on his -woorcera.

The fifth song of

the sequence called wuuch-thul-wuntin refers .to this event t

and Thul-wuntin becarre part of the corpus of personal narres
used by the

neIl

of the Spear/Duck clan.

During his painful

crawl to the west, The Wounded Man had been following a watercourse, but when he reached Rinnkontuln .at just about daybreak,
he saw a white-eyed duck, minh
(the

sixth song).

punhtik, which he sang about

He then decided to cut across country to

the swanp in the centre of the plains, Malriw, intending to

go from there to the coastal ridges.

Always following his trail, The Two Men ar:rived at
Kotetan.

When they saw a possum there, they decided to make

a rule binding on all generations of nen to follOW', that
only old people could eat possum neat in the area between
Kotetan and Thaakunurka.

At Kotetan, The; Two Men also saw

sane white cockatoos, and they left behind a song about them
as well (the seventh song of this cycle).
too sang further songs.

The Wounded Man

He sang one about the Eleocharis

(bulguru) beds he wriggled through like a crocodile, hoping
to elude his pursuers at" Nhokunthirr (the eighth song).
He sang his final songs (the ninth and tenth of the sequence)

at Thaakunurka.

One referred to the cold ashes of a canw>dng

place he carre upon, while· the other referre¢l. to the reeds
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that grew in swamps, the stems of which were used in later tines
to make spears for small boys.
But The 'Two Men pursued 'l'ne Wounded

lessly.

relent-

After several weeks, they finally caught up with
Following the sound of his groans they carre.

hlm at Malriw.

As they approached, The Wounded

upon him in the scrub.
Man got to his feet.

was.

ftjan.

He appeared transfigured from what he

Even with the spears still sticking out of his body,

he began to dance in front of The Two Men.

They said, "We

cannot kill him now -- he has been transforned into a
woochorJ:rn."

As The· Wounded Man danced, The Two Men clapped

for him, and he sank into the ground there and finally became
an ironwood tree.

When The Two Men returned, the others

asked, nwhere is The Wounded Man'?".

They replied that he

had changed. into a woochornn, and from then an it was decided
to neke this a secret thing and to celebrate it in the
Withirnna initiation cerem:my.

Ma:lriw becama ngaanch and

The Wounded Man was called Kaal-Malriw.

(Taylor field notes)
The Dog story, Kuta woochorrm, details the final
exploits of The Two Men before they passed out of the country
of the Edward River reserve.

In this myth, The Two Men

were living in a cave under the water in the lagoon at
Piithamin.

At that time there lived in Melarnan country,

an Old Man who had an enormous dog.

The dog was used for

hunting men, women and children whom. The Old Man used to
kill, cook and bring back to his hearthgroup, which consisted of his old sister and his two young wives.
The Two Men cane out of their underwater cave and
crept up an The Old Man's carrp at Murrka where his sister,

with a toothless old hound for corrpany, was srreshing bones
(human) for their

narrow.

F.l:om their hiding place they

called out to The Old Man I s sister, "Granny'!"

nOt. see them until they came out from

hiding~

fine pair of YOlIDg grandsons," she said.

so suddenly carre fran?"

She could

"Oh, what a

''Where have you

The Two Men indicated that they

carre from piithamin, and that they had been attracted to
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Murrka by the carrpfire snoke.

The old lady renarked that

that was strange because her brother had often been hunting
there (for humans) and he had never rrentioned seeing T':ne
But The Tw'o Men did not say that they had been

Two Men.

living under the water.

The old lady warned The Tw'o Men

to be off before The Old Man returned with his giant dog.
No sooner had The Two Men left when The Old Man did
carre back.

His sister told him of the visit, and The Old Man

with his dog running on ahead set off after them.

Hearing The

Old Man urging the dog on their trail, one brother said to the·
other, "Let us test each other to see who is best fitted to
fight the dog. n

They had a contest where each brother tried

to hit the other.

The younger brother won.

The eldest

brother clinbed to the top of a nearby tree while the Y01.mgest
brother clinbed up half-way just
after them.
taunt it.

as the dog carre bOlIDding up

The younger brother waved a leg at the dog to

It leapt for him and he speared it in the side,

and then despatched it by hitting its windpipe.

He then

told his older brother to get down out of the tree and quickly
cover himself with the dog's blood and pretend to be dead.
When The Old Man cu:rived upon the scene call ing for his anirral.
the younger brother explained that he had been forced to kill
The Old Man's dog because it had killed his older brother.

The Old Man agreed that this was a fair exchange, a death for
a death, and he proceeded to bury the dog.

A rround

rrarks the spot where the dog is buried at Koporr.

now

The Old

Man asked the youngest brother what he intended to do with

his brother I s body.

"Oh, I think I'll take him harre," said

said the young man.
When The Old Man went back to his canp to tell his
sister and wives what had happened. the older brother got to

his feet.
cartp.

That evening they once rrore visited The Old Man is

On the way to the camp, they speared a big catfish.

When they arrived The Old Man was atterrpting to poison sorce

fish in the shallows.

The brothers, unnoticed, slipped the

catfish into the water The Old Man had poisoned and strolled
into the carrp.

The Old Man expressed great surprise at

seeing the older brother alive again.

The older brother

explained that his younger brother had applied sone bush
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rredicine and bathed him to such good effect that he had not
only revived, but the dog's teeth marks had also disappeared.
The Old Man invited them to stay for the night and everyone

settled down to sleep.
As they lay by their sleeping fires, the catfish

that The 'IWo Men had earlier slipped into the shallows began
to revive and thrash about in the water and rrake grunting
noises.

The eldest brother said,

fish down there."
Old Man.

II

Grandfather , I hear a" big

"Well, you go down and get it, II said The

"That fish is yours grandfather.

it, n replied the eldest brother.

I

can't touch

(The relationship between

The Old Man and The Two Men was kamin-kerreth, a poison relation-

ship. )

The Two Men urged The Old Man to go down to the water

and kill the catfish.

So did his wives.

Gnmbling, The Old

Man lit a paperbark torch and went to the water to investi-

gate, but the torch went out.

In the dark, The Old Man stood

on the dorsal spike of the catfish, and it went- into his foot.
"Ake!", cried The Old Man in great pain.
the barb out.

The Old Man's sister told The Two Men to go

down and help her

to help.

brother.

The Two Men went down, but not

The youngest brother was carrying a wooden sword;

kathnb1.U1gk.
brother.
wife.

He tried to pull

"You grab The Old Man's wives,· he said to his

"I'll deal with The Old Man.
The youngest one is mine."

You take the eldest

The youngest brother hit

The Old Man in the throat and killed him.

They took his two

wiVes and travelled eastwards ~
As they travelled, they cane to a tree with sugarbag

(Le. one with a native bees'

hive

in it).

'flley began to

cut

the tree down and while they were felling it, The Old Man

reappeared, alive again.

He demanded his two wives back.

The Two Men denied any knowledge of the worren and warned

The Old Man several tines that the tree was about to fall.
(In fact, the two worren were hidden necu:by -watching. )

The Old Man ignored the warnings and persisted in his demands.
The tree fell on him and killed him penranently.

The Two Men and their waren buried The Old. Man and

continued on their joumey.

.As they neared Maachangk, a

poisonous snake blocked their -way.
neerkole.

It was a taipan,

~

Once rcore, the two brothers contested with each
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other to see who should kill the snake.
Again, the younger
brother won the contest and succeeded with the help of his
new wife in cutting off its head, which they buried.
(Taylor field notes)
These final events took place at the boundaries of
Thaayorre and Bakanh country.
From there The Two Men and
their women travelled out of Edward River country_
The Old
Mants sister sank down into the waterhole at Murrka and
remained there.
The set of songs relating to the cutting
down of the sugarbag tree were sung and danced as part of
the Withirrma initiation ceremony by Dog/Goanna clansmen.
Thaparr woochorrm, or the Lightning story. served
as part of the emblem of the Wallaby/Lightning clan.
The tale went like this:
There was an old white-haired man who used
to live :in Wallaby/Lightning country who made two wives for
himself.
He had a son by one of them.
His two wives went
out hunting for ducks one day, while he lay in the shade at
his carrp at ThaparIWaII'angn looking after his young son.
The old man told his son to clini::> a tree to see hew the wonen
~ getting on.
The child called out that be could see four
people, his two IIOthers and two orren at the swanp.
The two
rren who were brothers had killed a lot of ducks, and they
gave them to the waten to carry harre in their dilly bags.

wives retm:ned to carcp, the old man asked them who
had killed so many ducks.
His wives replied that they had.

When the

Because the worren lied to the old man, he suspected that
the two rren were their sweethearts.
The waren began to
pluck and gut the ducks ready for cooking.
The old man
said that be knew there -were two young rren in the vicinity,
and i f his wives carre across them the next day, then they
should invite them back to the carrp for a n:eal of yams (nay
waanch) •

went out again the next rooming and net
their sweethearts.
They invited them to cone back to the
canp that afternoon as" the old man had said.
Meanwhile ..
the. old man \\eIlt off by himself to Thaakunurka, where there
The worren
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was a rain-making hole, and he buried some of the ducks'

entrails deep inside the hole and perforrced the rain-msking
ritual.

He then went back horre.

At the carrp his two wives

were rinsing the yams in preparation for the rreal.
are those two grandsons'zn, asked the old man.
coming shortly," the wooen replied.

"They'11 be

"Here they cone now". n

"Cone in grandsons {keneth}," said the old man.
them to eat.

uWhere

He invited

While they were eating, the stonn that the old

man had rrade began to appear.
First it was a small cloud from
which rain fell.
The old man and his family went inside the
hunpy leaving the two nen outside.
The cloud grew bigger and
blacker.

In the distance, shafts of lightning began to strike

the ground, coming closer and closer to the hunpy.

A lightning

bolt struck the eldest of the two reen and disrreni::lered his body

v

Terrified by his brother's death, the younger man pleaded with
the old rren to let him cone inside the hunpy, but the old man

feigned great fear and would not unseal the entrance.

room for them all inside
Lightning bolts then struck the yo\IDger man and

He said that there was not enough

the htmpy.

his linbs were sundered from his body too.
The stann went back to its hole at Thaakunurka.
The old rren looked outside and gloated over the carnage.

He set about burying the lilrbs and bodies.

His two wives,

however, showed too IlUlCh grief at the sight of their dead
lovers I rrengled retrains for the old man's liking.

He

decided to do away with them. as well.
They rrade a fire inside the hunpy and prepared to
sleep.

When the

wom:m were asleep, the old man rrade the fire

snoke and taking his son with him, went outside and sealed the

entrance tightly.

The waren woke up and claIroured to get

out,

but the old rren kept the entrance of the hurrpy shut tightly
from the outside.

They suffocated and the· old man took his son

to the hole where he had roo.de the lightning, and there made
his. hone.

(Taylor field notes)
In later times, it was said, the same old man would
come out from his hole and lure dogs and children away to it.
People would have to sing out to him in order to get them
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returned.

There were no songs associated with the

Lightning story, but a highly theatrical dance sequence
illustrating the two brothers being killed by the lightning
bolts outside the humpy was performed by Wallaby/Lightning
clan members during the withirrrna initiation ceremonies.
A myth of the watersnake clan deals with Minh Tharturrnurk, who once used to be a man but later became a bird.
Only part of the story belongs to the Watersnake clan.
The other part belongs to the yir Yoront Floodwater clan, in
whose country Minh ThaTturmurk was changed into the fantailed cuckoo (Cuculus pyrrophanus).
Minh ThartUDrl.lrk 1 s carrp used to be at Peena.

He

decided to go to Buth, where there was a large carrp of people,
to find a wile.

Warned of his coming by Minh Kenrpul,

the sulphur crested cockatoo, the people at Buth hid their

young waren under sheets of paperbark.

Minh Thartuntrurk

carrped at Buth.for one night, but the only single woman he

could see were ill-favoured.

Next day he announced he was

setting out to go back to Peena.

A woman with a crooked

leg was told by her parents to follow him.
with him, but Minh

She caught up

ThartuIlrmk told her that he wanted a

correly young wife and advised her to retUIIl to her parents.
The woman replied that they would not give him a young girl

for a wife.

Minh Thartmmurk angrily threw his hatchet q.t

her, but missed.

He went on his way with the woriim following

at sone distance behind.
They passed through Kotetan, Kookcmm and paused at
Kumunktmgkurrn, which was flooded.

Minh Thartunnurk looked

around for a log upon which to float across.

He found one

and his "wife II looked about for one as well, but Minh
TharturmJrk said that all the other logs lying on the ground

were crocodiles, and he suggested that she float over with
him on his log.

After sane hesitation she agreed to this,

and he positioned her on the log so that she was lying down on
her back with her legs wide apart, gripping· the log.

Minh

Thartunnurk clirrbed on top of the log, saying that it would
be easier for him to paddle in that fashion.

But instead

of paddJing, and in spite of his "wife 1 s" rerronstrances,
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he threw hirrsel£ on top of her and he began copulating with
The log rolled over and they ended up 1IDder the water.

her.
The

WOITBI1

conceived i.itrrediately, and the baby was born that

night at Walintil.

M)reover, it was able to speak and

greeted its father with the words, flOh father, father -- you
are my father,"

The child was a little girl.

Minh Tharttmnurk was dissatisfied with his wife,

however, and he eventually went back to Buth to try to obtain
a well-favoured young woman.

Once rrore he was given sorreone

with a crooked leg, while the good-looking girls were again
hidden under sheets of paperbark.

The sane sequence of

events occurred, even the miraculous underwater conception and
subsequent i.rmediate birth of the child.

In fact, he did the

sane thing several tines and ended up with many children.
In order to feed his large family t Minh Thartunnurk

was driven to stealing corpse-flesh.

He would locate dead

bodies recently hung between forked sticks as he roamed about
the countryside at night in spirit form.

He would then,

next day, take up a bundle of spears and announce to his
family that he was "going hunting.
however e

They were not deceived

They knew he was going to get corpse-flesh.
Minh ThartUIlIlUI"k would tine his arrival at the rrourn-

ing carrp for daybreak when everyone was still asleep.

He

would begin crying for the deceased, pretending to be grieving e
The others would wake up t welcorre him and offer him food,

which he used to refuse because he cla.i.med he had to observe

food abstinence taboos on account of his relationship to the
deceased.

Minh ThartUJ:!l1Urk would then suggest that everyone

went hunting while he looked after the body on the corpse
poles.

When he had assured himself that the others VleI'e a

long way off, Minh Thartm:murk would pull at the skin of the
dead body and get down on his hands and knees to eat the
grease as it dripped from the putrefying cadaver.
Having satisfied his own hunger for flesh, he would

cut the corpse up as he would an anilral, and then head back
to his carrp at Peena, stopping on the way to cover hirrself
with mud to disguise the stench from the dead body.
Leaving the cut-up corpse neat outside in a tree fork, he
would enter his carrp to the delighted cries of his children.
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Telling his family that he had killed sorre aniital or other,
he would send one of his wives out to fetch it in and cook
it.
His family had no illusions about its source, and they
invariably adopted various stratagems to avoid having to eat
the stuff.
(Taylor field notes)
The rest of the myth belongs to Yir Yoront clans.
Minh Tharturmurk's behaviour became more than anyone could
bear, and it was decided to put an end to his despoiling of
corpses.
He was waylaid carrying his grisly booty back
from a mourning site in country south of the Coleman River.
He was speared from ambush and pierced with many spears.
Instead of dying, however, he was transformed into the
cuckoo, whose fan shaped tail gives the bird its common
name and which represents the spears in his body_
As the
bird, he flew back to his famdly and perched on a tree near
them, calling out "thetrr ••. thetrr •••
His family knew
then that he had been speared and transformed.
The mythic being Yuuchup seems to have been the
eternal good-natured fool.
He was always being forced to
change his camping place by other people, which accounts for
the many raak woochorrm in different ritual estates associated with him.
The following myth relates to the time when
Yuuchup was living at Tutchi in Spear/Yuuchup country.
II

Yuuchup had rrany wives and he kept them all in a

single hurrpy.
At that tine Yuuchup and. his wrnen were eating
rrostly waterlilies (tray ngulp).
Yuuchup decided to spear
sorre fish at the llDuth of the M3larnan River.
a proper spear.

stick.

He did not have

All he had was a roughly shaped, shaJ:pened

He left his canpsite at TUtchi on the beach ridges

to go to a place with the sarre nane on the beach.
As he followed the track dO'NIl to the other Tutchi he found a turtle
Thinking it was a large stone
(~ bangar) on the track.
an area where there were no large stones) Yuuchup poked it ~
The turtle :rroved off the track and Yuuchup, still thinking
it to be a stone, went to the beach to spear fish.
He SCM a
small barramundi and threw his sharpened stick at it
He
(in

e
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hit the fish and killed it, but the spear broke.
Im.lSt be a

"This

very big fish to break my spear so, II he said, and

rmde another shaJ:pened stick and killed another fish with the

the sane result.

Yuuchup went back to Klmpthon and cooked

his fish there.

While the small fish roasted he lay down to

recover from having struggled with such

n large n

fish.

He

cut papemark to wrap his fish in for the journey back to
the canp.

He laid the fish

jn

it and then covered them

with wild figs (max kuparr) which made the parcel look biggero
He then went back to where his carrp was at

ridge and hid his parcel

Tutchi on the beach

a tree.

jn

When his worren saw him caning they thought that he
had no fish, and they put out sorre yam and lily for him.

But

Yuuchup said he would eat soon and sent two of his wives
to go out and bring .in the fish.

At first they could not

find it, but Yuuchup described the tree on which the parcel
was

bung.

They saw it and took it down.

They snelt the

wild figs and thought that the old rren was tricking them.

They brought it back and shared it out.

It was not very

filling and there was nothing left over for the rrorning meal.
That night Yuuchup lay outside in the bright m:xmlight.~

It was a full rroon.

hurrpy.

As he lay there, he began to think about his WOIIen.

All his waren lay inside the

He began singing for one of them.

She carre out to him.

When he had finisbed (having sex) with her and she had gone

back inside the hunpy, he looked at the nconlight again and
sang for another of his WOIren.

She carre out.

After he had

finished with her and sent her back he waited again and

looked at the rroon shining clear.
cane out.

He

sang and another wcmm

And so it continued through the night •••

When daylight cane the warren pushed open the door

of the hurrpy and

~nt

off foraging for lilies and yams

Yuuchup went down to Tutchi to catch rrcre nlarge" fish.
Cilce nore he found a turtle on the track.

Again he thought

it was a stone and not a turtle (which was edible) and
pushed it off the track.

goanna on the track.

A little :further on he found a

Of course, goanna was good eating I

but Yuuchup mistook it for a saltwater crocodile.
tUD'led aside so as- to avoid it.

And he

When he got· to the beach,
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he once m:>re broke his spears attempting to spear small

barrarrnmdi. When he succeeded he cooked them and took
them back to carrp again •••
(Taylor field notes)
To emphasize the old manls benign incompetence,
people telling stories about Yuuchup repeat them over and
over adding more and more ridiculous detail with each
repetition.
Notwithstanding the fact that he was a figure
of fun and simplicity, he was not, as Sharp (1937:148)
observes, crazy or queer as some of the mythic ancestors
were said to be.
His name served as the totemic emblem
for one clan at least, and the personal names of clan members
were derived from woochorrm concerning him.
The Two Holroyd Women were another pair of mythic
beings whose story trail crossed many ritual estates.
They
were sisters and they travelled southwards from the Holroyd
River searching for lovers.
To signify their intent they
had decorated themselves with paint and were wearing possum
fur headbands, shell pendants and armlets made from Pandanus o
They were handsome looking women, and they· finally found
the lover they were searching for at Peena, a crippled
man as it turned out.
They had many adventures in their
travels which were mostly commemorated in song.
Their
trail is shown on Map 4.1, and the sites of some of their
adventures are indicated, with the principal themes of the
songs associated with the adventures denoted in brackets.
One of their adventures, not marked on the map, describes
how Waanchikan came to be regarded as a highly dangerous
raak ngaanch.
The 'IWo Holroyd Worrendug yams (may waanch) at Kuun-

They
tumun in what becarre the Wallaby/Lightning estate.
took the yams they had gathered to Waanchikan (whose name
translates as "yam-up-there ll ) , where they attempted to cook it
and rinse it free of its toxins.
They poured the processed
yam into the sand to dry.
The yam cake dried so hard that
The Two Holroyd Worren could not smash it.
Eventually the
treated yam took root in the soil and· could not be pulled out.
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From then on, The Two Holroyd Worren decided to declare the

place raak ngaanch.
(Taylor field notes)
Waanchikan became a place where only old people
could go to poison the fish in the waterholes there and
gather the sugarbag.

Even then, such old people had to be

ritually introduced to the place and always smoked themselves over a fire before entering the area, in case the
power in the earth injured themo

We may view myths such as these from a variety of
viewpoints:

as history, as dream-stuff, as charter or as

ontology (cf. Hiatt 1975:3).

Of yir Yoront mythology,

Sharp (1937:153) said:
In cannibalism, wholesale rrurder I incest, genital

rutilation and various other maleficent, antisocial practices
of sorre of the ancestors the Freudians would discover the
uncensored desires of the trodern native coming in to the
open in the realm of myth which serves, like the dream, as a

rreans for free expression of otherwise suppressed psychic

phenorrena.

other investigators would smply point out the

analogies between the ancestors who transgress what are
present nonrs of conduct and the "crazy boy" culture-heroes
of other pr:imi.tive societies I who antithetically exerrplify
what should not be done and thus serve as rroral ex.arrples for
the rrodern conmmity.

Again, through the rredium of mythology

the actual transgressions against present culture and

character patterns may be rercoved from the present society
by being attributed to the ancestors and thus shifted fran
the actual cOI11IlUIlity to a corrmunity of another tine I thus

accotrplishing a psychological purification of the present.
Still other aspects of eccentric ancestral behavior must be
attriliuted sinply to a fanciful exaggeration which finds
expression only for the sake of amusing and entertaining the
native.

In still another role, the mythology undoubtedly

serves the aboriginal as our history and natural science
serve us in offering to our curiosity a plausible explanation
of the origins of cultural and natural phenomana.

In SOIte
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cases of material of (sic) the myths suggests that they actually are "dimly remerrbered history".
Those observations could be applied equally well
to the sample of Kuuk Thaayorre myths presented here.
However, it is not my intention to pursue the elusive manyiayered meanings 'inherent in the Edward River mythology.

My

purpose, as I stated earlier, has been primarily to indi-

cate the nature of the supernatural segment of the lived-in
world and to describe the characteristics of the mythic
landscape and its denizens and powers.

This knowledge

rendered that landscape predictable, if not always COD'trollable, to the reserve's human inhabitants.
Mythic beings and ceremonial ritual
Relationships between living people and the ancestral and other supernatural beings were mediated by ritual.
There were two sorts of ritual.

One was observed by indi-

viduals and domestic groupings as they negotiated the
supernatural dimensions of their landscape in the course
of their everyday activities.
rituals 11

•

I call these rituals "routine

Their purpose was to preserve a measure of contra.

over the potencies and powers of the raak nganch, to ensure
the cooperation of supernatural beings or to ward off their
unwelcome attentions.

In contrast, the second kind of

ritual consisted of complex and highly formalised ceremonial
activity requiring the organisation of many people together
with elaborate preparation.

Such ceremonies generally had

secret/sacred aspects that required the separation of the
initiated from the uninitiated and the total exclusion of
females.

They related solely to the woochorrm.

Among the

Kuuk Thaayorre they went under the general name of wuuch
yangkar.

Individual ceremonies in this class also had their

own names.

I shall discuss these formal ceremonies here

and provide an account of routine rituals elsewhere (see subsection 4.2.5).
In their general form, the ceremonies combined myth.
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song and material representations in spectacular dance
dramas in which the men of different clans would reproduce
the activities and adventures of the ancestors contained in
their store of clan woochorrm.

Such ceremonies were more

than celebrations of mythic events concerned with particular ritual estates.

Re-enactment of the mythic events,

in a fashion, brought the mythic period forward to the time
of the celebrants and imbued the performers with some of the
powers of the mythic beings themselves.

During the cere-

monies all participants were in a dangerously vulnerable
state, hence taboos of various sorts were imposed for their
protect·ion.

These taboos, mostly to do with food restric-

tions and sexual abstinence, were observed until the body
paints had either worn off or had been washed off in ritual
ablutions.

Sometimes the site where a ceremony had been

performed remained dangerous.ly potent for many years after
because of the powers unlocked at the place.

Ceremonies

could be small-scale local affairs involving neighbouring
clans, or they could be the cooperative enterprises of
many clans and speech groupings.

The large scale cere-

monies, Sharp (1952:75) likened to "fiestas".

They attracted

hundreds of people and were occasions for exchanging goods
with trading partners, for settling outstanding disputes (see
Chapter 5), for pursuing love affairs and for reunions with
close relations.

Kuuk Thaayorre men regularly took part in

ceremonies conducted among the Wik speaking groups as far
north as the Holroyd River and among the Yir Yoront groups
as far south as the

~itchell

River.

Both Wik speakers and

Yir Yoront groups reciprocally attended Kuuk Thaayorre
ceremonies.

So t·oo did Olkol and Bakanh speakers.

It has been difficult to reconstruct the presettlement timetable for ceremonial performance.

In any

one year only a few of the ceremonies were performed.

The

establishment of the missions disrupted the traditional
cycles of performance.

Most of my pre-settlement informants

had taken part personally in a limited range of rites
before the foundation of the Edward River mission effectively
disorganised the traditional sequences.

Much of my infor-

mants' knowledge was derived from older relatives who had
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since died, but who had taken part in the ceremonies and had
passed on sketches of what occurred in them.

From the

limited information available I estimate that all ceremonies
were performed at least twice in a person's lifetime.

Many

were performed more often than that.
Because it was necessary to support relatively large
groups of people in a given area for a number of weeks,
ceremonies were mostly performed during the months immediately following the cessation of the rains.

This coincided

with the peak of rootstock productivity in the beach and
inland ridges and in the swamps.

Fire drives before and

after the ceremonies yielded substantial quantities of flesh
foods with relatively little effort.

The imposition of

food taboos on men during the performance of rites meant
that camps were largely nourished during that time through
the efforts of women who gathered and processed large
quantities of yams and Eleocharis.
The organisation of the actual ritual was in the
hands of ceremonial leaders, at least one from each participating clan, who knew the requisite canons of performance.
These men arranged for the selection of the dancers and
drilled the performers in their various roles and presided
over their clans' contributions to the total effort.
Performances were critically appraised and not all men were
performers.

It seems clear that some men were specialist

ritual performers who, perhaps by virtue of natural talent,
had acquired an extensive repertoire and had become principal performers in their own clans' rites and assistants
in the rites of others.

Such men usually went on to become

the ceremonial leaders in their own clans.
Sharp (1937:196-209) noted that each ceremony
explicitly served one or more of the following functions:
1.

initiation, in which the primary goal was to
induct youths into the male cult life;

2.

introduction, which served to acquaint
initiated men with ceremonies they had not
participated in before;
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3.

historical enactment, which sought to reproduce
the activities and adventures of the mythic
beings; and

4.

increase, wherein the performance of some
ceremonies were said to cause an increase of
natural species or otherwise affect the
distribution of phenomena.

4.2.3

Initiation ceremonies
The performance of initiation ceremonies was

perhaps the most important of all the ritual obligations
of clansmen.

For young men it provided the passport to the

male cult life and signalled their entry into the status of
manhood.

As one of my informants described it, "When you

went ~ in, people ca'lled you parr' r, kid.
people called you pam, man.

When you came out,

II.

Preparations began when there were sufficient
young men available.
Going over the lists of neophytes
in past ceremonies, seven to ·twelve candidate~ between
the ages of 15 and 20 years normally justified the holding
of the ceremony.

The novices were typically drawn from a

number of language groups

Thus, the initiation ceremony

witnessed by Sharp had, according to my informants, three
Kuuk Thaayorre and two Yir Yoront speakers,' and one Bakanhspeaking lad.

Permission to enter the initiation rites

was the sole prerogative of the boys' fathers.
In the area between the Holroyd and Mitchell Rivers
there were two separate initiation ceremonies.
equally valid entry points into the ritual life.

Both were
One was

called Withirrma in Kuuk Thaayorre (Wiinchin in the Wik
dialects north of the Edward River, Welthan in Yir Yoront).
The other was called the Dog ceremony and was often simply
referred to as "Ngaanch".

They differed from each other in

details of organisation, cont~rit and location of performance.
The Withirrma rite required the novices to go into seclusion for four or five months, while the Dog rite only
required a period of seclusion lasting about a month.
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The Dog ceremony was said to be harder and the seclusion
more strictly enforced.

It was held during the months

of August and September, and the final ceremonies took
place on the open saltpans.

By contrast, the final cere-

monies of Withirrrna were held during May and June in the
ridge scrubs.

The ceremonies also differed in the basic

paraphernalia used.

For example, neophytes in the opening

stages of the Dog ceremony were housed at one point in the
rites in a humpy representing the Big Humpy of the myth
described earlier (see pp. 199-200).
of

~lithirrma

In the parallel rite

the neophytes were led into holes in the ground.

Information from informants suggests that the ceremonies
differed in the presentation of re-enactrnents from the
woochorrm, but the fine details are now difficult to assess.
The first stage of both rites consisted of the
separation and seclusion of the candidates from their families.

Each candidate was lured away' from his family under

some pretext or other and seized by "big men" (i.e. by pam
thulum or ritual leaders) and conducted to the novices' camp.
There they were instructed in the necessary ritual observances.

These included seclusion from family members,

restrictions on unnecessary speech and the avoidance of
other people when hunting for food.

There was a taboo on

a range of animal foods, and the young men were given digging
sticks to help them forage for food plants.
minor taboos as well.

There were

The novices vlere forbidden to

scratch themselves with their fingers.

Instead they had

to use special scratching sticks which were kept for this
purpose in their hair.

The older men used to follow the

novices' tracks to ensure they were obeying the injunctions.
During their seclusion the candidates were regarded
as ngaanch.

The parents of each lad mourned for him as if

he were dead and did not use any of his personal names until
he emerged from the ceremony.

Each youth had a mentor.

Ideally this was an initiated sister'S husband or promised
sister's husband.

Otherwise it would have been someone

whom the novice normally addressed as maarn.

Th.e mentor's

duties were to comfort and sustain his charge through the
privations of the period of, seclusion and to accompany him
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through all the stages of the ceremonies proper, protecting
him from supernatural and other imagined hazards.

During

the longer period of·seclusion of the Withirrma rite,
grandfathers (puurnin and ngethin) could visit their grandsons and bring them small treats and news from their families.
Fathers too were occasionally permitted to visit their sons,
but they could not approach them closely and could only
converse at a distance.

Only the brothers-in-law (maarn)

were permitted to tend the neophytes during the Dog ceremony's seclusion period.
While the youths were thus separated from normal
camp life, the initiated men of the participating clans
devoted themselves to making the final preparations for
the ceremonies proper.

They collected ochres, clays and

feathers for decoration, made the material representations
and equipment needed for the mythic re-enactments, and
audi~ioned

and drilled the performers in their roles.

The second stage of· the initiation rites began when
the novices, accompanied by their mentors, were brought to
camp near the ceremonial grounds to witness the re-enacting
of the myths for the first time.

In both the Dog and

Withirrma rites, the re-enactments were preceded by a
vividly staged set piece, the overt aim of which was to
startle and bewilder the novices.

This was done in the Dog

ceremony when the novices and their mentors were brought in
to· spend the night near the ceremonial ground in the·large,
specially constructed humpy that I mentioned earlier.
During the night, the humpy was surrounded by a ring of men
who, .making frightful noises, hit and shook the humpy for
several minutes threatening to smash it in completely.
The terrified youths were then pacified by their mentors,
who told them of the big :·day· to . corne and ·rubbed them aver
with underarm sweat for their protection.

In the Withirrma

ceremony, the youths and their mentors were taken on the
morning of the commencement of the ceremonies to specially'
prepared holes and told to get into them.

As they crouched

down, the men surrounding the holes broke into a !ealistic
mock fight.

The neophytes cowered in their holes, protected

from flyipg sticks and stray blows' by their ttrothers-in-law,
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until the fi,ght was halted by two ritual leaders who bound
the participants over to keep the peace for the duration of
the ceremonies.
After these panic-inspiring preliminaries, the
novices then went on to witness the mythic re-enactments and
have the significance of them explained.

The scenes from

the woochorrm were presented with great theatrical skill,
and in later years the men who witnessed them emphasised the
powerful effect the ceremonies purveyed when they were seen
for the first time.

To the novices, it seemed that the

landscape had suddenly become' filled with the legendary
beings \vhose exploits had only been heard of in tales and
songs.

The re-enactment of a clan's woochorrm required

three groups of performers:

the dancers who usually

belonged to the Clan, whose woochorrm"was being performed,
the singe'r or singers who might or might ).'}ot belong to the
clan~

(vocal ability and stamina were important desiderata

here) and the clappers, a mixed group of clansmen who stood
behind the singers and with stamps, claps, grunts and shouts,
provided a vocal. rhythmic accompaniment for the singers and
dancers.

The number of dancers varied from solo sequences

to complicated ensemble affairs.

The dancers, their

appearance a1.tered by paint and ornament, were unrecognisable
to the novices, as they mimed their way through their roles.
Each sequence typically ended with an energetical1.y danced
climax involving singers, clappers and dancers.
In the Dog ceremony, the performances took place on
the open saltpan before the seated neophytes.

Between

re-enactments, the young men were told to look down at the
ground.

Brush screens were used to hide the waiting

participants and their gear from view in order to heighten
the degree of surprise.

In the Withirrma ceremony, the

novices were led, heads bowed and eyes downcast, from
place to place' by their mentors -to witness a series of dance
performances and dramatic tableau&.

The tableaux were

often highly elaborate representations.

For instance,

the Poison Snake woochorrm from Maachangk on the ,borders of
8akanh and Thaayorre lands involved making a replica of the
giant mythical snake, a taipan, out of cane hoops and grass.
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The replica was large, at least twelve metres in length, and
its tail was suspended In a tree while its body was coiled
in a snake-like fashion on the ground.

In the tableau, two
men representing the initiates whom the snake was said to
have swallowed lay in its mouth while other men lay about on
the ground.

Fires sent a drift of smoke across the scene

adding to its strangeness

One of my informants described

a

his encounter with the scene thus;
When I saY! it, I was frightened.
I thought it was a real snake.

-I did not knOW' what it was.
I was too terrified to clap

like the others.
An old man carre forward.

He said, "What is this one'?

We call this Maacbangk, Kaal

~.aachangk.

11

The scene was then explained to the novices.

Depending on the number of clans represented, the
re-enactments might continue for several days.

During the

Withirrma ceremony, the following woochorrrn were re-enacted:
Wallaby, Poison Snake, Duck,

Geese~

Lightning, Catfish,

Goanna, Dog, Spear, Turtle, Sugarbag, Pelican, Flying Fox,
Owl, Emu, Swordfish, Stingaree, Woomera, Possum, Shark, and
Grey Hair.

This list is not complete, and the titles of

the presentations give little guide to their content.
At the conclusion of the initiation ceremonies, the
novices were painted and prepared for their public re-entry
into normal camp life.

This was accomplished by first

hiding the young men under a pile of leafy branches which
were then removed by their. personal mentors who led them
back to their families.

Their close kin gave them cere-

rnonialgifts, usually spear throwers and men's string bags,
to commemorate the successful completion of the ritesa
A feast was held in the initiates' honour marking their
return to their kindreds, no longer children, but men
entitled to participate in the cult life and to celebrate
the rites of their clan heritage.
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The Dog and Withirrma ceremonies focused primarily
on initiation and historical re-enactment.

Sharp (1934b:27)

noted that the Yir Yoront performed a number of ceremonies
that were historical in character and served to introduce
clansmen to other ritual celebrations of the woochorrm.

Men

who were participating in a ceremony for the first time were
considered to be especially vulnerable to the powers released
and hence were required to undergo special rites of introduction to protect them.

These included being rubbed over with

the underarm sweat of the other participants during the cereAfter the ceremony it was necessary to observe special

mony.

food taboos until it was deemed safe by the ritual leaders.
I found it difficult to determine whether there were
. any purely historical ceremonies in the area covered by Map
4.1.

There could have been, since. my informants knew of a

number of ceremonies by report, but because they had not been
introduced to them their descriptions were insufficiently
detailed for me to analyse them appropriately.

It is clear

that mission activity in the 1930s had disrupted the traditional progression my informants might 'Qtherwise have undergone.
4.2.4

Ceremonial increase
It was possible to reconstruct the ritual involved

in a number of increase ceremonies.
of these.

I shall discuss three

The first of them had to do with the increase of

lovers or sweethearts, the second with techniques for controlling the heat of the sun and the third with the increase
of yams.
The sweetheart increase ceremony was called Wuuchpanhthmeer.

It was a ceremony that was notorious for its

sexual licence and its explicit sexual themes.

Its per-

formance drew people from as far north as the Holroyd River
and from as far south as the-Mitchell River.
performance of the ceremony seems to
1925-1930.

ha~e

The last

been between

The ceremony centred around sets of "stones tl

that were said to have been left behind by The Two Holroyd
Women who came looking for lovers.

They lay hidden inside
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the scrubs that clothed the inland ridges at Peena, Wuuchmeengirn and Meertul.

Each set of "stones" belonged to one or

other of .the clans in the area (Watersnake, Brolqa. Wallaby!
Lightning and Dog!Goanna).
The ceremony was part secret and part secularo
In the secret part, the young men who were going to "run the
stones" gathered·at Wuuchrneengirn and painted themselves up,
while a group of older men sitting nearby in a circular
depression began singing the songs associated with the
travels of The Two Holroyd Women.

While they were singing,

another group of older men slipped away to locate their own
clan's "stones" and·withdraw them from their holes where
they lay in

secret~

.The "stones l1 were very powerful, and

women, children and men not familiar with the ceremony were
careful to keep to the well-defined paths when their subsistence activitie-s took them into the '''stones I
hood...

n

neighbour-

The "stones"·were said to require the strength·of

several men to pull them free of the ground.

When they

came out, they were painted white, and each group of clansmen would sit around their "stones" and wait for the young
men.
After painting up, the young men then had to run
through the scrub and, guided by the calls and singing of
the men sitting around the "stones", find each set.

As

they came upon each group of men, the young men would dance
holding the "stones" between their legs like the huge testicles they in fact represented.
When all the "stones" had been visited and then
replaced in their hiding places, the men emerged from the
scrub and the final secret dances were performed in the
open at Wuuchmeengirn.
The secret part over, the men rejoined the camp at
Meertul, where the women had been preparing round yams for
a feast.
together.

The· men and women performed a series of dances
When the men had washed off their ritual paint

they were offered the prepared yam.

In addition, some of

the younger women were permitted to offer their sexual
favours to any men who cared to avail themselves of them.
The expressed function of.the ceremony was to
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increase -sweethearts.

Sweethearts could be increased by

individual ritual at other places.

Sharp (1937:345)

recorded a sweetheart increase centre in the Yir Yoront
Rain clan estate, while there was another in the Thaayorre
Watersnake clan's estate at Puth (see Map 4.1).
The origins of the nstones" used in this and other
rituals is something of a puzzle.

Sharp (1934b:26) noted

some 25 locations where stone arrangements occurred in Yir
Yoront country.

He argued that they must have been imported

into the area at some time or another in the past because
they were non-local.
arrangements.

I have only been shown three stone

One was a barramundi increase centre on the

banks of the Chapman River.

The "stones n were laid out

like the backbone of a fish.

The arrangmeIit was in fact

composed of slabs of the naturally cemented shell that
commonly occurs in the area where tidal arms cut through
the pases of" beach ridges.

The other two arrangements

consisted of the Watersnake clan's Itstones" used in Wuuchpaanthmeer.

One set consisted of soft conglomerate found

locally in inland water-courses.

The other was a sizeable

lump of brain coral that certainly was foreign to the regiona
The sun increase ceremony was much smaller in scale
than Wuuchpaanthmeer.
ning country.

It was performed in Wallaby/Light-

People sought to control the heat of the

sun whenever there were spells of unseasonable heat or cold.
I~-

was a secular" ceremony requiring the cooperation of men

and women from several clans and it took place at Kaamurngk
where there was a pit in the ground which was called Pung
woochorrm (Sun story).

The words of the song associated

with the pit told of The Two Men who tried to hold a piece
of the sun in their hands there.

It was too hot to hold,

so they buried it in the pit. _ Since then, the people who
came after have been able to control the sunrs heat by
performing the" appropriate ritual there.
gather around the pit and

~ing.

The group would

To make the weather warmer,

a fire was lit in the bottom of the pit to add to the heat
of the sun already down there and then covered over.

To

make the weather cooler, a fire was lit" and then quenched
with water.
The dead coals were then covered over.
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The third ceremony sought to influence the growth
of round yams. (Dioscorea sativa rotunda) at the onset of the
growing season.

It was performed by men and women in

separate places.

The women's ceremony was held at Thiimi-

lingk and the men's at Pookingk.

In both places there were

large mounds, and the ritual consisted of making clay replicas of round yams and placing them round the base of two
forked sticks representing trees fixed in each mound.
Strings, in imitation of the yams' vines, were then twined
about the forked sticks.

In the women's ceremony, they

called out the names of the places where they wanted the
yams to grow

large~

The men's ceremony involved the singing

of wuuch Wanch, a song which had been left behind by The
Two Holroyd Women, and miming in dance the theme of the song
which focused on the preparation of the yams for eating.
After the ceremony, the representations were left where they
wer~

and the sites declared to be ngaanch to· children and

those not introduced to the ceremony.
There appeared to be three other ceremonial ritual
increase centres in the area circumscribed by Map 4.1.
There was one for bandicoots, one for the darter and another
for the carpet snake.

Details were difficult to extract

because of the time that had elapsed since their last
performances.
4.2.5

Routine ritual
Routine ritual applied to encounters with mythic

beings and their powers, with spirits of various sorts
including baby spirits I wood spirits, spirits of the dead
and of sorcerers with devils and other unusual creatures
such as the familiars of native doctors and the malevolent
creatures that were created by sorcerers.

I shall deal

briefly with each in turn.
As well as encountering and activating the powers

of mythic beings in ceremonial contexts, there were a variety
of other ways in which people could have more direct and
intimate contact with them.

People sa·id the mythic beings

could be encountered in an irregular and haphazard fashion
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In dreams and actual meetings, but it was with the powers
of the mythic beings that the people of the reserve
believed they were most likely to come into-contact.
These were the forces impressed into the surroundings of
raak woochorrm by the mythic beings.

Some of the raak

woochorrm were dangerously potent (i.e. raak ngaanch)
and required the performance of the routine rituals in
order to avoid harm.

other places, the increase centres,

had the potential to be manipulated in order to affect the
abundance and condition of certain natural species and to
environ~

control some other aspects of the human and physical
mente

Many of these increase centres were manipulated by

the stewards of the tracts in which they occurred in an
individual and rather casual way.
In Map 4.1" I have indicated the location of a
number of increase, centres.

For the purposes of analysis

I have divided them into two c-lasses.

One

ha~-

to do with

the increase of natural species, signified (1) on the map,
while the other had to do with the increase of non-species
phenomena, signified (2) on the map.

The map shows there

are 23 increase sites associated with 20 species of birds,
land animals, fish, crustaceans, insects and
condition or abundance could in some way be

plant~

whose

contro~led.

Four of these increase centres were activated in the course
of group ceremonies described in the previous subsection,
while the rest were activated by individuals.
The increase centres themselves were most often
holes or depressions in the ground, although some, such as
those concerning insects, were associated with trees.
The stated function of the ritual was to make the particular
species either plentiful or fat for the ensuing season.
Most increase- ritual was performed at the onset of, or during.
the wet season.

In the typical ritual, the depression was

cleared of debris and growth, and sand or earth was thrown
in various directions while the steward intoned a formula
urging the particular species to grow plentifully for the
the next season.

In the case of trees that weFe increase

centres, the bark was hit with a woomera and sometimes
shredded in 'the hands before being thrown into the air to
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be dispersed by the winds.
general pattern.

There were variations in this

In a crab increase ritual (not indicated

on Map 4.1), the ritual formula was whispered into an empty
crab's claw to ensure that crabs had well filled claws in
the corning season.

Sex and age were not important in

determining who performed a routine increase ritual.

They

were optional acts performed when stewards saw the need.
In the class of "other·phenomena ll subject to
control and manipulation through increase ceremony, we find
an apparently odd assortment of things:

big winds, coughs

(phlegm), diarrhoea, sun, grey hair, sweethearts, constipation, big seas, tidal waves and storms.
sweethearts (wuuchpaanthmeer)

Two of these,

and the sun which were

increased or controlled in group ceremonies, have already
been discussedc
At first sight it seems paradoxical to discover
·that-of the things that may be increased, one set are socially
useful while the other set ·seems potentially harmful.

Thus,

of the 20 species increased, 18 (90%)· of them could be
regarded as socially

~seful,

while 2 (5%) of them were poten-

tiallr harmful or annoying (mosquitoes and sandflies).

In

the "other phenomena" category of the total of the 10 things
in it, only one, the sun ceremony, seems devoted to improving
human welfare.

The increasing of sweethearts at the very

best was equivocal, in that it ·embodied, on the one hand,
a conflict between private hopes for indulging in extramarital adventuring and on the other, a moral issue.
gene~al,

In

an explanation for the existence of potentially

harmful increase centres can be sought in the actual ration=
alisations cited for their use.

My

infor~nts

have stated

that people resorted to activating the potentially harmful
increase centres when they were at odds with the rest of the
community and could blame no particular person' for their
predicament

(see also Sharp 1937:203).

Equally, when

people were plagued by such things as epidemics, high winds,
storms and the like, it was assumed that someone, in seeking
private

~edress,

had activated.·. the particular s·i te known to

be associated with the'
thus retrospectively

so~::r;"~e

~ssigning

of annoyance or disc.omfort
a cause.

I
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There were no obvious associations between the occurrence of increase centres and the abundance of particular species in an area or their economic importance.

In a more

extensive survey of such sites in Yir Yoront tracts, Sharp
(1937:202) observed that while some species that had increase
centres were important for subsistence, there were many species
that were equally important as food sources that were not
increased.

Moreover, they were not known to be increased by

other Aboriginal groups in the region.

In addition, some

species that were increased had little social, economic or
mythic value.

Perhaps what is central to the explanation for

the occurrence of increase centres· lies in their role as part
of an exclusive set of supernatural features in a ritual estate
over which only clan members could assert control.

I suggest

that control over the increase centres in a clanls ritual estate
functioned to reinforce and validate the tights stewards exercised-over the exploitation. of an estate's physical resources.
Apart from routine increase ritual there were two
other rites that were observed as a matter of course when
entering places connected with the mythic beings.

Rites of

introduction to particular parts of various clans' estates
were performed by clansmen or those familiar with the places
in' order to vouch for the presence of the new-corners.

A

rite of introduction involved all or some of the following
behaviours:
1.

explaining to new-corners the particular
nature of the danger likely to be encountered, the dangers ranging from a general
non-specific malevolence as was the case
at Waanchikan to mythic beings like The Old
Man from the Lightning myth who abducted
dogs and children (see pp.198-200);

2.

shouting out to the mythic beings to let them
know that, new-comers were in the areat

3.

rubbing the new-comers down with underarm
sweat and/or blowing over them to identify
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them with the people who normally frequented
the place; and,
4.

pouring water over the new-comers from a
water source in the tract to identify them
with the country_

Some places' were more potent than others.
The
most hazardous of all potent places in the area described
by Map 4.1 was Waanchikan, which was associated with an
adventure in the saga of the Two Holroyd Women (see ppo 211~
12)~
From aerial photographs and the reports of Europeans
who had traversed the area, Waanchikan seemed a relatively
productive tract with permanent lagoons and extensive riverine scrubs.
Despite its attraotions, there existed a
catalogue of tales of disasters, of strange swellings and
cripp~ed limbs, that befell those who risked the malign
powers of the place without the appropriate qualifications
and introductory rites.
As I pointed out earlier, only
old people after performing the proper rites could enter
Waanchikan's confines.
Others skirt~d it warily and
quickly, being careful not even to urinate near its boundaries lest the evil from the place infect their bladderse
Foodstuffs gathered in or hunted at Waanchikan by those
entitled to go there had to be stored and consumed elsewhere than in the main. camp_
Few tracts were as potent
as Waanchikan.
However, many areas in the Edward River
reserve manifested their potency on those who travelled
through them by causing unaccustomed drowsiness, minor mishaps and a general sense of uneasiness.
The other kind of routine ritual ordinarily
observed by people were what I term "taboos of place!!.
These taboos usually applied to some tracts only and took
the form of prohibitions on particular kinds of foods found
at the place.
Such taboos were instituted by the mythic
beings.
The following is an example drawn from the tracts
surveyed in Map 4.1.
Paantwiiyntin was a tract that was

exp~oited

during
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the dry-wet tiIre from NgatkooyuuI!pan or Wootomen in the

watersnake clan estate.
Fish were taken from the tidal
arms with rods and lines using woodenshanked hooks with
There was also a
bone barbs baited with sma.ll fish.
brush-bar.l:'ier fish weir near the junction of two creeks
where fish were trapped during the falling tide.
While
fishing was nonnally richly rewarding, there was however,
a taboo on stingaree and sawfish taken in that tract,
although such fish were corrm:>nly eaten when caught elsewhere.,
It was said that The Two Men initiated. the taboo,
but it was the Watersnake clan s ancestress, The Old WC£rEll1,
who enforced the taboos and made defaulters sick.
Only
old people were exempted from the taboo and could eat with
fupunity stingaree and sawfish taken at Paantwiiyntin.
I

It is worth remarking that it was often the case
that ~lIold people", that is to say, those whose fami'lies
'had grown up, were exempt from the consequences of dangerous
places.
At the level of local rationalisation, it was
argued that the old people were "used to it n and their long
association with particular places and their powers had
rendered them immune from these supernatural hazards.
The
distinction between the new-comer to a scene and the old
hand who knew the place intimately and was used to it was
a constant theme in discussing the powers of the countryside.
The ability of the old people to move freely and
harvest all things in their own domains gave them added
authority and control, as well as a privileged share in the
products of their tracts.
4.3

Baby spirits and conceRtion

Edward River people did not employ the normal
physical signs (cessation of menses, changes in the pigmentation of nipples, morning sickness etc.) that usually
indicate pregnancy.
The conventional sign that signalled
that a married couple had conceived a child was a'supernatural one in which one or another of the parents encountered a baby spirit (parr'r ner2). ' The baby spirit might
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appear to the mother in the form of some small creature
such as a snake, a fish or a turtle that disappeared
suddenly and inexplicably.
When the creature vanished in
this way, the woman knew that it had entered her flesh and
had become embodied within her as a foetus.
Sometimes
baby spirits appeared as a wind that followed the motherto-be and then suddenly dropped.
Baby spirits could jump
from one person to another, as for instance, from the father
to the mother, or from one woman to another.
The encounter
with a baby spirit was not always recognised for what it was
at the time, as the following extract from my notes testifies.

v.

related how he had found the baby spirit of his daughter.
When he was out fishing, he noticed a large freshwater mussel
crawling on the floor of the lagoon.
He reached into the
water and pulled it out and then threw it on the fire to cook.
When the shell opened up, there was no flesh inside, although
he had clearly seen the mussel's foot extended from the shell
in the water.
Serre days later his wife told him that she was
pregnant and he told her of his experience with the mussel.
Clearly. opined V. M., the baby spirit, disguised as a mussel,
had entered his body and then had transferred to his wife's
body.
When the baby was born, it had a dark birth-mark on
its back, which V. M. said was a result of tbr~ing the mussel
on the fire.
(Taylor field notes)
M.

6

While the ideology recognised the necessity for
sexual intercour.se in the total process of conception, it
stressed the primacy of spirit impregnation.

When the

encounter with the baby spirit went unnoticed or unrecognised
until the more obvious signs of pregnancy appeared (such
as the thickening girth and foetal movements), it was important to discover the location of the spirit impregnation
in order to determine the forthcoming child's clan affiliation and some of its stewardship responsibilities.
Hence,
the appearance of the external physical signs of pregnancy
initiated a retrospective search for the encounter,
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as in the example cited above.

An alternative and equally

valid way to determine the place of the spirit impregnation
was for one or other of the parents to have the location
revealed in a dream.
It is worth noting that such an ideology, by laying
so much stress on a supernatural encounter, had the potential to foster the notion in a woman that she was pregnant when
Sharp (1940:492) noted one case of psuedo-

she was not.

pregnancy during his fieldwork (and for more recent instances
see p. 473).
The acknowledgement of pregnancy, whether by supernatural encounter or by the belated recognition of physical
signs, called for the imposition of taboos upon the prospective parents while the child was in utero.
bitions were
could not
egg$.

legion~

personal~y

The prohi-

Among other things, mothers-to-be
dig into scrub turkey mounds for their

This was" likened to digging into their own bellies

and thereby harming their child.

Pregnant "women could not
eat carpet snakes, lest when they came into labour the
snake's spirit wound around their waists and impeded the
birth.

They were forbidden to dive in deep water for lily

bulbs in case the Rainbow Serpent/Cyclone bit them and
caused the child to be stillborn.

Large male animals,

especially kangaroos and wallabies, were banned for fear
the child might be born with hands shaped like the
paws.

animals~

Fathers-to-be came under similar dietary restric-

tions and were additionally forbidden to make spears anywhere near their pregnant wives in case the spears figuratively transfixed the unborn babies and killed them.
After the birth of a child, prohibitions of various
kinds continued to be observed by the parents and the child
as well.

Thus, a young child was never given large wallaby

to eat, otherwise it might become fretful and liable to fits
and nightmares.

Nor was a child permitted to eat crocodile

flesh in case it developed "scaley sores.

Kangaroo and emu

meat, both relatively rare in the Edward River dietary, were
absolute~y

forbidden to parents and children alike.

taboos on parents and child appear to have been lifted
progressively with the child1s maturation.

The
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4.4

After-life beliefs
The people of the Edward River reserve believed in

a spiritual after-life.

Compared with the doctrine of

pre-existence embodied in their conception theory, these
beliefs were variable and less specific concerning the
ultimate destination of the spirits of the dead.

However,

deaths added to the population of supernatural beings in
the environment and the attitude of Edward River people
towards the ghosts of the dead was one of ambivalence,
uneasiness and vague dread.

Traditional mourning ritual

functioned in part to separate the ghosts of the recently
dead from their attachments to their living kindred, and to
allow them to find their own
in the environment.

appropriat~

after-life niche

Mourning ritual accomplished much

more than simply this, and it is worth digressing for a
mome~t

to consider mourning ritual as a whole before dis-

cussing the nature of Edward River beliefs concerning the
ghosts and spirits of the dead and their relationships
with living humans.
Mourning ritual
When a person died, let us sayan adult, the news
of the death and its location was rapidly passed from
group to group along the entire reserve.

People who knew

the d'eceased even distantly felt a strong social compulsion
to go to the mourning camp and display their grief and pay
their respects to the dead person.

Indeed, those who

knew the deceased and did not attend the observances at the
mourning camp were not only being disrespectful but were
also inviting suspicion of being i'mplicated in the person r S

demise.
As they gathered at the mourning camp, the kindred
of the deceased assumed the appropriate

~ereavement

terms

and began to carry out the duties and obligations prescribed for the mourning kindred.

These duties included

organising the practical details concerning the preparation
of the corpse, the adoption of the appropriate mourning
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demeanour and decoration and undertaking the necessary food
taboos.

These kin-specific roles have already been

discussed in Chapter 3.

A-s

a mark of respect, no one

referred to the deceased by any of her/his personal names.
In Kuuk Thaayorre, the kindred referred to the deceased as

pam nanir, while the non-kindred used the term pam watp.
Similar circumlocutions existed in the other languages
of the reserve.

Since personal names often included things

In everyday use, those things were also referred to by

circumlocution within the hearing of the kindred because
they would be offended or upset hearing the name of their
close relative being uttered.

A mourning camp stayed in existence for several
weeks.
The dead body was slung on a pole between two forked
sticks and allowed to swell and decompose to the point where
the body fluids began to drip from it.
Notwithstanding the
stenQh, people camped close by periodically engaging in
wailing and other grief displays.
When the body was judged to be in a suitable state
of decay, it was taken down from the forked sticks by certain
male members of the kindred and, out of sight of -the rest of
the mourners, was eviscerated and the entrails were buried
in a hole.
The fluids were then squeezed and kneaded from
the rotting body reducing the cadaver to a thing of bone,
It was wrapped in a
hair, tendon and dessicated flesh.
flexed position-in-many layers of bark and thereafter carried
about the countryside by various close female kin, until
its final disposal was organised.
Following these preparations, two other important
events took place at the mourning camp.

The first of

these was the divination ceremony or inquest.

Since most

adult deaths were ascribed to sorcery, it was necessary to
perform a ritual in order to discover the identity of the
supposed killer.

The divination took the form of a vigil

over the the buried entrails' of_ the corpse.

It was

conducted by two of the deceased1s close kinsmen.
The identity of the sorcerer could be indicated by
a variety of signs.
Typically, the sorcerer's spirit
(pam ngeengk) was said to be drawn to the mourning camp
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after the evisceration had taken place.

It often appeared,

I was told, as an image of the sorcerer himself thus leaving
no doubt about his identity.
Sometimes the sorCerer
appeared in the guise of one of his totemic emblems.

t'lhen

this happened, the diviners had to determine the killer's
identity by a process of deduction that took account of the
revealed clan membership, together with imputed motive and
evidence of opportunity for procuring a magical death.
Revenge or payback killings were normally conducted
In secret or from ambush.

(I shall deal with revenge

killing in the next chapter.)

Hence the sorcerer's

identity was not disclosed at the mourning camp, so that the
sorcerer would not be put on his guard.

When the diviners

returned from their vigil, the other mourners were in a high
state of tension.

Typically, the members of the kindred

chided and blamed each other for failing to look after the
deceased properly.

As recriminations and accusations

began to fly, those with whom the deceased had had outstanding grievances or unresolved disputes, publicly confessed their derelictions and offered themselves to the
bereaved kindred for punishment by spear or stick.

Sb too

did those who might have given the deceased some cause for
dispute and thus might possibly be suspected of having
secretly pre-empted public dispute-settling machinery by
procuring the deceased's death.
At the conclusion Cifthe grievance settling , the
mourning camp broke up and people went their separate ways.
The deceased's remains were carried around by the female kin
for as many as two or three years before final disposal.
The tracts of land owned by the deceased and the camping
places with which the dead person was especially associated
,qere put under mortuary bans.

It was believed that the

person's ghost would camp in familiar places after death,
and it was necessary for the living to avoid them so as to
allow the ghost to shake off attachments to kin and loved
ones and join the other ghosts of those gone before.
The remains were finally disposed of by burial or
cremation.

Bodies were interred near camping places and

their location often marked by a fallen tree whose trunk
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was buried in the ground, roots uppermost.
During the
course of mapping I found that burial sites were relatively
widespread and common.

By contrast, I recorded the location.

of only two cremation sites, and both of these were for the
the disposal of males.
Both methods of final disposal involved a public
ceremony in which the kindred provided a feast for those
attending.

The ceremonies included final grief displays

and the lifting of the formal mortuary prohibitions on kin
and places.

If the deceased had died in a humpy during the

wet season, people gathered at the abandoned hut and wailed
for the last time there and made the place clear for further
habitation.

The deceasedls belongings (spears, woomera,

wax and gums, tools etc.) were either destroyed, left to rot
on the grave, or occasionally given to "longway" relatives
such as the maternal uncle.·
diet~ry

Those who had been observing

taboos connected with the deceased's totems were

formally released from them and ceremonially presented
with some of the forbidden foods.

Some kin might volun-

tarily continue to observe the taboos as a mark" of deep
respect.
Cremations were said to draw large gatherings.
They seem to have been reserved

for~men

of high standing.

The cremation of an important old man from the Holroyd
region would bring people from as far away as the Kendall
and Mitche·ll· Rivers

~

During the evening before the funeral

feast and cremation, dances were performed around a pole
decor~ted

with feathers.

The dancers were male and female

members of the deceased's kindred.
The funeral pyre was constructed in a shallOW trench
that was filled with small pieces of wood sufficient to
consume the, by now, very dessicated remains.

These remains,

wrapped in many layers of paperbark, were placed on the fire
by the dead manls close male ngothon.

In order to open it

to the flames they pulled the strings holding the bundle
together.

As the strings came away, each man acquired one

of the dead manls names.

While the body was

be~ng

consumed

by the flames, the assembled mourners displayed their grief
once more.
It was also said that cremations of,ten broke. up
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in a spear fight, as those entrusted with the contract for
revenge (see next chapter) seized the opportunity to
dispatch the imputed sorcerer if he was among the mourners.
Not all deaths were accorded the full array of
ceremonial and ritual.

A number of factors conditioned

their degree of elaboration and the time taken to perform
them.

If someone died at the onset of the wet season, the

corpse would most likely be buried fairly quickly since
the hot humid atmosphere would inhibit the drying process.
Equally, the very young and the very old, because they were
generally not considered to be sorcery victims, were usually
interred immediately.
important.

The status of the deceased was also

A male in the prime of life with many kin,

tract and ritual responsibilities, left a serious "gap:ia :the
organisation of interpersonal duties if he died.

The

duration of the obsequies reflected the degree of loss
expex:ienced by the kindred and the time taken to repair the
hole in the social fabric caus ed by the death.
Ghosts of the dead
In his discussion of Yir Yoront beliefs, Sharp
(1934b:33) noted some confusion concerning the nature of the
spiritual after-life.

Sharp distinguished between the

spirits and the ghosts of the dead.
$pirits, one of which"wenttl ••

~to

The dead had two

the 'western country'

which lies beyond the gulf, where it leads an elysian
existence".

The second spirit became a star,

tI • • •

the

transformation being accompanied by the fall of a meteoriteDo
Sharp went on to note that when the first kind of spirit,
which had human form was seen in conjunction with a falling
star, it was a
where.

certa~n

sign that a death had occurred some-

Sharp (1934b:34) also observed:
Distinct from these tWo "spiritsV of a dead person is the
malevolent "ghost", which retains its individuality and
haunts the corrrmmity for sorre tine after death.

Eventually

the individuality of the ghost is lost, and it joins the

numerous categories of generalized ghosts I the evil and
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indestructible· antbroporrorphs with which so much of the
life of the society is miserably hagridden.
When talking of spirits of the dead, my informants
stressed the "ghost" aspect of the after-life existence
primarily, I believe, because it directly bore on everyday
activities and needed to be taken into account in routine
rituals.

In Kuuk Thaayorre, the category of generalised

ghosts and anthropomorphs is called wang.

More usually

translated in English as "devil", the category included,
besides the ghosts of the dead, local monsters and Europeans
as well.

All the beings in this class have white skin,

even the ghosts of the dead.
The ghosts of the dead may be encountered in a
variety of ways.

They were most likely to be met with

immediately after death when they were still continuing
to perform their wonted activities of camping, hunting and
gathering in the tracts they used during life.

People

feared to meet them, although some men said that if a person
was daring enough and possessed sufficient strength of
character, a ghost might be grabbed and held on to until
it revealed some imPortant knowledge or power to the humano
I never met anyone who actually claimed to have done this.
Ghosts could be encountered in shapes other than
human.

It was believed that a dead man or woman could

assume the·shape of Minh Maal, a huge black flying fox.
If the dead person could be encountered in this form, it
was possible to find out who had performed the sorcery
leading to the person's death.

The proper procedure for

doing this was for two brothers of the dead person to go
into the scrub where colonies of black flying faxes were
known to occur.

Before approaching the colony they would

smear mud allover their bodies.

If the ghost was there,

it would emerge as a flying fox with wings as large as a
tent-fly-sheet.

It would avoid the younger brother and

make straight for the older brother and commence wrestling
with him.

The wrestling match was often so violent that

the flying fox/ghost would defecate over the man.

The

ghost and the man would break apart from time to time,
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each to regain their wind and during these intervals the
younger brother would persistently badger the creature for
the name or the sorcerer.

Reluctant at first to answer,

it would finally reveal the name of. the sorcerer ane. the
two brothers would return to their camp and cry for their
deceased kinsman.

The older brother usually took several

days to recover from the effects of wrestling with the
ghostly flying fox.

People did not eat the black flying

fox in case it was the ghost of a dead person.

It was said that the ghosts of the dead normally
lived in a world of their own under the ground.

Sorne-

times however, they congregrated on the surface to hold
dances of their .own

devising·~

If a living man came

across them engaged in one of their corroborees, he would
be discovered and brought into the ceremonial ground to
watch the dance.

The following translation from an

info+,mant's account describes what was supposed to-happen.
When a man looks at the ghosts gathered on the dancing
ground he might shake with fear.
him not to be frightsI?-ed.

But the ghosts will tell

nItls alright, n they will say,_

"these old people are your 1.IDcles, your rrothers and your
brothers. "

When the man looks at them in their paint and

and feathers, he will recognise his dead kin even though
those who died as elderly people will have been given back
their lost youth.

The ghosts will show

th~

man their dance.

and on, never seem:ing to tire.

They dance on

When it is over they will

beseech their hurran onlooker to take the dance back. and
teach it. to the living in rerrenbrance of them.
(Taylor field notes)

Dances

aC~lired

from ghosts were held to be different from

those that celebrated woochorrm.

I was unable to discover,

however, what conditioned their performance in pre-settlement
times.
As well as their roles in the divination process
and in creating new dances, ghosts could also impinge on
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human affairs in commonplace and generally vexatious ways.
They could lure people away and get them lost.

The forest

country of the Duck/Spear clan 'between Station Creek and
Fish-hole Creek was notorious for occur.rences of that sort.
Ghosts could also hide places from travellers and prevent
them from discerning the proper topographical clues indicating their whereabouts.

They had the ability to control

the supply of game and fish and could withhold it from
hunters.

They also appeared to people in their dreams

and disturbed their rest.
All of these irritating and unsettling ghostly
behaviours were accepted as ordinary adjuncts to everyday
life.

People tried to minimise the inconvenience they

caused by singing out to the ghosts to notify them of
human activity and to obtain their goodwill, or at least,
non-interference.

They introduced new-comers" by performing

rituals, . similar to those "for introducing new-comers to
poison places, calling out the new-comers' names and vouching
for their good intentions.

When people arrived at a tract

that. had not been visited in some time, they wailed· in remembrance for the dead and in greeting for the "old people" of
the place.

The "old people", as the ghosts of the dead

were often called, were local in their inclinations and
identified with particular tracts.

If the ghosts of a

particular area were being more than usually mischievous and
seemed to be withholding game, their living descendants
were not above abusing them angrily and leaving for other
tracts where the dead were less annoying.
4.5

Other supernatu"t"al beings
v

Of the other supernaturals inhabiting the reserve's
area, by fa.r the most malevolent of them were a number of
local demons.

These named, misshapen monsters were of

unknown origin and even the people who habitually frequented
the

territori~s

of the demons never came to terms with them.

They were said to abduct children and, at times, ,adults.
They would kill .either for the malicious pleasure of it or
else to. feed on' the vital parts of humans.

·Adults used the
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fear of demons to terrify children into good behaviour and
to ensure that they never strayed beyond the eyes of their
caretakers.

Strange smells, the warning cries of birds and

unusual noises all presaged the presence of a demon, and
people fled from possible encounters with them.

Only the

most pressing of causes would induce an individual to
.depart from the. known trails and by-ways of the bush to
make excursions through the unfamiliar and possibly demoninfested tracts of distant clans.
Much less malevolent were the "wood spirits", the
Yukngatungk, who dwelt in the inland forested countryo
They delighted in mischief.-making, like that indulged in by
the ghosts of the dead.

These spirits were associated with

the Rainbow Serpent/Cyclone.

Their moods were unpredictable

and control over them uncertaino
Of the remaining kinds of supernatural beings, the
most~important

were the familiars of individual sorcerers
Sorcerers' familiars were employed as

and native healers.
agents of death.

The familiars of native healers were

used in diagnosing the causes of serious illnesses.

They

are better discussed in the context of the humans that
brought them into being and controlled their actions.

Both

sorcerers and native healers took greater than ordinary
risks in order to bring some facets of the supernatural
world under their personal control.

As such, they are each

worth a separate discussi·on.
4.6

The sorcerer
The procurement of death by supernatural or magical

means was regarded as a legitimate and frequently employed
method of providing private redress for wrongs inflicted by
others.

Sorcery was a secret business and the techniques

were passed on from father to son.
male pursuit.

So~cery

It was predominantly a

was advanced as the only possible

explanation for untimely deaths.

Even when the signs

appeared obvious, as in seemingly accidental deaths, sorcery
could still be involved since sorcerers could exert their
powers to make spears go-awry in flight or influence the
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behaviour of animals like snakes and cause them to bite
people.
The Thaayorre verb kenche, meaning "to practise
sorcery against n is glossed in Aboriginal English as "to catch,e.
There were many techniques for "catching n people.

In pre-

settlement times, sorcerers could cause fatal illnesses by
working spells on their victims' faeces, on their food remains
or on things personally associated with them.

Some sorcer-

ers were said to be able to project slivers of bone into
their targets in such a way as eventually to cause death.
Other sorcerers could create snakes and crocodiles that could
be. dispatched at their bidding to attack individuals whom
The description from McConnel

the sorcerers wished to kill.

presented here describes what was involved.
The saltwater crocodile (Crocodilus porosus) is very much

feared.·

One

~

is in a swanp near the rrouth of the Archer

River. and another on the Edward River.

Serre nen profess

to be able to n:rreke II the crocodile and send it out after
an enemy -- it is dangerous, therefore, to make a crocodile~'

man angry.

The crocodile magic is as follows.

The croco-

dile· man takes a lizard or goanna, draws blood from his ann,
puts it in the lizard I s rrouth, then ties the lizard up in
grass

I

with its legs and tail protruding, lays it in the

sea, call ing it his "son II , and bids it grow into a crocodile.
Whe.."1 the man IS rrouth is sore he knows that his

n

son" t the

crocodile, has grown big enough to eat small fish; when his
rrouth gets sore again, the crocodile is big enough to eat
big fish.

The man then forgets about his IIson" and tells

He goes back to his carrp with a

no one what he bas done.

stick over his shoulder, which rreans he has done sorrething.
but no one asks what it is.
a ripple in the water.

Later he goes fishing and seeS

The crocodile sees him.

When it

does nothing, the rran knows that it is his r'sonll that he has

made.

Putting

sweat

from under his arm on a stick. he lays

it in the water where the tide will carry it to the crocodile.
The crocodile then follows him and he puts sweat on its face
and in its rrouth and cleans its teeth with a straw, taking

care not to touch its back. for this_ would rrake it angry.
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The crocodile then recognizes hlm as its "father"

The nan

G

sends his "sonll into the lagoons and rivers to round up fish
and send them towards him.

When the nan catches plenty of

fish he knows that it is because his "son", the crocodile
has sent them to his IIfather".

it after him.

If he has an enemy he sends

'!he crocOdile will go everywhere till he

finds the enemy, and will bring him to his "father".

cannot kill his own

n

A man

son n, the crocodile, and i f anyone else

should kill him, the nan will becorre sick; he will cry and
be sorry for his

II

son II which has been killed.

(McConnel 1957:10-11)
The term auwa used above by McConnel. is equivalent to the
Kuuk Thaayorre term raak woochorrm.
By common agreement, the most usual form of sorcery
entailed a special kind of operation on the victim.
Kuuk Thaayorre term for sorcerer, pam

~

The

workurr (or

"the man with the noose", derives from this operation.

I

present it in outline here without comment:
The sorcerer waylaid his victim :in his canp at night or during
~

day when he was out hunting.

In order to separate the

victim from his hearthgroup at night, the sorcerer used a
special cord noose that he slipped over his intended prey and
then drew him into the surrounding bush.

Using his rragical

powers, the sOrcerer placed his victim in a trance-like but
conscious state and sat him cross-legged on the ground.
nade his victim hold onto
~se

the rib cage.

He

a sapling. in such a way as to

Using a sharp stone, the

s~er

made an incision along the bottom line of the ribs on the

left side of the victim J s chest.

The sorcerer then inserted

his hand inside his victim's thoracic cavity and withckew
those of the victlin I s organs that i.rrpeded access to the heart
and laid them carefully on the victim's thigh.

.-

Reaching

inside the chest the sorcerer squeezed the victimrs heart's
blood into a specially rrade bark container.

'!he organs

were then replaced inside the victim and the incision was
sewn up in such a W?J"$ that no· scar· sbowed;;-
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victim was then roused.
Sorcery victims were said to
know that they had been ensorcelied, but they were powerless
'I1le

to attack tb.e sorC6.J...-er or to tell ott.l-.£rs

't-l:b~t

r-..ad occl;Lrred

when they returned to their hearthgroups.
After the sorcerer had corcmanded his victim to return to his camp, he
him:;elf returned to his own country with the parcel of bloed
and buried it in a secret place.
In due ti.rre, the victim,
now errptied of his heart· s blood, fell ill.
The victim· s
sickness was a sign to the sorcerer tbat his magic was working
He thereupon tmearthed the parcel of blood and by manipulating
it in a special way controlled the course of the sick man's
illness causing his health to deteriorate irreversibly.
When the victim finally died, "the sorcerer, feigning grief,
usually went to join the other rrourners at the rrourning carcpo
(Taylor field notes)
Sorcery, as I noted above, was employed in retri~
bution for wrongs inflicted e
I shall deal more f~lly with
these causes and their contexts in Chapter 5.
It should
be noted here that no-one could feel themselves free from
the threat of magical attack.
Leading a blameless moral
life was no guarantee against sorcerers· attentions.
For
one thing, the divination techniques used "in the inquest
process were not always precise, and it was said that the
diviners· guesswork often pointed to the wrong person.
(The Western scientific-viewpoint would of course insist
that the diviners always pointed to the wrong person, on the
assumption that the operation was impossible in the first
place.)
Hence, men could be unfairly accused and be
threatened by sorcery in return.

It was also held that

sorcerers were often ill-intentioned and performed sorcery
simply for the malicious thrill it provided and for the
reputations they acquired thereby.
In any case, it was
difficult to lead a blameless life because the demands the
kindred made for support in quarrels and disputes necessitated strained relations with others.
All adults then felt themselves to be at risk
from the threat of sorcerers and their supernatural powers.
As a consequence, people were careful not to leave any of

e
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their personal effects' lying carelessly about for fear they
might be used by others to work harm against them.

Men

burnt their broken spear hafts, when they were beyond
repair, and were careful to burn all the shavings from their
wood-crafting lest a sorcerer find them.

Every morning some-

one would scan the immediate environs of a camping place
lookin.g for strange footprints that might indicate that a
sorcerer had been near in the night..

There were also speci-

fics that people could employ to warn against or'ward off the
attentions of a sorcerer.

The yellow bark stripped from the·

roots of a tree I have been unable to identify botanically
was reputed to make a person. invisible to the eye of an enemy.
When the bark was placed in a person's footprint, a sorcerer
would never see the 'person making the print no matter how long
he followed the track.

I was told of another tree whose sap

was so deadly that if living creatures touched it, they would
die instantly.

If the dried sap was carried about on the

point of a spear or placed on the downwind side of a camp, its
presence would deter sorcerers.

Small blocks of wood from

another unidentified t·ree placed near the head of a sleeping
person were credited with the ability to detect sorcerers
skulking about at night and to announce their presence by
knocking together loudly enough to warn the sleeper.
By definition, sorcery was a covert business and
difficult to detect at work in the living.

Ultimately,

untimely death was interpreted as the unequivocal sign that it
had been invoked.

Divination uncovered the identity of the

sorcerer.

From the victim's point of view, this was belated

knowledge.

However, it was possible to determine if a sick

person was a victim Q£ sorcery by calling in a native doctor.
4.7

The native doctor
While any man COUld .. become

a

sorcerer by learning

the appropriate techniques from his 'father, becoming what the
Kuuk Thaayorre called a wangath, or native doctor, required
direct contact with supernatural agencies before the appropriate
powers were conferred.

It also required a certain amount of

fortitude, and most men were unwilling to hazard the personal
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risks involved in confronting the supernatural powers in a
procedure that was not foolproof and which could backfire
seriously on the neophyte.
One way of acquiring the powers of a wangath was to
lie on the grave of someone recently deceased.

I never

obtained a coherent account of what was supposed to happen,
although some men were said to have acquired their powers in
that fashion in the past.

By far the most respected native

doctors were those, and there were a number of them, who were
said to have "gone through the rainbow" as described in the
following account:
"Passing through the rainbOW''' rreant being swallowed. by the
Rainbow Serpent/Cyclone o

A wOuld-be wangath went off to one

of the lagoons that the. mythic creature was known to haunt,
and, after rubbing himself over with native honey and sweet
fruit, began swimning in the water.

Attracted "by the snell of

the honey and the fruit, the Rainbow SeIpent/Cyclone would swim

up and swallOW" the neophyte whole.

It would then swim off to

another place carrying the neophyte in its stcmach.

Ghosts of

the neophyte's ancestors, especially the poison grandfathers,

kaman, would sing out to the creature warning it not to keep

their kinsman too long in its stanach.

Later the man would be

regurgitated on the.bank of a lagoon.

As he lay there recover-

ing frcm the

~ience,

red ants would carre and clean the new doc-

tor of the coabng he had acquired in the belly of the creature
When the new wangath had been cleaned up by the ants, he went
off to gather his belongings.

Uncertain as to whether or

. not he bad the powers of a wangath, the man might try them

out.

If he found the bones of a dead animal, the powers of

the wangath would enable h.im to piece the skeleton together,

cover it with its hide and bring the animal back to life.
If he did this successfully, he knew that he was endowed
with the special powers, but as a new man, a pam puukam, he
had to be careful

i.D.

their exercise.

He used them cautiously

at first and on his own kindred before others.

Besides

bringing dead animals back to life, his conferred powers
included the ability -to send his spirit (pam ngeenk)

0
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over long distances to visit sick people, as well as the
ability to project his spirit into the body of a sick person
to determine the cause of an illness.

Same wangath used

anirral familiars, like frogs, to do the same thing.
(Taylor field notes)
In practice, consulting with a native doctor was
usually a measure of last resort for the kindred of a sick
person.

It was done when other therapies had had little

effect.

I have published descriptions of indigenous

medical treatments elsewhere (Taylor 1977a, 1977b), and the
following brief account draws on those earlier articles.
Traditional therapies embraced a range of methods.
The pre-settlement pharmacopoeia included a large range of
plant products (derived from leaves, barks, fruits and
tubers) and other items such as clay.

Some of these bush

medicines were" symptom-specific "remedies that were widely
known and applied to frequently recurring complaints such
respiratory infections, inflamed eyes and diarrhoea

Q

Other bush medicines were more in the nature of cure-all
remedies that might or might not work in particular cases.
They were owned by the men of particular lineages.

There

was also a set of commonly known techniques for treating
spear wounds, broken bones, fevers •. sprains, muscle soreness and toothaches.
Additionally, supernatural powers could be invoked
to speed recovery_

Those nursing a sick person would

invariably croon woochorrm song cycle s.-c" in order to abate
distressing symptoms, relax the patient and induce sleep.
Sufferers might also be taken to certain places asserted to
have curative properties.

And certain people, by a process

of adventitious acquisition, manifested from time to time
healing powers.

Such healers (they could even be children)

applied their powers by massaging or blowing over the sick
person.

These healing powers, however, tended to be

fugitive, and they could desert a healer if slhe engaged in
wrongdoing or in excesses.
W4e~_~he

condition of a" sick person was critical,

or when recovery was slow and therapy seemingly ineffective,
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the patient's kindred would resort to a wangath.
Using
his special powers, the wangath would project his own spirit
inside the sick person, or insert his spirit familiar, in
order to discover the cause of the discomfort and to offer
a prognosis.

Sicknesses diagnosed as resulting from

an infringement of a taboo were not usually regarded as
fatal, and the wangath might use his own medicines and healing powers to speed recovery.

If the sickness was seen to

be caused by sorcery (i.e. if the sick person had no blood
inside his heart), the'wangath might inform the kindred that
the case was terminal.

Such an announcement generally

produced the effect it predicted, because all further nursing
aid would be withdrawn from the patient as the kinfolk set
up a death watch.
The native· doctor might intervene in what was
normally an irreversible process, if he. judged. the victim to
havec--been unfairly' attacked.

He might attempt to remove

the magical projectile, if that was seen to be the cause
of the patient's condition, by putting his hand inside the
patient's body and withdrawing the projectile without leaving
any trace.

If the wangath knew the sorcerer's. identity,

he might go to the sorcerer and try to persuade him to throw
away the victim's blood, thus breaking the nexus between "the
parcel of blood and the victim's failing condition.

It

was said that some native doctors had the power to replace
the victim's lost blood with some of their own and restore
health in that way.
If the sick person died, the privileged position
of the wangath placed him beyond the wrath of the kindred,
irrespective of whether .he· had done anything for the
person or not.

While the sorcerer and the native doctor

appear to have been opposed to each other, there was no
felt contradiction in a man occupying either role at
different times.

Within the circle of his kindred and

trusted associates, a man might apply his powers as a
native doctor for benevolent ends.

As a sorcerer, he

could still work for the benefit of his kindred by directing
his powers against those at a distance who threatened his
own well-being and

~hat"

of his kindred.
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4.8

Summary

Like any magico-religious system, the Ed1.'lard River
beliefs and practices concerning the realm of the supernatural served many functions at both the individual and
group levels.
They set the individual within a well-ordered,
if somewhat terrifying, cosmos and answered at least some of
the existential questions that humankind invariably asks
(e.g. Where did I come from?
What is my place in the world?
How can I control the world about me?
Where will 1 go when
I die?).
They served as well, through increase and other
manipulative rituals, to provide for and encourage confidence
in the future and offered at least some restorative formulae
to correct deviations from accustomed environmental rhythmso
At the social level, the belief system generated
two major:' social groupings, viz. the clan and the ritualcerel!.lonial groupo
Clans came into bei~g through the totemic
identification of people with places and mythic beings.
Figure 4.1 summarises much of my earlier description by outl'ining_ in- bare form the logic of th·is conceptual linkage.
As Berndt and Berndt "( 1977: 295) observe on Aboriginal
religion in general, totems were social-personal symbols
that established an essential unity between humans and their
environment.
Their general comments on the nature of the
Dreaming hold with equal force in the particular case of the
Edward River reserve, if we. equate the term "Dreaming" with
IIwoochorrm", the principal. term 1 have used throughout this
chapter.
The

Dreaming spells out a relationship between people and

nature and between people and the natural species, in which
people are regarded as part of nature, not opposed to other
parts of it but bound to them by strong emotional ties.
Such a belief :irrplies a direct linkage with major mythic

personages who were responsible for transmitting to human
The intervening
beings a life force which was sacred.
'totem' or syrrbol, in animal or serre other form, provides a
tangible, visible expression of mm' s relationship to his
The syrrbol, rrediated through the 'totem',' as agent,.
leities.
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I

performed deeds
called

leaving behind

I

PLACES =

~

woochorrrn

CLAN SPIRIT CENTRES

=

raak parr'r woochorrm

/

which conferred membership
in

which formed part

of

A RITUAL ESTATE
(lying within a clan estate)

Figure 4.1

ana required the

I

which. reactivated

performance of

the powers of

The structure of Edward River totemism
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is not explicable in its own tenns:

it must be seen as part

of the broader setting of the Dreaming.
(Berndt and Berndt 1977:294-295)
The links between mythic beings, the woochorrm, places and
people validated the claims of clans to their ritual estates

0

In turn, these claims provided a charter for the ownership
and control of the 'physical resources of the clan tracts in
which the ritual estate was embedded.
More than this, the holding a£ a ritual estate
entailed duties and obligations in respect of

i~

and these

provided the social imperative to perform ceremonial ritualso
Ritual estates were not seen as isolated islands, but rather
as segments of a wider landscape whose parts were bound
together by ancestral activity.
performed in isolation.

Hence, ritual was not

Rather, the proper celebration

of ma>j or ritual required the efforts of clansmen from many
ritual estates.

The need for the proper celebration of

ritual produced the largest kind of social grouping that
convened for any purpose at all in that environment
This group I have called the ritual-ceremonial

0

group~

The

composition of the ritual-ceremonial group varied up and
down the length of the reserve, since each local set of
clans had overlapping "ritual ranges" with each set participating in the rituals of their neighbours to their immediate north, south and east.
The magico-religious belief system also functioned
powerfully as an agent of social control.
shall deal with in the following chaptero

This aspect J
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CHAPTER 5

5.1

LAW AND ORDER AND SOCIAL CONTROL

The rules of right conduct
When discussing codes of behaviour with my infor-

mants I found that they. constantly used two English
language phrases.
law".

The phrases were

lI

o ld custom" and "murri

"Old custom" seemed mostly to refer to the rules

governing the behaviour between various classes of kin
and to the rules relating to betrothal and marriage, while
"murri law" referred most often to the rules surrounding
initiation, ceremony and ritual, death and revenge, and
behaviour relating humans to

super~aturals.

I would not

insist that the above distinctions are watertight, but
both expressions clearly entailed a body of conventions
subscribed to by the entire pre-settlement

population~

A principal function of the rules was to provide guidelines
and expectations for humans in relation to each other .. to
their environment and to the supernaturals that they postulated also shared their living space

o

A casual selection o·f such rules might be expressed

in the following way:
everyone should be married;
promises entered into should be

kept~

obligations to kindred take precedence over
obligations to others;
mother should be respected above all kindred
members;
strangers are not to be trusted;
seniority implies priority in decision making,
invasion of personal jurisdiction in kindred,
tract and ritual matters is not to be tolerated,
group action cannot proceed without consensus;
deaths should be avenged;
personal integrity should be defended;
manhood cannot be achieved without initiation;
the mythic beings should be honoured;
males have precedence in ceremonial matters;
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ceremonial ritual secrecy

snou~d

be preserved;

ceremony and ritual take precedence over other
matters;
the performance of ceremonies and rituals must
not be upset;
owners must care for their tracts and their
resources;
increase ceremonies should be diligently
performed; etc.
Implicit in the list are hierarchies of preferencE
which, acting in concert with the indigenous be"liefs aboui
the nature of the world, enabled individuals and groups
(i.e. hearthgroup, band, clan, ritual-ceremonial group) tc
respond appropriately to the events of that world, to dirE
their activities responsibly and to accomplish their
recurring purposes in it (cf. Goodenough 1966:258).

The

rules of "murri law" or "old custom" also constituted the
explicit value statements of a moral order felt to be bine
ing on all Aborigines.

As such, it provided the ground

rules for the definition of ri"ght and wrong actions.

No1

only this, its often conflicting imperatives gave rise to
dispute situations and, at the same time, the coa.e itsel"f
specified the kinds of redressive measures to be applied
when breaches of the code occurred.
It proved difficult to gather statistical information about the frequency of occurrence of various kinds
wrong actions and their ensuing mode of redress.

There

was, unfortunately, nothing like the charge book of the
post-settlement court system to which a researcher could
apply in attempting to locate the distribution of dispute
"in their appropriate social and .temporal contexts.
In reconstructing pre-settlement processes of

la~

and order and social control, I have drawn on statements
cases provided by my informants together with observatior
of examples of disputing behaviour which occurred during
my fieldwork and which were said to be like those of the
pre-settlement period.

These data, based on remembered

events and similarities to the past, have been augmented
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Sharp's case studies and generalisations which were grounded
much more securely in the real events of· the time.
5.1.1

Socialisation
People were deemed to be competent in the code, and

therefore responsible and accountable for their aQtions, by
early adulthood.

The educational process leading to the

acquisition of cultural competence in children was largely,
to borrow Fortes'

(1938) expression, a "by-product" of

cultural routine in which parents, ki·ndred, peer group and
non-kindred members all had roles to play at various stages
in a childrs development.

Apart from initiation ceremonies

for young males, there was little formalised instruction
given in any aspects of the code.

As Harris

(1980) notes,

the teaching strategies of traditional Aboriginal education
were based on learning-by observation and doing in situationspecific and immediately meaningful contexts.

Much of

Aboriginal camp-life was conducted in public and hence
accessible as precedent and model for the behaviour of

.-

children.

Other parts however, in particular those dealing

with aspects of the supernatural world and with childbirth,
were hidden and not available for observation by children.
Curiosity in those areas was discouraged.
The basic orientating patterns or " schemas" (Fortes
1938) towards the physical, social and supernatural environments were built up and elaborated with due respect for the
child's physical and cognitive development and its ability
to participate in the routines of everyday behaviour.
Involvement and identification with the kindred,
the group of prime importance in an individual's life,
began soon after birth.

Although the child's mother had

the major responsibility for its care and feeding, the
mother's attentions were supplemented by the child's older
siblings, by its mother's and father's parents, by mother's
sisters and co-wives, and in the case of boys by father and
his siblings.

These relatives played with the child and
An infant
looked after it during its mother's absences.

was never left unattended so that infancy was a period of
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intense physical and social contact with a set of significant
others.
Even so, during this relatively passive dependence,
kinship structures governed the interaction between individual kindred members and fashioned the child's responses.
Thus fathers were indulgent, spoiling, even doting, with
their sons, but restrained and distant with their daughters,
being hardly willing to touch them let alone interact with
them familiarly.
Toddlers were constantly attended by others.

They

were discouraged from exploring the ph¥sical world and as
soon as their speech development and comprehension permitted

it, ,- they were warned of the supernatural hazards waiting to
ensnare anyone who ventured beyond the known and the safe.
The threat of ghosts, mythic beings -and potent places effectively hedged the activities of children and focused their
attention on the social rather than the physical environment.
It

a~so

"instilled a pattern of fear of, and uneasiness in

strange places that would persist throughout life.
Between the ages of 3 and 6, children began to be
drilled in the interactional codes o'f kinship.
Girls were
taught to comport themselves modestly by the campfire hearth
in the presence of their fathers.

Children acted as go-

betweens carrying gifts and messages between kindred who were
ngaanch, as for example between father and his mother-in-law,
and so participated in the patterns of reciprocity and giftexchange within the kindred.

As children's social horizons

expanded beyond the kindred, they found that non-kindred
members also insisted on demeanours appropriate to their kin
classification and were careful to maintain them.
The playgroup was an important socialising influence
in which the child's individuality was allowed to assert
itself in an atmosphere relatively free of adult restraints.
Yet even in

the~r

peer group Sharp noted children were

rehearsing their adult roles.

In their- games they repro-

duced the domestic scenes and the motivations of the real
world.

They played at house and marriage", they stalked

imaginary game and prepared make-believe food, and they
participated in mock combats and chases (Sharp 1937:22).
It was the playgroup that inculcated the hyper-modest
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attitude people held towards defecation, and it was also
within the playgroup that children attempted the sexual
exploration of their bodies and occasionally engaged in
mock coitus.

By the age of 5, the child was beginning to

acquire the attributes appropriate to its sex role.

At

this age, according to Sharp (1937:102), children were able
to differentiate " ••.• between the obscenities proper to
masculine swearing and those used only by women".
From the age of 6 onwards, children began to be
given instruction and practice in the techniques and skills
they wouid need as adults.

Such instruction was sex-

specific and was generally imparted by particular kin.
Most of my elderly male informants remember their father as
the principal teacher of their basic hunting and wood-crafting
knowledge.

Between father and son, the prescriptions of

kinship etiquette imposed no conversational modesty apart
from matters' of the sacred/secret kind, and virtually any
topic could be discussed without embarrassment.

Thus,

fathers typically taught sons about the physical and supernatural resources of the clan estate, showed them how to
perform increase

ritual~

passed on to them whatever expertise

they had acquired in the use of the native pharmacopoea, as
well as their own proprietory love magic and sorcery techniques.
The female complement of subsistence skills was
imparted to girls by their mothers and mothers' co-wives and
the other adult women who from time to time shared the daily
round.

Typically, girls began to exercise their domestic

talents much earlier than boys, and by the time they left
their natal hearthgroup they had contributed materially to
its welfare by way of helping with child-minding, fetching
wood and water, foraging for and preparing food for some
family members, and carrying utensils and possessions
between campsites.
Instruction took place in other ways.

Rites of

introduction performed publicly for the benefit and safety
of new-corners to particular tracts were also among the
first intimations children received of the mythic resources
of the

~countrys

ide.

In the large camps of the dry season,
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formal story-telling sessions in which older men recited
" ... their past experiences in successfully combatting human
or supernatural pm.lers" were co!nmon (Sharp 1937:22).
telling was a skilled performance.

Story-

Of the story-tellers,

McConnel (1957:xvii) says:
~

•• it is not··easy·to do justice: to their style in the

verbose of a written English, nor to convey the telling
pauses, the pregnant silences, the irrpressive reiteration,
and the innuendoes of the speaker I s voice, who, as he relates
his story, experiences and visualizes the acts and scenes
errbodied in his short drarratic sentences.

Many of these capsules of experience outlived their tellers
and were still standard story-telling fare in post-settlement
timese

Tamrintil's story of his meeting with Poonchr

(see Chapter 9L is one such -story.

For the children who

listened, the stories were not merely entertainment, they
were also recent history and served as possible precedents
for future action, as well as allowing them to share
vicariously in some of the more unusual realms of adult
experience.
As I noted earlier, initiation was a major formal
learning experience of the older boys.

In present day

Edward River society, ceremonies such as Withirrma and Dog
(described in the previous chapter, see pp. 216-21) were
referred to in English as "schools".

The term is apt

because the ceremonies were the closest approximation to
Western formal education in pre-settlement society.

The

boys were isolated from the everyday world in which their
previous learning had taken place and they
master detailed bodies of information.

we~e

required to

This learning task

was considered so important by the society of the reserve
as a whole that it was seen as the responsibility of the
ceremonial-ritual group rather than single land/linguistic
units.

Considerable time and effort was invested to ensure

that the ceremonies achieved their stated purpose of changing
boys into men by giving them special ritual and mYthological
knowledge.
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In comparison with the sudden and ceremonial change
of status experienced by males, girls made the transition to
womanhood and its attendant responsibilities gradually and
with little ceremony.

A girl became a woman when she was

firmly established in her own hearthgroup with a husband.
In the early stages of the formation of a marital union a
girl often alternated between living with her husband and
living with her parents in the " ••• less arduous role of a
young girl economically dependent on her family and quite
free to play with the younger children and pursue temporary_
love affairs" (Sharp 1934a:427).

The permanent union

was publicly established when the girl's female relatives
built a hut for the pair and moved the girl's belongings
into it.

This occurred as soon as the girl was pregnant or

after several years of switching between the role of wife
and that of dependent child.
With the social recognition "of their status

as

adults, young people became, as it were, legal entities in
their own right.
behaviour and

Until this time the responsibility'for

discipl~ne

of children was vested primarily

in the· children I s mothers" and, to a lesser extent, in their
mother's brothersc

No other persons had the right to

chastise children for behavioural breaches (except perhaps
for breaches of the sacred/secret conventions where punishment was normally administered in the community's name by
non-kindred members).

To" be an adult meant having

sufficient competence in "murr i law" to be able to make
decisions independently and to be held personally accountable for the consequences.

In adulthood conformity to the

code was induced partly by the rewards inherent in pursuing
right actions and partly by the consequences invoked when
breaches in the code (i.e. wrong actions) became apparent.
These sanctions are discussed in the next section.
5.2

Sanctions.
Some of the rules of right conduct were

s~lf

enforcing or self-regulating in the sense discussed by
Nadel (1953).

That is to say, conformity to a rule
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governing a focal activity carried with it rewards that went
far beyond the satisfactions inherent in its immediate enactmente

Alternatively, failure to follow the rule was

attended by conspicuous ill-success in the business of life.
Thus the rule enjoining people to marry needed no
inducements for its observance or penalties to guard against
its non-observance.

A man who did not marry was condemning

himself to sexual continence, or else irregular and/or
illegitimate and risky sexual liai s'ons.

He would

be"""de~e""Q-:

dent for a part of his diet on female relatives who would
have priorities to feed others before him, and his hunting
rights would be restricted to his own and his parents' tracts
He would have a smaller circle of kindred upon whom he could
call for support; he would have no daughters whom he could
attempt to bestow with advantage; he would have no sons to
whom he could pass on his esoteric knowledge, to take pride
in

o~~depend

upon for support in fights, and he would have

no children to care for him in old age.

In other words,

the disparity between the consequences of not marrying and
the social rewards 6f marrying was so great that no single
person would contemplate permanent single status with
equanimity.
Another means of inducing conformity was to reward
exemplary moral behaviour.

Such rewards were not so much

a matter of public commendation, since the praising of
individuals to their faces did not accord vlEdl with the
Edward River notions of egalitarianism and personal worth.
Rather, respect was indirectly accorded to adults in their
middle years.

Sharp (1934a:430,1934b:39) noted that men

and women, both living and dead, who epitomised the
society's standards of social conduct and belief were
generally admired.

The rewards were more tangible than

the self-satisfaction that derives from virtuous living.
As Sharp pointed out, such "big" men and women" not merely
served as examples for others to follow, their counsel was
also sought.

In other words, a good reputation enhanced a

person's ability to influence the conduct of public affairs.
The exercise of personal influence brought with it its own
special satisfactions.
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One of the consequences of deviating from socially
prescribed behaviour was to invite gossip.

In the hands of

Sharp

women it was a powerful stimulus to overt conformity.

(1934a:430) noted the strongly conservative influence women
exercised " •.. with their gossip, power over public opinion
and studied ability to shame or excite their men into following conventional lines of behaviour l'

•

Besides gossip two other kinds of negative sanctions
could be invoked.
human retaliation.

These were supernatural retribution and
Whereas gossip, as a penalty, affected

people's sense of worth through shaming and perhaps their
dealings with others, supernatural retribution and human
retaliation both entailed physical penalties.

5.2.1

Negative sanctions -- supernatural
Many rules

relat~ons

assoc~ated

with

supern~tural

and social

were couched in the form of taboos.

That is to

say, they were prohibitions that incurred supernatural
retribution automatically whenever they were breached.
The sanctions invoked'took the form of some physical affliction that fell upon the transgressor or the transgressor's
close kin.

Depending on the nature of the offence,

afflictions could range from mild sicknesses and minor
physical disabilities through to permanent and crippling
injury, stillbirths., blindness, madness and even death

e

In previous papers (Taylor 1977a,1977b) I have shown that
few sicknesses were seen as having what Western bio-medicine
would term natural or environmental causes.

Thus, while

people were aware of the discomforts caused by insects,
poisonous plants and animals, by the quality of food, .and
enviropmental:

factors,~such

as winds'oand glare'"

nesses were ascribed to two sources.

most ill-

These were the breach

of taboos by individuals or the malevolent actions of others
using sorcery or manipulating noxious increase centres.
Most sickness then was not interpreted as a misfortune
falling randomly or accidently upon its victims.

If it was

not the result of avoidable natUral causes, then it was
either the sign of a moral dereliction on the part of an
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individual, or else it was the result of a person taking
private redressive action in retribution for a past wrong.
Sicknesses caused by breaches of taboo were generally non-fatal.

In Figure 5.1, I have attempted to' lay

out the major areas of behaviour affected by supernatural
sanctions and the range of punishments inflicted.
was often a kind of correspondence

betw~en

There

the affliction

and the rule breach which could serve, in cases of sickness or injury, retrospectively to identify the cause.
Some of these correspondences can be seen in Figure 5.1,
for example, the relationships between the eating of carpet
snake and birth problems, in stillbirths and opening turkey
mounds, in eating crocodile flesh and skin sores.

In the

absence of clear indicators to the breach of rule, the
native doctor was employed to search out.the source of a
person's prolonged illness.
As Figure 5.1 suggests. the taboos revolved around

respect for the supernatural dimensions of the landscape,
the proper observance of ritual, the maintenance of the kindred, mortuary ritual .and the observance of the formal
behaviours of kinship.
central values o

Their non-observance threatened

Their observance buttressed the social

order and maintained existing patterns.

Thus the taboos

of place supported not merely the ideology concerning the
supernaturals.
.

Those taboos'of place that denied foods
.

.

to all except old people also directly supported the authority and powers of the aged and conferred on them a
privileged position in access to food resources.

The

temporary taboos men underwent during ritual activity underscored their special ritual status and drew attention to the
powerful forces of the ancestral epoch. that were being released via' their. rites.

Mourning taboos not only stressed

respect for the dead, but also emphasised the nexus between
the deceased, the kindred and clan-totemic affiliations.

As I have written elsewhere (Taylor 1977a:431):
That even secret violations could be punished provided

a powerful stimulus to conformity.

In the sarna way, the

conventions of kinship behaviour were preserved lest hidden
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Broad

of

&specific fields

Examples of consequences of rule breaches

in which
supernatural sanctions
beh3vi~ur

Underlying values
protected by
sanctions

are invoked

violation of place taboos plod~ce swellings, sores, vnmiting, diarrhoea, madness~ death depending on potency;

Place

walking tao close to cremation sites
cause sore feet in women'& children

~ill

respect the country
its safe and
places

&

danger~us

neophytes breaking food taboos ~hile in
ritual seclusion suffer nausea T lethargy,

&~omiting

SUPERNATURAL
Ritual

men being introduced to rituals ~ill get
sick if they violate food taboos;

&

Mythic 8eings

a child who inadvertently falls into an
initiation uhole ll · will choke to death
with a swollen throat;
a native dactor who uses his powers
early risks madness;

onserve with~ut fault
the prescriptions of
ritual

tOD

if a pregnant w~man:
eats carpet snake the birth will be
hard;
rifles scrub turkey' mounds far eggs, her
foetus will be injured;
dives fo~ lily bulbs, she may be bitten
by the rainbow serpent causing a stillbirth;
eats kanga~oor the ~hild will have a
y

Pregnancy

defor-Itled hand;
avoid, all actions that

~ child who eats:
large wallaby will be fretful;
crocodile will get scaly sores;
emu flesh will be extremely ill;

Childhood

KINDRED

might endanger the
health of family
members, born and
unborn

Parenthood

a parent who:
binds spear barbs near his newborn child
will blind it;
eats kangaroo will induce fits in his/her
child;

Mensf:ruation

foods prepared by a menstruating woman
will cause other family members to vomit;

Mort,uary

Incest

NON- .

respect
ea~in9 the deceased's totems while under
mortuary taboos causes vomiting or sickness. dead
people who-engage in illicit sex outside
the range of permitted partners will

observe the formalities
of kinship

get skin sores;

1<1 NORED

Avoidance

Figure 5.1

&honour the

acce~ting food from a~long~ay relation

n

will cause vomiting;

Rule breaches punishable by supernatural
sanctions

1

Edward River.
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sins suddenly becorre manifest in illness.

lAs Cawte (1974)

has observed, the native doctor was not so much a healer as

an agent of the social order who operated in the context of

sicJmess.

His search for the hurnan_ agencies in an indivi-

dual I s sicJmess led him to take account of the consequences
of that individual 1 s social derelictions.

Th.us the appre-

hensions and anxieties surrounding disease and death were

converted to serve social ends.
Negative sanctions -- hUman
Set against the class of rule breach that drew a
supernatural retribution, there was another class of wrong
actions that required redressive measures to be taken by

humans rather than supernaturais.

Typically these were

situations where an individual perceived her/himself to
hav~

been wronged by some other individual.
In pre-settlement Edward River society there was

no impartial legal intermediary or independent tribal

authority before

who~

a complaint could be laid in the hope

of obtaining remedy; recompense or redress.

When a person

was wronged, it was that individualls responsibility to
identify the wrong action and then to organise redressive
measures out of his or her own resources.
There were three possible outcomes when individuals
felt that they had been wronged 'by others.
(a)

>

They could:

signal that a dispute situation existed
and seek to have the matter resolved
publicly, or

(b)

undertake private redressive measures in
secret, or

(c)

do nothing, i.e. elect to suffer the wrong
in silence-.

Each of these courses of action will receive extended discussion, in a later section (see pp

v

285-98 )

v

It is
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appropriate here to consider the degree to .which violence
and the threat of violence was an integral part of the
redressive system.
Both alternatives (a) and (b) above presupposed
that the ultimate sanction was some form of physical
punishment inflicted either by magical means through sorcery
or the manipulation of noxious places or by direct physical
force involving weapons.

In infliciting physical punish-

ment, women almost invariably used their yamsticks.

Men,

on the other hand, had besides their hunting weapons a
surprisingly large inventory of offensive weapons.

These

latter included boomerangs, clubs and fighting sticks,
shields, many kinds of non-hunting spears, wooden swords
and flat wooden laths set with sharks
used like knives.

I

teeth which were'

The only purpose for these weapons was

to employ them in disputing and they were made with the firm
exp~c~ation

that they. would be used in. physical combat

either to inflict punishment on an offender or to defend
the maker when, rightly or wrongly, he was accused of some
misdeed.
Thus, whenever someone sought amends for some
wrong, it was done in 'the knowledge that the outcome could
result in a violent physical confrontation in which the
results might be just as damaging to the plaintiff as to
the defendant irrespective of which mode of redress was
selected.

ADd it was a characteristic of both plaintiff

and defendant that.they were prepared to pursue the matter
to the end regardless of the injury received or inflicted,
and regardless of the relationship between the disputants.
As Sharp. (1958:7) noted, even with close kin, between whom
the greatest benevolence ought to obtain, there existed a
reverse or malevolent aspect which generally involved the
use, or the threat, of force whenever delinquent behaviour
required checking.

The application of force was not the

only sanction available, but it was certainly the dominant
one.
Sharp (1934b:41) provided a list classifying the
modes in which moral indignation could be vented and punishment inflicted when wrong action occurred in pre-settlement
Edward River society.
The list, slightly modified, is
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presented as follows:
woman~

(a)

the conventionalised complaint of a

(b)

the camp ngrowl", a denunciation or argument
which often served as a warning to a wrongdoer not to repeat her/his waysi

(c)

a duel with digging sticks or clubs, generally
occurring in domestic settings;

(d)

an open duel with knives, clubs, boomerangs
or spears between men, or between one man and
and a series of men, the most common means
of inflicting punishment;

(e)

a secret ambush or "sneaking" by an individual
involving malevolent magic;

(f)

a ceremonial settlement in which an accused
gives himself up and is speared through the
thigh by his accusers, if they are willing to
terminate the affair,

(g)

a raid by an avenging party composed of
specific kin of the injured;

(h)

a pitched battle

(i)

ostracism of an individual from one or more

I

usually unpremeditated;

camps by clan headmen;

(j)

a woman found by ritual leaders to have
violated the secrecy of totemic ceremonies
was punished by beating and some men were
then given the opportunity to copulate with
her .

. Apart from (a), (b) and (i), physical punishment is the
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characteristic feature in each mode.

Sharp (1940:491)

noted that pitched battles, raids, ambushes and duels
occurred frequently during the two years he spent among the
Yir Yoront and Thaayore peoples.

As

a result, three people

died, including a woman who was speared by mistake during an
open fight in a camp.

These deaths represented 21.4% of all

deaths (14) among the bush-dwelling Yir Yoront and Thaayorre
people between June 1933 and June 1935.

There is no sugges-

tion that this level of homicide was unusual.

Doubtless,

Edward River people had such a high level of violence in
mind when they chose to call the pre-settlement era the
awild-time" _
5.3

Disputes and their causes
In order to understand what brought such modes of

disputing -into play, it is necessary to consider the causes
for disputes and their social contexts.
Sharp's data,

I

From my own and

have singled out the following breaches of

right conduct that seemed most commonly to call for redressive
action.

These were:
1.

omission of kinship duties,

2.

mistreatment,

3.

infidelity,

4.

breaches of bestowal expectations and
arrangements,

5.

insult,

6.

threatening or causing injury,

7.

trespass,

8.

failure to consult or to acknowledge rightful
decision-making authority,
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9.
1.0.

I

homicide, and
breaches of ceremonial/ritual codes.

shall discuss each in the following subsections.

5.3.1

Omission of kinship duties

Disputes arising from the evasion of kinship duties
occurred primarily within the kindred.
They revolved around
such things as the distribution of food and gifts.
Sharp
(1943a:424) tells us that they were a frequent source of camp
I1growls".
Elsewhere (1937:31) he noted that recriminations
about the distribution of gifts often led to complaints of
other signs of disrespect, and seldom did a night pass in a
camp without taunts and sometimes boomerangs and clubs being
hurled back and forth between groups.
People who were not
concerned in such affairs never complained of the disturbances
While conventional complaints and camp "growls"
provided a sufficient means of ventilation and redress for
those who saw themselves wronged, things could get out of
hand, even between kindred members linked by the strongest
ties of'self-interest and sentiment.
The following two
examples re.corded by Sharp illustrate that, even in relatively
small matters, the application of physical violence could be
resorted to.
Case No. 2
Lar Polp speared a large stingray and brought the valued
liver back to carrp.
As this was big garre he was expected
to give a large portion of it to his old father.
However,
he delayed serre tIDe in JIEking the gift, and the father

grew inpatient, finally asking for the fish and chiding his

son for with-holding the gift.
At this Lar polp, who said he had plenty of fish and intended
to give his father serre eventually, lost his terrper and
proceeded to cudgel his father who secured his fighting
I

Q
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clubs and gave blow for blci-l during the ensuing duel.

(Sharp 1937:109)
Case Noo 3
Pam Lunan asked his old father Min Kererl 1

~ was

setting

out on a visit to the south, to deliver some vegetable food
to a carmon kinsman.

An argument followed, in which Pam

Ltman speared his father in the

hand~

(Sharp 1937:109)
Mistreatment
Cases of mistreatment are not common in my data or

Sharp'so

The
instances I have recorded suggest that mis.
.

treatment occurred mainly in the domestic conte 4 t and
'revolyed around undue or unfair physical violence. . Wives
were invariably the recipients, either being punished too
severely by thei:-r husbands -f.or rel,atively mi·nor delinquencies

or else being

punishe~

for something beyond their controle

Thus a man might abuse and thrash his wife if his male kin
had failed to support him in a dispute.
Unl~ss

she returned to her parents, a mistreated

wife seems to have had few options for redress, except in

cases of polygynous unions where Sharp (1934a:429) observed:
The

solidarity between wives of a polygynous family gives

them considerable influence over the husband.

In cases of

extrerre mistreatIrent of one of them by a husband, they may
institute a Lysistrata regirre, ,an economic and sexual
boycott in which they lTB.y enlist other sisters in the

conm.mity.

Infidelity
Infidelity is here defined as a sexual liaison of
one spouse with another persqn without the consent of the

other spouse.

Wife lending falls outside this definition.

Conventional attitudes towards extra-marital
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adventuring displayed some inconsistency.

On the one hand,

women were exhorted, especially by their brothers and mothers'
brothers to be faithful to their.husbands and neither to
query nor to be jealous of their husbands' absences from
domestic hearths.

On the other hand, sweethearts and

extra-marital liaisons were celebrated in myth, ceremonies
and increase rites.

Men laid claim to extensive reper-

toires of love spells and other aids that were supposed to
make them irresistible to the women they desired to seduce.
A woman subjected to the power of a love charm was compelled
to seek out and find the man who had employed it.

Conven-

tionally it was always the female who initiated the actual
overtures in love affairs.
Arguments inVOlving jealousy were cornman among newly
married couples during which an angry spouse might destroy
a partner's property.

Most of these arguments, it appears,

were generated from suspicions concerning pre-marital sexual

In

partners.

marriages of some years, reactions to the

evidence of infidelity varied.

Many short-term infatuations

seem to have been excused in women because it was thought
that love magic had affected their better judgement.
Equally, a certain amount of extra-marital philandering was
expected of males.

However, long-running involvrnents

threatened stable relationships and attempts to control
such situations could take several forms.

Sharp (19 34a: 419 )

notes that an old man, for instance, might turn a blind eye
to his young wife's affair with another man if he could hope
thereby to avoid losing her econnmic and child-rearing
services.

A wife could bring her husband's clandestine

affair out into the open by challenging her rival publicly
and thus bringing it to the attention of her rival's husband
and the other male kin for their disciplinary intervention.
A husband, on the other hand, might turn his attention to
his wife,' s lover as the following cases illustrate.
Case No. 4
J. C. had many tines lured J. H...'s youngest wife

away andJ. H. had becorre very angry about their
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trysts.
Not long after the rrdssion was established at
Edward River, J. H. and his wives were camping near the horrestead on Strathgordon station When J. c. arrived unexpectedly
from the rrcission carrying geese eggs for the station manager.
J. C. announced that he was going out into the scrubs to
cut ironwood for a woorrera for himself.
J. H. was suspicious
and decided to follow him.
Instead of looking for ironwood,
J. H. fOlIDd that J. C. was following the tracks of J. H. IS
wives who had earlier gone out foraging.
J. H. sang out to
him, n So that I s what you I re looking for -- worren 1 s tracks!"
tried to nm aYiTdy, J. H. speared him in the upper
back.
J. C. subsequently died and J. H. fled to his own
country on the Holroyd River.
He wa:3 ultinatelyarrested
for the killing and sent to Palm Island to serve a sentence
after his conviction in a European court.
(Taylor field notes)
As J. C.

Case No. 5
Min Man Mun had a long and ardent love affair with a distant

wife, who was married to Min Tolar. Min Tolor finally
becarre aware of this, but was afraid to spear Min Man Mun
who bas the reputation as p. powerful worker of malevolent
rragic.
So Min Tolar arrbushed Min Mon Mun IS father, Min Yaur,
spearing him to death, the father serving as the substitute
for the 5,)0 •••
(Sharp 1937:108)
'A '\\Toman who was flagrantly·· unfai·thfulto her husband

was usually sent back to her parents (i.e. divorced), but
not before she had been beaten or speared by her husband
prior to being returned.
Sometimes lovers fractured an
existing marriage by eloping.
When such cases occurred.,
I was told by my informant that the aggrieved husband,
together with his erstwhile wife's male kin pursued and
waylaid the fleeing pair.
The husband then speared
his former wife and renounced any further claims on her.
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5.3.4

Breaches of bestowal expectations and arrangements
Disputes over marriage arrangements occurred in two

ways.

Firstly, betrothal-makers might fallout over the

direction of a bestowal.

Such disputes chiefly arose

between brothers and sisters.

Thus, a woman who expected

her son to marry according to the ideal bestowal rule, her
brother's daughter, might feel aggrieved if her brother
acquiesced iri a decision to bestow the girl elsewhere.
When these disputes occurred they generally took the form of
a public venting of displeasure in a camp "growl".

The

second kind of dispute was potentially much more seriousc
These came about when young people decided to defy the
betrothal-makers and seek partners disapproved of by the
betrothal-makers.

It mattered little whether the young

couples were previously betrothed or not.

It was the

authority of the betrothal-makers that was being challenged
and disputes arising from this cause were decidedly difficult things to resolve because the interests and plans of
so many people were threatened.
tion

in~olved

Typically, their resolu-

a series of disputes that tended to entangle

more and more people, until finally a formal duel was
arranged to clear the air.
There was no set pattern to the course of such
disputes since so much depended on situational contingencies
and the personalities of the main actors involved.

Perhaps

the least complicated kind of dispute arose when an unbetrothed girl warited to marry an unbetrothed young man.

In

this case, the yQung people had only the disapproval of
their respective betrothal-makers to overcome.

The

presence of marriage promises complicated the situation and
had the potential to involve many more people.

The most

cornmon form of betrothal breaking, according to my informants,
occurred when a young man who had no promised wife gained
the love of a girl who was promised to someone else.
first round of disputes usually began as camp

II

The

growls " in

which the betrothal-makers tried to persuade the defiant
pair to give up their suit and fall in with the plans that
had already been made

o

If the young couple persisted in
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their relationship, then others were drawn in.

The girl's

promised husband might directly challenge the new suitor in
an attempt to warn him off.
escalate into a duel.

Such a tactic might rapidly

Alternatively, the promised husband

could demand that the parents of his betrothed wife honour
the betrothal arrangements under which he had been supplying
his future parents-in-law with gifts (see p. 145).

The

betrothed husband would be supported in his demands by his
own betrothal-makers.
Running away from the indignation and frustration
they caused was no solution for the rebellious couple, since
they were likely to be pursued by an avenging force of
mother's brothers and mother's brothers' sons.

When they

were caught, the young man was usually speared in the thigh
and the girl thrashed and returned to her parents.

If the

young couple still persevered in their relationship in spite
of the admonishments and disputes, then people began to
regard the old situation as hopeless and urge a resolution
to the affair and a recognition of the new relationship.
This was achieved by arranging a duel in which the girl's
lover had to stand and face having spears thrown at him
by the most aggrieved principals who were usually the girl's
father or her brothers.

They then dropped their plaints

against the young man and paved the way for legitimising
the new relationship.
The following example of the course of a marriage
dispute illustrates many of the generalities I have been
discussing.

The events occurred not long after the mission

had been established on the reserve.
Case No. 6
T. B. of the Diver clan, Christmas Creek, and P. H. of the
Holroyd Shark clan, fell in love.
teens and neither was betrothed.
to let them live together.
argued.

Both were in their late
P. H. entreated her parents

"You can't keep rre single," she

P. H.' s father would not agree to the match.

On

the other hand, T. B. 's betrothal-makers were agreeable.
The matter carre to a head when a large group of people had
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gathered on the flat country north of Munkan Creek: to burn

grass and spear wallabies.

P. H.rs father had thrown a

spear at T. B. bllt rrd.ssed.

T. B.. sent off a spear in

return and hit P. H. I S father in the leg and broke a bone in

?-t.

The old nan crawled away- and T. B. and P. H. fled

together to relatives who were working on Ebagoola station
on the headwaters of the Holroyd River..

Allowing an interval

for things to settle down, the pair headed back to the reserve
carrying gifts of tobacco and other articles for their kin

11

They stopped on the vmy at Strathgordon station where rrany
Wik Mungkan, Wik Nganchera and yir Yoront people were carrped.

There they learnt that P. H.

t S

They cried for

father had died.

the dead nan at Strathgordon and then returned to the mission.
At the mission, P. H<ll
duel.

When D.

H~

f

S

brother D. H., challenged T. B. to a

judged he had thrown enough spears at. T ~ "B.

I

he agreed for the two of them to rrarry.

Unfortunately, the death of P. H.

I

S

father brought inteI'\7ention

in the shape of the European police from Coen and Nonnanton,

and their black t+ackers.

Apparently, the white authorities

at that tine were detenni.ned to put down what they regarded as

indiscriminate spearings.

T. B. had always rraintained that

P. H.' s father had not died from the spear wound but from sorcery

perforned by Brolga clansmen who had waylaid the old rran when he
was alone one day cutting sugarbag.

Apparently P. H. 's kin, too,

accepted this explanation but the police did not.

T. B. fled

with a brother to their clan estate where they were arrested,
neck-chained and walked to Coen.

T. B. was sent to Palm Island.

After a trial in CaiIns,

P. He later

join~d

him there,

and Uno of their children were born there before they returned.
I

to Edward River.

(Taylor field notes)

There were two main forms of insult.
kind involved the use of the personal name of a

The first
re~ently

deceased person within the hearing of the mourning relatives.
Such an action- was treated as an insult to-, the memory of the
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deceased and a source of grief to the kindred.

When it

occurred, my informants stated that it would precipitate
an immediate fight.

In fact, I never came across a single

instance, in either pre-settlement times or later, when
an Aboriginal person breached the convention concerning the
use of the names of the recently dead.

On the other hand,

I have recorded many instances where Europeans breached
this rule and unwittingly caused outraged feelings and
anguish.
The second kind .0£ insult involved swe.aring with
intent to provoke.

As I shall show in more detail later

in this chapter, swearing at and taunting opponents in
the course of a dispute was the prelude to physical violence.
Hearing verbal abuse directed towards a close kinsman, especially a sister, a mother, or a motherrs brother, was likely
to make a man both shamed and angry.

A man might, therefore,

join in an ongoing dispute because of the insult offered by
the swearing.

When quarrels were about to erupt into

violence. the level of swearing was often a major factor in
the mobilisation of support
for the disputants.
,.
5.3.6

Threatening or causing injury
When disputes reached the point of violent confron-

tation, those who were neutral and unconcerned in the dispute,
ran a real risk of being injured, albeit inadvertently.
Injuries received in this way could themselves become
matters for dispute and require redress.

Equally, near

misses could also be interpreted as not simply carelessness
but as provocation.

My informants often recounted instances

where errant spears hit the wrong target.

Possibly the

most notorious event of this kind took place in the midthirties when a pair of disgruntled brothers belonging to
the Thaayorre Brolga clan threw some spears, at random and
at night. among hearthgroups camped at Chillago Pocket
An enormous melee resulted.

Sharp witnessed the fight,

and my informants believe to this day that it was because
of that fight that Sharp decided to leave the area.
follows is Sharp's description:

What
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Case No. 7
Mat Pater and Min Tamil Tolp thought their distant father,
Kauan Ti1p f.adlin, had sorre tobacco, and were angry when he
refused to give them any.
Although it was night tine they
threw spears in the general direction of his carrp, missing it
widely but coming close to others who threw spears back in
return, thus precipitating a general fight which was continued rrost of the next day, in which some twenty princ:i.pals
were involved, while fifteen or twenty other rren were actively
interested, and in which five rren were wounded.
(Sharp 1937: 109 )
5.3.7

TrespaSs

Trespass occurred in two ways.
It could mean
venturing into country to which access had been denied, as
happened, for example, when mortuary taboos were imposed on
certain tracts following a death.
In a second sense,
trespass meant an unrE;"asonable use and intrusion upon the
resources of a tract from" "the point of view of the tract's
stewards.
Sharp (1937:255) discovered that what constituted
uunreasonab1e n use was very clearly defined.
Thus, it was
unreasonable:
(a)

to burn grass on a tract without the
stewards' permission, because grass burning
was a major exploitative technique that could
only be performed once a year,

(b)

to gather the rare resources of a tract such
as pandanus fruit, gooseberries, honey and
material resources (a restriction which held
even when the non-steward had obtained
consent to gather other foodstuffs on the
tract) ;

(c)

to gather fish at fish traps without the
permission of the stewards; and
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to camp in and use tracts simply because

(d)

no-one else was using them.
In fact, only the hot pursuit of wounded game over-rode the
need to seek approval to enter another1s tract in order to
obtain foodstuffs and materials.

Certainly shortage of

resources on one's own tract did not justify using the
resources of another's tract without permission.
Sharp (1937:257-8) provides many examples of the
way in which non-stewards acknowledged the proprietory
rights of stewards.

Entry into a tract where the owner was

camping was marked by a fire ceremony.

A non-steward would

refrain from even gathering firewood or drawing water until
the owner had sent a firebrand from his own hearth to light the
new-comers

r

fire.

Non-stewards were punctilious in ascer-

taining where they could hunt and forage.

If stewards

complained of resource depletion, then others would immediately move out of the tract even if the reason given was
spurious.

It

somet~mes

happened that for reasons to do

mostly with dispute situations, or suspicion of sorcery.
stewards might declare some people persona-non-grata.

The

continued use of a tract depended on the maintenance of solidarity with the owner.

Even fellow clan members and close

family were not absolved from due deference to stewards'
rights of control.

Sharp (1937:257-8) cites instances where

a father would not burn grass on his son's tracts until he
had obtained express permission from him.

In another case,

a man camping on his absent son-in-law's tracts was careful
to consume only the poorest quality yams while sending the
best of them to his son-in-law.

The son-in-law, being mind-

ful of his duties towards his father-in-law, returned the yams.
It was relatively easy for a landowner to detect
trespass and raids on his resources by an examination of footprints and from deductions concerning her/his neighbours'
movements.

When trespass was determined, three kinds of

sanctions could be employed:
(a)

the offender cou1d be tota11y excluded from
the use of the steward's tracts
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(this had the effect of rupturing the relationship
between the steward and the offender and usually
caused the complaining steward to be declared
persona-non-grata cn the offender's tracts);
(b)

the steward could seek public redress by challenging the trespasser to a

(c)

duel~

or

the steward could seek private redress by
employing magical means to harm the offender.
Failure to consult or to acknowledge rightful
decision-making authority
In pre-settlement life there were a number of

situations in which action towards some particular goal
could not take place until there had been consultation
among all the relevant decision-makers and a general consensus reached.
Betrothals, for example, required the
consents of all

betrot~al-makers

before there could be

public recognition of the proposed match.

Mourning and

ceremonial ritual needed the agreement of a good number of
people as to the where, the when and the personnel who
would take part before they could be held.

While the ideal

was to achieve consensus among all the relevant decisionmakers, it seems to have happened more than occasionally
that some people's advice and consents were neglected or
not taken into account.

Absence from the scene or perhaps

imputed infirmity, incompetence or immaturity, might be
reasons why a particular person was not consulted or a
particular contrary view not recognised.

Since people

were as jealous of their decision-making rights in those
areas as they were in their capacities as stewards, anyone
whose views were ignored or not sought felt aggrieved.

In

situations of that sort, the aggrieved person was more or
less at odds with the whole community when something went
ahead without her/his permission.

There was no satis-

factory way of obtaining redress publicly.

The only way

a person could retaliate was to seek redress by increasing
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a noxious totem in the person's estate.
Unseasonable
plagues of insects and epidemics were usually attributed to
people venting their frustration in that way.
5.3.9

Homicide
In the Edward River view certain classes of homi-

cide required redress.

They were deaths that came about

in trials-at-arms, deaths due to ambushes or raids, and
deaths said to be due to sorcery.

Infanticide was one form

of homicide that did not call for redress.
certainly occurred.

Infanticide

For example, it was usual to kill

one or both of a set of twins at birth and to kill babies
that were deformed.

Public rumour also attributed infan-

ticide to parents for other reasons, although Sharp (1940:492)
found it difficult to disentangle the actual incidence of
infanticide from slander and malicious gossip.
He was
reasonably certain from his genealogical data that infanAll six instances
ticide was practised at least six times.
were cases of female infanticide.
During a public trial-at-arms it occasionally
happened that if things were not well controlled one of the
disputants, or even a non-disputant, might be killed
outright or mortally wounded.
several things could happen.

When this occurred one of
The disputant responsible

for causing the injury or death might offer his thigh to
the spears of his opponents as immediate recompense.
The supporters of the dead or dying person might flee with
the body and, perhaps, decide on later retribution in the
form of a duel, or an ambush, or even sorcery (but see pp.
292-3).

If the disputants were closely re+ated, a mortal

injury would cause the combat to cease forthwith while all
those involved wailed for the dead or injured person.

In

such cases, the cause of the death could be attributed to
sorcery, rather than accident or real intent to kill on the
part of the disputants.
The following example is a description of a fight
that took place somewhere between 1925 and 1930.
Many of
the details are tantalisingly missing, but it nevertheless
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provides a clear illustration of what could happen when
people were mortally wounded or killed during disputes.
Case No. 8
The fight took place at Mul:rka in the Dog/Goanna clan estate

sone tine near the end of the hot season (probably during
October-Nov'erIDer) •

Two Thaayorre-speaking worren had stayed

behind in the carrp to pound and process

the

tubers of a

.swarrp reed called may rulim while the rest of the carrp went

out htmting and foraging.

A

Dog/Goanna clansman stayed

behind because one of the woman was his sweetheart.

This

rren was P. M. I s oldest brother.
When the people arrived back at the carrp, an argurrent started

up about the two lovers.
his brother.

In this argurrent r P. M. supported

When the accused lover. threw a boorrerang I J.. N.

a Watersnake clansman, threw a spear at him in return.

was supported by R., his sister's son.

J. N.

R. threw a three-

pronged duelling spear that hit P. M. IS brother in the throat
and then broke off.

Everyone:in the canp rushed in to

separate the coni:Jatants, but J ~ No In3IlS.ged. to put a stingaree
barb spear into the injUred man IS a:z:m and also wounded P. M.
in the temple with a wallaby spear.

A nmber of Yir Yoront

nen rallied to the aid of the two DogjGoanna nen.

R., "rreantine, ran away to Ngatrr and retUD'led with L., his
hbrother-in-law" (Jewfish clan) and C., a ]'Oilllg Wallaby/

Lightning man, to help support him in the fight.

To stop

the fight from getting out of hand and to appease the sup-

porters of P. M. and· his brother I R. offered his thigh to
the opposing side and it was speared many ti.rres.

R. was

then carried away from Mmrka by his allies, mJstly Thaayorre

speakers, who headed for Bako in the Darter clan estate serre

5 kIn. to the north.
However, the Yir Yoront group were still not satisfied with
the arrount of punishmant they had rreted out.

They pursued

the Thaayorre clansrren, and P. M. speared R. in the lower

t
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part of the back as he lay-on the ground.

group then ran CMay.

The Yir Yoront

They were hotly pursued

jn

turn

and a Watersnake clar..srra..'1 spea....-red P. M. in tP.e back as com-

pensation for the spearing of R..

The Yir Yoront group went

to Mer Yuuko (Chillago Lagoon) while the Thaayorre group,
carrying the badly wounded R., went to the northem outskirts"

of Duck/Spear country and carrped at Kunkuruu for two nights.

still fearj.ng pursuit, the group went to Ngachi.n, a tract
in the Groper / Barr-amuncli estate, and canped arrong Wik

Nganchera speakers.

While they were carrped at Ngachin,

a Spear/Yuuchup man brought the news that, although P. M.
had survived his wound, his older brother had died from the
The carrp wailed and rrourned for the

wound in his neck.

(It was my infonrant' s opinion that --±twas

dead man.

really sorcery that had rrade the spear fly into the
man I s neck.)

dead

The Thaayorre group remained in Groper /Barramundi country

until the rains began.

Just at this tine, one of the group I S

rreq., a rreni:ler of the Watersnake clan, fell seriously ill.
He died at

~.

visited once

UDre

Just as this occurred, they were

by the sarna Spear /Yuuchup man who had

brought them the news of P. M. I s older brother I s death.
The visitor rrourned for the dead watersnake man and -took
back south the news of the man's death.

The body of

the dead inan was taken to Palungkan, near the Chapnan

River, and was there slung between the "forked sticks in

readiness for the nortuary treatments and procedures.
While the

IWUl:IlerS

were lying about the body exhausted by

their grief displays, they were surprised by a party of Yir
Yoront Iren now seeking satisfaction for the death of P. Me IS
Sate of them began throwing spears.

brother.

R. was

hm:ried off into the scrub out of harm l s way by a £:ellow
clansman while sorce of the ThaayoJ:re Iren threw spears

return.

m

The interchange of spears was in the nature of a

duel, for not all of the Yir Yoront rren were throwing spears.
Soma of them were said to be friendly and were

"blockers" •

acting as

SOrre of the Thaayorre group acted in the sarre

rrediating fashion.

Finally, one of R. IS fellow clansIIEIl,
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W. D., was speared, and while his wife dragged him away
from the scene of the battle, the Yir Yoront nen, satisfied
at last, went horre.
(Taylor field notes)
Whereas deaths in public trials-at-arms were an
unintended by-product of a public disputing process, spearings by ambush had revenge as their motive.
were generally carried out

~n

Arnbushings

retaliation for deaths said to

have been caused by the victims or their close kin.
Jealousy, either in a husband or a woman's lover, was also
said to inspire ambushes.

My informants commonly cited

three standard patterns for ambushing.

One method simply

involved spearing the victim when s/he was out hunting or
foraging alone.

Another involved spearing the victim at

the conclusion of a ceremony suddenly and without warning.
This kind of ambush tended to precipitate a ge"neral melee,
and it was said that funeral ceremonies and large-scale
ceremonial ritual often broke up in great fights sparked off
by a premeditated ambush.

The final method involved a

small party of men locating their victim's wet season camp
site and then waylaying him and his family as they emerged from their humpy.
The appropriate redress for an ambush was an attack
in like kind upon the victim's killers, and hence ambushes
tended to set in motion feuds that continued over successive
generations.

Such feuds took place between clans at some

distance from each other.

Typically, Thaayorre people said

they feuded with people from the Holroyd region and they
were supported in their feuds by Christmas Creek Wik Nganchera clansmen.
Many deaths were interpreted as the end-product of
sorcery.

Young and middle-aged adults were said to be the

chief victims.

The deaths of the very elderly were attri-

buted to their frailty and the wearing out of their bodies

0

Children's deaths were usually seen as stemming from their
intrinsic vulnerability and/or their parents'

failu~e

to

observe with due care the taboos surrounding childrearing.
Only rarely were the deaths of children imputed to sorcery,
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and then usually it was said that the sorcerers had missed
their real victims.

In general, however, most deaths of

adults, especially those that followed illnesses, and some
involving snakebite and seizure by crocodile, were held to
stem from the actions of sorcerers.
My informants imputed a range of motivations for
the practice of sorcery: sorcerers killed out of

j~alousy~

they ki.lled in retaliation for deaths among their own kindred~

they killed in their quest for parts of the human

body that would increase their powers; and they killed,
sometimes, out of mere spite or simply to enhance their
reputations.

Sorcerers were primarily males although

several of my informants claimed that women, acting out
of jealousy, had practised "rag sorcery".

"Rag sorcery"

was a technique introduced to the bush-dwelling natives of
the reserve by Aborigines on missions.

Sharp (1934b:34-5)

noted that experimentation with new sorcery methods was
taking place among the older men when he was in the field.
However, the more traditional techniques that I have described elsewhere (pp. 24-1-3) were typically performed by
men.
There was a variety of ways by which redress could
be obtained for the death of a kinsman said to have been
caused by sorcery.

Redress could be carried out in public

or in secret, and it could be done through direct physical
confrontation or by indirect supernatural means.

The

choice of method appears to have depended on whether the
sorcerer was divined (see pp.296-7) as coming from a clan
close to the deceased's home or from a distant one.

For

although my informants generally asserted that sorcerers in
the "wildtime" chose victims living at some distance away
from them, nonetheless, an examination of case material
shows that the sorcerer was sometimes identified as a person in fairly regular association with the deceased.

When

the sorcerer was said to be a local man, redress was aimed
at extracting a penalty that stopped short of death and in
a way that permitted the affair to be settled without too
much social disruption.

On the other hand, when the
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sorcerer was held to be someone from far away, revenge
concentrated on killing him.
There were two ways of obtaining the death of a
sorcerer by supernatural means.

One way was to employ the

techniques of conventional sorcery.

Most of my informants

asserted that this was the most common form of redress used
by nother people" (Le. people other than their own kindred)
The conduct of counter sorcery was, of course, a secret
affair

The second way of magically attacking a sorcerer

o

The attack was carried out

was also conducted secretly.

in the course of the divination vigil by those who were
keeping watch over the entrails of the deceased.

If the

spirit of the sorcerer appeared and came close enough to
the watchers, they attempted to spear it.

If they managed

to do this, they then told the mourning kindred .what they
had done and would counsel the mourners to "stop quiet",
but for the sake of appearances to make some conventional,
but non-specific, threats of revenge.

Meanwhile I the

mourning kin would wait until, as one Thaayorre informant
expressed it, they

rec~ived

news that someone from, say the

Holroyd area, was very sick.

They would then know that

that person was the sorcerer whose image had been speared,
and the bereaved family would be pleased and would wait
expectantly for the man's death.
A more direct way of securing the death of a sorcerer was to ambush him in any of the ways outlined earlier

(p. 280).

The method required a good deal of dissembling

and duplicity, as the avengers disguised their true intentions while waiting for a suitable opportunity for spearing
their victim.

The avengers were often formally commiss-

ioned to carry out a killing.

Sharp (l937:114) describes

how a father and his classificatory brothers would have
ceremonially contracted with an avenger.

The father

••• ffi3kes a special ornanent from the firestick of
his dead son, a portion of which, about a foot long

is enclosed in wax which is studded with red be:rri~.
This is known as the ~ pu.
It is wrapped in a large
bundle of spears.

All the interested fathers of the dead

0
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hold the bundle of spears horizontally on their out-stretched
arms, letting the spears slide gradually from the upper ann
tCMards the hand, where they are received by the avenger.
When the avenger had carried out his commission, usually
within two or three years, he reported back in a formal
fashion to the deceased's k~n.
If the sorcerer was divined as being someone close
to home, then there were two ways of settling the matter
without resorting to killing.
One way was to accuse the
suspected sorcerer in public and precipitate a duel.
All
my case materials suggest that public accusations of this
sort were vigorously denied.
Nonetheless, whatever views
people held about the accused's complicity in- procuring a
magical death, the duel put an end to the blaming and
relationships seem to have been repaired after a decent
-cooTing-off period.
The second way of securing redress for the death
of a kinsman suspected of being caused by a local sorcerer
was to arrange what I ~an only describe as a secret duel.
This is the wayan irnformant explained it to me.
Suppose sorreone suspects

of having killed som;one with
sorcery.
A nan might COIlE after ITS, say, when I am on my
own fishing.
He might throw a spear at me.
I confront
the man and ask him, ''Why did you. throw that spear,?l1
He
might reply, "You and I have to fight because of nw unclels
death. II
1_ might say, ''We can't fight.
I never laid a
hand on your uncle.
I had nothing to do with his death.
11m just an old man.
You don I t want to catch Ire just for
ITS

nothing. " He might answer back, "That may be so but
We'11 fight anyway. 11
Then I say "Alright, we I 11 fight
f

I

but not seriously.
We can't kill each other.
we r 11 go and ITEke friends."

I

Afterwards,

As it was described to me, such duels had supernatural
overtones.
If a man inflicted a wound on the other in one
of these duels, he automatically became sick himself.
It was
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said if one man killed the other, the killer himself would
also die irrespective of whether he was the accuser or the
accused.
5.3~lO

Breaches of ceremonial/ritual codes
Men were unlilcely to breach any of the ceremonial/

ritual codes.

They had too much invested in the male mon-

opoly over cult life.

For them ceremonies had been ordained

from ancestral times as men's business.

A ceremony was a

highly charged emotional event.

For the sake of its
successful completion and the welfare of the community as a

whole, men submerged the loyalties they owed to locality
and kin and temporarily put aside grievances and animosities
in order to foster a spirit of harmony and cooperationc
Ritual taboos and their attendant supernatural sanctions
highlighted their special status and helped guarantee adher-

ence to prescribed ritual formulae.
Women on the other hand were forbidden all but the
most peripheral access to the secret male cult life.
It
appears that occasionally women succumbed to the temptation

to spy on the prohibited male preserve arid attempted to
witness what went on.
Although my informants could give me

no cases where it had happened to their knowledge, they
stated that penalties would have been harsh for women who
violated the secrecy conventions of the ceremonies.

Pen-

alties would have been imposed with community consensus and
without regard for the offender's status or affiliations.
As the following example from Sharp (1934a:429) shows, it

did little good for a womanJs kindred to remonstratee
When a married woman is judged by older men to
be guilty of infringing rules connected with totemic

ceremonials, in punishment for 1Nhich sane of the adult

men are allowed to copulate with her, her husband and
other relatives stoutly defend her innccence I even
though they incur stern public disapprobation for

doing so.
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It is worth commenting that breaches of ceremonial/ritual
codes appear to be the only area in which something akin to
a jUdicial council could b'e seen to be acting on the

community's behalf.
5.4

The dynamics of redressive action
Despite the fact that everyone subscribed to a

common moral code, this did not imply that persons who witnessed breaches of the code felt obliged to intervene in a
disinterested fashion in order to uphold it.

On the

contrary~

the onus lay directly and only upon those who were the objects

of a wrong action to identify it and then, if necessary,

seek to organise redressive measures.

As

I

have pointed out

above, it was only in breaches of the ceremonial/ritual code
that the community as a whole acted in a concerted fashion to
impose an appropriate penalty.
As I noted earlier (p. 262) when a person perceived
himself or herself to have been wronged by another, the person
could choose one of three courses:

(a)

signal that a dispute situation existed and
seek public redress, or

(b)

undertake private redressive measures in
secret, or

(c)

do nothing. and forgo redress.

Each course had its own particular set of dynamics and
consequences.

I shall discuss them separately in the

following subsections.
5.4.1

Public redress
The object of seeking redress in public was not

merely to obtain satisfaction for a wrong inflicted but also
to resolve the matter with some degree of finality.

Public

disputes most commonly eventuated in the omission of kinship
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duties, in breaches of bestowal expectations and arrangements, in instanqes of insult and real or threatened injury,
and occasionally in cases of infidelity, trespass and homicide.

Whatever the nature of the breach and its social

context, the public disputing process had a generalised
format that, for descriptive purposes, I have divided into
a sequence of six stages.

Each dispute situation, once

declared, had the potential to run the whole course with
each stage following in turn.

I have labelled the stages

(1) declaration,

(3) argument,

(2) rejoinder,

(4) insult

and physical combat, (5) separation and (6) reconciliation.
I should stress, however, that all disputes did not inevitably follow the whole sequence.

In the following dis-

cussion, I shall point out the factors conditioning the
progress of a dispute from one stage to another.
A dispute was set in motion when an individual,
in the hearing of the whole camp, publicly announced that
s/he had been wronged by some other person, or persons,
present.

Such a declaration served notice on all present,

as well as the presumed transgressor, that there existed a
breach in the customary network of understandings and made
plain the nature of the breach.
The dispute might go no further if the accused
accepted the charge and made compensation promptly, as
might occur in the case of certain omitted kinship duties.
This dispute might also go no further in the public arena
if no-one answered the charge.

This might happen when

the plaintiff was not certain who should be blamed or otherwise was u'nwilling to accuse another directly.

By far the

most common sequel to a public accusation was for the
accused to deny the charge and/or make counter charges in
return.

This rejoinder, or reply, signalled to others

that the accusation was about to be disputed.
The rejoinder was followed by a phase of argument
in which the disputants set forth their own perceptions of
the facts of the matter.

At this stage of the proceedings,

both disputants would normally have weapons in their hands,
not necessarily to use at that time, but rather as a sign
of their determination to press the matter to the end, i f
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need be.

Informants refer to this stage in a picturesque

but quite appropriate manner as "fighting with tongues".
Both disputants would stride up and down gesticulating,
arguing loudly and waving their weapons in a threatening
manner.

While this was happening, the camp would sift

itself out into three groups from which would be drawn the
other principal actors in the dispute.

There would be

those who felt they had to support either the aggrieved
or the accused.

Such people would physically align them-

selves with either disputant and show their support materially by contributing to the argument in a minor way.

The

second group was made up of those who felt that the dispute
had nothing to do with them, and they usually sat quietly
in their places determined neither to interfere nor be
interfered with.

The third group was composed largely

of those who, although they had an interest in the dispute
also had conflicting obligations to both aggrieved and
accused and therefore could not, with propriety, side with
either.

Added to this third group might be an influential

elder or two who, during the early stages of the argument,
would attempt to urge conciliation or separation in the
name of camp harmony.

The chief purpose of the third

group was not so much to stop the dispute but rather to
permit it to be played out and to allow outraged feelin,gs
to be expressed.

At the same time, they attempted to limit

the scope of any conflict that might eventuate by dissuading, either verbally or physically, their own close kin
from supporting either of the disputants.
Closeness of relationship together with the nature
of the wrong action provided the major axes for determining
who would belong in which of the three groups.

As Sharp

(1937:108) noted though, predicting the distribution of
allegiances in any particular dispute was not an easy matter
and the patterns that resulted were often " ••• the result of
complex psychological processes" that would momentarily cut
across the obligations for help and support prescribed by
the kinship norms.
When the argument of the accused failed to satisfy
the aggrieved, and when the efforts and counsel of those
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in the third group had failed to moderate between the
putants or to separate them (as often happened), then
scene was set to move into the fourth stage of insult
physical combat.
Physical conflict was nearly always preceded

disthe
and
by

a period during which each disputant and their supporters
by means of studied insult and intense swearing sought to

goad and taunt the other side into making the first move or
rush.

The insults that flew between individuals or groups

were generally scurrilous and very personal.

They were

accompanied by hoots, jeers and violent displays of spear
clashing or pounding of fighting sticks upon shields and
earth by the men.

Women too would contribute by singing

insult songs and with exhibitions designed to shame their
opponents.

Typically, the exhibitions consisted of a kind

of dance in which they slapped their sides with their elbows
and drummed their feet on the ground, often concluding with
the women turning their backs to their adversaries, bending
over forwards and exposing their posteriors.

As provocation

followed provocation, so the level of outrage and pandemonium
increased.
If the dispute lay outside the domestic context of
close kin then when this point was reached, the situation was
volatile and unpredictable.

Those who were formerly unin-

volved began to prepare themselves for more active participation.

Since swearing at a close relation was itself a

wrong action, so the exchange of insults also helped to
crystallise further support for the disputants.

Intolerable

insult could also help resolve for those with divided loyalties to whom they should lend support.

During this stage

the propensity for a dispute to enlarge its scope was
markedly increased.
By the time the dispute had reached this stage,
the disputants and their supporters had surrendered themselves to their rage and seemed intent on killing, or at
least inflicting some major injury, upon their opponents.
It was the responsibility of others to control the expression
of aggression and violence.

In the

Abo~iginal

English of

Edward River, these nothers R are termed "blockers", a term
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which adequately reflects their regulatory role.

In a

dispute between close kin, enough blockers could usually
be found among kindred members.

In a large camp setting,

where a dispute was between people who were not closely
related, the blockers would be drawn from intermediate kin
whose loyalties were still divided and from others in the
camp as well, since even the uninvolved had a vested
interest in preventing things from getting out of hand and
turning into an undisciplined meree o
The blockers tried at first to prevent any violence
at all.

They would snatch boomerangs before they could

be hurled and seize and break the spears of those about
to throw them.

They would physically hold back those

disputants or supporters who, goaded beyond endurance,
attempted to rush against their opponents.

when the

blockers went into action the tumult and activity had
reached its peak intensity.

There could be many struggles

and scuffles between blockers and disputants before the
main protagonists finally broke away from those trying to
restrain them and ultimately came to exchange blows or
spears with their adversaries.
blocking rarely prevented combat.

My data suggest that
The blockers themselves,

in trying to preserve an active neutrality had to endure
recriminations and appeals for support as well as receive
without resentment, blows meant for others.

Once spears

began to fly or combatants began to fight with stick and
shield, the blockers were more concerned to prevent foul
play, to protect the wounded and to try to confine the
injuries to the main disputants.

It was a triumph for the

blockers when a dispute resolved itself into a clearly
defined duel.

It indicated that they had successfully

negotiated the stormy seas of high indignation and raging
tempers to restrict the business at hand to the original
disputants without allowing confusing side issues to
interfere.
The scope of a trial-at-arms varied in terms of the
weapons used, the number of people involved, the length of
time it took to run its course and the injuries received by
the combatants and others.

Some broad factors governed the
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scope of combat.

The nature of the wrong action tended to

define those who might be involved.

Disputes concerned

with the neglect of kinship duties were virtually, by definition, confined to kindred members.

Marriage and betrothal

disputes, some cases of infidelity and pubiic disputes over
homicides tended to occur between members of neighbouring
clans.

The closer the disputants were related, the more

likely it was that other close kin of the disputants would
be motivated to contain the level of injury in order to
preserve the integrity of existing alliances among the people
concerned.

Conversely, the more distant the relationship

between the disputants, the less likelihood there was of
finding intermediate kin with links to both sides who could
act in a regulatory capacity, and the more likely it was
that each disputant could recruit a contingent of supporters
from their own close kin.
than others.

Some weapons were more lethal

The only weapons women ever used in fights

were their yamsticks.

Men on the other hand, could draw

on a wider range of arms but seemed, on the whole, to use
only spear-throwers and clubs when fighting with close kin.
Spears tended to be employed when disputing with people
outside the disputant's kindred, and they were, of course,
potentially more damaging.

It was difficult to say how

camp size affected the scope of a trial-at-arms.

Clearly,

disputants in a large camp setting were more likely to find
kin who would support their cause.

But equally, they would

also be likely to encounter kin with divided loyalties who
might act to reduce the scope of the dispute.

The presence

of many people in a camp materially increased the chances of
unintended injuries to the non-involved.

Unintended or

threatened injuries constituted good reason for enlarging
the scope of the fight by giving rise to secondary disputes
that might eventually result in a general melee.
The aim of the separation stage was to put space
between the disputants and to allow tempers to cool, thus
making the disputants more amenable to reconciling their
differences.

With luck and diplomatic negotiation on the

part of those who had conflicting obligations to both
disputants, separation could be achieved immediately following
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upon the argument stage.

Otherwise, it terminated in the

insult and physical combat stage.
During actual combat, separation emerged out of the
confluence of a number of factors.
helped bring it about.

Physical exhaustion

In the course of a regulated duel,

combat broke off when everyone felt that there had been a
sufficient display of aggression or when both disputants had
sustained comparable levels of injury.

The Edward River

notion of fair play stressed that those who initiated trialsat-arms should come away bearing equal injuries irrespective
of the nature of the wrong action that triggered the combat
in the first place.

If a disputant was seriously injured

and could not continue, his supporters could (and usually
did) demand immediate compensation from whomever had inflicted
the injury.

The compensation most often took the form of

the injurer offering his thigh to the spears of the supporters
of the inj'ured (see also Case No.8, p. 278).

If the injurer

and his party of supporters violated this norm and fled,

the

dispute was left' unresolved until redress for that injury
had been achieved.

Redress, or "making level" as the Edward

River phrase has it, could be obtained at a later date by
the injurer offering his thigh, or else it could be sought
by the injured and the injured's supporters by other means,

eGg. ambush or counter-sorcery.
It is worth making the point here that in the public
settlement of disputes, punishment was not accorded on the
basis of the attribution of guilt as it is in Western based
legal systems.

Rather, the level of punishment inflicted

correlated with the nature of the dispute and the closeness
of the relationship between the disputants.

The closer

this relationship, the more likely it was that "softer"
weapons would be used in the trials-at-arms, and the more
likely it was that other concerned close kin would intervene
and mediate between the disputants.

Further, in the Edward

River ideo.logy, "justice" seemed best served when both disputants shared equally in the physical punishment meted out.
Depending on the kind of dispute, separation might
involve nothing more spectacular than two close kin sitting
moodily apart for half an hour or so.

A domestic fight
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might end with one spouse leaving the home hearth and
ostentatious ly camping elsewhere.

After a larg·s-scale

fight, a whole section of a camp might flee the scene taking
their injured with them.
In the reconciliation stage, the disputants put an
end to their quarrel and re-established normal relationships by replacing their former publicly displayed malevolence with the benevolence that normal relationships demanded.
Either the old status quo was restored, or, as was often the
case with betrothal disputes, a new status guo involving a
formal recognition of previous arrangements was effected.
The degree of public formality involved in reconciling disputants varied.

Within close kin groups the

resumption of normal tasks was enough to signify to others
that reconciliation was effected.

When members of a hearth-

group camped apart, a kinsman with obligations to both parties
might interce'de to bring about a resumption of normal
relationships.

If a new status

quO was to be recognised,

as for example after a duel over a broken betrothal, or
when a large number of people had been drawn into a trialat-arms, the peacemaking was a more formal affair with all
parties coming together to put the dispute behind them
publicly.

Ceremonial handshaking usually concluded such

meetings, and the former disputants settled once more into
normal daily routines.
Private redress
When a person chose to air a dispute in public, the
object was to resolve the matter and ultimately to restore
normal relationships.

From the previous discussion it is

clear that in pursuing public redress an accuser ran as much
risk of physical injury as the accused.

Alternatively, a

person who had been wronged might eschew a public settlement
in favour of seeking redress privately.

Private redress

focused on retaliation and punishment and not public resolution.

It was characterised by stealth and secrecy and

often aimed at inflicting the maximum injury on the transgressor.

The principal methods 6f private redress were the
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ambush spearing, sorcery and the manipulation of potent
places.

The kinds of wrong action that were said to provoke

private redressive action were failure to consult or acknowledge decision-making rights, trespass, infidelity or jealousy
and homicide.
There was a variety of reasons why people might
choose private redressive measures.

I pointed out earlier

(p. 276) that when a person's decision-making rights had been
overlOOked, neglected or set aside by the community, then
that person was essentially at odds with a whole group.

In

such a case, the only recourse possible was to punish the
group by attempting to inflict some pestilence on it through
activating a potent place.

Those homicides that occurred in

the context of feuds between groups of clans were generally
not regarded as resolvable.

They required "payback" kill-

ings which minimised the risk of injury to the avengers.
Infidelity and j·ealousy were said· to be a main cause of
secret retaliation.

A jealous husband might prefer to kill

his wife·s lover rather than attack his wife.

In that way

he could put an end to the threat the outsider posed to his
marriage as well as the threat he posed to his safety, since
it was commonly held that men who coveted the· wives· of "others
often employed sorcery against their lovers· husbands.
Private redressive action was only risk-free in the
sense that the victim or the victim·s kin had no chance to
re·taliate immediately.

In the case of ambush spearings, the

identity of the attacker was usually quickly discovered from
tracks and other physical signs if the victim failed to
survive the attack.

In the case of a death imputed to

sorcery, divination procedures were supposed to provide the
clues to the killer's identity.
My informants believed that sorcery was the principal vehicle for carrying out private redressive action and
that it caused most adult deaths that were not attributable
to overt violence.

Data on pre-settlement deaths indicate

that ambush spearings were a relatively infrequent cause of
death compared with those imputed to sorcery.

But the

techniques of sorcery so graphically and minutely described
by my informants (see pp. 241-43) could not have worked in
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the ways claimed for them.

A Western empirical stand would
have to argue that magical operations, the introjection of

mystical projectiles, attack by man-made and man-controlled
crocodiles were, all of them, products of the imagination
rather than products of human actions.

This in turn would

lead to the conclusion that the real level of private redressive action, of the lethal variety at least, was a good
deal less common than Edward River people supposed.
Marwick (1970:15) aptly referred to sorcery beliefs
as the "standardised delusions" of a society.

A Western

viewpoint would assert that Edward River people were mistaken
in thinking that the techniques worked, that they were
actually carried out and that the divination process could
disclose the identity of sorcerers.

Additionally, those

people who claimed to be sorcerers were either deluding themselves or others.

It is worth considering briefly how such

a set of false beliefs could be adhered to so strongly.
In the first place, sorcery provided the reason for
the untimely death of adults.
In the Edward River view,
As a matter
sickness was not a sufficient cause of death.
of simple observation, most cases of sickness were followed
sooner or later by recovery.

If death interrupted the

normal alternation between sickness and health, then something else was involved besides sickness.

That "something

else" was sorcery, and in the absence of any other explanation deducible from Edward River beliefs such as the breaking
of an especially powerful taboo, the untimely death of an
adult was the certain sign that sorcery had been practised
on the deceased.
Secondly, a man did not have to practise sorcery
himself in order to believe in its efficacy.

No-one doubted

that it worked and men boasted of their powers as sorcerers
in public.

My elderly informants could remember hearing

their fathers and grandfathers speak of their prowess in
magical killing.

Significantly, however, each of my inform-

ants ruefully admitted to me in private that their fathers
had never passed on their sorcery knowledge.

For despite

the wealth of vivid detail in the lay versions of sorcery
techniques, there were import·ant lacunae in their descriptions
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that prevented the untutored from putting them into effect.
Since, by convention, sorcery techniques were passed on
secretly from father to son, the only sorcery knowledge a
man was certain of was his own and perhaps that of his
brothers.

Because of its secret mode of acquisition, a

man could never know whether other men truly possessed the
techniques or not.

Each man assumed that other men did

know and practise the techniques (even if he was ignorant of
them) simply because untimely deaths occurred.
From a scientific standpoint, it is easy to conclude
that the people of Edward River were in a state of pluralistic
ignorance concerning sorcery.

This was certainly the case

during my own period in the field.
denied

While my informants

having knowledge of sorcery practice (and I have no

reason to doubt their protestations), public rumour, on the
other hand, credited them with being competent sorcerers and
blamed them for past deaths (which my in£.ormants indignantly
For reasons that I will discuss in a later chapter

denied).

(see pp. 513-19) Edward River men in these days do not boast
of their powers as sorcerers.

In pre-settlement times it

seems reasonable to infer that boasting about sorcery accomplishments was probably a screen to disguise an individual1s
awareness of his own ignorance.
thought so.

Sharp (1934b:37) certainly

Concerning sorcery, he said:

A vicious circle is created· in which every older rren, not

quite sure of the powers of others, lays claim to powers
for himself and makes sure that the public knows he can
be dangerous i f he will.

Similarly sorcerers could never be caught at their
work.

They operated in secret.

Their victims, even though

they knew they had been ensorcelled, were prevented by the
sorcerer's powers from revealing their condition to others.
Native doctors, using their acquired powers might come to
the conclusion that a person wa.§i in a terminal state due to
sorcery.

I noted earlier, this could result in the with-

drawal of nursing care from the "victimn, so that the death
that fOllowed indeed confirmed the native doctorls diagnosiso
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Unless someone boasted about it, the identity of a
person responsible for causing a particular death could only
be learned through divination

procedures~

Divination

not an infallible guide according to my informants.

wa~

The

signs could be wrong or misinterpreted.
For example, one
of my informants, with great humour, recounted how he had
taken part in a pre-settlement revenge expedition acting on
signs obtained during a divination.
After many misadventures
along the way, the small group of avengers reached their
intended victim's camp.
Just as a killing spear was launched
at him, the man bent down and it passed harmlessly over his
stooped body.
"And a good thing too r " chortled my informant,
"because that sign pointed to the wrong man.
There is no doubt that diviners occasionally did
see something during a divination ceremony, but it can. scarcely
have been the spirit of a sorcerer returning to the scene of
a magical killing that never was carried out in the first
place.
With respect to divination, Elkin (1977:51) has
suggested that diviners make their decisions in a logical
manner based upon presumed motive and opportunity, and then
they manipulate the acbepted methods of divination or else
produce a vision in order to validate their deductions.
If
something of this sort happened among Edward River people,
none of my informants ever alluded to it.
There were no
hints of manipulation or convenient "visions".
Whatever
the signs really. consisted of, kinsmen could only avenge a
death when signs were produced.
If we assume that no-one
could in fact put into effect the techniques of magical
kiliing, then the application of counter-sorcery as a redress~
ive measure was out of the question for any particular set
of avenging kinsmen.
If my informants' present preferences
reflect those of the pre-settlement era, then when a sorcerer was divined, he would have been confronted in public or
in secret and challenged to a duel if he lived close at hand,
or he would have been speared from ambush if he lived at
some distance from the deceased1s kindred.
Genealogical
evidence suggests that few deaths were in fact rem~nged by
I suspect that most d·ivination cereIllQni.es
ambush spearing.
II
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revealed no clear signs and this inhibited direct redressive
action.

However, the lack of overt action by the deceased1s

kinsmen could easily be interpreted by the rest of the
society as an indication that counter-sorcery was being
applied in retribution against the unknown

sorcer~r.

Because of the secrecy conventions surrounding the divination
process it was difficult. for an outsider to discover whether
a determinate outcome had eventuated.

I had the opportunity

only once of being privy to divination procedures.

In this

instance the diviners produced no result and they were in a
quandary to know where to place the blame for the death.
In fact the matter was left unresolved by the diviners.

On

the other hand, it was rumoured among the community residents
not privy to the divination that the sorcerer's identity had
been discovered and the deceased's kin were preparing to
deal with the matter via counter-sorcery.

The close kin of

the deceased took no steps to correct the rumour.
I would be inclined to argue that the above example,
although out of temporal context, probably typifies the
majority of pre-settlement divination ceremonies.

It raises

the question, however, of how people absolved themselves of
the obligation to revenge when divination revealed no clear
sign.

It appears to have been accomplished by subsequently

blaming someone whom it could be reas·oned, was likely to be
culpable and who had died as a result of others' revenge
activities.

This at least is the conclusion I draw from

the statements of informants made at the bush graves of men
who died in pre-settlement times.

They were invariably. said

to have been great sorcerers who had killed a lot of people
and who had themselves been killed finally in retribution.
The threat of sorcery functioned powerfully as an
agent of social control.

Only within the kindred did a

person feel safe from the possibility of retaliatory sorceryo
Interpersonal relations beyond the kindred were marked by an
undercurrent of suspicion and fear.

An informant, speaking

of the post-settlement period, described the consequences of
sorcery in the following way:
We still carry on with the old custan (i.e. sorcery).

You
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see all these people here (at the settlement)? They all
They all want to be your friend.
But
laugh with you.
ti1~y all garmon (lie).
When you go out by yourself 1..11 the
bush, they'll catch you there and kill you.
You can't
sleep at night or sorreone will creep up on you. When you
hear that people are sick then you know someone is using
puri-puri.
(Taylor field notes)
I have little -doubt that this description is equally valid
for pre-settlement times as well.
5.4.3

e

Forgoing redress

People sometimes chose not to seek redress for a
wrong action.
In the case of a homicide imputed to sorcery,
redress was. not possible if the divination produced equivocal
results or none at all.
As I pBinted out above, outsiders.
probably assumed that some kind of revenge was being plotted
in any case.
I suspect there were other situations where
people could not or would not seek redress.
Informants
often complained of situations in which they felt themselves to be helpless or powerless to take redressive ·measures in the face of perceived wrong actions.
In situations
such as those, the offended person usually moved out of the
ambit o£ the wrongdoer in order to avoid future repetitionso
I have little reliable data concerning the factors operating
in such situations and how often they occurred, if only
because people tend to remember the things they did rather
than the things they did not do.
505

Summary and comment

In pre-settlement Edward River society, wrong actions
were defined with reference to the behavioura·l codes which
guided the .actions of individuals.
Sanctions against
breaches of the codes were said to have been imposed in
either of two ways.
Retribution could be brought about by
supernatural agencies in an automatic fashion when certain
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classes of wrong action or breaches of taboo occurred.
Illnesses, especially, were interpreted as supernatural
punishment.

Alternatively, breaches of the conventions

that prescribed proper conduct between humans required the
wronged individuals to seek redressive action on their own
behalf if they wanted to obtain satisfaction.
There was little in Edward .River s·ociet.y that resembled the dispute-settling apparatus of the modern state.
There was no over-arching legal entity like the "state"
before which cases could be brought and whose functionaries
(lawyers, judges, juries, police etc.) had the power to
argue cases, to make decisions concerning guilt, to determine
and apply appropriate punishments, all in the name of an
independent and universal justice.

Instead, the Edward

River system was one which maximised the individual's contribution in the pursuit of a plaint or in defence against
an accusation.
While a wronged person might opt to take no action
other than avoiding the offender, satisfaction for a wrong
action could be sought by disputing the matter publicly or
by seeking redress privately.

Public dispute settling

procedures led to a resolution of the dispute and a resumption of normal relationships.

Private redressive. action

aimed at punishing the offender with least risk to the plaintiff.

The disadvantage of private redressive action was

that it invited retaliation of the same sort. and could
(and did) lead to bitter feuding.

More often, my data

suggest, people chose to settle disputes in public.

While

disputes did not always end in a violent confrontation, all
public disputing had the potential to do so.

When a dispute

involved a trial-at-arms, the basic notion underlying the
control of aggression was that the aggrieved and the accused
should share equally in the physical injury meted out.
Hence, in the combat stage of a dispute, non-disputants
attempted to arrange things so that this principle was
honoured.

Unlike a modern state legal system, punishment

was not accorded on the basis of the attribution of the
level 6f guilt.

Instead, the level of punishment to both

plaintiff and ·defendant correlated with the nature of the
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wrong action and the closeness of the relationship between
the disputants.

In general, the more closely related the

disputants were, the less likely it was that much or any

violence would be exhibited.
In arranging their lives according to the broad
goals defined by their societyfs value system, Edward River
people recognised that the pursuit of intelligent selfinterest could give cause for dispute.

There would be

many occasions when the moral values underlying the codes of
right conduct would themselves be in conflict and require
a person to choose to honour one set of obligations at the
expense of

another~

Thus, it would not always be possible

to fulfill obligations to close kin punctiliously.

There

would always be room for complaint whenever a person had
limited resources with which to meet many demands.

Human

personalities being what they were, some husbands would
inevitably mistreat their wives.

The operation of demo-

graphic fluctuations among the relatively small numbers of
the reserve's population acting in combination with the
prescriptive marriage rule would ensure imbalances in the
supply of potential spouses in the appropriate marriage
categories and thus promote a degree of competition and
betrothal breaking.

It was acknowledged too, that sentiment

and romantic love could inconveniently intrude upon the
arrangements made by the betrothal-makers and lead youngsters to flout the wishes of their elders.

The existence

of an extensive battery of love magic techniques would ensure
that some marriage partners would be unfaithful.

Variations

in the level of resources in different tracts would lead to
incursions in ways that amounted to trespass.

Death 'tV'as

an everpresent reality whose untimely occurrence could never
be prevented, despite the best efforts of the living to kill
the sorcerers responsible for cutting short the lives of
humans.
No set of cultural codes in any human society has
ever been able to dovetail people's wants, desires and
expectations into a smoothly orchestrated set of activities
free of discord.

Edward River society acknowledged that

disputes were inevitable and their cultural recipes provided
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a set of procedures for dealing with most of them.
The
The procedures were not perfect.
Private redress caused
feuds.

Public dispute settling, while it allowed an issue

to be put to trial in such a way that conflicting interests
were tested against a backdrop of community feeling and
involvement, could also get out of hand, as when a trialat-arms erupted into a wild meree and injuries piled up,
each demanding compensation.

Nonetheless, it seems to me

that the processes of Edward River law and order suited the
egalitarian and highly individualistic personal ethos of the
pre-settlement population.

Aberrations in the system were not

sufficient reason to cause changes in dispute settling procedures, any more

than

an occasional miscarriage of justice

within our own Western legal system causes any drastic overhaul of the fundamental nature of our method of resolving
disputes.
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CHAPTER 6
6.1

CONCERNING ACTS AN"D AX-ES

Introduction
In-the preceding chapters I have attempted to

describe a

system and its parts as it might

socio~cultural

have (operated had no Europeans been pr~sent.

Analytically,

the purpose of encapsulating the people of the Edward River
reserve in an "ethnographic past II is to provide a basel·ine
description against which subsequent socia-cultural change
The lIethnographic pastil is, of

may then be assessed.
course, a fiction.

It is reconstructed from the memories

and recollections of informants who were living in the bush
as young adults during the 19305 and supplemented by the
anthropological observations made by Sharp, McConnel and
Thomson during their fieldwork in .the same period.

in part, the

trad~tional

But

way of life itself was an artefact

of Europea-n intervention.

It persisted in its relatively

undisturb~d state only because legislation enacted in

Queensland in 1897 created the reserves of Cape York P-eninsula and made it illegal for non-Aboriginal people to enter
them without proper authority.

The legislation not only

secured for the Aborigines of those reserves s'anctuaries
against the corrosive and devastating contact suffered by
less fortunate Aboriginal
as Queensland then was,·
the

~ature

i~

p~ople

elsewhere in the colony,

also controlled and yrescribed

and intensity of contact between Aborigines and

other Australians.

Because the various Acts and associated

Regulations formed a basic framework for regulating the
interaction between Aborigines and white Australians, it
is pertinent to consider the various pieces of legislation

enacted, between 1897 and 1975 by the Parliaments of
land and the Commonwealth

(~fter

1967).

Queens~

I'discuss them in

the next section •
.Of c--ourse, the Aborigines of the Edward R-iverreserve had' no awarenes.s of the legislation enacted for their
protection and

p~eservation

in the 19305.

But they were

aware that Europeans and their goods were a permanent fact
of life.-

The reserve inhabitants regularly visited missions
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an4 cattle stations near them in
trade goods.

~earch

of tobacco and

Occasionally they were offered work on cattle

stations and sometimes they surreptitiously speared cattle

belonging to pastoral properties.

The mission settlements

within the reserves - were off:er-ing something even more important than the opportunity to work or to spear cattle.

were offering an alternative way of life.
mencedhis

fiel~work,

W~en

They

Sharp. com-

41% of the Yir Yoront had already

given up their bush life and had opted for a

sede~tary

life

style under the tutelage of the missionaries at Kowanyama
on the Mitchell

~iver

reserve.

In Section 6.3, I present

an account of early missionary activity on the western side
of .Cape York Peninsula from the turn o·f the century ·to
1935.

The presence-of missionary settlements

~n,_the~~s-._

erves entailed changes even for the bush-dwelling Aborigines
living at a

I

s~arise

d~stance

from such settlements.

In Section 6.4,

Sharp' saccount a·nd analysis of these changes.

The co~cluding section deals br~adly with the founding and
development of the Edward River settlement
6.2

A brief

histo~y

t

-of legislation for Aborigines in

Queensland
The history of the development of Queensland's
policy towards its Aborigines and its legislation in respect
of them is well documented (e.g. see Docker 1964, ROWley
1970a,1970b, Nettheim 1973,1979,1982, Evans, Saun4ers and
C~onin

1975, Malezer 1979,Wearne 1980, Lippman 1981, and

Loos 1982).

In the colony of Queensland between the years

IS-59 and 1897, relations between Aborigines and white sett-

lers were mediated largely by the Native Pol~ce.
This
force was set up at/the request of settlers in order to
keep the pea~e in the neWly occupied pastoral dist~icts.

During

the~period

1840-60 losses in stock and human life

at the hands of Aborigines were heavy and the settlers
d-ernanded protection.

'The Native Police consisted ~f Abori-

ginal mounted troopers recruited from districts that had
already been settled.

cers.

They were commanded by white offi-

In the view of -the settlers, the Native police met
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the settlers' needs for a

npacify~ngd

force "admirably.

Operating on the frontiers of settlement the troopers used
brutal tactics to "disperse" ( a euphemis'ffi for massacre) and
subdue local Aboriginal groups.

groups were driven into

Thusharas.sed, such

s~tuatiohs

of dependence and near

servitude on pastoral properties or else forced to the

outskirts of white settlements.

There they ·obtained casual

employment but for the most part lived the lives of mendicants and outcasts.
The activities of the Native- Police gave con6ern in
some quarters, and in 1861, fOllowing the discovery of the

of several natives shot by -the Native Police near
Ipswich, a Select Committee was set up to inqUire into the
force.
The outcome of ··this enquiry was to' exonerate "the
Native Police and approv~ the methods they employed, because
nothing else seemed to work, at least in 'the minds" of the
membe~s of the Select Committee.
Their. report noted that:

bodi~s

The evidence ••••shews beyond doubt that all atterrpts to

Christianize or educate the aborigines of Australia have

hitherto proved abortive.

Except in one or two isolated

cases, after being ·brought 1JP and educated for a- certain
period., the Natives of both sexes· irivariably return to

credible witnesses shew -that they
are addicted to cannibalism; that they have no idea of a
futUre state; and are· 'sunk in the lowest depths of barbarismio
Missions have been established aroongst them at different
times with but partial success j and the sane rray be said of
their' savage habits.

tpe schools established in the different colonies,••

(Quoted in Rowley 1970~:163.)
Attitudes like those implicit in· the above quotation only began to disappear when Aborigines no longer
presented a threat to the white settlers and theirpropertyo
The Aboriginal pop,ulationof Queensland began to decline
sharply under the combined impact of dispossession by settlers, persecutiori by the Native Police, disease and povertystricken living conditions.
It is one of the greatest
ironies of Australianhist,ory that Abqrigina~ police
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tro<?pers sh,ou'rld ,have been the unwi·tt·,ing instruments
dest·ruction of so many Aboriginal societies.

fo~

.,the

Most Queens-

landers of the late 19th century believed that Aborigines
wer'e doomed to eX't'inction.

As the Aboriginal

11

threat II

disappeared 'in the southern and more popu·lous parts of

Queensland, so attitudes towards them softened.

Some

people began to urge their cause more vigorously.

Once

more the activities. of the Native Police carne to public

atten'tion when a series of articles published in the
Queenslander in 1880 gave details of atrocities alleged to
have been committed upon 'the natives in Cape York Peninsula.
One of the more prominent advocates for conciliation with, rather than the persecution of the Aborigines,
'was ·Archibald Meston, a -journalist-.

Meston had travelled.

extensively in Queensland and in 1896 was sent on a tour
of Cape York Peninsula by the Queensland Government.

His

brief was to present a report to the Home Secretary on the
conditions of the Aborigines in Queens_,land·.

His. r-eport

to Home Secretary Tozer detailed outrages committed against
Aborigines by the Native Police and by the crews of bechede-mer and pearling luggers.
tion were

widespr~ad

Alcoholism and opium addic-

He

among the natives of the north.

graphically described the state of Aborigines on Cape York
Pen~nsula

in a letter he wrote to T6zer from Moreton Tele-

graph Station in 1896.
Their treat.rrent in this peninsula is a shame to our corrrron

humanity and would be inCI'edible were there not so rrany
dismal and conclusive proofs ••• They carre in here (to Moreton

Telegraph Station) like hunted wild beasts, having lived for
years in a state of absolute terrorism.

They have too

.good.

reason to doubt the white rran even when he cones with gifts.
Their rrenifest joy at assurances of safety and protectiqn
is pathetic beyond expression.

God knows they were in need

of itll
(Quoted in Evans, Saunders and Cronin 1975:86)

Meston argued that the Native Police should. be
disbanded in favour of tising the civil

constabular~

aided
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by unarmed black tra-ckers to keep law and order.

He no'ted

that Aborigines posed little threat to the white settlers,

and that they had committed relatively few outrages against
the settlers considering the provQcati.ons they had s.uffered.
He urged greater control over ration and blanket distriI

butions to Aborigines, greater regulation over their wages
and conditions of employment and heavy penalties for whites
He insis-

f,ouIid supplying nat-ives with opium and alcohol.

ted that all Aborigines not regularly employed be excluded
from white settlements and segregated on reserves specially
set aside where they could recover from the shocking consequences of their cqntact with Europeans in protected
isolation, preferably in the
care of missionaries.
- . .
,~

-..........

....

After receiving Meston's report, the Queens.land

asked W.E. Pa~ry-Okeden, the newly appointed
Commissioner of Police to further inquire into Native Poli-ce
methods and also to make suggestions as to how the conditions
Governm~nt

of Que"ens land's Aborigfnes· could be ameliorated.

His

report of 1897 confirmed Meston f·S observations and supported
most of his recommendations.
..('

In December 1897, legisla-

tioD to protect and care- for the Aboriginal and partAbo~iginal

inhabitants of Queensland and to restrict the

sale and distribution of opium was passed by the Queensland
Government.
The Act of 1897 officially-defined who should be

deemed an Aborigine for the. purposes of

t~e

Act.and made

provision for Queensland to be divided into districts,

under the control of a Protector of Aborigines.

,The Act

also m~de provision for the setting up of reserves within
each district and for the appointment of Superintendents of
them.
The Minister in charge of the Act was empowered to
remove any Aborigine to a reserve and to transfer Aborigines from one reserv.e to another.
A permit system was
establis.hed for allowing Aborigines to, undertake employment outside the reserve.

To ensure segregation it was

made- an offence for any non-authorised person to enter or
~esid~ in an Aboriginal reserve.
It was also ~n offence
for anyone to supply liquor or opium to Aborigines and 'for
a non-Aborigine to be in·possession of

bl~nkets

issued to
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Aborigines for their own use.
proceaur~s

The administrative

n.eces·sary to imple-

ment the Act were determined by. ·Regulationsmade by the

Governor in Council.
Among other things, the Regulations
specified modes of IIremova11l, the duties ·of Protectors and
Supe~intendents,

who was authorised to enter a reserve,

how. other cash incomes of reserves were to be apportioned,
provisions concerning the care and education of Aboriginal
children, the distribution of rations, penalties for
breaches of good order and discipline, the prohibition of
Aboriginal rites and customs thought to be inimical to
Aboriginal welfare and the conferral of certificates of

exemption. on IIhalf-castes" who, in the opinion of the Minister, should be exempted from the ·provisions of the Act.
It was

in

the

context of this legislation that the reserves

of the western side of Cape York Peninsula were es·tablished.

The Act 'of 1897 was amended· and revised a number of
The alterations to the amend-

times between then and 1975.

ing 'Acts of 1901, 1927, 1928, 1934 and 1939 seemed to have

been directed at conj:rolling
mixed-blood Aborigines.

~he'

growth in pppulation of

For example, the Act of 1901 gave

Protectors the right to control the marriage· of female
Aborigines while the 1934 Act made sexual intercourse outside marriage between an Aboriginal woman- and a nonAboriginal male an offence.
The ·Act of 1946 '(Aboriginals Preservation ana

Protection Acts 1939 to 1946)' was a·ssimilationist in tone

0

It stated clearly that the amending legislation. was designed to differentiate and protect members of the Aboriginal
rage in Queensland because 'of their backwardness "in acquiring the arts of
29).

Europ~an

.civilisation" (quoted in Malezer'1979:

In 1939 the Office of Chief Protector had become a

sub-:dep.artment headed by a Director, who legislatively,
wielded extensive powers of coritrol over the lives of. the
Aboriginal people who were dec·lared to be
In 1946 the powers were still

extensiv~.

lI

under the Act""
The

Directo~

could exempt Aborigines from the 'Act's provisions and also
.revoke the exemptions if he saw the need.

In all I'rl:atters

regarding the ,administration of the Act the pirector had
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wide powers

O~

inquiry.

lnves~~ga~ion-ana

He was the

legal guardian of every- Aboriginal under the age of 21 and

the Director's consent had to be obtained before a- minor
under the Act could marry.
The Director· also administered
the estates of deceased or missing -Aborigines.

The powers of "Protectors" and "Superintendents"
appointed under the Act of 1946

~ere

equally wide-ranging.

Such officers controlled the employment- of Aborigines,
f~xed

their wage rates and were charged with the
persona~

bility for managing the

responsi~

property of Aborigines.

They were also empowered to prohibit customary practices

which, in their opinion, could have been injuriou.s to' Ab·origines.

The

194~6

Act made it an offence for a non-Aborigine

to harbour or illegally employ Aborigines, to supply them
with liquor, to have carnal knowledge of an Aboriginal woman,
except in marriage, or

t~

"remove

Jl

an Aborigine from Queens-

land or from one district- to an-other ·in Queens.land.

When

an 'Aborigine was charged with any crime, misdemeanour or
offence and had either confessed to it or pleaded guilty,
the j:Udge.presiding ·over the case had to satisfy himself
...,~

.

that the Aborigine

und~rst.ood

fession or plea.

The Governor in Council (i.e. the

the consequences of his con.

Gover~

.

nor of the State on the advice of his ministers and without
the necessity for parliamentary debate) was empowered to

make regulations dealing, amon'g at.her things, with" the estab'lishment of 'el"e--ct-ed councils and for the appointment of

Aboriginal police together with the construction of gaols
on reserves.

' Councils

I

,"

where appointed, had no· powers in-

vested in -them save those allocated to them by the Director.,
as Rowley (1970b:116) has" noted.

Although amended several times in minor ways, the

legislation of 1946 remained in force until 1965".

The wide

powers of control vested in the Director, Protectors and
Superinteridents did not go uncriticised.

The whole admini-

stration of indigenous affairs in Queensland was attacked
by a group with a

la~ge

Aboriginal merribersh-ipformed in

1959 and called The Queensland Aborigines' and Torres"

Islanders' Advancement -League.
laration of Rights that

$t~ait

The League issued a Dec-'

"Cie~anded Abor~ginal

ownership of-.
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lands, free secular education and an end to

di~criminatory

practices in wage rates (Lippmann 1981:43)c

Perhaps

sensi~

tive to mountirtg criticism, the Queensland state Government

set up a Special Committee- in 1964 to enquire into the
legislation affecting Aborigines in the state.

The SpeciaJ..

Committee recommended that the 1946 Act and its associated
Regu"lations be repealed.

Among o-ther things it argued

that· Aborigines be allowed to have access to liquor off
reserves, that the establishment of
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wet' canteens" should be

considered, that Aborigines should be enrolled on State :and
Federal rolls as voters, that the. Director's right to control
marriages be relaxed and that Aborigines be admitted to
the Station Hands Award.
These recommendations were incorporated in The

Aborigines'

and Torres Strait Islanders' Affairs Act of

It came into operation together with its Regula-

1965.

tions" in April 1966.

. The 1965 Act continued the reserves,

appointments and institutions provided for by earlier Acts

but made a number of changes in terminology.
khown as AboFiginal ;' settlements

II

be"came

n

What were

communities" ,

the Sub-Department of Native Affairs was restyled the Department of Aboriginal and Island

Affai~s,

II·Superint,enden~sII

and

"Protectors" were replaced with "Managers",

"Distiict Off-

icers·I an-d "Assistant-·Oistrict Officers".

'Xhe Act also

distingui~hed 'between

ted·-- Aborigines.

Aborigines, part-Aborigines and assis-

Aborigines· "wer·e either full-bloods, Abori-

gines with a ·"preponderance of blood" or else a person of
a

II

strain II of, Aboriginal blood authorised to b·e an Aborigine.

The part-Aboriginal spouseo£ a full-blood Aborigine or an
Aborig·ine with a IIpreponderance II of blood was also admitted

to the status of Aborigine.

Part-Aborigines were defined

as the issue of an Aboriginal parent' and a non-Aboriginal
parent or the child of parents ·having less than 25% of
ubI-ood lY

~

Assisted Aborigi1?-es were made up of the residents

of reserves, the children of assist-ed Aborigines, any Abori-

gine or

part~Aborigine

declared to be assisted by the

tor or by a Judge or Stipendary Magistrate.

Direc~

The status of

assisted Aborigine wa$ acknowledged by a IIcertif"icate of

entitlement'·' and it- was the duty of the Director to compile
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a register of persons entitle~ to certificates.

An assi5~

ted Aborigine could apply to -have a certificate of entitlement revoked by the Director and an unassisted Aborigine or

part-Aborigine could apply for a certificate of entitlement.
There was provision for an applicant to refer a decision of
the Director to a Stipendary Magistrate in the event of a
refusal.

The Act empowered the Director to make grants in

aid (in money, services or goods) to any assisted Aborigine.
The Act authorised District

Of~icers

to exercise

wide powers of control over the personal property and any
e-eonomic transactions involving assisted Aborigines.
For instance, it made provision for District Officers to
assume the management of an ass is-ted Aborigine'

5

property.

This could be done either by application from an assisted
Aborigine .or simply by the District Officer himself if,

in

his judgement, the assumption of control was warranted.
Property' management could·be revoked on application to a

District Offfcer and, if refused, the matter could be
referred to a Stipendary Magistrate for determination.

No contract entered into by an assisted Aborigine was bind~~

ing unless approved by a District Officer and no creditor
could sue for monies owing from an assisted Aborigine u:qless'

the transaction had the p~ior ap~ro~al of the Distribt
Officer.
Section 34 of the Act gave the Director power to
order assisted - Aborigines not resident on" -res·erves- to be
transferred to one and, on the recommendation of an Aboriginal court, to order an assisted Aborigine to be transferredfrorn one reserve to another.

traditional marriages were recognised.

For the first time

Children born of

unions which. were not lawfully sanctioned but which were in
accordance with recognised tribal practice were considered
legitimate in law e

The remaining parts of the Act dealt

with s-uch matters as the admissability of assisted Aborigines' confessions and pleas 'of guilty in courts of law
having regard to their "stage of development".

District

Officers could appear on behalf of assisted Aborigines to
assess the probability that the person charged understood-

the consequences of·· confessing to a charge or .pleading
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·A special provision of the' Act. permitted District

guiltYe

Officers and Managers to appear in courts and represent
assisted Aborigines charged with offences.
MOre importantly, however, the Act provided for the

Governor in Council to make Regulations for effecting the

purposes of the Act.

Matters subject to

Regulati~n

covered an exceedingly wide range including: the powers,
authorities and functions of ,officers of the DAIA; the
establishment of Aboriginal courts and associated machinery

including appeals; the preservation, development, assimilation, .integration, education

I

training and employrrlent of

assisted Aborigines; the discipline and good order of reserves and the control 'of assisted Aborigines; the establishment of Abori.ginal' councils i the inspection of reserves;
the setting up of gaols and of an Aboriginal police force

on reserves; the granting of aid; the care of children;
emp*oyment and apprenticeship matters; the establishment of
various funds; the administration of the estates of deceased
and miss1ing assisted Aborigines; the regulation of customs
and practices likely, in the Director's opinion, to be
"'t"

injurious to the health and well being of assisted Aborigine~;

unauthorised entry onto reserves; penalties for

breaches of regulations and prescribed forms.
AsWearne (1980:18) notes, the Act of 1965 was

at .abandoning the
previous Acts.

p~otectio'nist

It

sought~to·

a~med

policies implicit in the

db this in several ways."

At

a cosmetic level it attempted to avoid the terms used in
previous Acts that carried connotations of arbitrary control
or duress.

More importantly the Director's powers were

circumscribed in several ways.

He was no longer the legal

guardian of Abo'riginal minors ·and he no longer had the power
to control permission

'to

marry.

Further, the Act institu-

ted provision for appeals against some of the decisions 'of
the Director ,and his officers.

The establishment of Abori-

ginal councils on Aboriginal reserves having the functions
of local government authorities with the

po~er

to pass

By-Laws, Resolutions and Orders "for the well being and
progressive development of assisted Aboriginal residents"
betokened a further' relaxation of paternalistic control
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and- a recqgnition of the competence of Aborig-inal communi-·

ties to shoulder responsibility for their own affairs..

However, the relaxation of Departmental

by no means to·tal.
panying the

contr~l

was

As a study of the Regulations accom-

Acts~QWS,

the Director still exercised wide

By-Laws passed by the Aboriginal coun-

powers of control.

cils had no effect -until they were approved by the Director.
Managers, of their own volition, could suspend resolutions
and orders, though a council could appeal against suspen.sion to a Stipendary Magistrate.,

Aboriginal councils need

not· reflect c.omrnunity preferences since of the four· members
only two were elected by the community residents with the
othe~

two being appoint.ed by the Director.

Rates

I

fares,

fees and dues levied _by Aboriginal councils as we-II as
court fines and grants were. to be paid into a community

fund and applied towards expenditures incurred by the CQuncil~

in the exeicise of

the~r

furictions.

But no disburse-

ment could be made from the fund without the Manager's
approval.

Furth'er I

and considered by

any disbursemen'ts made by the council

th~ Man~ger

to be unnecessary, extravagant

or· not authorised by the Act could be disallowed and recovered from the

counci~

members, if .necessary, by the. Manager

The jurisdiction of Aboriginal courts applied only to assis-

ted Aborigines in respect of breaches of the Regulations,
By-Laws and c'ertain· civil action concerning the recovery
of debts and ,property where amounts did not exceed $200-00.
The council's powers did not apply to unassisted Aboriigines or to non-Aboriginal people.

Aboriginal police-

men cou,ld arrest only ass isted Aboriginal ·people on reserves
for breaches of the Act, the Regulations or for infractions of instructions issued by the ~irector, _the Distr1ct
Officer, the Manager, the Councillors or other

officers~

They were directly responsible to the Manager and only
he could appoint, pr·om.ate, "disrate, suspend or dismiss
and make rules for members of the Aboriginal police force.
Their primary role was clearly an extension of DAIA managem~nt

and control.

Manag~rs

eQuId also order

~ssisted

Aborigines into detention for. up to six months (renewable) in supervised, segregated dormitories.

0
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behaviours warranting dormitory detent-ion were
wide-ranging.
They included offences against discipline,
(specified variously as failure to obey instructions_, idle,
careless or neglige~t work, refusal to work; offensive or
threatening behaviour, indecent behaviour,.wilful pro~erty
"damage), attempting to escape from a reserve or 1eave one
Typically I

without lawful permission, immoral conduct, failure to carry
out instructions concerning hygiene, sanitation or infant

welfare or dangerous behaviour.
The legislatiori of 1965 did not go

uncr~t~cised.

Aborigines in urban centres in Queensland began calling
for the repeal of the Act.
"Ban the Act became a / popu,lar
1.1

slogan among them.
Academics were also highly critical of
the legislation and the reserves it created.
Commenting
on the 1965 Act," Charles Rowley (1970a:127) wrote:
Many of the featurE?S of this· legislation indicate that

Queensland. policy in 1967 remained much the sane as it
had been in 1897," and it must prove an errbarrassrrent to
the Cormonwealth.

One can only account for the fact

.,.0;'>-

that it has not attracted the attention of the Inter-

national Corrmission of Jurists by assuming that Australian lawyers have not yet much'interest in legislatJ.on

for Aborigines.
Howev~r~

the

Qu~ensland

Government naa not

on~y

the

criticism of it.s leg,islation by Aborigines and academics
to contend with, but after a referen~um held,in May 1967,
the criticism of the Commonwealth Government also.
The
referendum amended two clauses in the Federal Constitution
discriminating against Aborigines.

Full blood Aborigines

were no longer to be excluded from being

counte~

in the

census and the Federal Government was empowered to pass
laws relating to Aborigines living in the Australian states.
The Prime Minister of the time, John Gorton, promised that
all Commonwealth and "State legislation thatdiscrirninated
,adversely against Aborigines would be abolished.
Queenslarid's Act was-considered by many to be an especially
glarin~ example ·of the kind of discriminatory legislation
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~hat

should be r,epeale,d.

On the eve of the

expirat'io~,

of

the' 1965 Act J.o 1.971, Prime Minister McMahon (who had suc·-

ceeded John Gorton) conferred with Queensland's Premier,
J'. Bjelke-Petersen, concerning the drafting of a new Acto
A joint memorandum was issued in their names, which, after
acknowledging that the 1965 Act was not in essence
criminatory but rather

d~signed

dis~

to assist and protect

Abor~

gines, it listed nine points of agreement that should be
observed in the drafting of a new Act.-

These nine

p~ints

were:
lc

Aborigines should be ·'able to move freely
off reserves:

2.

access to Aboriginal reserves should be
controlled by reserve councils;

3Q

Aborigines should have freedom of choice
regarding proper·ty
management but with
...
'

app~Op~iate

...::.

consultative safeguards

against exploitation;

4.

.Aborigines should have· freedom of choice
over control of transactions , 'agai'n with

appropriate consultative safeguards
against exploitation;
5.

residents of a reserve should be free to

decide whether or not liquor should be
permitted on their
6.

re~erve;

Torres Strait Islanders should 'have their
own separate Act;

7

0

the· re·peal of Section'4 (-ii) of the

Vagrancy, Gaming and Other Offences Act
which made it an offence for any nonAboriginal pers·on to lodge or wander in
company with any Aboriginal native unless
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the person could 1iemonstrate a fixed abode,
lawful means of support and that such wandering was temporary and lawful;
8.

special consideration to wage rates for
inexperienced', slow or retarded Aboriginal

workers;
9

0

that Aboriginal and~ Islander representati.on

on reserve councils be reviewed.
Although the new Aborigines Act .1971 was passed in
December ".1971, it was not gazetted until December 4, 1972.

The Regulations were gazetted De-camb"er 2, 1972.

The full

title' of the Act was: "An Act to provide for the conduct
of

'res~rves

for Aborigines and for the admission thereto of

"pers?ns who wish to' resid~ there~ for the ~ranting of assistance to Aborigines who seek it; for the repeal of certain
provisions of law; and for related purposes ....
The life of the 1971 Act was set at 5 years, renewable for another 5 years by proclamation if necessary.
Reserves, communities,· agreements and property management
I

arrangements declared.or entered 'into under the 1965 Act
were continued.
~he awkwardly defined categories of
nAborigine n, "part-Aborigine I' and

n assisted

Aborigine ..
n

were replaced with a single term "Aborigine Which embraced
any person who was a ndescendant of an indigenous inhabitant of the Commonwealth of Australia other than the Torres
Strait Islands".
The'Minister in" charge of the Act shared,
or took over; some· of the responsibilities that were previously those of the Director.
The Act also legislativ~ly
recognised the responsibilities of Aboriginal councils in
'the management of the" affairs of reserves.
It introduced
a permit system entitling people to be on reserves.
There
were permits to visit for pe~iods nat. exceeding' one month
and permits to reside for more than one month.
p'ermits
could only be issued by Aboriginal councils, or, in their
absence -by the Direct·or •
Permits were to be granted only
when an Aboriginal council and the Director were satisfied
I
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that residence wa's, in the best interests of the applicant
and not detrimental to other~.

Either the Director or an

to

Aboriginal council eould invoke
remove permitees who were considered undesirable.

·Aborigine who was aggrieved. at

the~withholding

Any

of, or

revocatiqn of, a permit could refer the matter to a Stipen-

The only persons entitled to be on a

dary Magistrate.

reserve without a permit were the Minister in charge of the

Act, the Direct.or of DAIA,a;ny officers appointed by h-im and
their households together with anyone empowered by law to
exercise a duty an,d thos-e elected members of the State and

Commonwealth legislatures in whose electorates the reserve
was situated.

The Act established a new

b~dyknown

as the Abori-

ginal Advisory Council which was composed of the chairmen of
Abor~ginal

councils.

The functions of the new body were

firstly, lito' consider and advise the Minister on· matters
affe~ting

the progress, development and well being of

Abo~iginesll

when such matters

wer~

referred to ·it by. the

Minister or the Dire,ptor, seconc;ily, "to.· make ·recommendations to the Minister concerning matters affecting

t~e

progress, development and well being of Aborigines II and

thirdly,

·to make. recommendations concerning the adminis-

tration of the Act.

Aboriginal councils and courts were

continued.
The Act enab·lea. the Director in conjunct,ion with
reserve councils to establish premises for the sale and
supply of beer to persons lawfully on the reserve.

They

were to be conducted by the Director and his servarits and
could be discon'tinued on the recommendation of the Abori-

ginal council.

Members of the Queensland Police were

granted the same powers on Aboriginal reserves as they
exercised elsewhere in Queenslaqd a'nd could also carry out
those duties required of Aboriginal Policemen.
Grants in aid could be made by the Director to any
Abo-rigine who applied (not just assisted Aborigines as in
the 1965 Act) and the Director was also empowered to grant
loans against appropriate security.

,The management of property could no longer be
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undertaken at the discretion of DAIA' officers.

Aborigines

whose property was not being managed under the 1965 Act
could apply to have their property managed or, once under
management, to have it terminated provided the Director
believed it was not detrimental to the IIbest interests" of

the appl·icant and his family.

In the case of refusal by

the Director to grant termination, the matter could be
referred to a Stipendary Magistrate.

The Director, under

the n'ew Act, was empowered to administer only the estates of

deceased and missing Aborigines whose· property was· being
managed, instead of the pro'perties of all assisted Aborigines.
Similarly District Officers were required to authorise contracts and transactions relating only to those persons
whose property was being managed and not to the contracts
and transactions of all assisted Aborigines as in the 1965

Act.

Aborigines not under property management could apply

to~he

Director. to intervene in any agreement and.the

Director had the power to cancel, vary

I

requirerestituti.on

or make adjustments to an agreement if he was satisfied
that the terms were harsh, unreasonable or not understood.
<'

The- remainder of the Act of 1971 was similar to the 1965

Act except that the sections dealing with removals and
transfers between reserves were deleted.
The Regulations which supported the Act omitted
any reference to .dormitory detention and outlined the
greater- responsibilities to be exercised by· Aboriginal
councils on reserves.

Ab9riginal councils ·maintained the

same br.oad local auth.or'ity· f.unctions as in the pr·evious
legislation

0

The number of councillors was increased to

five, three. of whom were to be popularly elected while two
were to be appointed by the Director.
lutions

~nd

Any By-Laws,

Res.o-

Orders passed by councils had to receive the

assent of the Minister,. rather than the Director, and

th~

rules for the election of councillors were.to be determined.
not by the Director (as in the 1965 Act) but by the Minister
~cting

on the advice of the Abor~ginal Advisory Council~
Aboriginal councils were charged with the responsib.ility
for maintaining and managing community funds establisheS!
by previousA'cts

a·n'd the ,cl9-uses relating

.to-manager~al
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control over -extravagant expenditure were deleted.

Abori ....

ginal councils could also call for people to be ejected from
the reserve.

They shared this power with the Managers and

District Officersc
The jurisdiction of Aboriginal courts remained
basically the same in the 1971 Act except that it was the
Aborigina-l council's responsibility to appoint a Clerk of
Court (instead of the Manager's) and there was no necessity
for the Clerk of Court to be a staff member.

And, whereas

.

in the .1965 Act, a Clerk of Court could summarily dismiss

any complaint he felt was trivial, vexatious or malicious,
the succeeding Act provided for the Clerk of Court to refer
such matters. to· the Ab.original council.·

The section on

payments of penalties was expanded to incluq.e -the IIresti-

tution of property" and unsuccessful parties co-uld be ordered
by the Aboriginal council to pay the costs of the successful~party.

No-one could be gaoled "by written direct~on. of

the Manager or council Chairman in the new Act.

Detention

in a gaol could only be ordered by Aboriginal policemen,
members of the Queensland Police Force, or by warrant of an
Aboriginal court.

A provision was made for release on bail

by order of the Aboriginal court on conditions d~termiried
by it and it was the responsibility·"of the council to pre-

pare the rules governing the conduct of gaols.

Managerial

control over the Aboriginal policemen was reduced somewhat.
Appointments to the force were to be made by the Manager in
consultation with the council.

Aboriginal policemen

~ould

no longer arrest people for breaches of "lawful instructions"
issued QY the councillors or any officer of the DAIA from
the Director down.

They could ,arrest resident Aborigines

for breaches of the "Act, Regulations or 'By-Laws and they
could ejeci people not entitled under the Act to be on the
reserve at the direction of the Aboriginal councilor the
Director.

The Manager still,retained control over the

promotion, disrating, suspension and dismissal of Aboriginal policemenc

This function was not shared with the

Aboriginal council.
The 1971- Act provided that in all places

exc~pt

reserves Aborigines should be employed according to their
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qu'alifications, skill and exp_erience and paid .according
to the appropriate_ rates and awards ruling in the industries concerned4

'Where there were-no ruling industry rates,

Aboriginal employees were to be paid not less than the bas-ic

wage.

Aged, infirm or slow workers could apply to the Dis-

trict Officer to earn at lower rates and the Director could
issue a permit

stat~ng

the rate to apply in each casee

It

was no longer necessary for DAIA'officers to make out worker-

employer agreements for Aborigines working away from the
reserves where they normally resided.
The inauguration of beer canteens brought a fresh

set of regulations governing the sale and consumption of
beer, the hours of trading, restrictions of sale to certain
people_ and standards of hygiene.

The profits 'of ':beer' sales

rere to be applied to the general welfare of the reserve's
:esidents by the 'Aboriginal council.
In summary, the Act of 1971 was more liberal than

the 1965 Act in- that it reduced the opportunity for arbiSuperi~tendeQt5.

trary control by Departmental Officers and
It conferred

g~eater

powers on Aboriginal councils to manage

their own affairs and it extended the operation of the Act

to all persons of Aboriginal descent rather than to thos-e

possessing certificates of entitlement.

The creation of

a consultative body was seen as a step in the right

di~ec

tioD and the sharing of the Director's former powers with
the. Minister was also a potential
against any excess of
the

prov~sions

legis~ative

arbitrary~control.

safeguard

The removal of

for dormitory detention was welcomed.

However, the A'ct still came under heavy criticism.

In 1973.1

Professor G. Netthe·im of the University of New South Wales
sub~itted

a report on the 197·1 legislation to the Inter-

national

Commission of Jurists which was subsequently

published (see Nettheim 1973),.

five of the nine

poi~ts

Nettheim noted that only

of -the McMahon - Bjelke-Petersen

memorandum were implemented.

The new Act did not give

control.to reserve councils over access to reserves since
the Administration retained powers of veto.

The Act did

not give total freedom of choice to Aborigines regarding
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property management'·' 'and transactions 'since those wh'ose-

property was being managed under the old Act were still
subject to the

Director~s

veto.

Residents of reserves did

not have full freedom of choice concerning the establish-

ment of beer canteens.

It was a matter for Aboriginal

councils and the Director to decide.

Nettheim also criticised the-1971 Act for its
inadequate provision for consultation with Aborigines,

Islanders. and others both in the enactment of the legisand in its provisions.
H'e argued that too many
Parliamentary powers had been delegated to the administration with little prospect of effective parl~amentary
revi~w.
Further, he charged the Act with being in violation of some eleven "Ar-t'-iclesof- the Univ~rsal Dec-larat'i~on"
l~tion

of Human .Rights.

Additionally, the 1971 Act was no longer

in harmony with the ·Commonwealth Government's 'policy for
Abo~igin.es e

had

~g.reed

In 1951, State and Commonweq.lth authorities

on a ge,neral policy for Aborigines tp.at was

referred to as the policy of

as~imilation.

The 1965

version of the policy was as follows:
The policy of assimilation seeks that all persons of

Aboriginal descent will choose to attain a similar rranner
and standard of· living to that of other Australians and
live as rrerrbers of a single Australian cormnmity -

enjoying

the sarre rights, . and, privileges, accepting the sarre.respon-

sibilities and influenced by the sarre hopes and loyalties as
other Australians. '

Any special rreasures taken are regarded

as terrporary rreasures, not. based on race, but intended to

meet . their need for special care

assistance and to
rrake the transition from one stage to anoth~in such away
as will be

favourabl~

an~

to their social, economic and political

advancerrent e
(Commonwealth 1967:44)

This statement had been the cornerstone of the Queensland

State Government's policy towards Aborigines for many yearse
It was frequently referred to as such in the Annual Reports
of, the DAIA c

For example, the DAIA Report of 1971 explicit-ly
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quoted the definition, and with a reference to the

about~

to-be introduced legislation, the Director (DAIA 1971:1)
noted that the period 1970-71 had probably been:

o

Cl

0

The most significan-c in, the history of Queensland's

Aboriginal Social Welfare Progrannes.

The earlier cycles

of preservation and preservation/protection have, generally
speaking, corrpleted their service to the people whose cause
they were· designed to espouse.

The 1965 legislation, indi-

cated at that tine as being a "bridging-· -prograrrire, has
provided a "breathing space", decided upon by- the Aboriginal
and Islander people themselves' as being necessary, prior to
enbarJdng upqD the ~cl.,,-. ~9. ~st probably the final phaSe

towards total assimilation of all Aboriginal people within

Queensland's society generally.

In January 1972, the Commonwealth Government restated its policy objectives concerning Aborigines (Australian Information Service 1974:7).
model. for Australian

place was a

vis~on

sp~iety

of a

to encourage diversity

0

The

as~imilationist

had disappeared and in its

~lural society

that activeiy sought

Aborigines were to be

~ssisted

as

individuals and as local communities to ·hold effective and
respected places. in. Australi.an society with equal access to
its rights and opportunities and to accept their share of
responsibilities towards it.

At the same time Aborigines

were to be encouraged and assisted to preserve and develop

their own culture, languag~s, traditions and arts so that
they could become living elements in a multicultural Australian society.

Aborigines themselves were to set the pace

and the- degree to which they would ideni;ify with a broader
Australian society.

The new policy expre9sed the hope that

Aborigines would the more re.adily identify with Australian
society if Aboriginal identity,

encouraged.

tradition~

and culture were

It stressed that separate development was

inc·ornpatible with policy. objectives

e

Any special measures

introduced to overcome disabilities· experienced by Aborigines
were to be temporary and transitional.

Programmes to give

effect ~o the policy would take account of the expressed wishes
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of Aborigines and would seek to -involve them as much as,
possible.

The

poli~y

was directed towards coordinating

strategies designed to strengthen the ability of Aborigines
to manage their own affairs, to increase their independence

p

to improve Aboriginal health, housing, education and voca-

tional training and to promote the enj'oyment of normal

civil liberties and eliminate those provisions in law which
discriminated against them.
In 1972, the. Commonwealth Government established a
Depe.rtment of Aboriginal ·Affairs'·· (DM) to adv·ise the Government on policy matters concerning mining, land issues and
the_~ocial,

cultural, economic and constitutional develop-

ment. of Aborigines.

December of 1972 saw the election

o:E'·'an Australian Labor Party· '(ALP) --majority .to the Commonwealth Parliament
ition.

replaci~g

the Liberal-Country Party coal-

The ALP's policy stressed land rights and self-

dete;-mination.

For the ALP,

giving Aboriginal

communiti~s

se·~f-determination meant

the right to decide the pace

and nature of their ftiture development within the legal,
social and

econo~ic

reStraints of the majority society.

The 'ALP's policy on Aboriginal lands envisaged the granting

of exclusive corporate land rights to those communities
that retained a Ustrong tribal structure'U or could demon-

strate a potential. for corporate action in respect o£
reserve lands, or where traditional ownership could be
established from anthropological or other evidence.

Abori-

ginal lands were to be vested in public trusts composed of

,Aborigines and Aboriginal sites were to be mapped and protected.

Aboriginal lands in any area were riot to be alienated

without the approval of the Parliament and the appropriate
land trust.

Aboriginal land rights were to carry w.ith them

full rights to minerals in those· lands.
In 1973, the Prime Minister, E.G. Whitlain, announced
that the Commonwealth Government intended to assume full

responsibility for policy in respect of Aborigina·l affairs.
He indicated that the

Gov~rnrnen~

did not intend to make the

DAA an omnibus department but would seek instead to devolve
the responsibility for carrying out Commonwealth Government policy on to other authorities and Aboriginal
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organisations
imp~ement

a

Negotiations be,gan with ,the. states to

this.

By 1975

a~l

states,

~ith

the exception of

Quee.I1:s1and, had handed over their Aboriginal p'olicy planning

and coordination roles to the Commonwealth Government.
The Queensland coalition Government under J. Bjelke-Petersen,

for reasons that are too complex to disentangle, has determinedly opposed the intervention of the Commonwealth Government in State Aboriginal aff·airs though it could not prevent

the operations of the DAA in the state.

In 1974, the Queen.s.land state Government made
further moves to red·uce the controls exercised by the
Director o£·DAIA and his officers.

New Regulations pro-

vided for future councils on Aboriginal reserves ~to be fully

elect·ive,,,·(wi·thdrawing the

power,",of".the,~Dir,e.ctor to
•

appoint
#

two members of the council) whi··le an amendment to the 1971

Act allowed all Aborigines whose property was being managed
to opt to terminate property management without reference

to anyone else.

These changes still did not satisfy' the

Commonwealth Government.

In the Commonwealth view, the

Queensland legislation still contained discriminatory
features relating specifically to property management, to

the "permit" system, to the sorts of conduct warranting
expulsion from reserves, to the right of Aboriginal residents to privacy in their own premises, to the right of
Aborigines to be represented by legal council befo~e' an

Abor'iginal. court and to the normal processes of appeal from
such courts, to the power of officers to direct Aborigines

on reserves to work and, finally, to the right of Aborigine

on reserves to be employed under the same terms, conditi'on::
and rates of pay that would apply to non-Aborigines perform-

ing the same work.

The Commonwealth Government passed the

Aboriginal and Torres Straits Islanders (Queensland Dis-,
criminatory Laws) Act in 1975.

This Act singled out the

discriminatory provisions of the Queensland legislation
and by inVOking the constitutional precedence of Commonwealth legislation over' state legislation, sought to over-

ride them.

Since that time there have been further legis-

lative changes by both Queensland state and Commonmwealth
legislatures with respect to Queensland's Aboriginal
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inhabitants (e.g. see Nettheim 1982:82-107)0

These chq.nges,

though important, will.not ·be· discussed here because they
go beyond the period of fieldwork

-

0

Reserves and missionaries 1900-1935

6e3

Apart from firsthand information supplied by·informants and mission
section is

~ecords,

de~ived

the material presented in this

from the general surveys·of missionary

activity by Bleakley (1961) and Bayton (1965) and accounts

by the missionaries Daniels (1975) and MacKenzie (1981).
Additionally, The Carpentarian, the quarterly journal of the
Diocese of Carpentaria, and the reports furnish~d by mission
'.

.

superintendents and published by the Queensland Government
~nn~ally

in its reports on Aboriginal and Islander affairs

have provided use!ul contemporary data.
In 1902, Dr. Gilbert White, the.Anglican bishop of

the newly creat-ed diocese of Carpentaria, declared his
intention of ministering to the needs of at least some of

At the invitatioD of the- queensland Home Secretary, the Reverend Ernest
Gribble, son of the founder of the Yarrabah· Aboriginal-

the Aboriginal inhabitants of the diocese.
w...

Mission outside Cairns, undertook an exploratory trip to the
Mitchell River delta for the purpose of seeking a site for
a mission to the Aborigines.

the

B~~hop

As a consequence of this trip,

,chose an area 'of land between the Mitchell and

Nassau Rivers which

wa~

duly gazetted as a reserve for the

mission work of the church under the Aboriginals' Protection
and Restriction-of Sale of Opium Act 1897.

In the words of

the Bishop, the area was " ••• the most densely populated

Abo'riginal centre in Queensland and probably the only one
where the natives have not come i'nto more or less disastrous
contact with civilisation" (quoted in Bayton 1965:89).

In

the same year as Gribble's expedition, a similar exploration
was undertaken some 250 km to the' north on behalf of the

Presbyterian Church by Nicholas. Hey, the missionary in charge
of the Mapoon settlement and Edwin. Brown from the mission at
Weipa.

Both of these Aboriginal missions had been, formed at

the'northern. end of the western side of Cape York Peninsula.

3:lS

Hey and Brown chose a site in the Arcner ':River es,tuar,y for
3.

new Presbyterian mission, and in 19-04 Arthur 'Richter,' a

young Moravian missionary, arrived to set up the mission
station that came to be known as Aurukun.
The Anglicans conducted several more exploratory
trips before the first small band of mission workers and
their native helpers set up their tents at a place called

Trubanaman on a freshwater lagoon on one of the upper reaches
of ·Topsy Creek which lay ,midway between the Nassau River and
the southern arm of the Mitchell River~
From that point on
the destinies of the Aborigines who occupied the country
between the two missions were to be inextricably linked with
Europeans.

In subsequent years the, boundary lines of the

reserves were to be redrawn and extended until the zone of
demarcation· between the Anglicans and Presbyterians was set
~t

the Holroyd River,

whil~

the southern boundary of the

Mitchell River reserve· was adjusted after a. land exchange

with the neighbouring Rutlarid Plains cattle station.
In official terms, the goals of such missions were
envisaged by Howard, the then Protec~or of Aborigines, as
ones of improvement, education and civilization (Queens-

land 19(8).

The' Anglican missionaries...:·bad. a fairly. c~ear

idea of how they would give

su~stance

to

t~ese

goals.

Apart

from their evangelical work, they.hoped to lead the natives
away from their nomadic life style and enc9urage them to
live in village communities that ~ould ultimately be selfsufficient.

Since they felt they could do little with the

older natives beyond winning their confidence, the mission~ies plan:ned' to. concentrate their·. efforts' .on young Abori.ginal men and women, who.with appropriate teaching they

hoped would become the models of the new life-style.

. These

youngsters were to be taught manual and domestic arts and
provided with elementary literacy.

They were to be married

and given· houses of·their own on the reserve.

The. men, it

was thought, would· either engage in farming or ~tock-raising
on the reserve or else find' employment off the reserve in
the pastoral or pearl-fishing industries.
In time the
.
.
bush:-dwelling natives, p.erceiving the advantages 0.£ the alte:L·
na~ive

way of life, would be drawn into. the mission villages.
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When the missionaries arrived to setup-Trubanaman
there was little resistance from the people of the newly
created reserves.
Indee·d from the missionaries' reports
they seemed to welcome the establishment of the settlementeJ
The original party included two Aboriginal men from the
Mitchell River delta, who years before had somehow· found·
their way to Gribble's mission at Yarrabah.

One of them,

John Grady, was described as a Koko Gwini man, which. appears
to be an alternative name for the Koko Bera peoples living

in the coastal country between. Topsy Creek and the Mitchell
River.
The other man, Peter' Bendigo, was said to,be a Koko
Wanjana man and probably ~elonged to one of the Kunjen
speaking groups living along the fres,hwater reache·s of the
Mitchell River.
Bo,th men seemed t·o have played-a key role
as inte~preters and mediators.
The mission's message to
their prospective converts. was at first a simple one and
~inted~littl~'at the actu~l plans for the conversion and
civilisation of the reservefs inhabitants.
The following
is an aC'count from Bishop Gilbert Whiter's ,diary of an early
encounter with some of the rese~ve people.
Thursday, June 1st. -- After breakfast talked through Grady to

a nUIIi:Jer

o~

natives, and tried to explain the pictures on a

Church Almanack.
back.

All seern.=d very pleased to see Mr •. Gribble

Started about 10.30, and at 1.30 reached Yanda swamp,

·where '.:we cartJped.

About forty natives acconpanied us, and rrany

rrcre arrived in the course of the day.
the carrp for Evensong.

It

was

After tea we went -to

q:uite dark, but as there was

no wind we carried a couple of candles, which dimly outlined'
about sixty blacks seated in a half-circle with the warren and
children behind.

We sat down in front with- Gr~dy as'inter-

preter, while the old king gravely walked over and seated

himself at our side.

We sang .. a God, our help in ages past",

the blacks preserving conplete silence until the conclusion of our

short service, the rreaning of which was first explained.

Then

Mr. Gribble through Grady gave a ITOst practical address, easy

to understand and interpret, sorrething in ,this style:"First the Bishop ·says ·thank yoU 'that you' looked after the
house and kept it in ,good order",
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':I·The missionaries' hav~, kept

their 'word.

They, said

would be back in six IlX)Qns, and they are here"
IIl;AJe

ver..I

to

gl~d

ru~..rrr

~hey

II

you have not speared any cattle

since our las1: .visit ll • (Grins of conscious virtue on the part

of the audience

Q

)

"We are' here to teach you about God the Father, who nade

you and the grass and the trees and the warren too

II,.

''We do not want to make you like white ,rren, but good

blackfellows; still walk about, still catch possum and
wallaby, still nake good corroboree, but not kill cattle,

not st6al, not fight other blackfellow, not swear, not hit
(symptoms of disapproval at this

wife .on head with waddy -

prohibition arrong the audience) -- and wife too, she not
talk-talk to'.husband'i. '(Sudden revival of approval in,·the

front rows and an enphatic click of approval.)
.The boundaries of, the' reserve.· were explained, and they were
warned no"!: to tresp~s," and

to. bring their sick to .the mission

station, and were promised protection while they behaved well.
All seemed very .simple, but I was lost in admiration of the
skill of the address" which very few rren could have given.
John Grady was"1" in his

el~nt

translating with eloquent

gesticulations.
(White 1-905:158; parenthetic. comments White's own)

The Trubanaman'mission commenced its life with 13
young Aboriginal men and.9 boys of school age.
The difficulties and limitations facing the missionaries were daunting.
As things' turned out, the whole enterprise was to take place
within very severe financial restraints.

Mission staff
would be few and th~y had to corne to terms with an alien
environment, construct a village from local materials,
experiment with crops and soils in an effort to find suitable
food staples and cash crops, and obtain cattle to build up a
mission herd with little aid other than their own resourcefUlness.
Between 1905 and' 1919 ,th~ population grew to 140,
and the baptismal book ·reveals that most of its converts
were drawn from among the Koko Bera (.58%), the Kokome:pjen
(or·Yir Yoront,24%) and the Kunjen (11%).

In 1911, the

mission adopted a system then being employed by the Reverend
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Hey at Mapoon of settling married couples on individtial
farmlets.
The outcome was disappointing and the experiment was terminated when the Trubanaman site had to be
abandoned because of the

re~ular

pollution of its fresh-

water lagoo-n during the seasqnal high tides.

The inhabi-

tants of the Trubanaman mission were moved to the present
site of Kowanyarna, and this became the only village settlement with'in the Mitchell River Aboriginal reserve.

In this

new settlement the missionaries concentrated their efforts
on the creation of a singIe- village complex as the most
practical way of employing their slender funds,

expertise and

human resources.
They continued to aim for self-sufficiency
in food crops and hoped that the fertility of the new village
site would permit the production of some kind of cash crop
as ·we'll.

The rapid growth of their sm.all cattle herd led .

the missionaries to realise the benefits of developing the

reser·ve as a pastoral pr.operty

I

both to supply meat for the

mission residents and to provide eventual cash inflows ·from
the sale of surplus stock.
Additional revenue would enter
the mission ecqnomy a~ men, trained for stockwork on the
mission herd, brought their savings home. A major problem
facing the mission's develo~ment was whether a balance
could be achieved between the drive for self-sufficiency and
the rate of growth of the mission population.
The first decade- at Kowanyarna seemed to be one of
consolidation rather than of active proselytism.

By 1929,

the mission's permanent inhabitants numbered between 180 and
200.

As the settlement grew, the mission staff realised

that they could not conveniently accommodate the tribespeople north of the Coleman River, and as early as·1922
plans were discussed concerning the formation of a separate

mission to cater for the natives of the northern part- of the
Anglican reserve.
The bush-dwellers there were being
tro'ublesome to both missionaries and pastoralists alike.
When they came visiting Kowanyama, they caused fights among
the settled inmates and complaints were being received from
neighbouring stations. of cattle-spearing raids.
The f,irst
attempt to provide a permanent settlement for the non-mis·sion

Yir Yoront- ahd the Thaayorre peoples was made in 1932 by

W.j.A~
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Daniels, then a lay missi9nary at Kowanyama.

He chose, a

site on a permanent. lagoon in a section of coastal ridge
and plain country bounded by the Coleman and Melaman RiversG
Yir Yoront people called the place Puiyil and Thaayorre
people

refe~red

to it as Meer Yuuko.

In 1933, a similar missionary outstation was set
up by" an Aurukun native preacher narned.Uki, who settled with
his wife at the mouth of the Kendall River to minister to

the bush-"dwellers in that part of the Aurukun reserye and in
the neighbouring region of the Holroyd River.

An offshoot

from this outstation was also maintained for a time just
south of the Holroyd River in the northern section of the
Edward River reserve,

thus bring{ng the Aurukun mission

influence closer to the Wik Nganchera peoples.
There had been other contacts besides those with
missionaries.

Several sandalwood gatherers had maintained

camps' not far from the' Aurukun and Kowanyama settlements ·in
the early 19205" and occasionally

~

lugger would come by and

purchase sandalwood from the bush-dwellers themselves.
Stockmen from the pastoral properties on the borders of the
",'"

res~rve

often mustered wild cattle on the reserves and some-

times, it was said, kidnapped young boys and girls to become
station hands or station domestics.

It was during the late

19205 and early 19305 that anthropologists came into the

area and began wr~ting descriptions of facets of the bush·dwellers I culture-··' (see pp-. 3-4) •
Indeed, Lauriston Sharp
seems to have used the deserted site of Daniel's mission -at

Chillago Pocket as the base camp for his anthropological
researches.

As a matter of

interest~

in later years when-

ever the first "Edward- River mission 1.1 was discussed, "Mr.

Daniels" and I·-Mr. Sharptl were spoken of as the IIfirst
.missionaries '.' •
~

Steel axes and Sharp's analysis
In his early papers and in his thesis, Sharp con-

centrated primarily on presenting an ethnography of a precontact Aboriginal society.'

This was easily enough done

since the Yir Yoront and" Thaayorre groups that he o~seryed"
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were "still pursuing a way- of life apparently little changed
from the time when they still had" undisputed possession of·

their landse

Despite the apparent continuity of cultural

patterns, certa£n items of European manufacture were being
incorporated into the daily life of the natives.

Metal

tools were increasingly replacing indigenous ones made of

stone, bone and shell.

Men

we~e

beginning to wear Euro-

pean clothing and tobacco was eagerly sought.

European

foodstuffs had acquired such. a value that the abodes of the
spirit~

of the dead overflowed with tea, sugar, flour and

beef, as well as tne traditional

foo~stuffs.

Sharp found that the attitudes of the reserve's

bush-dwellers were highly ambivalent towards European artefacts.

The quest for some of th.ose items occasionally gave

rise to erratic or non-traditional behaviour.·

For example,

the craving for tobacco sometimes led t-ofights and men
would permit· their wives to prostitute themselves in a way

that was quite outside the conventional bounds of kinship
in order to obtain it.

But ambivalence was also apparent

in their dreams and-in newly' made myths

th~t

attempted to

~

account for European artefacts within the framework of· the

totemic cosmology.

Sharp 'noticed as well, a de-crease in

the performance of the- annual increase ceremonies, and this
in turn led him to specu-late in one of his early papers
(Sharp 1934a:408) whether even the mere knowledge of Europ~an

f60d had produced a heterodoxy sufficient to undermine

the bush people's faith in the efficacycof their rites.
Sharp developed this last idea further in his

doctoral dissertation.

In Sharp's view the totemic ideo-

logy, the "mental world of myth. and belief ll

,

w-as the very

cornerstone of the Aboriginal socia-cultural system.

It

mediated and maintained the relationship between the physical and social worlds and welded

interdependent

syste~

~he

whole " •.. into a cosmic,

in which the relation of the parts to'

each other becomes fixed and stabilized

(Sharp 1937:52).

There could be·no change or alteration in anyone of the
elements of the system without a corresponding change in
the others.

Moreover, the

sys~em

formed by the linkage of

totemic ideology, the physical and the social worlds was
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such that change could only be accommodated within very

Novelty was capable of being absorbed
in small amounts only.,
Beyond a certain l,evel; changes
.were likely to set in motio~ proces$es of adjustment that
would ramify throughout the entire system· in such a way as
to cause the whole system to collapse.
TO'put the .matter
limited parameters.

in Sharp's words,

~

••• under extraordinary

condit~ons,

such

a rigidly interdependent cosmic system proves dangerously
brittle, so that if the structure receives a few solid
jolts, the aboriginal will find his entire cosmos tumbling_

.

about his ears" (1937:54).

Sharp (1937:53n) also said in

a 'footnote in the same place:
It is jiJst such a radical upset

I

of course, which must take

place when the white rran and his civilization suddenly
appear within the b'ounds of the native cosrros and stay there.
There occurs the

introdu~ion

of" unheard of

el~ts

into

the aboriginal physical world and of conflicting beliefs

into the rrental world.

Usually in such a case

alteration in native cosrrclogy is so great
cannot corrpass it.~·

that

t?e

re<;ruired

the. native

As' a result of such disorganization of

belief and environrrent, .the order which reigned within the
aboriginal social world' also becomes confused and disor-·
ganized, and the entire system collapses, often carrying the
society itself with it into oblivion, even when the society
is beyond the ,range of Eurooean guns and poison.

Despite the protective shield the reserve afxorded against

the grosser effects of European contact, nonetheless Sharp
thought that the Thaayorre and Yir Yoront groups were on the
brink of just such a collapse.

Sharp's (1940) analysis of

demographic patterns among bush and mission Aborigines disclosed that both populations were declining and both at the
same rate.

The decline was not Glue to in"traduced diseases

and Sharp implicated acculturative pressures.
In 1952, Sharp spelled out in detail how largely

indirect acculturative pressures could precipitate cultural
collapse.
To Sharp the substitution of the European steel.
hatchet £or the nativ~' e~ge-ground stone hatchet se~med to
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epitomis~

the whqle

Accordingly, he chose that

pro~ess.

innovation in" his paper"1

11

Steel axes for" st"one age Aus-

to illustrate the complex sequences of interaction

tralia~sll,

between the physical, social and ideological worlds that
seeme~,·

ultimately, to auger cultural dissolution.

I shall

outline his aFgument briefly.
He began by considering the
role of the stone. ~axe~ in technology, . interpersonal conduct
and as a symbol in the pre-contact systems of ideas, sentiments
and values.

(It should be noted tha't what Sharp termed .. axes tI

are more appropriately labe-lled as hatchets, e. g. see Dickson

1981:1-23.)

At the technological level the "axes ll were made and
owned by men but were used by both men and women in a variety
of essential-- t-as·ks.

the

patter~ing

Two things rnadethe

of interpersonal relationships.

rough-outs or blanks from which the
quarrie~

ted fr0I!l

u·axe·,J~·~·,

some 6'50 km to

~he

II

important in
Firstly, the

axe,s II were made origina-

south of the reserve and

found their way to the western- side of Cape York Peninsula via

a network

o~

trading-partner relationships.

The blanks were

exchanged for bamboo spe,ars tipped with barbs made from stingaree spines.

Both spears and blanks progressively acquire'd a

greater exchange value the further they moved from their sources

Of supply.

The exchanges were made during large scale-formal.

ceremonies I, and t·he trading that took p.lace then- undoubtedly

helped to attract participants.

Secondly, the older men, by

virtue of their trading-partner relationships, monopolised
the manufacture and ownership of the uaxesll with the, result
that young men, women and children had to borrow an "axe ll

from an older male relative whenever they wanted to use one.
Kinship statuses determined, the patterns in which the "axes"
passed from owner to borrower and back again.

Thus the

repeated borrowings of the "axes" helped define and maintain
the

essenti~lnature

of

sex~

~ge

and kinship

~ol~~.

Symbolically, the JlaxeJl had an important role in
the system of ideas, sentiments and values.

Its origin was

accounted for by a myth which· also linked.it to one particular Yir Yoront clan, the Sunlit Cloud Iguana clan.
Many of the members of that clan derived their pers-cnal names

from mythical associations with the Uaxetl, and only
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tor~-enact

men of that clan had the right

sequences from

the myths involving it.

Along with spears, s,pear-throwers

and firesticks, the stone

~axe~.was

an important symbol of

masculinity and a symbol of a general androcentric bias
expressing the precedence of male conqerns and

value~

over

female concerns and values.
The

st~el

hatchet was greatly prized and was prob-

ably traded into the area along traditional networks long

before the. reserve was established.

During Sharp's

per~od

in the field, a few steel hatchets were being obtained from
natives working on cattle stations to' the south, but the
main supply was provided by the missionaries at the Mitchell
River mission.

steel hatchets could be bought at the

mission store, they were distribu'ted freely at" rili-ssion festivals, they were handed out in payment for work performed,

and they were given as gifts to anyone the missionaries
thought deserving."
The introduction of·the steel hatchet in large
numbers raised no problems at the technological level.
faci~ity

easily sharpened edge, its durability and the

Its
with

:<

which a handle could be replaced all made it a much more

efficient substitute for the, stone' hatchet.

In the system

of interpersonal relationships, the steel h~tchet did pose
monopolise~

.problems for the older men who had previously
the manufacture and ownership 0'£ the stone

I.'

axes II

•

By

contrast with pre-mission times, it was the missionaries
who controlled the main supply of steel hatchets.

From the

point of view of the older male natives, the distribution of

steel h'atchets as gifts, as deserving

II

rewards 11 and as wages

I

was much less predictable than their former trading relationships

a

Moreover, the distribution was indiscriminate.

Steel hatchets were given ·to men and women, young and old
alike and even to children.

Ironically, ·it was -the older

men who tended to miss. out in the distrib.ution, because
their mistrust of the European missionaries rarely placed
them in a 'position to receive a steel hatchet.
The new ownership patterns

r~sulting

from the

distribution of the steel ,hatchets meant a reversal of
traditional borrowing patternso

Older men found themselves
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having to borrow hatchets from younger ,and, sometimes, female

kinG
fused.

Sex~

age and

k~nship

roles became blurred and

con~

The introduction of the 'steel hatchet brought a

new sense of freedom to young men and to women.

It meant a

release from the unconscious stress inherent in kinship
patterns employing androcentric values and'age prestige to
define dominant and subordinate roles.

Further, the tradi-

tional trading-partner relationshi'ps fell into disarray, and

men had fewer reasons to attend. the large-scale· ceremonies
where the exchanges used to take place.

In addition,

Sharp argued, the disbursement of the steel hatchets by the

missionaries brought all the bush people into a new and
~ncomfortable

kind of relationship, one which put white

people in the role Q'f "boss II . N o pre-contact Aborigin,al

. role approached the degree to which Europeans could exercise
·control over entire groups of

p~ople

irrespective of age,

sex and kinship tiea.
This is a point worth noting and emphasising.
There were, of co.urse, "boss n roles in pre-settlement Edward
River society.

Stewards, betrothal-makers and clan ritual
......

leaders'all had atithority to control and

d~rect

the actions

That authority, however, was circumscribed' in
terms of either. the resources controlled or the numbers who
of others.

fell under the ambit of authority.

It was the fact that

the scope of the European "boss" relation&hip and its hierarchical structure· concentrated total control in

.~ $~ngl~

person that was drastically new and uncomfortable 'to people
accustomed to more egalitarian arrangements.'

In pre-

settlement society, . authority and the legitimate right to
control the actions of others was diffused among many

~eople,

and most could expect to exercise some of the prerogatives
of authority during their lifetimes.
The steel hatchet posed a major contradiction for

the totemic ideology w~ich' in essence categorised and
explained- a cosmos that characteristically was fixed at the
beginning of time.
Despite the dogma of changelessness,
the system was malleable to a certain extent and minor
variations in the physical and social worlds whi'ch occurred
. in the course of normal life were capable of being
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~deology.-

ipcorporated"int6- the

Sha~p ask~d~

steel hatchet be so incorporated?

difficult if not impossible.

Could the

He argued that it was

There was no distinctive

origin myth to validate its assignment to a clan as the
the stone "axe" was assigned to the Sunlit Cloud Iguana

clan.

Should the steel hatchet belong to the Sunlit Cloud

Iguatia clan because it had the stone "axe" as a totem, or
should -it belong to .the Ghost·clan because many European
things, ·and Europeans themselves, had already been assigned
to it?
~here ~ere too many such questions with·which the
myth-makers had to come to terms.
Sharp went on to predict
that the myth-making process would prove unable to cope with
the myriad new traits bOeing accepted into" the bush natives'

way of life.
~ntirelY.

He saw them abandoning their totemic ideOlogy
"The steel axe, shifting hope~essly between one

clan and the other II

,

he said,

.11

is not simpJ-y replacing the

stona axe physically, but is- hacking at the supports of the
entire cultural system ll

952:88)~

The certainties of pre-

settlement existence would be replaced by a

futu~e

that was

confused, uncertain and fraught with anxiety, causing perhaps
~

,

symbolic aggression (such- as increased levels of sar.eery),

or withdrawal and apathy (which Sharp witnessed among Abori-

ginal groups to the south), or, hopefully'a more realistic
approach to their situation.

"In such a situation", he

concluded, "the missi6nary with understanding of the process~s

gbing on about him would find his-opportunity to

introduce religion arid to .help create the constitution of
a new cultural universe" (1952:90)

6.5

The Edward -River settlement 1938-67
After the abandonment of the Chillago Pocket out-

station, Edward River people continued to make representa-

tions. at: oKowanyama for a mission of_ their own.

Wit.h the

consent of the local stewards, the settlement was finally
established at its present site by J.W. Chapman.

The site

selected lay in·a tract owned by Duck/Spear clan members

oand was called Pormpuraaw.

Between 1938 and 1942 -nearly

all the bush-dwellers elected to settle down to a village
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lifeo

Most of tl1e remaining bush Yir Yoront speakers went

to live at Kowanyama.

A few of them settled at the new

Edward River mission which was composed largely. of Thaayorre
people and speakers of the vari6us Wik dialects, although
not a few of the Wik Nganchera were drawn into
the Aurukun

th~

orbit of

mission~

Chapman had had a long association with the Mitchell
River mission befo"re he founded the present Edward River
settlement.

He had helped supervise the move from

Trubana~

man to Kowanyama and for many years had been Kowanyama's

Before undertaking missionary work he had

superintendent.

"been a farmer.

His practical knowledge of

agri~ulture

stood

the Edward River community in good stead during its .early

years, since the

intervent~9n

of

~orld

War Two and its"

associated austerity measures added a further strain on the

already extremely limited resources of the Diocese of Carpentaria.~

agers,

Chapman, with the help of his newly settled villplan~ed

gardens with potatoes, yams, taro,

cass~va

and sugar cane to supplement the slender mission supply of

flour_, rice', tea, sugar and salt beef.

He planted orchards

~

of pawpaws, bananas, mangoes and custard apples and estab-

lished .a grove of coconut palms from all· of which he hoped to
produce commercial crops.
During the first decade of the mission's "existence,
fresh meat and fish had still to be obtained by hunting and

fishing", siriBe the mission's cattle herd had not reached a

size capable· of sustaining domestic killing.

-From time to

time the people were encouraged to go out into the bush to

,exploit seasonal abundanc;::es and thus mitigate the drain on

the mission's' supply of foodstuffs.
Chapman managed the community's affairs single-

handed for much of the time until 1950, when the Reverend R.
Brown "arrived to undertake the. joint roles of chaplain and
teachero
Before then, youngsters were sent from Edward
River to the IIdormitory" school at Kowanyarna.
DuriIfg the
19505 the supply of skilled missionaries and material
resources improved a

By 1956 the reserve population was

estimated at 273, and although some of the nat~ve~ were
described

as "semi-nomadic"" in the 1956 Department of Native
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Affairs Annual Report, most ,of themissi·on' sresidents

wer~

living in palm-thatched houses, their children were attending
the mission school, ahd cattle

yard~

were being built under

the supervision of a European catt'le overseer.
In 1957 Chapman retired and the control of the
mission was handed over to G.e. Pidsley.

By that time the

mission staff' was much expanded and consisted of a bookkeeper,' a teacher/chaplain, a nurse-aide in the dispensary,
a head 'stockman and a Church Army welfare worker.
The
availability of more funds and staff made it possible for
the church to embark on a modest developmental programme to

A token wage
system was introduced to accustom the people· to the use of
money· and to reduce their dependence on the mission ration
system.
All Abo.riginal men and women who were willing to
consolidate Chapman I s pioneering labours'.

work were employed on a variety of jobs associated with the
physic~l

development of the

miss~on

or with the. supply of its services.
system remained.

and its cattle industry
.Asp~cts

of the ration

Clothing, blankets and other items were

still issue·d free, while infants and sch.ool children were
supplied with
days.

breakfas~

and a midday dinner during school

The maintenance of the vill·age gardens lapsed as' the

variety of projects increased.
In the late 19505 the Anglican Church began to
examine critically its achievements in the communities under
its control on Cape York Peninsula.

The earlier mission-

aries' hopes for independent and' self-sufficient villagers
were still a long way from realisation.

The Aboriginal

people at Edward River were heavily dependent on the miss lonaries and played a largely passive role in the organisation

oe

routine village activities such as work allocation,

health and hygiene and schooling.

As the village grew in

size, so did the missionaries' concern with problems of

water supply and sanitatioric

~he

quaint thatch huts that

housed the people of the settlement required constant main-

tenance and eventual rebuilding, since caterpillars. invariably ate the that·ch and termit.es weakened the house frames.
Further, the earthen floors of the huts facilitated the
transmis~ion.,of parasites such. as hookworm.

Cash flowing
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into the mission economy from

the~

earnings of the few

stock~

men who were engaged on neighbouring pastoral properties
and from the sale of mission cattle did little to meet the

need for the kind of eapitalexpendit.ure that \Alould develop
the village in ··a way that kept pace with the expectations
of most Australians for such places.
injection of

~utside

Without a substantial

funds, stagnation at poverty levels

seemed the only possible future.
This depressing situation changed radically in

January 1964 when cyclone Dora ravaged the lower western
coast of Cape York Peninsula and razed the viI,lages of
'Edward River and Kowanyama.

The Queensland "Government

acted promptly to set aside funds to rehouse the peop·le of
-botht-he 'devastated- villages.

Town., p.lans were prepared by

officers of the Department of Public Works and reconstruction commenced.

The thatch houses were replaced with

st;-ongly constructed pre-fabricated three-bedroomed dwellings

in the style of a conventional European bungalow.

In 1967

in the midst of the rebuilding prograrnrns,the Anglican Church
handed over the control of its settlements on Cape York Peninsula to the DAIA.

This change of control inaugurated

a quite different· approach

to~the

physical and social develop-

ment of the Edward River community.
6.6

The Edward River settlement 1967-75
The DAIA as

to the

lI

"r noted above was guided in its approach

a dvancement ll of Abqriginal communities by the general

terms of the policy of assimilation.

The Director of - th.e

DAIA in an article in Aboriginal Quarterly, a university
student newspaper, in 1967 specified what

lI

ass imilation"

meant in practical terms for communities like Edward River.
Since this article contains the only clear statements concerning the DAIA's intentions at the time of the takeover
of the Anglic,an missions, it. is worth quoting at length.
The Department I s policy is, simply stated': "to ·work itSelf

out of a job".

This will be achieved in a nurrber of ways

which might mclude:
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1.

Training of Aboriginal Queenslanders to take ov.er and

manage all of the

f~ctions

necessary to maintain nomal

towns within Queensland;
2..

nsvelop the_ economic viability of the reserv-es to such

a' degree that they can be converted into sone form of organisation which will ensure a living standard for all of the
resident$';

3.

Education and training of all, cornnunity and reserve

residents to the extent that they nay choose to rrove :into

either rural or urban environrrents with suitable work opportunity, accomrodation etc. and become integrated into the
broad social strata of Queensland;
4.

Reorientation of present reserve structures to enable

them to be converted and owned by eitP.er people of Aboriginal

racial origin or alternatively an admixture of all Queenslanders irrespective of racial origin•
. . • It is the desire of the Depar:trrentthat in the ultinate
each of the reserves and towns will rrerge, no -longer as

special areas but as norrral towns within a no.:r:mal society in
Queensland functioning on similar levels as all other towns •••

(Killoran 1967:10-11)

As a ~lan. it boldly set out the desirable end~
states to be reached by both Aborigines and the $ettlements
they occupied.

No separate development of distinctly

Aboriginal enclaves was envisage"d.

In the fullness of t'ime,

Aborigines were to have the same k-inds of skills and knowledge,

and the same sorts of freedoms exercised" by other Queenslanders
as they moved about in the mainstream society in search of

places to work and live and rear their families.

The settle-

ments were intended to become townships open to all Queens-

landers and integrated into the economic structure of their

surrounding regions, just as any other township was.
These goals were to be achieved firstly by supplying the
settlements with housing- and physical amenities similar -to
those found in conventional towns.
Employment opportunities
were to be created to provide an appropriate work envi~on-ment in which training and ~ducation could take place.
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Finally, tt was hoped that the work opportunities created
would themselves be related to the ultimate goa;l of selfsufficiency for each settlement.
When I commenced fieldwork at the Edward River

settlement in 1968, the DAIA
for a year.

takeove~

had been in operation

The officers of the Department pressed on

with the housing programme and made plans for the provision
of many o_ther amenities, includ.ing a new hospital, prirnar-y
schqol, . store, administrative offices·, a reticulated' water
supply and electr-icity.

It was an ~bitious .community

development programme th9-t ensured there would be sufficient
jobs available to maintain-full employment for some time.
A cash economy had been introduced, and the people were given
total responsibility. for managing their own· cash incomes.
yirtually all aspects of the previous ration system were
eliminated with the exception that several unsupported women
who 'were not entitled to any form of s.:o~-ial service benefi1=
were issued with' rations weekly and provided with clothing~
On the surface, the people of Edward-- River -adjusted
cheerfully and responsibly to the changes, actual and proposed.. In its external respects, the settlement indeed
appeared to be_ much like a country town, and a'casual visitor
l«'

might well be excused- for believing that the cultural

vo~d

predicted by Sharp was being admirably filled by the DAIA's
plans for the settlernent's·development and the socia-cultural
transformation of its inhabitants.
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SETTLEMENT ECONOMY ,1938-75

CHAPTER ,7

7.1

Introduction
This cnapter traces the physical and economic

development of the Edward River settlement from its establishment in 1938 up until 1975.

The next section deals

largely wit·h· the founding of the mission and the growth of

its economy.

The three sections that fo-llow focus on the

period 1968-1975 after the DAI~ had taken over control.
They describe the village and its popu-lation, ~he employment opportunities open to the Aborigines ·on the settlement
and the income such

opportuniti~s

generated.

the way in 'which ,the people of Edward River.

cash incomes.

The

fi~al

section

p~ovides

I

also survey

manag~d. th~ir_

a broad overview

of the impact of these changes on the·Edward River people.
7.2

Beginnings
A~

I mentioned earlier, it was at the invitation of

the native's themselves ><f'that' J. W.- Chapman made a second attempt

to form a mission north of the Coleman River.
He selected a
site for the mission on· the beach ridges. some 400m from the
beach· itself and a little to the north of a creek which the
locals now call Chapman River.
The porous beach. ridges
contained good supplies of underground water that could be
tapped easily with wells, and the soil in the swales between
the ridges was fertile and capable 'of sustaining gardens.
Chapman took up residence in 1938.

A report (Sub-Department

of Native Affairs 1939:31) on the settlement's founding noted:
'!he natives of this area are rrostly'norraqic but generally
they are showing a desire to lead settled lives.

'!hey are

very primitive in their ways, and a good deal of patience is
needed with theme

headway has been ma.de with building w?rk and the clearing
of lando
Gardens have been planted, and the comi:p.g year
should bring a good harvest.

Good
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The mission

qu~ckly-

attracted a nucleus of more or

less perm9-nent residents and Bishop Stephen Davies was

greatly impressed when· he visited it for the ,first time in
1939.
He (Davies 1940:250) reported that the crops were
growing well and that:

the .Queensland, Aboriginal ~partrrent has now been able
to send a Torres strait rran to this village as a school
teacher where he will have from 30 to 40 children to teach.
Eighteen rronths ago this would have been inpossible.
•• G

During the war years the practice of publishing

reports from individual

miss~ons

lapsed, and

~t

was not until

1947 that anothe-:t· of-ficial' report (see Queens"lan'dSub-

Department of Native Affairs 1~47) on Edward River's progress
It was very optimistic:

appearedc

Only a short ti.rre ago the natives of this area were quite
~ld,

having neither houses nor clothes, and they obtained a

liveiihood from what they could .hunt· or gather from the .bush.

villages and obtain a good
part of their f<?~' from the gard~ns and fish, traps.
The
swing over from a norradic to a rrore' settled life has been
remarkable, likewise their ability to le~ English•• .Now all is changed.;

They live· in

That the settlement survived at all was a testament
to. the dogged patience of Chapman hirnse~f and to the determination·of the Edward River people to have their own mission.

It was decidedly a ·self-help operation.

The people laboured

with Chapman in building- the thatch hut~ that made up the
dwellings, stores and other ancillary buildings of the
village.

These structures were made from the broad fronds

of a local

II

cabbage tree ll palm (Corypha elata) which were

tied and battened to a. hipped-roof

hOUS.6

frame.

Each house

had a single entrance and an earthen floor covered Oy locally
woven mats.
While a good deal of physical effort was needed
to cut and haul the thatch, the houses required few imported
materi,als other than some nails and demanded no skills from
the men who built them that were not already part of the~r
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traditional technology.
The mission gardens", stor~_ and
fish trap could not provide a sustained supply of food all
year round, and so the villagers regularly went bush to
forage and

~unto

The addition of fishing lines, hooks

and wire-pronged spears

sign~ficantly

fishing and hunting yields.

helped to increase

The following extract from

Chapman IS diaries- gives something of the flavour of the
daily round of activities during this early period:

1940
Sent rrail to Strathgordon.
Two Aurukun boys also
June

1st

left with mail boys ~

2nd

Sunday

3rd

"Bush school tl nearing the end.

4th

Bush cererronies coma- to an end this rnor:ning.

cabbage

plants put out.

5th

H Butler. of strathgordon arrived 7.20, .pm.

Preparing

to place" aerodrorre in order.
6th

Butler left again this rooming.

7th

Had a· days work on landing ground.

8th

People hunting.

9th

Silllday

Had well dug to supply
10· rren at work.

Self letter -writing.

10th Preparing land in swamp for potatoes
11th still working land sorre potatoes planted.
1"2th Most of the people have gone north of the Edward on a
hunting expedition".
13th Various odd jobs only about six rren available.

hunters returned this
14th

Sorre

afteD1o~n.

Preparing land and planting potatoes.

The mission was relatively isolated from other
Europeans~

Chapman maintained a daily· wireless schedule

with Thursday Island and the other missions ~nd pastoral

properties on "the western side of -Cape York "Peninsula.
Supplies arrived monthly in the Mission lugger, but apart

from mail day visits from the Europeans on Strathgordon
station, white faces were seen very infrequently.
Although
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Chapman had

acqui~ed

a' smattering of Koko Bera while at

Kowanyarna; he never did learn any of the languages of the

Edward River reserve and he always referred

~o

the mission

residents by English names that he or others had bestowed on

them.

For most of the first decade at Edward River, Chap-

man had no mission support other than help from three Aboriginal men who had received an education at Kowanyarna.
One
of these was a Yir Yoront man while the other two came from
Thaayorre speaking clans.

The Torres Strait Islander who

had been promised as'a teacher arrived in 1940, but he left
not long after war broke out in the Pacific region.
During the years of Chapman's solitary tenure as
superintendent of the Edward River mission, the subsistence

needs of the settlement had "q.e'pended 'as much on Aboriginal"-·
skill and input as they 'did on Chapman's agricultural exper-

However, by the time Piddsley,

tise~

th~

missionary who

repl~ced

Chapman, took over frqm him, a change

place.

European foodstuffs (e.g. beef, flour, sugar, tea,

and milk powder)

weredist~ibuted

~ad

taken

daily via a ration system

and the Ab9riginal contribution was much reduced compared
with earlier years.

The. Church

d~d

not want to see a hand-

out system develop and Piddsley was instructed to institute,
a token wage system.

By this means· anyone who worked for

the mission in any capacity was paid a small amount for
their efforts, in addition to receiving rations.
handicrafts were also bought for later resale.
sums

ear~ed

Native
The small

in this fashion could then be spent on personal

items such as tinned tobacco' (hard plug tobacco was distrib-

uted with food rations) or dress lengths of material in the
mission storec
In the late 19505 the Church found the means
to send more missionary staff, more equipment "and mate~i~ls,
and most importantly, it began to implement" a plan for the
gradual development of the comml.:!-nity.
When the mission
entered the 19605 it was firmly embarked on a variety of
projects associated with the organisation of the reserve as
a cattle property and with upgrading the physical resources
of the village itself.
many Aboriginal

This created a range of jobs, and

m~n·became

fencers and yard-builders, stock-

men, vehicle drivers,· plumb'er' s and carpenter's assistants
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and general

labourers~

Other- men and women were employed

in the store, the butchery, in the school t the dispensary
and in the garbage and ni,ght -soilcoll~ction unit..

At the

same·time a more thorough-going wage system was introduced
which was

dir~cted

,primarily at reducing the villagers'

dependence on the ration system.

Wage-earners were expected

to use their wages to buy their food at the mission store.
It was, however, still a token wage system rather than one
based on effort, skill and job responsibility.

Rat'es of

pay were allocated according to wage-earners' domestic situ-

On the mission ~age she~ts married workers received

ations.

higher rates of pay than single workers.
wife

~lso

If a married man's

worked, then he received only the

si~gle

rate.

Those who had family respOI1"sibi--lities --but no jobs were classed

as "indigents" and giveri rates o£ pay similar to those of
single men;

The objective was, of course, to distribute

limited funds as.widely as
.

possib~e

in order to give the

.

maximum n·umber of people a cash income of some s'ort to manage.
Clothing, blankets and other items were still issued free
since the wages paid were only
As we,ll,

su~ficient

to meet basic needs.

infants and school children were provided with two

meals a day (breakfast and midday dinner).
year prior to the Government

take-ove~,

By 1966, the

average weekly male

earnings at Edward River. were slightly less .than one quarter

of the Queensland State Basic Wage of the time, although,
-obviously, the Aboriginal residen.ts of Edward River were

scarcely able to make such statistical comparisons for themselves.
All the changes introduced by the Church' admlnlStration were, in retrospect, re-garded as desirable by th~
Aborigines.

If there were occasional frustrations 'and irri-

tations, people chose not to talk about them when

t~ey

recalled the years under the Church administration after

Chapman retired.

Instead, they remembered with approval

the introduction of wages, the arrival of the first ,truck
and the gradual growth of the physical resources of the
settlement and the

surrou~ding

countryside.

Men pointed

with pride to the things they had helped to build, and Edward
River p'eople began to compare their living conditions with
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those obtai-ning in Aurukun in the north and Kowanyama in the
south~

They still do this, for-firmly ,embedded in their
Ed~ard

ideas about

River is the notion of its progressive

evolution towards some desirable end-state_ in partnership
But if the

with Europeans.

p~rtnership

began with equal

contributions, fram Aborigines and white people at the outset,
its character changed as the mission staff introduced the
Edward River people to, new technologies and materials and
introduced work schedules quite different from those that
determined the gardening and the

early years.

hunti~g

and £ishing of the

The new timet"ables were symbolised by the

mission bell that tolled the start of the working day and

..

bec~me

the pulse to which" daily activities were synchronised.

The Aborigines were thus led inevitably into a situation "of

almost total dependence upon the mission staff, as the latter
assumed their roles as the change agents of a dominant donor

cul·ture.
d~nate

The Aborigines were firmly -cast into the sub.or-

role of culture-recipients absorbing what the dominant

culture had come to offer them.
'Settlement and Population 1968-75

7.3

The government's plan for Edward River called for a

township that was divided into two halves by a central area
containing staff houses, a school, a store, workshops, offices
and other" admin~strative and welfare facilitie5~
By the time
I arri~ed at the settlement in lS68, the first perm~nent
expressions of the plan, the houses, were already in place.
In contrast to the relatively h~phazard arrangement of" the
thatch huts of the mission era, the new government houses

stood on equal sized allotmen~s in neat rows along welldefined streets.
The houses were pre-fabricated in mass
lots

and~during

my stay in the field were of two types.

Those built between 1965 and 1969 were set on cement bases.

They had large louvred floor-to-ceiling windows and a joint
kitchen-dining-living area containing a sink, food storage
compartmen,ts and a wQod-burni-ng stove.
Each house had three
bedrooms which were generously supplied" with built-in cupboards.

Bathing,' laundry and toilet facilities were" housed
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in a separate b-lock. alongside the main dwelling, to which it

was ·joined-by a cement path.
-~~~ ~nQ~~~~~~

d..J,..;;::)V

.l:"'--------.

The houses built after 1969
rhrpp
------ bedrooms but we_re seated on stumps abo. ve

ground level and had wooden, not cement, floors.
lat~r-houses

These

also contained indoor bathrooms and provision

·for flush toilets when sewerage systems w~re finally inThey had less cupboard space but they did possess

stalled·.

a covered porch.

All dwellings were strongly constructed

frornalurninium panels fastened to iron frames.

Some of the

houses .were assembled by local men under the direction of a

DAIA carpenter, but most were erected by contractors from
outside the

~ornmunity.

Staff houses although larger were

similar in design.
The houses, ideally, were meant to be
occup-i'ed by a family of no more than s'ix.
In order to cater
for t-he needs of pensioners several one-bedroom duplex units
I

were also b_uilt.
Map 7.1 shows the general layout.of the Edward River

settlement as it -was in 1972.

At this time those who were

regarded as permanent residents of Edward River numbered

somewhat in excess of 290.

Figure 7.1 shows the age and sex

structure of the population as it was in the population survey
I conducted in July -1972.

Map 7 .•. 1 also shows the distrib.-

ution of-this population between the" newly erected houses and

the shanty houses that were thrown up a!S temporary accommodation after cyclone Dora.

Clearly some degree of over-

crowding was present, as 4.5% ..-,0-£ the new houses contained_in...
excess of six people and much of this overcrowding was caused
by several families sharin·g the same ho,use.

The new houses were rented to the residents at the

relatively·low sum of $3.00 per week.

I estimated then that

a more realistic rental based on cost of construction would
be nearer $10.00 per week$

For each family, or group of

fa~ilies, occupying a dwelling there was a

household head,

usually male, who was officially responsible for the payment
of the rent.
except when a

There was little change in tenancy patterns
f~mily

that was part of a household moved out

into a house of its own, or when a death occurred.
behaviour will be discussed in a subsequent chapte·r.
pants identified strongly with their houses.
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to the house and its yard as their "reserve", and visitors

who were not kindred of the household members were careful
to seek permission before entering a house.
The majority of the, population was composed of

Thaayorre and Wik Nganchera clans.

There was a sprinkling

of people who belonged to Yir Yoront (or Kokomenjen as they

were called locally), Bakanh and Wik Mungkan clans.
With
the exception of the Wik Mungkan and Bakanh"men and women,
all others could demonstrate that they. had primary rights
to land within the reserve boundaries.
plotted land/linguistic

aff~liations

In Map 7.1, I have

by household head.

The distribution is not a random one.
clusterings.

B~

accident or by

It shows clear

des~gn

the plan of the

new vill~ge mai~iai~ed trad~tionalsocial cleavages that

had manifested themselves in the rriission settlement and

which wer~ bas"ed on pre-.set1;lement associations'.

In church

,times the s'ettlement had contai'ned. three ,distinct residential clusters or neighbourhoods.
known as "Kokomenjen sideD,

These neighbourhoods,

"Thaayorre sided and nMungkan

side'l, were laid out in a pattern that reflected the local
~'z

nKokomenje~n

origins of their core membership.

sideD ,had

as its core, a group of Yir Yoront speakers whose clan
estates lay below the Melaman River.

Thaayorre-speaking

people who hailed from the country between the Melaman and

Edward Rivers made up UThaayorre side".

"Mungkan sidell

consisted largely of those whose estates lay between the
Edward and Holroyd River·s.

Not long after Chapman's depart-

ure ,internal feuding causE7d a number of the Yir Y.oront
families to re-settle at Kowanyama, and the village resolved

itself into two neighbourhoods, "Thaayorre sidetl and tlMungkan

side·

l
,

which the town plan and the house allocation processes

of the present settlement, together, ,have perpetuated.
Village res~dents ~dentified strongly with their
particular residential section.

In private conversation the

men of one neighbourhood tended to
other, attributing to

t~em

~isparage

the men of the

many iniquities, ranging from

slovenliness, meanness and dirtiness, through to insobriety,
pugnacity, sorcery and even incest.

Work gangs ~ended to.be

composed' of members from one side or the other, but rarely
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bothe

Each p.eighbourhQod maintained its owngamb,ling ground

(not shown in the map), which was

pa~ronised

by residents of

The division was maintained
spatially during publi,c meetings, at the picture theatre ~

in

church' and could be seen even in 'the o·rder in which the res idents

di~

their shopping in the storec

It was maintained

in death as well, since each side had its own burial ground.

The division also acted to regulate access to local food and
material resources.
The people of "Mungkan sidell who had no
primary or secondary rights of access to the Duck/Spear
tracts that surrounded the village, tended to use the b~ach
and tracts north of the village in which to fish and to
gather firewood and bush materials such as gums C\nd palm leaf
for twin'e making.

'IThaayorre sidell people tended ·to·':usethe

southern side of the settlement similarly.

I have said enough at this point to indicate that
the division of the Aboriginal housing into two sectors did
much,. to enc<?,urage a vigorous identity based on .neighbourhood
and traditional

affiliations~

This is not to say ·that no

interaction took place 'between the residents of each sector.
Each side took a keen

~nterest

in the public affairs of the

other side, especially disputes.

Not a ·few people had kin-

dred livin,g on both sides and this accounted for much mutual
visiting, especially by younger men and women.

Older women

rarely visited the other side. except for very solemn reasons

to do with de.?L,thsand ceremonies.

O~der me~ . . y.~~ited

some-

what more frequently, but when they did the occasions were

likely to be those of "business" and "marked by formality
rather than sentiment and personal attachment.

In a real

sense, each side competed with the, other and I shall highlight this competitiveness in the

app~opriate

places in later

sections and chapters, for it pervaded much of the smallscale politics of the villagec
The splitting of the township into two halves by an
administrative zone also created a third neighbourhood.
Thi~

neighbourhood was formed by the staff houses that were

built around the periphery of the central zone and faced
inwards towards each other.

(Staff households formed a

distinct cultural enclave of their own, but I

s~all

defer a
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description of the staff cormnunity a.nd its relationship': to
the

Aborigina~

neighbourhoods until Chapter 11.)

Strictly

speaking, the term "staff" applied only to the employees of

When Aboriginal people used the term they exten-

the DAIA.

ded it to cover both DAIA employees and all other white
residents.

I shall follow Aboriginal

pra~tice

The

here.

DAIA staff usually comprised a'manager, several administrative clerks, a storekeeper, stock overseer, carpenter,

mechanic, liaison. officer, two nursing sisters and a general
·overseer of works, together with the families of these people
if they were married.
~haplain,

The non-DAIA staff comprised the

the school teachers, the members of the Applied

Ecology Unit who were in ·charge of the development of the

c·rocodile farm, as well as· others'·whose official busines·s
required them to be present in the community (e.g. inspectors,
contractors and r~searchers).. Legally, the houses of the
white .residents were copsidered excised from the reserve
proper.
The social importanct? o.f this provision was that
liquor could. be cons~ed in staff houses whereas non-staff
Aboriginal residents could legally only consume l.iquor in
places and at times sp~cified by the Directo~ of the DAIA.
There was frequent staff turnover due to holidays, resigna·tions and transfers.

The settlement rarely had

~ts

full

complement of staff members.
At anyone time approximately
half of the staff members were married people who had brought
their families to live with, them..
On average, the white
staff numbered about 25 including wives and children.
7.4

Income and employment 1968-75

To ensure the successful continuity of a policy directed
towards

.assimilating

~original

Queens landers , within the
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ordinary

social structure, it· is recognized· that on cotrfmmity

.areas the economic. life of the peqple mlSt, of necessity, be

developed L.T1 a nar.ner \AJi""'..ich creates a sound aWareness aT'ld

u:t:J,derstandlng of the cbrrplex process associated with horre economy.

The problem of effectively introducing this change of

economic life on all, conmunities has been approached byrerroving the free ration and clothing issue system, increasing

rates of remuneration, and creating an incentive to pursue

labour.
In the ma.jority of cases, family incorre is now produced

solely on a cash basis and the system is appropriately referred to' for administrative purposes as the. "cash economy

system" •.

The transition is proceeding with satisfactory

results and appears to have been well received by assisted

Conmunity residents.
(DA;I:A 1969:8)
There were five regUlar sources of income avail,able
to the Aboriginal residents of the Edward River community

during· 1968-75.

These were welfare payments, employment

off the reserve, employment by the DAlA, reserve employment
by non-DAIA organisations and· firially,

self-employment.

In

the following subsections I shall discuss each of these
sources of community income.

7.4.1

Welfare payments
Prior to 1968 welfare payments were credited to the

recipients' Departmental passbooks.

The. passbooks were part

of' a banking system maintained by the DAIA on behalf of Aborigines under their controlD
The Departmental passbook system. allowed DAIA officers to exercise a degree of supervision
and control over the cash expend~tures of Aborigines.
For
example, withdrawals from accounts were limited to no more
than $40.00 per day without the express approval of the Director ~ and DAIA officers had t'o receive some assurance that the
money was to be spent for some uwQ·rthwhile" purpos·e.
During
.1968 welf·are payme.nt cheques were sent directly to their
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recipients, and at Edward River, community residents were
offered the choice of depositing them in their Departmental
passbooks or in the newly introduced Commonwealth Bank sav-

ings accounts, which were free of restrictions governing
withdr~wals.

aged,

Benefits paid included child endowment and

invalid -and widows' pensions.

In total, they made a

variable but important contribution to the community's cash

income resources.

"In early 1970, welfare

for approximately 33% of connnunity income.

pa~ents

accounted

By July 197-2

the relative contribution to total community income from this
source had declined to approximately 20% due to increases in
wage rates paid by the DAIAto community workers during the

intervening period.
Unempl.oyment benefits" and single mothers' benefits
rarely, if ever, figured as sources of income.

Only those

who had worked at award rates for non-DAIA employers were

entitled t.o

r~ceive

.

unemployment .benefits.

were cla$s"ified as being

employment.

~

in training n

rat~er

DAIA employees
.

than in regular

When men did return from award rate employment

there were considerable communication problems and adminis-trative complexities in dealing with the Cairns office that
administered the payment of unemployment benefits in the"
region.

Potential recipients not only had to document their

eligibility to receive the benefits, but the¥ also had to be
able to demonstrate that "they were actively seeking other
empl.<?ym~nt.

Edward River's isolati,on from re-gular employ-

ment avenues made this difficult.
Single mothers' benefits
were never paid until after 1975 simply because husbands
were quickly found for g~rls who became pregnant.'
Invalid, aged and widows' pensions were highly
valued because they provided, by community standards, a substantial income without the necessity to be employed.

The

grounds upon which. such pensions were awarded were not always
clearly, understood and occasionally there was a mismatch between an indiv~~ual's ~onception of her/his eligibility for

benefits and "the official conditions governing" them.
For
example, men and women whose children w~re adults and who were
by traditional norms

I·old l • often felt that they' were entitled

to a pension, when legally they had not yet reached, according
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to settlement r.ecords, the· age insisted upon by··white, law
<.60 years "for women and 65 years for

m~n)~

Som~

bitterness

learned that

was
widows'

p~nsions

male.

The other wives.of a polygynous union were not elig-

could only be paid to one wife of a

ible to apply as the law stood then.

dec~ased

There was also a

notion· that pensions were-granted in perpetuity, and it was
not uncommon when an old pensioner died for one of the deceased's kin to make application to the administration to

inherit the pension.

These sources of confusio~-and mis-

understanding lessened" as people came to understand the

basis upon which welfare payments were granted through experience with real c,ases.
7.4.2

Employment off the

res~rve

At least half of the adult male workforce had worked
off the reserve on at least one occasion.

Off-reserve emp,loy-

ment was provided largely. by the cattle stations of Cape York
Peninsula and the Gulf country.
sh~ep

A"few men had worked on

stations further to the 'south and one man had been a

police tracker and even a wolfram miner during his outside

working life.
During 1968-75 arrangements for off-reserve employment were administered by "the DAIA staff.

When they received

requests via the radio netwotk from cattle properties seeking
Aboriginal stockmen, tney arranged for their recruitment,
formally negotiated

contrac~s

at award rates (up until 1972)

and generally were careful to ensure that remittances for
dependents were sent back regularly to the settlement.

The

staff also handled the men's taxation liabilities when they
fell due.

.Managerial staff encouraged menta seek outside

employment partly because it was a sign that the DAIA policy
of assimilation was seen to be working, but also because it
relieved the strain on the settlement's annual allocation
for wages, thereby helping to maintain conditions of full
~mployment.

Settlement staff usually tried to send their

most· reliable workers into employment off the reserve.
The general impression I

obtained from pasto!alists
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was that· Edward River men as a group were temperamental
employees' ·and liable to walk off the job.

This had undoubt-

Nonetheless, a number of the

edly happened in a few eases.

men had reputations as sturdy and reliable workers and they
were

o~ten spec~fically

ing labour.

asked for when stations were recruit-

In the case of Strathgordon, the station that

lay along the eastern boundary of the reserve, first preference in ·employment was always· shown to the B"akanh men
whose. traditional affiliations lay within the station's

borders.

Their local knowledge was a.n obvious asset to the

station management.
Within the Aboriginal community, stockwork. was a
highly regarded and glamorous occupation.

Most lads looked

forward. to the time when they t·oo could don the high-heeled
riding boots and 'leathe'r leggings, the narrow-waisted shirts
and all the other paraphernalia that were part of the Aborigina~

stockman's

gea~

.and travel to distant stations,

ea~n

fat cheques and· return to spend them with swaggering ostentation at the settlement o

Despite the
work.

presti~e,

there were drawbacks 'to stock-

For most Peninsular and Gulf cattle stations there

was a long stand-down

per~od

because little work could be

done .during the wet season's quagmire

condit~ons~·

As

we~l,

the demand for labour varied with the· export price.for beef,
and it was not unusual for properties to cease mustering,
bran~ing.

low.

and

draft~ng

stock altogether when prices were too

A commitment to stockwork usually meant giving up

long periods of family life.since most stations provided for
men only and had no quarters-for the families of married

~en.

Certain pastoral properties were notoriously tardy payers,
and it could be several months after their dismissal
men received their full wages.

b~fore

Men who returned to the

settlement with large bank bal&Pces at the end of the season
often had to wait some.months before they could obtain a job
with the DAIA and get themselves on the payroll.
ger frankly told

~e

One mana-

that he was deliberately forcing some

returned stockmen to live off their savings in order to
stretch his limited wages budget to run the full year.
1972,. many of the men with sound reputations as stockmen

By
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turned ~own offers of outside employment feeli·ng that the
larger amounts they could earn in a brief period as stockmen
did not offset the advantages of a regular income at the
settlement and being with their own famil.ies.

Undoubtedly,

rising settlement waae levels had much to do with these

decisions •.
Most Edward River men went to off-res-erve employment

from the se~tlement and returned directly to it at. the conclusion of their contracts.

-A handful of men stayed away

for several years at a" time living during the off-season on
country reserves such as those at Coen, Normanton, Laura and

Chillagoe.

Their affairs were looked after by local DAIA

officers or their representatives (usually police sergeants).

During the 195"05, on'e -Wik Mungkan man from the Kendall River
had made such a success- living off the rese~ve that he amassed
sufficient capital to provide himself with his own mustering

plant ~and. was undertaking con.tract mustering on, Peninsular
properties, even employing European ·stockmen to help' count

cattle for him.

He· gave it ~p when marriage to an Edward

River woman and family responsibilities

pursuad~d

him that a

s'ettled life on the mission had more advantages for his
growing family than the roving life of a contract musterer.

Only two. men had ever left the 'Edward River reserve to take
up permanent employment and residence in the outside world.
One of them earned his living in the pastoral industry.

The

other man's- entr~:~nt6-the outside world deserves description
As a result of a dispute with Chapman he had been banished
-from the reserve on a removal order (~ee Chap~er 10, p. 519)
He was in his early twentie,s when this happened and ,the

0

charge upon which his removal was based was a trumped-Up ane,
so people told me.

At various times he worked in the cattle,

pearling and ,sugar industries and at one stage undertook
preliminary training in the Presbyterian ministry.

When I

knew him. during 1968-73, he lived in Cairns and was employed
as a railway fettler.
In Cairns, his house (or rather, his
series of rented hduses) provided a focal point and place of
aCcommodation for people from Edward River, Aurukun and
Kowanyama.
Those who stayed with him soon learned that
life outside the settlement was one of high costs, especially
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regarding =!=ent, food and transport.
When peop'le compared
life on the settlement with life off the reserve they referred to this man's circumstances in making their comparisons.
Most came to the conclusion that life on the settlement was better.
7.4.3

Employment by the DAIA

The major source of income for community residents
was provided by the DAIA itself.

Most adult workers were

employed by the Department in a number of areas associated

with the provision of community services and with. the physical development

~f ~he,. r.ese?=v~

and settlement.

F~om

the

time the DAIA had ass\;Lmed control, wage rates had risen quite
substantially in

cornpari~on

with

th~

leve~~

paid in mission

times (see Figure 7.2).
However, average earnings' were
well below minimum levels obtaining in Queensland, although
low rents, subsidised retai~ store prices and a w~de range of
free he.alth-care services made the real income of Edward River
r~s'i'dents~igher- t'han

their wages' mi.ght have indicated.

In justifying the payment of below award rates the
DAIA' argued. that to wean reserye Aborigines awa~ from a dependence on a ration system, it was more important to give
~ll adults the chance to earn and manage income rather than
to employ a limited number of workers 6pe~ating under the
empioyment conditions and""p-rod\ictivity expectations of "the'
·normal Australian economYe

As the Annual, Report of 1969

pointed out:

With the change from a free ration issue to a cash economy'
basis for all persons Who seek to obtain sustenance within
~

cornnunity, it" is not possible to assure all residents and

prospective residents of full enployrrent at an Award rate

of pay_

Not only is this uneconomical but

~t

is ·virtually

irrpossible of achieverrent when one considers a population

density in relationship to a Reserve area and there is no
doubt that the residents of Reserves, with their growing
populations 9f younger people, nust look to the .outside
'world for future etrployrrent dpportunityand for inproved
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opportunity for their children, who are progressing academically· to a standard not previously reached by their parentsv
(DAIA' 1969: 8)

The last sentence of the above statement also seems
to imply that the higher rates of pay obtaining in the outside world would attract competent workers from the reserves,
"I

thus relieving population pressure in the communities and
promoting the Department's policy of assimilation.

Clearly

the payment of award wages on reserves would not encourage
emigration from reserve settlements. into the wider Australian community.
The reserves were also deemed to be "training and
pre-employment establishment's·' '(DAIA 1970: 8), which carried
the implication that settlement ,workers were receiving

training allowances rather than wages because they were
ei.ther~ not competent, ready or qualified to receive f-ull
wages
The· Department made much of its· training programmes.
c

In Depa.rtrrentally sponsored areas

~ocal

labour resources

are used to the rnaximJm possible extent in essential Com-·

munity services, lIDder planned training prograrmes, and
indeed iri the many· acimi.nistrative, technical,· medical
and general functions so essential in preserving the
status quo of a· 'Well regulated and developing Social Com-

munitYa
(DAIA 1971:3)
The employment policy of the DAIA for Edward River
was conditioned by its overall plan for all settlements
under its control.

The plan involved the simultaneous

implementation of three strategies:
1.

the development of the physical and economic
resources of settlement and reserve:

2cr

the introduction of training programmes;

3•

the

II

cash economyl'.
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In response to these

strat~gies,

the adult population would

develop work skills and acquire the ability to manage cash

incomes responsibly@

They would be transformed.into a

workforce capable of being employed in eithe,r the mainstream
economy under normal industry conditions, or alternatively,
being

emp~oyed

under similar conditions in an Eqward River

settlemen·twhose potential had been d,eveloped into economic
self-sufficiency at a standard of living comparable with

that of country towns e'lsewhere in Australia.

The link-

age between the implementation of these strategies and their

anticipated responses is diagrammed in Figure 7.3.
In this subsection, I shall focus on how far the
DAIA had gone in the years between 1968 and 1975 in developing the physical and economic'resources of the reservel
in instituting training programmes and in increasing work-

skills.

The distribution of cash incomes' and their manage-

ment I shall leave for Section 7.5.

By 1968, the post-cyclone programme for the reconstruction of the Edward River settlement had gone part of

the way towards providing it with the phys-d.cal amenities
appropriate to a "normal country town".

For those invol-

ved in the. planning, the needs of the settlement were many
and obvious.

When I commenced fieldwork in 1968, 28 pre-

fabricated 'houses 'had been built and-occupied,. but more than
30% of the population was still living in temporary dwellings made of palm-leaves

or

co~rugated

iron.

A six bed

hospital and dispensary, and a school of four classrooms met

the community's he,alth and educational requirements.

There

was a desperate need for more bulk storage space (especially
to handle wet season supplies) and for mechanics' and builders' workshops.

The retail store, a pre-cyclone relic of

the ration system, -ill-suite-d the requirements of the new
cash economy with its emphasis on individual choice.

Per-

ishable goods could not be kept since both the retail store
and butcher shop lacked refrigeration.

A few houses

(mostly

staff) had kerosene refrigerators, while kerosene lamps provided lighting for all homes except a small cluster of staff
homes linked to a generator.

A 240 volt power supply was

high on the list of Edward River priorities.

Although a

The development at the
physical and economic
resources of the
settlement and reserve

1------

Training
would provide a
~I programmes
sui table context for

~

Ths·development
of workskills
which would
encourag~

Ir--r-h-ee-a-r-n-t-n-g--o-tl
.
./
cash· incomes

The ability to manage
cash inc9mes responsibly

which together
woul~

which would enable
its'conversionto

produce

A competent workforce

who would'find employment
in

An economically viable
community

Figure 7.3

The

m~instream

economy

A schematic diagram outli~ing the DAIA strategy for the development
of the Edward River reserve and its. Aboriginal workforce.
W
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water sUPP,ly was laid on to all houses, the lack of suitably
sized

~eservoirs

made it an intermittent one.

Add~tional1y,

the 'water was pumped from an open well in the centre of the
community-and constituted a potential health hazard due to
possible pollution or fouling.
and the church

~as

There was

~o

community hall

a galvanised iron shed, more like a ware-

house than a place of worship,.
were dingy and cramped.

The administrative offices

Only three of the eight staff

houses were modern in style.

The others were all, to a

greater or lesser degree, inadequate as tropical dwellingsin the 19705.
In 1968 there was t.herefore a comprehensive portfolio of developmental. projects for the' comrnunit,y capable of
-providing employment and training opport:unities' for the

River people.
The rate and order in which they were
undertaken depended 9I"l: a complex interplay between the availabilit'-y of funds, the priorities of Edward River and other
communitie's under DAIA control, the presence of personnel
and the logistics of supply.
Decisions concerning each
year's expenditures" and operations emerged out of consultation" between the administrative staff of Edward- River and
sen~or officers of the DAIA head office in Brisbane.
The

Ed~ard

Edward River' Abo"rig·inal Council.. was supposed ·to assist the
staff to articulate local needs in the settlement.

After

1972 an Advisory Council made up of the elected representatives of Aboriginal and I'slander communities, through their
. access to the Director of the DAIA and the Minister in charge
of the Department, provided input in determining priorities

and appr.oving new projects annually.

On,ce projects were

decided upon, and annual budgets allocated for communities,
the expenditure of public monies was closely scrutinised by
the Auditor General's Department.

The administrative com-

plexities of the operations were compounded by the

~nnual

wet season, whose rains ,made roads impassable and halted the
flow of goods and materials for six months at a time.
Notwithstanding the" problems of scheduling, by -the
end of 1975 the Edward River people could point, with some
pride, to a substantial improvement in the quality of the

settlement's structures 'and amenities.

The number of modern
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Aboriginal dwellings had increased to" 40.

white staff had increased to 14.

The housing f'or

Good supplies of artesian

water had been located, and a decent and unlimited water
supply was established.

A new dental clinic, a lavishly

equipped hospital and other ancillary build'ings had replaced
the old hospital-.

There was a new primary school complex,

a library and a kindergarten.

New slaughter yards had been

built together with a butcher shop and cold room.

The old

mission retail store was replaced by a larger, counter
service style store.

This in turn was replaced by an even

larger store with more customer area.

Older

building~

had

been converted to new uses.
The former school was shifted
to become the new administrative block, the mission .retail
store became the' community hall and the, former (1968) manager's house became a guest house for visitors and contractors.
The old church had been replaced by an airy concrete brick

structure that had been built- with the help of-voluntary
labour.

There was a substantial generating plant which

supplied a system of street lighting and electricity to all
the staff houses and public amenities.

The following year

would see it connected to the rest of the houses in the reserve.

Plans were in hand for the constructioti of a new can-

teen, for replacing the las..t

of the .. shanty housing ll and for

the construction of'a sewerage system.
Compared with the physical

dev~lopment

of the settle-

me'tit, the in"come earning p'otential 'of the reserve was being
realised much more slowly.

One 0l?vious source of income

was to continue to develop the reserve as a cattle property.
During 1968-75

p~storal

activities were concentrated mainly

in the southern half of the reserve.

A stock improvement

pro.gramme was instituted to upgrade the quality of the breeding stock by introducing Brahman and selected strains of

British

breeds~

Fences began to snake over the plains, a.

number of yards were·built and several darns sunk.
of the cattle herd showed 'a satisfying increa~ee

The. size
The herd

on the controlled range grew from 1000 head in 1968 to nearly

4°90

in 1975 despite the fact that all the beef requirements

of the community were· supplied by. the herd and that small
draft~

were sent off each year to other·DAIA pastoral holdings
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for fpatten,ing and eventual sale.

One stock overseer's

estimate put the ultimate carrying capacity of the reserve

at somewhere between 15,000 and 20,000 heade
A less obvious source of ~ncome, but one which

excitingly', promised a great earning potential was the

establishment of a crocodile farm.

In other parts of the

world saltwater crocodiles (Crocodilus porosus) bred in captivity for their hides had helped to build multi-million

dollar industries.

The original impulse to set up the

.

crocodile farm came from Dr H. R. Bustard of the Australian
·National University.
Under his direction a special unit
called the Applied Ecology Unit in conjunct~on with the DAIA
began a pilot project at Edward River in 1971.
By 1975 the
scheme was still in its infancy.
Much had yet to be learnt
about the behaviour of crocodiles" and a go'od deal of con-

struction was necessary in order to establish rearing pens
and a controlled breeding range.
Within the settlement the responsibility for organising and orchestrating most of., each year's work schedules
lay with the communityls manager.
Only the activities involved in the pastoral operation and the crocodile farm were
not directly under the manager's control.
The powers of
the manager and his staff ~ith respect to employment were
officially defined in the community By-Laws as follows:
fl.1PLOYMENT

1. All able-bodied persons over

within the

~e

age of 15 years residing

Co~ity/Reserve shall·'UI11ess

othel:Wise deter-

mined by the :Manager perfonn such work as is directed by
the Manager or person authorised by him.

2. 'Corrmmity work, iee. work perfo:rined under the direction of
the Manager, shall. be perfonred between the hours of 8 a.m.

and 5 p. m.

Provided that in special circumstances such

work shall be perfonred as and when required 1:?Y the Mana-

ger, but shall not exceed 40 hours in· any week.
3. A person included in any working gang shall not leave his

job without the' permission of the Overseer-in-Ch;rrge unless
urgent circumstances corrpel him to do so in which case he
-shall notify the Overseer as soon as possible.
I
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4., A per;son included. in any working gang who fails to report

for work shall within half an hour of the tine appointed

for the· conrrencerrent of such work notify or· cause to be
notified the· Overseer-in-charge of his inability to work
and shall furnish a' good and sufficient:

re~on

for his

If sickness is the reason for his .absence he

absence.

should report· forthwith to the Hospital- or Outpatients'

Section for rredical attention.
(Edward River By-Laws· 1968:4-5)
Officially, work was organised in terms of a hierarchical structure like that charted in Figure 7.4.

iginal workforce was divided into a number of

The Abor-

--o-ccup~at.i-o.nal.

sets or work gangs, one. or more 'of which was under the control
of a member of the white staff.

Most occupational sets were

divided into levels that reflected (supposedly) the degree
..'

~

.

of training, skill and responsibility of the members of the
set.
Thus the building gang was divided into a group compose~ of a senior

carpenter, assistant carpenters and junior
carpenters, whilst the stock gang consisted of a stock over~

seer's assistant, a senior stockman, .ordinary stockmen,

junior stockmen and a cook.
these occupational levels.

Rates of pay· were geared to
In 1972. wage rates

var~ed

between $33.00 and $14.00 for 'a 40 hour working week.

The

average weekly rate was $21.64, while the modal weekly rate

was $22.00.
In practice though, the composition of work gangs
reflected things other than

w~ite

staff attributions of

levels of expertise and responsibility in the Ab<?riginal
workforce.

An analysis of work gang composition over 3-

years shows that i i ~as strongly influenced by settlement

Nearly every permanent work gang was
made up almost entirely of related men from the same "side" of
neighbourhood tiese
the villagee

Men sometimes stated that they preferred to

work in groups that were composed of kindred, or "all
as they expressed itc
by white staff,

farni~yJl

Even when fresh work gangs were formed

a subtle filtering" process inVOlving resig-

nation and recruitment soon reduced its composition" to a
majority of men from one neig~bourhood.
However, there were

~

o' Assistant to
Stock Overseer
Senior StoCkmen

Stockmen
.Juniors

Foreman
Seniors
Assistants
Juniors

Foreman
Labourers

Mele Assistant
Junior Clerk
Senior Assistant (temale)
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Cook

Fencing Gang
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Hygiene
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Butcher Shop

Foreman
Senior
Letbourers
Juniors

Seniors
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Senior

Juniors
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MaChinery,",
attendants
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Ipolice

I

Foreman

. - ·Corporal
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Lines of command and reporting in - Edward River communi~y workforc,e.
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exceptions to the process.

The membership of the police

force, the hospital staff and the retail store assistants

were usually equally divided between the two sides.
a matter of pride, people

wan~ed·only

As

policemen from their

own side to monitor the affairs of·their neighbourhood, and

practical necessity dictated the employment.of nursing aides
and.store counter assistants from both neighbourhoods to a9t
as interpreters for the older people who had little

or

no

competence in either English or the vernaculars 'of the other
si.de.

Another characteristic of.Aboriginal work gangs was
that the grades of employment did not represent a structure
qf.authority in· practige_.

W..i_thi~ work groups, _ ki~ship_ no..r,ms

operated and the organisation of their structures of autho~ity

did not mesh with those expressed in Figure 7.4.

White staff were aware of a reluctance (some said an
itylD}

on the P?lrt of Aborigines to assume .'supervisory roles'

over other Aborigines.
staff

ninabil~

u~ually

In order to get work done, white

took care to issue each day's work instructions

to people individually.

By making' whites the only IIbosses",

Edward River men- circumvented possible
ship roles and their work roles.

confl~cts

between kin-

This made for much more

'harmonious work groups.
In order to give work

experie~ce,

training and a cash

income to as ~any people as possible, the general practice o£
the DAIA staff at Edward River was to give jobs to whoever

offered themselves for employment.
ment .levels did occur.

Variations in employ-

These were due in part to voluntary

unemployment, in part to a lack of suitable job opportunit,ies
for women who wanted to work and occasionally to financial

stringericies that prevented the manager from taking on everyone who offered themselves for work.

Table 7.1 indicates

employment- ,levels for 3 pe~iods between 1969 and 1972.

'De-

tailed figures are lacking for 1973-75, but DAIA reports
indicate

em~loyment

'levels similar to tho-se of 1972.

range and number of jobs

op~n

to women were limited.

were employed as retail store and office

assista~ts,

The
'They

as

school, hospital, and 'kindergarten aides, as libraryattendants and as cooks 'and cleaners.

Men had a greater diversity
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r

% of total

% of male

workforce

workforce

in work

in work

I % of femalel
. workforce
in work

July 1969

70

84

29

February 1970

64

78

25

August 1972

93

100

66

Table 7.1

Variation in employment levels, Edward River.
(Note: male ·workforce is defined as all rra.les over
16 years· not in receipt of a pension; female work.

force is. defined as all

.

femal~

over 16 years not

in receipt of a pension or child endownent.)

of jobs to

choos~

from which included building labourers,

garage assistants, drivers, and equipment operators, storemen, and retail store as·sistants,

gardeners,
butchers and slaughtermen, .garbage and night-soil collectors
yardmen',

stockmen, bush labourers, water supply and power station

attendents, plumbers and police,men -:

If the object of

creating such occupational setswas.to provide vocational

avenues' into the mainstream economy, or into a future seJ.fsufficient Edward River community, then it is fair to pose
the quest~on of how well in practice the organisation of
work measured up to the needs of a pre-emp loyment tra'ining
programme •.

The people who were entrusted with the provision
of lion the job n training at Edward River were the w"hite
staff in charge of work' groups..

Only one of the many whom

I knew had ever had any specific experience in teaching
trades or training others in a cross-cultural contexto
While.a handful had had experience of working with indigenous
peoples in Australia or elsewhere, the majority were drawn
from non-teaching ,mainstream occupations·': and. had little
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-prior awareness of or sensitivity for the problems that
accompanied the instituting o-f lion the job" vocational and
pre-employment training.

In point of fact,

ised vocational training was undertaken.

little organ-

Often this was

not because of lack of enthusiam of white staff.

The

adult workforce was mostly non-literate and non-numerate,
and this made for great- difficulties for a staff who took

lit.eracy and numeracy for granted.

I

well remember the

mechanic who wanted to make his garage assistants more
than

me~e

passers of tools and washers of engine parts.

He began night classes and found that he had to start with
counting and measuring.

division-.

He gave up at decimals and long

Others invested much effort in -enhancing the

skills of particular individuals in their work groups with
whom they had specia2 compatibilities.

But this was an

ad hoc affair which ceased when the staff member resigned
or mO.:ved on, or the particular Aboriginal dropped" out of

the work gang in order

to

try another.

There were several other factors which militated
agafnst effective hon the job n training.

One of these

was the pressure to complete jobs within a given time.

It was often the case

t~at

the need to

eluded its use as a learning situation.

q?mplet~

a job

pre~

When, for_example,

project plans required work to be finished bya specific
time or a piece of machinery had

~o

be restored to order

quickly, the white staff member concerned completed the
job personally to ensUre the me_eting of deadlines., as well

as good workmanship.
Another factor inhibiting the expansion of Aboriginal skills arose out of the fact that the
persons in charge of particular work gangs were officially
responsible for any errors, mistakes or shortages.
This
applied particularly in any areas requ-iring the

ha~dling

of money (such as working the cash register or rece·iving

and paying monies) or keeping accurate records (such' as
stocktaking).

Storekeepers and office clerks, especially,

preferred not to give their Aboriginal workmates jobs where
their uncertain numeracy put them in danger of
shortfa~ls

ma~ing

mis-

that would ultimately have to
be made up out of staff '_pockets.
A third factor was that
takes and causing
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the range: and variety of tasks performed in many occupational sets

di~

not mirror the range and variety of those

tasks as .they might be performed in the world· outside the

settlement.

Thus

I

garage assistants le"arnt only about the

-vehicles, and equipment employed in the - settlement.

Nursing

aides in training were rarely involved in' bedside care of
patients since anyone sick enough "to require. hospitalisation
was usually evacuated to Cairns Base "Hospital.
In short,
most training consisted of drilling workers to perform
correctly repetetive tasks such as driving, attending a
particular machine, filing cards and so forth.

For the

most- part, relations 'between Aborigines and white staff

were cordial ,a,nd belied the authoritarian tone of the ByLaws.

Friendships, especially between male overseers and

Aborig.inal me.n in their gangs, often extended beyond the
workplace into after-hours activities, such as fishing and

hunt"ing expeditions I visiting and occasionally family

p-icnics in the bush.
Aborigines keenly evaluate'd new
supervisory white staff.
They disliked what "they called
Dhard men·
By that term they meant white staff who were
l

•

overbearing and authoritarian and who were difficult to
get on with because they did not
they required.

explain"suff~cientlywhat

Edward River people accepted that they

were in a situation of tutelage, and they acknowledged the
white staff as experts in the physical development of the
settlement.

In the bush, however, :the work situation revolving
around the pastoral operations was different in two res"peets
Firstly, because of their prior experience of the cattle

industry on the reserve and elsewhere, stockmen and bushworkers had the necessary expertise to evaluate critically

stock overseers and othe"rs who, from time to time, were put

in charge of outside work.

Edward River men preferred

their stock overseers to demonstrate basic bushcraft and

horse ridin"g ability and to be prepared to share the rela-

tively rigorous conditions of the -stock camp.
Overseers
who gave their orders from Land-Rovers and slept ~very night

in

the settlement earned their contempt.

Further, Edward

River men ·expected to be consult~d about t~e cattle and

a
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the vagaries of the countryside.

It-was unwise for an

overseer to ignore their advice.

Those who did usually

met with frustratibn.

I. recall one instance of a stock

overseer who obdurately insisted on selecting a certain
spot near the Coleman River as a wet season depot in the

face of' advice that the site was prone to fl'ooding.
stock gang shrugged the matter off and said,
out himself

tl
•

The

IIOh he'll find

Which he did, for after the wet was over,

it was found that all the equipment had been submerged
under several metres of water.

The second factor which rna'de work in the bush
different from that in the settlement was the special rela-

tionship Aboriginal people maintained towards the countryside.

Throughout the brief history of the settlement most

had· preserved an unbroken association with their hornelandso
In part this continuity was fostered in the early years
of the mission when people were sent out to hunt, fish and
forage to supplement mission supplies.

In later years

pensioners, together with younger members of their families

to ass·ist them, frequently returned to their estates and

lived there for months, at a time,

augmen.t~ng

of flour, tea and sugar with bush

f~ods..

the,ir supplies

It was also

customary to have a month-long school vacation in August
(the dry season).

During this time the settlement was all

but aband'oned by its Aboriginal residents as entire fami'ly

groups weighed dowii with rations, camping gear and hunting

equipment left for the· bush and dispersed throughout the
countryside.
Such holidays served to introduce children
born on ~he settlement to the physical and supernatural
resources of their parents

t·

estates and·

rang~s·.

Unfor-

tunately this custom ceased in 1970 in order to bring the
Edward River school into line with State Education Depart-

ment requirements.

The attachments to and identifications

with home·lands were strong.

In the settlement itself

estate ties were recalled every

tim~

people sang songs

connected.with the woochorrm, told myths or recounted events
~rom

living memory about pre-settlement times.

men entered into stock

another opport:unity

·to

o~

When young

bush work they were being given

move around a landscap~ whose
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geography was "' already familiar"

where the patterns of owner-

ship and custodial responsibility and rights of access were
still intact and where its supernatural dimensions still
asserted a powerful influence.

Pastoral operations on the reserve were considered
to be something apart from traditional land usage.

Pro-

vided their activities did not infringe on traditional rights,

stockmen and bush-workers were not constrained in their movements by rights of access and stewardship control.
This
freedom to move', however, was inhibited by the supernatural
qualities of the environment which maintained their full

Ultimately, stock overseers
had to. come to terms with 1;.hem becaus-e they affected. musterforce over people's actions.

ing patterns and the

location~

of fences, yards and dams.

Any developmental plan for the reserve had to be reconciled
with Aboriginal beliefs about the countryside, for most men

simply wpuld not work in

ar~as

where they considered them-

selves to be at risk from some supernatural hazard or where
the land had been put under a mortuary taboo.

Occasionally

a stockman would agree to a brief exposure to a dangerous

place, but even this could bring dire result's.

Thus in

1969, a Wik Mtingkan stockman was persuaded to make a mustering pass through Waanchikan, an especially dreaded place in
the Dog/Goanna estate (see pp.211-12).

up and threw

~im

heavily to the ground.

His horse reared
He subse,quently

developed an hydrocoele, an emb"arrassing swelling of the
scrotum.
From that point on~ards, his health gradually
declined until his death several years later.
No-one had
any doubts that this unfortunate sequence of events derived
from the malevolence of ----,
Waanchikan.
When it was rumoured
...
that one stock overseer w~nted f'o build a yard there because
of its good water supply and shade, he was told flatly that
no-one would work at the plac~. . Having more perception
tha~ most, the stock overseer took some of the older~men
a?d charted the boundaries of the "poison" place arid located
the yard elsewhere.
In general, the adjustments needed to
avoi·d dangerous p·laces were relatively minor, but some stock

-

.)

overseers regarded beliefs about them as ignorant"superstitions which stood in the way of progress and developmentG
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such overseers'g6t less than full co-operatiori from their
work gangs
Outside work; especially stock work, was different,

from settlement work in another respect.
operation~

When

pastora~

were well under way after the wet, work output

and general productivity. was on a par with that obtaining
in the in.dustry elsewhere.

The men knew they were being

underpaid on a "value for work" basis.

Stock overseers

frequently made representations to have their

~ood

men paid

at higher rates so that they would not be tempted to take
up employment off the reserve.

in most of the

settlernen~

·By contrast,

the work-load

occupation sets was light and work-

pace relatively leisurely.

People were well aware of this
when they compared·'.DAIAworkin.g conditions and expect·at·ions
with those of the outside contractors who

occ~sionally h~red

Aboriginal labour from within the settlement's workforce and
who

d~mand~d

the mainstream.society's

produc~ivity

norms.

The light work-load came about primarily because of the need

to maintain' full employment, which in turn necessitated the
spreading of a given work-load among more people than would
normally be the case in 'a country town of comparable size.
In summary then, the community was still a long way
from providing from its own 'resources the economic skills
and knowledge necessary for community self-sufficiency.
'rhere'was no Aboriginal person who had both the practical
background an~ the educational qualifications to fill any
of tpe overseer roles of the commu~ity, even if the conflict
between kinship norms and the hierarchical work structures
of European worksets could be resolved.

The only trained

marketable skills the men of the community possessed were
those of stockmen, and perhaps those of meatworkers, for a
few men had attended a basic butchering course at the Gatton
Agricultural

Coll~ge.

Most Edward River men could only

have filled unskilled labouring positions if they ever wanted

to leave the settlement and try their luck in the outside
world.
Leaving the community was not an option that Edward
River people wanted to exercise.
Each new development,
each project completed, each perceived improvement in the
physical resources' of the settlement and rese~ve, -confirmed
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in the minds of the villagers that 'Edward River was a good
place to live, and strengthened pre-existinq tiese
Non-DAIA employment on the:reserve

When the installation of structures and amenities
was beyond the skill and capacity of Edward River's workfor'ce , as it was for

~xample _in

the construction of special-

ised buildings like the hospital or the primary school, or
in the·provision of a town water supply, outside contractors
were called in to undertake the work.
Edward River men as labourers.

At times they employed

When· they were so employed

they were paid award-rates and they were expected to work
under the conditibns and--work.output loads prevailing in
Australian industry generally.

Work of this sort did.not

occur of,ten, but .Edward River men who took :Lt on were glad

of the,.. ext·ra moneyo

Privately· they c-omplaine-d that the

work was often I'too hard ll and contrasted the work effort
involved with the more leisurely demands on the settlement

workforce.

The few employers that·r spoke to said that

their Aboriginal workmen were neither better nor worse than
workers they had employed elsewhere.
7.4.5

Aboriginal self-employment on the rese.rve
The scope for earning money in situations where

work output, work organisation and wages were not in the

hands of .white peop.le was very limited.

During my field-

work there were only, three ,ways in which income could be
earned under what might be described as Aboriginal selfemployment situations.

These were in .contract work, in

handcraft production and in crocodile shooting.
Contract work had an unfortunate history

River.

at~Edward

It was introduced in 1968, when in an effort to

encourage a certain -degree of independence of action and an
appreciation of the relationship between productivity and

pay rates, the DAIA offered to pay for fencing at a fixed
price per panel.

The contract gang, an all-Thaayorre work

group, was given th'e use of power saws and other

to~ls,

a
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tractor and' a trailer.
left in their hands.

The organisation of the te,amwas
In the first pay fortnight the men

did well despite i,nitial problems ,earning more than they

would have had they remained just another bush gang.
the second

fortn~ght

In

of their operation, the team's fencing

output dropped markedly and they earned far less than they
would have normally obtained.

The re·ason for the drop in

output was that their tractor and trailer had been commandeered for long periods by· an" outside overseer whose own
tractor had broken down, thus~interfering with cut~ing and
t~ansporting of fencing posts.
The men were disgusted and
requested that they revert· to their former' status as a bush
gang working at the usual

cq~UI:l~ty pay

rates.

ment was never tried again on a large scale.

The

expe~i

Individual

Aboriginal stockmen were occasion.ally offered contract rates

for breaking-in horses.
The native handcraft industry was based on 'the fact
that a number of items from the pre-settlement inventory of

artefacts were st±llin regular use.

Women made a variety

of dilly'bags from palm-tree twine and dyed them in an attractive assortment of colours, using bush dyes and European

dyeing· agents.
The bags were used when shopping and f9r
storing personal items.
Men ·still made spears and spearthrowers for use in fishing ·and hunting.
~he sp,ear us-ed
universally for fishing consisted of a light wooden haft
fashioned from a native Hibiscus, on which was'mounted. an

array of prongs made of fencing wire.
Heary hunting spears
consisting of a single lancewood (Acacia sp.) prong hafted
to alight wooden butt and tipped with bone were also common,
as were variations of this basic type that included spear
blades made from metal.
These heavy spears were used for
hunting large game such as wallabies, pigs and sharks.
Almost the, complete array of pre-settlement weapons ':of" dispute were stillb'eing made except for wood.en" swords and
shark-teeth duelling knives.

Digging sticks also were made,

but they' were used more often as adjuncts to women's.disputing behaviour, rather than for digging yams.
had replaced wooden yamsticks as digging

Metal bars

implements~

The items were.made by individual adults as they
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needed them.

among ,men for

There was a lively exchange system operating
of Hibiscus wood for hafts, for lance-

s~pplies

wood and for supplies of :gums

j

resins; waxes: ochres! paints

and other materials used in their manufacture.

European

items such. as tar and saddler's string were £requently used as

replacements for some- of the gums 'and twines used traditionally.

The men's tool-kit showed many substitutions of pre-

settlement tools for European axes, knives, files and wood
rasps.

Handcraft manufacture was a social occasion provid-

ing a focal point for the formation of groups of' people who
sat round the craftsmen or craftswomen to learn, to evaluate

critically the work in progress and to exchange gossip.
The market for the items was provided by the DAIA
itself,

op~rating

·through an org'anis.'ation known as Queensland

Aboriginal Creations, and also by

whit~

staff members and

visitors to the' settlement who wanted to carry away some·
memento.

The chief items bought were dilly bags, boomer-

angs, spears, firesticks, shields and spear-throwers.

The

prices offered by both the DAIA officer acting on behalf of
Queensland Aboriginal Creations and other Europeans were

subject to

vari~tion,

and none bore any relation to the

number of hours invested in the manufacture of the items.
By my calculation most items were greatly underpriced even

if one used the pay scales obtaining on the settlement to
Low prices did not appear to be a

estimate theirsvalue.

source of complaint to.the people who made the things.
Most of them seemed to be offered for sale when their Qwne·rs

had a pressing. need for cash and they had decided to convert
s'ornething from

th~ir

personal gear into money_

At Q·ther

times items were requested by'staff members and they were
then' made

to

order, as- it were.'

The amounts of. ~oney. earned

from this source as a whole were small, and provided little
more than pocket moneYe

There were

m~ny diffic~lties

sur-

rounding the implementation of a suc~essful handcraft industry in places like ~dward River, and these are being
investigated curren-tly by Mr M. 0' Ferral, a postgraduate
student at James Cook

University~

Crocodile shooting was the other area that gave

scope for individual enterprise and initiative.

Unlike
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artef·act-making i t promised a goqd .in,come to shooters who

could successfully manage to keep a flow of skins going
tm:-ough to the agent in .Cairns.

An unspoiled s.kin of a

2mcroco.dile cocld net a shooter close
A·

to·$100~OO

in 1969.

number of men' had sou·ght· crocodiles on a casual basis in

previous years, but during 1968-69' only two men attempted to

derive their main income from crocodile shooting.

These men

hunted principally for saltwater crocodiles in the tidal
creeks'and rivers- of the coast.
Long-term shooting required
a certain amount of capital investment over and above the
possession of a good rifle, a sure aim and a spotlight.

Cam-

ping gear, rations, fine salt for preserving skins, skinning

knives, rope, -harpoons and some means of transp'orting eyery-

--t'hing --from· plac,e to pI_ace were. a.ll neces;s,ary.-,
Both shooters
possessed' dinghies which did double service as their means of
transpor~ and their shooting ~latforms.
The activity required,steady nerves, for crocodiles had to be approached
closely
tiles

eno~gh

a~

to allow a killing shot to dispatch the rep-

they lay exposed on sandbars and mudbanks.

If a

wounded crocqdile reached the water it was usually lost.

The men rarely went after freshwater crocodiles
(Crocodilus johnsonii), even though this species provided the
main income for white professional shooters.

There was no

·shortage of freshwater crocodiles in the.waterways of the
Edward River di~trict, but a four-wheel-drive vehicle was
required to
were also

tr~vel

to the lagoons andwaterholes, and nets

~ecessary

-in order to maximise

~h~ y~eld.

The two full-time Edward River shooters learnt their
skills from other Aborigines who had been taught.by European
shooters.

Unfortunately both men rarely managed to realise

first grade 'prices for their skins because of poor preserving
~ethods an~ careless

skinning techniques.
After appropriate
advice from the Cairns skin buyer, I was able to help them
amend some of the deficiencies in .their techniques during 1969.
However, unlike pastoral activities, crocodile hunting

was subject to the pre-settlement codes governing access to
hunting areas.

In general both of the shooters

~iscussed

above hunted over ranges where they had appropriate rights of

entry.

Thus one of the shooters', N. E.

t'

a Thaayorre
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Watersnake" clansma:n, confined his hunting to between the Chap-

man and Co'leman Rivers, where he had clear primary and secon-

sary

righ~s

of access.

The other shooter, S. B., a Wik

NgaIichera Possum clansman, hunted

aroun~

the mouths of t'he

Edward River which coincided'with his traditional range.

To

move into another area required much negotiation, as the following example shows:
In August 1968, T. E., an active pensioner with.a boat,

decided to join the ranks of the crocodile shooters' and I
helped him rrove his gear and dinghy to an area known as "·the

Holroyd" 50 Jmt north of the settlen:ent where a nurrber, of
peopl~"" ~m the northeI:n side of,

carrped.

the ~_ettl~nt ~e already
The carrpers were expecting the, arrival of soma

people from

~

who were walking overland and who had rrade.

arrangerrentsto rendezvous" at nthe Holroyd·'.

·Unfortunately

T. E. becarre very i l l as a result of the bone-shattering over,land trip and I ,had to rrake a nUl'li:Jer of excursions back to the

settlen:ent to obtain nedi.cal supplies and aid for him.

en

one of these trips., N.E. enquired whether T. E. was

having any success crocodile

shoot~g

at "the Holroyd".,

N. E. said he was having a lean tine of it in his own area

and he was thinking of asking J. ~., one of the canpers at

.Ithe Holroyd"

I

for pennission to shoot on the King River a

little further to the north.

I conveyed N. E.' s req:uest

to J. K. who agreed that N. E. could shoot on the' King River,
provided that T. E. agreed to the notion and that N. E. did .

no shooting in °the Holroydn" area.

J. K. further added that

the best place to go was really the Kendall River, but that
this would eI?-tail getting the pennission of the Auruklm people.

T• E., on t.heother band was COIrPletely against having N. E.

on his .country and he rcade arrangen:ents with one of the canp
rreIIbers to shoot bo~ in "the Holroyd·' area and on the Kendall
i f peDnission could be obtained from Aurukun, and where he

alSo had rights of access through his father..

'1'1santine, the

Aurukun party arrived.

~

I took scrre of them to

settlement

so that they could officially pay their respects to kinfolk
,and. the managrrent, and to notify Au:rukun of, their safe. an:.-ival
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in. Edward River country.
r~.Ee

rreanwtJiletook J. K.' s conditional approval as

sign and persuaded rre to transport him, his gear and the other
two rrerrbers of his team (both

IIZSII

whom he called thuuwun) to

"the Holroyd" carrp to talk with T. E..

After . sorre discussion,

T. E. agreed .that N. E. could shoot on the King River, but

only after T. E. had gone" through the country first.

Clearly

this would not be for sorre tine since T. E. was· still sick,

and rroreover his boat needed waterproofing and painting.

But

there were a nurrber of- external events· to be taken into cal-,
An early wet ~eason and the high tides

culation as well;.

were in the offing .and these would nake. crocodile shooting all

but irtPbssible~

Further, the stock overseer had sent word.

to the effect that all carrpers had to be out of' lithe Holroyd"
by the end of septerrber

becaus~

he wanted to conduct a mJSter

there in conjunct'ion with the Aurukun stockrren..

!"leanwhile

a rressage had corre from Aurukun stating that no Edward River
man- were permitted to shoot on the Kendall River.

Further,

a good deal of tension· had arisen because T. E. had asked one
of the Aurukun viSitors to help him shoot crocodiles in· lithe
Holroydlt area where the visitor had no traditional rights.

This aroused much protest from N. E." and his .II nephews II . who

felt that if Aurukun would not allow Edward River Iren to shoot

.on Aurukun country, then Aurukun rren should not be allowed to
-shoot on·the Edward River reserve.

-However, this was coun-

tered by an argurrent from another rrerrber of T. E.' 5 proposed
shooting ~eam that Thaayorre nEn were supposed to shoot croco-

diles

11 • • •

in the middle country" centering on the Coleman

and Chaprran Rivers.

To" corrplicate rratters even rro~e,one of

the very- old people in lithe Holroyd" carrp, P. H., a Snake

c~

rrerrber and senior steward for rrany of the tracts in the vicinityof the carrp site had announced that he did not w<¥1t anyone

at. all shooting in the· ,area because of the possibility of
killing sorre of the crocodiles he clairred to have "ma.de" when
a young rran (see pp. 241-2 ).

of this suggestion.
the

T. E. was frankly con-t;errptuous

He argued that .none of the .crocodiles in

area were, tame, ones",

even if" their parents might ·have been.,

N. E., on the other hand, was not so willing to set old nan
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P. H.' s claims aside.

He made it quite clear to rre that" he

was loth to shoot on lithe Holroyd" ~ "just in case n

Circumstances drew

Ire

•

back to the settlement just when feel.-

ings were running high.

When I returned the next· day, an

amicable arrangement had been concluded.

N. E. was to go to

the junction of the Holroyd and Kendall Rivers to shoot while

T. E., after first working the King River \V'Ould himself go to
·the Holro:Yd/Kendall junction to try his luck after N. E. •

T. E. explained his change of stance as due to the fact that
N. E. and his "nephews" had rrade h;:i..s boat seaworthy and had

painted ·it for him.

One of the AuPJkun group, E. K., agreed

to these arrangements on behalf of the Aurukun people.
E. K.
was" an· .A.UruktJri. councillor and his brother-in~1aw·wSSthe Aurukun chairnan, so he obviously felt conpetent to make such

decisions.

As he said, his agreerrent .waS influenced by the

fact that I had offered to transport all the Aurukun people as

far as the Kendall when they were ready to return herre- and thus

save them a long walk.
Before. setting off for the Holroyd/Kendall" junction- the next

day, E. K. gave rre b«> letters (he was literate), one addressed

to the Aurukun stock overseer arid another to the stoCkrran in
charge of the Aurukun team 'Ilho 'Were IIlIJStering in the area in

case they challenged our

righ~

to be- there.

Our .party, sorce-

what larger than ·I intended, included two rren, one from'Aurukun

and the other from·the Edward River reserve who had rights to
the country.

The area into which

TIle

were going contained

arccng other things an irrportant "big snake storyn, and it was

. necessary therefore for newcorrers to· be ritually introduced to
the place.

We reached our .caIIPing spot just on dusk and the

shooters set out as soon as it Was dark enough.

Their sna.ll

dinghy was heavily overloaded because it contained the two

nen who belonged to the country as well as N. E.' s shooters.
They returned early.

Th.e tide was too high and had covered

the banks of the watercourse, so it was pointless to proceed
further since crocodiles shot in the water 'Were lost crocodiles c
.

.

Th.e next day the ·party reviewed the situation.

N. E. said

that it we>uld take at least ·10 days before the tides .would 'WOrk
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in his favour and allow.hirn to hunt there at night41

He added

that he was lIDeasy about the presence of the Aurukun musterers

$,9se fires we could see, and he clearly had little faith
Ee K.' s safe· conduct
1IDeasy

p~ses.

jn

(·.I personally felt that he was

about the IIbig snake storyJl as well.)

He wanted to go

to the King River where he could hlIDt d'lJring the daytirre low
Another of oui:- party who was familiar with the King

tides.

River country agreed to go with N. E. and his team to show him
where .the freshwater was.

Hence, we returned "letting N. E.

and his party of shooters off in the upper reaches of the King

River while the rest returned to lithe Holroyd" canp with

ITe.

A week later, N.E.' s team rowed down along the coast from the
King River to lithe Holroyd".
They had

seen no crocodiles.

They were dispirited and tired.

N. E. asked

TIe

then to convey

his team to the NutwoOd crossing on the Edward River where his

"nephews", -being Duck/Spear clan'rrerrbers, had rights, of access
and where he thought the team might get a few. freshwater crocodile skins at least.

In fact they got several before they

ret"t.IrIled hone to the settlerrent, but the result hardly seerred
connensurate with -all the effort expended.
After that disappointing experience N. E. never ven-

tured out of his owri range to shoot crocodiles on another's
country.
The network of traditional rights, interpersonal
diffi·cul·ti·es'

an~d

reserve rivalries ~" to' ""say" nothing of the

supernatural hazards, was simply too difficult to negotiate.
N. E. was a man of some pride.
He, like quite a
number of other men, disliked being tied to the DAIA wage
s~.stem.
.

He was continually looking

for ways and means to

-

employ his experience and' bushcraft together with his small
stock of capital asset-s to produce an income that was indepen-=

dent of -the DAIA.

None of his attempts succeeded

~:ven

when

manifestly they seemed to be reasonable ventures with more

than a fair chance of commercial success.

His failure had

much to do with the" attitude of DAIA staff towards the
entrepreneurial ambitions of men like N. E..

The following

case is illustrative of the problems he encountered:
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In 1969 N. E., by borrowing sane· rroney from ree, bought· ~elf
~

strong nylon net to replace an old. net sorreone had given him

~d

which was rotten past repair.

He was going to use the

net whenever ;r: could help, to catch freshwater crocodiles
during the wet season.

OUr first atterrpt at setting the

net for freshwater crocodiles failed sinply because it seerred
that· every barrarnundi in the lagoon had chosen to becorre

entangled in it.

In doing that, the trapped fish created

such a dis.turbance in the water that it was obvious that no

freshwater crocodile would ever venture near it.

'!here was

nothing for it but to take the barrarnundi back to the settleN~

rent and atterrpt to sell them.

E. sold. the fish for' either

$2.00 or $4.00 each and IIaI)aged to ecn:n rrore in that night's

work than IlDst

rrenearnea.' in

a ,week.

N. E. prurrptly decided that supplying the corrmmity with fresh

fish had nore potential than hunting freshwater

~codiles

(if

only because I could not always be available to supply transport) •

He developed a plan .whereby he would work the - tidal

ar:ms near the. corcrcnmity in his dinghy initially and, when
profits permitted, he would ·buy an outboard rrotor to power. his

boat and increase
his wife

·wo~d~

.~

range.

sell the fish.

While N. E. was fMay fishing,
..

,

He-wanted to_sell them·thr.ough

the newly corrpleted butcher'·s· shop which.had a cold-room and
·scales.

His wife would· offer fish for sale on the· days when

neat was not ·availab.le.

Since neat was generally offered··'··

for sale only two. Clays a week, it. seerred like a good way to

inCJ:'eas_e the consurrption of 'fresh foods, because people ·relied

on tinned rreats when they could not obtain fresh rreat from the
butcher's shop or from weekend hunting and fishing expedit·ions.
The cormn..mity rranager was uneasy about the plan from the very

start.

He agreed

that it was. a good idea .in

nutrit~onal

and that· it was likely to be a cormercial success.

tenns

Finally,

however, he denied N. E. the use of the butcher's ·shop coldroom and refrigeration facilities because of a health regulation which stated that neat and fish could not be si::ored
together.

('!he health regulation, incidentally, did not pre-

vent white staff rrerrbers from storing their surplus fishing-
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catche.s. in the butcher's shop coldroom.)
~1.

E.

finally gave up his attempts at earning an

incqme on his own.

When the export of the skins of· wild

crocodiles from Australia was banned, the crocodile shoqting
industry collapsed.
Fortunately the Appl-ied Ecology Unit
I

offered both N. E. and S. B. jobs with the unit where they
could employ their knowledge of crocodiles and their habits
in a new way and not directly· associated with the DAIA.
The willingness to engage in entrepreneurial activities was not lacking among Edward River people.

Many

expressed- an interest in having their own business.
One might', have thought that if the DAIA was attempting to·
create reasonab-le"f"acsimi-les of country· towns outo-f:-· ·Abo-rig-

p~rsons

inal. settlements then entrepreneurial enterprise might have
been provided with-routes to realisation.
However, it seemed
that tl).e DAIA was orient.ed primarily towa~ds their own tra~n
ing programme organised around the concept of occupational
sets.
They had never really articulated their position with
respect too. individual Aboriginal small businessmen.
T:p.ere
were, for· example," no clear guidelines on how much aid the
DAIA was to supply to peop-Ie who wanted to op"erate independ~ntlYI ·but who did not want to place themselves under the
property management provisions of the Act.
Obviously any
bUdding Aborigina-l business·man, given thtf; lack of literacy
andnumeracy, would have to rely heavily on DAIA staff to

supply elementary business management and 'bookkeeping skills.
Additionally, such people would need access to repair and
maintenance.services which were largely under the control of
the DAIA.
domestic

Even -for Aboriginal householders the repair of
furnitu~e,

appliances and machinery such as motors

constituted a problem, since the servicing and repair of
DAIA equipment always took first priority and there was no

clearly established scheme for dealing with non-DAIA property,
. apart from enlisting the goodwill of the relevant DAIA staff
member whose skills and tools were needed.
A further problem revolved around the supply of
capital required to initiate an,independent enterprise and
keep it going until it became self-supporting.
The DAIAdid
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not themse.lves in 'practic,e, provide loans for bu'sinesses on

settlements.

Such loans were provided by Commonwealth

Government agencies (the

Abori~inal

Enterprises Capital

in 1968, the Aboriginal Enterprises Fund in 1974 and the
Aboriginal Loans Commission thereafter)~

Unfortunately,

official antipathies which marred relationships between the
Queensland state Government and the Australian Commonwealth

Government at that time were reflected in the attitudes of
DAIA staff.
They felt they -had no pa~t to play at all in
any enterprises funded by the Commonwealth Government.

Hence,

the general response of DAIAmanagerial staff to proposals for
the development of economic independence via individual enterprise within settlements was lukewarm at best and usually
obstructive

inpract±~e.

Other schemes besides N·. E.' s had been canvassed a1=
one time or another at Edward River.
promi~~d

Some of them at least

c9rnmercial success.on a full-time

o~

part-time basis.

They included barramundi and crab fishing ventures based on
access to southern
shop.

mar~ets,

a bakery and a local' barber's

They all required a degree of capital input and a

reliance, at least initially, on-the- skills of white staff.
None of them went forward as serious proposals to the appro'One scheme which certainly received

priate funding bodies.

no DAIA support at all was the proposal to form an outstation either in the Edward River area or in lithe Holroyd ll
country.

This

~dea;had

been in the minds of

,from the Mungkan neighbourhood.

s~y~~a~ ~en

They pointed out that the

northern half of the reserve was not being worked as a cattle
property should be.

(This was true, for the plan for the

development of Edward River I s pastoral

resource~

called fo·r

the development of the southern part of the reserve first.)
They proposed to set up their own

settle~ent,

plant gardens

and bring the area and its wild cattle (which were numerous)
under control.

Income would be derived from welfare payments

and the sale of cattle.

The idea was first put to me in 1968,

some years before the outstation movement was officially
recognised and assisted by the Commonwealth Government (see
Gray 1977) in other parts of Australia.

The Queensland

State Government was opposed to the setting up of outstations
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because of_ their' imp,lications in the Aboriginal- :Land ·'Rights

However, the scheme failed to develop at Edward

issuee

because most

R"i ver primarily, I

to

~nvest

were unwilling

time and effort in some untried group enterprise

se~tlement

when the

p~ople

itself was perceived to be developing

satisfactorily under DAIA control.
7.5

Managing cash incomes
During January and February of 1970 and again during

July 19·72, I

conducted household income and expenditure sur-

veys between two consecutive pay days in order to gain some
insight into how the Edward River people were coping with the
cash economy that had be'en . introduced by the DAIA.

Some of

the data from these two surveys are included in Table 7.2
belowe"
It details the sources of cash income for community
residents in those two periods and the relative importance
:>f- each source e

1970 sm:vey

1972 sm:vey

Source

DAIA wages
c:hild endownent
Pensions
Applied Ecology

TOtal

Table 702

arrount

s-0 of total

2212.00

67~1

4058.-20

75.1

224.50
861.00

6.8:

198.00

3.5

26.1

911.00

17.0

---

--

2,38.,93

4.4

$3799.50

100%

$5400.13

100%

j'.

arrcnmt

~
0

of total

~

_..

_.

Sources of income for the. fortnigh"ts commencing
2~/1/70

~verage ho~sehold

and

~/7/72,

Edward River.

income for the 1972 survey period was $107.70,

but obviously the actual distribut'i'on of income across households varied with the number of income earners living in theme
Figure 7.5 shows the distribution of income across ,households.
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'Income per household'($)

Figure 7.5

Distribution of income acr.oss househol'ds,

Edward Riyer 3/7/72 - 14/7/72

There were many 'demands on household, income over arid
above those" associated with subsistence.
The develop~ent
of the settlement and the introduction of the cash' economy
had brought with it a dramatic expansion .. in. thesca.le of

material wants compared with pre-settlement times and even
with the perceived needs and wants of the mission era.
One
set of demand pressures resulted from the attempt to ,realise

traditional activities. more efficiently or more comfortably.
I noted earlier that when men crafted traditional artefacts,
they did so with the tools of Western technology rather than
their own.

Hunting gear began to include rifles and shot-

guns, nylon fishing'lines, metal knives and axes as a matter
of course.

Camp.ing out in the bush also· demanded the use of

swags; blankets, bush-nets, tent~flys, camp ovens
cans, and most families had such an assortment of
and hunting gear.
This in turn induced a demand
portation of some kind in order to conv~y people,

and billy
camping

for trans~
rations
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and all the encumbrances that seemed necessary for
able living in t·he bush.

portation

w~re

com~ort-.

The most desired forms of trans-

either boats with outboard motors that could

travel along the coast and tidal waterways or else fourwheel-drive (4WD) vehicles.
boats

I

By 1972 a number of men owned

two of which were powered, while by 19·75 at least one

group of men owned a 4WD vehicle with the ability to traverse
the mostly trackless terrain of the reserve.
The new houses also created demands for things.
structurally, they incorporated the tastes, preferences and
material lifestyle of white Australians of the 1970s.

The

model for the proper expression of those tastes, pref.erences
and levels of creature comfort was provided primarily by the
manner of life of the resident white staff.
occupation each Aboriginal

hou~e

At the time of

was provided with-only a.

few items ·of furniture such. as a table, several 'cha-irs and
possiQly bedframes and mattresses.

'rable 7.3 provides. a

list of household furniture in- use in July 1972'.

tity of furniture

deta~led

The quan~

had to serve' 43 households and 270

peopl~.

Item

Number

Mattresses, single

50

Mattresses, double

32

single

17

Bedframes, double

7

Be·dframe.s. I

Tables

2,8

Chairs·

120

Refrigerators, kerosene

1.

Radios

9

Radiogra.ms

5

R~cord

players

6

Sewing machines

6

Dressing tables

1

Table 7.3

Serviceable domestic furniture in
use, Edward. River, July

1972~
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If the houses were to attain a level of material
comfort comparable with the models provided by the houses

of the staff. then a considerable outlay on consumer durables
was necessary_
Be~rooms required not only beds but also
sheets, pillowslips, blankets and curtains.
Sitting rooms
needed easy-chairs·and dining, rooms needed at least a table
to sit down at and eat from ( as Table 7.3 shows, only every
other house had a serviceable table).
The wood-burning stove

with which each house was equipped involved a style of food
preparation different from open hearth cookery and required
new kinds cooking and eating utensils.

Edward River house-

wives began to acquire assorted pots, pans and baking dishes
and to replace the enamel plates that had giyen good
in mission times with china crockery.
especially desirable 'o'bjects.

servic~

Refrigerators were

Up' until,1975,

the needs

that had been enginee~e~ into the houses remained as an
enormo~s

back-log of deferred consumer eXPenditure waiting'

the 'chance tor realisation

w~~n

more immeQiate demands on

income had been met.
Ranged against the demand for consumer durables were
other demands.
families

With the introduction of the cash economy,

were,the~

responsible for

feedi~g

and clothing

t~em

selves.
Traditional gift-giving obligations tended to find
expression in pres.ents of rugs, cl,othes and. rifles, rather
than in the food, tob-acco and spears of" the pre-settlement
and early mission years.
Another dimension to the scale of
wants was added when the, a.ll-weather airstrip became service-

able and the settlement was included on the regular flight
schedules of a !'}orth Queensland bush airline..

It then be-

came possible to visit" r'elatives and friends on other settle-

ments, or to make trips to Cairns to brin,g back the things

the local, retail store lack~d, as' well as to buy liquor which
was smuggled illicitly into the community in defiance of the
By-Laws.
Edward River people were acutely aware that they
lacked the worldly goods and purchasing power that white
people seemed to command.

They often

ferred to themselves as "poor people".

deprec~atingly

re-

Nonetheless, within

the limita;tions of· their incomes they strove to satisfy their
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competing wap.ts and in doing so evolved their own particular
style of cash management and budgeting behaviour.
t~rn

This in

was a response to the realities of income possibilities

within the sett'lement and the availability of subsistence
and consumer goods.

In the following

~ubsections

I shall

deal firstly with the way in which families organised their
expenditures around their recurring needs (7.5.1).

This

will be followed by a discussion of the strategies employed

in purchasing themo're costly consumer durables and in financing trips aw~y from the settlemerit (7~5.2).

Finally, I

shall discuss the consumption patterns that emerged out of
the employment of these strategies, drawing attention primarily

to food purchases since. these appeared t.o

be~

nutritionally

inadequate and had implications for general community health
levels (7.5.3).
7.5.1

Recurring expenditure
Ideally ,expenditures for food, clothing and re.curring

domest£c needs were organised within family groups..

Circum-

stanc,es could, however, mould family groups into several

variant forms larger than a married couple and their unmarried children.
For instance it was oft,en augmented by
an older person, usual~y a widowed parent of the wife or
husband.
In 1972 at least a dozen old people were being
looked after in this way.
Nuclear families were occasionally augmented by young single males. who had not yet married
but whose parents had died.

The usual pattern was for such

men to live with a married brother, or less o.ften with a

The settlement lacked any form of inst~tu

married.sister •.

tionalised bachelor's camp which had been a feature of presettlement hearthgroup arrangements.
.

the

Another variant of
,

nuclea~

_,family occurred when a woman's husband died
while s~e still had dependent children.
A widow's pension
allowed such women to maintain independent domestic consumption units.
Addit~onally, sev~ral married couples were
fostering children of other close kin.
While -the nuclear family and its variants might be
seen as a form parallel to ·the hearthgroup, the roles of
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cons~derablyfrom the

husband p.nd. wife changed

traditional

the hunters and women the gatherers.

with the development of the settlement's ecqnomy, men b·ecame
wage-earners and married women became housewives, with all that
that term implied in terms of food preparation, child-minding,
house~cleaningand clothe.s~washing.

More importantly, the

women became the managers of their families'

finances and were

responsible for the purchase of most of their families'

subsis~

tence and recurring domestic needs •
.I.t should be noted that IIhousehold"

defined as those

I

co-resident in a house, did not automatically coincide with the
nuclear. family and its variants.

Seventeen

tained;·-two'··or "-more nuclear families.

~

of

The··bas-·i·s··----uponwhich
.

people.shared their houses with others will be

next chapter.

the houses con.

discusse~

in the

-The important point to note here is that when

nuclear fami·l_ies shared a house they each functioned as separate
units for the purposes of organising their domestic expenditureo
The allocation of fortnightly pay packets and welfare
payments within nuclear families confqrmed to the same gerieral

After· paying their-rent, men turned the- largest part
of their w~ges over to their wives.
Some men deposited a por-

patterne.

tion.of their wages in savings accounts.'
proportion for their own

perso~al

certain amount for gambling.

Most retained a small

·needs (e.g. smoking) and a

Wage-earning, unmarried children

also handed over part of their income to their mothers, as did
those other relatives whose presence augmented nuclear families.
Thus the greatest

propo~tion

lay in the hands of women
Shopping in

th~

of Edward River's purchasing power

e

Edward River retail store was not

exactly straightforward· for the women.

The stap·les of the Ed·-

ward River diet were nearly always held in stock, but planning
expenditure on other necessities like clothing, softgoods and

other durables such as household hardware was difficu~lt.

These

latter goods arrived in unpredictable bulk lots due to the combined effects of DAIA ordering methods, the ~solation of the

community and the seasonal vagaries of transport.

The women had

therefbre, to. put aside some household fuhds against the possibility of the arrival of such goods.

hoarded •.

-'·~The

This money was usually

amount of cash held in reserve was difficult
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to caJ.culate,but it was considerable.

Whenever a consign-

ment of desirable goo-ds arrived in the retail store
like atmosphere

preva~led.

to purchase them.

a sale-

as women competed with eaeh other

On such occasions it was not unusual for

the retail store's sales receipts for that fortnight to exceed
the amount of income flowing into the community for the same
period.

Table 7.4 shows the distribution'of expenditure in
the retail store across three broad c"ategoriesfor the two
survey periods.

A comparison with Table 7.2 shows that

expenditure in the store for the 1970 survey

per~od

exceeded

community income for .that period and store purchases were
therefore subsidised from bank accounts and the hoarded
savings.

1970 survey
aroount
1856

Food purchases

SrocJking needs

~
0

of total,
49.9

1972 survey
amount

% of total

1595

51.1

804

21.6

509

16.3

1063

28.5

1015

32,.6

$3723

100%

$3119

100%

Other household &

personal needs

Total

Table 7.4

Retail store expenditure patterns for the fortnights commenc in.g 23 /1/ 70 and 3/7 / 72, Edward River"

Not long after the completion of the second survey
of income and expenditure, a new demand on recur~ent expenditures appeared in the shape of a canteen· that sold beer.
Men
began to reserve additional portions of their p~y papkets to
spend in the cantee~.
While the amount of beer available
for sale was rationed, its availability would nonetheless
have made serious inroads into the bUdgeting behaviour of the
women, had there not been in the
offset the new demand.

inter~m

wage increases thai
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7.5.2

Saving strategies and buying of consumer durables
Saving money' to purchase specially desired .items was

not limited to Edward River housewives.

It was an important

feature of all individual budgeting behaviour.
For example
almost 40% of the total .amount of money put into circulation
during the 1972 survey period was not recouped' through retail
store sales, rent collections, movie.takings, petrol sales
or other official charges.
This sum was either saved or
disposed of through non-DAIA channels.
Savings existed in
two forms.
People either kept their money in Commonwealth
Savings Bank accounts or'else kept it at home·in private
hoards.
Many p:r;e~e~;-,ed ,t9 keep most of their m9ney.,.a.-t home
because of prior unfortunate experiences with the DAIA passbook system which preceded the introducti'on of Commonwealth
Bank passbooks.

From time to time I was asked to count

someone's private ,savings in order to· ascertain whether enough
.

,

had been amassed for some special purpose and these often

amounted, to several hundred dollars.

For the year of 1969

(the only year. for which I have complete statistics) 2'5% of
the community's earnings could not be accounted for in the
official collections and receipts.

While a proportion.of
that money was represented as' savings or private hoardings,

most of, it would have gone to purchase goods and services
from outlets other than those provided by the DAIA.
Between 1968 and 1975 the Edward River retail store
could not, for a variety of reasons, supply all the things
that Edward River people wanted to buy.

For instance, cloth-

ing was rarely in the styles and sizes considered appropriateo
Edward River women at that time preferred dresses that reached
below the knees.
(The reason was that when they sat crosslegged their dresses could be tucked modestly between their
legs thus avoiding any improper displays of underwear.)
During this perio~ such dress styles were unfashionable elseWhere, and often their only source was the second-hand clothing shops of Cairns.
Equally, men preferred the 'colourful
but

h~rd-wearing

apparel sold by stockmen's outfitters.

Such clothing was expensive, and

D~IA

storekeepers often, but

mistakenly, sought cheaper and far less durable substitutes
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tram manufacturers.

The retail store's range of household

furniture was limited to mattresses.

Very few items of

basic furniture such as chairs, tables and chests of drawers
ever appeared for sale.
sewing machines were

Kerosene refrigerators and treadle

great~y

desired but were never ordered

for sale since they would have become obsolete, so it was
argued, when the settlement was electrified.
retail store stock boats. outboard motors or

Nor did the
second-han~

4WD vehicles.
Edward River people employed a variety of ways to
make good the deficiencies in the retail store's normal range
of goods.

Items not in stock could be obtained on special

order through the retail store itself but few people used
this avenue, compl'ainirig 'o'f the'time it took for goods
arrive.

to

Helping with such orders was normally the duty of

a DAIA liaison officer, but Edward River people rarely had

one res·ident betwee-n 1968 and 1'975.

Mostly they had to

. request the after-hours assistance of staff. members to help

them write orders for, and calculate the cost of, the items
they wanted to buy.

Occasionally staff members undertook

to buy things for people when they went out on' leave.
themselves were a source of consumer durables.
frequen~ly

Staff

' Not in-

a staff member le~ving Edward River' would'dispose

of excess personal belongings to people in the community.
In this way a'small number of refrjgerators, battery-operated
radios and. record

play~rs,

bedroom furniture, firearms, boats

and vehicles were acquired.
From the Edward River point of view the most satis·factory way ,of making their non-store purchases was to go to
the eastern seaboard city of Cairns and buy what they wanted

.from the relatively enormous range available there.

The

airfare was expensive and accommodation was often difficult
to obtain due to cost and

d~scrimination.

advantages were more than offset by the

But these dis-

e~citement

of the

trip itself and the opportunities it provided for shopping,
for meeting other Aborigines from the Peninsular settlements
or simply sight-seeing and trying to make sense of the world
of Europeans.

For men the trip to Cairns was especially

liberating because .-they were able obtain liquor 'freely.

A
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trip to 'Cairns ,was a' desirab·le

commo~ity

but taking all its associated costs into

in its own- right"
a~count

(airfares,

money for acconunodation and meals, as- well as cash for spending) it was usually beyond the resources of individuals to
save the necessary money without making exceptional personal
sacrificesc

Many people in- fact made the trip at the ex-

pense of the government when they were sent out for medical
treatment e

Pregnant women, for instance, were sent to Cairns

Base Hospital to be delivered of their

bab~es.

Airline regu-

lations required them to be sent out in the seventh

~onth

of

their pregnancy so that expectan.t mothers had at' least a three
month's stay in the city.

In the majority of cases those

who did not make the trip under some free scheme, funded their
journey with the garnbli"ng winnings of thernselvesor their
close kin.
Gambling and saving were seen as rival solutions to
the perennial Edward River' problem of obtaining large sums of;
money.

In effect, gambling functioned as a lottery that

aggregrated the surplus cash of a number of' individuals and
randomly redistributed it to a lucky few.

The principal

game played on the Edward River gambling grounds was "cut".
It was a straightforward game in which the cards were shuffled

and dealt face up

int~

two piles called "inside" and "outside i'

The game was played on a blanket around which'the players sat
and made bets with each other by placing the money on the
blanket and gambling" on 'whet'her'''a giv·en card would fall'
side" or "outside".

II

in-

In operation the game tended to concen-

trate money in the ~ands of fewer and fewer players~

There

was little room for skill or cheating, although there was a
lively. market for charms and other practices said to enhance
the luck ,of gamblers.

I estimated that at times as much as

$400 would be in circulation around the gambling blanket on
a payday night.

"Winners were under strong social pressure

to bring at least part of their winnings back on subsequent
days to give the losers a chance to win something back.

In

fact the gambling funds in circulation diminished from their
payday peak as amounts were siphoned off into savings or were
used directly to purchase consumer durables or fund trips to
Cairns.

The garnes' ·themselves provided much excitement -within

•
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the community and wer·e played with (to my eye)

speed.·

bew~ldering

Both sexes gambled but those women who occasionally

gambled away their: family's "tucker moneyl·came in for a good

deal of criticismo
Most wage-earners both gambled an¢! put aside some
money from their wages.

Saving from one's wages was much

more certain (if less exhilirating) than

was a slow way to -accumulate money.

gambl~ng,

but it'

It was ·not uncommon

when the desired object was something involving a large outlay
(e.g. a boat or a vehicle) fOF several men to pool their savings.

Invariably such savings groups were composed of

of brothers..

I

knew of

~everal

s~ts

boats and one vehicle. that

had been purchased in this fashion.
7.5.3

Food consumption patterns
The people of Edward River were often exasperated by

the gap between their desire for material things and their
means to achieve them.

Their sense of diss.atisfaction often

manifesteq. itself in complaints such as:

our money".

liThe store eats up

When people said such ,things they were referr·ing

to the constant recurring expenditure on subsistence and other
domestic needs that made the realisation of other goods so
difficult and slow.

Certainly weekend and after-work hunting

activities were motivated as much by the need to stretch

family· incomes as by a desire. to vary·diet.

·But in truth,

an analysis of Edward River food consumption patterns showed

that they could not have spent much less on food and that by
nutritional standards their_purchased diet was inadequate.
During the two surveys, I noted 'all the

pur~hases

by

individual community members in the retail store and butcher's
shop and. recorded these on sets of cards, one for each individual purchaser.

The_ completed cards could be grquped to

yield consumption patterns of nuclear family.. units or households or aggregated to yield total food consumption patterns.
The analyses and

m~thodological

details uport

whi~h

the follow-

ing description is based are contained in an earlier series
of publications (Taylor 1973, 1977b).

Figure 7.6 provides

a comparison o.,·f· ,1970 pe·r capita food-buying patterns with
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BEVERAGES

II

125chu

I
I

soft drinks, tea,

cordials, Milo etc

J

c

~

CEREAL FCXJDS

1891 gm

1766 gm
~I 1788 "gm

cakes, puddings,
"flo:ur, biscuits,
b 'fast food-c::

EGGS

12 am

I
I

I

FATS & OILS

FISH & MEATS

~3

gm

I

I"

I

51 gm

I

I

726 gm
615 gm

-I

DAIRY FCXJDS

40 am

r

l. 70" gm

r

SUGARS

"1406 gm
1 1.700 gm

J
FRUIT & VEGETABLES

I
I

I

": f

Figure 7.6

-I

I 77 gm

Ave~age

362 gm
362 gm

weekly per capita consumption of

ma~n

Edwa;-dRiver 1972 ( unshaded). compa~ed
with Edward River 1970 taken as standard (shaded)c
foods~uffs.,

those of 1972.
Between the two suryey periods the purchased
diet had remai,ned substantially the same.
The increased
consumption of eggs and dairy foods "in 1972 was offset by a

decrease in the consumption of meat and fish, while purchases
of sugars (primarily refined sugar, but also golden syrup and
honey) in 1972 stood at an extraordinarily high level of
~~

1.700 kg per head.

~

.

The enormous increase in the consumption

of beve~ages in the 1972 surv~y was due to the sale of a
brewed non-alcoholic soft drink with a beer-like taste.

. The

retail store sold its complete stocks in one day when a rumour
spread that it was real

The"purchased diet lacked
variety and 75% of the money! Qutlaid for food went to purchase
beer~"
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fresh meat, r~fined sugar, white flour, tinned meats and teae
Mean weekly per capita expenditure on food had risen from $2w18

in 1970 to $2.67 in 1972, but this increase (of 22.5%) merely
reflected the fact that food prices had risen by 24.3%$

The

Edward River housewife spent less than half' the amount. her
white Queensland counterpart spent on food purchases.

For

example., in Queensland the mean weekly per capita·' amount spent

on food was $4.60 in. 1970 (source: Bureau of Census and Statisc=
tics 1971.).
On analysis, the 1972 surveyed diet was, if anything,
less nourishing than the 1970' diet.

Using tables of camp,o-

sition of Australian foods (Thomas and Corden 1970) it was
.. possible to estimate (with some limitations , .. s.ee Tayl,or 1977b:
157) the nutrient content of the purchased diet.

Table 7.5

presents a comparison of the nutrient content for the two surveys in terms of mean daily nutrient levels.
.

content of

t~e

.

The nutrient

purchased diet.is expressed as a percentage of

the actual nutrient value of the purchased diet divided by the

iaily nutrient intake levels recommended in the food tables for
-

,

a population with demographic characteristics like those at

Edward Riverc

It should be noted that the. values in Table 7.5

are· likely to be over-estimates since there was no feasible way
of taking food wastage

o~

nutrient depreciation due to cooking.

prC?cesses into account during the surveys.

'This being S'o, nut--

cer~ainly

worse than Table 7.5 indicates.
Table 7.5 shows some variation between the two periods.

rient shortfall was

The 1972 intake of protein, iron and niacin was lower than in
1970, and although the values of retinol activity (Vitamin A)
and ascorbic acid (vitarninC) show increases over 1970 levels,
both sets of values are substantially below recommended daily

The extremely low values for iron, retinol, ascorbic
acid and .the low value for niacin indicate that the purchased
diet was less than nutritionally adequate.
The low~' value for
levels.

calcium was of less concern since the "hard" water from the
settlement well,

filter~d

as it was through beds of seashells,

contained more than sufficient calc;:ium compounds to offset
the meagre levels of
T~e.

th~

purchased diet.

nutritiol1;al deficiencies of the purchased diet

did not, fortunatelYI extend to the smaller children.

From
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a percentage of recormended dietary levels.

Nutrient
~ories

103%

Protein

106%-89%

Calcium

49¥li-24%
73%
10%
260%
56%
71%
11%

Iron
Retinol activity
Thiamine
Rib oflayin

Niacin equivalent
Ascorbic acid

Table 7.5

1972 survey

1970 survey

117%
92%-74%
58%~26%

33%

24%
~33.%

70%
53%
28%

Mean daily nutrient value of purchased diet,
Edward River, Jan-Feb 1970 and July 1972.

October'1969 onwards, all children up to and including.sixyear aIds were given a specially prepared
included vitamin and· mineral supplements.

of the "feeding centre" was a

re~ponse

midd~y

meal that

The establish-

to evidence provided

by a number of medical surveys (e.g. Kettle 1966, Propert,

Edmonds and Parsons 1968'. Maxwell and E·lliot 1969, Jose
and Welch 1970) conducted

on

remote Aboriginal settle-

ments, . including Edward River, which

indicat~d

that

h~gh

levels of malnutrition existed among Aboriginal children.
It was most evident in children between the ages of six

months and t.hree years..

Here it manifested itself as growth

retardation and a high susceptibility to infection, which in
turn resulted in much higher mortality
comparable white children.

r~tes

than those of

.

It was thought too that
the p.oor
.

nourishment of pregnant women resulted in the delivery of low
birth weight babies, who having less than optimal stores of
nutrients had therefore a lowered capacity to survive nutritional and infective stress.

The most obvious effect of the

Edward River dietarnoJ:?g adults could be seen whenever they
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Virtually every adult had large gaps in their denti-

smilede

tion where teeth had been extracted because of the caries that
h~d

been induced by the high intake of sugarse

Hunting and fishing in the settlement's immediate
environs supplemented store-bought food to some extent, but

it was not an important alternative source of food.
October, 1973, I

During

1

conducted a survey of children s meals over

a period of six days when beach fishing conditions were
ularly good.

partic~

Hunted food figured in only 10% of the meals.

None of the pre-settlement plantfood staples were gathered by
the women.

Flour and other prepared cereals had completely

replaced them in the diet.

Children did, however, make great

use of. the wild fruits that grew in the

vicinity~f.the

settle-

ment when they were in season.
Although the Edward River retail store contained a
sufficient variety.of foodstuffs to allow the staff to produce
nutritious and varied meals, Edward River's" Aboriginal house~
wives had many reasons for not seeking to change their food
purcha-sing habits.

In the first place the'y wer·e used to their

particular diet.

Flour, sugar, tea, rice, tinned meat and

salt beef were the

fir~t

Western foods to which they were

introduced by miss ionaries .

By 1.968, damper, meat,

and tea

heavily laced with sugar. had become the staples of- every household.

Further, the majority of the settlement's housewives

lacked both the knowledge and the culinary ability necessary
to make the best nutritional use of the retail store's variety
of Western foodstuffs.

Apart from one short-lived voluntary

effort by a staff member's wife, no-one between 1968 and 1975
had attempted to increase the home

skills of Edward River women.

m~nagement

and domestic

Edward River women in general

lacked the kind of knowledge of food values that their European
counterparts usedc
p~e~criptions
~ccepted·as

Si~ce

Western foodstuffs lay outside the

and t~boos surrounding bush foods, they were all

good for eating.

Therefore the Edward River house-

wife chose foods that were cheap and filling and within her
capacity to prepare.

Though posters on the walls of the re-

tail store and the hospital urged the value of careful food selection and nursing sisters frequently talked about "good" foods

i"n the course of giving' advice to mothers and patients, Edward
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River women-had other uses for

the~r

money thari to "waste" it

on the preparation of what were to them exotic foodstuffs.

1.6
----

Summary

From the inception of the mission, it was clear to
both Aborigines and Europeans alike that an economy based on
hunting and gathering was largely incompatible with a settled
°life.
From the Europeans t point of view, it was fundamental
to the success of the settlement' that the pre-settlement subsistence system be augmented or totally replaced by something
else that, hopefully, would lead to economic independence.

FroIn the Aborigines' point of view, the expectation was that
their hunting and gathering

lifes~yle

would be replac'ed by

something that gave them access to European goods and serviceso
The endpoint of these processes of cultural diffusion was,
suspec~,
o

at all

•

I

only'dimly perceived by Aborigines if it was' perceived
For the missionaries and for the DAIA the endpoi~t

was the same.

The settlement was to- be developed to the

stage where its economy

cou~d

be articulated as a productive

unit in its own right with· that of wider Australia.

More- ...

over, the Edward River workfo·rce was to have the skills
o

and abilities

n~cessary

0

to enable them to compete for employ-

ment within the mainstream economy.
As things turned out, the economy of-the settlement
evolved through several stages, beginning with a subsistence

system that relied as much on hunting and gathering activities

as it did on-gardening and the distribution of ration·s.

With

the introduction in mission times of modest community develop-

ment programmes, gardening activities lapsed and inputs from
hunting and gathering to the community food supply diminishedo

The

settlem~nt's

economy became one in which the ration sys~em
dominated, although the introduction of i;oken wag,es permitted
Aborigines a certain amount of discretionary control over
expenditures on per$onal needs.

With the

take-ove~

of the

settlement ,'s management by the DAlA, the ration system was
replaced by a full cash economy.

The take-over also saw the

introduction of occupational training categories and a wage

system that gave individuals total ,responsibility for the
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disposal of the income they earned.
Through the evolution of the various forms of the
settlement's economy, the major dimension characterising the

interaction between· Europeans and Aborigines was that implicit
in the culture-donor/culture-recipient relationship, one which

in many ways parallels
maste~

and pupil.

t~e

relationship obtaining between

Edward River people were fond of referring

to their pre-settlement ignorance of the ways of Europeans and
their goods.

They had many stories about their encounters

with new· aspects of the European way of life.

selves as pupils,

~hey

Seeing them-

entrusted the direction and pace of the

economic development of the set~lement to Europeans~ while
they themselves began to learn new skills, acquire new tastes
and wants, and participate in other kinds of systems tor the
redistribution of goods.
The analysis of the responses

O~

the Edward River

people . . to the cash economy showed -that they evaluated rationa11y thei~ income-earnini possibilities and organised the
expenditure of their incomes in a way that

attempt~d

mise the fulfilment of their perce_ived needs.

to maxi-

The ability

to realise those needs was constrained by the limitations of
the economic structures created around them.

To overcome

some of these limitations the Edward River people created

additional means for the aggregation and redistribution of
personal income via gambling.
.CDuld not count prec·is'ely,

Even though most adults

it could be said' that Edward

River people were developing

"~

•• a sound awareness and under-

standing of the complex process associated with home economy"
(s·ee p. 353) in line with DAIA expectations.

At the same time, however, the responses of the Edward

River people to the

var~ous changes in the economic organisa-

tion of the community and to the development of its physical

structures were shaped in part by pre-settlement
Thus traditional

pr~ferences

in~fuences.

were at work in the formation of

neighbourhoods and work groups.

When the new economy moved

awa.y from the village to operate within the setting of the
reserve itself, pre-settlement patterns of land tenure and
ritual attitudes towards the land also had a powerful influ-

. -ence on the behaviour of' Ab.original workers and

pote·ntia~
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entrepreneurs.

The .operation of these pre-settlement behav-

ioural codes went largely unnoticed by the European staff.

If the major portion of the villagers' time was taken
u~

with the emerging

work

life-styl~

patt~rns underpinn~ng

of the settlement and the

it,. this did not mean that the pre-

settlement subsistence economy was a thing

~f

the past.

The

crafts, skills and knowledge that produced the tools, utensils

and other artefacts of the hunting and gathering subsistence
system were still intact and being put to use despite the
veneer of Western technology that surrounded their employment.
Through their continuity of association with the hinterland
of the reserve, Aboriginal perceptions of the countryside in
terms of place-names, of the resources of tracts and of the

supernatural characterictics 6f ritual estates, as well as
notions of ownership and access, remained firmly held by most
adults, even though they now visited their traditional
only (luring holidays in the bush.

8,0 firmly held

~anges

was. this

knowledge" that I felt that if·the DAIA were to leave the
settlement to its own devices, the old system could be reactivated. the day after the departure of

t~e

staff.

This is

not to say that anyone seriously contemplated such a possibility while I was in the field'.

At that time Edward River

people were firmly committed to their new lifestyle and its

accompanying consumerism.

However, the acquisition of larger

and larger amounts of personal property was not without its

implications for interpersonal relationships.

Some of these

implications will be explored in the next chapter.
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KINDRED AND MIGLOO -- THE .RESTRUCTURING

CHAPTER 8

OF SOCIAL RELATIONS

8.1

Introduction
The formation of the Edward River "settlement not

only meant that there would be fundamental reorientations in
economic schedules and roles; it also meant that there would
be radical changes in the codes and principles which the
Edward River people used to structur·e and interpret their

pre-settlement social relations.

In part, the revisions

and extensions of interactional codes were.made necessary
because Europeans could not (and would not) be incorporated
into t~e pre-settle~ent E~tterns·_
In ~y analysis of kin based rol~s in Chapter 3, I
demonstrated how the sets of reciprocal kin terms (see Figure
3.5) that made up the vocative kin terminology of the lang-

uages tif the Edward River res"erve cQuldbe disassembled into
distinctive clusters of rights, duties and expectations.
~

~

For t"he purposes of this chapter it is useful to follow the

terminology employed by Goodenou~·h (1965 ) and Keesing (1970)

and refer to actors· linked together in such relationship
pairs as~ "social identities
The term Ilrolell can then be
11.-

reserved for the enactment of the rights and duties together
with the technical competences expected of the actors in
such relationships.

In pre-settlement society, social

identity relationships were largely 'couched In' the idiom"Q£
ki~ship

and. assigned on the basis of closeness of relation-

ship and by the operation of rules of· succession (whose
detailed workings were only dimly perceived by this researcher).
There were other social categories besides those that were
lexically marked by reciprocal kin terms.

One might dis-

tinguish" relationship pairs such as "steward and band member"

in subsistence activities, IIritual boss and clan member in
ritual and ceremony, and in disputing Uplaintiffs and 'defenll

dants" and "fighters and blockers".

In mos·t situations,

kinship codes provided the primary organising principles for

the conduct of interpersonal relationships.
Even ·in the
assumption .of a social, ident.ity relationship, such as· II steward·
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and band member", kinship was the -most important factor
governing the
roles.

recruit~ent

of actors to those capacities and

Given the difficulties anthropologists have.had in
~he

mastering

polysemic complexities of Aboriginal kin terms

and the distribution of rights, duties and expectations
~cross

them,· it is

littl~

wonder that most Europeans could

not frame their interactions with Aborigines with any degree
of competence using Aboriginal codes.
In any case, European and Aboriginal relationships
lay outside the contexts and situations of the pre-settlement
world.

They were different in kind and quality.

Firstly,

the establishment of the mission ·cast Aboriginal/European
relationships into a special category of their own, that of
cultu~~

d6rior/culture recipietit.

their general role of

~hange

Se6ondly,-the Europeans in

agents were attempting to create

around· the Edward River people an environment that not only
mimic~ed

the physical and economic structures of the dominant

society, but also its ·social relationships.

This in turn

meant that Aborigines were expected to relate to Europeans
and to other Aborigines in capacities and contexts that lay
quite outside pre-settlement guidelines and values in order
to prepare them for entry into a social world whose profusion of social positions and roles reflected the complex
industrial society that generated them.

During the

~ield

work period Aboriginal interpersonal relationships could be'

clearly seen to have changed in two ways.

One was the

modi~·

fication of the pre-settlement codes for interacting· with
other Aborigines; the other was the development of an

additional repertoire of codes for interacting with Europeans.
Before proceeding further it will be analytically helpful to

·characterise the social structure of the Edward River settle~
ment between 1968 and 1975 as composed of five major sets of
relationships.

These sets are the terminal.taxa

o~

Figure

8.1 belowo
In Figure 8.1, kin-based

re~ationships

refer to the

pre-settlement 'codes for framing social interaction which the
people of

th~

reserve brought with them into the settlement

at its formation
the basis for

~nd

~any

which, though modified, still provided

of, .the on-going interpersonal transactions
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EDWARD RIVER SOCIAL STRUCTURE

/~

/

"".

ABORIGINAL/ABORIGINAL
RELATIONSHIPS

KIN-BASED
RELATIONSHIPS

IMPOSED

ABORIGINAL/STAFF

STAFF/STAFF

RELATIONSHIPS

RELATIONSHIPS

FORMAL

RELATIONSHIPS· RELATIONSHIPS

Figure 801

INFORMAL
RELATIONSHIPS

The broad categories of relationships struct.uring interpersonal relations,·E-dward River

1968-75.
between the Aboriginal residents in the settlement.
rela~ionships

Imposed

refer to the positions and capacities created

by the Europeans in their attempt to build around the Edward

River people the physical and social structures of the mainstream Australian ·society.

In these relationships Aborigines

were expected to interact with other Aborigines according- to
a European model that stressed· an impartial and,' to borrow a

term from Parsons (Parsons and 'Shils 1951:82), a universalistic
orientation that

se~

familial and egocentric ties at nought.

Here, I am referring to the community's occupational categories described in the previous chapter, and to positions
such as councillor or policeman, which had to do with the

maintenance .. 0.£ law and order.

.Formal relationships refer to

those exchanges between Aborigines and Europeans in which
Europeans were acting in their official capacities as both
providers of services and skills and as change agents.
Imposed and formal relationships were specified by Act,

lat.ion and other administrative means.

Regu~

Both Aborigines and

staff had reasonably clear (though not necessarily similar)
conceptions of the rights, duties and ambits of operation

associated with such relationships.

Informal relationships

refer to those out-of-working-hours situations when Aborigines
and staff found themselves interacting in terms other than

the "9-esignated

ro~es

of the settlement's workplace.

'These
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relationships were not officially subject to direction or
prescription.

The lack of guidelines constituted something

of a problem for the settlement's staff in managing their

off-duty relationships with community residents inasmuch as
they were free, within very broad limits, to choose what kind
of informal relationships they wanted to maintain with the
Edward River people.
Consequently, the degree of familiarity
staff members established with community residents varied.
~d

whereas formal and imposed relationships were moulded

~ith~n

a European template, informal relationships between

Aborigines and staff that achieved any degree of intimacy
were insensibly shaped in the direction of Aboriginal codes
for interper-sonal- behaviour-.
The final set of relationsh~ps, those between staff
members themselves, represented a substantial element in the
community's social organisation.
However, I shall postpone
a dis""cussio.n of these un·til Chapter 11.
In practice, the relationships described above were
not as neatly compartmentalised as the diagram would have it.
There were many situations in which Aborigines and ·staff
members suffered personal and interpersonal stresses, because
other actors held conflicting expectations concerning role.
enactment in those situations.
Role conflict was an important factor in the dynamics of interpersonal relations within
the Edwartl River community.
Indeed, as I ~ope to show in
this and succeeding chapters, role conflict 'and its resolution.
had much to do with the conservation of cultural boundaries

and the maintenance of Edward River as a distinctly bicultural community.
To understand role conflict and the
circumstances in which it arose, it will be necessary to loo'k
in more detail at each of the main relationship sets.
I do
this in the next four sections and I begin with a discussion
of formal relationshipso
8.2

Formal relationships

It would seem that very early in their dealings with
Europeans, the Aborigines -of Edward River re~erve had decided
that- their relatlonships with whites would be of an order
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different from that which governed their own interactions
They cl~ssified white people as "devils'· (wang in Kuuk
Thaayorre).
In doing so they were grouping Europeans with
the supernatural denizens of their environment and conceptually placing them on a plane that was different from that
0

inhabited by the Aborigines, who in most languages of the
reserve referred to each other- as pam.
This was perhaps
appropriate enough considering how strange European skin colour
apparel, domestic beasts and artefacts must have appeared in
Aboriginal eyes, and perhaps more appropriate considering how
powerful and unpredictably dangerous their weapons made them.
The European historical record testifies to a number of lethal
early encounters, bet~,eeI:l ~borigines and Europeans (e. g. see
Chapter 1, p. 2, and Loos 1974:6).
Some of the encounters
that occurred at the turn of the century had passed into the
Aboriginal oral tradition.
It was not uncommon for the
early pastoralists to·d~ive Aborigines ·off their runs at gunp·oint'~
One such incident on Rutland Plains station which
had fatal consequences for both whites and blacks was well
remembered at Edward .River.
The pastoralists involved, th~
Bowman brothers, unwittingly lent their names to a ser-ies of
similar atrocity stori~s that. were still recou~ted during my
field-work at Edward River (see Sommer N.D. for an account
of this event as seen by Aborigines).
The collection of
"Bowman storie's", most of which had nothing to do with the
Bowman brothers, represented a macabre and- cruel aspect of
Aboriginal and European confrontation at the

fronti~r

of

white expansion into Aboriginal realms on Cape York Peninsula.
Despite the

atro6it~es~

informants' accounts of early con-

tacts with Europeans reveal a lively, albeit cautious,
curiosity about them and their artefacts.

Europeans had

things that Aborigines wanted, two of the most important
being metals, to substitute for stone and wood in their own
technology, and

tobacco~

Equally, the Europeans on the

frontier had an interest in establishing regular and nonhostile relationships with Aborigines.
Itinerant sandal..;
wood gatherers began to engage them for short periods to
help them find

reserve.

a~d

collect supplies of the timber on the

Pastoralists on the, reserve's boundaries
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.:tppreciated the Aborigines' knowledg.e of landscape and season
and employed them as casual stock workersc

Many of them

permitted the est"ablishment of semi-permanent camps" on the
outskirts of station homesteads and did not object t9 the
presence of "bus:Q. blacks" or IImission blacks ll visiting their

For the mission-

kin who were employed on the properties.

aries, of course, the Aborigines of the reserve were the
raison-d'etre for their presence in the area.

They welcomed

curious·visitors from the bush "and supplied them with tobacco
and" trade goods, treated their ailments and, whenever"their
circumstances permitted it, supplied them with rations.

From

time to time the missionaries made forays into the domains of
the reserve's bush-dwellers to maintain- contact with those not
yet brought into the

miss~on

fold.

Out of such contacts the peopl.e of the Edward River
reserve began to adopt a set of codes for interacting. with

European:s.

The new codes clearly bore

~he

stamp of the

The lexicon of terms

social orders of European society.

used to distinguish the social identities of the newly emerg-

ing social

relation~hips

were drawn from Aboriginal English,

which as"a frontier pidgin rapidly gained a wide currency and

became the principal medium 0.£ communication bE.=tween Aborigine
and European, and between Aborigines of different language
. groups.

In Aboriginal English

l .

the Europeans were" collect-

ively termed "migloo", while people of

were called 1'murries".

Aborig~nal

descent

Within these two broad categories"

there were finer distinctions.

Male Aborigines, with the

exception" of· the very old, were: referred to and addressed by
whites and other Aborigines as 1Iboysll; similarly female
Aborigines- were called .. girls" •

IIBoss·' , 1Iiriissus", 11 Father

Jl

were terms Aborigines uS'ed in talking to the white men who
employed them, to white women and to missionari:es, respectively.

The status connotations of these terms reflected

both the hierarchical·organisation of European society with·
its asymmetrical power relatiC?nships (e. g • see Robinso"n
1972:127, arown and' Ford 1961) and,

from the white p'erspec-

tive, characterised Aborigines as being like

chil~ren,

which

is to say, in a position of tutelage and dependence vis-~-vis

Europeans.
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To aid the identification of individual, Abo.rigines,

Europeans also conferred English personal names on those
nat~ves of the reserve with whom they had regular contact.
These names were 'accepted by the people of the reserve and
incorporated into their own systems of terminology foraddressing and referring to people.
In spee~h between
Aborigines and, Europeans the use of names as terms of address
also reflected the unequai pow,er differential between the two
groups.

When Europeans addressed Aborigines they called

them by their .first names.

When Aborigi·nes spoke to whites

they employed the person's surname

pref~~ed

by the appro-

priate.title of respect (e.g. Mister so-and-so, Missus 50and-so, Father so-and-so).
When Ahorigines spoke to each
other 'using their European personal names, they normally
addressed and referred to each other by their first names
only.

For. the Edward River.people, pre-sett~ement relationships with Europeans were mostly temporary and ent.ailed no
obligations other than rendering services for the r·ewards
offered.
When a given contract was fulfilled an Aborigine
was free to return to a life in the bush, ostensibly unaltered by the experience (but see Chapter 6, Section 6.1).
The establishment of the set'tlement brought· Aborigine and
European into permanent contact and made relationships between
the two groups something of everyday concern ..
.

Offic~~l~y~·the

various

p~eces

.

of legislation

enacted by the Queensland Govern-ment for the welf'are and
benefit of Aborigines spelled out in broad terms the duties
of departmental officers and mission superintendents and the
their control over their charges.

I have already

discussed these in Chapter 6, Sect'ion 6.2.

If the wording

scope

of

o~

the Acts, Regulations and By-Laws was taken as a guide to

the quality of social interaction between settlement staff
and Aborigines,

on~

might expect that the dominant mode would
be· one of authoritarianism and paternalism on the part of the
whites and of tutelage and dependency on the part of the
Aborigines.
In fact, paternalistic authority and dependent
tutelage were key aspects of the relationships b~tween staff
and community residents in many areas of community life,
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though it should be noted that the authoritarianism was

rarely harsh nor was the dependency necessarily subservient.
Out of their interactions with mission and settlement staff

the Edward River people evolved a clear set. of norms concerning
their formal relations with them.
These norms stood as an
ideal behavioural template against which staff behaviour could
be assessed.

The norms were embodied in a phrase used

frequently by the Edward River people in referring to past
staff members whom they admired and whose loss to the community
Such staff members were called ngood- helpers

they regretted.

for the people·I

,

and the rights and duties of a _"'good helper I.

explicitly acknowledged the Europeans' role as change agents.
The characteristics of

.1

good helpers for the people n

COl,g,ld

be

assembled out of the positive and n-egative statements Edward
River people made concerning past and present staff behavioura
The' 'more important of them were as fellows:

1.

"·Good helpers for the pe'ople" did not inte-rfere
with or upset arrangements within the settlement
that were subject to- kin-based codes for

behaviour~

In the manoeuvres and machinations of groups and

individuals pursuing private goals,' staff as
.

.

"good helpers for the people" remained neutral.
Thus for example, in 1969, when it seemed that
the chaplain was ,about to consent to marry a

young'- Thaayo~re- couple whose union' was still subject to dispute, the marriage bosses were irateo

When the chaplain learnt of' the indignation he
had seemingly caused, he earned approval by
publicly stating that no-one would be married
until all parties had agreed to the matcp.

2.

nGood helpers for the people" treated Aboriginal
statements about their world with respect and
with9ut cultural bias.

When it was proposed

to build a stockyard near the dangerously
potent place Waanchikan, there was

g~eat

dis-

quiet and concern (see Chapter 7, p. 373).
Because _the st·ock overseer listened patiently
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to his men's warnings and relocated the stock..... _ _ ..:::1.
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hand, the stock overseer who ignored his menli
comments about flood height levels (Chapter 7,
po 372) not only ruined some government property, but also forfeited his reputation.
3.

IIGood helpers :tor the people" were competent
in their professions and were able to impart
at least some of their skills 'to Aboriginal

people

0

Mechanics who could not repair

vehicles, storekeepers who ran out of tobacco,
flour, tea or sugar and stock overseers who
never got on a horse, became objects of scorn

in Aboriginal eyes.

By contrast, staff who

successfully imparted

som~

new skill to Abqrig-

inal people were looked on with affectionate

regard.
4

0

"Good helpers for the peopleu·demonstrated" a
concern for individuals and for the community
Specifically, they were people

as a whole.
who maintained

e~sy

interpersonal relations

with the workers under their control and insis-

ted on the

55

re~cipr"ocal

use of first names .• "

In their role as change agents and as the
organisers of the settlement's daily activities,

"good helpers for the people ll did not attempt
to use their"·official powers and authority
unduly to force compliance on" people.

Rather,

they achieved their" ends through consultation,

negotiation artd agreement.

Staff who used

coercion and mandatory rulings to achieve their
ends were styled "hard".
6.

"Good helpers for the people" were
"stra~ghtn.

~lso

They practised no guile and were

truthful and straightforward in their dealings
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with people.

lri fashioning their concept of the "good helper for
the people ll

I

the Aborigina"l community as a whole was drawing

on a history of dealings with mission and DAIA·staf£ to
provide the experiences upon which to formulate a reasonable
and general set of duties for staff to observe in their formal relationships with them.

The implication of the concept

was that the observance of these general duties gave the
staf·f the right to expect "that Aborigines would participate
in the plans for the development of the settlement.

It can

also be seen as a necessary standard for fair dealing in a
situation in which Aborigines had-· -,become- greatly dependent
on European resources, management and.control for the functioning of their community.·
During the years 1968 to 1975, I found little evi-

dence to suggest that staff members were aware- that their
formal relationships with Aborigines were being monitored
.

.

against a local code.

The primary orientation of the staff

was to meet the expectations of th.eir employers, who were

principally the DAIA and the Queensland Department of Education.

No staff member appointed to Edward River during

that time had had any prior experience with the community •
.Many of the staff, those with trades and professions, were
appoint~d to.~dw~rd

River on the

oped within their own

~ociety.

ba~.~s

of. c,?~petences devel-

However, unlike the occu-

pational roles of the dominant society, the DAIA appointments
carried with them dimensions and responsibilities that set
the~

apart from the way in which ,the roles of nursing .sister,

school. teacher, clerk, plumber, mechanic·etc. were performed
in an ordinary country town of equivalent size.

In

carry~

ing out their official duties, staff were also expected to

be change agents and models of behavioural

pattern~

were seen as desirable for Aborigines to copy.

that

Yet at

the same time, staff had to come to terms with the problem
of communicating and

d~aling

with a people whose languages

and ·culture were markedly dif.ferent from the main'stream

culture.

All staff members, whether they were career

officers in the :·DAIA or simply transitory tradesmen or
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professionals, had to make allowances for local custom and
language to enable them to perform their official tasks.
Career officers in the DAIA with experience from.other
Aboriginal communit·ies to draw 'on, seemed to adjust to their
niche in the structure of Edward River with the least strain.
other staff found adjustment less easy.
I

will return to the theme of adjustment in Section

8.6 where I undertake a preliminary analysis of the dynamics
of role conflict and the consequences of its resolution.
It is necessary at·this point to examine the patterns of
A~original

kin-based relationships at Edward River between

1968 and 1975 to understand why accommodation was necessary
at all.
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Kin-based relationships

As I have already indicated, kinship persisted as
a dominant mode for organising interpersonal behaviour
between Aborigines at Edward River.

In many contexts

people still referred to each other' by kinship labels
rather than personal names.

Closeness of

determined behaviour within kindreds.

relations~ip

The Aboriginal use

of the environment depended on kin links to provide primary
entitlements and secondary access to land beyond

ment's immediate environs..

th~

settle-

It provided that basis f-or

the pursuit and settlement of disputes within the settlement
that had their origins in breaches of pre-settlement codes
of behaviour.
As might be expected, the pre-settlement codes for
interpersonal behaviour did not carryover into the settlement without change.
sciously instituted

Some of these changes.were
~y

Edward River people and

c~n-

they~

would

freely discuss them, although as I will demonstrate, the
changes were
kinsh~p

someti~es

less than real.

had assumed a new significance.

In other areas'.

This seemed to be

so in the case of the determination of clan membership, but
the case for this assertion will be advanced in Chapter 9.

In this section I .will. not attempt to cover all the areas of
interpersonal; behaviour for

wh~ch

kinship was relevant.
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The purpose of

th~s

section

~s

firstly to demonstrate in

broad terms how the pre-settlement codes and values for
relating to other Aborigines still persisted to shape everyday transactions between all Aborigines on the settlement,

and secondly to show its specific operation in the domestic
life of family groups and in marriage and residence arrange-

ments.

The influence of kin-based behaviours in dispute

settling will receive
The

an

impor~ance

extended discussion in Chapter lOa

of kin-based relationships was

formally recognised in Aboriginal English.
and referring to each other, Edward River

In addressing
peopl~

employed

a lexicon of kin terms that derived largely from English.
Such terms ,'W'er.e. ~sed in discourse between .~n"~ Aborigine and

another when it was inconvenient to use terms drawn from a

vernacular.
They were also. used in comm~ication between
Aborigines and Europeans.
Few Europeans were aware of how
far the pidgin" terms departed from the meanings conventionally ascribed to them in English.
lis~

Table 8.1 prese"nts. a

of the terms of address, together with their meanings,

in common use at Edward River betwen 1968 and 1975.
The terms in Table 8.1 could be applied referentially in conversation

wi~h

the addition of. appropriate

pronominal markers to indicate whose kin (or rather, whose
kindred") was being talked about, "for example, )'that cous in
mine I'

,

"granny yours·', "uncle belonging to we-two".

Another

set of kin terms and qualifying phra"ses were used almost
exclusively in referring to relatives.
The more common of
them are indicated in Table 8.2.
In Chapter 3 (pp. 122-3) I noted that pre-settlement
relationships fell into two. categories.

In one category,

the relationships were relaxed, informal "and even intimate;
in the other, they were associated with avoidance and respeqt
behaviours that were expressed in terms of taboos Gf speech,
touch and food-giving.

stood in

a

People referred to someone who

relationship of restraint as a

"poison II relation.

or

In 'the main, the rules of etiquette for

dealing with "poison relations" were still
during 1968-75.

'Ilongway~

funct~oning

There were signs, however, that they were

being eroded and losing some of their force because of the
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Used by.

Term of Address

both sexes in address; .'1g ttt.eir S ZS a.Tld FZ,..B: aT'J.d
others' who were classificatory equivalents
I

Girl

both sexes in addressing their D, BD and ZD and

their classificatory equivalents
Mum

both sexes.in addressing their M,. MZ and
oc~ionally by nen addressing their SW

Dad

both sexes in addressing their F , FE and their

classificatory equiyalents

Brother

both sexes in addressing B , r.1ZS"
those classified with them

Sister

both sexes in addressing Z MZD, FED and. those
classified with them

Granny

both sexes, in addressing FF, FFZ, ~, MFZ and all
tl;tose who weretenniriologically in the s~
generation level; and also by both sexes in addressipg SC IX: and all thqse tenninologically :¢ the

FBS and

I

I

arce

g~neration

level.

m:3.les addressing ~D' and those classified with
them; and by females addressing their FZS and

Cousin

those classified with them

Sister-in-law

both sexes addressing their BW; and by rrales
addressing "straight II warren who were rrarried or
otheJ:W'ise ineligible as spouses'

PSanchi

by

rren addressing their r.1BS and their FZS and
those classified with them (,an Aboriginal Er?-glish
word -of uncertain origin)

Table Scl

Aboriginal English terms of address in common
use at Edward River 1968-75.

inconvenience they caused.

The changes

~ere

most apparertt ·in the IIpoison-

cousin" relationship of those in their early twenties or
younger.
A number of young people in "poison-cQus1.n
relationships no longer observed the requirement- of strict
avoidance.
People described it as "talking to each otherUc
The decision not to "go poison" was made by the parents of
the pair involved.
They instructed their children to
ignore the conventions of avoidance and speech behaviour.
Social awkwardness and, s--ometimes the expectat'.ions ,o·f
ll

I
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Tenn

Referential·Meaning

11ISmall Father!!

father: s siblings

II-Sma.ll Mother I'

rrother's siblings

IISon ",

used by parents to refer to own children

II

Daughter I'

IICousin-brother" I
"Cousin-sister III
II

Uncle

II

Poison-uncle

.pSrallel cousins and those grouped
classificatorily with them
MB ·and males classified with

II

males in the MB category towards whom
avoidance -should be practised; also WF and
and potential WF

II

(male speaking)

"Poison-auntie II
(mcile speaking)

WMor potential
·WM

"Poison-granny"

those in

II

the· grandparental generation
towards whom avoidance was prescribed

Poison-cousin II

ZHZ, :FZD and those classified

(male .~speaking)
II

Poison-cousin

m

with them
EWE, !'185 and those .classified
with them

II

(female speaking)

a male or female undertaking rrotn:ning
seclusion or observing rrourning food
tab~S, usually wife, m:rt;her or father
of the deceased
II

Blood-relation II
Full-blood II ,

II

Full"

II

Really"

II

straight"

I

II

a kindred rrerci:>er and one not~ necessarily
related by a dem:>nstrabIe· consanguineal link
qualifiers which, when followed by a kin tenn,
indicate kindred rrerrbership rather thari a
blood tie

( IImanII or nwoman_lI)

used by either sex to denote a person in the
marriageable category

''Wronghead n

applied to marriages that were not

IILongway·relation

li

n

straight II

sorreone to whom avoidance etiquette·was due

Aboriginal English referential terms and
qualifiers in use at Edward River 1968-75.
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European staff were the reasons advanced for .=-ab.an,doning the
code

0

on~

Thus

of my informants described how she had

~old

her ,schoolboy son to abandon, avoidance b·ehaviours towards· a

certain "poison-cousin" who was in his class at school:

it

I told my boy, you can't go po.ison-cous·in towards her

~t I

c

s the teacher going to think if you can't ta1k to her

or 's·it next to her?1I
The relaxation of pre-settlement ettquette did not
extend to the rule forbidding marriage between "poisoncousins".

Even when the interactional rules were relaxed,

a young man, for example, - would still refe'r to his FZD as
his

I~poison-cousin11

marry.

I

implying thereby that they could not

Not all young people had" dropped their "poison-

cousin" behaviour

c

In one family, the older of two sisters

still·maintained theapp~opriate restrain~ t~ards.her
"poison-cousins" while her younger sibling spoke to the same
young. men" avoided by her sister.

Older people generally

had not relaxed the Ilpoison-cousin" codes I while those
~ross-generational relationships

of avoidance or

~estraint

(e. g. between t:JM: and DH, ·or between MB .and· ZS) were still

pUblicly maintained.

Nonetheless, they were at times

socially inconvenient.

The settlement, with its fixed'

neighbourhoods and its permanent dwellings, with its clearly
defined and immutable settings for carrying out activities
(e.g. the school, the retail store, the administrative offices,
the church; the community hall, the hospital) often constrained
"po£son relations" to come together and accept a degree of
proximity that would probably not have been tolerated in presettlement times.

invasion of

Grumbling and complaints about the'

rule~defined

space was especially noticeable when

the settlement's limited transportation facilities forced
people to crowd together in vehicles.

The space with which

the pre-settlement people used to mark and embroider their
interpersonal relationships was n-o longer available to them
in the new living-space formed by the settlement •.

One might

predict that there would be a further erosion of "poison"
relationships over time.
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Perhaps more important than the erosion of the etiquette of interaction was the change in the distribution of
the performance of kin-based duties and obligations.
Tables
3.3 t.O 3 .19 in Chapter 3 enumerate sets of rights and duties
defining the identity relationships of' the kindred.
I noted
(p .' 124) that the role obligations of the kin-dred comprised a

mix of long-t.erm commitments (such as, for example, those of

parents to children or of mother's brothers to sister's child~
ren) and s··hort-term demands surrounding status-changing
events like initiation or life-crisis events such as birth,
illness, disputes or death.
The changes came about either
because the occasion that called for the performance of
duties had been sUPP,;-essed .5)~ neglected, or because responsibilities that once belonged to kin were absorbed in part
or i~· whole by the w~~fare. and service mechanisms built into
the settlement's structure.
For instance, the· elaborate prescriptions surrounding
the disposal of a dead body were cut short when the missionaries forbad corpse exposure and insisted on ~ediate
·interment.
The settling of the ·dec~ased's outstanding
grievances and the mounting of revenge expeditions also

lapsed because missionaries and police alike could not app~ove
of violent. displays and attempts at homicide.
A death in the
set·tlement put in motion a new set of activities in which the

pre-settlement duties were transformed into codes that suited
.
the changed circumstances', but· which maintained pre-sewtlement
beliefs and values.
These new codes will be discussed in.
.

Similarly, the death of a kindred member called
for new ways of dealing with problems created in the wake of
a firm belief that most adult deaths were attributable to the
actions,of sorcerers.
This topic will be pursued more fully
in Chapter 10.
When the mission was established, the
missionaries would not permit the formation of any·new polygynous unions.
One result- of this was that a man who was
already married could not also marry a deceased brother's
wife and thereby assume the responsibility for looking after

Chapter 9.

her and her children.

In 1968-75, widows and their children

were financially supported by the normal Commonwealth pension
scheme and were provided with, spe9ial housing within the
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community.
~hus

Old people, too, were eligible for pensions,

obviating the need·

~or

their sons and daughters to con-

tribute resources directly to their maintenance.

However,

the institution .of the cash economy devolved fresh duties on
the children of aged parents.
sibili~y

They assumed the'respon-

for managing their parents' pensions and assisting

them with their shopping at the retail store.

During 1968-

75, women only rarely assisted with the· birth of their female
kindred's children.

Pregnant women were normally sent to

Cairns Base Hospital to be delivered of their babies.

Be-

cause of an airline rule concerning the carriage of pregnant
women, mothers-to-be were usually sent out to Cairns in the
seventh month of their pregn.ancy..

It was only through. some

miscalculation of the birth date or t,hrough subterfuge on
the part of some women (see Chapter. 11) that babies were born
in the settlement, thus activating the pre-settlement system

for providing"midwifery help.
The education of children was another area where
responsibiliti~s

were divided.

were in operation.

Two systems of education
The first was represented by the school·

and was, of course, modelled on the educational procedures
of European-Austral.ian society.

Its formal structure of .

classrooms .and teachers, ~f syllab~s and grades, was meant
to prepare children for their entry into the evolving lifestyle of the community and to equip them with knowledge and
skills necessary for their induction into the community's
training programmes.

From its beginnings as a one-teacher

school in mission times, teaching a non-standard and comparatively restricted syllabus, the school had, by 1975,
elaborated to the point" where some of the children emerging
from the system cou-Id. be sent away to an ordinary residential

high school to further their education.

The second system

of education had its. roots in the pre-settlement so'cialisation

process in which parents, kindred members, peer groups and
the community as a whole had responsibilities "for imparting
some aspect or other of cuI t'ural competence ~
In the set,tlement, the pattern of the distribution of responsibilities for
communicating knowledge and codes of behaviour that lay outside"the schooL-~urriculum was little changed from that Of
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the

pre~settlement

For examp.Le,

socialisation process.

mothers and fathers still

teach their daughters and sons the

-ap~ropriate

sex-specific

techniqu,es associated with obtaining and processing food,
crafting locril

~aterials' an~participat~ng.in·the·

and ritual life of the community.

ceremonial

Like the pre-settlement

socialisation exper-tence, this "local ll educational system was
based largely

~n

learning .by observation and by participating

in situations and activities that had immediate relevance and
In the settlement, both the content and the

application.

order of such informal learning

reflecte~

the way in. which

,the settlement 'lifestyle differed from the pre-settlement one.

Thu's'-f-athers' . were more likely
handle

fis~ing

to-'~tEfach" ·"t·h-"ei-r

sons how to

lines, rather than how to engage in shallow

water fish poisoning techniques, simply because line-fishing
was more
potential

appropr~ate
year~round

in the

settle~ent

environs and ,had a

On the other hand,

productivity.

fishing with spears had not been replaced by

line-fi~hing~

because fish'would not always take baits reliably.

Wading

over the submerged ,tidal flats in search of stingarees,
sharks, barramundi and other large marine creatures was a

profitable way to augment a family's lar'de.r.

Hence, men

still made small spears and spear-throwers for their own
sons and their brothers' sons to practise with and, when

they were old
itemse

enough,.jn~t~~cted them

in the- making of. those
Similar changes had taken place in the domestic

education of daughterse

A girl was more likely to learn

how to use flour, the settlement's' staple plant-derived food,
than how to prepar'e such things as
bulguru or the hearts of palms

til

II

cheeky yarn"

I

arrowroot,

The operation of the

II

local III

educational system .was, of course, constrained by the fact
that those who taught and those who learnt were' caught up in
the official activity schedules of the settlement.

Hence,

much informal learning took place in the hours after work
and after school when people had a measure of control over
their own routines.

The processes of "local" education

continued well past childhood as older kin took advantage of
the opportunities provided 'by time, place and occasion to
augment a~propriately the knowledge and the skills of

their
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younger kin.

In a sense, the local informal system and

the impose"d . f.ormal.

syst~ms

of education

.compe.t~d ·.with:

each other for relevance in the minds 'of the Edward River

children.
The introduction to the school of a vernacular
language tea.ching programme during the ~arly 19705 provided
a bridge of sorts between the two systems, since the teaching
materials were prepared in association with Aboriginal teaching aides and they tended' to reflect "local" content rather
than content derived from non-Edward River sources.

While there were, then, clear departures from the·
pre-settlement patterns of k,in-based d.uty and obligation,
the codes for regulating the interpersonal behaviour of the
Edward River people remained substantially unchanged in
'#'-

~

-.......... : •

~

~

d .... -

their essentials.

•• _..... ",_,.

The differences between pre-settlement

and settlement patterns lay in the fact that the same basic
set of principles and values was finding expression in two
different social and'physical environments, the bush on th~
one hand, the ¥settlement on the other..

For

~xample,

within

the settlement an individual still owed duties and had
rights within the kindred.

Although some of the pre-

settlement distribution of duties had disappeared or had
been shared with staff and other outsiders, the kindred
.persisted as the individual's primary support group in both
emotional and practical terms.

Just as in the pre-settlement

era, key identity relationships within the kindred (e.g.

fai!her, 'mother,' 'mother's brother) were . maintained' through
replacement when the

a~tual

kin died or were absent.

In

Edward River English, people call~d this process of kin
succession "taking overA.
The protocols of dominance and
authority' based on· age, sex and relationship still seemed to
app.ly with undiminished force.

Mothers still retained the

principal right to control and discipline their children.
Older brothers still exercised the rigpt to admonish younger

siblings.

A mother -' s brother was expected 'flo interfere when

a woman's grown child became unruly.
There was little change in the decision-making

rights individuals exercised over others in their kindredo
For instance, no action could be taken by anyone with respect
to a child

~ithout

first consulting its mother.

Thus, it
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·was a mother who decided how others

~hotild

call her

ch~ld

if

.there were alternative ways of determining the appropriate
kin term.

Parents and mother's brothers still exercised a

controlling interest in the marriage destinies of their

children and the children of their sisters.

Surrogates

recruited to fill these positions when actual kin were
missing seemed no less punctilious about
-

.

authority in marriage matters.
by

exer~is~ng

their

It was sometimes asserted

young Edward River adults that settlement marriages were

acts of free choice and unconstrained by the betrothal system.
But it was hard to reconcile this assertion with the realities
of spouse selection.

The rule that enjoined young women to

seek a FZS or someone classified with him, or
seek a MBD or nMBD

H

~o~a.man

to

still guided the preliminary search for

.spouses.

Further, an examination of marriage disputes (e.g
Case No. 15, pp. 536-8 in Chapter 10) showed that older

people -exercised a major" influence in the" choice of marriage

partners.

An ex.aminati'on of settlement marriage patterns

also revealed little deviation from the patterns prior to
settlement.
In figure 8.2, I have constructed a diagram of
settlement marriages after the fashion Of Figure 2.11 which
represented the flow of women in marriage between the clans
of the Kuuk Thaayorre and their neighbours.

Figure 8.2

focuses on the marriages of the same core of Kuuk Thaayorre
clans, namely Spear/Duck, Jewfish, Watersnake, Brolga, Wallaby/

Lightning, Darter and Dog/Goanna.
Further, the Spear/
Yuuchup clan, for which data were not available in constructing Figure 2.11, now appears as a clan in its own right in
Figure 8.2.
The Freshwater/Rain clan (Yir Yoront) is still
shown, and the Grass clan (Olkol) is especially identified
as well, since some of·the members of these two clans were
living .permanently at Edward River.

Both of these "C'clans

had representatives at Kowanyama.
Marriages between these
two clans and Kuuk Thaayorre clans had been contracted by
members of both the Edward River and Kowanyama branches.

In 1975·, the Darter clan was represented by one elderly lady
and the Jewfish clan was also on the verge of extinction,
having no surviving male members.
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1
!:!.!! Nganchera clans

---,

SPEAR/DUCK

·St,aff.

)

)

SPEAR/YUUCHUP
GR~SS

Figure 8.2

Flow of women in marriage between Kuuk
Thaayorre clans and their neighbours, 1939-75e
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Marriages took place within two clans, Wallaby/
Lightning and Watersnake.

These marriages are indicated

in Figure 8.2 by recursive arrows.

Numerically, these

clans were among the largest at Edward River (see Table

8.3.

One of these marriages was sai.d to be ., straight"

while the other, that within the Watersnake clan, was said
to' be JlwrongheadJI and was subject to a series of disputes
that lasted some three years before the principal objector,
the father of the young man involved, conceded

~ithbad

At no· point in the

grace to let the union be acknowledged.

dispute was it ever suggested that common clan membership

The existence of

was a reason for opposing the marriage.
these marriages may be

ta~en

to support the argument in

Sectio·n 3.4, Chapter 3, that clans· such as these were not
Non~theless,

the ·units involved in marriage exchanges.

when due allowance is made for cl,an·resett.lement and demo-

graphic vicissitudes,' the patterns of "the flow of women' in
marri~ge

between the clans remain remarkably similar.

The

pattern of cyclical exchange still dominates along much
the same routes as in pre-settlement times.

This reflects

the fact that marriages were still in the control of
betrothal-makers whose prejudices and preferences for directing and consenting to marriage choices were still moulded
by pre-settlement considerations.

Marriages between Kuuk Thaayorre and Wik Nganchera
clans (other than Groper/Barramundi) had increased to 11% of
the tO,tal marriages compared with· 6.9% for the pre-settlement

However, a difference of 4.1% does not constitute
a very great change in this context.
A new factor was the
availability of staff members as marriage partners.
Staff
members sometimes contracted liaisons of some intimacy
with Edward River people, but only one of these, as at
1975, had resulted in marriage.
I shall discuss these

period.

liaisons in more detail in Section 8.5.

Information con-

cerning the status of marriages between Aborigines was
available for 41 (75%) of the post-settlement unions.
that number 31 (-75.6%) were

.1 straight"

Of

and 10 were "wrong-

head".
This compares with the pre-settlement percentage
of "str~ightn marriages of 66% (see p. 114).
Given the
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7\1\.

!~uiyiBERS

'-J-.LC"':U. ...

~URVrv""ING

Males

Females

Total

PATRILINEALS

...

4'

4

....

-:>

1

1

-

3

4

7

1

13

9

22

2

Watersnake

15

22

37

4

Wallaby/Lightning

30

14·

44

2

Jewfish

-

1

1

-

Darter

-

1

1

-

Duck/Spear

25
11

21

46

3

9

20

1

Groper/Barramundi

4

3

7

2

Di.ver

3

3

6

1

16

16

32

4

3

4

7

1

Snake

11

2

13

1

Shark

4

6

10

2

8

5

13

1

Ghost

6

3

9

1

TOTALS

152

128

280

26

-OLKOL

Grass

*

YIR YORONT
Roughback Stingaree *
Freshwater/Rain
THAAYORRE
Dog/Goanna

Brolga

*

*

WIK NGANCHERA-

Possum
Jabiru

*
*

WIK MUNGKAN

Freshwater Crocodile *
BAKANH:

Table 8.3

Clans permanently represented in the Edward River

settlement as at January, 1970.

Clans marked with an asterisk

p,aye clan members known to be resident at Aurukun, Kowanyarna or
-elsewhere.
Note three .. outs·1.ders" not listed.
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l~ck

of

informat~on

on the other 25%, it would be unwise to

conclude that settlement marriages. were becoming more .ortho-

It does seem fair to conclude that they were no less

dox~

orthodox,;
8.4

Imposed Relationships
Imposed relationships refer to those situations in

which interaction between the Aboriginal residents of Edward
River took place in the context of social identities that

were defined from the outside. They were not in any sense
modified kin-based relationships.
Rather, they were rel~
t~onships whose purposes and funqtions were ~inked to the
official scenes and activities of the settlement.
In that
sense they represented a new code for interpersonal behaviour.
I am referring here to the social identities of the occupation

sets C.e. g. -retail store assistants, carpenters, hygiene men,
crocodile farm workers, the butchering gang and so forth)",
to the named positions and roles associ~ted with the church
and communit·y welfare orgaI1i"sations (such as altar· server or

welfare committee member-), as: ·well as thos'e official positions

whose functions related mainly to community management and
the maintenan-ce of law and order (such as councillor and

Some of the positions in the occupational sets

policeman).

required little interaction between members of a particular
set and the community at large.

Stockmen", for instance, and

carpenters or fencers had little to do with "the public" as

they went about their

task~c

other occupations or positions

entailed a good deal of interaction with community members

in complementary identity relationships.
store assistants, community members were

Thus for retail
cus torners
for
lJ

II

,

nursing aides they were "patients", for policemen they were
lithe public c;>r "lawbreakers", for councillors they were
II

lithe

p~ople" e

When Edward River people were interacting on the
basis of their imposed roles, kin-based modes of address,
and to a degree kin-based behavioural etiquette,
aside.

w~re

put

Imposed relationships had their .own codes for

addressing and ·:r:eferrin.g to people •

In imposed relationships
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actors tended to use English first names or, depending on
as "Mrs", "Mr n

uChairman" or "Constable".

,

Strongly in-

grained behaviours such as Hpoison-cousin" avoidance could
be suppressed if the occasion demanded it.

once saw this

I

happen in the case of an Edward River Councillor who in his
capacity as Chairman of the Court had the responsibility to
hear a charge related to a dispute between two middle-aged
women.

One of the women was his "poison-cousin".

In

other circumstances the two people stringently avoided each
other.

In the context prescribed by the Aboriginal Court,

and in their roles as "Chairman" and Ndefendent", it was
necessari for' them to interact.

Interqhanges between the

two were marked by the elaborate use of formal titles and

0

total avoidance of eye contact.
Whe~

people referred to the actions of others in
.

.

.

contex=ts that- called for imposed relationships theygener,ally
employed the title that characterised their particular status
in that context rather than use kin-based terminology.
Hence, they used phrases like lithe Chairman",
ke~per"

"that store-

or nthe welfare man" when they were describing

situations that lay outside the ordinary domains of kinbased relationships.

The term "imposed u. is not meant to imply that these
guidelines f.or interpersonal behaviour were necessarily
~

... ~

.......

~_

~.

~

~

&

••

• n

unacceptable to the people of Edward River.

~

~.~.

They were

adopted- as reasonable ways for doing things in the evolving

social organisation of the community, always provided that
the claims of kin-based relationships asserted no prior

authority or set of conflicting expectations.
time such conflicts did occur,

8.5

as

From time to

I shall describe shortly.

Informal relationships
As I noted earlier, the degree to which staff and

community residents interacted outside t.he structured
settings of the workplace varied.

For the staff there

were no departmental expec~ations concerning after-work

relationships with AborOigines other than that they should
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:onforrnto the very broad standards for reasonable conduct
laid out in the official codes (e.g. see The Aborigines' and
Torres Strait Islanders' Regulations of 1966, paragraphs 10,

12 and 16 [2]).
Indeed, new staff arriving at the settlement had much to adapt to, both in terms of amenities and
Edward River.'

5

residents, before they could reasonably begin

to form personal relatiC?nships with Aborigines that extended
into non-work settings.
O~

t.he other hand, -the Aboriginal residents of

Edward River did possess .a minimum set of prescriptions

These
prescriptions were part of the general "good helper for the
people" concept which I described·- ·in·· -pa·rt··--when- discussing
formal relations.
As IIgood helpers for the people staff,
in their spare hours, were expected to act .as mediators
between the Edward River people and the world beyond
'the settlement's boundaries.
Edward River people relied on
staff to supply them with ihformation and opinions about the
'concerning such Aboriginal-staff interactions.

Ji

events and products of urban Australia.

They needed staff

help in writing for mail-order goods and arranging for their
payment.
They also needed staff skills in repairing broken
items such as gramophones, radios, boat motors, refrigerators

and so forth.

By Aboriginal reckoning, all staff members

were very affluent.

Staff who made-not even the least

portion of their material resources and skills available to
community residents were resented.

Staff were also expected

to play an appropriate, though generally minor, part in

public festivals (such as the New Year celebrations) and in

ceremonies such as funerals and Jlhouse openings

ll

(see

Chap~

ter 9).
The process of inducting recent staff arrivals into
their out-of-work roles as Jlgood helpers for the people ll

began when one or other·of the .village residents (often
someone in the staff member's work gang) -would vis ~ t a new

staff member's house for the purpose of requesting help with
some problem.

It might be the repair of a' broken domestic

appliance, or the writing of a mail-order letter, ·or it

make use of some part of the staff member's
resources, perhaps to borrow a firearm or to ask for

might be,·. to
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assistance with transportation if the staff member had a 4WD
vehiclee

Initial overtures were·undertaken with some hesi-

tancy and not before

canv~ssing

opinion among other community

members concerning the staff member's likely reactiono

The

actual request.was usually carefully phrased to allow- the
staff member to refuse without inqurring any embarrassrnento
Normally a request was preceded by some cautious enquirv
such as:
.. I don't know whether .you will agree ..• n

.. I don't know which way you are thi.nki.rtg.
'yes'.

You might say

You might say ·'no' ."

A refusal was accepted with a show of good grace and a
comment su.ch as:

"Gh never mind.

I just garrm:>n ask."

Out-of-working-hours demands on staff time were not

heavy·as far -as 1_ could gauge.

The form in -which they

were addressed made it easy for staff members to reject
proposals that were beyond their means or their competence
or else were simply too inconvenient to fulfill.

Some

staff members went .little further in developing their inform~l

relationships with the settlement's ·residents other

than to service such requests as they occurred.

When, they

encountered people in non-work contexts they tended to display a surface camaraderie that eased them in and out of
social s.ituations without creating expectations of greater

familiaritys
Other staff members, however, permitted their in-

formal

relationshi~s

to develop beyond the' banalitie~ of

staff--Aboriginal greeting ritual and the "good helper for
the people u

image.

Typically, there were two main routes

to forging relationships of more depth and meaning.
One route lay through the

elaborat~on

of frieridships

that developed in the workplace between people of the same

sex.

The majority of those that I observed were between,

male staff and Aborigi'nal men.

Frieridships bet,ween staff
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and Aborigines of opposite sexes usually began as sexual

liaisons a"nd provided the second route to forming meaning-

ful- informal ties.,

I shal-l discuss workplace friendships

first.
Workplace friendships became informal friendships
when a staff member and a particular Aboriginal worker began
to orgar:tise some of their· spare time activities together.

The activities usually consisted of joint hunting and fishing'trips, family picnics and a certain amount of visiting.
Probably little more underlay the formation of such friend-

ships- than personal compatibility and a desire on the part
of. the staff member to corne to terms with the environment
_,~In

and its people_.

trips away -from the sett_lement, it was

usually the staff member who supplied the means of transport
~nd

the Aborigine who provided the .knowledge of countryside,

quarry and hunting and ·fishing techniques.

Within the

settLement visiting patterns were markedly asymmetrical.
.

.

Almost invariably it was the Aboriginal partner who went to
the staff member's house' to yarn, perhaps to share a meal
and, before the establishment of tp.e canteen, to be invited
to share a surreptiti6us beer or two.

(Since staff houses

were specifically ,excised from the reserve, a staff member

could offer an Aborigine a drink without breaking the law.
Drinks were offered more or less surreptitiously, because no
staff member wanted to be thought of as being in a position

to supply liquor freely to any member of the community.)'
Staff members scarcely ever reciprocated by
ing the home of their Aboriginal friend.

infor~ally

visit-

It was even rarer

for a staff member to. take a meal, or be invited to share a
meal, in an Aboriginal home.

Workplace friendships hardly

ever extended to include other' members of either person's
family except in a very peripheral fashion.

For example

I

r-

know of no case where the wives of two men who were' friends'
ever developed a similar level of

fami~iarity

and interactione

Among the people of the settlement such friendships
were noted and the friends were said to be

II

good mates".

An Aborigi~e who had a staff member as a "good rna.te"

often

acted as mediator between the staff member and other Aborigines who wanted that staff memberc to perform some service
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for them.

In this role, the

Aborig~nal

"good mate" often

acted as a filter to choke off demands judged to be too

unreasonable·for the staff member to perform.

There were

times when this filtering caused complaints within the

Aboriginal community which led to accusations that the staff
member's time and resources were being monopolised to the
aetriment of other 'community members.
If permitted, the "good mate" bond could develop
further into what I term a "quasi-kin"

relationshi~.

were clear interactional markers in this process.

There

It

bega~n

when a staff inernber"s interest in his companion went beyond
the specifics of their mutually profitable spare-time act-

ivities

t~

include-' agene-ral concern for his

'w"ell~bei'hg'-ahd

To the Aborigine, such interest

personal circumstances.

was taken as· a sign that" the

r~latibnship

was beginning to

resemble something much more like the expressive and emotional
.

~ont~nt
wa~

.

of the

relationships of the kindred,. and it

~rimary

usual for him to respond by suggesting to the staff mem-

ber that they call each other by kin terms more appropriate
to the relationshipe
ing

to

the staff

Such a proposal was generally flatter(often because it was interpreted,

rnembe~

in ~ome fashion~ as being "accepted into the tribe").

The

kin terms chosen were generally those which, in Edward River
kin-based relati.onships
arity.

I

were capable of the greatest famili-

Between male friends,

the terms normally chosen were

either Ilbrother il or II father-son" ·terms.
the tone of the relationship.

The labels reflected

-They were not meant to specify

any particulai set of duties from the kin-based relationship

set.

Duties· of a general sort, however, were implicated.
They included "be~ng sor"ryll and participating in transactions
that were II secret wayJ'.
In Edward River Aborigin-al English, to IIbesorry"

fO'r someone meant both to be affected by that person' 5 cir-cumstances and to want to do something about them.

Put in

the context of staff-Aboriginal informal relationships, a
staff member would be appropriately

II

sorr-y" for his Aborig-

inal friend when, learning that his "brother" had" no flour,
he would commiserate with him and give him some' flour to
tide him

overw.~thout

expect,ing any

recomp·ense·~

IIBeing
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sorry·· also meant giving people .gifts to· take their minds
off some trouble or worry.

The material circumstances of

staff members were such that there were few situatioI;1s ~n
which Aborigines felt IIsorry" for them, except

perh~ps,

when a staff member was s'ingle, or temporarily without -his

Then an Aboriginal II good mate" might -feel so II sorryl.

wife.

about his friend's womanless state as to org~nise a girl
for his bed.
A .. secret wayll

t·ransaction was one that was hidden

from the public view.

In pre-settlement life, there were
many occasions that called for commun"ications to take place
in private, as for example in the passin'g on of proprietary
secret ritual and,formul.ae..,.,~,."in_. ".arrang.ing for the .r.evenge of
the death of a close kinsman and in organising ceremonies and

such

th~ngs

as the "abduction" of

their period of isolation
andot~e

initiat~s

and~seclusion

main body of the community.

which preceded

from their parents

In the settlement

there were many reasons for wanting what passed between
staff member and Aborigine to lie beyond the gaze of the
community

an~

the scrutiny of the staff.

o

Thus a staff mem-

._

ber might accede to a request to supply liquor illicitly to
his Aboriginal friend on the understanding that it was drunk
"secret way", i.e. unobtrusively and without being shared.
Or the staffmernber mig.ht undertake to procure for his
friend some item to be used as a lucky charm for gambling
or perhaps some sweet smelling toiletry to be used for love
magic.

From the Aboriginal point of view, the use of magic

.was always a secret business and hence the staff memb'er
would be urged not to tell anyone about the transaction.

There were also "secret way" conversations in which the
topic was to remain privy to the conversationists.

usually revolved around tales of love
actions of others, of gossip,

affa~rs,

They

of the illicit

inuendo and rumour an·d, if the

staff member was sympathetic enough, of sorcery.

The

public voicing of such suspicions would be tantamount to
making an accusation which would almost certainly lead to

an open dispute.
In their initial advances to staff as II goo d helpers
for ·the

people~·,

Aborigines were careful'to observe (inqeed
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to over-observe sometimes)
and gratitude.

~he

phraseology of civil request

Their solicitations were usually filled

with words like "please ll and "thank youlle

Such civilities

tended to drop out of the vocabulary of the Aboriginal
partner as the quasi-kin relationship progressed.
were more

lik~ly

Requests

to take the form of the blurit demands that

were characteristic of ~in-based interactions rather than
courteous petitions.

So far as I could determine, there

were no words for I'please" and "thank you" in any of the
vernaculars of Edward River.

obli~

It would seem that when

gations are clearly distributed, there is little need for
polite words to 'grease the wheels of social interaction.

I

well remember one occasion,· when I, had gone to Cairns with,· a,
°

o.

group of young men and was offered a beer by one of the
party with .whom I was relatiyely in~imate.
and said, "Thank you.
almos~

took the beer

I

My Aborig1nal friend turned on me

II

fiercely and said, "Donlt tou say thank you ~o me.

You're an' Aborigine now.
(1975:2~O)

You just take it.

1I

Harris

draws attention to the idea that the

acknowledge~

ment of generosity is incompatible with the basic etiquette
of reciprocal
economies.

exc~ange

in

egalitari~n

hunter-gatherer

He notes that to call attention to one's own

generosity implies that others are in debt to you and that
repayment is expected.

This could well be the case for

Aboriginal exchanges as well.

But whatever their origins, the

seeming peremptoriness and lack of gratitude accompanying
requests and gift-giving was off-putting to staff members
who were brought up in other codes of civility.

were the implications of doing things
wa~"

II

So too

secret way".

II

Secret

transactions sometimes had the unsettling habit of going

awry,' especially those involving liquor, and becoming public
knOWledge.

When this happened, a staff member could be

placed in a compromising situation.

From the staff- point of

view there were negative· consequences to becoming too familiar with Aborigines.
An alternate route -to closer interpersonal relationships was provided through sexual liaisons.·

If

goss~p

was to

be believed, sexual encounters between Edward River's .young
single

,~womep

and single male staff were common.

Whatever the
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truth might have been about their freque,ncy, such encounters

did occur.

. Furthermore, they were not confined to single

male staff and Aboriginal girls.
seemed to

b~

For the most part, they

treated in much the same fashion as the light-

hearted sexual experimentation that went on "secret way"
between the young single people of the

~ettlement.

From

time to time a casual liaison would shift from the "secret
way 'I mode into public gaze when .the Aboriginal partner

began openly consorting with the staff· member.
Edward River people tended to treat such affairs on
their merits.

For instance,.when a storekeeper began

earn~

estly to court a young single mother at Edward River., the
community as a whole approved of the match.
maintain~d

concerned had

The woman

a determinedly independent stance

regarding marriage and had long ago fallen out of anyone's
marriage. calculations.

The couple eventually married.

SLrnilarly, when a Wik Nganchera bachelor of mature age'

became enamoured of a linguistic researcher, people expressed'
great satisfaction that he had at last found a woman to look
after him.

The relationship was broken up when the researcher

was transferred elsewhere.

On the other hand, a great deal of

dissatisfaction was expressed

whe~

a nursing

siste~

attachment with a young Kuuk Thaayorre man.
to marry elsewhere.

formed an

He was expected

The relationship not only threatened a

long-standing agreement, but people complained that the nursing sister was

neglec~ing

her duties because of her infat-

uation and that the young man's kindred were being given
favoured treatment.

When the nursing sister resigned and

left Edward River, most of the community was relieved.
The reaction of other staff to a sexual liaison
between one of their number and an Edward

Riv~r

resident was

nearly always one of disapproval, if not outright oppositionc
While there was no overt official policy in relation to such
liaisons, nonetheless subtle and not-so-subtle processes were

generally called into play to break up such unions and transfer the offending staff member elsewhere.

people were well aware of staff reactions to

Edward River
II

improper l '-

liaisons between staff members and the community's women.

was earnestly cautioned'by some of my younge~inforrnants

I
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to have nothing to do with the single women of the community
in case they

II

spoiled II me and caus,ed my leaving.

They told

me that before I came to the community, several mission staff
and one DAIA officer had been forced to resign or accept
transfers because of sexual entanglements· with some of the
women.

Indeed, d~~ing my stay in the field, there were

several occasions when accusations of improper behaviour

were used to secure the resignat-i'on of a number of staff
A liaison of wh,ich both staff

members (see Chapter 10).

and community residents 'disapproved was bound to be short-

livedc

However, as I noted above, Edward River people did
pr~nciple.

not oppose liaisons on

Opposition occurred when

a.r,elat,ionsJ;1ip constituted a, thre?li;, t9 existing arrangements

and understandings.

If the cohabitat.ion of a- staff member

became public and. encountered no opposition at the- village
level, it was usual for the close k1n of the Aboriginal
partner to begin to refer to the staff member by appropriate
affinal termSe
In one of the unions at least, the staff
member was given some formal coaching in lIin-law" behaviour.
Speaking generally, the level to which informal
relationships.developed depended·very much on the degree to
which a staff member. was prepared· to accept the eI1-tailments
of quasi-kin behaviour.

In Aboriginal eyes, the bestowal

of a kin term reflected the growing intimacy of the relationship.

It made the staff member less like a "migloo" and

. more like a ki.ndred .member.

However, the staff member'·'

always remained an unconventional addition to the Aboriginal
kindred.

In the first place, the duties and

bilities were negotiated rather than fixed.

respons~

Secondly,

unlike the true members of an Aboriginal kindred who were

linked to each other by networks of reciprocal duties, there
was little diffusion of .responsibility and obligation beyond
the pair immediately involved.

This was most likely due to

the fact that individual staff were only temporary features
of the human landscape, and" between
departured there was

insuff~cient

their-arriv~l'and their

time for the families of

those who entered into quasi-kin relationships to define
their roles in a mutually satisfactory way.
I· found ·that the special bond I

In my own case,

enjoyed ·with my informants
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did generalise to some
immediate families,

extent·~to.

members - cif- my· iriformants '

and they wou·ld refer to me by· kin terms

which reflected the relationship between my informant and
myself.

Whenever I camped out with such a family,

I was

incorporated pretty much into the family's structure of
re.sponsibilities arid dutie.s as any temporary kindred member
might be (see Chapter 3, p. 131).

At the sarne time, it

was also clearly recognised that I was a Rmigloo" who had
"migloo" responsibilities that took priority over my marginal
status as a kindred member.

In the settlement especially,

the "migloo" responsibilities were likely to take precedence
over any nascent rights and duties in a whole network of
kin.
.r'or tne stair member- who cared to develop an
informal relationship to the quasi-kin level, there were
The primary benefit lay in the way the relation-

rewards.

ship l}elped the staff member to inter.act wit-h the Edward

River community by providing insight into the event·s and
processes of settlement life.

Such understandings may

not have been ethnographically accurate, but at least they
recognised that much settlement behaviour was explicable in
'terms of Aboriginal cultural .codes rather· than

be~ng

merely

baffling.
·Eq~allYI

for Aborigines who were able to engage in

,an informal relationship with a staff member,

there were

benefits· over and b'eyond the exploitation of the staff member's resources.

The relationship gave individual Aborigines

a chance to view at close quarters the kind of· life-model they
were expected to emulate.

I suspect, howeve~, that the more

a staff member conformed to Aboriginal codes of interaction
in informal relationships, the more ~ikely it was~for an
Aborigine-to think that European relationships were predicated
on the same familistic basis as Aboriginal relation~hips.
And to the extent that this occurred, the universalistic
orientation that characterised ~he majority of out~ide
Australian social relationships was masked.
The second benefit to the Aboriginal partner in an
-

. .

informal relationship was the way it helped the Aborigine to
confront the labyrinthine and seemingly incomprehens.ible
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structures of the dominant society.

He or she could be

confident that there was at least one-friend from the other
side of the cultural chasm who could ac-t as a guide ~

To

illustrate this, I once had the good fortune to overhear my
chief informant trying to explain the nature of our relationship to a visitor from another reserve.
He described ho~
the relationship had developed, what terms we used in
addressing one another and some of the things we had done
together.

Then he elaborated on my role as a kind of

per.sonal cross-cu·ltural .facilitator.
said.

II

IISuppose I have some ·trouble.

court case -in Cairns.
nodding in ,I:11Y direction.
"Hets .•• "·

Its like this

I

II

he

It might be a big

Alright, he' 11 be there," he said,
liTo explain for me," he added.

He hesitated, searching for the right word in

his limited vocabul-ary of English.

"He's Aborigine for me,u.

he said finallYb

8.6

The dynamics of role conflict
Near the end of Section 8.1, I

observed that the

various sets of relationships governing interpersonal
behaviour at Edward River did nqt function indepe;ndently of
each other.

In the roster of settlement activities there

were a number of recurring situations where differing expec-

tati·ons about· role performance led to situations of role
c·onflict for Aborigines' and'-- 'staff' members alike.

Sometimes

the conflict arose out of having to choose between alternate
models for role performance, when, each had a penalty associated with it.

At other times, conflict came about because-

an actor had to· reconcile two competing sets of expectat·ions
surrounding the performance of a role.
Role conflict could be resolved

~n

a variety of ways.

Sometimes resolution was brought about by actors re.p.djusting

their expectations.
This was a frequent staff response.
Sometimes it was resolved by an actor seeming to meet the
expectations of all parties' involved.
Aboriginal councillors
frequently employed this tactic when caught between the
expectations of the people they represented and DAIA management.

'It was a strategy.that

r~quired

considerable political
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adroitness.

In some roles the personal and interpersonil

stresses caused by conflicting values and expectations were
so high that'opting out of the role" entirely was the only

remedy available.

This was particularly the

c~se

with

Aboriginal community policemen and nursing sisters.

There

were yet other situations where the inherent conflict lay

unresolved, as for example when two competing models were
available for the same role.

In these instances resolution

would only emerge when a community-wide consensus developed
concerning appropriate role behaviour.

In the following subsections I shall discuss three
kinds of situation that "commonly invoked role conflict.
They have to do with the use of

persq~al p~operty,

the

acquisition of which required considerable outlays of money,

with the

p~rformance

of newly appointed overseers and with

the general functioning of the Edward River council.
ex~p~es

Further

of role" conflict involving. Aboriginal policemen and

nursing sisters will be discussed in

Chapte~s

10 and

~l,

respectively.

Role conflict and the use of personal property

8.6~1

Under the token

~age

system of the "mission era,

there was little opportunity for the Edward River people to

acquire desirable but costly consumer durables such as boats,

outboard mo"to:r:s, 4WD vehicles, repeating"" shotguns, highpowered rifles, tents, sewing machines, refrigerators and"
other kinds of domestic furniture.

When the DAIA ushered.

in the cash economy and brought about a series of increases
in personal disposable income, the way was opened, for some
people at

l~ast,

to begin to acquire some of these things.

It" was not an easy matter to amass the money required, given
the low levels of Edward River incomes.

Funds came from

either the haphazard allocation of the gambling school or
else from personal savings.

There were many competing uses

for a growing cash reserve, and many special p~rpose savings
projects found~red: because of the pres~ures
demands
~xample

0

When an Edward River resident

Of

more salient

obta~ned

some costly

of Western technology, it usually represented a
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triumph of iron-willed determination over a host of tempting
alternative ways for spending a6cumulated savings.
During 1968-75, the acquisition of items of domestic

capital had not gone all th-at far, but their appearance upse1

the relatively egali·tarian distribution of private persona'l
property that qharacterised both the
mission life-styles.
4~D

pre-settleme~t

and

Things such as boats, outboard motors",

vehicles and high-performance firearms were alJ ~apable

of being borrowed.

Because they were scarce, they had many

potential users.

These included members of an owner's kin-

dred who expected to

s~are

in the

~esource th~ough

hiring it

The proud owner of, say, a new boat and-

in some fashion.

outboard motor would be beseiaed bv reauests from kin and
non"-kin to use them.
cr~ated

These requests
w~s

resource

a

compl~cated

problems, especially when the

piece of equipment that required

traiBing in its use and maintenance,' and
der~d

inoperative through

ov~r-use

w~ich

or misuse.

could be renTo conserve

an investment meant saying no to people who felt they were
entitled to a share in its use.

refuse

non-~in,
.

It was relatively easy to

and a standard tactic was to set the price
"

of the hire of the item well

It was harder to refuse

~eyond

kindr~d

the

b?rrowe~'s

members.

means.

Those who yielded

to kin pressures generally saw the useful life of their
possession rapidly eroded through constant

US~

and inexpert

handling.
Others, perhaps only too aware of the

persona~

cost

and sacrifice entailed in the purchase, deliberately restricted the ambit of those who could have access to their
equipment.

th~s,

In doing

they said they were acting like

the staff, who also did not make their possessions available
to all and sun,dry.

People who maintained control over

their goods in this "fashion were often accused by frustrated
would-be borrowers of being
much like rnigloo".
pointed out that

~hey

1I

mean men ll and of bE?ing "too

In their defence, those so labelled
did not want their belongings broken

up, and they said if people

wan~ed

such things they should

save up and buy their own instead of frittering their money

away on useless pursuits.
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There was no immediate resolution to the

prob~em

The owner

_J::

UJ..

a costly consumer durable could choose to honour the kinbased ethic and make the possession available to all who

fel,t they had a legitimate claim on it.

While this pre-

served the owner's reputation as a kinsman it usually
resulted in the rapid deterioration of the item.
18

If the·

staff. 1I model was chosen ~ the piece of equipment was preserveL

but at the cost of. the owner's reputation.
Presumably, in
the long run, a consensus regarding appropriate borrowing
and lendin~ behaviour wo~ld emerge as more people acquired

such .items
With the greater' availabil>ity of costly consume
durables one might expect that the sheer weight of demand ~on
0

particular individuals would decrease and h€nce reduce the
number of refusals.

Perhaps too, with greater availability,

there would be a wider .distribution of

k~owledge concerni~g

the use and misuse of capital items, and consequently, less
reluctance to lend and fewer charges of meanness.

The

emerging model for borrowing and lending might even~ua~ly
honour the kin-based ethic provided the user had the technical competence to operate the thing 'being borrowed.
8.6.2

Role conflict in

the>workp~a¥~

The "role conflict discussed in the prevlous section
was confined, of course, to Edward River's Aboriginal community.

The workplace provided another setting for role conflict

which involved both staff and Aborigines.

At the heart of

the conflict lay discrepant cultural attitudes concerning
who had legitimate authority in work situations.
In the staff view Edward River's work gangs were

meant, in their structure and

f~nction,

to mirror the way

work· ·groups were organised in mainstream Australian society ..
That is to say, the appointment of workers to gangs was
supposed to be independent of family relationships.
of authority

withi~

Positions

work gangs were to be filled by people who

were qualified by reason of their competence or skill at the
task.

Work> gangs were supposed to have a structure of

authority which could be diagrammed as in Figure 8.3 below
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""

~

'1l'a.T'2\J"'I~n

L .l.l"'...L.. .l'1.U.c..n

I
I·

-"11-·
directed

+

THE OVERSEER

who
THE

I

gaVe~rders

to

ABORIGINAL FOREMAN

who in turn

I

p~sed

them on to

.THE LEADING HANDS

I
who directed·

t

THE GANGERS

Figure 8.3

The presumed or "official

II

structure of

Edward River work gangs.

and which was implicit in all the occupational sets of the
community's official 'organisational chart (see Figure 7.4)0

The Aboriginal view of the way work gangs should
function was different.

There was no question in

Aborig~

inal minds that staff should control the activities of the

work groups.
~or

The "boss R. role was the primary formal role

Europeans to occupy.

However, work gangs could not be

composed of a random- aggregate of individuals selected only

upon the basis of their skills.

Rather, they should be

composed either of close relatives or people who had the
same language ties and neighbourhood

affiliatio~s.

This

was a tradition that went back to the early mission ·work
~roups,

whose composition was largely a product of
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(In· Chapter 7, I drew attention to the·

self-selection.
subtle

s~fting

process that produced work gangs of

this composition.)

More importantly however, the work

gan~

was an egalitarian grouping in which interaction between the
·Aboriginal members was guided by the etiquette of kin-based
relationships.

In the ideal work, gang all members should be

I-brothers" so as to promote an easy set of relationships.
It was rarely the case, however, that work groups could be
.
.
so conveniently arranged, although during my fieldwork there
was at least one stock gang. which was

compose~

of men who

were all related to each other in this way.
Conflict between the two opposing sets of expectations was usually sharpest when·· 'a new o·verseer arrived ···at
Edward River.

Most overseers who came there were tradesmen

or professionals accustomed to working within the structures
of the mainstream society.

Moreover, they were expected to

instil thos'e structures into their own work groups and
operate according to them.

Overseers then, expected their

Aboriginal foremen and leading hands to be able to direct
work in the overseer1s absence, to assign particular jobs
to whomever they thought capable, to ensure workers' output
and standards were maintained and to exercise· reasonable
individual judgement and responsibility.

In fact, Aborig-

inal foremen and leading hands would not and could not
function in this way· within the work gang.

Edward River

people resented and simply ignored any Aborigine who attempted to assert more authority than that accorded to him by
virtue of his membership in a kindred.

The line of command

and authority imposed over work groups virtually never·
coincided with the·'limited circle of kin-based authority
structures.

Without the personal ·supervision of the over-

seer, work gangs tended to falter because of a seeming
paralysis in

de~ision-m~king.

The situation was exacerbated when new. overseers
appointed younger and· better educated men to positions of
authority within work gangs in an attempt to circumvent
this problem.
stockmen~

·It was· importa;nt that "outside" .gangs (e.g.

fencers and

y~rd

builders) had some degree of

·independent operation, because they were often scattered
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over the reserve in a manner which made daily
difficult"

~upervision

When overseers attempted to control outside

work groups solely through ·a system of foremen and leading
~ands,

the results were too often less than satisfactory.

At best, foremen and leading hands would only pass on an
overseer's actual directives.

If situations arose that

required an on-the-sp'ot judgement, foremen and leading hands

did not exercise it even if they had the technical cornpet~nce

Whether work went on, or ceased pending

to do so.

the arrival of the "boss", was a matter for agreement by
consensus.

Should an overseer upbraid his foremen and

leading hands for latk of initiative and failure to exert
their aut·hority, t·hey replied 1:.h:at.. ,,_~,;h~~._p_e~_p,le .would not
listen to them.

To escape the overseer's strictures they

usually took the first opportunity they could to

r~sign.

The heaviest pressure, however, was felt by the new
overseer.

He-did belong to a hierarchical organisation and

he was.responsible to his superiors for reaching targeted

goals.

The resolution of the conflict was achieved when

the overseer adjusted his expectations to meet the situation a
The folklore of the staff themselves had it that the Aborigines of Edward River were simply not ready

responsibility over each other.

t~

exercise'

Any attempts to get them

to exert authority would inevitably fail for mysterious
"tribal" reasons.
inal

As a matter of plain observation, Aborig-

work' gangs functioned most

e~fectively

when overseers

gave orders on an individual basis to all their Aboriginal
.workmen. and personally monitored work output and quality,
and made all the necessary running decisions.

In fact then.

the actual structure of Aboriginal work gangs should be

diagrammed -as 'in Fi'gure 8. 4

e

From the Aboriginal point of v1ew, this was the
most convenient arrangement, 'since it kept the
~elationship ~~ere

tlbq~ss1t

it should be (i.e. with Europeans) and

allowed the Edward River people to maintain their own interactional codes within work groups without imposing incongruent

lines of authority over kin-based relationships
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A MANAGER

directed

+

'THE OVERSEER

who gave orders to

FOREMEN

Figure 8.4

~

I

THE LEADING HANDS

I

I

THE GANGERS

The actual authority structure of Edward
River work gangs.

8.6.3

Role conf'lict and the Edward River Council
A council system· of sorts was in operation at Edward

River as early as 1957.

After consultation'with the senior

males of each village, the mission superintendent of tlie time.

appointed three men to form a council that would act as a
bridge between mission staff and the people.
ines Act of 1965, Aboriginal
-

co~ncils

In the Aborig~

were legislatively
.

recognised, and the procedures for the election of council-

-lars" and the scope of their responsibilities and powers were
formalised.

When the first Aboriginal council was installed

urider the. provisions of the new Act just prior the_:: the takeover by the DAlA, t"he Edward River people .already possessed
well developed ideas concerning the 'functions of councillors.

Councillors were seen pr,imarily as mediators or

staff.
It was
important that councillors had the confidence and verbal
ability to interact not only with staff, but also with the

brokers between the community itself and

th~
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various dignitaries, such as polit·icians, senior churchmen

and

governrnentoffic~als,

settlement.

who from time to time visited the

Edward River people had no brief for counci.l-

lors who avoided such rneeti,ngs'.

One important function of'

the role of councillor was to bring requests and petitions
before the staff from individuals and groups within the
settlement.

on issues,

A seCOnd function was to advise and guide staff
events~ person~lit~es

and customs, whenever such

information was relevant, to the running of the community.
A third, and no less important, func,tion was to' act as a
channel of communication between staff and the rest of the
community.
E,lections to the council were held every. three years

c

Any adult was entitled to stan'd for election,- provJ.ded the

required nomination fee was paid and- provided there

were no

recent court convictions recorded-against the candidate's
name.~

co~ld

By law, Aboriginal policemen

not stand for

election unless they resigned from their position.

As I

noted in Chapter 6, between 1965 and 1974, council positions
were f-illed partly by popular election and partly by appoint-

ment.

(After 1974,.changes in the Regulations made them

elected bodies.)

full~

The "elected" councillors were those who

scored the highest number of votes.
ted" to councillor positions were

Those who

cand~dates

we~e

1l

appo in-

whose voting

tal.lies would have entitled them to fill the positions had
the procedure been fully elective.

In other words, councils

between 1965 and 1974 were de facto democratically elected
bodies.

I do not know whether this was the case in other

Aboriginal communities in that period.
During the course of my fieldwork, I witnessed only

others were held in

o,ne council e,lection, that of 1968.
1971 and in -1974.

It was clear that the Edward River

people took the business of council elections very seriouslyo
• .=.,:;

Most people who were entitled to vote did so.

Those who

were unable to read or write were assisted by staff members
when recording their choice of candidate.
election, two members of the

and two new members were

prev~ous

.1 appointed n

•

In the 1968

council were re-elected

All the councillors

were males and,representation from each neighbourhood was
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evenly divided.
Co~ncil

meetings were held more or less regularly

at the manager·' s instigation.

I attended a number of them ..

The meetings were usually composed of the councillors, the
manager, and an occasional staf.f member who- acted as minute

taker.

It was also usual for the Aboriginal police force

to be present in the council room, or else just outside
ilithin earshot.
The issues discussed at meetings varied greatly.

The items on a ntypical" agenda fell broadly into five setso
These were:

1.

Departmental information:

2•

Pet it ions· and reques ts ,;

.3.

Community affairs;

4.

Councillor's requests and initiatives;

5.

Community problems.

In the first category of items, the

m~nager

brought

to the attention of the councillors various items that were
thought to be of relevance to the community.

eluded correspondence

from~the

Director,

Topics

in~

staff·~transfers-"and

resignations, .the movements of stores and materials destined
for Edward River, wage rates and hours of work, progress

reports on developmental plans and projects, pastoral activ-

ities, visitors and so forth.
In the petitions and requests section, councillors
brought matters before the manager on behalf of people
lacked the

con~idence

to pursue t·hem on their own •.~

~ho

There

was no reason why people could not approach the manager
personally, but many, especially women, claimed to be "too
frightened"', or said that their grasp of English was too
limited to make themselves understood (or to understand what

was said to them).

Hence, they prought their problems to

the councillors with the request, "You try and ask him for

L148

me.

11

Such petitions might include claims p"y -indoividuals for

pensions and other entitlements, requests for information
concerning the whereabouts and welfare of absent relatives,
or applications to hire the community vehicles for weekend
trips.

Sometimes, the petitions originated with groups of
suc~

people who wanted some change in existing arrangements

as the trading hours of the retail store or butcher's shop,
holidays or houJ;"s of work.

were from people
community.

~utside

Other requests brought f.o"rw'ard

the reserve seeking to visit the

While permission to enter the reserve had to be

sought from the Aboriginal council, the council never took
independent action in any of these cases.

The approv-al of

the manager was always sought.
In the third category

o~

items, the

counc~~~ors

informed the manager of events that would be happening in
the near future in which, it was expected, there would be

participation.
Such events included ceremonies
associated with mo,urning ritual, the festivals, entertainments
and sports, usually held on pUblic holi.days, and "welcomes"
-( displays of old paten· dancing, see Chapter 9) held in
sorne~staff

1

11

honour of departing staff and other Europeans whom the

community fel't had rendere.d "some valuable

s~rvice

to them.

The fourth category comprised reque~ts for information by the councillors made on their own behalf concerning
matters not covered in the managers's reports under the first
cat"egory'~"-"*

Such items raised included- st-aff appointments to"

Edward River, the progress of previous petitions, stock

mustering activities and so on.

Councillors not" infrequently

made suggestions of their own for improving the community's

amenities and for timetabling its activities.
The last category is community problems, which were
brought to "the councillors' attention by the manager and were
issuescwhich, in the words of the Regulations,

see~ed

to

threaten " .•• the wellbein~ and progressive development" of the
community (The Aborigines' and Torres Strait Islanders'

Regula"

tions of 1966, section 20).

They mostly had to do with the
behaviour of c'ommunity residents ,which under the Regulations
and By-Laws, cons"tituted offences.
Most frequently~ these
problems related to the consumption of liquor,' fights and
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disturbance's of the peace, gambling, village hygiene, houses
left

vacan~

by mourning ritual requirements,

the "chronic"

dog nuisance and delinquent parents •.
In bringing issues like these to the councillors'

notice, the manager's object was to seek to involve the
councillors in the exercise of their
their authority.

responsibilitie~

and

Managers were, of course, well within

their rights in asking

t~e

councillors to do this, since the

legislation covering Aboriginal· councillors made them
~ible for the conduct,

respon~

d~scipline and well-being of the

settlement's residents. They were specifically charged with
maintaining the good rule and government of the communitYe
Manag·ers not unreasonably ·as'sume'd that, because councils
were popularly elected, even if only in a de facto way, they
were thereby endowed by the community with the authority to
pe~form

i~tended

as. it was

Regulations.,

they

shou~d

under the Acts

~nd

In· practical ·terms this meant that counc,illors,

by example and by personal persuasion, were to see to it that

people did not waste their money in gambling and did not

illegally consume liquor, that houses and surrounds were,
kept tidy and clean, that parents sent their children off
to school each day and generally adhered to the By-Laws and
Regulations and, if necessary, to cause

c~arges

against offenders in the Aboriginal court.
the expectation and

intentiC?~· (Jf.tl1.e ~~cts

to be laid

In other words,
and Regulations

concerning councillors was that they should and ought to make
decisions in the name of the community and see to their
implementation.
In fact, councillors had no such charter from the
people of Edward River, Regulations ;;:ind By-Laws notwithstanding, to intrude in anyone's .affairs, if such intrusion
was not grounded in kin-based lines of authority.

Coun.:-=.

cillors were seen as mediators and channellors of information,
as brokers for the people and advisers to management.
were not "bosses."

0

They

Thus, whenever a community problem sur-

faced at a council meeting, councillors were expected to
comply with two rival se,ts, of expectations.
proble~

The councillor's

was to manage the matter" in a way that seemed to meet

both sets of expectations.

For the most part, the manipulation
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of appearances meant the manipulation of the manager rather

than the people.
Many of the community problems brought up at
meetings had to do with fights and disturbances.

counc~~

When the

manager was simply seeking clarific,at-ion before laying'

charges, councillors usually gave unbiased, though superficial, descriptions of any events they had witnessed.
Giving instructions for the laying of charges was clearly a
staff matter in the council's view.

Th~

basic· conflict

arose when the manager, in bringing ,forward a problem, began
to imply that it was the councillors' duty to see to it.
In my notes of council meetings, I could discern a'
number of technique~ that councillors employed to avoid an

unwelcome, and in the. community's eyes , illegitimate,
assumption of responsibility.

One way of attempting to

avoid the issue completely was to claim the af,fair brought
to tqeir notice was an

11

out's ide It matter:, that is,· one of

"014 custom" and therefore not a proper one for the council's
considerati.on.

For example, rows and arguments over marriage

arrangements could be categorised in this way.

So too· could

delays connected with there-opening of houses that had been
deserted when one of' their occupants died.·

The distinction

between those matters that were the legitimate province of
staff interest, and those that were not, was first articulated during the mission era, when the missionaries as a

matter of po-3.:icy for1>ore to interfere if "tribal"custom
/t

seeme,d to be at the heart of an affair.

Indeed, the, legis .....

lation expressly charged councillors to act within the
framework of Aboriginal custom and practice (e.g. see The

Aborigines' and Torres Strait Islanders' Regulations of 1966,
section 21).

. Therefore, the. councillors were on firm ground

if they could persuade the

manag~r

that the problem was

"tribal" and would be dealt with independently by the village
residents concerned.
Most community problems could not be so conveniently
classified in this fashionc
When pressed by the manager,
councillors might undertake to "talk to those people".

This

usually meant. conveying, in the most diplomatic way possible,.
the mana,ger' s opinions and apprehensions to the people whose
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behaviour was in question.
were

gene~ally

Councillors performing this

careful to dissociate themselves from any

expressions that might

b~

interpreted as personally condem-

natory in case the recipient of the advice chose to regard
the councillor's remarks as an intrusion on his personal

rights and thereby precipitate a -dispute.
People so
approached might Ii agree to amend their ways, but there
II

was no guarantee that they would do so.

When agreement to

reform was not forthcoming,· a councillor would

~eport

back

to the manager to the effect that " .•• those people don't

listen to

me~.

Then the councillor would wash his hands of

the affair and transfer the re·spons'ibility for handling the

situati,on to the manager with-a comment such as, "It's all·

up to you now, Manager".
deal with

issues~they

Managers found it distasteful to

believed fell properly in the sphere

of. the councillors' responsibilities.

Lecturing to mis-

creants, or as a last resort pressing charges, did little
for the popularity of managers.
River viewpoint, it. was

still, from the Edward

manager's responsibility'and no
other's.
The manager had
ties of kinship to circumscribe his power to deal with people.
As the proper11
constituted IIboss", the ·man~ger could relate to all Edward
River residents along a single, unfettered dimension of
th~

no

authority.
There were yet other issues which the councillors
could neither avoid nor ~hift the responsibility fo~ their
management onto the manager's shoulders.

When such cases

occurred, the tactic' was to seem to meet the expectations
of maBager and people at the same time.

To do this success-

fully required the councillors to exercise all the skill they
could to make muddy waters even murkier, so that their own
actions were blurred or at least difficult to discern.

following case is an apt illustration of this
tione

It has to do wit'h.a .perennial problem

The

situaEdward River,

kind~of

~t

the doq nuisance.
1lowards·

the end of 1969, it was clear to everyone that the
Edward Rive~ dog population had grown out of all proportion.
There were dogs and whelping bitches everyW-here.
Many of
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the

an~

were ·obviously unhealthy, weak and erraciated._

?hey were rarely fed by their -owners.

Instead, they were

ostly left to their own devices to find food. ·in the bush
)r in the settlement I s garbage bins.

Each Iron1ing saw an.

unsightly and unhygienic scatter of waste strewn across the
settlement I s paths and yaids as a result of their nightly
depredations _

They were even beginning to enter people I s

dwellings in search of food..

At night, the greatly en-

larged "dog chorus "', a feature of the Edward River nocturnal

soundscape, was disturbing the sleep of manv..
The dog population explosion coincided with a visit from a
Qt:l.~:nsland

University team. that was conducting research

into child health.
specinens. from

~e

The team gathered bloOd and faecal

dogs and discovered that they were

riddled with a wide variety of parasites I sorre of which
wer~

capable of being transmitted to humans.·

In order

to convey the idea of the level of parasite infestation,
the research team invited the cOtn1cillors. and others, to
look down their microscope at afresh canine· blood sample.
The derconstration rradea great impression on the councillors

as they

obse~ed

tJ.1,e free-swimning micrC?filaria of the dog

heartwonn (Dirofilaria irrmitis) wriggling about aroong the
blood cells like. so many small snakes.
~·It··waS

clear that something would have to be done.

The

sturri:>ling block was that dog owners were as fiercely protective of their .dogs as they were of their children.

The

individual who owned and narted a dog· had the sale right to
its services (all dogs, no ma.tter how poor, were regarded as
useful for chasing garre) and the sole right to make any

decision regarding it.

While all people agreed that the

dogs were a problem, each dog owner blamed others

~or

the

dog nuisance and insisted that his or her anirrals did not
cause any traub.Ie.

The issue was raised at the 'last council. rreeting of January

in 1970 by the manager"

He pointed out that the dog popula--

tion "was out of hand and that the rredical team had shown
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that they were making people sick.
was not really true.

(This latter statement

The health team had rrerely

out that the dogs were a health hazard e
especi~y

said.

point~d

:Many of the dogs,

)

the rncmgyones, would have to be shot, therncmager

The chaintan demurred.

He said the reason why

there were so rncmy dogs was that people wanted - spare dogs to
replace the ones that got injured hunting.

The rncmager

countered that, by saying that i f the dogs were not in such
poor shape there would be fewer injuries.

Another

COilll-

cillor pointed out that the Aboriginal policerren did not
lik~

to

s~oot

It was usually done by the

people's dogs.

white police from Coen.

The councillor wanted to know i f

they were coming to shoot the dogs.

(-In·- fail:ness to the

. Coen police, they had requested that .they not be asked to
shoot Aboriginal dogs, because it did nothihg for policeAboriginal relations.)

The rranager replied that it was

not a problem for the White police nor was it reilly one
.for the council."

It was the owners' responsibility to

destroy sick and surplus dogs.

The council, said the

rncmager, should act under the By-Laws and prosecute those
who did not control their dogs.
taken up by the councillors,
there were too rncmy dogs.

This suggestion was not

althoug~

they agreed that

They admitted too

I

on the

strength of the health team's demonstration, that they
posed a health risk.
The chainnan

SaJ..Q

l:na:c. II peop.le agreed to shoot their own

dogs the problem would be solved, but i f they did not then
he supposed the rncmager would have to put all the dog owners
in gaol.

suggestion.

The rncmager forbore to- corment on the chai.rrran I s

Instead, he

tri~d

to get the councillors to

nominate an equable. nurrber of ,dogs per household.

rncmager suggested one good dog. was enough.

The

This prorrpted

a good deal of discussion in" which the Aboriginal policemen
joined (they obviously had an interest i f it was decided
there was' shooting to be done).

One of them said that i f

they shot anyone I 5 dog, then·· tne rncmager. would have to get

white .police to protect the policerren.

Why not get the

white police ariy.iiaY and clear out· all the dogs in one go,
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suggested another policerran.

After Imlch similar debate,

the manager said that i f the report of the health team

specifically irrplicated the dogs, then they would all have

to be shot.

"Well· manager," said a councillor,

will go bush as soon as you get that letter.
man .offered a corrpromise.

1I

II

everyone

The

ch.a.i:t-

Perhaps the councillors could

sound everybody out about the business and try to get sorre
agreerrent on the number of dogs that it was reasonable for

a household to' have.

If the." people agreed,- they would bring

back word to' the manager.

If they did not agree on a

reasonable number ••• the chairman faltered.

JlBetter send

them all bush," suggested a policeman sarcastically.
At the next c;:ouncil neeting, the dog issue was raised again •

. The c;:ouncillors reported, predictably enough, that no-one

could agree on a standard· quota of dogs per household.

It

.seerred that' everyone wanted the quota to be· just the "nurrber
of dogs that they currently owned.

surprised at this.

The manager was not

He unfolded" a plan of his own which

he thought would ultima.tely control dog numbers, involve the

councillors in the.proper exercise of their authority and,
for good measure, "add to the cormnin.ity. welfare flIDds.
dogs of Edward River were to be registered.
of $2.00, each dog would· receive a collar.

dogs were to be registered.

The

On the payrrent

Only healthy

After a suitable period had

been allowed for the registration process to take place, a
day

~ould

be set aside for shooting all dogs in both neigh-

bourhoods who were not wearing registration collars.

Collarless dogs would be presurred to be dogs that were too
unhealthy to be registered or else had no owners.

was, of course, a third possibility.

( There

Collarless dogs

might also be animals that people could not afford· to

register during the period of grace.

It waS the manager's

hope that the licence fees would constitute a financial
barrier to the acquisition of many dogs and, hence, would
encourage owners to destroy surplus pups.)

The, manager

suggested that two councillors, one from each

ne~ghbourhood,

be delegated the job of ascertaining the state of health of
the anima.ls to be registered, collecting the' reqistration.
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The rranager was gratified to

fees and issuing collars.
find t.n.at t..h.e proposal

accepted with little resistance

~-s

from the counclllors or the Aboriginal policenen c
In due

They

COUI."'se,

the councillors began issuing collars.

carefully inquired of owners whether the ani.rrals

they wished to register were healthy.

Naturally, no

applicant for a registration collar cla.irred to have an
'lmhealthy dog.

As the rranager had privately hoped, those

with large numbers of dogs (rrostly the alder people on

pensions) experienced great financial difficulty in purchasing sufficient registration collars for all- their
H~ever,

animals •

the bush skills and resources ---of.-- Edward

River stocknen were equal to the task.

They counterfeited

the official collars with leather purloined from the saddlery
.store -and distributed them to those of their' kin. who were
•

".I'"

•

financially embarassed by the n'l.lIIber of their dogs.
On the day set aside for the dog shooting, a.whole IIlOP1ing I 5 work schedule was cancelled and the entire population

was assembled in a safe place nea:I:' the administration

building.

Most' families had

their

ost~ntatiously brougl=lt

registered dogs with them in case the aim of the police

was bad.

A number of yet unregistered dogs were hidden

beneath worren 1 s skirts.

The Aboriginal police, anred

with shotguns ,and cartridges loaded with garre-shot, set
out on their patrol of the' deserted streets of the settle-

rent in Sea:I:'ch of collarless dogs.

Many warnings were

shouted after them to shoot only collarless dogs..

Old

ladies wept fqr fear of what might happen to their ani- .
ma.ls

$

It took the police several hours to conplete

their mission.

There were only two shots fired, both.

of them in the Thaayorre neighbourhood.
animals killed was in fact

d~g

One of the

and the other was one

of those rare beasts that had no know;n owner.

The

police patrol, which fortuitously happened to be composed
of only Thaayorre men, reported seeing no collarless dogs
in the Mungkan' neighbourhood, which was strange, because
"='~ A ~tter

of f·act

l

that was where the greatest'

n~er-
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of sickly animals

~e

concentrated.

The dogs remained as problematic as ever.

From

the manager's point of view, the whole exercise had to be

counted a failure.

He never broached the subject of dogs

again for the rest of his tenure at Edward River.

For the

councillors, it was a triumph, because they had managed once
more to navigate the tricky narrows of incompatible duties
without apparently coming to grief by conforming too much
to managerial expectations or

~o

the popular conception of

their role.
Steering between conflicting expectations would
have been more'd'iff'i'cul t- f'or the councillors had "t"he,i-r" --,
'languages not provided them with an invaluable asset when
dealing with the manager.

No manager ever understood any

of the Edward River vernaculars.

Therefore, whenever coun-

cillors had to confer among themselves for the purpose of
dealing with the exigencies posed by a manager who raised a
community problem, it was a relatively easy- matter to isolate
him from their discussion by dropping into the vernaculars
They returned to English when they had mapped the s_hoals

they had to navigate.
8.6.4

Summary
At this point it is convenient" to make some general

observations concerning the consequences of role conflict
as it 'has been discussed so far..

Role conflict was clearly

·a product of change processes, but that does not

mean~that

its presence meant that change was rnovingin desired and
planned directions.

In discussing the acquisition and use of personal
property, I argued that the conflict engendered by "the
availabi'lity of competing role models would disappear when
a single set of expectations emerged that involved no
penalties for the role taker.

In this sense ·then, role

conflict might be seen as instrumental in producing sociocultural change by promoting the development of new role

nodels that were functionally more--; adaptive in the altered
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circumstances.
argum~nt

The reader should note, however, that my

depends more on a change in the distribution of

personal property than the need for individuals to resolve
role conflict.
In the remaining situations that I discussed, role
conflict and the associated patterns of conflict resolution
were, in fact,

inimical to the ultimate goal of creating a

community of Aborigines who would be capable of maintaining
Edward River like a normal country town.

The conflict over

lines of authority in work groups and councillors' responsibilities was the direct result of the lack of fit between
the offiQial expectations concerning the-roles of councillors
and those of the workplace and the expectations of the
Edward River people.

Central to the problem was a major

cultural difference in the conception of the nature and

scope of authority.

The Edward River people were loth to
.

-

repl_ace theirrelat'ively egalitarian distribu·tionof authority within kindred sets with the more-embracing hierarchical

model implicit in all the plans for structuring formal and

imposed roles at Edward ·Ri.ver·.

From the

~dward

River point

of view,' it' was not that the people resisted the operation
of a hierarchy of command, it was

simp~ythat

whoever did

occupy the upper levels of the chain' of authority,

it could

It was logical for the

not be an Edward River resident.

staff to be in control because they alone were responsible
for the planning of its future.

Add~tionally,

the staff

authority relationships were not normally compromised by
the entailments of

~in-based

rights and duties.

Up until 1975, the Edward River people had success-

fully managed to avoid shouldering the unwelcome and
vexatious. responsibilities that the planners of thei~ future
wanted them to assume.
Part of their success was due to
the fact that the DAIA had instituted no

mechanism~ for

accumulating knowledge about the social organisation of the
Edward River community and

pass~ng

it on to incoming staff.

The duties of staff were to admin'ister and

impl~ment

projects

and plans which; it was already assumed, would ultimately
produce the· changes required.

be social analysts.'

Staff were not expected to

Newlytra'nsferred staff members could
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only learn about Edward River and its inhabitants in a
piecemeal and individual way_
~ain

If any staff member did

some insight into why imposed. relationships

we~e

working as they were intended, they never made their

not
know~

On the other hand, learning

ledge available to others.

about staff, and· devising tactics for dealing with them,
was a cumulative process for the people of Edward River.

Over the years they had developed a set of strategies for
dealing with the transient population of the staff enclave
that resolved the issue of

a~t~ority

in their way.

But the success with which the Edward River community managed to conserve cultural boundaries and protect
?in~ .. aut~or~ty

its· own patterns of power
price.

was p,urchased

(it . ~c.

That price was the creation of a permanent niche

for staff at Edward River.

This was quite contrary to the

official plans for the place.
In their own way too, staff tended to aid and abet

the emergence of this officially unacceptable consequence.
When they were forced into assuming responsibilities· that
community rne:mbers.wQuld not accept, it was all too easy for
the staff to lay the blame for the situation on the Edward
River people by claiming that they had not

evolve~

suffic-

iently in social terms to be able to manage their own. affairs

or that they were too tribally oriented.

Some staff doubted

whether the Edward River people' would ever be able to run

things for themselves.

But this simplistic rationalis"ation,

comforting though it might have been in terms of employment

prospects· for DAIA staff, masked the real state of affairs.
The recurring

impa~se

over authority and

respo~sibility

was generated out of a dynamic interplay between culturally
different role perceptions and values.

Failure to recognise

this would almost guarantee the perpetuation of the process
and frustrate the planners' intentions for Edward ·River and

its community.
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CHAPTER 9

-

9~1

EDWARD RIVER BELIEF AND RITUAL, 1968-75

Introduction
In Chapter 4, I described the supernatural dimen-

sions of the pre-settlement Edward River cosmos and presentee
the central themes of a tightly structured and, coherent worle
view.
needs.

This world view met a number of individual and social
At an existential level it offered explanations for

the origins of things and for the persistence of the human
psyche ,after death.

At a practical lev.el it pro.vided recipes

for controlling environmental vagaries and for coping with
,the .. untime,ly demise of kin •

In._,paI;,t,

it sustained the moral

order of Edward River society through the actions of its
supernatural. entities and powers which were believed to
punish those who trangressed the codes of right conduct (see
Chapt~r

5)Q

By stressing the links between mythic beings,

places, people and ritual, the pre~settlernent belief system
of the Edward River people supplied the validating dogma by
which primary landholding groups justified their claims to
territory.
The presence of Europeans and their products imposed
a series of conceptual problems that threatened the integrity
of the Edward River ideology.

Sharp had already observed

some of the ment·al. turmo'il and social dilemmas produ.ced. by
the problems of incorporating Europeans "and their material
culture within the purview of· the pre-settlement cosmology.
His observations and hypotheses concerning

t~es~

effects

have already been discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

Seden-

tism itself brought two additional problems that tested the
adaptability of the'Edward River beliefs.

Firstly, the

settlement constituted a new kind of physical and s6cial

Its human inhabitants lived in more or less permanent neighbourhoods.
They depended much less on the
space.

natural environment for their, subsistence.

Secondly, the

settlement was initially a Christian mission.

Its purposE

was not merely to settle people and induct them into a lifestyle bas.ed on the division of labour and the production of
surpluses~

its' purpose was, also to convert

t~e

people of the
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reserve to a belief in a new faith.

The major themes of the

Christian world view contrasted sharply with those of the
pre-~ettlementsystem.

I will now describe brieflv

~hr~A

of those contrastsD
Where Christianity was monotheistic, and stressed
the acts of a single creator, the Edward River system stressed
the performance of multiple creative acts by a pantheon of
mythic beings.

A primary theme of the Christian message

dealt with the nature of God's love for humankind, and the
Church's ritual focused on the means by which sin could be

expiated and God's love regained.

Sin, guilt and atopement

were not major concerns of the Edward River people.

When

they '·comrni t·ted wrong actions, they were,,· punished by other
humans or else by supernatural powers in an automatic fashionc
There was no angry God from whom redemption could be sought

nor

were there hell-fires and damnation in the Aboriginal

after:"life.

The' toiis of ~~e ~leshly "existence, had no bear-

ing.onthe nature of the spirit's survival after death.
Finally, the Christian world view was a universalistic one
that had transcended its origins in the Middle East to
become 'the professed religion of a great part of the

~orld's

population.
God, in the Christian view, was manifest everywhere and IIHis II marvels an"d mercy could be attested to by
anyone.
On the other hand, 'the powers and supernatural

figures of the

pre~settlement

belief system were intimately

associated with, and constrained within, a particular land-

scapeo

It was specific to people and places and thus was

exclusive rather than. inclusive.
In fact, the Edward River world view proved to be

remarkably resilient.

Before I explore the ways in which

the Edward River people met the challenge of a competing
ideology and re-fashioned th~ir cosmology. to fit their new
sed~ntary

life-style, it will be necessary to survey

sorne~

thing of the nature of the missionary enterprise at Edward
River.

An account, drawn largely from missionary sources,

is presented in the next section.
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9.2

A chron~cleof

missionary enterprise

:Mr.. Chapman, who now lives pennanently in a grass hut a few

feet square, at the Edward River, was supposed to be corning to
the Synod., but there had been little family difficulties among
the Edwardians, and he thought it well, at that particular

juncture, not to leave.

With these words in The Carpentarian, Bishop Stephen
Davies informed the Diocese of Carpentaria that the Edward

River Mission had become a reality (Davies 1939b:211).
Part of the Bishop's address to Syn"od was included in the
same edition o·f The Carpentarian.

It was particularly

interesting "'t,"eca'use it outlined the Bishop'is""understanding

of what he took to be the goals of the Anglican missionary
enterprise among Aborigines in Northern Australia and his
assessm~nt

of the

Aborig~nal

psyche.

(Davi~s

1939a:195-6):

I am convinced that it is length of service that gives the

influence that alone can attain good results in the work

ancngst our native population.

In our aboriginal one

finds a rrental outlook that is not dissimilar to that found
aIICIlg our fanning ccmm.mities; he has' a slOW' and very

cautious mind, and one very unlike that found aroong town
dwellers.

He says very little to those he has known only

for a short tine I and nothing at all, if possible, to

strangers.

Tllls does not rrean that he· is not thinking,

he is n:ost observant and watches expression very carefully.

To those he has known for 'nost of his life he is slow to

express his views.

This is

partly because he thinks jn

his own language" (even jn the Torres

strait

very few natives

think in English) I and to translate -jnto another language,
and after deciding what answer to give, to translate this
4~

·.into a foreign tongue is necessarily a slow process.

It

is only after many ye~S·, when the white man has either

learnt the ianguage, or realises the process that has to be
passed through jn the nativernind, -that the patience
necessary to lead these people becares a habit and not a

constant source of irritation.

WhiJ.st our work aroongst
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these people is primarily evangeli;.stic .-- for without a rroral
foundation on which to base their life no progress is
possible -

we have also to try. to lead them CMay from their

norradic foed hunting stage of ct1lture to the stage where they
can live happily in village
foed s'Upply.

cormn.miti~s

and produce their own

At both Lockhart River and at Cowal Creek·we

see villages very far ad:vanced in this life.

This training

takes infinite patience I for it is no use trying to advance

too quickly by using irrplenents ·that in his generation the
aboriginal will never be able to purchase for himself.

We

have not yet progressed beyond the stage of tilling the soil
with- the hoe.

is

To the city bred man this rate of progress

very irkscrce; he wishes to begin with rrechanical i.Iq;>lenents.
This would tend to make a serf populai::ion of our natives.
Within the villages there would be a great quantity of un-

skilled labour directed by whites and half-castes, whereas

we; with our slower nethods, hope to raise 1.JP leaders from
anDng the people themselves who will progress towards trore
It is fatally easy to

advanced agricultural rrethcds....

destroy initiative in our backward full blood aboriginal
and -turn· him into a pauper.

Chapman was in his 59th year when he set up his
grass hut at the place the Kuuk

Th~ayorrecalled

Pormpuraaw

-At first,

things seemed to go splendidly for the infant

mission.

. in June 1940, the government pr6vided

funds~for

a sqhoolteacher, and when the Bishop- visited the mission in
Feb~uary

1941 he was able to report (Davies 1941:66):

Mr Chapman -has encouraged 30 families to settle in the village~,

they have ct1ltivated ~ 20 acres of ground and have a fish

trap covering about five acres; there is abundant foed.

school has been built and Johnny Pau, the
excellent -work with his 47 children.
prayer and sang a hyrm in English.

teacher,.~has

A

done

They said the Lord IS

The children live with

their parents and attend school regularly and keep themselves
and their clothes very clean.

We do not propose to establish
.

a donnitory at this Mission.

.

In' the three years that we have

made a serious effort at this Mission Mr J. W. Chapman has
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rna.de ~riderful progress, and already the people seem to
appreciat~

the settled village life •.• · .

The outbreak of war

~n

the Pacific seriously ham-

pered further mission work for some time to come.
schoolteacher was withdrawn in 1942.

The

From·then until the

appointment of the Revd C. Brown as chaplain and s'choolmaster

in- November 19·50, Edward Ri·ver children were sent- to school

at Kowanyama, where they' lived 'for most of the year, returning
nome for relatively brief spells during the school holidays.
:hapman himself laboured unceasingly to implement. Bishop
Davies' vision ·for the development of Edward River through
t~e

gradual intrqduction of horti6ultural- techniques.

His

diaries are full of details of crop plantings and house
building.

The rations which he gave to the people who

worked in the gardens were often in short supply and there

was

~

.-consequently, a heavy reliance on bush foods.

villag-e was often desert"ed for d-ays at a time- while

The
peop~e

went back to their hunt-ing ranges in search of "bush tucker".
Chapman, it seems, was not much of an evangelist·.

He is credited with bui-lding Edward River's first chu·rch

(Bayton 1965: 152-), but nowhere does he mention the fact in

his diaries.
He introduced the people to the major Christian
festivals of Christmas ~nd Easter, and he set Sundays as ideas days of rest.
He. never mentions that he conducted any
religious services, though·· like other-: missionar·ies- he-: must

have done so.
On the other hand, he kept meticulous notes
about the occurrence of initiation ceremonies.
He actively
encouraged them and sometimes sent rations and tobacco to
the-participants during the period when the neophytes were

undergoing the period of ritual seclusion.

"Bush schools"

were held on the Edward River reserve in various location,s
during 1940, 1943, 1946 and finally in 1951.

The Revd Brown's appointment to Edward River meant
that formal religious in~truction could take place.
In
September" 1951,· Bishop Hudson held the first confirmation
service at Edward River.

The candidates were drawn from

the youngsters who had gone to school at Kowanyama.
terestingly, a conscious attempt was made to link the

In-
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confirmation service with the initiation ceremony that had
been held earlier in the year at a site just.outside the

settlement.

A number of young men who went forward to

receive their confirmation were still in ritual

~solation.

The records of the ensuing years show an increasing
The Revd-W. Rechnitz, who

commitment to evangelical work.

succeeded Brown, busied himself with baptisms and held daily

He also translated the Creed, the Lord's
Prayer and the Ten Commandments· into Kuuk Thaayorre, and, at the

church services.

request of the people, wrote a hymn in that language (Bayton
1965:181).

Chapman began keeping a

~ecord

of Sunday church

attendance (there were three Sunday services) and calculated

. th~t.-.between . 1 January, 1955 and 27._.. Marqh,....19.5.5.,....an average
of 8.5 people had attended Sunday services.
firmation service was held in 1955.

The next con-

That year also saw the

celebration of the first Christian marriage ceremony.

When Chapman, then in his 77th year, retired from
his position as

missio~ s~perintendent

in 1957, he had

established a firm material base upon which the_ evangelisa-

t"ion of Edward River could proceed.

His successor reported

increasing church attendances, 10 more confirmations and
claimed that the people's lives were "becoming centred on
God" (DNA 1958:55).

The report of the next year announced

that a permanent church was almost· completed.

It" was hoped

that this would induce a greater-degree of orderliness and
sense of ·worship in the services.

.The report (DNA 1958:55)

went on to say:

All services during the year have shown increased
both Sunday and r.Eek-day.

atten~ce,

One of the rrost rrarorable services

of the year was the first Nuptial :Mass celebrated in Septerrber.
The Girl's Club, and the. choir and Hymn singing practices have

con1:inued through the year with steady progress.
With

th~

DAIA

take~over,

the apparent dedication of

the Edward River people-to the Christian faith was put under

Among other things, the manager at that time announ .....
ced that church attendance was not compulsory, and that
no-one need go to~church if they did not wa~t to.
I doubt

test.
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if there ever. was any direct compulsion to attend church
during mission times, but nonetheless, attendance at church
services fell away markedly.

Additionally, most DAIA staff

members were not church-going Anglicans.

When plans were

se.t in motion in 1969 to construct a more suitable church,
using voluntary labour, it took four years to complete.
Few people seemed interested in offering help.
It would be difficult to determine all the factors
that contributed to the decline in church attendarice during
Des·~

1968-75, but of one thing there can be little doubt.

pite their participation in the rites and ceremonies of the

Christian faith, Edward River people remained firmly commit-

ted. to' the_ir.. own. world view •

Their Chris,.t.i.anity was a ve'neer

thinly laid over a very traditional set of beliefs and values

concerning the realm of supernatural powers and entities.
That traditional core could manifest itself in startlin·g ways
at

t~mes.

In the second year of my fieldwork, I heard·one

of the 'ladies of the Church council ( who·was a regular
church-goer) upbraid the single people· of Edward River for
using the church as.a place to conduct lover'~ trysts during
The church was not to be used for that

the wet season.

purpose she exclaimed indig.nantly.

"You people," she said

in a voice laced with sarcasm, "you people think that when
you get sick, .somebody has puri-puried (i.e.

sorcery upon) you.
sick.

practis~d

That's not the.puri-puri that makes you

You see that cross up there:?

That's Jesus

Chri~t.

He puri-

He sees you.

He sees what you do in the church.

puries yo'u.·1

It would appear that someth'ing was very amiss

with the techniques of Christian instruction then, if a confirmed Christian and leading lay member of the congregation

,could equate the Son of God with an Aboriginal sorcerere

In

fact, it was not that the" Christian message fell on deaf ears

Rather, it was that Christian ideas underwent a tramsmutation
in Aboriginal minds and were made to fit in an orderly way
into the Edward River cosmology.
9.3

Rec6nfi~uring beliefs

The advent of a permanent European presence on Cape

Cl
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York Peninsula brought before the people of· the Edward River

reserve an increasing number of novel phenomena.

These

phen~

omena challenged the power of the indigenous world view to
deal with fundamental existential questions.
themselves were of various kinds.

The challenges

Firstly, there was the

problem soimply of ·accountingfor the presence of non-black
humans, of new kinds of animals (e.g.

horse~,

cattle, pigs,
Then there

cats etc.) and of new kinds o-f material culture.
was the challenge

pQsed~y

who' were actively

profferi~g

the ideologies ·of the Europeans
alternative theories about the

nature of supernatural beings and the. place of humankind
within the cosmos.

life-style

~~ought

Further, the adoption of a sedentary
to the surface

conceptua~problems within

the pre-settlement belief system that otherwise would have
remained latent.
°If the Edward River w'orld view was to survive, i t
had. to -undergo revision -and expansion in order to accommodate

the new phenomena and hold back,

of competing ideologies.

as

it .were, the challenge

The subsections that follow pro-

vide an account of how the Edward River people went about- the
process of revising and expanding their beliefs, whilst at
the same time preserving

~he

integrity and

~entral

postulates-

of their pre-settlement cosmos.
9.3.1

Reconciling_

rea.1~ty

and myth

One way the Edward River people responded to the

challenge to their ideology was· to adjust the features of
the mythic world and make it .conform, at least in part, with
present realities.

This required the re-working of myth.

r·t is no. easy matter for a fieldworker to catch myth-makers

at wqrk.

Nor is it easy, without having sampled the same

myth from a series of time frames, to know with

ce~tainty

what degree of alteration has taken place within a myth.

I

had no way of sampling Edward River myths across time.
I
have, however, made the assumption that whenever there are
references in myth to Europeans and to things and ideas that
are plainly the products· of European culture, then those

refe-re·nces- ar.e comparatively recent additions- and the product
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of a process of redefinition.

Such redef.init'iQD"it seems,

was achieve·d in at least three ways:

the content of existing myths

1.

COU.LQ

De changed

to conform to a newly' perceived reality;

2.

the supernatural entities of competing ideologies could be incorporated into the existing
mythology as equivalents of indigenous culture
heroes;
entirely new myths could be woven to account

3.

for present states-af-affairs.

One myth which seemed to show evidence of re-working
was the UB'ig Humpy·' story of the Wallaby/Lightning clan which
I presented in .Chapter 4 (see PP

tati.on

of

e.

In my presen-

199-200).

the myth there,'. I. omitted several sentences of the

myth as it is presently told.

These sentences', duly under-

lined, have been inserted in their appropriate place below.

When the dances

TNere·

finished for the night, everyone

inside an enoI:I1DUS humpy that had

order to house the participants.
'Were,

as~eep,

been b'uilt

~t

of grass in

When it seerred that all

the younger brother fanned his glowing coal

into a flare, and set the hurrpy ablaze.

The roaring of

the fixe aroused the sleepers and they all scranbled to get
CMay fran the flares.

Those who escaped serious burning

went fran there to nake their h.cttes in other places.
who junped. out of the fire first ~ white people.

They ~ not burnt at all.

Those

They

Those who were a little bit

burnt were half-castes and Chinese.

others were charred

fairly badly, and these .becarre the ancestors of other
Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders.

Sorre, however -were

badly burnt and jumped into the water to ease the pain.

There they sank down into the water and their ashes becarre
the conception spirits of the present 'Wallaby/Lightning clan

nerrbers.
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we may tre'at the myth in one of two ways.

. The

underlined section may be a nice interpolation in a traditional account that provides for
of humankind that were not envisaged in pre-contact versions.
Otherwise the whole myth is a recent creation spun out of
the need to explain the presence of kinds of humans who,
prior to 1850, lay outside the awareness of the people of
the Edward River reserve.

I tend to favour the first hypo-

thesis, and it was 'for that reason that I left out what I
regarded as recent accretJ.ons in a pre-,contact myth.
I suspect that altering -the content of myths to
suit the requirements of reality was not a new phenomenon
to the Edward River people.

For example, it was sometimes

the case that a myth61og·ical event Wc;ts located in one of the
relatively fragile features of the Edward River environment

(e.g. in -a watercourse orin a tree) which was suceptible to
the.~eriodic

environmental traumas of .flood, fire or cyclonic

wind, or which through. simple aging processes was likely to
disappear.

For instance, I was shown many of the places

that were part of the events of the Dog story (see also pp.
202-5).

I visited the mythical dog's burial site at Koporr

and was quite impress-ad by the mound that was said to mark
the site where the animal's body was buried.

Not far

away

was the place where The Two Men climbed the tree before

killing the dog.

The actual tree that they climbed was

,pointed out to me.

It···.. Wa$·,,-Dot very big.

it was even as old as my informant, and I
making a comment to this effect.

I doubted.. whe-ther
could not resist

My informant agreed that

the tree was too yO'ung to be the proper

t~ee.

But he saiq.,

the real tree, a very big one, had been blown doWn many years
ago in his grandfather's time.

He was in no way embarassed

After all, he had reconciled to his own
satisfaction the world of myth with the Ureal-time" world of

by the disclosure.

events where surface features were perishable.

But the eventso-f the Dog story wer-e themse-lves
undergoing something of a _change.
of this myth.

I collected many versions

Some narrators labelled the myth as Kuta-

yarraman-woochorrm, which translated literally
storyn..

as

Jldog-horse-

The word yarraman has a wide currency in Abo.riginal
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English and in the vernaculars as the word for
vent~onally,

Con-

the reason for associating the Dog and the· horse

was the size.of the two animals.
being as big as a horse.
than this.

horse~

The Dog was described as

But some narrators went further

They said the animal of the myth might have been

a horse and sometimes used the word yarramap rather than kuta

in their -narration.

In any event, the introduced animal

had become part of the myth, whether as a point of

comparison~

or as a kind of changeling creature, part-dog and part-horsea
Syncretic processes were clearly at work when the
Edward River people tried to come to terms with the Christian
concept of God.

For the Aborigines, the problem was to make

sense of what it was the miss-ionaries said about this' deity.
In attempting to do this, they assumed that behind the lessons and biblical stories that were part of their Christian
religious instruction, there was a belief system not greatly

different from their own.

. Its features were obscure.d by

communication problems, but deciphering the structure was
no different from coming to terms with the mythologies of
neighbouring groups of Aborigines.

A characteristic of the

mythologies of the wes,tern side· of Cape y'o,rk Peninsula was
the tendency for the same myths to appear in. different areas
(see Chapter 4, pp. 195-6).
rendered understandable

Christian mythology could be

if part of it at least could be seen

as composed of versions of myths that had parallels in the

Edward River mytho'logy-.·

The myth of poonchr I

the water rat,

existed in several versions on the Edward River and Mitchell

River reserves.

Its central character, Poonchr, as' 'he is

called in the Kuuk Thaayorre version, lived in a sky-world

and came to earth occasionally in the form of a man by means
of a magical rope.
It is not necessary to describe the myth
in detail, since it is too long and involved.
What is
important to -note is that the Edward River people made a

clear identification, between God,· who dwelt in heaven, and
Poonchr who dwelt in the sky-world and was also a creative

figure.

In

ta~king

about the indigenous culture hero, men

often referred to him' as npoonchr ...God".
a matter of making mental equations.
vened actively in people's lives.

It was not simply
npoonchr-God ll inter-

One old man named
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Tamr-rintil who died in early mission times, actually had
an encounter with I'Poonchr-Godu·c

The story was well known

0

It went like this:
Tarnr-rintil went .out hunting one day.

At Mayakelman he ~

across a stranger sitting in the shade binding yellow orchid
fibre around the handle of a newly rrade woorrera.
veIy

The nan was

large (his genitals being especially so) and dark-skinnedc

At first Tarnr-rintil thought the stranger might be a sorcerer
lying in wait for him -- perhaps soneone from-the HoJIoydarea.
But as .he drew closer, he knew he was looking at Poonchr-God,

his story and his· Jlma.te Jl •
t'Where did you cone. from'?" ,asJred Poonchr-:-G9d•

.. I carre from -down there," said. Tarnr-rintil gesturing in the
direction of his canping-place.

II

I am looking for anima.ls

to hunt,"
.. Is that so, 11 said Poonchr-God.
ItWhere have you carre from? n enquired Tamr-rintil.
ItI carre from up there, It Poonchr-God replied, nodding" skywarcis.
II

And now we meet here, 11 he added.

They sat together -and talked.

Poonchr-God gave Tam:r:-rintil

the woorrera he had ma.de in exchange for "Tarnr-rintil' sown.
When Tarnr-rintil shook it and tested its balance it felt good..
(In an aside, . my infonnant, Tatnr-rintil's grandson, said he

always ma.de his woorreras after the

pattem

of Poonchr~I 5

woorrera. )
Poonchr-Gc:xi changed his mind about the exchange.
It

You had better give rre"back. my woarera.

By and by, another

man might see it and ask you for it. It
Tamr-rintil returned the woorrera and retrieved his own.
They farewelled each other then and went their separate -ways,

Poonchr-God to his sky-world", Tarnr-rintil to his camp.

When Tarnr-rintil arrived at his carrp it was quite lateG
Since he had brought no

~

back. with him f9r food., the

others in··the camp were concerned, thinking that he had fallen
.in with a sorcerer and had been caught (see Chapter 4,
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pp. 242-3)·.

When they heard his

with Poonchr-God they·

repeat it many tines.

~re

account of the rreeting

frankly incredulous and rrade him

In the end, it was accepted that

events had transpired joust as he said.

In conversation people sometimes referred to uoa
simply as God.
However, an analysis of what they said
showed that it was often the syncretic character npoonchrGod" they were talking about rather than the Christian deity~
For example consider the following set of informant-' s opinions about the arguments over the liaisons of the young
single people that occ~sionally disturbed the tenor of. the
settlement:
I

Why should people want to fight over girlfriends and boy-

friends'?

Parents sl'iould not be jealous of what their

children do.

It only' leads to rows and to' puri-puri,

When children are boD'l, parents do not own their· children's

genitals.
Their fathers do not cut their· daughters with a
knife to make them waren.
Men can I t make the sex of a child
the ·way they make· their spears.
They ·can 1 t do that.
Genitals cCne fran Gcd.
He made a story and genitals belonged
to the children.
They don't belong to rren 'the way spears
do.
Therefore, no-one should 'WOrry about the way 'single
girls carry on.
GOO. gave them genitals.
Girls should
use them in any way they want to.
On the surface, the reference to God making the

genitals of women m£ght be seen as a slightly garbled
Aboriginal account of the creation of Adam and Eve.
In
point of fact, it pertains directly to the Poonchr myth
cycle.
In that cycle there is an episode w~ere Poonchr,
finding that the women in the sky-world had no genitals,
obligingly 6reated them by cutting the appropriate areas.
God also appeared as a central character in what
are apparently recently created myths.
The following myth
is an ex~ple.
-It was offered to me-just after I had:
finished recording a version:of the Spear story·of·the
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Duck/Spear clan (see also Chapter 4, pp. 200-2):
Before they had that fight at Kirkyoongknakarr, the Old People
had gone way up there to the east to learn to be like white

peoplee

God was there.

learning.

He was teaching the people book-

One of the Old People said, "No, its too hard.

We can't manage these letters and these penci~.

too hard for us.
II

We have to go back to our

Alright , II said Godc

and letters.

It's

own hore. II

uYou give me back all those pencils

You keep your spears but give

Ire

-back those

guns you have been using. II

So the people gave God back the guns, the books and the
~c~~.

God said "Alright, now you keep those spears.

I give them

You must kill bush animals for your food, wallabies,

to you.

goannas and possums, and you must eat
.

lilies and bulguru.

bush-tu~r

.

like yams,

When you want' to hunt anything, or

kill sorrething., then you must make your OWn spears and use
them. II

..Alright,

II

said the ,Old People.

God gave the Old People sorrefarewell gifts of tobacco, sugar

and bread and they went back to their .horres where there wel?e
no white people.

That was when they ,began to make spears

and to use them to fight each other.
9.3.2

conception theory and clan affliation
The adoption of an increasingly sedentary life-

style brought an intellectual problem of another kind to the
It had to 'do with conception theory.

Edwa,rd River people.

In

pre-s~ttlernent

conception theory, the place

where a baby spirit was found determined·the unborn child's

clan affiliation e

Most women of the settlement's population

conceived their children and "found l' their spirits within the

confines of the settlement rather than on one or other of

By the pre-settlement rules, most
children then ought to have belonged to· the Spear/Duck clan
in whose countiy the mission was first sited.
However,
when parents we"re asked to nominate the rule governing the
their husbands' tractse
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~lan

affiliation of their children, they unhesitatingly

s~id

that a child must follow the father and inherit his stories
and his

tr~cts.

Thus, the rule for clan affiliation

in pre-settlement times, depended on the

fo~tuitous

whic~,

event of

being in a particular place when the "baby-finding" experience

occurred, was replaced ·by a thoroughly patrilineal dogma for
clan affiliation.
A number of other workers have also
observed the same thing elsewhere and commented on it (see
Elkin 1932a:130, 1932b:331, Shapiro 1979:17).

My informants said that baby spirits now came into
the settlement from the baby spirit centres j.n the various
clan estates.

There was no consensus on how they managed

to travel in this way.

There was a va-riety of theor'ies.

The most widespread held that the baby spir{ts travelled
from their clan countries with other women and "jumped ll
from one woman to another until they found the Rright" one.

This . . theory put the onus on the baby 'spirit for findin.g its
parents rather t,han making parents responsible for finding

their baby spirits.
It also had the virtue of explaining
why so many E~ward River women had no children or very few.
The baby spirits either would not jump t,o them or else
jumped from them to another woman.
I have referred- .e1sewhere to

.
th~

-

comparatively low levels of fertility among

Edward River .women (see Taylor, 1975).
Despite the puzzle concerning the way in which baby

spi.rits· travelled··-from father's country to mother's womb,

and the reorganisation of the rule regarding clan affiliation u
the rest of the Edward River conception theory remained firmly
intact.
Women who had had no luck -in conceiving sometimes
went out to camp near their husband's baby spirit centre in
the hope that they might become pregnant.
People could
describe their experiences of finding baby spirits within
the settlemen·t and. the phrase "to find a baby~' meant nto

become pregnant'S in Edwar.d River Aboriginal English.
I
also believe that the theory did much to predisp·ose childless
women to pseudocyesis or false pregnancy.
I observed two
cases during my fieldwork, both of which reached an advanced
stage before being diagnosed as false pregnancies.

The Edward River .conception theory was functional
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in another wayo
It could help reconcile parents to the
premature deaths of their infants, as the following example
shows :.

J ~ Ee gave birth prema.turely to an. infant at the settlerrent

C)

pa.i:¢ul and· harrowing delivery for J. :e;:., and the
child, which' was very prema.ture, was not expected "to live.
It was

~

J. E.' s husband, C. E., had been looking fo:rward· to the birth

of the child and Was greatly distressed by how badly things
had turned out.
He wept and then fell asleep,
While he
slept, the baby died.
When he was info~d of the baby' 5
death, he was quite corrposed.
He had been expecting it, he
said. While he slept, he had a dream in whic~ his clan t s
ancestress, the Watersnake old lady", had carre and knocked on
the door of his shack with her yamstick.
C. E. got up and
II

opened the door· and saw the old woman standing there with a

retinue of unborn ·baby spirits. behihd her.
She· said she
wanted the child back .because she had let it go "too soon
to its rrother.
She promised to replace it with another

ll

child shortly.

The information impart.ed in the dream gre~tly assisted ~. E.
and c. E~ to come to terms witn the death of the child.
Their next child was safely carried to· term, more or less as
the "old lady" had
9.3.3

p~omised.

Sorcery beliefs and native medical systems
In the

pre~settlement

native healers both

ideology, sorcerers and

at some risk to themselves,
on the fringes o~ the supernatural domain, and attempted
to bring some aspect of it under their pe~sonal control.
opera~ed,

Sorcery beliefs were actively opposed by the missionaries,
while the indigenous medical theories that underpinned. the·
practices of the native healer were implicitly opposed by

the medical theories that guided the health care services
provided in the settlement's dispensary~
Despi~e this
opposition, both sets of beliefs remained vital and central
for. the Edward River people.,
During .1968-75, sorcerers
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were still said to be engaging in the

pursuit~of

magical

death and native healers were still offering diagnostic

services and cures to the people of the community, despi.te
the availability of Western medical services.
In the followc=
ing discussion I shall outl.ine the reasons for the persis·tence
of both sets of beliefs.
I begin with a discussion of sorceryo
As I shall demonstrate in Chapter 10, open accusa-

tions over the practice'"of sorcery gave J. W. Chapman some
of his worst moments during the early years Of the mission.
In his 1947 report to the Director of the DNA (DNA 1947:24)
Chapman. noted:·

puri n or bone pointing, the natives are
free to retain their tribal customs, but bone pointing is

Apart tta:n npuri

definitely haJ:mEul to them and has to be suppressed.

This

is no easy task but I think much headway has been rrade in

starrping it out.
Chapman's met:noa of "suppression" was to take actio.n
against those who accused others of procuring a magical
This,- he felt, was the root - of 'the -t:I:Quble.

de~thv

H"e mad.e it plain

to the Edward River people that spearings and open -disputing
over sorcery accusations would lead to banishment from the
community.

Indeed, a number of men were removed for varying

lengths of time, because they had accused others of sorcery_
The tactic seemed to have been effective and by the time

Chapman's successor took over, there were-few overt sign&
of .sorcery practice, visibie to European observers.
In
effect, however, the reverse had occurred.

According-to

the Edward River perception of things, the procurement of
death by ensorcellment had increased rather than diminishedo
The Europ~an response to sorcery accusations effec~ively
eliminated ambush spearings and open disputing as viable
alternatives for obtaining redress' where deaths were believed
to have been brought about by sorcery.
In the minds of
Edward River peo,ple, the only other way to obtain redress_
for such homicides was through counter-sorcery.
Hence,
many deaths in the p',ost-Chapman years were'seen as .magically
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procured in reprisal for earlier deathso

However, the

Edward River people. were careful not to talk about sorcery
in front of Europeans.

They knew that Europeans did not

believe in their theory of magical death and that they
tended to mock it or become exasperated by it whenever 'it

came to their attention.

But according to the Edward River
people, Europeans were "different D •
They were seen as
patently immune to Aboriginal and Islander sorcery, and
indeed, to many of the supernatural powers and entities of
the Aboriginal cosmos.

Therefore, they could afford to

ridicule it, but Aborigines certainly could not.
T~lk

of sorcery then was not bandied carelessly

about the community.

I haa-:

spent~we:ll··-byer

six:

months. 'at-

Edward River before my informants felt sufficiently confident
of my response to broach the subject with me.

As I dis-

covered, the topic was normally restricted to close kindred.
When my informants spoke

to

me about it, they did so only in

privacy and then conversed at whis,per levele

These ·conver-

sations led me into a twilight world full of secret allegations, concealed threats', hidden malevolences and fears
verging on the paranoid.
There were three kinds of situation which could
stimu..Late talk of sorcery: whenever the

whenever- .··a

death,·-:occurred~·

·.dead~ :were

.in - the. commuIrit¥

I

:

discussed,

and oC'cas'ionally

as a consequence of someone's suspicions about the behaviour

of another person.
To talk of a dead person was to rais.e the .reasons
for that person's demise.
discussed in isolation.

A single death was hardly ever
Rather it was seen as part of a

recurring cycle of death and counter-death that continued in
an unbroken chain from the past to the present.

When people

talked of men who had died in the "wildtime", they would
state whether or not there had been a fight after his death
and whether the reputed sorcerer had been speared or killed
by counter-sorcery in retaliation.

To talk cfa recent

death within the community was to. invite accusations, suspicions and fears about current sorcerers.
will serve here as an example:

The following
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T. B. and I were talkingabqrt M. E. whose house opening

ceremony was .tobe held shortly.
T.' B. confided to Ire
that he had been blarred for M. E.' s death.
T. Be and M. Eo
used to work together in the school yard. . One day, T. B.

mvited M. Ee to his house on IlMungkan sidell for the rnc::'rning
tea break.

M. E., a Kuuk Thaayorre man, went up with T. B.

to his house.

lilt was all open,

II

T.B. stressed.

were plenty of people around." Nonetheless,

II

tlThere

sorre People ll

were putting it about that T. B. had put. something in M. E.' s
drink.

T. B. was furious because of these . ' iIrputations •

Me .E. was a IIrelation ll •

How could he have .put a· rragical

substance in M. E.' s tea when there were so many people
about?

AnyWay, T•. B•.. demanded,why should ·he keep .some

dangerous puri-puri substance in his house where his little
grandaughter might get hold of it '?
he said darkly.
D.

c.

tlThey blame Ire.

IIPeople think too much,

n

But really, it was that

ITcb that did it, I reCkon. II

During the time that I was resident at Edward River
three adults died.

The first death, that of an old lady,

was attended by no suspicious. circumstances and was, by
common agreement, said to be due to extreme old age.

. The

next death was of a married man in his mid-thirties.

He

left behind a wife and.young family.

The events surrounding

his passing were attended by so much tension and anxiety,
P..

that I forbore out of decency to 'ask any questions about it •
..,,J"~

The third death, that of C. M., I have referred to elsewhere

(see p

$

2.97).

was rife.

C. M. had been one of the "licensed clowns ll of

Edward Riverc
behavioure.

The speculation concerni;ng why he had died

Everyone had enjoyed his antics and crude
He seemed not to have an enemy in the world.

The question that exerc,ised the minds of the community was

why should anyone want to kill such a person except out of
pure maliciousness.

He could hot have died for no reason.

Signs had been found on his belly and ?is neck which seemed
to indicate that a magical o~eration might have been per~
formed.
Others recalled that his room had been. broken into
once.
Did this mean that someone had done something to
C.M.'s personal possessions?
His belt 'and hatchet had
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been found out in the bush.

Why?

Those who were charged

with divining C. M.'s murderer were uncertain.
One of the
men taking part in the divination procedures kept me posted
on the resultse
It seemed that C. M. might have been
attacked by·a sorcerer, but on the other hand, there was
reason for believing that he had been bitten by the Rainbow
S~rpent/Cyclone

when he was· digging a well.

was clouded at best.

As the diviner said:

There are too many nen here (i.e.

don't know yet.

The picture

at'

Edward River).

If a man owned up to the murder then we

would straightway go and fight him.

But we just don 1 t know.

People talk about it and . . gu~s, that's all.

people have died ;here, warren and old nen.
a b.ig rrob before.

We just

YOlIDg people died too.

A lot of
We used to be

It's no good.

And we can't blarre just one man for all those deaths.

Sorcerers were said to catch people in

the~r

un-

guarded moments when they were out in the bush and .away from
the settlement,' or when the victims were sleeping.

Men who

drank themselves insensible were parti'cularly vulnerable.

Usually someone watched over a

'drunk~n

sleeper.

When Edward River men went out into the bush, ~ney
invariably carried a weapon of some sort with them even

when the expedition had nothing to do with huntins.

The

most likely place for a sorcerer's attack was considered to

be in the scrubs surrounding the settlement.

'There a

person's enemies were close at hand and the bush provided
them with cover and opportunity.

The perceived threat

was quite.real as the following instance illustrates:

T. Btl took four spears with him on a· fishing trip.

He saw

a shark close inshore apd hit it with··his first spear:.
shark J s threshings broke the spear.

The

He threw a second

spear into the shark which·, seerred ·to have mortally wounded

it, but the second spear was also smashed.

When T. B. was

recounting the episode to rre, he stressed the nature of his
quandary.
It was likely that i f he threw further spears at
the shark, these too .would· be broken.

Rather than· run the
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risk of waJ..king h.aredefenceless-, T. B. elected to wrestle
the shark ashore..

That was no rrean feat for a lightly built

man getting on into his sixties.

But at least he had two

spears left to go hare with just in case soma sorcerer should
try to arrbush him.

lIyou know who I rrean, II. he said and whis--

pered the narre of a Kuuk Thaayorre man who he asserted had
been trying to catch him for a long tirre.
It was still the convention that men were supposed
to learn the mysteries of the sorcery operation from their

fathers.
fath~rs

While most of my informants claimed that- their
had practised sorcery, they themselves

~hg.v~pg. ~mployed

the teChniques

becaus_~ t~ey

den~ed

ever

said their

fathers had failed to transmit the essential information.

necessary to put them into oper~tion.
Either a father's
early death or missionary influence was cit~d as the reason
for~heir ignorance 'of sorcery teChnique.
Each informant,
however, believed that other men had learnt tne techniques
(IiWhy else had so many young people died?-" they would ask)

I

and they were always prepared to speculate about the newer
methods of magical assault that they had heard of from other
Aborigines either at the settlement or while working on pastoral properties.
Certain foreign sorcery techniques,

it was said,

had been introduced to Edward River where they augmented the
more traditional methods.

No-one would admit to using themlll

The alien modes of sorcery seemed to have one thing in common:
by their means,
ne~essity

a person could be attacked without the

for the sorce-rer too waylay and perform physically

an operation on the victim.

Thus they cocild be" put into

effect within the community with less chance of discovery.
For example, informants claimed that small poisonous
could be bought at the Normanton reserve.

~nakes

The purchaser

hid the snake unt"il he could lI- s ing Jl it and tell it the name
of his victimo

When this was done the snake was turned

loose to seek out its quarry_
cal stones, it was

r~moured,

One could also obtain magiwhich, when

"sung"~

could be

fired from a catapult into a victim's body where they would
lodge

~nd-~ventually

kill the person without any outward signc
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Small

pie~es

of wool could be "sung" and' introduced into a

v:Lctim's drink so as to make him ill.

As my informants

described it, the stock camps of the Peninsular pastoral
properties and the reserves attached to country towns were
veritable entrepots for the buying and selling of ways of
dealing in sickness and death by magic.

There was a fund

of stories concerning men who went out to work on pastoral
properties and returned suffering from mys'terious ailments

0

Edward River men greatly feared the secret arts of Aboriginal

str-angers .

Such fears had much to do with the reluctance

of men to accept work on stations that were a long way from
Edward River and the protective circle of their·kindred.
In their daily activities within the settlement,
people took much the same precautions against· sorcerers as
they did in pre-settlement times.

Men still carefully

burnt their wood shavings after spear-making.
and drawers bu±lt in tO,some of the

bedr~oms

The cupboards
of Edward River

houses' mostly went unused because people preferred to lock
their clothes away in suitcases to prevent access by any
i11-intentioned person who

m~ght

practise "rag" sorcery on

If personal articles became lost, there was usually
a frenzied search until the item was found just in case it

them.

might have fallen into the hands of' somebody who might
something I' to it.

II

do

S·hould a person find an article left in

the bush by some non-kindred member, the item would be left
where it was.

To restore it to the owner was to invite the

suspicion that the thing had been magically converted into
an instrument of harm.
Despite the attempts by missionaries to suppress
sorcery, the level of preoccupation with it seemed very
high.

Although open accusations of sorcery were rare,

Edward River people were convinced, nonetheless, that the

volatility of disputes and the grouping of supporters and

"blockers" in fights within the settlement (see also Chapter
10.) owed m1;1ch to the antagonisms and bitterness generated by
the ideology of magical death and injury.
Sorcery was still
believed to be a principal mode of private redress.

As one

of my informants remarked with some frustration" (pp. 297-8),
I~We

still carryon from ·that old custom".
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The Edward River sorcerer of- the' 1968-75 period was

a shadowy figure composed: of suspicions and obliquely voiced

hints.

No-one would claim to

bein~

one; no-one would direcIt may well

tly accuse another of procuring magical death.

be that these sorcerers had no substance except as a powerful figment of the collective imagination.

However, the

same could not be said of native doctors and other healers.
They were public figures.

Two factors ensured that the

native doctor, or IImurri doctor" as he was cal,led in Aboriginal English, would retain a place in Edward River society
in spite of the establis,hment of Western health care facili-

tiese

These were the persistence of sorcery beliefs them-

selves and the.. c~9~~_at~ributed

to supernatural

a~~ncies

iD

punishing derelict conduct.
Sickness and ill health could never be passed off
by Edward River people as some

can't

~et

accident~l

sick f or nothing, 'II 'they said.

misfortune.

"You

At its root, all

illness, serious and non-serious, was assumed to have been

caused either by a person's behaviour, or indirectly by the
acti~ns of another.

The medicines 'and treatments provided

by the personnel of the settleme.nt I s dispensary o·ffered

relief of symptoms and sometimes effe.ctive. cures .

t:b.e

Th~se

services were fine, in the Edward River view, and people
resorted to them because of their undoubted efficacy.

But

there remained the question of why a particular person became
~ick

Nursin~ si~ters

in the first place.

tors provided
the body.

expla~ations~ in

and visiting doc-

terms of pathogens entering

Edward River people understood the notion of

invasion well enough from the perspective of their own medical theory.

The

und~rstand,

difficult to
employed.

i~vading

microscopic pathogens were more

partly because of the medical jargon

But in the end·, the disease-causing entities of

Western biomedicine were grouped by Edward River people with
the slivers of bone, pieces of wire, magical ~tones, poisons and
operations that constituted the proximal causes of illness in
the indigenous belief s.ystem.

The question that was never

answered by Western health care was: who put those things
in the body?

Hence, it came about that· the -·t'I:murri doctor ll

could continue to offer a service that

th~

dispensary staff
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could not provide.
There was therefore
"murr i

care

a continuing tradition of

doctoring" together with ancillary traditional health

In addition to the ministrations of the

serv~ces.

dispensary staff, well" known remedies were still being used,
and people with healing powers or particular proprietory

cures were still applying tl:lern to the sick.
F~om time to
time it was necessary to call in a native doctor, a true
warigath, to car~y out a"diagnostic investigation and seek
the causes of a person's illness.
I never witnessed a
murr i doctor" in action in the settlement.
The same kind
of privacy conventions that surrounded the consultations of
II

the Western

medical~ractitioner, surro~nded

theirs as

~ell.

Informant's descriptions of "murri doctors" in action differed

little from their descriptions of pre-settlement practice.

-of

The acquisition

tional patterns.

Ilmurri doctor" powers also followed tradiSeveral men'· at Edward River were said to

have "passed through the Rainbow" after the fashion detailed
earlier in Chapter 4 (see pp. 245-6).
Probably th~ most
convenient way of acquiring

II

rnurr i

doctor" powers was to lie

on the grave of a person who had recently died.

required a great deal of

fortitude~

This

Some admitted .to having

attempted it' only to turn back at the last minute because
their fears.

One man, D. A. had done it successfully.

the story of his induction into the Ilrnurri doctor's

II

of
But

role

stood as a cautioriary tale to all would-be pra6titioners.
I

present it here:
When J. H. died in 1961, T. E. and D. A. decided they would

atterrpt .to acquire-

IIrrnJrri

doctor II powers by lying on his

gr~ve.

They decided to do it together one· night so as to have mutual
support ·and protection.

At the last rrorrent, T•.E. 's courage

failed him and he did not keep the assignation at theceroStery'"G
D. A, on the other hand went through with it.

He lay at .full length on the rround and waited for sarething
to happen..

The grave opened up and· D. A. "fe~ through" into

the country of. the dead which lay below the· surface of the

earth.

He wandered about there for serre tine. untiL. he was
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shown the. way out by·a goanna.

He emerged fran the land

of the dead through a ·hole in the side of the bank of the
Edward River serre 24 kIn from the mission.

D. A. returned to -the settlement and told his story'. to

T. E. who was much ala.:r::ned.

He urged ·D. A. not to .try

his powers out too soon in case
.

sare~g

went THrong,

.

since newly confi.nred llmurri doctors n needed serre time to
consolidate their powers .before they could be errt'loyed
without risk to the user.

. Unforttmately, he was per-

suaded to try his hand at curing sareone.

a

'P,s

consequence his rrental functioning becarce ·badly irrpaired
and he began to behave OOdly.

He disnrpted church

services by standing up at the back· of the, congregation.
and haranguing the chaplain in a strange tongue.

Sare-

tiires he stood for long periods of time .outside .the
church with his arms spread.in crucifiX fashion.

He

'"IIQuld often care into staff houses uninvited and sit

down .at nea1s with them.

gr~ve

widOW' of the man whose
be~our

beg~

to court the

he had lain upon, much

By the time of the DAIA take-over,

'to her annoyance.

D. A.' s

And he'

had becare quite bizarre..

councillors explained it as due to his
courtship of J. H.' S widail.

The-

unsuccess~

They said nothing about

the grave-lying incident, although it was camon know-

led9'e in both neighbourhoods.·

Finally, D. A. had to be

sent out to cairils under escort for psychiatric treatment ..
(He had tried to emulate a scene fran a roovie shown at

Edward River in which the heroine, strapped to a conveyor
belt, was being fed into a circular saw.

For the heroine,

D. A. had substituted a child and his circular

SCM was

the

f-lywheel of a large diesel rootor. )
Weste:rn therapy proved effective in controlling D. A.' s

aberrant behaviour.

When· he returned to Edward River

he searied quite noJ:Ina1.

He began practising as a "ImJrri

doctor ll , this tima with no i l l effects.

He developed

quite a reputation, not only at Edward River, but also at
Kowanyama. and Aurukun ..
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9.4

Reconfiguring ritual behaviour

The pre-settlement cosmology found specific expres.

sian .in

.

ri~ual

observances, by which means 'Edward River

people sought to communicate with, and to some degree controlg
the supernatural powers and beings that inhabited the mythic
landscape.

The observance of routine rituals offered a

protective mantle against the harmful. effects· of the potent

places and the

unwelcorn~

attentions of ghosts, demons and

predictable mythic beings.

un~

Increase rites were aimed at

conserving the material conditions of the hunter-gatherer
life-style.

Ritual also served social and individual ends.

The linking of clans with particular ritual estates and their

attendant ceremonial resp.onsibilities
charter for clans as primary

pro~ided

l~ndholding

a supernatural

groups.

The per-

formance of rites of passage (i~e. initiatio~ ceremonies and
mourning rituals) marked

~mportant

transition points in an·

individual ,·s progression through this life and on into the

'next.
I have argued in the previous section that the cos~ology whi~h generated this ritual, activity successfully met

the challenge posed by the competing European material
ture and Christian world view.

cul~

The pre-settlement· ideology,

in a revised and expanded form, still provided Edward River
peopl'e- with their basic orientation towards the world and

its works.

There were, 'however, substantial changes in

ritual activity.
changes in

t~e

The follow'ing two subsections trace the

performance of'pre-settlement- ritual activity

(Subsection 9.4.1) and the development of new kinds of ceremonies which, generated out lof the durable postulates and
values of the Edward Riyer cosmology" provided .anadaptive

response to an altered way of life" (Subsection 9.4. 2)
9.4.1

Post-settlement changes in ritual activity
If the "calendars" for the performance of rout1ne

and ceremonial ritual could be compared for the 1930s and

the period between 1968-75, substantial differences would
emerge.

Firstly, it would be evident

th~t

initiation cere-

monies and other large-scale ritual activity associated with
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particu~ar

sites

with~n

the latter periode

the reserve, were no longer held in

Further, much routine ritual connected
r'\_

with species increase

Ull

..... _

'-J.~C

_

..... 't.... _ _

u

'-J..L'C.J..

rites of introduction were meticulously observed by Aboriginal
travellers in the bush, and people were still said to be

manipulating places of malevolence and power in order to
produce rain and storms, epidemics and annoying.' plagues of
insects.

In the settlement period, there was· one set of

ritual activities that had no real equivalent in the 1930s.
These were funerary· ceremonies which combined elements of
pre-settlement ritual with customs introduced from the
Torres Straits to produce a new kind of ritual focus within
the settlement.

In short,

local innovation.

They

t~ese'

ceremonies represented

wer'e a-'r-esponse to needs

oped within the context of- the settlement.

that deve-l-=>

I will discuss

the evolution and form of funerary ceremonies in the following
subsection.

Here it is pertinent to

as~why

some pre-

settlement ritual activity disappeared when the belief system
that provided the impetus for their performance remained
substantially.intactc
It seems clear that in the decade' prior to the
establishment of the mission on the reserve,
a~tivity

was already declining.

l~rge-scale

My in£ormants referred to

a number of ceremonies which ,had never been performed in
their lifetimes, but which their parents had desc~ibed to
them:

The most likely reason .for the beginning of the

decline was the establishment of the missions to the north
and south of the Edward River reserve and the appearance of
pastoral properties on the eastern boundaries.

Both mission

and cattle properties drew increasing numbers of the reserve's
inhabitants within their spheres of influence.

Once enmeshed

in" the activities of the mission or the pastoral property, it
became increasingly difficult for individuals to participate
in ritual activities in remote parts of the reserve.

Even

those who resisted the blandishments of the missionary and
the pastoralist were still drawn to visiting· missions and

cattle stations in order to" see kin and to obtain metal tools
and tobacco.

The existence of such attractive alternatives

wotild have disrupted traditional rou~ines that- required the
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cooperation of many clans.

With -the estab.·lishinent of the

Edward River mission, all large-scale ceremonies ceased
except for the initiation ceremonies.
As I noted earlier, initiation ceremonies continued

to be held regularly with Chapman's support in the -years
~etween1940

last IIbush

and 1951.

sc~oolJl

Yet, after the performance of the

in 1951, no further· ceremonies were helde

There is no obvious reason why there should have been such a

sudden cessation.

Chapman

re~ained

in control of the

mission until 1957, and mission work schedules during that
period were never so demanding that time could not be found

Certainly people were still going out into
the bush-·tohunt and forage when mission rations- ran low.
to conduct them.

In the light of the events of the first confirmation ceremony at Edward River, it is tempting to think that the chaplain of the time persuaded the people to accept Christian
confirmation as an equivalent rite-.
~o

suggest that this did occur.

There is no evidence

In 1968-75, men regretted

the passing of IIbush schools".

Those young men who had not

been put through.- the ceremony were conscious of
something.

From time to time,

peo~le

having-~missed

would suggest that

perhaps some kind of short-form initiation ceremony could be
devised that would fit in with· the community's work schedules.
Most suggestions of this sort never got to the stage of an
off~6ial proposa~,

because it was acknowledged that to do the

thing properly, even in a shortened form, would require the
absence of -a sizea.ble section
of the work force for at least
.
a week.
No-one felt that any manager would agree to that.

The routine ritual associated with. the increase of
food species had disappeared.
Middle-aged men remembered
seeing their older kin carry out increase ritual in presettlement times, but few had performed the ritual themselves.

The sites where increase ritual could be pe.rformed were well
known.
They were, however, uncared for.
When some increase
sites seemed likely to disappear because of the depredations
of feral pigs grubqing about for rootstocks, the owners of
the sites were unconcerned.
±ncrease ritual in the 19605

No-one saw the need to perform
~nd

19705.

The bush was no
.

longer

the';~

-

source for the bulk of the Edward River people I

~
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food and material needs.

Instead of being viewed as a

habitat whose food supplies could

only thro'ugh

ritual control, the bush was seen as a place of abundance
where many kinds of game and fish were waiting to fall to the
firearms, spears and fishing tackle of anyone who.cared to

go out and augment the store~bough~ diet.

Processed flour

had entirely replaced native rootstocks and fruits as the

staple plant food.

The supply of flour was never in doubto

Other kinds of increase rites were being practised,

or were· said. to be praC'tised.

When epidemics and insect

plagues assailed the community, these were usually attributed
to ,someone 1 s manipulation of a potent place.

-r

never wit-

nesse:a'· a"Ilyone deliberately performing rit'ual to'produce

malevolent effects in the community.
acts took place in private.
ren~e

By convention, such

The evidence for their occur-

lay in. the results that were imputed to them.

Rain-

'making, normally a .benign act, was regularly practised at

the onset of the wet season.

Individuals often claimed to

have made particular storms.

I was shown how to make storms

and once participated in "making U one.
T. E. and I-were returning from one last trip to 'the lIHolroyd"
country before the wet weason set in in earnest.

On

our

approach to the crossing at the Edward River, T. E. asked
if I had any soap.

Ire

When I said that I had, :q.e ·offered to

shOW' rre how to rrake rain.

We pulled up while he obtained

bark from several tre~ and then proceeq.ed to the cross:ing.
In the river bed there were a nunber of depressions f.ilied

with water from the early wet season stonos.

Selecting one

of these pools, TeE. wrapped the soap and bark into a corrpact
bundle

I'

He dipped it into the .pool, soaking it for a rrorrent

or two before lifting it out.

Holding the bundle above the

pool, he wrung it so that suds 'cascaded into the wetter.

AS

he did so, he nade a low humning· noise in the back of his

throat.

This procedure was repeated several ti.rres until a

soapy froth covered the pool.

T. E. then stuffed the bundle

under a ledge in the pool and announced that we" had just ma.de

a

big stOI.111.

obvious to

Ire.

(The syrrbolism of the procedure seared perfectly

The bundle represented a cloud, the suds the
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rain and T. .E 's noises were the thunder
e

0

)

T. E told a
e

nurrber .of people what we had done and it soon became corrroon
knowledge about the settlerrent that we had made a storm that
would appear in due course.
T. E e told me that we would recognise our stonn amJng the
the 'Welter of wet season terrpests by not.ing the direction from

It was not until three days before Christmas

which it came..

that a furious stODIl rolled ,in: from the direction of the

. Edward River crossing.
arrived at last.

T. E. delightedly said our stann had

It rained

heavil~

for two days, and it

looked set to continue ·on into Christmas day as well.
~~.s~99nd

day, a nurrber of men, fearin.g._,thA-t ,

tPe?

On

c:hristmas

festivities would be spoiled by ourra.i.nrrBking, in all

seriousness suggested to

I1'lE3

that we go back and stop it.

On

consulting with T. E., I was infonred that. the rain would

stop i f

we

took the' parcel froin its hiding place beneath

the ledge and threw it CMay.'

I did not relish the prospect

of atterrpting to put this into operation since I calculated
that the pool must be covered by at least' four rretres of

rapidly flowing water!

Happily for us. all, the rain

stopped on Christmas day.

~.

E. and I. were botn greatly

relieved.

Since the land still retained its potency, it was
necessary to perform rites of introduction to places that

contained supernatural hazards.

Aborigines who were

strangers to the country were most at risk.

The following

is an illustration of how the Edward'River supernatural
landscape could-affect

strangers~

Edward River borrowed Kowanyama' s bulldozer to help clear

the way

fOJ;"

a fence linee

Do K., a Kowanyama resl-dent who hailed

originally from NorIranton I had also been "borrowedII to maintain and

operate the bulldozer."

The fence line passed close 'to Malriw, the

place where The Wotmded Man of .the Spear wooChon:rn had. becorre transfOI:'Il'ed (see PP •. 200-2)e

It was felt 'that D. K. would not. be in

jeopardy from ,the place so no- special precaut"ions were taken.

theless_, while operating the bulldozer near

~'tract,

~y

None-

D. K. began to
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feel strange and, in his words ,"took a ,fit II •

scious.

He fell ·1.IDcon-

W. C., a Spear/Duck clansman and, a native' healer of

scxre repute, used his arts to restore D. K. to his senses and
then perfo:ored the appropriate rites of introduction.

D. KG

continued to work with the bulldozer, albeit, uneasily.

He

constantly carplained about the dangers of: the Edward River

countrysi4e and looked fo:tWard to returning to the canparative

safety of Kowanyarra.
Europeans were held to be i~une from the dangerous
effects of raak ngaanch.
They cou-ld;, h.oweve:r, unwittingly
trigger off the latent powers of such places .by careless
behaviour andc-on-sequently bring misfortune to themselves

or to Aboriginal' people.

I was constantly warned. by my

Aboriginal.companions in the bush'not to use soap in any
natural watery place.
It was li.kely to cause storms and
unseasonable rains.I was told never to dispose of animal
remains in swamps, waterholes or lagoons for the s.ame reason o
More often th~n, not, the Edward River people forbore to warn
staff members of the consequences of their actions at raak
ngaanch either because they feared ridicule or they were too
reserved to interfere with staff a·ctiviies.
The following
case·illustrates an instance of this:
The stock overseer. heard that I was maldng a trip to a water-

hole called- Bullyard and asked. i f he could join my party.

not at that tirre visited Bullyard and he wanted to
assess its potential.
Since my guide, N. E., had ·no objec-

He had

tions,

\tle

decided to make a picnic of it..

brought his ,family with him.
day in late August.

The overseer

We set out on a hot, cloudless

When we az:rived at the waterhole, the

children ..were glad to t1JlI'ble out of the vehicle, and ·ru5h into

i;he water to cool off.

They were having a great tirre caper-

ing about in the water and everyone was enjoying their skylarking except N. E..

In fact he looked troubled.

When I

asked him why ·he was so glum, he said- that Bullyard was a
"touchy" place and the· children's antics would rrore than likely
cause a stonn.

I went to the overseer. and repeated N. E

forebodings. to him.

CI

'

s

To his credit, he irmediately ordered
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his children out of the water.

N. E. was obviously relieved.

That night it rained, a rare event in August.

But as N. E.

pointed out, it was only 'to be expectedl
9.4.2

Funerary ritual and secularisation of secret dances
During 1968-75, the only form of publicly organised

ritual that had its or'igins in the Edward River cosmology
was that associated with the death of adults.
rate ceremonies were involved.

Three sepa~~

The first, and the one that

had been established the longest, was the "house opening"
ceremony.

Its principal function was to clear the way for

the re-occupation of a deceased person's house or room.
The second one was called the 'Ilook rubbish" cer'emony.

'It

served to Show that the family in mourning had recovered
from their grief

an~

loss.

. This was a· 'ceremony of dedication

"tombstone opening".
g~ave

performed at a

placeo

The third ceremony was the

after a headstone had been set in

Tombstone "openings were a very· new'phenomenon at Ed-

'ward River, although they had been held'at Kowanyama.

one took place between 1968 and 1975.

Only

Althoug~ th~s

par-

ticular ceremony was consciously modelled on contemporary
.
,

Torres Strait

Island~r

burial practices, it had many links

with pre-settlement ideology and funerary customs.

The

ritu,als themselves were part of a sequence of mprtuary
activities that were c'onducted p'artly in public and p'artly
in private.
For the sake of descriptive clarity, I shall
present a generalised description of mortuary beliefs and
practices at Edward River as they were in 1968-75.
account is based on observations of

suc~

My

practices carried

out with respect to the deaths of five adult males and one
adult female.
When a person died at Edward River, virtually the
whole adult community gathered about the corpse to keen and
express sorrow.
be

suspect~d

Those who did not attend the keening would

of complicity in the person's demise.

kin gave themselves up to

uninh~bited

Close

displays of grief.

They lay across the body wailing loudly or distractedly threw
themselves on the ground.

If the dead person was a

marr~ed
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male, his agnates often roughly handled the widow and accused
her of not looking after the deceased properly in his life-

time.

The very close kin often had to be restrained in case

they injured themselves or others in their grief.
From the moment of death, the dead person's
were identified by the appropriate'-rnourning terms.

k~ndred

If the

deceased was married, his' or her partner retired from public
gaze and went into seclusion.

The pronouncing of the dead

personts English names or personal clan names in publiq was

forbidden.

Anyone who shared a name with the deceased had

to be referred to by some other name.

Food taboos were

imposed on the appropriate kin (see Chapter 3 for details).
When the keening was finished, the corpse was· prepared for burial.

Those kin, who in pre-settlement times

were respons-ible for preparing the corpse on its exposure
pole~, saw -to this matter.

,

Only the bodies ,of people who

had -died in Cairns and had· been returned to the settlement
were buried in coffins.

People who died in. the sett.lement

were wrapped firstly in cabbage-tree leaves and then shrouded
in sheets.

After a brief service and eulogy in the church,

the body was - transported' to the appr.opriate cemetery and
int'erred according to Christian rites.

Generaloly

entire community attended a burial ceremony.

I

the

There was

little grief displayed at it and in contrast to the keening
at the- t-ime ,of death it was almost a, ligh:t;-p.eaJ;,.ted affair.
When the burial was

co~pleted,

happened at the house of the deceased.,

one of two things
The occupants of

the 'deceased's house could move out and stay with kin, leaving the place empty.
be "closed".

A house in this state was said to

Otherwise, the occupants could elect to stay

in the house, but lock up the room the deceased used to
occupy~

In this case, the room was said to be "closed".

In five cases of my sample of six deaths, the house was

"closed"o

At the same time, the tracts within the reserve

that were most often associated with the deceased were also
declared to be "closed" by the deceased's brothers.

People

evinced the greatest reluctance to go near tracts under

mortuary bans.
The_ g~6st of a dead person was said to remain in
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set~lement

the vicinity of the

for at least several weeks afte

death brought its release from the body.

In the first few

weeks after its release, a ghost attempted to stay n-ear- its
The object of closing houses and rooms was to

kindred.

per~

suade the ghost to depart the settlement and" go to its own

favourite tracts, from where it would eventually join other
spirits of the" dead.

Until it left the environs of the

settlement, the ghost could be encountered by the living.
People feared meeting ghosts because their behaviour was unpre
dictable and often mischievous.

In the weeks immediately

following a death, few men or women would go out unaccompanied
into the scrubs surrounding the settlement.

Neither did

people walk about at night unless they had very pressing
reasons.

Despite

~uch precauti~ns,

each death at the settle-

ment brought its quota of brushes and encounters with the ghos
of the dead person.

It was said that the presence of a ghost

could be detected by its own peculiar smell.

-After several

weeks or so, the reports of encounters ceased, and it was

assumed that the ghost had retreated to its own tracts (i.e.
the ones placed under the mortuary b.ans) to camp.

Sometimes

people would corroborate this by reporting sightings of the
ghost- out in the bush, or that they had seen the smoke from.
-

.

its campfire rising up from the tracts set aside for it.
When it was established that the ghost had departed, then
people began to move normally about the settlement and the
reserve, avoiding"only the banned tracts and, of course, thehouses or rooms that had been closed.
Shortly after a body had been interred, divination
procedures were carried out at the grave site, usually during
the nighto
secret.

As might be expected, they were conducted in
The fear of encountering the ghost of the dead

person virtually_ guaranteed that there would be no unwanted
observers of the

proc~edings.

I have no idea whether

divination was actually carried out in respect of each
of the deaths in my sample.

Rumour and gossip suggested

that it was, but I knew of only one case where it had beeh
certainly carried out.

For the most part, the secrecy

conventions surrounding divinations were str6ngly adhered

to.
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The responsibility for raising mortuary restrictions lay primarily with the brothers of the deceased (or

For example, they.

their class·ificatory surrogates) •

decided when it was appropriate to lift the food taboos
placed on the parents of the deceased.

The occasion was

marked by a" small private ceremony in which the brothers
approached those observing the taboos and offered them
pieces of the proscribed foods.
They also determined when
it was time for a widow to .come out of seclusion.
The
lifting of this mortuary observance was also accompanied by
a private ceremony.

There was no fixed period for the

observance of mortuary taboos.

T~e·length

of their impo-

sition depended on factors such as the hardship they might
cause, the willinghess of the person to undergo them and the
respect the family felt was due to t·he deceased's memory.

House openings,

stone openings furthered

111

00k rubbish n ceremonies and tomb-

theproc~ss

of lifting the restric-

tions on people and places that were brought about by a death.
B~cause

they were large-scale public activities requiring-the

cooperation of many people, they were less easy to organise
than the simple private ceremonies I

described

above~

There

were, however, strong pressures from both staff and community

members to. hold house openings as soon as practicable to cleaz
the way for the reoccupation. of a dwelling or room.
When the deceased's brothers, in consultation with
their kindred, decided" ·it was time to open a ho~se, they had
first to obtain a commitment from a large number of fellow

clansmen and neighbours-to participate in the ceremony on
the day they nominated.
preparations.

Then they had to set about the

Well before time, a programme of the dances

to be performed was selected and dancers chosen and rehearsed

in their routines.
Good singe~s were recruited, not only to
perform on the day, but also to assist with the drilling of
the dancers.

Dancing regalia had to be refurbished or

created for the occasion and a plentiful supply of body
paints gathered together for use by the ~old paten" dancersG
(I will. explain the term 0 1d paten shortly.)
Closer to
the day, the kin charged with the duty of supplying the
11

ll

feast that accompanied the house opening b.ought the

provision~
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and began preparing them, while other kindred members tidied
and swept the yard of the house and hung decorations around
it

e

House openings were

noone

usua~~y

held on a Saturday after-

They.were a matter for the entire

settlement~

Staff

members were particularly invited to attend and observe the
proceedings.

When everyone was assembled and the performers'

prepar·ations complete, a signal was given and the first set
of dancers arranged themselves at one end of the neighborhood.

They were dressed in the fashion of Torres Strait
They wore red laplaps, coconut frond

Island dancers.
skirt~,

decorated headbands and white bands about their
Accompanied by guitar and an nisland ll

wrists and ankles.

drum (a waisted .wooden cy·linder with a lizard skin st:retched
over one end), they advanced in a dancing line towards the
~ouse

singing "island songs ll

,

or wuuch warram as they were

were called in Kuuk Thaayorre.

The' ·melodies of wuuch warram

were imported from the Torres S.traitin post"':'settlement t.imes,

but the verses of the songs were local compositions in one·

or other of the vernaculars.
As the dancers drew near the
house, the people 1e11 in behind them and followed them in
procession around ite
house.

Next the dancers went inside the

At a given signal, the people

~f

the ,neighbourhood

and others who had close ties with the deceased, rushed into
the house to cry for the dead person.
marked

by

dwelling.

hea~y

The grief display was

·stamping and much banging of t'he wa·lls··' of the

This part of the ceremony was referred to as the

"house bumping".

When the IIhouse bumping ll was concluded,

there was a lull in the performances while those who were
invited went to a nearby

hous~

to partake in the feast which

had been cooked and prepared by the kindred of
After the fe·ast,

th~ decease~.

it was time for "old paten ll dancers

to commence the final segment of the ceremony.

The origin

of the phrase "old paten" is obscurei but it referred to the
performance in dance and song of episodes from the wQochorrm.
While a few of the dances were post-settlement creations,_
most of them were reproductions of portions of the presettlement dance dramas (wuuch yangkar) thCl:t recreated the

mythic world of the ancestral supernaturals..

In. the ··case
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perfo~ed

of settlement funerary ritual, the dances

drew on

the 'store of woochorrm belonging to the deceased or else
were special creations performed at the request of the ghosts
of dead clansmen.

Information concerning these latter

dances was received during dreams.
men
the deceased's clan.

The dancers were all

of

.performances were compellingly dramatic c

p~ten"

IIOld

There was a set format to their

pre~entation

which is

d~a

grammed below in Figure 9.1 •
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Figure 9.1

The general ground plan for an "old paten"
performance.

Dotted lines mark the dancers'

advance towards the audience.

Tnose who were not taking part in the perrormances
formed a loose semicircle around a point where the dancers
would bring their part.icular segment to a climax.
in front of the spectators,

us~ally

group of men called the clappers.

Stationed

to their right, was a
Their function was to

provide a rhythmic accompaniment and vocal sounq effects

~or

the-dancers by clapping their hands, stamping their feet and
utter~ng

cries and grunts.

Opposite them-stood the

s~ngersg
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They would establish the beat and sing the songs associated
with the woochorrm to be
ted as clappers.

perf6rmed~

Men of all clarts

assis~

Singers were chosen not so much because

of their clan affiliations but for their vocal stamina and
their ability to sing the songs in the proper style

o

Several singers ·were:,.required.··so that .the."melodic:- line CQuld
be continuously sustained without undue strain.
When all was ready, the singers established the
corrept beat using a pair of boomerangs as clapsticks, or
sometimes a pair of tin cans.

The clappers picked the

beat up and began to .clap and grunt softly in time with the

As the s'ingers chanted the C?pening" verse of the

singers.

song, the dancers, who up to this point had remained hidden,
emerged from their place of concealment and commenced their
p~rformance~

The actual programme of "old paten ll dances

was usually kept secret, but for most of the adult audience
the~song' and its words immediately identified which mythic

segment was about to be presented.

The dancers were all

men of the deceased's clan, although it was difficult at
first to tell who they were

I

because t.heir body paint ana.

decoration had so al-tered their appearance.

They certainly

looked larger than lifee
Each "old paten II segment co-nsisted of a number of
discrete scenes in which the dancers
mimed
the actions of
.
.
the central characters, human, part-human and animal.
scene was separated from the next by a

choreogr~phic

Each
flourish

characteristic of the dances of western Cape York Peninsula
called "Shake-a-leg".

To perform this, the dancers bent at

the knees, spread their feet apart and then vibrated their
thighs in time with a rapidly increasing tempo supplied by
the clappers.

At a given signal the clapping reached a

crescendo and then suddenly stopped,'

leavi~g

the dancers

holding a pose t'hat was in some way representative of the
mythic character being portrayedo

With the performance of

each scene the dancers moved closer to the spectators, until
they reached the central point where the pageant was brought
to its climax.

The final scene usually featured a dramatic

incident such as the transfiguration of The Wounded 'Man (see
pp. 200-2)

I

tMhe destruction of the two lovers by -:lightning
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(see pp

205-6) or the fight between the freshwater crocodi·le

c

and the saltwater crocodile; a high point in a mythic sequence

shared by the Spear/Duck and Groper/Barramundi clans (see
McConnel 1957:99~100) for an account of this rnythc

They

demonstrated a masterly sense of theatrical effect.
The dances were
audience.

watch~d

with rapt attention by the

Even most of the children knew by heart the

events being. re-enacted.

For the residents of Edward River,

the dances gave vivid expression to their world' of myth.
The dramatic presentation of primal events in song and dance
made their cosmology more
able.

tangi~le

and therefore more

The performers' who danced the roles.felt very close

to the characters they wereportrayin'g.
much.

believ~

.They. often said as

The ultimate compliment that one could pay a per-

former was to say,

"By golly', I thought you really were that

story" •

The staff, who also watched, had little or no access
to the multi-layered" set of ,meanings. that lay behind the per~orrnances.
Abor~ginal

If they

rec~ived

any commentary at all from

spectators concerning their content, it was

usually some brief phrase like,

lIThis is my lightning story"

or "Thi's shark story comes, from my hornell.

,To the staff it

was simply good, if somewhat cryptic, theatre.
When the. last "old paten" dance had been brought to
a close, the gathering broke up in a' state of high euphoria.
Because they had been close to .the sources of supernatural
pow~r,

the performers would sleep late the next, day.

The

house (or the room) was now ready for re-occupation.

It

was not usual for a widow or a widower to go back to a house
where a marriage partner had died.

The widowed went to live

with married children or· else set up independent households
in the accommodation set aside for pensioners.

Most of the

re-opened houses were occupied by young married couples a
few weeks after the performance of the house-opening ceremonyo
They were not necessarily closely related to

th~'dead

persone

As I noted above, the purpose of the IIlook rubbish"
ceremony was to demonstrate pUblicly that a bereaved family
had reconciled themselves to the ,loss of their kinsman.
"also' served to clear the wa'y for family members to inherit

It
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any valuable possessions the dead relative -might have left
behind.

In pre-settlement times, and for much of the post-

settlement

per~od,

a dead person's private property was

either thrown away or left to rot on the person's grave.

In

rare instances, a valuable or useful item, such as a yamstick
woomer~,

or a

might be given to some distant relative or tem-

porary kindred member, provided he or she would not be upset

at possessing such a memento.

In general., the sight of

the personal effects of a departed relative would-bring about
the same kind of grief that the injudicious uttering of the
dead person's name would cause.

In the Iflook rubbish Jl

ceremony, the" deceased's belongings were shown to family

members "and the. valuable items div'idedup between- them.

A

feast was held and there were .further public performances of
nold paten" dances connected with the deceased's

woochorr~."

The "look rubbish" ce.:t:emony was not as large--sc~le as a
house opening-. - Ther,e was no n IS'land dancin"g and; performers
tI

a~d

spectators were drawn largely from the neighbourhood

rather than the entire settlement.

It served notice that

the family had officially recovered from their grief and

that the dead person's name cou.ld be free'ly used once more

D

The first tombstone opening at-Edward River came
acout because a group of siblings wanted to erect a memorial

headstone over the grave of a" brother who passed away in
1970.

They were all

Lightning clan.

~embers

of the Kuuk Thaayorre Wallaby/

Up until that time, the graves in the

cemeteries at Edward River did not carry any form of permanent marker other than an iron cemetery peg carrying the
number of -the grave.
It was a sign of -the growing affluence
of the community that the brothers'were able to save the the
considerable amount of' money' required to order an~ import the
headstone from the monumental masons in Cairns.
When the
headstone arrived, it was duly set in place.
The brothers
wanted to dedicate the headstone appropriately and in publi~o
They therefore consulted with a Tqrres "Strait Islander, who
was resident in the community, concerning the proper way of
carrying out such ceremonies.
It was quite a lavish affaire
Indeed·, many people remarked privately that too much money
had been spent' on the, whole business, and;

tha~

if the first
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tombstone open.ing was .to be the precedent for other tomb-

stone openings, then very few

fam~lies

would be

dedicat~ng

headstones to deceased relatives.

Because the

d~ad·

t~es

man had maintained strong

with Yir Yoront people, invitations to attend were issued to

a large number of Kowanyamaresidents.
people went up from Kowanyama.

like 30

Sorn~thing

Prior to the day of the

ceremony, the headstone was nidden from view by a decorative
arrangement of strings and coloured streamers.

The decor-

ation was carried out under the supervision of two Yir Yoront
women from Kowanyama who shared a major totemic emblem (Wall-

aby) with the dead mao.

A new dance that had been

to one of the brothers in a.
was rehearsed, along with

dre~

oth~rs

im~arted

by their deceased father

that were drawn from the

deceased's person's wQochorrm
The ceremony-commenced with a graveside eulogy
delivered by a Yir 'Yoront man, a Rou"gh-back Stingaree' clansman from Kowanyama.

This man had been called kuthn by the

dec.eased in his lifetime, because an older brother of the
deceased had been married to the man's sister.

After the

eulogy, the strings supporting the· decorations were- cut to
reveal the headstone.

As the strings were. cut, the

brother~

called aloud the dead man's name, indicating thereby that the
relatives could now use that name in public.

After the

dedication and the revealing of the tombstone a feast was

held'.
II

The proceedings concluded with the performance

old paten n dances.

Thaayorre men.

of

The dancers were a mixed group of Kuuk

When the dancing had ended, certain cult

items and effigies used in the dances were

lo~ged

for safe-

keeping in the church.
It is convenient to pause here to compare the presettlement funerary rites with those of the 1968-,75 period
in terms of the ends they served.

The activities that made

up the complex of pre-settlement mortuary observances accomplished a number of things.

At a practical level, they

provided for the treatment and disposal of human remains.

On another plane, the impos.ition of bans on the .tracts assoc . . .
iated with the dead person assisted the ghost of the deceased

to sever itself from· the at'tachments .0£ its former lif'eand
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join the spirits of the

dead~

For the living, occasions were

provided f'or the public exhibition of grief and respect,

while: appropriate mourning behaviour for a dead person's
family was institutionalised through the adoption of roles
specified by the bereavement terminology.

Finally, the

identity of the sorcerer responsible for a person's demise·
could be determined, and the final 'obsequies often provided
the occasion for exacting revenge upon the sorcerer.
was said that cremations and burials in the
~ften

II

w ildtime

It
ll

ended in accusations and spear fights.
Except for providing occasions for killing sorcerers,

funerary ritual of the 1968-75 period can be said to have
fulfilled the same broad functions.

However, given the

attitudes of Europeans towards the disposal of human remains
in the tropics, and the fact that Edward River people were
committed to a sedentary life-style, it was inevitable that
changes should occur both in the scheduling .of "activities and
in the activities themselves.
of funerary rites

ultimatel~

The overhauling and re-shaping
brought into being a.new ritual

focus for the community and, to some extent, provided a
replacement

fo~

period.

shall try to trace as well as I can, the sequence

I

the ceremonial rituals of the pre-settlement

of changes that led to development of the 1968-75 funerary
rites.

A major reorganisation of funerary activity was
necessitated by the European attitude towards corpse exposureo
At the outset; Chapman, like the other missionaries of Cape

York Peninsula, insisted on a speedy burial for anyone who
died within the settlement's precincts.

The people of

Edward River' 'complied with this new rule, and all who died
in the settlement were interred in cemeteries attached to
each neighbourhood.

On two occasions at least during II'Chap-

man time", bodies were secretly disinterred and reburied in
their own clan tracts.

Otherwise, quick burial was accepted

with little complaint.

Divination procedures were still held,

but this time over the grave of the dead person rather than
co~pse's

abdominal cavity, as

had been the practice in former times.

Divination in turn

over the buried contents of a

led t'o 'sor'c~rv accusations and f.ight~ in the settlement,
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often within days of a person's death.

opposed fighting over "dead

bodi~sn

Chapman sturdily
and eventually suppressed

the overt violence that provided one of the ways of securing
redress for'a death due to sorcery (see Chapter 10 where
this topic is pursued in greater detail).
It was the pre-settlement custom to place mortuary
bans on both the tract where a person had died and the tract
where the

corp~e

exposure had taken place.

lifted a year or so later.

These were

If the person had died in a

humpy, then the abandoned shelter became the
ceremony to open that tract.,

foc~s

of the

At a pre-arranged time, a

large group gathered about it to wail, to stamp on the
ground and to shake the structure in a tinal display of
grief, before declaring the place open.

This practice

became the model upon which the house opening ceremony was

Obviously, the settlement itself could not be

based.

.

.

placed under" mortuary bans and avoided whenever a death
occurred there.
to place

mort~ary

Therefore, the E"dward River' people. elected

bans on the house where a death occurred

and on its iIImlediate surrounds.
quired

re-open~ng

Houses so abandon"ed re-

eventually, so that the house or the site

of the house could be used once more'.
Hen'ce r they employed'
an elaborated version of the pre-settlement site-af-death
tr~ct

opening ceremony to accomplish this purpose.

The

dhouse bumping" part of the post-settlement ritual echoed
the pre-settlement ceremony.

But the post-settlement cere-

mony was greatly embellished through the introduction of
"Island" and ·'old paten" dances.

In pre-settlement times,

the only occasion when people danced in funerary rites
red during' crematio.ns·.

occur~

The dances of the: po,st-se'ttleme·n.t

house opening ceremonies were not modelled on these, .however.
There was a keen interest in the customs of Torres Strait

Islanders, and they were often held up as the precedent for
doing new things at Edward River.
It was said that Torres
Strait Islanders opened their houses with singing and dancing, and this was given as the reason for incorporating
IIIsland" dances into the Edward River house opening ceremonies"
It was also said that it gave the younger men who had not

learnt. ReId

"paten~

dances a part to play in the prbceedingso
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The addition of "old paten" dance segments that dramatised

parts of tJ.'?e deceased's woochorrm"came about through a
thoroughly traditional innovatory process.
that were performed

we~e

The first dances

ones that were created by the

spirits of the dead themselves (see"p'. 238).

They were

passed on to their kin in dreams with the request that they

.be performed in their memory at house openings.

When it

was realised ·that the performance of "old paten" was pleasing
to the ghosts of dead kin, it was a small but significant

step to include sections from the repertoir~ of the initiation dances and dramatisations as well.

This in turn has

meant the gradual secularisation of a set of

d~nces

the per-

formance' of which, up until well after the establishment of
the:mission, had been restricted to initiated men and those
undergoing initiation.
repe~toire

The secularisation of the initiation

was a consciously controlled process.

Many

init·iation dance segments, in the period between 1968 and
cou~d

1975, still

not be performed before mixed audiences,

because they were held to be t.oa powerful and they would have

therefore had adverse effects o·n those watching.
gO"t plenty more bora (i.e.

say.
they~re

II We 1 ve

initiation) dances,1I men would

"But we still keep them out there in the bush because
too strong yet. II

Occasionally, a powerful dance

would be introduced into funeral ritual.
certain about its

effect~,

If me-n were un-

women and children would be

required to turn t-heir backs on the performers to avoid
dangerous consequences.
The IIlook rubbish" ceremony naa its origins in a
part of the pre-settlement ritual that accompanied the final
disposal of a body.

Prior to burial or cremation, the kin-

dred viewed t·he dead person 1 s possessions and wept over them.
The items of value were given away to classificatory kin who
normally lived at some distance from, but who had ties of
friendship with, the de-ceased.

In the refurbished I'look

rubbish" ceremony, there was no crying over the dead person's
possessions.
cl·ose kin"

The valuable items were distributed among the

not the distant kin.

The major inten_t of the

ceremony was to validate ritually the inheritance of the
dead person's effects. by members of the kindred.

This was
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a new need that had arisen in the wake of the growing affluence of the Edward River people and their accumulation of
consumer durables.

The importance of the occasion was

underscored by .. old paten

II

dancing.

Finally, the tombstone opening ceremony, although
frankly based on a Torres Strait Islander custom with which
the Edward River people were already familiar, still owed
much of its content to the indigenous cosmology and trad.itional practice.

The tombstone was, after all, simply a

more durable (and, to the Europeans, a more acceptable)
version of the up-ended trees that marked pre-settlement
graves • . The performance of "old paten ll identified the
ritual as no mere copy, but instead, ·as something intimately
linked with the Edward River supernatural landscape and the
people who belonged to it.
ati~e

strings

reflect~d

the

Even the cutting of the decorpre-settle~ent

custom of

pU~ling

open the strings that held the wrappings of the bones of the
dead as they were placed on the pyre (see p. 235).

9.5

Summary
In brief, the Edward River cosmology survived the'

challenge to its relevance and continued to function powerfully in the everyday life of the community.

It had re-

sponded to changed needs and altered contexts by renovating
beliefs and generating new rituals.

It had done this in a

way that maintained clear links with the past so that the
Edward River people could truly say, as they often did,

"We

f6110w on from old custom".
Even when "old paten" dances were performed in nonritual contexts,. as for example in the displays for visit1ng
or for departing staff, they were more than simply exhibition:
of an innate talent for providing good entertainment.

They

were also statements about an Aboriginal .universe and the
mythic threads that tied people to a ritual estate.
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CHAPTER 10
10.1

SETTLEMENT LAW AND ORDER AND SOCIAL CONTROL

Introduction
In terms of the white Australian legal system, law

and order at Edward River was maintained through a twotiered structuree
The lower tier was a community court
system established by various acts and regulations to deal
with breaches of the community By-Laws and certain limited
kinds of civil complaints.
Only t-he Aboriginal residents
of the reserve could be dealt with in the community system.

Offences committed by Aborigines that were judged to be
serious and all-charges brought against Europeans for offen~
ces committed within the reserve had too be referred through
the- upper tier of the structure, which was the normal QueensI-and court system.
Referral through the regular Queensland
courts was relatively rare.
Most disputes and their resolutions were carried out within the. community in a very

distinctive way that involved both the community court system
and a set of redressive procedures that owed more to the presettlement system of law and order than to the Western legal

I shall concentrate my

systemc

disc~ssion

therefore on

dispute reso.lution procedures within the community.

I will

begin ,with an account of the formal constitution of the
co~unity

court system and its powers.

Aboriginal courts in Queensland were estab'lished as

entities in their own right by Section 44 of The Ab-origines
and Torres strait· Islanders' Affairs Act 1965 and continued

-----

by Section 32 (1) of the Aborigines Act 1971-79.
constitution of the

A~original

The formal

courts is set out in the 1972

regulations accompanying the last-named Act:
Aboriginal Courts •• .shall be consituted by two or m:>re Aborig0

ines who are Justices of the _Peace, provided that if a- Court
cannot be constituted by two or rrore such

the
. Aboriginal Council established in respect of such Reserve or
cormnmity nay constitute itself into an Aboriginal Court which
shall be constituted by at least three rrerrbers of such Council"
A person shall not sit_ as a member of an Aboriginal Court for
~origines,
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the pm:poseof hearing and detennining any ma.tter in which

he has an interest ..

The jurisdiction and powers of the courts were, as I noted
above, limited to Aborigines living in the reserve.

The

court could hear, determine and impose penalties for offences
under the Regulations and the By-Laws of the community.

The

Regulations, which gave administrative enactment to the provisions of The Aborigines Act 1971-79, dealt with a broad
range of things including the administration of welfare funds,

trust funds, de..c eased or m'issing' Ab'or-igines" the contorol of
reserves and communities, council elections, community funds,
Aboriginal courts, gaols and policemen, visiting justices,
employment, penalties, sale of beer on reserves, inspections
and the management of property by officers of the DAIA.
Although communities on Aboriginal reserves were empowered
under the regulations to make their own By-Laws (with the
~proval

of the appropriate Minister), the Edward River

:ouncil had never done so.

Instead they used a set of DAIA

model By-Laws which set out in 23 chapters a large number
of rules concerning what might be termed local government
requirements.

Among other things, they dealt with aero-

dromes, bathing- places, boats and vessels, cemeteries, dogs,
employment, eradication and destruction of noxious weeds,
firearms··, hygiene and sanitation, hospitals and institutions
as

~·well

as' general provis ions concerning conduct and behaviouI:

including the practice of sorcery.

Many of the By-Laws were similar to the Regulations,
and Nettheim (1979) has criticis.ed both By-Laws and Regula-

tions, for their triviality, for the excessiv~ supervisory
power invested in authority and for thetr general 'breadth and
vagueness.

Nevertheless, the Regulations and the By-Laws

provided the major legal code within which the community
court system operated.

The Edward River court could also

hear and determine actio~s concerning the recovery of debts
and property, provided the amount involved did not exceed the
sum of- $200.

Most complaints dealt with under this provisior

had to do with actions instituted at the behest of DAIA staff
seeking recompense for the damage or destruction of

governmen~
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property~

During the period covered by my fieldwork, Edward

River had no Justices of the Peace and members of the council
heard cases brought before the community court.

Generally,

courts were convened shortly (usually one day) after charges
were laid.

On most occasions they were held in public under

the shade of a large fig·tree.

Community managers usually

did not attend them unless they were required to give evidence
The Clerk of Court was generally a staff member since no
Aboriginal person at that time was sufficiently literate

to discharge the duties properly.
Most charges were laid
by the Aboriginal policemen (I shall discuss the duties and
powers of councillors and policemen in later subseqtions)
and prosecuted by the senior Aboriginal pOliceman.
char~ed

usually conducted their own defence.

Those

The courts

could impose fines not exceeding $40 or gaol sentences not excee4ing 14 days.

The regulati?Ds provided for a system of

appeal to the normal courts and for a Visiting Justice to
spect court records and

h~ar

in~

any complaints that might arise

of the qourt's determinations.

0

To my knowledge no appeal had

ever been lodged nor had anyone complained to a Visiting Justi

Between 6 June, 1967 and 16 January, 1970, 93 people
(86 men and 7 women) appeared before the Edward River court
on a total of 106 charges.

In all, 19 "not guilty" pleas

were entered, but only 4 charges were dismissed.

Fines

totalling $728··, were i'mposed for 90 of the offences committed.
Most defendents paid $2, $4 or $6 in fines.

The

averag~

value of fines paid was $8, but this value was inflated by a
small number of large fines exceeding $20.

The fines collec-

ted went into the community welfare fund.
rare e

Imprisonment was

Only two young men were given gaol sentences without

the option of paying a fine.

Ten people were found guilty,

but released with warnings only.
Table 10.1 shows the nature of the offences committed
and the number of times they were commit·ted'.

. ,~An, exami·'nation

of Table 10~1 indicates that the offences committed at Edward
River fell largely into two categories.

Some 41 (·38%) of

the charges laid were directly associated with verbal or

physical assault, while· 54 (51%) of the charges laid were
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{a)

Obscene language

1

(b)

Causing a disturbance

9

(c)

Disorderly conduct

(d)

Assault

3

(e)

Behaving violently

2

(f)

Threatening

3

(g)

As·sau·lting a

(h)

Causing qodily harm

(i)
(j)

Drunk and disorderly

39

Bringing liquor onto the reserve

13

(k)

Drinking alcohol on the reserve

(1)

Burning grass without

20

poli~eman

2

1

2
1

authorisat~on

(m)

Not attendinq hospital for
treatment

(n)

1

. Failure to obey the instruction
of the manager

1

(0)

Damaging government property

3

(p)

Failing to exercise parental care

2

(q)

Obstructing the manager

1

(r)

Illegal entry

2

Total
Table 10.1

106

The nature of offences and the number
of t~mes they were committed, Edward
River,

6/6/67 to 16/1/70.

related either to the· importation of alcohol 'onto the reserve
or its consumption there.

A large proportion of alcoholrelated offences also involved displays of aggression and
violence.
In Edward River terms "disorder.lyll usually meant
"fighting with others".

However, it would be unwarranted

simply to conclude from the figures that Edward River was a
physically dangerous place in which to live.

The figures

were generated by patterns for behaviour more complex than
the categories of committal would indicate.

In·many instan-

ces·the charges themselves arose out of an indigenous system

of dispute resolution.

The trrie causes for these disputes
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lay elsewhere and the appearance of people before the court

was oftentimes just a trivial annexe to a process that perforce had to function independently of the introduced court
system.

This state of affairs evolved gradually from the

inception of the settle:ment, and the character of Edward
River disputation in 1968-75 clearly bore the marks of its
history of development e

In the next section I shall survey

that history"
10.2

The mission era
When the Edward River mission was set. up neither

the missionaries nor the officials of the Department of
Native Affairs (as the body in charge of Aboriginal matters

in Queensland was then styled -- hereafter DNA) believed that
the transition from life in the bush to life in a settlement
could be accomplished 'without some problems arising out of
tribal custom and traditional ways of resolving ·disputes.

As far as I can gather, the missionaries as a whole had
little real understanding of why Aborigines disputed.

Cer-

tainly there was no formal recognition of customary codes of
behaviour.

Perhaps

t~e

missionaries

f~lt

that by

recog~

nising Aboriginal customary law and providing avenues for
its expression they would have been codifying and prolonging
something which they thought ought to be changed.

At any

rate, the mission provided no alternative forum f'or the
.settling of disputes originating in breaches of

II

murr i

law".

Disputes between Aborigines came to the attention of
the missionaries when they erupted into violence.

The levels

of violence displayed by Aborigines in their quarrels were
distressing and· frightening to the missionaries.

They were

rightly concerned at the injuries and the fatalities that
followed as a consquence of disputing.

During the 14 year

period between 1939 and 1953, Chapman noted 41 serious dis-

putes at the settlement.·
1 woman) were

d~rectly

The deaths of 6 people (5 'men and

attributable· to injuries received in

the course of disputes and these accounted for 22.7% of the
deaths of all people over 20 years of age on the settlement

during that period·'.

Dur·ing the same period,. 16 .!flen, together
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with the wives and families of the men who ,were married, were
taken from the reserve on removal orders and detained for
varying lengths of time at the Palm Island Aboriginal Reserve c
Aborig~

The removal of people from the Edward River
inal Reserve seems to have come about in two ways.

Firstly,

people were removed as a consequence of complicity in a fatal
spearing.

Men so involved were usually arrested and·charged

with murder and sent up for trial in the state's courts.
None of the trials were proceeded. with, because the issues

were jUdged to be tribal in nature and outside the jurisdiction of the courts.
Instead the cases were referred to the
Director of the. DNA who had the power to order the

remo~al

of such persons from their own communities to be detained
elswehere for periods determined at the Director's

d~scretione

Thus, in an informal way the operation of "murri law" was
recognised and taken into account.
rem~val'orders

The second way in which

were invoked came about when the missionaries

attempted to forestall threatened trouble by requesting t.he
banishment of people who seemed
quarrels and unrest.

to

be at the centre of

It may be that some people designated

as "troublemakers" were unjustly removed.
removal was not regarded as
"re~education"

ing pay-back

imprisonme~t

Officially,
but rather as

~

process and as an expedient way of forestall-

d~aths.

At Palm "Island, the Edward River people

had as much liberty as any other reserve resident there, and
it could be argued that ···banishment on a removal order was the
most practical and humane way of dealing with very difficult

situationSe
While missionaries and DNA officials had

~o

come to

terms with Aboriginal disputing behaviour, Aborigines, by
the same token, had to make their own adjustments and accommodations to the processes of white Australian law and

order~

The early years of the Edward River settlement, "Chapman
time", stand out as an especially troubled period in the
minds of iriformants.

With the bene£it of hindsight it is

easy to see why this should have been so.
the

newly~formed

The residents of

mission· not only brought with them processes

for resolving disputes that constrasted sharply with white
Australian processes, but they also brought with them
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long-standing antipathies formed in the wake of past disputes

0

Within the confines of the three neighbourhoods that comprised the first settlement, those traditional antagonisms
combined with the

dynam~cs

of Aboriginal disputation served

to create explosive situations.
The Chapman diaries, togethex
·with the commentaries provi~ed by informants on fights and
disputes during this period provide a unique perspective on
the evolution of the processes of· law and order at Edward
River.
The most direct manifestation of white Australian
law took the form of the officers of the Queensland police
force.
Officers from Normanton or Coen made regular ann~al
patrols through the reserves of western C~pe York Peninsula.
In the course of such patrols they undertook inquiries into
serious charges (mostly homicides), made arrests, rounded up
runaway wives and Aborigines suffering from venereal diseases
and Qccas ionally gave· le-ctures to Edward River men on the
evils of throwing spears at others.
During their first
patrol on the Edward River reserve the-police officers arrested a number of men who had been involved in two disputes
that had had fatal consequences (see Chapter 5, Cases No. 4

and 6).
The visit made a profound
informant described it:

imp~ession.

As

one

Chapman tried to stop the fighting but he couldn I t do it.

.

.

SO· he let the people fight.

He sent for the police but he

did not tell the people he had done so.
the first ti.IIe we

one asked.

SCM

a -policeman.

They carre and for

''What's this one? I' every-

At first the people thought it was a stockman

fran Strathgordon.

But he looked different.

different hat -- and stripes.
who the man was.

He had a

The. old people asked Chapman

Chapman said it was a policeman.

Chap-

man said, "You fellows started fighting, alright, now you
Next ti.ne, when you fight, you might see

see a policeman.
another policeman. n

ing.

IIOh yeah, II they said,

But that was garmcn.

cane.

The people said they would stop fight11'We

know

nCM

about policerren. 11

They had nore fights and rrore police

When the policerren went back they just went on

fighting again.

They just couldn't satisfy.
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During this first visit by the police to Edward River they
gave one of the Aboriginal men a uniform and made him a
"policeman".
The. man they chose was Chapman's principal
Aboriginal assistant, a Yir Yoront man of the Brown Crane
clan.
In the eyes of the Edward River people the choice
could hardly have been worse.
Not only was the man unable
to keep the peace in any form, 'but he was also active in

promoting a great deal

of

factional feuding- among the Kuuk

Thaayorre, the Wik Nganchera and the Koko.Mindjena peoples.
Chapman only rarely called for police intervention
in the affairs of the settlement.

He preferred things to

be resolved without their help and there appear to have been
occasions when he deliberately did not report instances of
serious injury and even deaths resulting from disputation.
It is. equa.lly clear from the laconic entries in the diaries

that there were times when Chapman had only the merest vestig~

of control especially during

large~scale

disputes.

On a number of occasions, he was in great personal danger.

He was certainly assaulted a number of times, and but for
the intervention of natives who were "blocking1~ for him, he
might have been seriously injured.
concentrated on stopping the
the causes for fighting.

Chapman seems to have

fightin~

rather than

elim~nating

When he was unable to stop a fight

he often collected up the weapons of litigation 'the next day
and destroyed them.

Sometimes he punished naIl hands n by

not giving out rat~ons for a day or so.

He frequently sent

disputants out into the bush to cool off.

The following

two entries from the diaries are illustrative (The original

punctuation is maintained, b·ut initials of people are used
to prese·rve anon yrnity. ) :

June 13

1939
The people hunting.

A quarrel arose while hunting

and continued in the ·village.

Boarerangs and

sticks taken .••
June 14

Quarrel again this rrDrning in village. rrore bean-

erangs and sticks taken.
row· was renewed with

Again this afte:rnoon

incre~ina

force threatened
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to fire on crowd i f they did not disperse this had the
More sticks taken.

desired effect.

In only 12 of the 41 disputes. Chapman recorded in his diaries
did he mention anything about the cause of the dispute.

His

attribution of causes was often pretty meagre as it turns cute

Consider the following

~xample:

1940
Quco:rel in village over J. F. offering tobacco to

January 31

Many people took part in the

H. NI s wife during his absence.
quarrel.

a serious affair.

Qui~e

The cause of the fight was

J~

Have punished all hands.

F.ls attempt to

seduce H. N.ls

wife by offering her tobacco while H. N. was away working as

a stockman on the .neighbouring station
of Strathgordon.
My
.
.
informants produced another version of the fight.
My own·
commentary is added

~n

parentheses thus []:

We had a big fight up there where the Mungkan houses are.

H. N. [a Kuuk Thaayorre Duck/Spear. clansman] and N. N. [same

clan and a

II

son" of H. N.] started to fight because J. F'. [a

Kuuk Thaayorre Brolga clansman] broke the arm

of

H. N.' s

-

sister with a boorrerang.

seduce H.

N. 's wife.

-

She was accusing J. F. of trying to

H. N., N. N., J. F. and his brother

Me F. [Kuuk Thaayorre Brolga clan] as well as K. C. and his

son· W. C. [both Kuuk Thaayorre Duck/Spear clansman] all
started to fight with spears.
[i.ee fonna.lly duelling] •

it had to be cut out.

They were fighting IIfair go"

M. F. got a spear in the

leg and

Later C. D. [a· Kuuk Thaayorre Duck/

Spear clansman] when he saw M. F. wanted to know, IIWho hurt
my brother?~'.

That night C. D. threw rrore spears.

On comparing the two accounts we can sketch the course.of the

dispute.

It had its origins in the attempt of J. F. to

lure H. N.ls wife into infidelity.

It escalated when J. F.

injured H.. N.' s sister and then became a formal duel which
concluded with the spearing of M. F., J. F.'s brother.
This
apparentl~ settled the matter, and C. D.'s·performance
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can be regarded as a demonstration only, since it appears
that no-one answered his challenge or took any action when

he threw his spears.
The most frequently mentioned cause for fights in
Chapman's diary had to do with sorcery or puri-puri accu-

sations (9"cases out of- the 12)0
The entries in Chapman's
diary afford a rare glimpse into the processes of sorcery
accusation in the early days of the settlement;
1941
February 22

Word arrives that F. T. IS rrother taken by

Alligator near Chillago •••
March 9

A fight over the wanan bemg taken by alligator on
Feb 21st.

Two or three boys wounded slightly.

1942
D3ceItber 26

A quarrel this aften100n and sorre fighting over

dead
I::ecerrber 27

bod.y~

Quarrel continues this IOOD'ling •••

1944
February 13

s.

W., son of N.

c.

well this mornmg.

and B. C. was drowned in

Sorce boys running arotIDd

with spears J. R., J. C., J. F. and M. F. the

latter threw a spear •..
February 14

Warned all and sundry against trouble making

in the way of finding· out who by ma.gic caused
the drownmg yesterday.

Once Chapman recorded what appears to have been the settling
of a set of sorcery accusations:

1947
January 17

Ke C. died. last night ·and was buried this

afteD100n much wailing.
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February 25

We>

e.,

Je Fe and We Ee troublesorre over K. eel's

death.
March 12

A

quarrel in village over dead persons

Mel Eo

concerned••• people restless.

April 17

J. W. died todaye

He was speaI'ed in the thigh

during the quarrel on 12th March.

April 18
April 19

J. W. buried•

. Big gathering of natives and peace proclairred
_over present quarrels.

Later in the year of 1947, the M. E. of-the March

12 diary entry was banished (together -with his wife and
chiltl) 'on a removal order because of his role in sorcery
accusations.
When the next death occurred in that year
Chapman was ready:
1947

J:;ecember 24

C. D. died during the early hours of this

rrorning and was bUI.'"ied this afternoon.
Lecember 25

Xmas cheer given

and rrerrymaking.

to all hatives •

Much dancing

Held rreeting this rro.rning

Pouri Pouri practices of which C. D. was the
chief offender backed by N. N., J. C., c. C. I
J. R., L. N. and to a lesser extent big H. C.

and T. R. issued a warning to these boys.
They brought in serre fighting spears which were

destroyed.
It is worth observing that of all the men named in
the last entry above,
Duck/Spear clansman.

only one of them was not Kuuk Thaayorre
H. C. was a Kuuk Thaayorre Wallaby/

Lightning clansman whose wife was a Duck/Spear woman.
was H o

C. D

mother's brother.
Looking back on the period,
informants clearly conceptualised s~rcery allegations and
C~'s

Q
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subsequent redressive action in terms of regional alliancesG
As one Kuuk Thaayorre informant expressed it:.
Koko Mindjena, Thaayorre and MLmgkan people all b1arIed one

another for deaths in Chapman ti.rre..

When a MLmgkan person

died, the MLmgkan oldtiIrers would think someone from here

[i.e. Kuuk Thaayorre country] had caUsed. the deathCl

They

would go for one man then •••
Sometimes two of.

the~

regional groupings would form alliances

against the third as in the following case from Chapman:
1949
R. D. [Kuuk. Thaayorre Duck/Spear] died this

March 31

Irorning buried this afternoon.

April 1

Trouble over R. D. I 5 death.

_The following

boys waylaid M. H. [Wik Nganchera Snake] and

gave him a rough handling, H.C. [Kuuk Thaayorre
Wallaby/Lightning], D. N.

J. N. [both Kuuk.

I

Thaayorre Duck/Spear], M. C. [Kuuk Thaayorre
Wallaby/Lightning and H. K. [Koko Mindjena
RainbOW'/Cyclone].

M. H.

I

S

father being blaned

for R. D. I S death.

The 'last fatal spearing to occur during "Chapman
time" had its origins in a set of Kuuk Thaayorre-Koko Mindjena
sorcery accusationse

The events are described in bare

detail in the diaries.

1950
February 25

Eo ClD [Koko Mindjena Rainbow/Cyclone] speared

L. J. [Kuuk Thaayorre Jewfish] in the right

thigh this evening.
J. in much pain.

February 26

L

March 16

At 9.30 last night H. K. [Koko MiIidjena Rainbow/

0

, Cyclone and brother of E. C.] was speared
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fatally through the chest supposedly
[Kuuk Thaayorre Duck/Spear].

in the-village.

by· w.e.

Much wailing

W. C., J. R. , J. C. andC. C.

[all siblings and fellow clansrcen] left during

the .night.

TelegraPhed particulars to DNA

this rro:rning.
March 18

catalina flying boat arrived this rrc:rning at
10 a.m. with senior sergeant Denning detective

sergeant Heffernan Dr Richardson (lady) conI

stables MiJ Jar Linthwaite and Engler.
ries being made.

w. e. ,

H. K. buried this

Enqui-

afte:rnoon.

C. C. arid J. C. had been involved in a dispute earlier·

in the afternoon revolving around the spearing of L. J. by
E. C..

E. C.ls brother, H. K., was a community policeman

at the time and he had broken most of the fighting spears

belonging to W. C., D. C. and J. C..

H. K. then maintained

a watch over the three men to make sure they did not renew

W. C. managed to obtain a heavy hunting spear
from somewhere" but he kept it out of H. K.' s sight by
dragging it through the grass with his foot.
When H. K.
inadvertently dropped his. pipe and bent down to retrieve it,
W. C. seized the opportunity to pick up the spear.
When
H. K. straightened up, W. C. hit him squarely in the chest
with the spear an·d pierced his heart, killing him insta.ntlyo
the fight.

The three men together with their remaining brother J. C.
prUdently fled the settlement and travelled on foot to Coen,
where they gave themselves up to the police.

H. K.'s body

was later secretly disinterred from its grave in the village
cemetery and reburied in a tract in his clan estate at Chill-

ago Pocket.
Meanwhile, the speedy appearance of a large body of

policemen all wearing side-arms made a profound impression
on the-Edward River people.
In the words afone informant
"they made a man frightened $0 he can't do nothing".
The
case came before the circuit court in Cairns in late Julye
A number of Edward River men went to Cairns to give evidence
~b~fo~e

the court.

It was decided not to proceed with the
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case, be-cause the affair was patently a I'tribal' matter

III

W. Co and C. C. were exiled to Palm Island for several yearse

When the brothers returned to the settlement W. CO offered
his thigh to H. K.'s close kin, but the offer "to make level"
was not taken up and there the matter rested.
By then it
seems that the community had learned that it could not continue to resolve

d~sputes

with spears according to "old

custom" without at t.he same time attracting intervention by

white authorities.
Chapman' -5 problems were not at an end, however.
During the next couple of years a great deal of trouble began

to centre on H. J., Chapman's lieutenant.
From the point of
view of the community, H. J. was, under Chapman's patronage,
asserting more authority than he had any right to and was
abusing his powers.
Using Chapman's influence and protection he had acquired at least four ~ives and had imp~rted a
number of his own close kin to support him against others.
Not only that, but the"Wik Nganchera and the Kuuk Thaayorre
were conv"inced he and his relatives were using ~orcery to
kill them.
They began to unite against H. J ••
1950
Noverrber 11

of the boys quarrelserre especially S. "H.
[Wik Ngan~a Groper /Barrarrn.:mdi] who caused
scrre trouble.
P. R. [Wik. Nganchera Groper/
Barrarrn.:mdi] pushed rreover and attacked H. J ••
Serre

1952

September 22 A good deal of trouble over IlPuri Puri" directed
against H. J. the main actors being R. H. [Wi](

[Kuuk Thaayorre Duck/
Spear] and to serre. extent F. C. [Kuuk Thaayorre

Nganchera Shark]

I

D. N.

Wallaby/Lightning] and M. J. [Kuuk Thaayorre
Watersnake] •

Septerri:>er 23

Have issued a warning to allover Puri Puri
trouble.

It was a sad state of affairs.

Chapman"was urged many times
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to send H. J. back to

Kowanyama~

,One informant, V. M.,

recalls addressing Chapman in the following terms:
H. J e had about six or seven wives I think· [an exaggeration].

·All there in the corrpound where Chapman lived.

I told Chap-

man what was going on, but Chapman wouldn't send him back Lto
He was sort of frightened you know.

Kowanyama] •

him, "You don't want to be frightened.

I said to

You know you've got

sorrebody else behind your back and I' 11 help you along. II
"You see how many warren he has?

told him that.

That's why he fights with the people.

I

Nearly seven!

The Mungkan and Thaay-

orre people want to chase him back over that puri puri business
aswe11.

He is always with puri puri,.. b usiness. II

Despite such earnest advice, Chapman's support for his aide
was 'unwavering.

Some of the people de·cided on the novel

..

•

..

expedient of going over Chapman's head.

4

They complained to

the Bishop of Carpentaria.

1952
Septerrber 24

R. H.

admitted approaching the bishop about

H. J. and .J. J. [H. J.' shalf-brother, ,K-q,uk

Thaayorre Spear!Yuuchup] his staterrents are
quite false.

The whole af'fair came: to a head in November

of

1952:

1952
Noverrber 25

Again had to· speak finnly over Puri-Puri.

H. J

0

very distressed over it all as he fears he ma.y

lose his life.
Noverrber 27

Re H. very troublesorre he threw bread into

the school yesterday afternoon and this rro:ming
he attempted to attack Ire in the store this is

the second tine he attempted to nknock nell but
it was prevented by other bOYStll

Finally a Sergeant Cha.!Ilbers arrived from Cairns and conducted
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a week-long inquiry into what became known in the Cairns
Police files as the "E'dw'ard R'iver Puri, Puri': War'·.

R. ,H.

was "removed" for his role in the business and the general
consensus in the community was that the removal was the
result of a trumped-up charge and. was totally undeserved.
(who died in 1961) is cherished by the

The memory of H. J.

He was seen as a loyal and

Diocese of Carpentaria.
assistant to Chapman.

d~voted

When Chapman died three years later

he was buried beside H. J. in the Kowanyama cemetery.
Edward River H. J.'s memory is execrated.

At

They saw him as

a bUlly and a sorcerer.
The community's inability to deal with H. J. had

One was that the----people.ceased openly

several. -effects-.

disputing about sorcery for fear of invoking more police
interference.
entre~ched

.

They learned, too, that because of their

power, mission staff and white people generally
.

.

would always be difficult to dispute with on equal terms.

By the time Chapman resigned from his position as superintendent of the Edward River mission in April 1957, Edward
River people had gone some way in accommodating to the processes of white Australian law and order.
Unfortunately, there is no record comparable with

Chapman's diaries for the remaining years of mission control
o,f the Edward River settlement.
Chapman was succeeded by
I. Piddsley in 1957.
Piddsley disbanded the community
police force which, at that time was composed of several men
under H. J..

This ef£ectively put am

~nd

to' H." J.rs"hege-

mony" in. the settlement and most of th~ Koko Mindjena began
to drift back to Kowanyama.
Piddsley "decided to keep law
and order through a three-man councillor system.

He nomin-

ated three men from each of the three villages and he asked
the men to choose three of the nine nominees to represent
Although his stay at Edward River was short

their affairs.

(6 months), Piddsley had a relatively peaceful time.

were occasions
matters.

wh~n

people sought to

~nvolve

There

him in some

One example Piddlsey cited occurred when a girl

kept running away from her husband and sought sanctuary with
the missionaries.
that~it

Her father took her away each time saying

had nothing to do with the rnissibn.

Regarding it as
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a IItribal" matter, Piddsley did not 'interfere.

However, it was not always possible for the missionaries to keep "tribal" and mission affairs separate.

The

following case of betrothal breaking was one such situation.

The case is presented from the view-point of one of the chief
participants,· V. M., who was the mother's brother of the girl
concerned.

The events took place during the time of PiddsIt is noteworthy firstly, because

ley's successor, G. Green.

mission affairs were being put forward as a reason for betrothal breaking, and secondly, because the mission superintendent

and, the councillors were supplying an alternative forum for
the resolution of what might otherwise have been a fairly
bloody business.
Case No. 9
W.· E. and his wife had promised their daughter, E. W., to D. C.

c-

D. C., :who was- working on the mission lugger, had been sending a

substantial part of his wages to his 1?rospective parents-inlaw for sate tine.

E. W. was attracted to the Church and did

not want to. marry D. C••'

She said he was not a good Christian

because he did not attend church regularly.

1b3- problem was

laid before the councillors and the superintendent of the
A n:eeting was held under an old fig tree.

tine.

1b3 matter

was carplicated sarewhat because E. W. I S rrcther had died aI)d
her brother, V. M.··, was rraking a detennined stand as one of the

girl' 5 marriage bosses to ensure that the betrothal was honoured according to "old custcmR •

v.

M.

1S

argurrent was that the betrothal. should not be annulled,

because D. C. had supplied large arrounts of yuurthongkn (iee.
betrothal gifts) especially to E. W. 's !!Other.

V. M. warned

that violence would result, perhaps even a death, i f young

people flouted marriage a:r:rangercents in that fashion.

He

pointed out that i f her father didn't kill the girl, then
D. C. might..

V. M. 's general argunent received stron~ back-

ing fran the councillors.

HO\Ilever, V. M.' s spirited defence

of the marriage a:r:rangarent was to no avail.

W. E. did not

share V. M•..' s sentinents and D. C., noting E. W.- 1 S aversion to
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the match said to V.M., "I::on't force

want me

old man.

I

There's no need for you to worry about
In this fashion the promise was

I don I t want E. W•• "

this •

That girl doesn't

ITe.

publicly annulled and E. W. went to Sydney to join the Ang~can Chur~ Army for a t.irre.

one of D.

When she returned she ~ied

c. shalf-brothers.
I

One last case from the mission era is worth mentioning, partly because it was widely reported in the press at
the time, causing the matter to be raised on the floor of
the State's Legislative Assembly, and partly because the

basic

r~ason

for the dispute, the illegal importation of

liquor, wa-s-" to provide -a. continuing source, of.

c,qnf~~c;:.t ...

between Aborigine and Aborigine, and Aborigine and European,
during the ensuing years.
Case No. 10
P. R. and three others had been sent to Thursday Island for

rredical treatIIent.

'When they \\ere ready to return on the

mission lugger, their luggage. was searched and the· liquor
they "Were going to· snuggle back onto the reserve was confis-

cated.

The rren "Were told that their grog would be sold and

the rooney forwarded on to them at Ed.'ward River.

The superin-

tendent at the t:irre, not realising that their luggage had been
searched, added (in his ~ds) Dinsult to injury·1 by onCe nore'

searching their bags 'When they arrived at Edward River.

rren concerned 'Were upset and resentful.
the I1'B.tter cane to a head.

actually took place.

ask for the
CDe of

~ey

,The

The next afternoon

Accounts vary concen1ing what

The· -.rren ~nt to the superintendent to

realised fran the sale of their liquor.

the men Dtouched·1 the superintendent Who thought he·

was· .being' attacked.

He knoCked. his assailant over and a

general scuffle broke out between the men, and·the superintendent and the staff rcertber who

~nt

his aid.

police made no atterrpt to interfere.

to the police at

coen

The Aboriginal

The matter was reported

and not long after they appeared at the

settlerent and arrested ·two of the nen who
have been . involved, J. P. and T. '. R. •

~

.alleged to

On the way to

eoen,
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When the police fired·

J. P. managed -to escape from custody.

a warning shot over his head, J. P. ass1..Jlll9d that the police
had shot T. R..

J. P. ma.de his way back to the seti;.lerrent

and corrmmicated his fears to the people.

A party of

rren

asked the superintendent i f they could go and look for the
body and they set off in a tractor.

On the way they

with police reinforcements from Cooktown.

net

It· also.. ~pened

that the Director of DNA was on his annual inspection tour of

Aboriginal reserves and he too called in.

As a result of

the· fracas, three rren were removed to Palm Island, P. R. ,
T. R. and J. P..

A highly coloured version of the affair

appeared in the press which led a n:errber of the Legislative
Asserrbly to address' a-- -question to the Minister for -Education
(at that t.irre in charge of the DNA) in the following terms:
11

In _view of the report that several Edward River Aborigines,

recently sentenced to five day's irrpriso:nrrent, have been
-

.

sent to Palm Island, will he indicate why this was necessary,

anC;1 when it is intended to, return the rren to their horres."
The Mini.ster replied: "Transfer was considered necessary to

ensure and prcm::>te the well-being of the entire Edward River
cormnmity and the persons themselves.

This decision was ma.de

only after personal consultation with the APoriginal Council-

lors of Edward River corrrrn.m.ity by the Director', who visited
there at the t.irre.

Return of the men will be dete:rmined in

the light. of future developments and is subject to regular
review" (Queensland 1966: 161) •

As far as I can tell, these appear to be the last instances
of removals made during the mission era.
10,.3

The disputing arenas of Edward River, 1968-75

During 1968-75 there were no cases of dispute or
wrongdoing at Edward River that were serious enough to
warrant being referred to the normal court systems of
Queensland.

The analysis of disputing within the settle-

ment suggested that there
cases".

we~e

four main kinds of "trouble

Such ca$es were distinguishable on the basis of

whether ,an Aborigi:ne or a staff member- perceived the breach
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and sought redress and whether the perceived wrongdoer was
an Aborigine or a staff member.

Each category of dispute

was associated with its own code, in terms of which, wrong
actions were defined.

As well, each had its own character-

istic style for obtaining redress, remedy or

resolution~

The code by which Aborigines assessed the behaviour
of other Aborigines was basically the "old custom" or "murri
law" which Edward River people had brought with them into

the settlement at its inception.
The same three choices
faced people who saw themselves wronged by other community
residents.

They could seek public redress, they could seek

private redress, or they could forgo redress and do nothing.

The most visible form of di.s.puting b'etween
when

~hey

redress.

set in motion the

pro~edures

Aborigi_n_E?~ q,~cu.~red

for obtaining public

Pub,lie redressive action in the settlement was

little different from its pre-settlement counterpart except
e

for modifications that had been introduced to take account
of the physical structure of the settlement itself and the
responses of European staff members.

The' weapons of "old

custom" litigation could be seen in virtually every nonstaff house.

All adults possessed or had access to an

armoury of yamsticks, fighting sticks, shields, boomerangs
and many kinds of spears which had no other purpose than to
be used in disputing with other Aborigines.

For the most

part, European staff had only the vaguest intimations of the
dynamics of Aboriginal disputation.

I

shall deal at length

with settlement "old custom" disputing in Subsection 10.3 •.1.

Staff perceptions of Aboriginal wrongdoing were
guided by the legal codes established for Aboriginal

communi~

ties and reserves by the set 0'£ Acts, Regulations and By-Laws

described in the introduction to this chapter.
These codes
were developed for the purpose of ensuring lithe development,
assimilation, integration,

vation of Aborigines
cipline of reserves"
3 and 7).

In

ll

e~ucation,

training and preser-

and lithe peace, order and proper dis(Aborigines Act 1971, Section 56, paras.

spirit they were meant to give effect to the

policies of the Queensland State Government and the DAIA for

the Aborigines under their care and protection.

Implicit

;. in their construction was t.he notion- that Aborigines could
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be-penalised for not adhering to .the rules of conduct to
which other Australians conformed, and that were seen as

necessary for the successful assimilation and

~ntegration,

of Abori'gines into the wider Australian society.

There was little consultation with Aborigines con-

cerning the content and adoption of the legal codes, except
for discussion that took place in camera b.etween the Director
of the DAlA, his senior officers and the Aboriginal Advisory
Council.

The latter was composed of the elected chairmen

of each Aboriginal council.

At Edward River the codes had

meaning only for the staff.

They alone could successfully

interpret them and cause charges to be laid when breaches

occurred.

In essence ,__. the .imposed codes defined wrong

actions in terms of a set of white

bo~nd

and values that were intimately
goals designed for the "benefit

Australia~

ll

preconceptions

up with policies and

of Aboriginal communities.

The people of Edward River were as ignorant of them and
their application as the staff were of lIold custom".
Breaches of the codes were pursued publicly in the
Aboriginal court which was modelled, somewhat imperfectly,

on the.judicial processes of Australian courts of law.
functioning of the Aboriginal breaches of

extern~lly

The

imposed

codes, will be taken up in Subsection 10.3.2.
While the Acts, Regulations and. By-Laws spelt out
in great detail white expectations concerning Aboriginal
behaviour, there was no explicit charter categorising staff
derelictions from the Aboriginal view-point.

Nonetheless,

there was in the minds of Aborigines an implicit code that
set out their expectations concerning appropriate staff
behaviour.

The code was contained in the multi-dimensioned

ngood helper for the people ll concept discussed in Chapter 8.
Breaches of the code gave cause for complaint and for redress.
Between 1968 and 1975, the Edward River community 'proved
surprisingly adept at negotiating the appropriate channels
to secure the resignation or transfer of staff who were seen
to be high-handed, unfair or incompetent.

I shall discuss

these processes in Subsection 10.3.3.
Finally,
white staff disputed among themselves.
.
,

Their disputes were' generated within the context of the
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bureaucratic framework of the DAIA and reflected some- of the
cultural characteristics peculiar to the staff enclave.

is more appropriate to defer discussion of these until

It
Chap~

ter lIe

10.3.1

The lIald

custoni~'

way

Between August 1968 and February 1970, I recorded 27
public dispute situations that had their o.rigins in lIald custom ll

e

The sample is nOQ-r-andom and opportunistic.

'. I t by_

no means exhausts all the lIold custom" disputes that occurred
then, but it represents, . ~n my judgement, a valid picture of
the character of such disputing in that period.

Table 10.2

sets out the-nature of the wrong actions that triggered off
the disputes.

The categories employed are those singled

out in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5.
disp~ay·the

The table is set out to

kindred/non-kindred and neighbourhood affili-

ations of the disputants.
It should be noted that several of the categories
of lIold custom ll . wrong actions are' empty in Table 10.2.
are a variety of reasons for this.

There

Breaches of ceremonial

and ritual codes could not occur, because the major ceremonies of the pre-settlement period to which the secrecy
conventions applied were no longer performed.
it could be argued that

t~ere

Similarly,

were fewer opportunities for

trespass, since not so many people went out into the bush to
exploit its resources.

Mistreatment was probably rare in

. pre-settlement times (see p. 267).

In the settlement it

was probably even less. likely to happen, because of the
continual proximity of close kin who could support a mistreated personc

The lack of open disputes over homicides"

does not mean that no deaths occurred during that period,

nor does it mean that· Edward River people had abandoned their
ideology concerning the procurement of death by magic.
What
it does reflect is that redress for deaths caused by sorcery
was either being sought through counter-sorcery (which was
the commonly expressed Edward River·view or it was being
abandoned altogether (which I suspect was the real state of

affairs) •

Certainly_ the.": experience accumulated during

~he
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Different

Same

neighbourhood
neighbourhood
kindred
nonnonkindred "kindred
disputes disputes
disputes
Omission of kinship duties

15

Mistreatment

-

-

Infidelity

1

1

-

Bestowal breaches

1

1

1

Insult

1

2

Threatening injury

-

2

1

Failure to consult

1

-

Breaches of ceremonial

-

-

-

.."

JlOld custom Jl disputes, Edward River, August

Table 10.2

1968 to

Februa~y

1970.

mission era -left the Edward River people with no uncertainty

about E~r6pean responses to open disputing over sorcery
practice.

I shall return to the topic of sorcery later in

this section.
In the

m~jor~ty

of the disputes recorded (18 or

66.6%) the principals involved were kindred.

In. only 3 of

the cases were the disputes between people from different
ne-ighbourhoods.

More than half of the disputes· (15 or 55.5%)

could be categorised as omissions of kinship duties.

Of

these, arguments between married partners accounted for 8 of
the cases, and arguments between brothers for a further 5·
cases.

A dispute between a young man and his father's

brothers and another between household members made up the

remaining intra-kindred disputes.

The cases presented below

have been selected for their illustrative value.
Case No. 11
A

domestic dispute

E. C. was one of a nurrber. of rren who were on their way back
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to the settlerrent when their vehicle broke down.
decided to walk harre.

The rren

When E. C• arrived hare. late that

night his wife, A. E., was not at harre, and, since she was

not expecting him, had no supper prepared.
ed and A. E. retorted.

E. Co corrplain--

There was a raw and during its

course, E. C. hit his wife on the shoulder with his woorrera.
A. E. was taken to hospital, rrore for show than for

tr~at-

rrent, by a sympathetic Aboriginal policeman who was her
The couple were reconciled several days

"cousin-brother".
later.
Case No. 12

Another donestic dispute
L. F. had been drinking sorce illicitly imported liquor with
E. N., a .. cousin-brother Jl •

.

When L. F.

J

~

wife learrled that

her husband was becoming very drunk she becarre very appre-

hensive.

Fearing his uncertain tarper she left her children

with L. F. '.5 roother .and went to the house of T. F., L. F. t 5

brother.

When L. F. fo.und his wife there, he complained
Without warning he hit his wife

that there was no supper.
,.

before his brother could block the blaw..
and took

shelt~

.
M. F·. ran·

away

in the house of a· clanswoman, B.. M., in

the other neighbourhood.

L. F. was enraged.

He set off

'·in· pursuit of his wife and tracked her to her refuge.

There

he accused her of hiding his children and deserting him.

He

attacked her and M. F. being no rratch for her burly husband
fell to the ground under a rain of punches and bites despite
the efforts of B. M. and her husband to protect her.

received

sever~

She

kicks before sbe managed to .pick herself up

and, with the aid of B. M., flee. to the

~ager's

res·idence.

She was taken to the hospital for treatrrent and protection

while the manager sent the Aboriginal police to apprehend
L.. F..

L. F.. eluded the police and went harre where he stood

at bay in his own backyard.

Because he was in his own

IIreserve", the police did not atterrpt to arrest L. F••
Instead, they told him that his wife was at the hospital
and then went away.

They were hoping to arrest him as soon
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as he left his yard.

However, L·. F. stayed where he was

and then, to an unusually quiet and darkened ·street, began
a tirade of ab\1Se in English that lasted for several hours.
At first he addressed his wife, cajoling her and begging
he~

to bring his children hare and cook his supper.

Then

he threatened her: "M., you bloody fuckin' bastard cunt of

You won't see

a woman, I'll kill you when you care hare.
daylight M..
ing. II

L.

You're my tucker.

I'll eat you in the rrorn-

F. then turned his attention towards the Aborig-

inal police.

He said they had entered his "reserve ll [i.e.

house yard] and he challenged them to care onto it again and
He accused the sergeant of the police

face his spears.

force, who was a Torres strait' Islander, of having procured
the death of the wife of an Edward River man.

She was also

a Torres Strait Islander.

He then asserted the policerren

and the conmunity's manager

wer~. ignoring

his conplaints

and instead were copulat:ing with his wife in· the hospital.
"You can fuck him [i.e. her]," he shouted.
'good go..

But torrorrow rrorning M. will be my tucker. _

eat her skin.
her • II

"You can have a

.My

brothers will· help

!Te.

,r' 11

I'll crucify

He then directed his abuse at a nUl"CiJer of staff claim-

ing that they were putting people out of jobs Unnecessarily
and that they were appropriating cormnmity resources for their
own uses and, finally, sleeping with single black girls.

Suddenly L. Fe was silent.

It was thought that he had passed

out and his wife wen:t back to ·her clanswoman' shouse.
had not c~~sede

He follbwed his· wife to

.mildly asked her to go hane with him.

L. F.

her sanctuary and

She agreed to go.
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The police sergeant, mistrusting L. F. 's sudden change of

derreanour, went to L. F.' s house to check on things and found
Le Fe was contrite and reasonable, although he denied that he

had assaulted his wifee

He claiIred sorreone else must have

done ite

The following rro:rning people appeared scan¢lalised by L. F. IS

The general opinion was that

conduct of the previous night.
the

l~quor

.

he had consurred had affected his sanity.

Later

L., F. was told that he would be charged on three counts:

assaulting his wife, being drunk and disorderly and using

obscene language.
Case

NOe

13
A fiqht between brothers

B M and his half-brother,
0

c.

W., had returned to Edward

River frOm Cairns after attending the funeral of the woman
mentioned in Case No. 12 above.

By mid-afternoon B.' M. was

drunk on the liquor he had smuggled back into the settlerrent.

He began blaming his younger brother for failing to take
proper care of a bag he had left with him in Cairns, but which
had not arrived at Edward River.

fight his yotmger brother.

He said he

was going to

His drinking companions were his

wife's· brothers and they tried to quieten him'down.
would not be quietened.

B. M.

He loudly.exclaiIred that he was a

married man with children, who knew how to work and to drink
and that the bag contained toys for his child and dresses

for his wifee

(I was told by B. M.' s step-father that the

bag also contained rrore liquor.)

Later that evening, B. M. began to provoke his half-brother
by taunting him and swearing at him.

wrestle and when it seerred that

c. w.

The two started to

was getting the worst

of it, Co We'S father, M. E. [B •. M. 's stepfather], intervened

on behalf of C. We.

B. M.' s wife's brothers, B. F. and L. Fe.,

regarded Me Ec' s blocking efforts as I-double banking ll and -went
to the. aid of their sister's husband.

In turn, A. C. and
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~nt

D. C. picked up. their fighting sticks and shields and

to

assist M. E-. who, beqause of attrition within A. C. 's and
D.

c.

own kindreds, was their "real U father.

1S

At this point

the dispute erupted into the street as all those involved

seized weapons, stripped off their shirts, rolled their trousThe whole Thaayorre

ers up and prepared to fight it out.

neighb9urhood. then organised itself to deal with the situa- .
tion and contain the dispute.

A nurrber of. waren and children

took sanctuary in staff houses or the hospital while the chap-

lain and I were requested to care down" and "help I. •

Not

ciuite

knowing what we were supposed to do, the chaplain and I went

anyway.
At the bottan end' of the street where the fight was taking

place, it seemed that every torch and lantern in the neigh-

bourhood. had been pressed into service in order to provide
illumination for what was going on.

full of milling figures.

The street itself was

There was a large nurrber of bare-

chested rren all carrying tileapons of sare kind.

The atnos-

phere was frighteningly tense and f i l l of din and noise and
dust as nen thtItI'ped the ground, logs, their shields or rubbisl'
tins with their sticks and pranced about with a kind of high-

stepping strutting action (which I later learned was the

footwork characteristic of fighting with club and shield).
They ·shook their sticks. or woareras in the air and uttered

.

long
high-pitched --cries.
.

Little knots of waren hovered on

the ,out-skirts of the rren surging about in the centre of

street.

~

Sare 'h'ere holding lights while others were anred

with digging sticks and broken spears.

literally buzzed with fu1:y.

This latter group

They hurled insults at thei.r

adversaries and fran tine to tine broke into a shuffling

dance during which they advanced towards their opponents,
slapping their elbows vigorously. against their sides.
It did not take long for the apparent confusion to resolve

itself into' a rrore or less orderly spectacle.

The two sets

of disputants were clearly defined· and they were separated
by an anorphous group of rren and waren who made .up the "block-

ers·

1
•

.

The .disputan~s kept attempting to force their way
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through the press of "blockers II to get at each other and
~

deliver blows.

the disputants rushed at each other I

"blockers" snatched CMay their weapons

trained them.
few. blows
the

II

I

.

s~tines

or physically res-

the dis.putants managed to trade a

but these were often deflected by the weapons of

blockers .. who pressed in to separate the fighters once

m:>re.

All of the main disputants

~ame

up to the chaplain and

Ire

at one ,tine or another to justify their participation in the
affair before rushing off to atterrpt to answer a taunt from

an adversary.

Several tines spears were· fitted to woomeras.

One of B. M. I S brothers exclai.rred
as he. shook his spear,
.

"White people can shoot anyone, but my father and my grandfather they used this [spear] I I .

His older brother, who had

reIn?ined out of the affa;ir, snatched the speqr and broke it.
Challenges to fight in the "old custom" way were frequent.
The I-blockers It collected and broke many weapons that night
and took not a few painful blows as

w~ll.

The arrival of the chaplain and myself had a slight sobering
situation~

effect on the

There was an atteript by one of

the disputants to fonna.lly apologise and shake hands, but
the suggestion was not taken up.

,. corrrrenced when the corrmmity
hood policerren arrived.

The real darrping down

~ ,~,and

the two neighbour-

They were upset at having been

disturbed while keening for the woman whose funeral B. M. and
Cc E. had attended.

Arrred with. their official authority and

their justifiable indignation, they rroved through the crowd
confronting each of the trouble-makers face to face and exhorted them. to break off, to return to their hc::m=s and go to
bedCl

At first they seemed to be making no hea.Cbilay for as·

they argued with one person, a fresh group of challenges
would break out elsewhere and another rush made and halted
by "blockers"

II

Many tines the main disputants asserted that

they were going to bed with the promise that: .. I'll get you
bastards in the rooming," or, .. I '11 take you to col.Ict in the
rrorningl~ •

. Eventually threats began to replace rushes c

The

chaplain and I were discreetly told that our presence was no
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longer required and, as. the chill night air began to stiffen

muscles·, people drifted back to their own hones.

A few

insults were hurled from backyard to backyard and then,

finally, quiet descended on the place.
that there was only one split head.

It seerred arrazing
No

court action resul-

ted fran the affair.

Case No. 14
A case of infidelity

A. F. had been told that her husband, B. M. had misconducted
~ingle

himself with one .of the

girls.

She

~nt

to where

B. M. was working at that tirce at a house construction site

and publicly taxed him with his reported infidelity.

At

first B. M. ignored his wife. until she picked up.a piece of

it.

wood and started hitting him with

B. M. was incensed.

he seized another piece of tinDer and returned his wife I s

blows.

Several

ITeIl

working on the site, including the

staff rrerber supervising the job, intervened and tried to
separate the disputants.
CIle of B. M. I s blows

A. F. carre out of it va.ry badly.

had. felled her to

had punched her hard in the IIOuth.
pre~ted

crarcp.

the ground and he

At one point he was

just in tirce fran belaying her with a heavy tlG"

A•. F. was· taken to hospital where she received 11

stitches in her scalp.

T. F., A. F.

been working in the sane gang.

I

S

brother I had also

Throughout the fight he

did not atterpt to interfere, although his workmates said
that he barely kept himself under control and at one point
they thought he was going to attack B. M. with a hamrer.

Later that

aften100n there was a confrontation between B. Mo,

T. F. and A. F.

hands.

~

f

S

parents.

Each party had weapons in their

Earlier, B. M. had struck one of his "SItlCill IOOthers Jl

(his ncther 1 s yotmger sister) when she tried to· prevent him
fran picking up his spears.

B. M. was in a highly agitated

state and a nurriJer of men distributed themselves ·at convenient
places in the street so that they could act quickly if the

arguing·

~calated

into

violenc~.

This did not happen, but
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Be M. left his in-laws' hOuse where he had been living with

his wife and, taking his young son with him, went to stay

Four days later A. F. sought the return

with 'his awp rrcther.
of· her son, but.B. M.

there was a scuffle.

I

rccther refused to give him up and

S

During the. scuffle B. M. went to hit

Ae Fe again, but B. M.' s stepfather, as he' said, was "shamed",

and prevented Be M. from striking her.

respite this unfor-

tunate episode, reconciliation was in the air and that afternoon B. M.' s stepfather confided to

Ire

that B. M. would nDve

back to his parents-in-lawls house the next day.
The plans for reconciliation received a terrible jolt. when
B o Me's half-brother, C. E. , returned from a holiday spree

after beipg laid <;>ff from strathgordon station.
B. M. three bottles of wine.

C. E.· gave

!WO of them were quickly con-

surred that afteJ:Iloon as B. M. shared them with a nuniber of
II

cousin-brothers II •

before he. did so

I

B. M. then decided to go fishing, but
he invited P. M., a classi£icatory father

and fellow clansrran,· to coree around near supper tine for a
drink.

P. M. turned up while B. M. was still fishing.

He

was also accOl1I'.anied by B. M. I s wife I s brothers, T. F. and
L. F..

P. M•. had mistakenly thought that B.• M. had promised

him a whole bottle and he asked for it.

B. M. I s stepfather

felt ..sorry" for P. M. and he asked c. E. what they should

doo

They decided to give ·P. M. the bottle and the trio

departed with it.

When B. M. returned fran fishing he discoyered his liquor
missing and his· personal belongings disturbed.

Sorreone

told him that his wife's brothers had been there, and B. M.
amed with a fighting stick then rushed up to their house.
B. Me atterrpted to close with his brothers-in-law, but was

prevented by others, so he hurled his fighting stick at. them,
narrowly missing a worran.

The Aboriginal police quickly

arrived on the scene and T. F. invited the police sergean:t
into his house yard and gave him a half-errpty ·bottle of wiJ;1e.
T • F. insisted that was

~

no-one had taken a drink.

it was when they got it and that
T. F. loudly voiced his great

indignation that B. M., who had only lately coree to manhood,
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should want to care and fight him.

Especially since he

T. F..

I

had stocxi to one side when B. M. was fighting with his sister

only .days earlier.

T. F. asserted that the real reason for

B. M.' s aggress-ive stance was to be foUnd in that dispute and

not in the liquor..

T. F. and his supporters all loudly

demanded B. M. 's rerroval from the ccmnunity.

Not that it

really rrBttered anyway, added T. F., because .in the rrorning
he and his brothers ltJere going to "kill" B. M. anyhow'.

By-

standers watching the interchanges were all very much of the .

opinion that trips to Cairns for the purpose of bringing back
grog should be banned.
B. M. retired to his stepfather's house, but not before he had

premised to give his wife's brothers their chance to Rkill "

him next rrorning.

Back on his own ground, B. M. denied that

his dispute with his wife had anything to do with·the present

argument.

He still declared that his bottle had been stolen

(It was at this paint that M". E. took
Ire

lTe

e

aside and sadly told

the true story of how' the bottle had care into the pas.ses-

sion of B. M.

I

S

brothers- in-iaw.

)

. Next II"Cnling when' the settle.m=nt bell signalled the start of
.

,

the working day, B. M., true to his premise of the night be- .

fore, set off with a knife to confront T. F..

The knife was

quickly taken fran him by one of his older "cousin-brothers"

and 'B.M. and T. F. attenpted to fight each otheJ::' with bare

fists.

This was difficult I however I because they were contin-

ually distracted by a large' nuni:>er of lib lockers " •

B. M.

returned to his stepfatheJ::' 1 s house followed by T. F. and
several

"blocker~~f.

B. M. arerged with a woarera.

The

-'blockers " closed in and the woarera was broken .in the ensuing

scuffle.

Finally, upon the urging of the bystanders the

palice, who all this tine had been hovering on the outskirts
of the action, rrcved·in and B. M. allowed. himself to be handcuffed, but not before he nenaged

to

fell K. J., his wife"'s

half-sister who had been -standing neaJ:by shouting abuse at himc
B. M. was gaoled and the matter carre before· the court _later

that ITCrning.

That evening B. M. and his wife TNl9re reconciled

and they shifted :. their belongings toP. M.' s house where they
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stayed until the bad feelings generated by the whole complidis~ipatedo

cated tangle had been

Case No. 15
A

betrothal dispute

In 1968 P. Bo and his girlfriend P. E. ~re persisting in a

relationship that neither sets of rrarriage bosses approved.
P. B. told

Ire

that he and P. E. had loved each other since

their early teenage years and they wanted to ma:rry.

Qf all

the females at Edward River, P. B. called sorre 17 of them by

Of these 17 females, 10 were already marr-

the tenn rorko.

ied and 3 were too Y01ID.g to be considered

as -:

P. E. was one of the 4 remaining "straight"

marriage partners.
partners.

~eriously

The other three single waren were P. T. who was

already promised to· A. M., M. E., P. E.' s younger sister whose

marriage had been arranged with H. N.,
of P. M:.

IS

and~ T•..H.,

rrother I s older brother's daughters.

the·· yotmgest

Everyone knew

that an understanding, if not a forrral arrangement, existed
between T. H. .and C. M. i P. B.

I

S

n

cous in-brother II •

At the

tine, C. M. was exiled to Thursday Island for unruly behaviour
.

in the conmmity.

.

F:r:om P. B.' s point of view, the major

hurdle in realising his·.marriage plans was P. E.ls father N. E.
(~

G

actual relationships of sorreof the rrain actors in the

dispute are diagrarmed below in Figure 10 .1. )

I I 1I

T.F•.

L.F.

M.E.
Figure 10.1

0

T.N. N.E.
f

A.M.

M•.E.

!

A.

B.M.

B.•.D.

•
T.H.

1: I 1

D.A.

R.H.

P.Be T4

I

CeM.

m

P.B.

Genealogical details of some of the
cipals concerned in -Case No. 15 •.

L

prin~'
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No E. , for reasons which I felt stenned'

main~y

from his dislike

of T. B. 's family, would not assent to the rra.tch on two groundso
Firstly, he said he had to give C. Me, as his sister's son and
This was a

P. E. 's ideal spouse, the right of first refusal.

specious reason, for while C. M. had never publicly stated that

he did not want to marry P. E.
no interests there.

c.

I

people well knew that he had

This legal technicality, as it were, and

M. 's absence from the settlerrent bought N. E. some tine to

discourage the liaiSon between his daughter and P. B..

N. E.

1S

second objection to the marriage was couched in tenns of marrying IItoo far awayJl.

As he put it, he did not want his daughter

rrarrying a "M1.mgkan n boy.

P. B.' s parents were Wik NgancheraQ

Arrcng P. B.' s marriage bosses his rrother was the dominant

personality.

She

want~

whatever her son wanted.

Both of

P. B.' 5 rrother' s brothers were living' in cairns and were too

far away to be effectively concerned.

T.

B~,

P. B.'s father,

would settle for anything that promised peace and quiet.
Pe B. 's rrother refuted N. E. 's staterrent that her son was a
IlMungkan" boy, since his rratexnal grandnDther had hailed from

Kuuk Thaayorre country

~d

was a Wallaby/Lightning clanswoman.

However, N. E.' s stubbom opposition to the rratch prorrpted
P. B. I S parents to

where.

trY

to get P. B. settled in marriage else-

They tried to arrange a marriage with a girl living

at Aurukun who was also one of P. B. J S

.. straight"

and ·whose child, it was rurroured, was P. B. J s.

warren there
A trial co-

habitation of a nunt>er of weeks soon revealed that neither had

any long tenn interest in the other and the girl went back to
Aurukun.
P. Be and Po Ee persisted in -their

r~lationship.

Several tines

Ne Eo together with P. E.'s mother's brothers (P. E.'s mother

had died sarre years earlier) had gone to P. B. J s family harre
arned with fighting sticks to reroc>nstrate about the state of

affairs e

P e B.' s family carefully avoided coming into open

conflict with N. Ec, although there were a nurrber of fights
within P. B.' s kindred over the affair.
1'1eanwhile, at P. E. 's instigation. and with her help, P. Be
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began, whenever the opportunity presented itself, to behave

like a

son-in~law

towards his prospective in-lawse

He

sent

food to N.E.' s wife, M. E., when N. E. was away on his croco-dile shooting ·trips.

Wherever possible P. B. would osten-

tatiously assist N. E..

For exarrple, I well remerrber passing

the time of day with P. B. when P. E. carre up and i.;nforrred us
that N. E. "had arrived back fran a crocodile shooting expe-

dition.

she told P. B. to go down and help he~ father.

P. B. in turn asked

Ire

to lend a hand and I corrplied.

I could

not help smiling at N. E.' 5 discomfiture as P. B. bustled about
hauling the rIOtor, oars, provisions and crocodile skins singlehanded into

mY

vehicle •

.Additionally, P. B. and his father took the opportunity of
travelling to Cairns .with

Ire

in order to obtain the consent

of his two rrother' s brothers to the proposed marriage.

.P. B.

also lobbied P. E.' 5 two root.her·' 5 brothers and obtained a
generally neutral stance from them.

For in truth, commmity

opinion was begirming to swing in favour of the young couple.

"You shouldn't cut them down," one outspoken woman had urged.
IIThey have a strong love. II

still N. E.' s trt:IIrp card in the

situation was the absence of his sister's. son, C. M..

he had publicly refused to ma.rry p'. E., N. E.

~aid

Until

he could

not pennit the .ma.tch.·
Then one ·night the DAIA lugger that operated out of Thursday
Island hove to off Edward River and C. M. diserrbarked.

As

soon as P. B. heard that his "rival" was back in the settlerrent
he

was violently ill.

He vomited in the street and staggered

hare to collapse spectacularly in the front yard of his parent 1 s
housee

My vehicle was pressed into· seI.'Vice as an arrbulance

and we conveyed a seemingly inert P.

~.

to the hospital accom-

panied by a very conce:rned cluster of irrmediate.-family and
close relatives.,

Examination showed that there was nothing

organically wrong with P. B..

I interpreted P. B. 's IIfit" as

a ploy to gain further support for his cause in case C. M.

decided he should do sorrething about the

It

cous.in-:-brother II that

was playing about with a woman to whom he coUld expect to be
betrothed.

It carmot· be denied that P. B. was very concerned
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and that C. Me

I

S

reputation as a fighter contributed in no

sma.ll way to that concern.
In the event, P. B. need not have worried.

ced that he had

n~

interest in P. E..

-He said he wanted to

N. E. finally relented and gave his consent to

marry T. H..

the match about a year afteJ:Wards.

Q.

In 1971 P. E. and P. B.

Their active defiance of tJ;!e marriage bosses

were married.
had spanned

C. M. annol,ID-o

period of four years.

Case No. 16
A slight case of injury

T. R.s eldest daughter J. R., aged 10 years, ma.de faces at
P. E. (aged 22, and the young woman concerned in.. the previous

case) •

Goaded by the child's aptics, P. E. slapped .her •

J. R. went off crying to her hare and ·told T. R..

T. R. took

off his shirt, picked up his spears and fitting one of them

h.iS woorrera

to

strode up and down outside his. house and delivered

a tirade in the general direction of P. E. 's father's house.
A. neighbourhood policeman carre up and stood gravely by 1 wat.ch-

ing the flow of everits.

from him.

~.

He took sone of ·T. R.' s spears away .

R.' s chief corcplairit was that P. E. had no

right to strike his daughter.

P. E. should have carre and told

·him and he, T. R., would have chastised his .daughter
like Island people do."

11 . . . .

just

There was no reply from P. E.' 5

household and, satisfied that he had ma.de his point, T. R. put
his spears away and his shirt on.

(T. R.' s reference to

"Island people" was in connection with the Edward River belief

that Islander parents both physically chastised their children.
No.rrrallyan Edward River father 'would not hit his children,

preferring to leave physical punishrrent to the children I s

Case No. 17
Failure ·to consult
The house opening ceremopy

was under way for M. P., an ol.d

rrother.
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lady who had passed away two roonths

e~lier .

During the

interval. between the second and third "old paten tl dances, B. He,
who had been

jn

iilte~ted' the

tators and

Kowanyarra when the arrangements were made,

proceedings.

perfOI:Ine;I:"S

and··angrily shouted, IIHey you fellows ••

that I S my grandnDther too!

'til I agreed.

He marched over to the spec-

You should have waited for

You've got no right to

permission from me. II

b~

Ire •••

that house without

B. H. threatened the entire asserrbly

with a knife and derranded that sorreone answer him.
man myself," he said.
yo~

e

.Iyou should have waited for

fellows answer rre... sorrebody answer !IE!

No-one took up B. H. 's challenge.

'II f m a

Now

Ire.

11 .

With one accord the dqncers

and singers went on with the next stage of the

c~errony

and the

whole gathering, corrpletely and elaborately, ignored B. H. and
left him swearing helplessly on the fringe of the onlookers.
B. H. it appeared had corrmitted an ev~n greater breach by.caus-

ing a· disturbance during a cererrony' which· shbUld not be' maJ:red
by discord

arrong the participants.

The illustrations provided above range over a broad
spectrum of disputing behaviour and represent various levels

of seriousness in terms of the physical conflict they generatedc

Not all disputes went through every stage of the

uald custom" disputing sequence.

For example, two of the

cases above (Cases No. 16 and 17) did not go beyond the,. declaration stage.

In many disputes at Edward River', the

principals separated without coming into physical conflict

after sufficient argument had taken place.

My recorded

cases show a bias in favour of disputes that had a violent

outcome largely because· they tended to attract the att.ention

of both my informants and myself •
. ' . NGnethefh.es.s··, the threat·· 'of vi01enc'e lay under every

dispute.

And this was typically manifested in the demeanour

of the disputants by the time they had reached the stage of
arguing.

By

th~t tim~,

disputing males had spears and spear-

throwers in their hands which they brandished to underscore
po~nts

in their discourse and with which they made threatening

gestures. .

Women employed. ·digging sticks with the same effect ~
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When the community was alerted that a dispute was·
under way, a set of territorial codes came into forcee

As

I noted in Chapter 7 (pp. 347-50), Edward River people referred to their houses and house precincts as their "reserves".
During a dispute each

ho~sehold's

tuary - for household members.

"reserve" became a sanc-

Disputants would march up .and

down in front of their "reserves

II

and argue.

If, and when,

the matter came to blows they could retire into their " res -

erves" without fear of pursuit.

In fact they could do so

without fear of arrest, for no Aboriginal policeman would

enter a person's "reserve
ther, I
The

II

before. seeking permission.

only once saw this rule breached by a policeman.

police~an

in question was the Torres Strait Islander

··s·ergeant referred to in Ca'se
in~o

Fur-

-'No-~

'" 12.

He p·ursued a disputant

his yard in an attempt to arrest him.

the d.isputants, "blockers

II

With

on~

accord

and the non-involved turned on the

serge~nt.

and unceremoniously hustled him out of the neigh-

bourhood.

For the non-involved, the IIreservetl meant that

the fight would not intrude on their household environs and
they could watch the proceedings in relative safety.

When-

ever a disputant or a disputant's weapon, entered the

II

res -

erve" of a non-involved person, great indignation was.
expressed and the breach could be treated·
injure a household member.

as

an attempt to

The street was the legitimate

zone· for combat when disputes occurred between members of
different households.

Members of the same household usually

disputed and fought inside their shared IIreserveli.
drew into their "reserves

ll

People

when the shouting and demeanour

o'f the disputants indicated that an argument was under way
leaving the street empty of all except those who felt they
had a role to play.

S~pporters

of the disputants would

join them on their "reserves", while those whose kin affiliations or general concern made them potential I'blockers II
would move onto the street and station themselves at strategic points between those arguing.
It was also during the argument stage that the

Aboriginal police arrived on the scene.

They were, in an

invidious position, since not infrequently they were related
to one or other, or even both, disputants.

While kin-based
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loyalties prescribed one set of roles, official duties under
the By-Laws and Regulations prescribed another set, namely
the arrest of people using abusive language and making

However, arrests were never

threats with offensive ,weapons.

made by policemen during the argument stage, since walking up

and 'down in front of one IS "reserve'" armed with a spear or
digging stick did not constitute an intention to use the
weapons, in the Edward River view.

Such

demeanou~

appropriate "old custom-I disputing behaviour.
not. automatically follow such displays.
for

Aborigina~

was merely

Violence did

It was reasonable

policemen not to interfere at this point,

since disputants" might put their weapons away after a display

of- wrath and outrage.
The transition from argument to the

~tage

of insult

and physical combat was marked by several things.

Firstly,

the male disputants clearly signalled their intention to
prepare for conflict by stripping to the waist.
All disputants then took up the weapons they were to fight with.
These were- usually fighting clubs for men and digging stieRs

for women.

Only Kuuk Thaayorre men used shields.

Men

hailing from country north'of the Edward River used only
their fighting sticks to· deflect blows.

·This was a custom

whic·h they said belonged to pre-settl,ement times.

Spears

were often brought out during combat and poised for throwing,
but they

w~re ~sually

snatched away and broken by "blocking"

relatives' before they could be launched.

The general feel-

ing was that whatever role spears- played as an adjunct to

arguing with others, they should not be thrown within the
close confines of the settlement.
it invariably caused a furore.

Whe~

a spear was thrown

dBlockers· then had to move

quickly to prevent further spears from being thrown in returno

the fighting sticks themselves caused injuries enough.
1973, as the aftermath of one monumental

mel~e,

a total of

170 stitches were required to suture 7 head wounds.
fights were conducted with bare fists.

In

Some

There.was a general

opinion that Europeans approved of this mode of combat (an
opinion fostered,
the

se~tlement's

I suspect, by the cowboy movies. shown in
open-air cinema and the kind of summary

justice often meted out on pastoral properties).

My
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impression was that it was difficult to restrict a dispute

·One or other of the combatants

simply to bare knuckles.

usually produced a weapon which required the others to arm
themselves similarly.

I'Blockers" often carried their own

weapons as well, 'using them to deflect the blows of combatants.
Another

sig~

that marked the" transition from argu-

ment to insult and combat was the adoption of English.

The

argument phase of an "old custom" dispute was usually conduc-·
.ted in the vernacular appropriate to the neighbourhood.
use of English served two functions.

The

It increased the range

and variety of epithets and taunts that could be hurled
between ,opposing factions, and it

s~rved~warni~g

that the dispute had reached a serious level.

to the staff

The women of

a neighbourhood who were neither supporting a disputant nor

"blocking
ing~he

l
'

between disputants were especially vocal in draw-

atte6tion of the staff to the state of ~ffairs.

In

addition to admonishing the disputants loudly and abusing
the Aboriginal police for letting the dispute get out of
hand, they called for the marrager to come up and settle
things, or else send for the European police to come and
remove the trouble-makers.

When disputes appeared to

b~

developing into uncontrollable mel~es and the .territorial
canons surrounding houseyards seemed likely to be breached,
women concerned for their own safety and that of their child-

Occa-

ren would seek refuge in the houses of staff members.

sionally staff members would be explicitly invited to go to
a dispute and "help".
As the reader may have guessed, Case No. 13 was my

own personal baptism into the I'old custom" disputing scene.
From then on,

I was frequently asked to participate in dis-

putes that involved those who were regarded as part of my
close family.

Occasionally I acted as a "blocker", but·

more often I felt that my presence simply served as a tangible reminder of the l.imits imposed on the Iiold .custom

l
'

disputing process by the fabric of European law and order.
On most occasions staff did not

attend fights.

ta~e

up the invitation to

They regarded them ,as displays of the kind

of· "primitive", even "barbaric", behaviour that the DAIA was
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labourin.g to eradicate.

The maj'ority of combats took place within one neighbourhood or the other and were principally between members

of the same neighbourhood.

During such times,·' mein1gers

of

the other neighbourhood would cross over from their area to
witness and comment on the spectacle

taki~g

place.

Given

neighbourhood rivalries, it was to be expected that the

comments of such visitors were disparaging and critical.
Once a dispute had boiled over into combat it was
almost impossible for the Aboriginal police to intervene

effectively.

In general they only arrested combatants when

'community sentiment sided with them and a disputant was willing to be arrestedo

At most times, the best they could

manage during an exchange of blows was to "block II

•

Attempts

to arrest fighters could lead to the policemen themselves
being mobbed by the supporters of those arrested.

Certainly,

in at-tempting to .·perform their off·icial duties, they were

frequently taunted with deserting their kindred.
~aurits

Such

often caused the instant resignation cfa policeman

who, smarting under accusations of kindred disloyalty, threw
off his uniform and took up his. weapons and waded into the

battle.
The separation of disputants in combat was achieved
in a variety of ways.

Within

ki~dred

disputes it oceurred

automatically when a disputant was severely injured and had
to be taken "t"t> hos·pital or. when one of the parties fled to
another house.

Sometimes "blockers" managed to drive adver-

saries apart after a few blows had been exchanged and keep
them separated and under watch until tempers had cooled and
the disputants disposed to

~isten

to reconciling overtures ..

In large-scale fights, things could be wound down by the
persuasive efforts of influential men intervening at the
appropriate time (see Case No. 13).

Intervention by influ-

entials was generally only effective when people were

beg~n

ning to tire and the efforts of IIblockers" continued to
counter sllccessfuly the attempts of the disputants to close
with each other.

arrest.

Very rarely separation was achieved by

When people consented to their arrest, it seemed

to me that it 'was usually because it extricated

t~em"from
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si~uations

of weakness and helped mobilise some sympathy for

them among their own kindred and other community members.

It was clear in Case No. 14 that B. M.'s arrest materially
advanced his reconciliation with his wife.

During the separation period it was common for disputants to cOmplain of lack of support from -their kindrede

III'm going to move away fro~ this place.
Nobody here takes
my part or helps me
Such declarations were a kind of
standard refrain from disputants.
They were quite independent of the level of support received.
The separation
ll

•

period was a time during which the people involved took

The non-involved commented
on the behaviour of the_ disputants and worried about .any
~epercussions that might flow from' the reactions 6f the
staff.
They rarely commented on the. rights. and wrongs of
the issuedisp·uted.
I'Blockers" displayed their bruises and
woun~s and drew attention to their ab,ility or inability to
stock of the state of affairs.

affect the outcome.

People ruefully gathered up the broken

weapons and g,enerally tried' to set· in motion the processes
of

reconcili~tion.

Usually, the most disconsolate group at Edward River
after a fight was the Aboriginal policemen.
very

t~tle

In truth, their

spelled out the role conflict intrinsic to their

position when disputes flared up within the community.

As

policemen, they were expected to maintain law and order by

staff and by Aborigines who . were not party to the dis.pute •. _
As Aborigines, they were duty-bound to respect I'old custom"
and "murr i

law" and honour kin-based loyalties.

Disputes

threw these inconsistent demands into a sharp and personally

uncomfortable focus.

During a fight, Aboriginal policemen

were subject to pointed comment and heckling from bystanders

when they did not arrest battling disputants.

At the same

time, thos'e who were fighting made repeated calls on any
Aboriginal policemen who were members of their kindreds to

join with them and help them.

Under such pressure they

often resigned their official position on the spot, as I
noted above, or·else stood by watching helplessly.

the next day was usually worse for the

policemen~

However,

For it

was then that they had to explain their failure to maintain
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control -to the manager.

There were sometimes wholesale

resignations from the Edward River police force as a result
of

mana~erial

reproval.

But for disputes, the role of the Aboriginal
man at Edward River was a sinecure.

police~

Nonetheless, there was

a high turnover of men in the force simply because so many
of them resolved the problems of incompatible duties by
resigning.

They felt it was better to resign than con-

tinually suffer the public and-managerial censure that accrued

to them in the wake of their non-performance of either conflicting set of duties.
A few men endured several years in
the Edward River police force.

As they saw it, the source

of their dilemma lay ip the fact that they were not true
policemen.

Their powers· of arrest were circumscrib-ed by

_Act and Regulation to Aborigines only.

They argued that

people knew that the law they carried was something less
than "white law" and therefore not- backed up by the authority
and legal sanctions ordinarily available to members of the
Queensland Police.
Except for marriage disputes which tended to drag

on through a series of episodes (e.g. see Case No. 15),
reconciliations were achieved in a

rel~tively

short time.

Kindreds, which might have seemed during an argument and'
fight to have been irrevocably split asunder by the level of
violence and the promises of further mayhem on separation,
would often be functioning normally again within a day or
two, the principals shrugging off their participation with a
wry grin and an offhand comment: "Oh, we just had a fight,
that's all".

If charges were subsequently laid as an out-

come of the fight, it was not uncommon for former antagonists
to stand together, affably sharing cigarettes, while waiting

for their pleas to be heard by the court.
There were two other factors that complicated the
operation of "old custom"dispute sett1-ernent in the communitYe

One of them was alcohol.

In all arguments between brothers

and in half of the domestic disputes in my recorded sample,
alcohol was involved.

Sometimes the sharing (or non-sharing)

of alcohol was the cause of an argument (e.g. see Case No. 14).

More

import~ptly,_

however, it

affe~ted

the

tend~~~y

of people
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to dispute aggressively over matters which might otherwise

have been forgotten.

Case No. 13 aptly illustrates people's

heightened sensitivity to wrong action while under the influ-

ence of alcohol.
All the principals in that fight had been
drinking.
The relationship between alcohol and people's
increased irritability was clearly recognised.
Edward River
people referred to it in a variety of stock phrases such as:
"When they drink they get silly you know.
That's when they
start to fight ~I
Indeed, I was told of one instance at
•

least, where a row had been postponed until a shipment of

grog had been smuggled in..

II

They' 11 drink and then they'11

fight 'l , said my informant.
Because of the relationship
between fights and alcohol, Edward River women looked forward
to the introduction of a beer canteen in the settlement with
a good deal of apprehension.
The second factor that complicated lI o 1d custom
disputing. was sorcery.
In. thi-s and other chapters, I have
discussed at some length the Edward River preoccupation with
sorcery as a mode of redress.
Edward River people themselves were convinced that the particip.ation of others in
particular disputes was a consequence of the bitter antagonisms created by the presumed infliction of magical death in
earlier days.
One of my informants put it in the following
way:
ll

In ChS.pman t:ime. a lot of people

died.

Not just old people,

but young people too -- young rren and single girls.

died from fighting sticks and spears.
But people can't die from no reason.
llmurri

lt

Some
Some people just died.

They died because sorre

[i.e. Aboriginal person] caught them [with sorcery].

All through Chapman t:ime people kept on fighting with spears
over -dead bodies and .puri-puri.

White people might be

different, but at Edward River they always carried on from
old C1:JStom.

Even now, today, when people talk, argue and

fight, well there now -- puri-puri [is the real reason underlying their disputes].

How much of this preoccupation contributed to the volatility
of disputes and to the grouping of supporters and IIblockers"
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in particular situations was sirnplytoo difficult for an·
outsider to determine.
Gambling was one settlement activity that frequently
gave rise to heated feelings, charges of improper behaviourand demands for satisfaction.

"Old custom" law· provided no

guidelines when losers complained and accused· others of
cheating or using some kind of charm to secure an unfair

Mostly, sU~h charges were ignored by the other
players as simply the expressions of the' disgruntled.
Quite
advantage.

often frustrated losers would go to their homes and reappear
with several spears and launch them in the general direction
of the pl.ayers.

Then 'the game would end in good-natured

chaos as laughing gamblers scattere-d to avoid the spears.
Othe.r losers' di·splays included picking up the gambling
blanket and scattering cards and players' money in the sand
before stalking off.
down~the

One man even went so far as to chop

tree that shaded the.Kuuk Thaayorre gambling ring.
p

.

Such displays were tolerated with a great deal of for5ear-

ance by the other players.

Only occasionally did

gambler an·swer. the charges levelled at him.·

~other

When that

happened the matter then took on the form of an lIold custom
even if the accusation was not one
an lIold custom category.

dispute~

th~t

ll

belonged to

l

•

10.3.2

The court
I have already

discus~ed

the legal framework that

established an Aboriginal court at Edward River., and I have

briefly described its composition, its location and the kinds
of. offences it, dealt with, as well as the nature of the penalties it imposed

0

It is useful to divide the cases that came

before the Aboriginal court into three kinds.

Firstly,

there were the charges invoked under the community By-Laws·
which represented, as it were, offences against "the systemlle

These· charges were us·ually instigated by staff members who
sought through them to enforce things such as health regulations, the official authority structure and respect for

government property.
Charges of this sort are represented
by categories (1) to (r) inclusive in Table 10.1 (see p. 507).
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They comprised 10.4% of all charges laid between June, 1967
and February, 1970.
Secondly, there were those charges that were laid

as a result of "old cus.tom ll disputing.

When people took to

the streets to settle their differences in some form of trialat-arms, then clearly they were in breach of the By-Laws that
dealt with orderly behaviour within the community.

All the

same, a good deal of "old custom" disputing did not give
rise to charges.

Officially, the charges were laid by the

senior Aboriginal policeman, but they did so only on the

advice of the white staff.

There were many disputes that

escaped the attention of the staff and the Aboriginal policemen had no reason to institute charges on their own respon-

sibility.

Categories (a) to (h) in Table 10.1 represent the

kind of charges that· followed in the wake of public RcId
custom" dispute settling.
Thirdly,· there was the· category of charges· related

to fights and disturbances that arose out of the consumption
of liquor.

Although it was an offence for an Aborigine to

bring liquor onto a reserve, most managers and staff turned
a blind eye to people who drank their smuggled liquor

quietly~

This third category is represented by items (i) to (k) in
Table 10.1.
The second and third categories were not mutually
exclusive as the reader will realise from perusing the pre-

custom' disputihg.
Not a few of the
"disorderly drunks" of item (i) were in fact people disputing in the nold custom" way.
But it has to be added that
disputing where alcohol was involved was likely to be more

vious

cases~of-nold

unpredictable in its outcomes and reach higher levels of
injury,.because of the way in which alcohol seemed to magnify

the sense of grievance and irritability of individuals and
to lower.their threshold of self-control.
In th.e majority of cases,. people Who were charge<:1
under the By-Laws and Regulations pleaded guilty.
Thus, for
the 106 charges of Table 10.1, 87 pleas of guilty were enteredo
When a defendant pleaded guilty, the court followed a relatively straightforward procedure.

There was a brief hearing

of the circumstances attending the charge.

Usually there
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was little dispute over the evidence tendered by the police
and other witnesses, since by the time a matter came before

the court, virtually the whole community was in possession
of the "facts·

•

the defend·ants

I

l

Penalties were imposed having regard to

previous record of convictions and the

circumstances of each case.

Fines were paid without com-

plaint and usually promptly.
penalt~es

They were seen not so much as

for unseemly or wrong behaviour, but rather as a

kind of cost associated with conducting an "old custom" dispute.

·The councillors themselves often referred to the

paying of fines as "making level with the staff".

By that
phrase they seemed to mean that the staff members of the
E-dward River community-should in .some way be recompensed for
the disruption caused by a dispute.
When not-guilty pleas were entered, the matter was

much less cut and dried.
times~of

Such pleas were indicative at

·tension points in staff-Aboriginal relationships,

at other times they reflected basic differences between
staff values and Aboriginal values, or they simply arose out
of misperceptions concerning the dynamics of ·old custom·1

disputing.

The following 5 cases from my. field notes came from
a sitting of the Edward River court in December, 1968.

The

sitting was instructive, because not-guilty pleas were entered in 4 of the 5 cases.

The police prosecutor at that

time was a man who was on loan- from a Torres Strait Island
reserve to help train and direct Edward River's Aboriginal
policemen.

He was relatively new to the community and had

been responsible for laying 4 of the charges relating to
fighting and disorderly conduct.
The court was presided.
over by J. K., one of the few Wik Mungkan men resident in
the settlement and an older brother of one- of the men charged
The other two members of the court were J. e., a man in his

0

late twenties,· and E. C., a married woman who was an older

sister

of

another of the men appearing on charges.

J. C. and E. C. were Kuuk Thaayorre.

Both

The storekeeper was

pressed into service as the clerk of court, and the

community~-~

manager participated both as a witness and as an advisor to
the·:·· councillors m.aking up the court.
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Court Case No.1
Edw'ard River versus D. K.

De KCl was charged .by the police sergeant with behaving in a

disorderly manner and fighting in the street.
not guilty.

D. K. pleaded

One of the Aboriginal policemen carre foxward and

stated quite positively that D. K. had not been seen fighting
in the town area at all on the night in question.

been "blocking
ing.

ll

and

try~g

D. K. had

to separate people who were fight-

The case was quickly dismissed.

Clearly the police sergeant had erred in grouping those who
were fighting with those who were Ilblocking".

For a stran-

ger such errors were easily made, because the the vigorous

efforts of "blockers" in restraining their kin often looked
very like fighting$
C'ourt ·Case No·"
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2

Edward River versus M. H.
M. H. was charged with (1) being drunk in the town area and (2)

with causing a disturbance.
charges.

M. H. pleaded guilty to both

When asked if he had any comnents to make M. H. said
.

~~

that ,he· had been too drunk to really know what he· was doing •.
He said he was only fighting with his wife on his own Il reserve ".

She wanted him to corre inside and settle down, he had been
arguing with someone else at the tiIre, and he began to argue
with her.

The rranager interjected at this stage and pointed

out that the charges arose out of M. H. 's subsequent fighting
in the street.

M. H. fell silent.

The councillors conferred

with the clerk of coUi:t over M. H.' 5 coUi:t record.

He had a

previous conviction that had brought a $2.00' fine, so it was
decided he should pay $4.00 on the first charge and $6.00 on
the seconde

M.H. with a great

grin produced a handful of notes

and offered to pay on the spot.
The third.. case. to come before the court was similar
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to the ~first.

C. W. had been charged with street fightingm

He pleaded not guilty and two of

came forward to state that

c.

t~e

W.

Aboriginal policemen

(who had something of a

reputation as a fighter) this time had not been fighting,
but "blocking".

Again it was a case of the newly arrived

police sergeant beinog unable to distinguish between IIblockers" and real disputants.

In the fourth case, J. Ce Me

had been brought before the court at the behest of the stock
overseer for indiscriminately burning off stock feed when

he was cook for the stock gang.

J. C. M. had already lost

his job as camp cook over the incident.
Court Case No. 4

Edw"ard River versus J.

c.

M.

J. C. M. was charged with burning grass without the per-

mission of the stock overseer.

J •. C•. M. pleaded not guilty.

He argued that his intention was to

~urn

off a patch of

worthless dry grass, but the wind changed and the fire got
out of control.

Two witnesses were called and one of them

testified that he had seen J. C. M. light the fire.

;r.

K.,

the councillor presiding over the· court and a man with

great experience in the pastoral industry, was inclined to
take a

lenie~t

view.

He argued that since this was

J. C. M. I s first offence, the councillors should impose

only the minimum fine of $2.00.

The manager inter\Tened

to advise the councillors that the stock overseer regarded
the "wanton·1 lighting of fires as a great threat to the

conmmity' 5 livestock, and because ,this was the first
offence of its kind to cerre before the court, then the
court should consider a higher penalty in order to deter

similar incidents.

After serre deliberation the court

settled for a $10.00 fine with 14 days to payor, alternatively, 10 days in gaol.
Both J. C. M. and the stock overseer were dissatisfied with the outcome, although for different reasons.

stock overseer felt that the penalty was too small to

The
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prevent future
a~ty

occur~ences.

J. C. M. felt that the pen-

was manifestly unfair, coming as it did on top of the

loss of his' job.
He nursed a bitter grievance "against
the stock overseer and eventually managed to obtain redress
a way he found eminently satisfying (see Subsection 10.3.• 3)

in

tl

The final case arose" out of the incidents related
in Case No. 12 in the previous subsection.
Court Case No. 5
Edward River versus L. F.

L. F. was clla:rged with (1) assaulting his wife, M. F., (2) with

being drunk and disorderly and (3) with using obscene language.,
L. F. pleaded guilty to the last two charges, but

pleaded not

guilty to the first.
M. F. was sent for as a

witness for the prosecution.

flatly refused to testify against her husband.

She

Others who had

been present at the tirre of the alleged assault, such as M. F. 1 S
fellow clanswanan and her husband, had already
evidence.

The only other possible

witness

refuse~

to give

was· 'the storekeeper

who had seen L. F.' s second attack on his wi£e from his own

house.

The storekeeper was persuaded by the manager

to step·

down from his position as clerk of court to give evidence.

storekeeper was a reluctant witness.

The

He voiced concern at

being asked to give evidence in a ma.tter that he felt was none
of the staff I s business, and he gave a very truncated version

of what he had actually seen (and which he had related to
on the night of the incident).
keeper's

aCCOl.IDt

was correct.

Ire

L. F. agreed that the store-

But L. F. went on to rraintain

that he had done nothing really bad.

He put it to the court:

how could he have hanred his wife when sorreone was there IIblock-

ing"?

He pointed out that he was justifiably angry, because

his wife had run CMay from horre leaving him supperless and his
children with sorreone else.

He had not beaten his wife with

a stick, although he might have bitten 'her, in his rage.

Even

." when he took his wife hone he might have been pushing her, but
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he was not hurting her.

The police sergeant agreed that ·this

was the case.
The court was then foI:It1ally declared adjourned while the sub-

ject of the penalty to be imposed was discu.ssed.

The

discu.ssion took place quite publicly at the court's table.
The manager joined the councillors in their deliberations.

He ·advised them that the charge of assault was serious and if

L. F. desired it, he could elect to be tried in the court at
Thursday .Island.

sister) becarre

Both J. K. and "E. C. (who was L. F.' solder

Very

agitated at this possibility.

J. K. said

that people should be sent !'outside" only for really serioUs
things like killing sareone with a spear.
he said, could be handled witJUn

1:he

Everything else,

comnun~ty.

E. C. urged

that L. F. shoul4 be fined heavily for being drunk, .but that
the thrashing he gave his wife was a minor thing that was only

E. C. added that i f the

the business of L. F. and
M. ·F..
.-

"

manager did not like to see L. F•. s face around the settlerrent,
1

then he should be sent out into the bush just as -Chapman used

to do.
At this point L. F. himself began to join noisily in the coun-

cillors deliberations.

He had only used his fist to hit his

wife, he arphasized, not serre 'Ilongway relation" .

He turned

on his wife, M. F., sitting rreekly by the court' 5 table, and
threatened~-to-- .1 kill n

her when he got her hare for causing him

all. this trouble. - He ·pointed. out that he was not an "ordinary
m.n:ri lf , but that he could read and write and- he knew what was

going on.

He insisted that the manager be evenhanded (IIrnake

th;ings equal n) in dealing with the people.

He had not used

axe or a knife in his fight as those in the opposing neighbourhoed did.

J. K. and E.

c.

approved of L. F.' s argurrent, but

the manager again referred to the seriousness of L. F.

I

S

assault and drew the cOtIDcillors' attention to M. F. 1 S bandaged

Cl1e councillor, J. C., had: taken little; part in the discussions
up to that point.

opinion."

J. C•.

The manager turned to him and asked his
said~ L.' F.

should receive" 7 days gaol·

wi~out

5.5.4

option and ·cited a preVious case of wife assault in ·which
such a· sentence was passed.

W'C>U1.d be rrore appropriate.

The manager urged that a fine
II

A hundred dollars then,·1 said

The manager then had to point Qutthat the Aboriginal

J. C..

court could not inpose fines that high'.
the rra.xirnum fine of

$40~OO.

J. C. settled for

By now.; l?Dwever, the discussion

was ~g heated and confused.

E. C. maintained that her

brother should only receive a heavy fine for drinking, but not
He had only used his fists whereas any day

for wife beating.

one could walk up "MtmgkSn n side and see people pointing rifles

and running about threatening each other with axes and tanaL. F. again interposed and noted that "satEOne u had

hawks.

hit him with a stick while he was drunk, and he could have been
killed..

It was easy to' take advantage of a d:r:tJnk man he s'aid.

The manager, insisted. the assault was serious.

E.

c.

M. F. for causing all the trouble by running CMay.

blartied
J. Ke

asserted- that it was any man' s right to hit. his wife, espec-

ially

when there

r,;ere such

extenuating circumstances.

E. C.

again reiterated that L. F. could not have done his wife any
hann, because there

were so many people standing by when L. F.

first hit his wife oin his brother's house.

OWe control our

brothers," she said and there was no need for M. F. to have

nm away.
like that.

Her own husband would

~at

he!; if she ran CMay

The atncsphere was becaning charged.

L. F. 'Went

off while the councillors were arguing and carre back with his

brother, T. F. and the- rest 'of his·.. family.

Now suitably

backed up he began to maintain that he had never hit his wife
at all and that the storekeeper was lying.

He began once

roore to threaten his wife and others as well.

'J.. K., sensing

trouble, got up fran the table and stoo¢i to one side of L. F
in case he. should make any untoward rrove,.

0

There was Sette con-

fused shouting and L. F. was advised to go for a walk with the

police sergeant and. settle down while the court went back to
determining his fine.
L. F. returned shortly aftertJards and announced that he wanted

to make it· easy for everyone, and he said he would go to gaole
He apologised for 'Igetting stirred up".

L. F. was fined

$40.00 in -total for all' three charges, and it was deliberately
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left unclear as to how the penalty irrposed was apportioned
between the original charges.
Between 1968 and 1975, Aborigines and the DAIA staff
had differing perceptions of the role played by the Edward

River court.

In the view of the Aboriginal residents, the

court's most important function lay in the avenue it provided for reconciling the consequences of lIold custom"" dispute
settling with European notions of law

~nd

order.

Since the

legal codes over which the court was empowered to :-act did not
include customary law, .except for a strongly worded paragraph on sorcery (see p. 569), the only way Edward River
peop~e

codes

could obtain redress for breaches of their traditional

wa~

to engage in lIold custom ll disputing.

But "old

custom ll disputing, as people well knew,. evoked negative
react~ons

from the Europeans.

Hence, the processes of the

court provided a way of "making level with the staff".

. The

court did more.than simply propitiate European sensibilities

concerning the inciden.ce of abusive language, threatening
behavi.our and phys,ical assault.

It also helped to control

the degree to which individuals sought redress through "old
custom" disputing.

The court's application of a scale of

penalties related to ·the number of court appearances provided
an easily understood system for· calculating the "cost ll of
being a disputant.
of incurring

Several men remarked to me that the risk

successiv~ly

higher fines' made them

th~nk

very

seriou'sly about initiating an "old custom" dispute or taking
part in one as a disputant.

The community generally kept

track of people's court appearances and their fines·.

People

began to talk about those men who were con,stantly before the

c9urt, especially concerning disputes that were aggravated
by alcoholc·

The opinion was that such people would have to

be "removed" from the community for a time if the heavier
fines did not inhibit their tendency to argue and fight while

drunk.

It never became necessary for anyone to seek the

removal of such individuals.

Typically, after a sequence

of court appearances men took stock of their behaviour and,
as the community put it, "settled down".
For the DAIA the court represented an instrumentality
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through which the staff could realise Departmental policies.
In the DAIA view, the Aboriginal court was both a training
device intended to give Aborigines experience of the legal
processes of the wider Australian community and a means of
enforcing behaviours thought to be necessary and desirable

in. a group that, officially, was supposed to be assimilating
to the way of life of the-donor culture.
Most settlement manager~ that I encountered seemed
satisfied that the Aboriginal court was fulfilling its role

in imitating the orthodox courts of the world beyond the
settlement.

Nonetheless, the Aboriginal court differed in

several important respects from the operation of Queenland's
other courts.
The Aboriginal court was heavily dependent
in its operation on direction by Europeans who themselves had
no special expertise in law.
It is doubtful whether any
charge concerning fighting, in the settlement would have been
laid~at 'all if they had not come to the attention of Europeans,
Certainly, as I observed earlier, there were a number of fight~
at which Aboriginal policemen were present, but from which no
ch'arges emerged because senior white staff knew nothing of
them.

The court frequently deviated from the usual require-

ment that those judging a case should be impartial and uninfluenced by any personal ties to the defendant. ,

It was

often the case that councillors· and defendants were related
(e·. g. see Court Cases Nos. 1

a~d

5).

Finally, as COl:lI"t Case

No. 5 illustrates, the form'" of the court's deliberations and

the participation of the principals including the manager

could deviate markedly from what would be considered as
acceptable behaviour in re,gular Western court procedures.
'Few problems arose in the functioning of the court

when the defendents pleaded guilty to b~haviour that resulted
from Iiold custom'l disputing.
It was otherwise when the

court was used by managers and staff to impose negative sanctions on behaviours they· sought to suppress.
Court Cases
Nos. 4 and 5 provide two examples of the court being used in
this fashion.
guilty. '

In each situation the defendants pleaded not

Councillors and defendants found themselves allied

against the manager in an attempt to uphold traditional

,values, 'while the manager was intent on penalising 'their
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expression in order to highlight, in his view, a more important set of' Western values.

In the first case, the imposition

of the penalty had the desired. community effect.
about a new awareness concerning the' lighting of

It brought
fi~es.

In

the second case, the he.avy penalty did nothing to discourage

the levels of injury sustained. by wives in domestic argumentsc
It is worth examining the reasons for the success of the one
and the failure of the other.
In Court Case No.4, the stock overseer was quite

right in asserting that the indiscriminate use of fire to
clear the countryside was incompatible with good pasture
management as well as posing a threat to fencing and to stockyards.

He was

~rong

in asserting that Aboriginal burning

techniques were wantonly employed.
Large ~reas of the
countryside were burnt off each year by Edward River stockmen
at the request of the stewards of the tracts in the area.
Peop~e

regularly fired tracts for

them~elves

when they went

on bush holidays.
They were well-versed in the art of controlled burning and in .the consequences of firing.
In this
court case, the councillors were unwilling to intrude on the
rights of stewards and penalise something that everyone
engaged in for ~he good of their tracts.
It had to be
admitted, however, that J. C. M. had been careless 'in allowing the fire to burn out of control.

The upshot was that

it made the community aware of another set of variables to
be taken into account when firing the countryside·, namely,
the community's cattle and their pastures.

The lesson in

fact was well learned, and as far as I am aware, there never
was a need to lay a similar charge in subsequent years.
People were careful to keep local burning

und~r

control and

to seek the agreement of the stock overseer before firing
large areas.
In the second court case, the defendent and the councillors disputed the interpretation the manager was seeking
to impose on the affair (i.e, that it was a case of assault)G
They tried to make it clear that the issue was one of a
domestic dispute in which the violence that might be displayed
would be controlled by "blockers".
It was not ~ssault, but
controlled disputation.
The manager's inte~pretation struck
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deep at the

pr~nciples

of

II

old custom ll disputing.

'-At best,

the case could be said to have. resulted in a compromise e
It had little subsequent effect on the level of violence

The manager's private fear that

in 'domestic disputingv

fatal consequences could result from such affairs was confirmed 10 years later.

In 1980, an Edward River man

battered his-young wife so badly about the head during a
domestic squabble after the canteen had closed, that she
died during the night in her bed.

The man received a gaol

sentence.
The majority of situations that brought people
before the, Aboriginal court were those which, in the eyes
of the' staff, threatened the peace and good order of the

---settlement.

Because such 'situat'-ions iovolved Aborigine's

only, the staff had minimal influence and contr:ol ·over them.
In those settlement activities that required the joint
participation
great deal,
Aborigines.

of

?f staff and

Abor~gines,

the staff had a

scope for inducing compliant behaviour from
In the first place, the Edward River people

accepted the staff as legitirnate·preceptors whose role it
was to induct them' into a new way of life.
place, the

staf~

In the second

were powerful, not only by reason of the

specific powers conferred on them by the 'Act, they were
crucial to the running of the settlement.

~hey

had con-,

trol over the disposition of the settlement's material
resources and its

~mpl,()yment

opportunities.

They also,

possessed a monopoly over the knowledge and skills neces-

sary to run and maintain the settlement's essential services.

and communications.

Thus, when individual Aborigines

failed to meet staff expectations, their "deviant

ll

or

"regressive" behaviour could ~sually be brought into line

through informal explanation and advice, together with a
judicial threat or two.

Of course there were times when

informal pressure failed to produce the desired result.

It was~ then that the staff fell back on the comp~ehensive
By-Laws and Regulations to bring people before the Aboriginal court and in a public fashion attempt to remedy the
situation.
The following case illustrates one such
instance:
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Case No. 1,8
A dispute with the nursing sister
Be W. was an old widower who had contracted tuberculosis.
He was sent to Ca.in1s Base Hospital for treatment.

When

tests showed that he was no longer Wective he was returned
to the settlement to corrplete his treatment.

This required

the old man to take 12 tablets twice a day.

He

would only

consent to accepting the treatrrent regirren provided the cornzmmity's only nursing sister personally took the tablets to
him 'in his hOuse at the bottom of "Thaayorre side" each day.

To htD:rour B. W.,

~

nur:smg sister at first corrplied with his

But then other patients on treatment prograrmes

demand.

began to complain of B. W.' 5 favoured treatment, and they

requested that the nursmg sister visit them at their horres
also instead of requiring them to present themselves· at the
dispensary•
Cbviously B. W.' s home treatrrent was setting an undesirable

precedent in view. of the shortage of nursing .staff.

Reluc-

tantly, the nursmg sister decided that B. W. would have to
care to the dispensary for treatment like everyone else.
Then begap a battle of .wills that was watched with great
interest by much of the corrrnunity.
mightily.

The old man corrplained

He brushed aside the nursmg sisterls entreaties

and explanations.

His attendance at the dispensary was

irregular at best and when he came he had to be watched
vigilantly to ensure that he swallOW'ed all 12 pills (he often

tried to get rid of them by sleight-af-hand).

It rreant

nothing to the old man to have. it pointed out to him that he
might becorre an active tuberculosis case once rrore and thereby
. beCOJ.'l'e

a threat to the cormnmity's health.

He said he felt

fine and there was no need for·the pills at all.

The nursing

sister exhausted her pO'W'ers of persuasion and her patience.
She decided the old man should be brought before the court
for his derelictions.

He

pleaded guilty and was given a

stern talking to by the council chainnan.
not attend regularly for treatrrent.

B. W. still did

F:'inally, he had to be
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sent to the hospitaJ. at Thursday Island where his treatment

regirren was completed after which he was allowed to return

hare.
10.3.3

Aboriginal perceptions of staff wrongdping
Aborigines came into dispute with staff when they

disagreed with some staff action, edict or interpretation.
Sometimes these disputes surfaced in the Aboriginal court
when defendants

ent~red

not guilty pleas (e.g. see Court

Cases Nos. 4 and 5).

Mostly such disagreements never got

as far as the court.

Many were transitory

affai~sarising

out of misperceptions of individual intentions and motiva-

tions which were easily induced in the cross-cultural interface between the staff and the Edward River people.·

The

following case is one of the more-serious examples:
Case No. 19
Another dispute over :rredicaJ. treatment

Two year old N.

L~

was brought to

diarrhoea 'and acute dehydration.

hosp~taJ.

suffering fran

Her condition called for

prarpt action fran the nursing sister to restore the child's
lost bcdy fluids.

She inserted a nasaJ. drip to take fluid

through the nose and throat into her stcnach and subcutaneous drips into her thighs and abdcrren to take fluid

directly into the child's tissues.
tied N:. L. 's

aJ:mS

The nursing si.?ter

to the cot sides to restrict her m::wements

and to prevent her fran accidently dislcdging the tubes.
G.L., N. L. 's father I carre to the hospitaJ. to see how she

was faring.

When he

SCM

her tied to the cot with tapes,

and tubes :r:mnning into her bcdy, he atterrpted to release her.
The nursing sister rem:>nstrated and G. L. flew into a ragee
He said he -objected strongly to seeing his daughter

like a dog".

A heated exchange occurred

the nursing sister.

people

~e ~ayingn

be~

"ti~

up

G. Lo and

G. L. spoke 'wildly about nwhat the old

.'While the nursing sister -pOinted out :that
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what she ~ doing was necessazy to save the child's iife

and that i f he rerooved N. L. from the hospital she would
The sister t~ated the distressing scene

surely die.

by leaving the ward.

Several minutes later G. L. sought out the nursing sister and

contritely apologised.

As it tUD'led out, much of G. L. 's

anger had its origin in the :rurrour that· N. L.' s illness was

caused by

sor~

that l'misfired".

intended to be G. L. himself.

The real victim was

Worried by the :rurrours and the

fact that he' himself had indirectly caused his daughter's

sickness, G. L. vented his tension on the nursing sister e
For a variety of reasons the hospital was often the
setting for such confrontations.

In the next chapter", I

shall explore in some depth, the- role of the-nursing sister
to

illu~trate

the dynamics and consequences of cross-cultural

·Here, it is sufficient to point out that
nursing sisters were ~ore likely than any other category of
staff tOo suffer the disquieting experience of being threatened with violence or even being assaulted by an Edward River
resident.
When an Aborigine abused or physically attacked
a member of staff, and "the cause was loc"ated in some individ-

misperceptions~

ual misunderstanding, then the community at large was greatly
disturbed.

From past experience they knew.that staff not

i?frequently reacted to threats and assaults by resigning or
requesting transfer.

The community "usually exerted strong

social pressure on people in dispute with $taff to settle
their differences by apologising.
There were, however, situations in which the com-

munity became united in its view of staff wrongdoing and

sought redress.

Such situations occurred when staff

mem~

bers co_ntinually breached "the good helper for the people n

code.
As I pointed out in Chapter 8 (p e. 413), the ideals

embodied in the notion of the
were really no more

th~n

n

good helper for the people

I'

a reasonable set of expectations

based on the norms of past staff behaviour.

Most staff,

albeit" unwittingly, honoured the code to a greater or lesser
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degree.

When staff members persistently breached the code,
there was no way Aboriginal people could enforce compliance
with it.
The best they could do was to seek the resignation
·or transfer of a staff member who constantly gave offence.
During 1968-.75

I

E'dwa~d

.R'iver People managed to secure the

removal of three staff members, including a manager.

Two

of the staff members were "remov·ed'· in a single concerted

community action, the third by an individual p~suing a
stated course of revenge.
In both instances the removals
were secured by laying complaints before influential othersc
Both

q~

these cases are interesting as

demonstrate the Edward ·River people' s

~ell

in that they

a~ar-eness

of the prac-

tical hierarchies operating within the DAIA.
Case No. 20
The reltCval of two staff IIeIrbers

G. H. was sent to Edward River as a temporary replacerrent to

fill the void between the resignation of the preceding manager
whO had steered Edward Ri"\7'ei through the pericd of. the DAIA

take--over and the appointrrent of the next peJ:Iranent manager.
He was told by senior DAIA officers that the previous manager

had allO'tled things to run down administratively and that be

should .. smarten the place up a bit II •

Believing that he would

only be at Edward River for several rrcnths before he was relieved, G. H. left his wife and family in CaiJ:ns and eni:Jarked on

a series of rapid refo:rms of staff and ccmnunity procedures

It

•

To the Edward River people his personal style seerred brash and

aggressive, and the people soon began to refer to him as a "hard iO
rcan.

The councillors were among the. first to feel the pressure

of his forceful personality, as he attarpted to rrould them into a
body ncre capable of exercising its powers and duties under the
Act I By-Laws and Regulations.

He tried to persuade the coun-

cillors to lay charges against :PeOPle 'Who repeatedly stood in
breach of the By-Laws, and additionally, he wanted them to act
in a n1Jl'1i:Jer of matters on behalf of the ccmnunity I s residents

where, in traditional tenns, the councillors had' no authority
whatever.

Further, G. H. gave up holding public rreetings that
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had been a regular feature of the previous incumbent 1 S' term

and left it to the councillors to transmit to the people the
decisions taken at council meetings.
The

pe~ple

ness II

e

too began to experience the new manager I s llhard-

In an atterrpt to reduce the nurrber of vehicle break-

downs, G. H. placed very strict limits on the use of cormn.mity
vehicles during weekends, thus denying many people the oppor-

tunity to engage in weekend hunting and carrping trips."
thought this unfair.

People

They argued that the real reason for

the frequent breakdowns lay not in the weekend trips, but in
the rrechSnic I s inability to effect long-lasting repairs.

1113:ke ma.tters worse, it began to appear that the rranager was
not only "hard" , but that he' was "not straight".
He was very
ant>ivalent in his attitude towards smuggled liquor.
On the "
To

one hand, !'e had said that he did not mind i f people returning
from Cairns brought serre liquor back with them and drank it
quietly.
chesof

On the other hand, he instituted a number of searsuitcas~s

of people returning from Cairns.

The liquor

that was discovered in these searches was confiscated so that
it could be returned to the point of .sale for refund.

How

could people drink quietly, Edward .River people asked, when
their liquor was confiscated'?

The searching of the suitcases

aroused t.rerrendous reseni:rrllent, especially because of the invasion of privacy it represented.

Additionally, it was

observ-ed that the manager was providing certain policemen and
council+ors with liquor in his house.

This was interpreted

as favouritism and as an atterrpt. to influence corrmunity
affairs through bribery.

It was rtJITK)ured too· that on at

least one occasion he had supplied married warren with liquor.
Concerning the occasion referred to in the rtJITK)ur, G. H.
assured

Ire

doubt him.

that he had serv-ed tea and I have no reason to

Nonetheless, he was very indiscreet in his deal-

ings with the warren of the corrmunity

CI

He conducted what he'

thought was a light-hearted rrock romance with one of the

corrmunity' s widows.

Unfortunately, the lady herself took

the manager's attentions seriously and was greatly upset when

he appeared to switch his affections" to a Torres Strait Island
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The rest of the rna.le conm.:rnity was perfectly

nursing aide.

convinced that G H. was conducting a whole range of secret
G

liaisons with the waren of the place.

It was even rurroured

that his girlfriends 'Were the secret recipients of the cenfis...

cated liquor, which was an outright call1Imy.
Unfortunately for G. H., his tenure at Edward River coincided
with a period of understaffing and a lack of visible physical

This apparent standstill and lack of progress

developrrent.
was

also laid at his door.

Things carre to a head with an unsavoury. episode involving the
Il\9Ilager, the conmmity' s rrechanic, a clerk and a number of the

Those who took part in the episode asser-

comnunity's wanen.

ted that it was a hannless social card garre in which sorre beer
was drunk.

Corrmunity rumour asserted that a veritable orgy
The people at Edward River detennined on

had taken place.
aPPro~riate action.

Each neighbourhood appointed a nediator

to 'Write a letter to their elected representative in the
State I s Legislative :Assembly.
of g:r:ave misconduct.

In it they made accusations

The letters set in train a Departrre.ntal

While no finn qonclusion was reached regarding many

Inquiry..

of the corrmunity's assertions, nonetheless, both the manager
and the rrechani:-:: subsequently resigned from DAIA s,erv'ice.
Edward River people were well pleased with the result.
inunity action

~d

rid them of a "hard'l manager ··and an

Comn

incom-

petent n rrechanic in one stroke.
Case Noo

21

A

case of private revenge

At the conclusion of his court case \ see Court. Case No.4)

J co C.. Mti was left nursing
overseer

0

a strong grievance against the stock

He told me how unfair the whole episode had been

and he vowed he would get even with the stock overseer in serre

way and get him raroved.

His chance

'carre

when: the DAIA':-stock

inspector ma.de a routine visit to the settleroent.

The stock

inspector, rightly or wrongly, was dissatisfied with the
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general standard of the stock overseer t s work and

~

publicly

critical of an episode in which, through sorre miscorrrnunication

or other, several cattle had died in the yards through lack of
water and feedc

While the stock inspector conducted an

inves~

tigaion into the incident', J. C. M. seized the opportunity to
insinuate to the stock inspector that the stock overseer was

"playing about I' with the single girls of the settlerrent.

My

personal feeling was that there was no truth in the accusation,

but as I learned later it helped to confinn in the mind of the
stock inspector the lIDSuitability of the stock overseer.

An

adverse report from the stock inspector led to the· overseer J s

resignation.
When the resignation becarre public, a jubilant
J. C. M." called on Ire to remind ITS that he had carried out his
promise to exact revenge.
10.4

Summary and discussion
This chapter began with a discussion of the Edward

River.Aboriginal c6ur~, and its powers and its mode of
operation as it was officially constituted.
In looking at
the kinds and numbers of cases heard before it, I drew attention to the fact that the majority of .cases involved verbal
or physical assault.
I suggested t~at this pattern of con.
.
flict was not accidental, but in fact was intimately bound
up with the interface between Aboriginal customary law and
the legal codes of the state of Queensland.
C~stornary

law or "old custom

River since its inception.

U

had operated at Edward

The missionaries were

aware that there were I'tribal" matters that resulted in
disputes, but they made little attempt to come to terms with
the nature of Aboriginal codes or to provide alternative
avenues for their resolution, except in an ad hoc kind of

wayc

They were more concerned with the practical problem

of managing the end products of IIquarrels" between Aborigines and with stamping out sorcery accusations which seemed
to provoke the most disturbing breaches of community harmony.

When Aboriginal disputation resulted in serious ipjuries and
deaths, matters typically were referred to the ordinary
courts of Queensland.
However, all cases so referred appear"
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to have been

interp~eted

by the State legal system as "tribal"

matters lying outside the courts'

jurisdictions and they were

consequently referred to the Director of the DNA.

The DNA

solution was to remove such Aboriginal offenders from their
home community for a time.

Thus, in a kind of roundabout way,

some allowance was made within the State's legal framework for
the recognition of the imperatives of Aboriginal customary lawf/
although they imposed an external cost on those who sought
redress under such customary law •
. The 1965 Act which established the Aboriginal courts
as legal entities introduced the Edward River people to an
alternative-style of dispute resolution based on codes·, sanctions and procedures employed in the wider Queensland societYG
Tne Aboriginal court gave Aboriginal councillors and policemen
~ignifi~ant

roles to play in its operation.

However, except

for sorcery, the codes over which the Edward River court was
empowered to act did not speak directly t-o "old custom"

breaches.

It should be noted here that the Aboriginal coun-

cil was empowered to enact By-Laws that reflected

cus~omary

law and thus bring them within the purview of the Aboriginal

court (e. go. see, The Aborigines' and
Regulations of 1966, Reg. 2 D).

Strait Is landers

Tor~es

Thi~

I

option was neve~

pursued at Edward River during 1968-75, nor has it been since
that- time.

Towards the end of this discussion, I

canvass

some of the possible reasons why this did not happen.
one

s~gnificant

In

and crucial respect the operation of the

Aboriginal court was dependent on the input of DAIA staff.
Their interpretation of what constituted breaches of the codes
were vital to the system's functioning.

All complaints and

charges that came before the Aboriginal court at Edward River
were instituted on the advice and prompting of senior DAIA
staff.

Their main concern was to maintain good order and

discipline within the community, and hence they wished to penalise breaches of the peace in all their various forms.
As
it turned out, most of the breaches of the peace that were
prosecuted had to do with "old custom" disputing.
So far,

I have summarised the missionary.and DAIA

attitudes to Aboriginal disputation at Edward.River.
turn those· responses materially shaped the

~ature

In

of "old'
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custom D disputing.

Edward River people learnt that injuries

and deaths caused during disputes drew sharp reactions from
Europeans and sometimes led to the removal from the community

of those involved.

Sorcery accusations alone could bring

about removal, therefore, Edward River people ceased attempting publicly to secure redress for deaths imputed to sorcerYe
In-deference t9 European sensibilities regardin~ violence
they attempted to tone down ·the level of the violence
manifested in disputes and created territorial canons (such

as house

II reserves '1)

to suit the settlement's physical struc-

ture and to lessen the likelihood of the non-involved being
As well, they accepted the fact that they would

injured.

have to pay a penalty whenever Bold custom" disputation took

a violent turn.
nOld custom"

~isputing

was based on the postulate

that every adult Aboriginal person had the right to take up
arms~and

use them in the pursuit of a plaint' or in response

to a public accusation of wrongdoing.

The introduction of

the Aboriginal court provided a formal way for reconciling

the staff's perceptions of order and discipline with the
consequences of that postulate.
ise what they saw as unrUly and

It allowed staff to penalobje~tionable behavio~r.

In reality then, much of the work of the Aboriginal court
had to do with settling disputes about Aboriginal disputing.
Disputes between Aborigines and s<taff ranged from
disagreements between individuals to situations where either
the Aboriginal community or the staff sought redress for
some perceived dereliction or wrong action.

Individual

disagreements occurred most often in the work place and
and whereve~ services were provided by staff members (as in
the hospital, the nof,fice lt or the retail store).

Mostly

they arose because Aborigines were required by the staff
to change or modify their behaviour or to conform to some
new routine.

In the course of such arguments, Aborigines

sometimes threatened violence and occasionally assaulted a
staff member.

In the main, however,

such disagreements

were resolved informally and usually-in favour

o~

the staff,

who, in Aboriginal eyes, were the legitimate '.arbiters on

ways of organising the community and

~ntroducing

chaQges.
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Rarely was it necessary for a staff member to invoke the. very
inclusive ·provisions of

th~~Regulations

and By-Laws in order

to penalise delinquent actions.
Sometimes staff behaviour was seen to be"at fault by
the Edward River people.

There were occasions when a staff-

imposed resolution to a dispute gave rise to resentment and
a sense of grievance in individuals.

There were times as

well, when the whole community became disturbed and oppressed
by a particular~·staff member's persistent breaching of the

"good helper for the people" code.

In such situations t'he

Aboriginal community sought to procure the removal of the
offending staff member by influencing those in the upper
hierarchies of the DAIAor in important positions in government.
During 1968-75, this

multi-layere~

system for the

resolution of disputes seemed relatively stable.

This is

not to say that the state of affairs was seen as desirable
by either Aborigines or staff.

In a variety of ways the

Edward River people expressed their concern about "old custom'·
disputingo

People not connected with particular disputes

deplored the violence and the injuries and 'complained of the
inability of the Aboriginal police to act.

Aboriginal

policemen, for their part, bemoaned the fact that they could
not separate disputants without themselves being attacked
either verbally or physically.
about the way alcohol

see~ed

Every~ne

was apprehensive

to aggravate the propensity for

people to engage in violent confrontations.

"Old custom

Jl

disputing, although it was not recognised by the staff as a
formal or legitimate arena for dispute resolution, gave rise
to much dissatisfaction from their viewpoint as well,
sometimes to fearo

an~

A'large "old custom" fight. could seri-

ously disrupt community schedules for several days before
the members of work teams were sufficiently reconciled to
work together.
forcec

A

Injuries often took key men out of the work

number of staff resignations or self-requested

transfers came about because the staff members were threatened with, or were even subjected to, physical

a~sault.

It is curious that "old custom" disputing gave rise

to hign· l"evels of dissatisfaction amon'g both Aborigines and
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staff, yet at the same time, it seemed to show so little

predisposition to change -- at least between the years 1968
and 1975e
It is still more curious that this should have
been so when it is realised that Aboriginal customary law
was explicitly recognised in certain sections of the By-Laws
and Regulations, and that two of ·those sections offered the
prospect of dealing with disputes arising out of customary
law before the Aboriginal court.
For example, the Edward
River By-Laws make the following provision with respect to
sorcery:

"A ccmmmity resident shall not practice (sic) or pretend to
practice any fOJ:I11 of sorcery which for the purposes of these
By-Laws includes bone-pointing, pourri-poun:i ,or any other
custom or practic~ which interferes with the hanrony or wellbeing of residents,. nor shall a person threaten any other
person with sorcery or act as an agent for a person who commits or pretends to cOmni.t sorcery.
A person fOill1d gUilty of offending against this By-Law may

be refused
the

pe~sion

to remain in and nay be renoved from

Reserve/Corrmunity for such period as nay further be

detennined.
(By-Laws of the Edward River Aboriginal comnunity,

Chapter 24 [1]).

The" Edward River court records show that no charges
were ever made under this By-Law.
I am certain that few,
if any, Aborigines were even aware of such a By-Law.
It
seems likely that had people known of it they would still
not have laid charges, even though as I noted earlier, sor~
cery practice was said to be rife and rumours about people's
complicity in it were widely disseminated throughout the"
Ironically, the sum of the Edward River experience was that those who were removed for sorcery practice
were those who complained about it.
There were of course
other problems standing in the way of successfully laying a
charge of sorcery.
One of them was to persuade the staff
to take a sorcery allegation seriously.
To Western minds
in general, the .modus· operandi of magical killing lay outside
community.
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the realms of the possible.

This implied that the alleged

sorcery could not have occurred in the first placeo

To

further confuse matters., evidence of sorce-ry could only be
obtained by divination which in the Western empirical tradi-

tion was a suspect form of knowledge.

Rather than risk

staff ridicule or be thought to be ·trouble makers, Edward
River people never aired their sorcery accusations in publice

It was also theoretically possible for the Edward
River Council to attempt to change or augment the By-Laws
to make them more compatible with customary law.

In doing

this it was possible to bring customary law within the ambit
of the Aboriginal court.

Thus, Regulation 21 of the Aborig-

ines' and Torres_ Straits Islanders

1

R~.g'll)'~t_~9Q§ .. q~ ..1966

'provided that:
A council shall :have and. ma.y exercise the functions of local

governrrent of' the Reserve or cOIIII1t.IDity and' 'shall be ch.Srged
with the good rule and governrrent of the Reserve or corrrmmity,

in accordance with Aboriginal customs and practices and shall

have power to make By-Laws for such good rule and govenment
and to cause all such By-Laws to be observed and carried out.
(Underlining added)'

The Edward River Council never made any By-Laws on
its own account.

Instead it us.ed the set of model By-Laws

provided by the DAIA.

To make alterations would certainly

have required the assistance of the manager together with
his espousal and support for any proposed changes.

All

By-Laws, resolutions and orders promulgated by. Aboriginal
councils had to be approved by the Director of the DAIA.
He in turn relied on the opinions of his managers in making

determinations on local affairs.

To make alterations regard-

ing customary law would have been especially.difficult.

Few

managers were even aware of the extent to which Iiold custom"
permeated settlement life and the extent to which it lay

behind Aboriginal fights and arguments.

Some managers

asserted that Aboriginal customary law did not eX,ist at allo
I

well remember the council meeting where the newly arrived

manager thought he would acquaint the councillors with their
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duties under the Regulations.

After reading Regulation 21,

the manager commented: "0f course all that custom business
is gone and finished.
It is only Queensland law from outside that matters now."
There were then, substantial problems standing in
the way of incorporating traditional law within the community

By-Laws.
Perhaps the greatest problem was finding someone
who was sufficiently attuned to customary law to be able to
articulate it satisfactorily for both Aborigines and staffe
Managers, by virtue of their heavy burden of duties as well
as their background and training, did.not seem well suited
for a task that required patient study, much cross-cultural
sensitivity and the competence to translate one legal code
into another.
Perhaps too, Edward River people wanted to
keep the policing of customary law.in their own hands.
Bringing it into the By-Laws, as things then stood, was to
invite staff control in one area of their lives where the
,"..

.-

I ..•

staff were relatively powerless to

~

~

~ptrude.

The final reference to traditional codes was con.
.
tained in Regulation 16 of the 1966 Regulations.
This
Regulation set out the categories of persons authorised to
be on, an Aboriginal reserve, and se.ctions (2) and (3) stated
( 2) Every person so authorised to enter and remain on a
ReseJ:Ve or CbIrmmity shall conduct himself properly and to
the satisfaction of the District Officer or Manager or other

officer in charge for the tirre being of such Reserve or
carmunity.

He shall not interfere with the no:r:rral duties

or activities of any assisted person nor atterrpt in any way
to cause any

interferenc~ with

Aboriginal or Island customs.

( 3) My person corrmitting a breach of this Regulation shall be

guilty of an offence and rna.y be surrmarily ejected from the
Reserve or cornmmity by or by order of the District Office or

Manager.
(Underlining added)
To the best of

my

knowle~ge

there never was an in-

stance at Edward. River between 1968 and 1975 wh.ere. the above
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Regulation was invoked.

Though seemingly broad with regard

to Aboriginal and Islander customs, I suspect the true purpose of the Regulation was to prevent visitors from disrupting the settlement's scheduled routines.

Certainly the

Regulation could not have been meant to apply to the staff
of the DAlA, otherwise their roles as change agents consciously

promotin~

socia-cultural ·change could have rendered

them all culpable under this Regulation of

II

interfering ll

with native custo~.

In summary then, the lega·l framework that enveloped
the Edward River community seemed to provide the possibility

of establishing

alte~native

of customary law.

arenas for

th~

operation of facets

The reality was t·hat there were substan-

tial practical difficulties standin·g in the way of· ·rea-lising
those possibilities.

Instead, Edward River "muddled through"

with its unsatisfactory multi-layered system for dispute
resol~tion.

It seemed likely to continue to do so for some

time in the future.
There was, I felt, a sad consequence to this.
DAIA staff

fa~led

When

to recognise lIold custom" disputing for

what it was and instead interpreted it as "lawless" or even
IIprimitive ll behaviour, then every instance of an "old custom"

dispute .coming before the Aboriginal court as a breach of the
peace provided verification for a strongly held though unofficial view,. namel,Y, t1?-at the Edward River people were not yet
ready for independence and responsible self-management.
While this misperception existed and while no alternative
forum was provided for the resolution of lIold custom" disputes, it would have seemed that Edward River p-eople

~ou10

never be trusted with the .management of their own affairs
which was one of the

u~timate

goals of government· policy.
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CHAPTER 11
1·1.1

THE STAFF ENCLAVE

The staff enclave and living conditions
By far the largest recruiter of the outsiders who

made up the non.-Aboriginal or· staff section of the Edward
River community was the DAIA.

For example, in 1972

approxi~

mately two thirds of the staff positions were filled by the
personnel of that department.

The DAIA staff included at

that time, a manager, two administrative clerks, a stock
overseer, a mechanic, a carpenter, a general overseer, a
retail store manager and two nursing sisters.
gories such as stock overseer,

~echanic,

Job cate-

carpenter or nursing

sister were·· specialis-t positions requiring professiona-l or
~hen

trade qualifications.

the positions fell vacant, they

were adve'rtised and rep'lacements were appointed to· specific
Ab0x.:.igin,al communities.

They were' not subjec.t to depart-

mental transfer, but they could, however r apply for similar
p~sitions

on other Aboriginal communities, if they so desired.

The positions of clerk, storekeeper and manager were
filled by transfer of staff from the permanent pUblic service
resources of the DAIA.

These positions provided the career

opportunities within that organisation.'

entered at the bottom of a system of

Clerks usually

administrativ~

appoint-

ments that were classified in terms of their responsibility
and managerial expertise.

They could then be promoted

through the various levels of the hierarchy.

They could

also transfer to other Queensland public service departments
as administrative of'ficers·.

Retail storekeepers· were usually

·recruited directly into their positions from the' world" of:commerce.

Theoretically,· promotion to the status of assis-

tant manager and manager was possible for clerks and storekeepers.
Edward

None of the seven managers who were app·ointed to

Riv~r

during my time in the field had worked their way

up through the lower ranks.

Five of them had experience in

community development or labour relations in underdeveloped
areas of the world.

One had managed a tea plantation in Sri

Lanka, another had spent many years in the British colonial
service i~ Borneo and a third had been a police officer in
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Kenya where he had been responsible for the maintenance of
law and order in native labour compounds.
had had experience in Papua New Guinea.

The remaining two
One of these had

been a patrol officer, whilst the other was the son of a New
Guinea missionary and had a degree in education.
~olicy

The DAIA

was not to leave any career officer on an Aboriginal

settlement for-longer than three years before effecting a
transfer.

During 1968-75, only one manager ever completed

his full term of service there.

All the rest resigned.

Among DAIA officers Edwarq River had the reputation of making
or breaking managers.

Mostly, it was said to break them.

However, resignations amongst other levels of staff at Edward

River,. especially tradesmen, nursing sisters and stock overseers. were no less infrequent according to my records.
The other major employer of staff at Edward River

was the Queensland Department o.f Education which took over
the r-esp-onsibility for the schooling of the reserve's children from the DAIA after 1970.

During the years between 1971

and 1975, there was a small contingent of primary school
teachers in the

settlemen~.

Because a general shortage of

accommodation necessitated the sharing of the available houses,
the teachers were all single

Many of them were only

male~.

recently graduated from their training colleges.

It was

rumoured that -at least one of them had been transferred to

Edward River uunder punishment-I.

Few of the teachers had

elected to go there voluntarily.

Most stayed

o~e

year only,

and none had been trained specifically to teach in an

Aborig~

inal community.
There were two other bodies that recruited staff to
serve at Edward River.

One was the Diocese- of Carpentaria

which appointed Edward River's chaplains.
other staff

members~

By. contrast with

chaplains tended to be long-term appointee:

For most of the time during 1968-75, the position of chaplain
at Edward River ·was held by the same

per~on.

The second

employer was the Commonwealth-funded instrumentality, Applied
Ecology Limited, that had the responsibility for the management of the crocodile farm.
fu~l-time

-

By 1975, they
-

suppo~ted

two

staff members at Edward River to develop the pro-

ject· and train Aboriginal. workers in the routines necessary
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to maintain and run the enterprise on their own.

The staff

members of the Applied Ecology unit were appointed on a contract basis.
As I have. noted elsewhere (see p. 352.), the staff

of Edward River seldom reached its full complement because
of .gaps created by transfers and resignations.
August 1972,
for instance, presented a typical staff profile.

There were
.

.

15 staff positions·filled.

DAIA employees. occupied 10,

teachers 3, while the chaplain and Applied Ecology personnel
accounted for the other 2.
were married.

Only 5 of the 15 staff members

The total European population including staff

families numbered 25.

Throughout the period 1968-75, the

staff population was heavily·biased towards single males.
Most staff members were·drawn from the urban centres
of

Q~eensland's

was r:ot an easy

eastern seaboard.
pl~ce

in which to

For them, Edward River
l~ve

and work.

T~ere

were

two major sources of strain that staff members recognised
and talked about.

One had to do with the management of

interpersonal relations among staff members themselves and I
shall present a broad description of some of the relevant
aspects of staff relationships in the
. The

ot~er

fol~owing

section •

had to do with the isolation of the settlement and

its lack of amenities.

Perhaps more t·han anything else, it was the flight

Cairns that impressed upon. newcomers just how remote
Edward River was from the rest of urban Australia.
The
frorn~

500 km journey from Cairns by small plane took two and a half
to three hours to make.

The drab olive-grey country beneath

the plane rolled by in a monotonous patchwork of grassland,
forest, swamp and eroded watercourses.

There were few major

rivers.
There were even fewer roads to be seen and only
very rarely would the galvanised roofing of a station homestead gleam up and serve notice that somewhere down there in

those vast spaces, other humans lived.
Even when the Gulf
of Carpentaria came into view, and the plane began its descent towards the Edward River airstrip, it took some time
before a little cluster of buildings disengaged itself
from the surrounding.landscape to be .identified as a human
settlement.

Perched on the edge of a deserted coastline,
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Edward River was visibly a very lonely place.

Newcomers

experienced an overwhelming sense of isolation.
The remoteness was intensified by Edward River's
lack of facilities for communicating with the wider Aus-

tralian community.

Mails and newspapers were delivered-

once a wee.k by plane.

There were no telephones.

Tele-

grams arrived via the DAIA radio network, which was then

controlled from

Thursday~Island.

There was at that time no

television, and during the day ordinary radio reception was
generally poor.

The bulk of the settlement's supplies were

trucked in during the dry season.

During the wet season,

when floodwaters and high tides inundated the saltpans
surrounding the settlement, access to Edward River by road

was closed for periods o.f five months or more.

Doctor came once a month to conduct a clinic.

The Flying
Otherwise,

when a doctor's advice was required, the settlement·s nursing

~isters

had to contact Thursday

to the north by radio.

I~l~nd

~ms

hospital 500

Urgent medical cases had to be

evacuated by aerial ambulance to Cairns, which at the very
least meant a delay of between seven and eight hours before
a patient could be examined by a doctor.

There was, of

course,' no secondary school, so that staff with children
9f high-school age, like other parents in remote Australia,
I-.....'!-

had to suffer long periods of separation from their children.
In 1968·, living conditions for the staff were spartan indeed.

'rhere. was no electricity apart fro.m a . few

improvised generator systems serving several houses.

Wh~le

gas stoves and kerosene refrigerators amply took care of
cooking and food storage needs, the lack of electricity meant

that many other kinds of domestic appliances (e.g. washing
machines, fans,

irons, radios, vacuum cleaners) usually taken

for granted in ordinary households could not be used.

Clothes washing, for exampl~, had to be done in old-fashioned
coppersc
It was not until late 1974 that a reliable,com~
munity-wide, 240 volt generating system was established.
Similarly, the water supply was
inadequate.

~rttermittebt

arid

For most of the period between 1968 and 1975,

household water supplies were pumped from an open·well in

the centre of the settlerne,nt

II

The well tapped the .groun.d-
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waters stored in the shell ridges upon which the community
was sited, and because of its association with the shell beds,

contained a great deal of dissolved calcium.
It was almost
impossible to obtain a lather with it when washing clothese
An adequate water

supply based on artesian bores was not

functional until 1974.

There was no

sewerag~

system in the

community and most staff houses had earth closets rather than
septic systems.
The Edward River retail store was only capable. of

meeting the

~taff's

basic subsistence needs.

It carried

little else besides foodstuffs, namely, a limited range of
domestic hardware and some clothing and softgoods.

The

supply of tinned and dried foods was generally adequate.
However, the lack of refrigeration and freezer space, together with the distances over which food stores had to be
transported, meant that the range and variety of the fresh

and frozen foods, which were commonplace in urb'an Australian
stores, were severely restricted at Edward River.

The

locally killed beef was obtainable thro~gh the butcher's
shop on alternate days only.

At best the lean and stringy

cuts produced by the community's Aboriginal butchers only
vaguel~ corres~ond~d

to the standard cuts of an

butcher's shop elsewhere.

o~dinary

If staff wanted to eat fresh

bread, they had to make it themselves.
In short, new staff members always had to undergo a
period o'f adjustment while they adapted to the limitations
of Edward River's amenities.

Most had to learn new skills,

such as bread-baking or how to iron clothes without an elecRoutine tasks such ·as clothes washing and house

tric iron.

cleaning always took longer than they would have in· urban
Australia because of the lack of domestic aids.

The monot-

onous beef diet could be supplemented by fishing and hunting
wild game, but few staff had the expertise necessary to do

this success"fully from the outset without the help of Aborig-

inal "mates

ll
•

Maintaining the ordinary standards of Aus-

tralian domestic life was always something of a challenge to

staff members, both single and married.
All met that challenge more or less well.
But when other stresses were added
to the demands of day to day living, it was then that staff
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members" began to calculate that the effort required to main-=-

tain an acceptable standard of living at Edward River was

st:arcely worth the cost.

Consequently, they began to con-

sider seriously the possibility of
11.2

Staff~staff

r~signation.

relationships

All Edward River staff felt themselves to be, and

in fact were, members of a minority enclave.

The layout of

the community's dwellings (see Map 7.1, p. 348) in which the

staff houses were grouped together in a central neighbourhood
of their own was a physical expression of the separateness
of the staff world from- the rest of the Edward River community.
The sense of "we" (the staff) versus "them" (the
peqple of Edward River) was quite strong and always evident
in conversations held out of earshot of Aboriginal people.
For~ost

staff members, the -Aboriginal world was puzzling,

and because of the frequent fights and disputes, unpredictable and somewhat menacing.

Apart from the informal friend-

ships set up between individual staff members and Aboriginal
people (see pp. 428-38), the majority of their interactions
occurred within their own circle.

In social terms, the staff world was small.

As

a

minority enclave, one might have expected the staff as a
whole to be highly supportive of each other.
of

fact~

As a matter

the staff enclave was often riven by personal.ani-

mosities so intense that people cited them as among their .

principal reasons for resigning.

Visiting outsiders, such

as researchers for example, who had no departmental affiliations, were often deluged with a barrage of

person~l

frus-

trations, innuendoes and suspicions from staff members as
they divested themselves of their pent-up grievances concerning other staff members.
People complained about "obstruction" "in the job, the inexperience- and ineptitude of managers,
managerial favouritism in the allocation of resources, and
the scandalous sexual or drinking behaviour of" others.
Sometimes the interpersonal hostilities were generated by disagreements in the workplace from whence they
spread to

off-~'duty

relationships.

"For example", a fertile
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field for disagreement came about as a result of the discrepant goals of the stock overseer and the manager.

Most

of Edward River's stock overseers saw their job as comparable with that of the manager of a normal cattle property

0

The planning of Edward River's pastoral activities, and the
assessment of them, did not lie with the manager, but rather
with a senior Departmental officer with broad experience in
the· cattle industry.

Stock overseers tended to feel that

as Edward River's only income earner pastoral activities
. should should be given the highest priority when it carne to
the allocation of human and physical resources.

However,

these latter were controlled by the manager, and he was
normally more concerned to develop the amenities of the
settlement itself and had, therefore, a different set of
priorities from the

stoc~

over the allocation of
heat~d,

manager.

overseer.

resou~ces,

When disputes arose

they tended to·become

with the issue usually resolved in favour of the
Disputing staff members generally addressed each

other with icy politeness and indulged in subtle tactics to
obstruct each other during work hours.

They interacted not

at ~ll during non-work hours.
The feelings of animosity
generated by inter-staff disputes in .the work place were
rarely contained there.
In fact, any dispute between staff
members, whether it arose in the context of

wor~

or not,

tended to amplify to the point where the settlement's Euro-

werei in
nuclei within the sett'lement

pean population ·was divided into factions.

any case, natural "departmental n

around which such factions formed.

~here

Each nucleus was united

in terms o·f its allegiance to its respective employer and
it~ employer's goals.
Career officers in the DAIA formed
one such nucleus, the teachers the second and the Applied
Ecology personnel, the third.
Several managers said to me that the most difficult
problems Edward River presented them w~th had to do witt
prevention of factionalism and· the maintenance of staff
morale.

Staff mythology held that climate was responsible

in part for the generation of staff tensions.
They were
said to be worst during the- months immediately preceding
the wet season and towards the end of the wet season.
The
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judicious applicat,ion of iso·lation leave and the holding of

staff 'parties often did much to defuse discord and division
within the settlementls staff.
The manager's role was a difficult one.
In part,
this .was because he was responsible for making_ invidious
decisions about the allocation of the resources under his
contrale
These always had the potential to fuel an interstaff dispute.
It was also difficult, because he was
legislatively responsible

ensuring that the public and
private behaviour of his staff and their families was " satis-=
factory" and did not in any way interfere with the normal
activities or customary behaviour of the communityls residents (for example, see The Aborigines' and Torres Strait
Islanders' Regulations. of 1966, .paragraph 16: 2 3 which
were in force until December 1972).
Any staff member whose
fo~

I

behaviour, in the manager's opini.on, was unsatis,factory
.coul~

be summarily ejected from

th~

reserve.

saw these powers of eject.ion used once.

I

on~y

ever

The member of

staff, a nursing sister, had a drug problem.

. She was using

the dispensary's drugs to supply her own addiction.

Her

behaviour was quite erratic and unacqeptable, given the
responsible position she held.
Despite the fact"that sum~
mary ejection seemed to be invoked only in the most serious
situations, all staff were nevertheless aware that the· manager had such powers.
Not a few of. them' felt oppressed by
the existence of a regulation that gave sale authority to a
manager to judge whether their conduct was proper and satis-"
factory.
Managers, therefore, tended to remain aloof,
especially from the young single members of staff, because
they did not want to be thought of as constantly scrutinising
the private behaviour of others.
From time to time, the behaviour of staff members
was seen to be setting something less· than a "good example".
For instance, managerial reproval was sometimes expressed
when staff 'conspicuously indulged in alcohol in their own
houses.
Indeed, before the establishment of the community
canteen, the drinking of alcohol in staff houses was almost
a secret· affair.
This was not because it was illegal.
Staff houses, for the purposes of the legislation, were
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It was ·because most sta-ff members

exc'ised from the reserve.

were only too aware of how much the Edward River people
resented the legal provisions that denied reserve residents
the right to drink alcohol in their own homes while allowing
staff to consume it in theirs.

. In their turn, staff resen-

ted the provisions that converted.a widespread social usage

in the mainstream society into a clandestine activity on the
reserve, especially when it came to offering a friendly drink
to an Aboriginal mate (see p. 431).
~

I

noted elsewhere (p. 43·5), sexual liaisons ebetween

staff members and· Edward River· people nearly always met with
staff disapproval.

It was not then an offence for a European

to cohabit with an Aborigine, although such provisions had
been part of the Queensland State Legislation in the past (see
conc~""'ned

Chapter 6, p. 307).

St9.ff were not

cegenation as such.

Rather, they saw

aim.~ther

about mis-

liai.s~ons

that had no

than sexual. gratification as.setting a poor

e~ample

and creating false (and it was sometimes felt, dangerous)
notions about European sexuality.

Single male staff espec-

ially were likely to receive offers of sexual favours from
unattached Edward River women as part of the pre-marital

adventuring that went on
own young singles.

tJ

secret way" amon:g: Edwar.d: River:' s

Whep it came to light that' a staff

member was taking advantage of such offers, he would usually
be quietly warned of the dangers he might encounter from
jealous Edward River males.

Those who

pers~s1;ed

ip. _such

furtive sexual encounters were generally avoided by other
staff members, left out of staff social

activitie~

and

privately stigmatised as "gin jockeys", a derogatory term
for anyone who. s-exually exploited . Aboriginal women.
Attitudes were somewhat softer towards staff who,
with apparent community approval, openly courted or consorted
with an Edward River resident.

Such staff were neither

stigmatised nor socially isolated, but t·heir: Aporiginal·. part-ners never participated in the round of mutual visiting,
dinners, parties, and joint outings-that constituted the core
of staff social 1if60

By a kind of common consent, invita-

tions to such activities were rarely

off~red

because it was

felt that the Aboriginal par.tner would feel out of place . and
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There may

ill at ease in staff social settings.
more than a grain of truth in this.

hav~

been

I suspect that parti-

cipation in the social rituals of the staff was as mystifying
and uncomfortable to an Aboriginal person, as it was for
~taff

to take part,

ev~n'marginally,

in the.etiqUette, duties

and obligations of Edward River's kin-based set.

But per-

haps it is even more to the point to note that the chief
topics 'of many staff conversations were- the Edward River
people themselves.

Clearly, an Aboriginal. presence at a

staff function would have been dampening.
For the staff then, Edward River was not an easy
place in which to live and conduct social relationships.
The kinds of physical and interpersonal difficulties I have
described above were qften"cited boy staff members as contributing to the Edward River resignation rate.
There was yet a third kind of stress that particu-

'larly

a~fected·the non-a~inistrative

staff who held

profes~

sional or quasi-professional qualifications (e.g. nursing
sisters, teachers and to a lesser extent, stock overseers).

Such people brought with them .as part of their training a
set of

expect~tions

and standards concerning their own

behaviour and the behaviour of the people with whom they had
to interact professionally.

Their expectatioris of the

behaviour appropriate to the particular role-sets of nurse patient, teacher - pupil - pupil's parents, and stock overseer -

~tockmen

were forgeo through training and practice in

the wider Australian society.

The expectations of the Edward

River people concerning these roles differed markedly from
the dominant society's.'

This mismatch between expectations

g-ave ris'e to a particularly stres'sful kind.·.of role conflict
situation.

I shall illustrate this in the case 'of the

nursing sisterCl
11.3

A special case of role conflict -- the:· nursing sister
Nursing sisters at Edward River had to have an all-

.round nursing competence.

Their duties were manifold.

Among other things they had to supervise patients"

treatments,

conduct. daily outpatients' clinics, weekly ante-natal and
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baby clinics,

rnainta~n pat~entJs

records, immunisation sched-

ules and the dispensary's drug supplies and carry out" parasite
eradication programmes, as well as organise clinics for the
the Flying Doctor, the Flying Dentist and occasional visiting

Further, the duties "included the superyision of
the child feeding centre that provided a midday meal for all
children under primary school age.
The nurses were also
'expected to train ,local nursing aides and hospital domestic
staff, and if they could find time for it, they were to run
health teams.

health education schemes within the community.

The position entailed far more responsibility than
was normally the case in an urban medical centre.
Since the
settI.ement had no resident qual~fi.ed practitioner, medical
advice about ·acute illness was obtained by radio from doctors
at Thursday Island base hospital.
This in turn meant nursing
sisters had to exercise a great deal of care in their search

for d1.agnostic signs to determine whether the· case justified
a medical call or whether it could wait until the routine

visit of the Flying Doctor.

of

not normally expected

Diagnosis at this level was

nursing sisters.

Similarly, medical

emergencies required nursing sisters to suture wounds and
administer intravenous infusions.

These

duti~s

too were more

properly the domain of qualified medical practitioners.
The most common disorders treated were bacterial andviral infections of the bowel, infections of the upper respiratory tract and parasite invasions generally.

Fungal

skin disorders were common, as were ulcerating sores and eye
infections.

A number of adult males suffered from constant

headaches . . Injuries were common.

Burns and stings from

poisonous fish barbs comprised most of the trauma due
accidental causes.

to

Many injuries were deliberately inflicted

during the course of disputing.

Epidemics, such as measles,
occasionally swept through the community. and usually involved
large numbers· of cases.
Meningitis occurred sporadically, and
epilepsy was not uncommon.

Tuberculos.is, however, was almost

controlled through rigid screening pJ;ocedures.
turi~y

Birth prema-

seemed high in such a small population, a$ did the

incidence of diabetes.
plaints.

A number of people had heart com-

The most frequent cause of death in the elderly
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was pneumonia, whilst the major child health problems were
upper respiratory and middle ear infections, gastroenteritis,

anaemia and malnutrition caused in part by inadequate diet
and in ,part by the problems associated with intestinal para-

site infestation (e.g •.see Best at ale 1973; Taylor 1973,
Up until 1973, which represents the

1977b) •

venerea~

medical records, there was no

malaria.

l,imi~t

of my

,

disease, leprosy or

Nor were there body lice, head lice, fleas or

scabies.

The taxing responsibilities of the nursing sister's
position in this isolated pla,ce were complicated by the fact
that the indigenous medical system (see Chapter 4, pp. 244-7
and Taylor 1977a) was still operating, and as I noted in
~

'.

~

Chapter 9 (pp. 481-3), was operating in addition to, or some-

times 'in place of, the system of health care provided by the
dispensary.
In fact" the indigenous medical system as a
I• • • •

c.. o nstellation of beliefs, kn,Qwledge, practices, personnel,.

facilities and resources II (Fabrega 1972:167) greatly determined the way in ,which the Edward River

p~ople

presented

themselves as patients before the nursing sisters.

The

indigenous system and the Western biomedical model of health
care contrasted sharply in a number of

~eas.

For example, each system conceptualised the body's
anatomy and functions differently.

Where the biomedical

model saw the body as an enti~y composed of interreiated
functional systems

1e.g. the respiratory system, the digest-

ive system, the nervous system, the skeletal system, the

endocrinal system etc.), the indigenous model saw the human
body as composed of parts (flesh, blood, heart, liver, kid-

neys, lungs, tendons etc.) which were not necessarily considered as interrelated.

For instance, it was held that a

sorcerer could remove, large quanti,ties of bl.ood without
£mmediate consequences for a person's normal state of acti-

vity.

Indigenous treatment for wounds did not include any

form of bandaging for suppressing blood flow, no matter'how

serious.

The heart was the seat of the emotions, and

strength and vigour carne from the' body's I'strings
to say the tendons, veins and arteries.

II,

which is

The ",slackeningII

of the body's strings was held to be a chief cause of death
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in very old people.
The indigenous system contained very" few terms for
specific maladies compared with the enormous lexicon employed
by Western biomedicine.

Further, sickness in the Western

medical system was treated as a kind of accidental, but

natural, invasion or mishap to the body.

There was no

necessary" connection between ill health and a person's
morality and social relationships.

On

the other hand, the

indigenous system saw most causes "0£ illness as being located
in the land~cape and in the behaviour of people (see Figure

5al, p. 261).
dental.

That is, sickness was not considered acci-

It was aither caused by some personal dereliction

on the part of the sufferer or e+se brought about" by the
careless or malevolent action of others.

Therefore sickness

at Edward River was accompanied by an extra dimension of
stress that was normally absent from the patient role in the
-dominant Australian society, because of the belief that

either "the individual or others were responsible for ill
healthe
In the Western system, sick people were provided

with treatment only when a person with the appropriate medical training had diagnosed their comp·laints and had formally
"

admitted them to 'the sick role as patients.

.

Accepting the

sick role obliged a patient to accept and follow the treatment regimen

prescri~ed

by the -medical practitioner.

Simi-

larly, ",. it was" the'" medical practitioner who -decided when a
patient was fit enough to relinquish the sick role.

In the

indigenous Edward River health care system, it was the responsibility of the sufferers (not outsiders) to admit themselves to the sick role and seek treatment.

It was the

sufferers, also, who decided when they were fit enough to
leave the sick role.
The

discrepa~cies

between the two systems often

surfaced in the hospital in the course of treating Aboriginal
patients.

The Edward River people valued Western medical

treatments because of the efficacy with which
unpleasant symptoms.

th~Trelieved

Not infrequently, they presented them-

selves at the dispensary and requested a specific kind of
treatment in much the same fashion as they might" ask for a
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local "proprietary" cure from the indigenous pharmacopoeia
(see Chapter 4, p. 246).
sisters.~

Thi$ was irritating to nursing

It was their responsibility to identify the sick-

ness and decide upon

t~e

treatment.

On the other hand,

patients often became displeased when their requests for
specific treatments were apparently ignored and they were
given something other than the treatment they wanted.
There was a similar problem with the carrying out of
medical instructions.

For example, when medicines were

prescribed, Aboriginal patients- left in control of their own
dosage would discontinue their treatment programme as soon

as they felt better.

Antibiotics typically' caused an

improvement in well-being within two to three days but
,

.

.

required the completion of the course (normally five to seven
.days) to el~minate the infection.

In

the Aboriginal view,

when the symptoms subsided there' was no further need for

The question of who was .the best judge of. a

med.ication.

patient's condition was always a point of contention at
Edward river (e.g. see Chapter 10, Case No. 18).

Nursing

sisters expected Aboriginal patients to follow their instructions.

When they did not, it was necessary for them to

ensure that people under treatment reported daily to the

pit,al so that their medication could be super·vised.

hos~

This

not only increased the dispensary work-load, but it als6 left
the Aboriginal people feeling that they were being supervised
unnecessarily.
Calls for medical treatment after hours often gave
nursing 'sisters caus·e for complaint.

Sometimes children

would be brought at night to the sister's residence for exam-ination and treatment.

Often they were so sick t~at it was

clear to the nursing sisters that the signs of their distress
must have been evident while the dispensary was open.

Some-

times the delay in seeking treatment came about because,

unknown to the nursing sister, an' indigen.Qus remedy
tried first.

\Alas..

being

At other times the delay was due to the fact

that the Edward River people were less likely to recognise
and react to the early signs of sickness than Euiopean parents
might be.

A child had to show continued lack of activity,

loss· of appetite and obvious- discomfort before the need for
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treatment was normally recognised.

Sin'ce"' most children

below the age of puberty slept with

or

near their parents,

it was generally at night that parents became fully aware of
a sick child's distress.
Nursing sisters could forgive such intrusions into
their own leisure hours, but "there were still other latenight calls upon their services which they found harder to
One kind of behaviour that they found particu-

tolerateQ

larly exasperating was the "garmnon

ll

illness.

People, usually

under some kind of interpersonal stress, occasionally staged

spectacular "fits" and were brought to hospital by anxious
relatives.

I have described one such case in Chapter 10

(C-ase No. 15).

I recorded a number of similar cases in

-which the objective. of the person taking the "fit" was
obviously-to gain' social support or the sympathy of others.
IIFits" were usually staged with much drama,

ters

~ould

have to

unde~take examiDation~

and nursing sis-

with great care ,to

determine whether a person's collapse had a genuine organic
cause or was simply simulated.

Nursing sisters resented

being used when a person's health was not clearly at risk.
Another kind
nursing sisters found
tated by disputes.

of

late-night emergency call that

~xasperating

also, was that necessi-

A serious dispute might" produce several

broken arms and require 50 or so stitches to repair the
~ashes

in' people's

heads~

Even if nursing sisters had known

th.at sU.ch. fights were organised ways of settling disputes

rather than terrifying displays of Aboriginal violence, they
would still

h~ve

found it difficult to understand why it was

considered necessary for people to inflict such injuries upon
each other.

There. were other forms of Edward River behaviour that
nursing sisters found difficult to cope with as well.

Edward

River women seemed reluctant to report their pregnancies or
to attend ante-natal clinics.

They even seemed to resent

questions about whether they were pregnant or not.
were several reasons for this.

There

In the Edward River view,

pregnancy was not a health problem that required medical
attention.

It was, rather, a natural event that was of

concern on.l·y to the immediate family of the pre.gnant woman.
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Within their belie£

syst~m

there was already

a~et-

of pre-

cautionary measures designed to ensure the health of an
unborn child.

These, of course, were the taboos surrounding

pregnancy (see Figure 5.1).

Another reason for their un-

willingness to attend clinics was that pregnant women were
sent to Cairns Base Hospital to be delivered.

While this

ensured that every facility was available to meet most kinds
of birth crises, it also meant that women had to leave their
families in the seventh month of their pregnancy to trave-l
to Cairns.

As was, and still is, standard international

practice, airlines could refuse to convey women who were more
than seven months pregnant.

Understandably, most pregnant

women did not relish the prospect of leaving their families
for as long as three months.

Some tried to avoid the nur-

sing sister altogether- and hide their pregnancies in the
hope that their babies would be born at Edward River.

Sometimes people

oQjecte~

to the kinds of treatment

nursing sisters administered to critically i l l people.

In

the care of the sick, the Edward River view was that nothing
.

-

should be done to cause a sick person further discomfort.

Western medicine, on the other hand, holds that almost any
treatment is justifiable when the object is to save a life.
In Chapter 10, Case No. 19·provides an illustration of what

can happen when a situation brings these discordant values
into focus.

Finally, when a person died, Aboriginal grief

behaviour (see p. 490-1) often seemed bizarre and

~xcessive

to nursing sisters.
To the nursing sisters, the people of Edward River
were unexpectedly difficult patients.
arose in the wake of the

~pposition

The tensions that

between the two sets of

principles and practices for dealing with ill health often
manifested themselves in real conflict between patient and
nursing sister "(as in the cases cited above).

Indeed, some

nursing sisters had been threatened with violence or even
attacked by angry patientse

While these were rare events,

they" were nevertheless disturbing and usually caused the
resignation of the nursing sister.
There

wa~

another important consequence

digenous health care system.

of

the

It made it difficult for

in~
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nursing sisters to persuade people to change their existing
habits. for healthier' ones.

Many of Edward River's health

problems could have·been solved by simple behavioural changes.
For instance, oral health at Edward River was in an appalling
state.

High sugar intake had led to high levels of dental
Since visits by the Flying Dentist were few, extrac-

caries.

tions were favoured over restorative dental treatment.
seriously doubt if any adult

h~d

a full set of .teeth.

I
Much

of the obvious malnourishment of the children might have been
overcome if parents had used Western Unutriti·onal wisdom Jl as
a guide to the purchase of foods from the retail store (e.g.
refer to my comments on the
pp. 396-401).

store~bo~ght

diet in Chapter 7,

Yet, however much nursing sisters might urge

the brushing of teeth, recommend more balanced diets 'and
advise people on- cleanliness and hygiene, this advice had to
compete with a set of beliefs that had
the surest

w~y

alway~

insisted that

to avoid illness was to observe the taboos

-associated with places, people, food and actions and to do
nothing to others that might lead them to use sorcery in
retaliation.

Edward River· ideas about health and i l l health

were solidly anchored 'in the landscape and in the customs of
the people themselves.
everyday social life to

They played too large a part in

be

discarded.

Edward River people

did not assert that their system was a universal theory of
health and i l l health; rather they saw it as culture specific.

It was quite possible for them to.imagine that other cultures
had different sets of causes for illness.

The health educa-

tion programmes of nurs·inQ' sisters at Edward ."Ri.ver failed

because they were the victims of the "fallacy of the empty
vessels"

(Polgar 1962:165).

Edward. River people, were not

like empty· barrels waiting to be filled ·with the new wine
of scientific ,ideas.

"ancient vintage II

They.were- already full of their own

•

Most of Edward River's nursing sisters were dedicated professionals, yet few lasted more than two years at the
job.

Professionally, it was too galling to continue to per-

severe when the goals of improved community health and the
proper utilisation of health care facilities seemed so elusive.

As Foster (1973:181) has noted, professionals and
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technical specialists are trained and equippe.d to work" in
their own society where the problems are already defined and
the solutions to them mostly at hand in the shape of progr~es

for intervention.

However, from an anthropological

point of view it is clear that programmes and techniques that
work in a professional's society often have no relevance to

another culture if the basic problems are locally perceived
Between 1968 and 1975, no nursing sister· at

as different.

Edward River had had sufficient cross-cultural training to
begin to understand just what the local problems were in the
delivery of health care, let alone to design

progr~es·

for

overcoming them.
11.4

Summary
The staff enclave was a special kind of small world.

It was a bureaucratic creation designed to serve, however
imperfectly, certain policy goals, namely •• ••• the development,
assimilation, integration, education, training and preserva-

tion of Aborigines"

(Aborigines

I

Act 1971, paragraph 56: 5) •

While the staff world was implicitly intended to provide an
image of the way of life of the world beyond the boundaries
of Edward River, it failed to do so on two counts.

Firstly,

it did not resemble the majority of social groupings and
communities.

I doubt if there was any other kind of Aus-

tralian communit,y or institution, apart from the police ·or
military, where the members were so subject to official

over~

sight and surveillance in both work and non-work situations

as the staff enclave of an Aboriginal community in Queen,slande

There ·were times when I thought the Edward River staff were
more oppressed by the powers of the manager than the Aborigines were themselves.
Secondly, only a handful of Aborigines
with whom staff members had contracted informal relationships
of some depth ever caught a glimpse of the staff pattern of

life.

The social barriers between the· community residents

and the staff were steadfastly maintained by both groups.
Staff who had the goals and standards of· their particular professions to maintain often
,

applying

their~expertise

fo~nd

difficulty in
"

across the cultural boundaries.
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This was exemplified in the case of the nursing sisters of
Edward River where competing health care ideologies gave rise
to conflicting expectations concerning the nursing sister's

roleo

This in turn produced a high level of

dissatisfactio~

and frustration in nursing sisters when they attempted and
seemingly failed to effect, in any significant way, improvements in the delivery and use of the Western health care

system.
Non-professional staff, it seemed to me, .did not
feel the same kind of frustation.
For most of them it was
possible to measure success in' terms of the completion of
projects or the production of satisfactory work performance.

However, no-one's performance was measured as such in terms
of the extent to which they contributed towards the stated
policy goals of

1J • • •

the development, assimilation, integra-

tion, education, training and preservation of Aborigines.

1I

Isolation, lack of amenities and the difficulty of
managing interpersonal relations in a·small world where, work
and non-work roles were difficult to keep separate, together

with the frustrations engendered in professional staff,

tended to keep the resignation rate high.

A dominating

characteristic of the staff enclave was its constant turnover of personnel.
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CHAPTER 12

12.1

CONCLusr-ONS

Concerning the sources of socia-cultural change at
Edward River
In Chapters 2 to 5, I

have presented a reconstruc-

tion of the Aboriginal way of life on the Edward River
reserve ,as it was in the 19305 prior to··~:·the establishment
of the mission.

In Chapters 7 to 10, I have provided func-

tionally equivalent descriptions of settlement life as it was
between the years 1968 and 1975.
in each

bef~re-and-after

socia-cultural change.

A comparison of chapters

set shows abundant evidence of
It is necessary now to try, in a

summary fashion, to pin down the sources of those changes.
I defined socia-cultural change (pp. 16-17) as a
change in social structures, or sets of behavioural patterns,
that comes about:
1.

through a change in the environment interacting

with an unchanging set of shared decision-making
structures (i.e. wit"h a stable cUltural.·'s:~.stem);

2.

through a change in the cultural system or
shared decision-making structures while the
environment remains the same;

3.

as a result of changes in both the environment
and the cultural system.

The establishment and. development of a mission on the Edward
River reserve constituted a major environmental change for
the reserve's inhabitants.
nomadic way of life for a

It meant renouncing a semis~dentary

one.

It meant coming

to terms with new kinds of ideas, activities, foods, material
goods, dwelling places and spatial constraints.

It meant

encountering Europeans whose major function was to induct
the people of the reserve, however gradually, , into the lifestyle of mainstream Australian society.

Involvement w·ith

the settlement, its routines and its staff would

obv~ously
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entail different behavioural patterns.
To an outside observer, the most obvious changes
were those connected with the physical
development of the settlement.

grow~h

and economic

But from ·the very beginning,

the pre-settlement system of resource exploitation was not

devalued.

There were many occasions during the first 20

years of the mission's life when the people had to return to
the bush to seek their food because the mission economy,

based on imported rations, produce from the settlement's
gardens and b·eef from the cattle herd, was unable to supply
the community's food needs.

Even in the period between

1968 and 1975, when the community's residents seemed firmly
enmeshed in the introduced cash economy and in the toils of

consumerism, hunting and gathering was perceived as an alternative mode of subsistence.

It must be added, however, that

it was one that few wanted to take up on a full-time basis.
Nonetheless, the traditional land tenure system was fully
intact, and beyond "the ~ediate environs of the settlement
its rules for access to resources were respected.

Know-

ledge of the landscape and its flor-a and fauna was still
maintained in great detail, and the schedules of tract exploitation could be recqnstructed by an outsider with little
difficulty.

Traditional techniques for handcrafting most

items of the pre-settlement material cul-ture persisted in
spite of Edward River's developing consumerism, partly be-

cause"many items

wer~ ~£ill

in use (especially the weapons

of litigation), and partly as a result of the development of

a limited market for the sale of indigenous handcrafts.
There seemed to have been no major revision or loss of the
store of knowledge that the people of the Edward River reserve
used to implement their pre-settlement subsistence economy_
The various forms of the settlement's economy (the

hybrid ration/garden system of the early settlement years,
the total ration system of the later mission years, and the
cash economy of the DAlA) "were .domains·.qu·it.e" distinct from' thE!
pre-settlement economy.

They were additions to Edward River

cultural repertoires rather than revisions of earlier activit,

systems.

In the operating cultures of the various settlemen1

economies, the Edw'ard River people assigned to the staff the
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responsibility for inculcating new routines and techniques
and for directing and controlling economic activities within
the settlement.

They willingly acquired new knowledge and

participated in each stage of the settlement's economic

development.

However, it was difficult for the Edward River

people to accept every aspect of the introduced routines.
The hierarchical organisation of responsibility and control
that typified the structure of the work groups of the cash
economy cut

dir~ctly

across the lines of

in kin-based relationships.

aut~ority

specified

Eyen in 1975, Edward River

people could not work comfortably within the organisational
frameworks the DAIA was seeking to

impos~.

Since Europeans generally could not or would not
relate to Aborigines within the framework of kin-based
relationships, it was necessary for the Edward River people
to acquire or develop other codes for interacting with European~.

There was a formal code which regulated the inter-

personal encounters between members of- staff acting in their
official capacities and the people of the settlement.

It

had developed out of early contacts with missionaries and
pastoralists and placed European staff in a managerial or
"boss II role.

Itrecognis.ed both the right and the duty of
.

~taff

-

to control and direct encounters between members of

staff and the people of the settlement in the workplace.

·Within broad limits, the "good helper for the people" concept
. outline-d what the Edward River- p-eople·" expected- of those under
whom·they had placed themselves in a situation of culture
tutelage (see pp. 411-13).

Informal or out-of-working hours relationships
between Aborigines and Europeans invoked another set of
behavioural

rul~s.

ship was negotiable.

Under this code, the depth of relationAs the degree of intimacy in an in-

formal relationship developed, so the behaviour of the

European partner was insensibly shaped towards something
resembling kin-based modes of interaction.

However, in such

friendships, the European partner's status as a member of an
Aboriginal kindred was very margina-l

inde~d

and

certa~nly

did not include- the normal rights and duties of kindred membership.
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The" kin-based relationships of the.pre-settlement
era still guided much interpersonal behaviour between

Aborigines.

Some traditional rights and duties had fallen

into disuse because the activities in which they were ex-

pressed were no longer·relevant in the settlement context,
or else had been suppressed (e.g. initiation, corpse disposal
procedures, midwifery assistance, revenge expeditions).
There was some deliberate revision of the kin-based codes
(for instance, "going poison cousin").
Other duties of the
traditional set, for example those connected.with the education of children and the support of the elderly, were

shared with the formal educational and welfare institutions
of the mainstream society.
There were yet other situations in which Aborigines
were expected to relate t.o each other in terms of roles that
had been imposed by legislation and administrative direction.
The need for such roles was accepted but it was frequently
the case that the community's expectations concerning appropriate role performance were different from those of the
Europeans who imposed the ro"les.
The post-settlement changes that occurred in the set
of beliefs that comprised
the pre-settlement
cosmology pro.
.
.
vide a good example of the way in which an indigenous belief
system can cope with what might appear to be a shatter~ng
assault on its existential relevance".
Sharp saw the Abori~
ginal totemic'belief system as relatively inflexibl~ and
unable to absorb large chang~s in the modal clusterings of
events, behaviours and artefacts.
Yet, as things turned
out, the reverse occurred.
I will consider in the next
section why the fate that Sharp predicted for Yir Yoront and
Kuuk Thaayorre peoples failed to materialise.
What should
be noted here is that the Edward River people managed to
preserve intact their supernatural landscape and its associated powers and entities.
They beat off the challenge
Christian evangelism posed to the validity of their beliefs
by interpr"eting Christian belief as another version of a
cosmology that in fundamental respects 'was not dissimilar to
their own. . Further, they managed to reconfigure their own
beliefs to take account of the presence of Europeans and
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their works

Additionally, they- were abl"e to invent and

&l

elaborate new rituals in response to needs that arose in the
wake of adopting a sedentary life-style.
replaced those of pre-settlement
disusec

tim~s

These rituals

which had fallen into

It was an area of vigorous local innovation.

Chapters 5 and 10 dealt with

pre-settleme~t

and post-

settlement Aboriginal dispute resolution procedures, respec-:
tively.

Clearly, the Aboriginal codes that defined wrong

actions by other Aborigines and the proper pursuit of redress
for them were still operat·ing in the 'settlement, although
much modified by" European intervention and
out of the settlement itself.
not regarded as a

~he

physical lay-

"Old custom" disputing was

satisf~ctory

state of· affairs by the Edward

. River people, but there was no other forum available in which

they could resolve disputes that arose from breaches of Aboriginal codes of behaviour.

Aborigines did not expect that

their~disputes with 'staff members would be conducted accord-

ing to "old custom" disputing procedures..

However, when-- staff

members persistently breached the "good helper for the people 1'

code, the A.boriginal community at Edward River was quite

capable of

developin~

its own ad hoc strategies to obtain

their removal.
In summary,

two majo'r sources of sociocultural

change at Edward River can be identified:
1

$

the revision of pre-settle'ment codes and beliefs
(e.g. in kin-based relationships, in disputing
and in cosmology and ritual) as a consequence
of the adoption of a sedentary life-style and
the presence of Europeans;

2Q

the addition of new codes to the operating
cultures of the Edward River people.

Sometimes these codes were imposed as part of a deliberate
policy of change and development and were intended to replicate the operating cultures of the mainstream

soc~ety

(e.g.

the cash economy, formal and imposed relationships, the

Aboriginal court).

Sometimes, new codes emerged out of the
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cumulative interaction between the Edward River. people and

the staff (e.g. informal relationships).
now consider how far the direction and extent

I

of such change has accorded with Sharp's predictions in

the first instance, and with the hopes and expectations
of those entrusted with the task of guiding the social and
physical d€?velopment of Edward River in the second.
12.2

Concerning "axes" and other totems
The 6bject of this section is to be "wise after the

event'· and try to understand how it was exactly that Sharp
came to predict a cultural collapse for the Koko Mindj.ena and
Kuuk- Thaayorre peoples that he lived with and studied.

(Please note that I am using the present-day cover-all
terms Koko Mindjena and Kuuk Thaayorre for convenience to· refer.. · to the groups that came within the purview of Sharp's
study.

Koko Mindjena includes Sharp's Yir Yoront and Yir Mel

whilst Kuuk Thaayorre includes Sharp's Taior and Ngentjin,
se~-also

Chapter I, p. 6).

There is value in performing

such an· exercise, mainly because it says something about the
way anthropologists interpret their observations and coo.

-

.

struct models or theories to explain aspects of particular
societies.
The primary object of Sharp's researches was to come
to' a clearer understanding of the nature of totemism in at

least one relatively homog·eneous· Aboriginal society.

At the

time' of Sharp's fieldwork there was already a voluminous
literature ~xtant on totemism (e.g~ McClennan 1869-70, Tylor
1899, Spencer and Gillen 1904, Frazer 1910, Goldenweiser 1910
and 1918, Boas 1916, Kroeber 1920, Linton 1924, RadcliffeBrown 1929, Elkin 1933a and 1933b.

It was an area of such

confusion that Haddon (1934:136, quoted in Sharp 1937:vii)

had been forced to conclude that, "Nearly every writer on the
subject expresses

differ~nt

views from those of other writers

but scarcely one of them has any original facts to offer"..
One might add that the position seems little clearer nowadays,
for as Berndt and.Berndt (1977:231) observe, UTotemism is a
confusing term because it has been used in so many· different
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way·s I.

e

Sharp t s purpose was to offer new facts and attempt

to explain.one particular Aboriginal totemic system.

He

was not concerned to integrate his findings and interpretations with the wider domain of theories of totemisrn (e.ge
Sharp. 1937: x) •

As Sharp described it for.the KokO' Mindjena and Kuuk
Thaayorre peoples, totemism was an association between classes
of things, activities and states (the totemic phenomena) and
particular groups of people· (clans or lineages).

The asso-

W~ile

ciations were established by a set of myths.

Sharp

provided abundant evidence of such associations among the
Koko Mindjena and Kuuk Thaayorre, the most important piece of
evidence he submitted was a list of the totems belonging to

the Freshwater/Rain clan (Sharp 1937:330-3; the list's heading refers to the "Rain" clan, but Sharp had nowhere else
listed such a clan; on internal evidence it is fairly clear
that it w·as the Freshwater/Rain clan to which he was referring) •

totems.

For this group Sharp enumerated in

exces~

·of. 220

Included in it were 74 kinds of natural species

comprising insects, birds, fish and other aquatic· creatures,
plants, crustaceans, amphibians, reptiles and marsupials.
27 of the items· referred to general environmental phenomena
such as clouds, dawn, stars and thunder..

Another 30 ·items

referred ·to artefacts and material things associated with
human activities such as camping places, axes, ashes, shelt-ers and pointin.g bones.

AI"l of these things were common··

enough in other lists of totems (e.g. see
1904:768-73).

Spence~

and Gillen

What was unusual about the list was the

inclusion of things such as parts, states and conditions of
the human body (for instance, anus, blood vessels,. sores,

intellect and so forth), as well as human emotions and ·activities (e.g. marriage, copulation, shame etc.).
91 it€ms of this type.

There were

Even more remarkable was the fact

that this large number of totems belonged to a single clan
which in 1933 numbered about 40 people.

The

tracts occupied less than 6% of the total area
26 clans Sharp had studied.

Fr~shwater/Rain
owne~

by the

Less than 8% (17) of the totems

associated with the Freshwater/Rain clan were shared with

other clans.

There- is no doubt that Sharp meant his readers
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to take the example of .the Freshwater/Rain clan as an apt
illustration' of
ing clans.

thed~stribution

of totems across the remain-

·It follows that if the other 25 clans had equally

large sets of multiple totems covering the same wide range
of things, events and states,

a~d

if there was the same degree

of, sharing of totemic items (i.e. less than 8%) between clans,
then for all practical purposes the totems of the Koko· Mindjena

and Kuuk Thaayorre people present themselves as a universal
compendium of natural and cultural phenomena.

Sharp did not

present such a list for all the clans, although it is easy to
c~lculate

that it would probably have comprised more than

5000 items, if the Freshwater/Rain clan listing was typical.
Sharp (l937: 62,) note·d:
Not all·the elerrents of the physical

world~

not all classes

are totems, and it is for this reason that it seems .wiser to
call .this type of totemi.sIn "general" rather

~

'l'UIliversal'·.

A listing of totemic objects would probably approach the
universal, but, a ntIrI'ber of· '.iIJ:portant· actions, states, and

qualities are not associated specifically with one lineage or
anotb.?r, and cannot be and are not

consider~

as totems.

It would appear that ,such actions as hunting, running, walking, such states as happiness, hcm= s·ickness, such qualities

of stinginess, for exarrple, are too generalised to beccme
established in association with anyone particular mythical

character or lineage.
Why were there so many totems?

Sharp argued that

inherent in the native cosmology was a basic tripartite division of the percieved wor,ld of experience.

These classes

consisted of tracts, social groupings and totemic objects.

Tracts and totems had naturally distinctive characteristics

and enduring identities.
Social groups, on the other hand,
were relatively changeable.
However, Sharp argued, a strong
objective reality

c-o~ld

be imparted to otherwise ephemeral

social groupings, if they could be related
landscape and the ,well-defined totems.

to

the un.chang.ing

This was the real

purpose of the totemic system of the Koko

Mi~~jeria

Kuuk.Thaayore.

~t:

As Sharp (1937:viii') put

and the
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the interrelationship of ancestral social groups and cultural phenorrena with :Perdurable elements and species of
natural phencmena and the neces'sity of reproducing and maintaining these interrelationships serves to stabilize the
social and cultural m:>rphologies of the conminity.
The
m;yt.hical world of the ancestors provides an· archetypical
• e e

social and cultural scherre fran which the present can hardly

diverge because of the conplexity of the interrelationships

which in the native mind bind various aspects of the P,ast 'to
each other and to the present.

Thus,
into a set of
Small changes
upsetting the

social groups, totem~ and tracts were welded
mutually dependent conceptual relationshipsc
in the sets could be accounted for without
basic s~ability of the system, but because the
interweaving of the elements appeared to be on such a cosmic
scal~, aoy major change in any of the sets, Sharp·argued,
would have rep.ercussions for the others.
The result could
only be social and cultural disorganisatiori.
Because of
the tightness of the conceptual structuring, there -was simply
no room in the Aboriginal cosmology for ,Europeans and their
enormous inventory of things.
Contact with Europeans ~nd
European material culture must'therefore cause the collapse
of the entire indigenous world view, and with it the sociocultural system itself.
It was a courageous prediction.
Few anthropologists have had such faith in their models that
they have actually set the conditions for testing their
validity against future events.
As it happens, Sharp was wrong about the way in
which things would eventually occur.
I believe that the
descriptive materials which I have presented in Chapters 7
to 10 provide ample evidence for a vital and continuing
cultural tradition which has coped

~xceedingly

well with

major changes in set~ings, activities, artefacts, social
groupings and social relationships.
It has done this either
by revisirtg or renovating pre-settlement codes or by augmenting traditional operating cultures with new ones.
I am
certain that Sharp would not be in the least dismayed to
learn that the totemic be~ief system he patiently described
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in such detail has turned out to have such resilience.
ever,

How-

I am convinced as well that Sharp's inductive leap

towards the essential nature of totemism among the Koko
jena and Kuuk

Thaayo~re

Mind~

was a leap in the wrong direction$

I must acknowledge that the evidence for a universal
compendium of

totem~c

items seemed very strong in his data.

Yet 35 y~ars_ later, it was in no way possible for me to obtain lists of similar length.

Map 4.1 in Chapter 4 (p. 198)

represents a portion of the Edward River mythic landscape.
In their general features the totemic entities in the map

resemble Sharp's list for the Freshwater/Rain clan and contain the same kinds of categories, although in somewhat
different proportions.

57% of the

totem~c

items refer to

natural species, 9% to natural events, 18% to human attributes, 8% to material culture items and 8% to mythol-ogical

The map shows the location of 65 totemic sites

characters.
~prea~d

over the domains of 7 clans.·

While the list .is not

exhaustive, I am nevertheless reasonably certain that the
totems of the Wallaby/Lightning and Watersnake clans are
.

,

represented ,on that map in their entirety or very nearly so.
As a whole there is nothing

to

suggest the cosmic sets of

categories which Sharp argued were characteristic of the
totemic systems of this· particular area.
problem.

This raises a

Have whole sets of totems disappeared from men's

minds in the sp-aceof 35 years or was Sharp's Freshwater/Rain

. cla:n an-- extraordinary
these questions, since

or atypical -example?
I

I cannot answer-

have' not attempted to collect totemic
My

lists for present day Freshwater/Rain clan members.

thinking at this time, nowever, would lead me to agree with
.Worsley (1967:150) that the appearance of "compendious sys-

tematization

II

in Australian Aboriginal totemic systems is,

probably misleading and irrelevant.
In Chapter 4, I have proposed an

alternativ~

view

of what t,oternism might mean for the people of the Edward
River reserve.

I equated the anthropological concept of

totemism to the class of things referred to by such

i~dig

enous terms as woochorrm (Kuuk Thaayorre), waltelem (Yir
Yoront), pulwaiya (Wik Nganchera) and "story" (Edward River

Aborigina·l' English).

Such ·terms, I argued, referred to a
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set of s"ymbols that represented mythological events at
particular placese

In other· words, the totems were prima-

rily tags for identifying segments of a mythological recorde
The association between social groups, totemic objects and

tracts 'does not corne ab.out, as Sharp suggested, because of
the inherent features of the totems and tracts themselves
(i.eo their

perdurability)~

but rather because the ownership

of a set of totems by particular clans denoted the ownership
of a

rit~al

estate wh'ich in turn j"ustified,

or~

provided a

charter for, the clans' primary entitlements to tracts within
the countryside.

This interpretation sits easily with Sharp's

general description for the totemic system of the Koko. Mindjena
and the Kuuk Thaayorre.

It does not, however, require the

system to break down when confronted with the presence of
Europeans and. their material culture.
The anxieties, ambivalences and bizarre behaviour
amon~

the Edward River people concerning European material

cul·ture which Sharp observed and described in his classic
flAxes ••• " paper of 1952 and earlier elsewhere (e.g. Sharp:

1934a) were not so much a case of culturally fatal cognitive
disorientation, but rather a short-run perturbation of a
cultural sy'stem coming" to .grips with a problem.

The

p~oblem

lay, so I would now argue, in regrilarising the supply of

European material culture.
establishment of a mis·sien.

It was solved by inviting the
There was no compelling need

for the Koko··'Mindjena and Kuuk Thaayorre peoples to' account
for all things European within their particular totemic system"

In Chapter g., I have shown how the Edward River people

have accounted for some European things within their totemic
belief system (e.ge God, horses).

There was no attempt to

account for all things European nor was there any felt need
to do so as far as I could determine.

Instead, I have

suggested that the Edward River, people had come to think
that the European cosmology was very like their own.
this were the case, then from an Edward River

po~nt

If
of view

Europeans themsel~es would have had the "stories" appropriate
to ,the genesis of the"ir own artefacts and Edward River people
would have had no reason to bother themselves about such
things.
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I have a small amount of evidence to support this

=ontention.

For instance, when some item of European manu-

Eacture was causing trouble in the settlement (eeg. alcohol)
~eople

would say when berating others, "We don't have the

story for that thing (i.e. alcohol).
J.se· it yet."
nad the

The implication was

.1 story"

I

We don't know how to
so I f,elt

I

that Europeans

and therefore knew how t'o use the thing prop-

erly.
Or again, when I taxed an informant about the existence of a "story" place for ·the ubiquitous feral pig, I was
told that there was no such place on the Edward River reserve,
~ut it was then confidently asserted that
there must be
~ne somewhere" and that probably a white man. had it.
1I • • •

Perhaps my most telling single piece of

evide~ce

is

contained in the followina examole:
I had invited E. C. to visit me in Brisbane in 1971.

It was

. his first trip in a jet plane and his first experience of a
city bigger than Cairns.

When I mat him at the aiJ:port, he

waS plainly irrpressed and not a little confused by the

corrpara-

tive enonnity of the place and nUIri::>ers of Europeans.

1:;5

we

drove towards the city, E. C. looked about him at the tall
residential buildings and asked, 1IBrother, did marl make 'these
.

things?

.

I think they must be from st·ory," he prompted.

I said that the buildings were indeed nan-mciae and further

along

QUI'

route I showed·hima···building under construction.

By the titre

'We

reached -a central business district of Brisbane

known as Fortitude Valley, the size of the buildings had

increased considerably and E. C. was once again having doubts

about the origins of the buildings.

I assured him that they

were indeed nan-rrade and not the product of serre Whitefellow

"storyll.
To get to my hare, we had to cross the Brisbane River and I

chose to go via Brisbane's largest bridge.
suspended steel arch.

It was a ma.ssive

E. C. had never seen anything so big.

'-what do they call this one, brother'?u he asked·.

Without

quite realising the irrplications of my reply, I said,
II

It's the Story Bridge."

It was nared after a prctninent
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Queensland citizen, J. De Story.

"Ah,nsaid E. Ce., totally

mistaking the :rreaning of the label "storyll.

He looked up

at the fretwork of interlacing girders flashing by and found

a corrparison
II

f~om

his own Edward River envirorunent.

It must have grown up like a mangrove, I reckon.

II

He said,

Then he

sat back with great satisfaction and conterrplated the rest of

Brisbane's rrarvels without puzzlercent.

His cognitive orien-

tation. was restored and his faith in the power of "stories"
reasserted.

. The European envirorunent' was clearly int er-

pretable through the categories of the Edward River cqsroology.
I had not the heart to tell him otheJ:Wise.
12.3

Concerning Acts, their intentions and their
consequences
The various pieces of legislation that created and

main~ained

.the Edward River reserve and proviged for the

development and control of the Edward River community had

two major purposes:
1.

to transform Aboriginal settlements into com-

munities capable of sustai~ing themselves
without government funding and special adminis.trative o'v-ersight.;
2c

to- produce citizens who could cornp.etently
participate in the economic, political and
social institutions of the dominant society,
and who could, by virtue of that competence,
be absorbed into it.

In Chapter 6 (pp. 338-40), I outlined how the DAIA proposed
to accomplish the transformation process through the physical development of the settlement itself and by installing

routines, activities and social structures that reflected
processes in the wider Australian society.

From the detail presented in Chapters 7 to 10, it
s'hould, be clear that Edward River in 197·5 had not yet become
a normal country tow,n, functioning like any other country
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this prediction in spite of the. fact that the Edward River
people themselves are firmly committed to the notion of
change.

To justify the prediction I have just made, it is
necessary to look

c~ose~y

at the processes of cultural change

as they occur at Edward River.

To assist in this analysis

I will restate the principal features of the theoretical
paradigm for culture change processes developed in Chapter 1
(pp. 18-27) and use them to illuminate the processes of

directed change at E-dward River.
This model of the culture change process begins with
the recognition by an individual or group of a need for
change. or an exigency.

If the need for change is seen as

s-alient enough to require irriplemeritation in a group's cultural repertoire then some one or some group must articulate
the exigency· and give it shape in terms of a goal.
~s

me~tal

established thrpugh the innovatiye revision of

figurations.

The goal
con-

Any proposed new goal must be articulated in

such a way as to be both desirable and obtainable.

To

activate others to engage in collective action aimed at real-

ising the goal, it is necessary that some one or some group
must act as advQcate(s) on behalf of the innovation in order

to secure general social acceptance for the new idea.

An

innovation can be said to have entered a cultural repertoire
as a viable operating code when it is performed by those who

have accepted. it.

With performance, a new recipe for action

will enter the' phenomenal

wor~d

of the particular society as

an obs.ervable entity in its own right and in dO'ing, so; may
create exigencies for actors in other domains.

The exigen-

cies created as a consequence of an innovation have a wide
variety of possible outcomes.

The original innovation may

be extinguished because too many adjustments are required in
domains·with needs of greater saliency.

Alternatively,

there might be set in motion a wide range of revisions in
other areas to support the original innovation.

Yet again,

the original innovation might have to undergo revision itself
to accommodate undesirable

c~nsequences

or contradictions

incurred in other parts of the cultural system.

. The process

of accommodating an innovation to other parts of the cultural
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As I noted earlier

system, I "identified as ,integration.

(p. 27), by the time the consequences set in motion by an
innovation have been worked out, the originating innovation
itself may have changed beyond all recognition.
The fQrrnation

of the mission settlement at Edward

River provided the instrumental artjculation for two. different
kinds of exigencies, one Aboriginal,. the other European..

. In

the experien·ce of the Aborigines of the' Edward River reserve,

the mission provided the only means for achieving an adequate
and equitable supply of the products they wanted.

For the

missionaries, the settlement represented a way to establish
Christianity among the reserve's inhabitants and the means
for leading them away from their hunter-gatherer mode of life
~conomically

towards some kind of more productive and

sedentary life-style.

viable·

It would seem that the Aborigines-

were well aware that in satisfying their demands for the
products of European culture, they themselves would be re-

quired to change.

That is to say, their original exigency,

the need for goods, entailed a second exigency, the need for
change.

But having accepted that entailment, the articu-"

lation of the direction and kind of change was left to the

Europeans.
The Aborigines themselves had no idea what kind
of cultural beings they were expected to become.
It was an
act of great faith that led the people of Edward River to
bind themselves to Europeans in a culture-donor/culturerecipient relationship. -"

As- it happened,

the missio'tlarie·s-

failed to realise their particular image for the future of
Edward River and its Aboriginal residents, especially with
respect to the adoption of a Christian ideology.

In 1967,

the Anglican Church surrendered the responsibility for managing

the future of Edward River to the DAIA.
The DAIA plan for Edward River and other Aboriginal
settlements was clearly spelt out.

I

will not reiterate the

plan here, since I dealt with it in some detail in Chapters

6, 7 and 10.

In broad terms, desirable changes were to be

induced at Edward River by simultaneously creating a physical environment that mimicked a maJor setting of the mainstream society (i.e. a country town) and by imposing activities, roles and social_ strUctures that

we~e

meant to replicate"
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key institutions in such a setting.

Those who were respon-

sible for the articulation of the plan (senior personnel of
the DAIA) and those who were expected to put the plan into
effect (the staff of Edward River) had little or no knowledge

of the culture they were intending to change.

The DAIA

appeared to believe that such knowledge was irrelevant and

that if the pr'op·er settings and social structures were imple-

mented, then the desired cultural changes would follow
automatically.
In principle, the plan did not oppose the
expression of Aboriginal culture, except where it seemed to
be harmful, as in the case of sorcery_
In the terminology of my. culture change model, it
was the staff who were in the position of being the advocates

of culture change·.

By virtue of the culture-donor/culture-

recipient bond, they were in the eyes of the Edward River
people legitimate advocates.
lativ~ly

charged with the

change at

E~ward

The staf·f, as officia'ls legis-

res~onsibility

of

institu~ing

River, expected that the changes they pro-

posed would be accepted and would

sub·sequent performance.

man~fest

themselves in

Indeed, many of the changes advo-

cated were performed with all the success the planners could
have hoped for.

The Edward River people adjusted well to

their new houses, accepted-the cash economy with little complaint, acquired new occupational skills and sent their
children off to school to receive a European-style education.

On the other hand, there were·two areas where changes
had been imposed and in which there were obvious discrepancies
between what the advocates intended to have happen and how
the Edward River people responded.

The first of these concerned the domain of authorityc
The rationale for introducing work structures based on the

Western model with its typical hierarchical ordering of
authority relationships and patterns of responsibility was

to prepare the Edward River people for the eventual selfmanagement of their own community.
The same reasoning
underlay the imposition of roles such as councillor "and
policeman. _ The Edward River people had no objection to

Europeans wielding such authority themselves, but' they could
not accept roles that endowed some Edward River people with
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a greater degree of authority than that accorded to them
under the traditional system of kin-based relationships.
Because

kin-~ased

relationships had remained a focal code

for the conduct of inte.rpersonal relationships amongst
Aborigines on the reserve, they' were unwilling to revise

them.

The result was two sets of. c.onfl'icting expectations

regarding the performance of imposed roles, and these in
turn generated·role conflict.
The second area of discrepancy concerned the intro-

duction of the Aboriginal court.
view,

~he·

From the DAIA point of

Aboriginal court was a means of training

A~origines

in the dispute resolution procedUres of the mainstream society,
as well as a necessary (though r.arel.y.. in.~q~"~o.,}~.n.strument for
enforcing compliance

wi~h

imposed behaviours.

None of the

codes over which the Aboriginal court had jurisdiction

addressed any of the real causes for disputation between
Aborigines.

Aborigines seeking redress for wrongs committed

by other Aborigines could only find it within their modified,

but still violent,
For the

peopl~

Rold custom" dispute settling procedures.

of Edward River, the Aboriginal court was a

means for reconciling the consequences of .Iold custom"
disputing with European notions of. law and order.
A crucial precondition in the DAIA view for the

development of any future plans to p.lace the administrative
control of the settlement in the hands of the Edward River
people

th~mselves

was that they be able to maintain law and

order in the fashion of the European model and that they

acquir~

community and workplace leadership roles like those in any normal country town.

But the consequences of the two discrepant

sets of expectations concerning imposed roles and the Aboriginal court worked in the opposite direction.

The role

conflict engendered by the unwillingness of Aborigines to
revise their own conception of the limits of personal authority
together with the resolution of that conflict in favour.of
the retention of Aboriginal values seemed to have become
integrated as a stable pattern in the interactions between
a

con~tantly

Edward River.

changing staff enclave and the

resid~nts

of

In preserving their own cultural values

concerning authority relationships among themselves, ·t"he
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people of Edward River·were creating a

~ermanent

niche for the staff within the settlement.

managerial

Edward River

people believed that the staff were indispensible. for the
running of the settlement.

Similarly, because the staff

were unable to delve beyond the surface violence ·of Aboriginal disputation, they were prevented from discovering· just

how poorly the introduced legal mechanisms were suited to
deal with disputes having their origins in customary law.
The staff for their.part·were equally convinced that the

Edward River people were still too powerfully swayed by
"tribal" emotions to be entrusted with the management of
their own affairs.
The staff were not well placed to understand what
was happenin'g.

'None of them had the spe-cia.l insi,ght that

training in cross-cultural community development might have

imparted.
Within the DAIA there were no formal mechanisms
for accumulating information-and analysing the dynamics of
social relations within the settlement.
For most staff it
was sufficient to cope with the day. to day exigencies posed
by the difficult physical environment, the problems of mana-

ging interpersonal relations

~ith

other staff members, and

the stresses induced by trying to maintain·standards in a

situation where there were discordant expectations. concerning
professional roles.
If. the Annual Reports. of the DAIA for the years

between 1968 and 1975 are any guide, the success of the DAIA
strategy for the development of Edward River was·measured
almost solely in terms of the completion of projects that
enhanced the physical amenities of the place.

For Edward

River peop'le too, the physical development of t,he community
signalled progress.

But the appearance of progress was

belied by the failure of the social organisation of the community to develop in the direction envisaged by the planners.
Edward River was adapting not so much to the mainstream Australian society but to q bureaucratic organisation.

The

culture-donorjculture-recipient bond was being transformed
into something that threatened to lock both Aborigines and
civil servants into a state of perpetual dependence one upon
the other.

It is all too easy for a bureaucracy whose
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existence

~s

contingent upon supplying the needs of special

groups judged incompetent to manage their own affairs to
fall in with such a bond, even when its official purpose is
to "work itself out of a job" (see Chapter 6, p. 388).
On 12 April 1984, a new Bill, the Community Services
(Aborigines) Bill was brought down in the Queensland Legislative Assembly and enacted.

In his speech on behalf of

the legislation, the Minister for Northern Development and
Aboriginal and Island Affairs stated th-at it 'was the government's intention to give Aboriginal communities

on reserve

lands greater executive responsibility for area management,
financial planning and the civic and 6ivil conduct of their
communities (Queensland- 1984:2891-7).

Aboriginal'councils

were to be elected under the same conditions as local govern-

The councils were to have the power to

ment authorities.

employ people, levy rates and charges, borrow and invest
moneys, and appoint police officers' both to supervise community By-Laws and operate essential services including fire

control and ambulance transport.
remain in operation.

Aboriginal courts were to

The Aboriginal Advisory Councils of

previous legislation were to. be replaced by a corporate
Coordinating Council made up of the
elected councils..

chairpe~sons

of the

The Coordinating Council had the power

to undertake public works and acquire public property.
supply

o~

The

consumer goods to Aboriginal communities was to

come under t'he'-" overall management of an Aboriginal Indust-"
ries Board (made

~p

from members of the Coordinating Council)

while- the management and control of community re,tail stores
and other business enterprises were to pass into the hands

of local" residents.
The DAIA was rename¢! the Department
of Community Services (DeS) in keeping with its new role of
providing advisory services;

A period of three years was

allowed for the changeover 'of administrative and executive

powers.

Communities could,

extension of DCS assistance.
Uchangeover

ll

if they wished, ask for an
During the three years of the

the Des would ensure the continuJ.ty:-.. of· adeoquate

accounting standards and reporting while all

~ransac"tions

of Aboriginal councils would be carefully" scrutinised by the
Auditor-General.
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The Community Services legislation was intended to

complement an earlier set of amendments to the Land -Act
1962-1981 and the For,estry Act 1959-1979.

The amendments

were contained in the Land Act (Aboriginal and Islander Land

Grants) . Amendment Bill.

The legislation which was passed on

31" March 1982, carne to be referred to as the "Deed of Grant ll

Propos al" •

The intention of the" amendment was to vest a

form of perpetual "title, the Deed of Grant inTrust, in

elected community councils ( or

trus~ees).

Special pro-

vision was made to ensure that any action to alter or cancel

a Deed of Grant 'in Trust (as, for example, by order of the
Governor-in-Council) must have parliamentary approval.

The

amending Act and the new Act were aimed at providing Abori-

ginal and Islander peoples with security of tenure and control
over their own lands as well

as increasing the degree to which

they managed their own affairs.
ity

.S~rvices

drawal of

In a bold move, the Commun-

legislation provided deadlines for the with-

Des

control.

For Edward River, the legislation will not achieve
~ts-stated

goals unless the people of the reserve accept that

an elected Aboriginal council is the appropriate body to
assume responsibility for the day to day running of the community.

This in turn means that the Edward River _people

must relinquish a strongly held set of values concerning the
bounds of legitim-ate authority.

In the past, Edward River

p-eople have resiste-d"" efforts" to impose structures "that gave

Aborigines wider authority than that permitted within the
limits of

th~

kin-based relationship set.

I

venture to

predict that the management structures the present Act
seeks to impose will fare no better at Edward River than
others have in the past.

The concept of community self-

management, in the form presented in the legislation, is
something that threatens the stability of strongly held

Edward River values.
As Zollschan (1976) has pointed out, effective change
will only take place when there is agreement between the
advocates of change and the target population concerning the
desired goals and the means of implementing them.
articulators and advocates of change are separated

When the
~y

a cul-
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cultural chasm ·as
so~iety

w~de

as that which .separates Edward River

from the Australian mainstream; then such consonan-

ces, in the absence of knowledge and consultation, can only
be achieved by accident.

In these circumstances, planning

for change will only be pursued with profit when the change
agents learn about those they would change, and conversely
those who would be changed have some say in what they are to
be transformed into and in the means for doing it.

The

strategy of change by legislative fiat and departmental implementation needs to be replaced with a more flexible and
culturally sensitive strategy which will neither mock the
good intentions of the planners nor frustrate the efforts of
the Aborigines. themselves to make a realistic

I

self-reliant

and Aborigina'l adaptation to their circumstances.
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12.4

Edward River in a" wider perspective
Edward River is but one of a number of Aboriginal com-

munities in Queensland which have been controlled and managed·
under the provisions of Queensland's Aboriginal Acts and Regulations.

My first purpose here is to present a brief sketch

of recent research among other similar Queensland Aboriginal

communities so that the reader may have a comparative yardstick against which to ass·ess my critique of the Government's
efforts at inducing socia-cultural change.
My second purpose
is to provide an indication of what has happened in states
other than Queensland, where authorities have attempted to
disengage themselves from the day to day control of Aboriginal communities by implementing programs for Aboriginal
self-management.

The first comparative study of Queensland's Aboriginal
settlements and missions was carried out by 'J.P.M. Long in
1965-66 as part of a general survey of such communities in

Australia's eastern mainland states (Long 1970).

He visited

all the communities in the closely settled parts of Queensland
(Cherbourg, Woorabinda, Palm Island and Yarrabah) and 4 of
the nine remote settlements

(Au~uk~n~

Doomadgee, Weipa and

Long was primarily interested in the administra-

Bamaga).

tion of Aboriginal welfare.

As a consequence, his brief

descriptions of Aboriginal settlements are largely concerned
with matters relating to the formation of settlements, their
administration, employment opportunities, income, physical
amenities, schooling, training schemes and development projects.

The effects of institutionalisation upon the lIinmates ll

of Aboriginal settlements were plainly apparent to him,
although he felt there was a difference in the degree of
institutional apathy displayed by various communities (Long
1970:181):

In the long-established conmmities within the settled cu:eas,
whose rrernbers have experienced a degree of rejection and hostility from the surrounding White comnunities, SO~ of the symptoms of t institutionalisation' are rrore apparent than in many
of the rerrote northenT. settlerrents whose merrbers have not had
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such experience and where the traditional cultUre remains

strong.

But because Aborigines in all the settlement corrmuni-

ties have so obviously lost their independence (and much nore
than their economic independence is lost) their attitude has

tended, or is tending, to become one of 'hostile dependency'.
Since Long's survey, research of much greater' anthropological, sociological, or psychological depth has been or
is being pursued among Aborigines living on government controlled reserves and mission settlements in Queensland.

For

example, research has been carried out at Doomadgee (Trigger
1981), Mornington Island (Cawte 1972, Memmott 1982, 1·983)

I

Aurukun (MCKnight 1971, D.E. von sturmer 1980, J. R." von

Sturmer "1973a, 1973b; 1978, Sutton 1978),
1980), Hopevale (Haviland 1979,

Lodkh~rE (Cha~~

~erweil-powell

1975), Bloom-

field (Anderson 1979, 1980), Yarrabah (Craig 1979, 1980) and
Che~ourg (Ec~ermann 1973, Koepping 1976, 1977, ~uthrie 1975a,

19 7 5b,

19 7 6 ) •

Continuity and change is a constant theme running
through the recent anthropological research among Aboriginal
populations living on or near the lands they occupied in presettlement times.

Sometimes the persistence of pre-settlement

beliefs and 'practices has beeri such as to'
t~on

allo~

the

reconstruc~

of essentially pre-contact patterns (see especially

Memmott 1983, for his reconstruction of Lardil social struc- t.ure .and use of space; D.,E. von Sturmer 1980, for her study of
nurturing and the social relations of child raisingj J.R. von

sturmer, for his explorations in economy', territoriality and
totemism among Wik speakers).

Most researchers in remote

Aboriginal communities take account of the fact that their

research is taking place in a situation of guided sociocultural change.

They also point out that Aboriginal people

in such communities do not engage in the wholesale abandonment of former traditions in favour of new beliefs and social
forms.

Rather, much of the adjustment of Aboriginal people

to the adoption of a sedentary lifestyle and the introduction
of new forms of economy, education, health care, politics
and religious beliefs has been in terms of their own distinc-

tive cultural" repertoire.

Thus Chase (1980) shows in great
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detail how "the people of Lockhart River see themselves as the
inheritors of a body of traditions handed down from the recent
past.

It is this body of knowledge that serves to guide,

direct and constrain their present behaviours rather than the

deliberate attempts by missionaries and government officers
to change their ways.

A number of studies have traced the

effects of enforced change at length (e.g. D.E. von Sturmer
1980, in the relations of reproduction;
settlement

soci~-spatial patterning~;

Memmott 1983, in

Haviland 1979, in socio-

linguistic change; Terweil-Powell 1975, developments in kinship systems).

Most studies refer explicitly or implicitly to the

bicultural nature of Aboriginal settlements.

Often the chasm

and lack of coInmunication. between the two groiJps,European andAboriginal·, is .quite marked and resembles the situation at

Edward River·.

Thus Chase (1980:36-7) writes in the following

way of the staff enclave at the Lockhart River Mission:.
European staff received no formal training on the nature of
.Aboriginal society· and culture.·

Often they were people wto

were noving strategically from other Governrrent :cepartrrents for
the purposes of career advancerrent, or else employees doing their
period in the bush:

a necessary prerequisite to later appoint-

rrent in rrore settled areas.

In a few cases, later friendships

fonred between individual Europeans and
though.this .had strict limitations.

~di.vidual

Aborigines

I

Most. staf.f ,....9l1d ..their

wives in particular, found residenGe in the small isolated comrmmity stressful.

On the one hand, internecine feuds between

groups of employees brought inteD1al competition and conflict

to the European residents, while on the other

hand~

the behaviour

of the Aboriginal population was seen as bestial, horrifying,
and threatening to European values ....•.Those Europeans who saw

themselves as sympathetic to .Aboriginal people inevitably became
disillusioned when their attenpts to irrprove Aboriginal comrmmity life were met with indifference and positive rejection.

While missionaries and government officers have been generally
characterised as initiators of chan.ge , they have" less frequently been seen as unintentional promoters of Aborig'inal
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~radition

in the way that I have argued in Section-12.3.

I

suspect, however, that the patterns of dependency ~xhibite~
between the people of Edward River and the staff enclave
occur' elsewhere in Queensland's Aboriginal settlements.
dependency may

b~

Such

seen as the price to be paid for the main-

tenance of traditional relationships and authority structures.

It is convenient.for Aborigines to keep the Europeans in their
places as the "bosses".

Consider this revealing set of

remarks from Sutton (1978:xv-xvi) describing his entry into
the field.among the people of Cape Keerweer:
As soon as I arrived, the people I worked with assigned me the

roles' which they saw as appropriate
for Cape Keerweer,

'-'r would be

~

I was to be the "boss n

in charge of cattle mariagerient,

I would run the store and corrmunications and transport I would
be the go-between in internal disputes and the anDassador to the
I

outside world and all its bewildering governrrental and qther
Above all, I would lead them back to their horrElands

agencieS.

from which they had migrated to AurtLtrun Mission in the past 50
years.
I
belonged to them" (their words).
(His parentheses.)
II

Clearly, Su.tton was being seen as the ideal "boss.

lI
,

a composite'

made up of mission superintendent-cum-handyman and crosscultural broJ<er.
The research conducted at Yarrabah and Cherbourg
presents a d'ifferent

picture,.,,~

T,hese communities are located

in the more densely settled parts of Queensland.

Originally,

they were set up as places of refuge for the remnants of tribal
groups that had been dispossessed by the European invasion of

their lands.

Here the

lier is more marked.

II

hostile dependency ll .Long noted ear-

Craig (1979:70-71) describes Yarrabah

in the following bleak way:
There has evolved on Yarrabah a reserve culture which resembles
~either

traditional Aboriginal nor white Australian society.

This culture is the product of resettlerrent and close' to 100
years of institutionalisation;

it involves the 'admixture of

30 different tribes, several races, and two vastly divergent
cultures •.. The people there see themselves as being different
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from other groups, both black and white, and Il"Ost ·reject

Quee~

land's 'drive toward uniformity' •.....••While the Aborigines of
Yarrabah seek equal opportunity, they, for the rrost part, dis-.
agree with Queensland's policy of assimilation, horrogenisation,

and the eventual incorporation of the state's Aboriginal, reserves
as shires.

v~ew

Tpey

Yarrabah as their home and they intend

to keep it that way.
"As a training grotmd for assimilation, Yarrabah has not been

successful.

The stated policy in Queensland is egalitarianism,

e. g. full rights and responsibilities for Aborigines

I

but the

institutional structure of the Reserve belies this intention in
that it is inherently not egalitarian.

Instead of helping

reserve Aborigines to overcome their status as second-class citi-'

zeDS, Yarrabah is perpetuating it.

This is due in part to the

fact that 'the State runs the Reserve like a business, acting
primarily as a Cl.?-Stodian of the taxpayers' dollars, not as. a

guardian of, the local conmmity I s interests.

Moreover, there

exists on the Reserve a managerial ·elite of predominantly white

bureaucrats whose relationship to the local population goes beyond rrere domination,:

they have usurped several of. the key

functions nonnally exercised by a corrmmity's heads of household,
parents, and patriarchS.
rrost of the horres

I

The DAIA runs the local economy, ownS

controls the labour market, oversees local

government, rronitors the children's health, manages an Old People.'s Home .etc.

TI'he people have largely. forgotten the Church's

adrronition to 'strive for self-improvement' .

Besides being

impossible under the present reserve system, it is easy to
why the local inhabitants take the view:

state takes care of everything?

~ee

why bother, when the

The result of Queensland's

reserve policy on Yarrabah is a fonn of enforced parasitism
whereby Aborigines' have corre to believe not only that the DAIA
will take care of them, but that it should take care of them.
(His emphasis.)

While the· above may be an overly partisan view, the research
of Guthrie and Koepping at Cherbourg

wou~d,

nonetheless,

support Craig's portrait of institutionalisation ( see especially Guthrie 1976, 1977).
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Througp. its Community Services Leg,islation, Queensland

is entering seriously into the process of dismantling institutional controls over Aboriginal communities and handing over
to them the responsibility for managing themselves.,
If my
suspicion concerning the relationships between staff enclaves
and the Aboriginal communities they serve is well-founded, ther
the process of disengagement may be more complex than the
planners of the exercise have realised;

Other Australia-n

states are already some way down the path of disengagement
and there is now a small but growing body of research relatiqg to the devolution of power and authority in traditionoriented Aboriginal communities.

Some of it is particularly

relevant in view of' the argumerit that I have advanced in this
chapter~

Foremost among these non-Queensland studies has been
the work of Tonkinson with· the Aboriginal community at Jigalong~on

the western periphery of the Gibson" Desert in north--

western Australia.

In 1946, Jigalong became the site of a

fundamentalist Christian mission.

Before that, it had been

a ration depot and as 'such had attracted a steady stream of
desert-dwelling natives.
In 1969, the missionaries abandoned
their attempts to convert the people of Jiga~ong and withdrew
from the area.
In 1973, the settlement became an incorporated
Aboriginal community in which responsibility for community
affairs was vested in an all-Aboriginal council assisted by
The cornmurl'ity was'heavily dependent

white advisors.
ernment

f~nance

on

gov-

for its economic and social development.

Tonkinson's research association with
"mob" dates from 1963.

~he

Jigalong

In a book (Tonkinson 1974) and a

series of papers (Tonkin~on 1970, 1977, 1978, 1982), he traces'
the social history of the community through its period as a
mission and then as an incorporated and (supposedly) selfmanaging community.

In brief,

Jigalong's period under mis-

sionary control saw an intensification of Aboriginal ritual
and social life.

There evolved a distinctly Aboriginal view

of the spheres of authority and power within the settlement.

The area of white settlement, the "mission", was
the domain' of the staff enclave.
and control.

~egarded

as

It was thei'r arena of power

Where the Aborigines lived, the "camp", was
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Aboriginal space.

From an Aboriginal point of view, white

The cultural chasm
between missionaries and Aborigines was so complete that by
people had no legitimate authority there.

1969, when they left the field, they. had converted, only one

The Aboriginal council had to step into the power
vacuum left by the missionaries, since the white ad~isory staf:
refused to exercise the paternal authority fqrmerly wielded by
person!

the missionaries.

Using the need to control the delinquent

behaviour of children as an example, Tonkinson (1982) skilfull:
reveals how the councillors became trapped by the conflicting
demands made on them b,y their adherence to traditional law
(confer~ed
e~p~~ted

·on them from the Dreaming) and the responsibilities

of them when they succeeded the missionaries as mana-

gers of their community.

Tonkinson (1982:124) observes:

Jigalong Aborigines who now harbour fond rrert'Ories concerning
aspects of the mission era are not yearning for a fresh infusion
of flIDdamentalist theology.

vmt

they miss is the kind of

pateITlalism that was unflinchingly applied ·in the social field

of lithe settlerrent·" - that which absolved them of tasks they did
not want, or feel any need, to assume.
st~

from several major sources:

The present problem

contin~ties

in Aboriginal

understandings about power and its locus as exteITlal to self

..•••. ; traditional attitudes to children, whose non-problematic
status in the pre-contact society was transfonned by the settle-

rrent situation and a new social field that· demanded new rulesi
and a legacy of missionary paternalism that masked emerging

problems and left Aborigines ill-prepared to assume necessfu.-Y
responsibilities associated with corrmunity self-managerrent.

other researchers (e.g. Sackett 1978;

Myers 1982)

have alluded to the same kind _of dilemmas when Aboriginal

councils are suddenly vested with the authority that was once
exercised by white staff.

Myers' accbunt offers a subtle and

compelling analysis of the problems of the Pintupi in attempting to come to terms with contemporary s-ituations that seem

to demand- an elaboration of what they have

tradi~ionally

under

stood as having comprised legitimate authority in different

domai·ns.,

.T'hey still seek to involve non-Aborigines

as
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IIbosses

ll

As Myers (1982:109) says:

in their decision-making.

Why they do so is an interesting question which I shall try to

someone outside the corrrnunity.

A IIboss II is

answer briefly.

His decisions are similarly "outside

ll
,

beyond the system of kin-

Decisions made by the council, even though they are con-

ship.

ceived of as the heads of the corrrnunity, are usually taken to the

If

white boss for ratification.
have tmfortunate consequences
white boss.

So when a

ll

1

these decisions then carre to

the blarre is often shifted to the

worker ll is fired from his job or his

wages reduced for lack of work, it is usually the white boss who
who will take the' blarre.·
"boss

II

is obvious.

The advantage I then, of having such a

He becorres the ,external object around which

negotiation and transaction can take place.

were, the Law.

He becorres, as it

If a councillor wants to be sure that a vehicle

will not be used by anyone in the corrmmity, he will, ask the
white boss to hold the keys •. The white boss, the" Aborigine
feels, can refuse its use whereas he, b01.IDd in the web of kinship, cannot.
It could be argued that the examples I have presented
in this section do not square with the Queensland situation .

concerning the devolution of power.
I would argue otherwise
and insist that we are really looking at the same kinds of
processes.
Edward River, I submit, is not an aberrant example in its dependence on European staff,.

The complementary"

interdependence between staff and Aboriginal villagers is of

fundamental importance in the maintenance of core Aboriginal
values about the nature of power and authority relationships.
The insensitive application of the new Community Service's

Act may do just the kind of damage to Edward River society
Sharp predicted many years ago for the introduction of the
II

steel axe I I .
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